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Preface
The fifteenth event of the International Conference on Machine Learning and Data
Mining MLDM was held in New York (www.mldm.de) running under the umbrella
of the Worldcongress “The Frontiers in Intelligent Data and Signal Analysis,
DSA2019” (www.worldcongressdsa.com).
For this edition the Program Committee received 245 submissions. After the peerreview process, we accepted 65 high-quality papers for oral presentation. The topics
range from theoretical topics for classification, clustering, pattern mining to specific
data mining methods for the different multimedia data types such as image mining,
text mining, video mining and web mining. Extended versions of selected papers will
appear in the International Journal Transactions on Machine Learning and Data
Mining (www.ibai-publishing.org/journal/mldm).
A tutorial on Data Mining and a tutorial on Case-Based Reasoning were held before the conference that took pleasure to high participation of researchers and practioners from industry, social and public services.
We like to thank all presenter for your high-quality presentations and the audience
for your high-professional questions and inspiring comments. All that has made the
conference to a living and dreadful event. The presenters and the audience went home
with a full bag of new insights into different topics the research and inspiring ideas for
new work and research. Besides that, gave the banquet an excellent opportunity to
network among the participants and set up new co-operations.
We like to thank all reviewers for their highly professional work and their effort in
reviewing the papers. We also thank members of Institute of Applied Computer Sciences, Leipzig, Germany (www.ibai-institut.de) who handed the conference as secretariat. We appreciate the help and understanding of the editorial staff of ibaipublishing house (www.ibai-publishing.org) that prepared and published the proceeding books in two volumes.
We invite you to join us in 2020 in New York to the next Worldcongress
(www.worldcongressdsa.com) “The Frontiers in Intelligent Data and Signal Analysis,
DSA2020” that combines under his roof the following three events: International
Conferences Machine Learning and Data Mining MLDM, the Industrial Conference
on Data Mining ICDM , and the International Conference on Mass Data Analysis of
Signals and Images in Artificial Intelligence and Pattern Recognition with Application in with Applications in Medicine, r/g/b Biotechnology, Food Industries and Dietetics, Biometry and Security, Agriculture, Drug Discover, and System Biology
MDA-AI&PR.
July, 2019

Petra Perner
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Novel approach for Label Disambiguation via
Deep Learning
Ticiana L. Coelho da Silva1 , Natanael da Silva Araújo1 , José Antônio F. de
Macêdo1 , David Araújo1 , Felipe Melo Soares1 , Paulo A. L. Rego2 , and Aloisio
Vieira Lira Neto3
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Abstract. Classifying entities in a given text is a challenging problem in
Natural Language Processing (NLP). A common approach that tackles
such problem is Named Entity Recognition (NER). Deep Learning techniques have been extensively applied in NER tasks because they require
little feature engineering and are free from language-specific resources,
learning important features from word or character embeddings trained
on large amounts of data. Given a sentence: ”Lamon murdered Kamil.”.
Imagine that we aim at identifying in the text the victim and the murderer. Traditional NER approaches would label Lamon and Kamil with
person label, because of the upper-case spelling or based on a knowledge
base as Wikipedia or Yago. Thus victim, murderer and person labels can
be confused with one another since they preserve the same orthographic
features. Furthermore, it is unfeasible to obtain the information if someone is a victim or murderer from a knowledge base. This information
should be extracted from the context. In this paper, we call such problem
as Label Disambiguation, and our proposed solution is a neural architecture that benefits from both word- and character-level representations
automatically, by using a combination of bi-directional LSTM and CRF
layers. Our proposal is free from knowledge bases, language-specific resources (e.g., gazetteers, word clusters id, part-of-speech tags) or handcrafted features (e.g., word spelling and capitalization patterns). Our
experiments were conducted on a real data set, and show that our proposal can surpass F1 score comparing to two state-of-the-art approaches.
Keywords: BiLSTM · Deep Learning · Label Disambiguation.

1

Introduction

Classifying entities in a given text is a challenging problem in Natural Language
Processing (NLP). A common approach in NLP that tackles such problem is
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Named Entity Recognition (NER). It corresponds to the ability to identify the
named entities in text and label with one of entity type labels such as person,
location and organization. NER is an essential task for different applications
as topic detection and speech recognition. Orthographic features and languagespecific knowledge resources as gazetteers are widely used in NER. However,
such approaches are costly to develop, especially for new languages and new
domains, making NER a challenge to adapt [18].
Beyond identifying the occurrence or the mention of named entities, we may
link entity mentions to their intended referent, as represented in a Knowledge
Base [1], [8]. Such ability can be performed by methods of Named Entity Disambiguation (NED). Given a sentence ”Paris is the capital of France”, NER would
pass the mentions Paris and France to the NED stage, which would identify Paris
to the city of Paris (location) and not to Paris Hilton (person). The knowledge
base for NED is commonly derived from Wikipedia, Yago, or a complex combination of several resources including, among others, WordNet and Wiktionary
[1], [8], [21] or by using linked data sets [10]. However, not all domains have
well-defined knowledge base to disambiguate words or label classes. In Police
reports domain, for instance, it is impractical to have a knowledge base which
describes, previously, that someone is murderer or victim.
Consider a real police report document: “The declarant informs that the victim was his brother and at dawn on November 21, 2010, he was shot; Gilmario
was rescued to the Santo Inacio hospital, where he died from injuries caused; The
declarant informs that the author was the individual known as Joseph. Nothing
else to be done closes the present occurrence.”. 4 Traditional NER approaches
would label “Gilmario” and “Joseph” with person label, because of the uppercase spelling. Imagine that we aim at identifying in the text the victim and the
murderer. Notice that the classification of “Gilmario” as a victim and “Joseph”
as a murderer is very challenged, since their names preserve the same orthographic features, and it is impossible to derive the information that someone is
victim or murderer from Wikipedia, Yago, or by using linked data sets as done
in previous works [8], [21], [10]. This information should be extracted from the
context.
In this paper, we call such problem as Label Disambiguation, and our proposed solution is a neural architecture that is free from knowledge bases, languagespecific resources (e.g., gazetteers, word clusters id, part-of-speech tags) or handcrafted features (e.g., word spelling and capitalization patterns). This problem
is different from multi-class multi-label classification [28] since the model should
classify each mention as one single label class.
The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) or more specifically, Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) has been extensively used in text classification tasks since it
processes variable length input and can allow highly non-trivial long-distance
dependencies to be easily learned. Bi-directional LSTM model can take into
account an effectively infinite amount of context on both sides of a word and
eliminates the problem of limited context that applies to any feed-forward model
4

To preserve the privacy of those involved, we changed the person names.
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Fig. 1. Char-BLSTM-CRF architecture.

[4]. Several approaches propose NER models derived from LSTM [15], [11], [13],
by combining bi-directional LSTM with CNNs [4] or by solving the problem of
word disambiguation [23], however, none of them solves the label disambiguation
problem given an input text. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this work
is the first one that addresses such a problem. Our experiments were conducted
on a real data set, and show that our proposal can surpass F1 score comparing
to two state-of-the-art approaches.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the
problem settings. Section 3.1 presents our proposed solution. Finally, Section 4
presents the experimental evaluation, Section 5 presents the related works, and
Section 6 draws the final conclusions.

2

Problem Settings

In this paper, we define Label Disambiguation problem regarding a sequence
learning problem. We consider a variable-length sequence of input symbols w =
{x1 , ..., xT } and we aim at predicting a sequence of output symbols y = {y1 , ..., yT 0 }.
Input symbols are word tokens drawn from a given vocabulary V . Output symbols are labels drawn from a given set of entity classes L (i.e., victim, murderer,
location, among others). Consider that L might present ambiguous classes, like
victim, murderer, and witness, so the problem tackled in this paper is to deal
with label or class disambiguation by regarding the sentence context.
Here the words of a text document are not broken down into a series of distinct and separate classification tasks (one per target entity) but rather treated
directly at the sequence level, with a single model handling all classification
decisions. We propose a model for accomplishing this: we first use LSTM to encode character-level information of a word into its character-level representation.
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Then we combine word- and character-level representations and feed them into
bi-directional LSTM (BLSTM) to model context information of each word. On
top of BLSTM, we use a sequential CRF to decode labels for the whole sentence
jointly. In the next section, we provide more details about our proposed neural
network architecture for label disambiguation.

3

Neural Network Architecture

In this section, we describe the layers of our neural network architecture called
Char-BLSTM-CRF.
3.1

BLSTM-CRF

The most straightforward way of modeling the input symbols w = {x1 , ..., xT }
is considering a sequence labeling architecture that tags each symbol xi ∈ V in
the input sequence with a label yj ∈ L. Even though the formulation is rather
general, previous contributions [13], [4], [23] have already shown the effectiveness
of recurrent neural networks for sequence labeling. We employed recurrent neural
network with LSTM to transform words xi ∈ w into labels yj ∈ L.
LSTM was proposed in [12] and it is a variant of the recurrent neural network.
LSTM was the culmination of researches on the vanishing gradient problem.
Basically, LSTM unit is composed of three multiplicative gates which control
the proportions of information to forget and to pass on the next time step. For
many sequence labeling task, it is beneficial to have access to both past (left)
and future (right) contexts. However, LSTM’s hidden state takes information
only from the past, knowing nothing about the future. An elegant solution is bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) which consists of using two regular LSTM layers,
each of which processes the input sequence in one direction (chronologically
and anti-chronologically), and then merging their representations. By treating a
sequence both ways, a BLSTM can catch patterns that may be missed by the
chronological-order version alone.
For general structure prediction tasks, it is beneficial to consider the correlations between labels in neighborhoods and jointly decode the best chain labels
for a given input sequence [17]. There are different ways to make use of neighbor
tag information in predicting current tags. Most existing sequence tagging models are linear statistical models such as Hidden Markov models (HMMs), and
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) models [14] which are well understood and
widely used for such problems. CRF focuses on sentence level instead of individual positions. For example, it’s known that ORG cannot follow PER, regarding
the four-class paradigm (PER, LOC, ORG, MISC) which is traditional in NER
tasks. Therefore, we model label sequence jointly using a CRF layer, instead of
decoding each label independently. Moreover, it has been shown that CRFs can
produce higher tagging accuracy in general [13].
Let v = {v1 , ..., vT } be some observed input data sequence, in our case, the
output vector of bi-directional LSTM. Let S be a set of FSM (Finite State
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Machine) states, each of which is associated with a label, yj ∈ L, (such as
PER). Let s = {s1 , ..., sT } be some sequence of states, (the values on T output
nodes). CRF defines the conditional probability of a state sequence given an
input sequence to be
P (s|v) =

exp(

PT

t=1

P

k

λk fk (st−1 , st , v, t))
Zv

(1)

where Zv is a normalization factor, fk (st−1 , st , v, t) is an arbitrary feature function over its arguments, and λk is a learned weight for each feature function.
Feature functions can ask powerfully arbitrary questions about the input sequence, including queries about previous words, next words, and conjunctions
of all [19]. For further details, we refer the reader to [19], [14].
We derive BLSTM-CRF network from the combination of a BLSTM network with a CRF model. BLSTM-CRF layers have been widely used for NER
tasks [17], [15], among other papers. However, it has never been applied in label disambiguation problem. In this paper, we propose to combine word- and
character-level representations, and then fed the BLSTM-CRF network. We provide more details in the next sections.
3.2

RNN for Character-level Representation

Our neural network is composed of the word-level layer and the character-level
layer, which are implemented as RNNs (more specifically, LSTM), inspired by
the work [32], different from [4], [17] which implement as convolutional neural
networks (CNNs).
Character-level layer takes a sequence of characters (represented as embeddings) as input and outputs a representation that encodes the morphological
information at the character level. The character set includes all unique characters in our Police report dataset plus the special token PADDING which is used
for the LSTM since padding an input sentence is a common strategy for LSTM
batch optimization.
A word-level layer subsequently combines the character-level feature representation and a word embedding and further incorporates the contextual information to output a new feature representation. Words are padded with a number
of special PADDING characters on both sides depends on the maximum sentence
length in our Police report dataset.
After two levels of feature extraction (encoding), the feature representation
output by the word-level layer is fed to BLSTM-CRF.
3.3

Char-BLSTM-CRF

An outline of our proposed model Char-BLSTM-CRF is shown in Figure 1. It
consists of:
1. An embedding layer that converts each word xi ∈ w into a real-valued ddimensional vector exi via embedding matrix W ∈ Rdx|V | .
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(Hyper-) parameter
Range
Chosen Value
dropout-rate
[0,1 - 0,5], step 0,2
0,5
number of epochs
[30 - 50], step 10
30
batch size
[16 - 128], step ×2
32
hidden units
[8 - 128], step ×2 [8 - 128], step ×2
optimizer
[sgd, rmsprop, adam]
rmsprop
Table 1. (Hyper-) parameters for all experiments.

2. Consider the character set C includes all unique characters in V plus the
special token PADDING. An embedding layer that converts each word xi ∈
w into a real-valued p-dimensional vector eci via embedding matrix H ∈
Rpx|C| .
3. One stacked layer of LSTM receives as input a sequence of characters (represented as embeddings) to extract morphological information at the character
level.
4. One stacked layer of BLSTM to combine word- and character-level representations.
5. The output vectors of BLSTM are fed to the CRF layer to jointly decode
the best label yj sequence regarding the classes in L.
Overall, for each word, the character-level representation is computed by
the LSTM with the character embedding as inputs. Then the character-level
representation vector is concatenated with the word embedding vector to feed
into the BLSTM network. Finally, the output vectors of BLSTM are fed to CRF
layer to decode the best label sequence jointly.
In the next section, we present the experimental study conducted in this
paper.

4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we provide details about training Char-BLSTM-CRF approach.
We implement our proposal using the Keras library [5] with TensorFlow in the
backend. The computations for a single model are run on a K80 GPU.
To examine the quality of our proposal, we use a real dataset with texts from
Police reports. The dataset contains real-world stories in Portuguese language
about homicides from Fortaleza city (Brazil) and covers a temporal interval
comprised from 2014 to 2018. The training set contains 1,399 texts, and the test
set presents 350 texts manually classified.
The dataset is classified using three different types of classes: VICTIM, MURDERER, and OTHERS. Observe that VICTIM and MURDERER can be confused by traditional NER classification models since both classes preserve the
same orthographic feature. The training set contains 5,307 mentions to VICTIM, 2,902 to MURDERER and 499,628 to OTHERS. Concerning the test set,
it is composed of 1,274 mentions labeled as VICTIM, 686 as MURDERER and
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125,090 as OTHERS. We have tagged these texts manually with domain experts
since from the author’s knowledge there is no available labeled dataset for label
disambiguation problem.
We compare the performance of our proposed model Char-BLSTM-CRF with
two baseline networks - the bi-directional LSTM with CRF model (widely used
[17], [15] for NER tasks) called BLSTM-CRF, and the bi-directional RNN with
CRF model, BRNN-CRF. All these models are run using 50-dimensional word
embeddings and the same hyper-parameters as shown in Table 1. We prefer to
train an embedding layer for police domain than using Stanford’s GloVe [22]
word embeddings, which were created through informative and encyclopedic
texts that can be considered far from police domain. Moreover, we are dealing
with Portuguese documents. Our word vectors for the embedding layer were
trained using Police reports from Fortaleza, Brazil from 2010 to 2018.
In this study, beyond performing the experiments with different networks
architecture models, such as BLSTM-CRF, BRNN-CRF, and Char-BLSTMCRF, we also report how the quality of the results is affected when varying the
number of hidden units for a layer. However, we experimented other values for
each (hyper-) parameter (reported on column Range of Table 1). The results
discussed here were obtained using the chosen value reported in Table 1 for
each (hyper)-parameter. We ascertained by several experiments that setting the
chosen values (Table 1) for the (hyper)-parameters, we obtained the best results.
Network
BRNN-CRF

hidden units VICTIM MURDERER OTHERS
8
0,57
0,42
0,99
16
0,60
0
0,99
32
0,59
0
0,99
64
0,60
0
0,99
128
0,62
0,19
0,99
BLSTM-CRF
8
0,71
0,57
0,99
16
0,71
0,57
0,99
32
0,79
0,60
0,99
64
0,79
0,60
0,99
128
0,77
0,61
0,99
Char-BLSTM-CRF
8
0,80
0,56
0,99
16
0,67
0,63
0,99
32
0,67
0,47
0,99
64
0,85
0,65
0,99
128
0,76
0,49
0,99
Table 2. Precision results for VICTIM, MURDERER and OTHERS classes.

For the three models evaluated, we train the networks using the back-propagation
algorithm. Several methods have been proposed to enhance the performance of
stochastic gradient descendent (SGD), such as Adadelta, Rmsprop [9] and Adam.
Although we observe better results using Rmsprop, which is expected since Rmsprop optimizer is generally a good enough choice, whatever your problem [6].
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Network
BRNN-CRF

hidden units VICTIM MURDERER OTHERS
8
0,86
0,01
0,99
16
0,80
0
0,99
32
0,81
0
0,99
64
0,80
0
0,99
128
0,70
0,02
0,98
BLSTM-CRF
8
0,82
0,43
0,99
16
0,81
0,33
0,99
32
0,76
0,47
0,99
64
0,79
0,61
0,99
128
0,77
0,45
0,99
Char-BLSTM-CRF
8
0,80
0,58
0,99
16
0,83
0,30
0,99
32
0,78
0,37
0,99
64
0,73
0,64
0,99
128
0,82
0,54
0,99
Table 3. Recall results for VICTIM, MURDERER and OTHERS classes.

According to the results shown in Tables 2 and 3, Char-BLSTM-CRF and
BLSTM-CRF outperform BRNN-CRF in precision and recall metrics for VICTIM and MURDERER classes. We are not interested in discussing OTHERS
since detecting this label is not part of our problem. Notice we added a CRF
layer upon the considered neural networks since it has been demonstrated that
jointly decoding label sequences can significantly benefit the final performance
of neural network models [13].
When we compare Char-BLSTM-CRF, BLSTM-CRF and BRNN-CRF, although RNNs can, in theory, learn long dependencies, in practice, they fail to
do so and tend to be biased towards their most recent inputs in the sequence
[15], [2]. We believe that both Char-BLSTM-CRF and BLSTM-CRF outperform
BRNN-CRF because an LSTM layer can capture long-range dependencies and
it incorporates a memory-cell to overcome biased issues.
In the majority of cases, BRNN-CRF did not detect any correct MURDERER occurrence, but well recognized a VICTIM. Our hypothesis is the model
learns easier to identify VICTIM than MURDERER, since the name of a VICTIM usually comes close to expressions like was murdered, died, passed away,
was killed, among others, and they help to identify a VICTIM in the context.
Moreover, it was expected better results for VICTIM since in the training set
we have more mentions for such label comparing with MURDERER.
Notice that from 8 to 128 hidden units, BLSTM-CRF and Char-BLSTMCRF achieve the best result for precision and recall when the network is trained
with 64 hidden units. Overall, Char-BLSTM-CRF and BLSTM-CRF achieve the
same quality results to detect a VICTIM, both methods present the same F1
score to recognize such label and is equal to 0,79. However, for MURDERER
class, Char-BLSTM-CRF outperforms BLSTM-CRF by achieving an F1 score
of 0,64 while BLSTM-CRF achieves an F1 score of 0,60.
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All in all, considering Char-BLSTM-CRF best performance results, it surpasses F1 score comparing to the state-of-the-art approach for NER tasks [17],
[15], showing that character level representations are important for linguistic sequence labeling tasks, more specifically for label disambiguation problem. This
is consistent with results reported by previous works [27], [4]. It is worth to mention that Char-BLSTM-CRF does not require any carefully designed features or
data pre-processing.

5

Related Work

Several works have presented models that use well-formatted documents heavily
depend on a phrase’s local linguistic features, such as capitalization, part-ofspeech (POS) tags of previous words, external resources, such as gazetteers, or
large dictionaries of entities gathered from Freebase, Wikipedia, Yago to perform
NER and NED tasks [24], [1], [8], [21], [25], [20] and [16].
Apart from the English language, there are many studies on classifying entities on documents written on other languages or cross-lingual setting. For example, [30] investigated a deep learning method to recognize clinical entities in
Chinese clinical documents using the minimal feature engineering approach. [29]
incorporated dictionaries into deep neural networks for the Chinese named entity recognition task. In addition to Chinese, many studies have been conducted
for named entity detection in documents on other languages. Examples include
Portuguese [26], and Japanese [33]. Each language has its own characteristics
for understanding the fundamentals of NER task on that language. This makes
NER models very challenge to adapt.
Several studies as [3], [31] use a self-attention mechanism to the neural architecture aiming at solving the NER problem in a cross-lingual setting by transferring knowledge from a source language to a target language with few or no
labels. Another very interesting work is [32], that examines the effects of transfer
learning for deep hierarchical recurrent networks across domains, applications,
and languages, and shows that significant improvement can often be obtained
on various tasks including NER.
There has also been a long history of research involving neural networks for
classifying entities in documents. [11] attempted NER with a single direction
LSTM network. The work [15] proposes two neural architectures for sequence
labeling based on Bi-directional LSTM, and [4], [17] combines Bi-directional
LSTM with CNNs. [7] uses a CNN over a sequence of word embedding with a
CRF on the top. [26] is based on the CharWNN deep neural network, which
uses word and character embeddings to perform sequential classification. [23]
addresses an orthogonal problem called word sense disambiguation problem, its
contribution consists of models from a traditional LSTM-based model, a variant
that incorporates an attention mechanism and an encoder-decoder architecture.
However, according to the author’s knowledge, no approach in the state-of-theart tackles label disambiguation problem.
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6

Conclusion

This paper presents a neural architecture Char-BLSTM-CRF for sequence labeling. We tackle the problem of label or class disambiguation in Police report
documents, which is very challenging since to label an entity we need to observe
its context on the document. The evaluation experiments show that our proposal
outperforms two baselines in terms of quality. We believe our paper is relevant
since from our knowledge it’s the first paper to tackle such a problem. Our proposal is free from knowledge bases, language-specific resources or hand-crafted
features.
Transfer learning has been widely used to improve classification models. A
research direction would be to explore transfer learning techniques to improve
the precision and recall of classes involved. We will first train a base network
on a base dataset and task, and then we will re-purpose the learned features,
or transfer them, to our model to be trained on our Police report dataset. We
are aware that this process tends to work if the features are general, meaning
suitable to both base and target tasks, instead of specific to the base task. In
this case, another future direction can be discovered or annotated new datasets
that present ambiguous entity classes.
Acknowledgement Research supported by FUNCAP Brazilian funding agency
under project number FUNCAP SPU 8789771/2017.
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On combining dynamic selection, sampling, and pool
generators for credit scoring ? ??
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Abstract. The profitability of the banks highly depends on the models used to
decide on the customer’s loans. State of the art credit scoring models are based
on machine learning methods. These methods need to cope with the problem
of imbalanced classes since credit scoring datasets usually contain many paid
loans and few not paid ones (defaults). Recently, dynamic selection approaches
combined with pre-processing techniques have been evaluated for imbalanced
datasets. However, previous works only evaluate oversampling techniques combined with bagging pool generator ensembles. For this reason, we propose to
combine different dynamic selection, preprocessing and pool generation techniques. We assess the prediction performance by using four public real-world
credit scoring datasets with different levels of imbalanced ratio and four evaluation measures. Experimental results show that KNORA-Union dynamic selection
technique combined with Balanced Random Forest improves the classification
performance concerning the static ensemble for all levels of imbalance ratio.
Keywords: Credit scoring · Imbalanced datasets · Dynamic classification · ensemble pool generators.

1

Introduction

Credit offer is a key activity for banks that aim at improving their profitability and
competitiveness. Small improvements in the default prediction imply high profits to the
financial institutions [13]. However, the decision of allowing a loan to a customer is
complex and risky because it requires an accurate default prediction that should protect banks from financial losses, especially during the financial crises. Thomas et al.
[23] pointed out several aspects affecting the default rate over time, such as the cost of
the money (interest rate), the supply and demand for credit, the state of the economy,
and the cyclical variations in credit over time. These aspects, and the data availability and accuracy make the default prediction much harder than other domain-specific
classification problems. New methods and techniques are required to cope with these
?
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problems, supporting the implementation of accurate loan models, also called credit
scoring models, that can guarantee a low percentage of defaults.
Available historical loan data creates an excellent opportunity to take advantage of
trending machine learning methods for building accurate credit scoring models. However, real credit scoring datasets are usually imbalanced. They are called low default
portfolios (LDP) [28], since they are highly skewed and with a low default rate.
In the past few decades, researchers have attempted to optimize the predictive performance in imbalance ratio data. According to Haixiang et al. [11], the two most used
approaches are Resampling, a kind of preprocessing technique that changes the class
distribution of the training set, and Ensemble methods, which could combine several
base classifiers, sampling, and cost-sensitive approaches. This paper evaluates the combination of Resampling and Ensemble methods in imbalanced credit scoring datasets.
Ensemble methods are justified by several theoretical [6] and empirical [18] studies
which demonstrate the advantages of Multiple Classifier System (MCS) over individual
classifier models. They are widely used to solve many real-world problems, including
credit scoring [17, 26] and class imbalance [8]. An MCS is typically composed of three
phases: Pool Generation, Selection, and Integration [4]. This paper evaluates several
techniques for the two first phases of an MCS.
Although several papers evaluate the prediction performance of classification approaches to credit scoring datasets [9, 7, 14, 22, 24, 1, 25, 3, 26, 2, 17], to the best of our
knowledge an investigation of the combination of preprocessing approaches, dynamic
selection techniques, and pool generators ensembles is missing. In this paper, we perform an empirical evaluation of the combination of these techniques to find improvements in credit scoring classification. Specifically, we seek to answer the following
research questions related to the credit scoring problem: RQ1) Which preprocessing
technique generates the best dataset to calibrate the dynamic selection approach?, RQ2)
Is the combination of dynamic selection and preprocessing techniques better than the
single application of a preprocessing approach?, RQ3) Does the imbalance level influence the prediction performance of the combinations?.
This work is partially motivated by the outstanding results achieved recently by
the dynamic selection techniques [20, 4]. Most of these approaches are based on k-NN
classifier to evaluate the local competence of each base classifier. However, the k-NN is
biased to consider more the majority class. That means that the simple application of a
dynamic selection technique in an imbalanced dataset produces poor results.
We measure the performance of the approaches using four common measures used
in credit scoring predictions: Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC), F1-score, G-mean,
and H-measure. The average rank of these metrics is used to compare the techniques.
Our results reveal the improvement of the dynamic selection over the static ensemble, considering different degrees of class-imbalance. In particular, the combination of
Balanced Random Forest with KNORA-Union [16] improves all the metrics we have
evaluated.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature about
credit scoring, imbalance learning approaches, and dynamic selection techniques. Section 3 presents the methodology used. Section 4.2 comments the results obtained from
the experiments. Finally, the last section is dedicated to the conclusion and future work.
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2

Background and related work

This study involves four main elements: credit scoring, imbalanced learning, pool generators, and dynamic selection classification. We briefly review each of these subjects
in the following paragraphs.
Credit scoring. Several works have been published in last years focusing on default
loan prediction. However, none of the previous papers combined dynamic selection,
preprocessing techniques and different pool generators. Table 1 shows some aspects of
recent papers about loan default prediction. Besides the year of publication, and the
sampling approaches used, the table also presents the kind of ensemble used, homogeneous or heterogeneous, the selection approach, dynamic (DS) or static (SS), and
the pool generation techniques evaluated. We can see that no paper combined dynamic
selection, pool generation, and sampling techniques.
Table 1. Approaches tracking credit scoring in literature
Ensemble
Kind Selection Pool generators
[9]
2019
Homog.
(a)
[7]
2018
Heterog.
DS
Bagging and different parameters
Based on RUS Heterog.
[14]
2018
SS
Based on bagging
SMOTE
[22]
2018
Homog
SS
Bagging
[24]
2018
Heterog.
Based on bagging
[1]
2017
Homog.
(b)
[25]
2017
Homog.
Based on boosting
[3]
2016
Heterog.
DS
Feature selection based
[26]
2016
Heterog.
DS
Bagging based on clustering
[2]
2016
Heterog.
DS
Bagging
[17]
2015
Both
SS, DS (c)
(a) Bagging, Boosting, Random subspace, Random Forest, Rotation Forest, DECORATE
(b) Bagging, Boosting, Random Subspace, DECORATE, Rotation Forest
(c) Bagging, Boosting, Random Forest, Rotation Forest
Ref.

Year

Sampling

Sampling techniques for imbalanced learning. As mentioned in Section 1, the prediction task in credit scoring datasets suffers from the lack of sufficient samples of the
minority class. Haixiang et al. [11] defined four categories of techniques for dealing
with class imbalance. The first one modifies the data distribution, called preprocessing
solutions. The next category applies different costs to misclassification of positive and
negative samples, the cost-sensitive solutions. These classes are called “basic strategies” for addressing imbalanced learning. The third one adapts a classifier to deal with
the class imbalance, the algorithm level solutions. The last one, ensemble-based solutions, combines the previous solutions using an ensemble. These last two categories are
called “classification algorithms” for imbalanced learning. We describe the preprocessing and the ensemble-based approaches briefly in the following paragraphs.
Preprocessing is applied before the learning phase. Resampling techniques are used
to rebalance the sample space for an imbalanced dataset to reduce the skewed class
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distribution in the learning process. There are three possible methods to do it. The first
one is over-sampling, which consists of creating new minority class samples. We test
the widely used method, Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE), and
Ranked minority oversampling (RAMO) . The second one is under-sampling, that consists of removing samples from the majority class. We test the most used method, Random Under-sampling (RUS). The hybrid method combines the two previous ones.
Pool generators. This paper focuses on six modified ensembles to handle imbalanced
classification. A typical ensemble, also known as multiple classifier systems (MCS), has
the following phases: the pool generation, the selection, and the integration. The MCS
phases are presented in Figure 1. The main challenge of the pool generation phase is to
generate a pool of accurate and diverse classifiers. The diversification can be achieved
by homogeneous or heterogeneous base classifiers. Regarding the homogeneous pools,
the diversity comes from different subsets of training data (Bagging, Boosting, or Hybrid), or using different features subspaces (Random Subspace Selection), or based on
feature extraction (Rotation Forest). We test each of these homogeneous approaches
combined with preprocessing techniques that we call “imbalanced ensembles”.

Techniques evaluated

Pool Generation
Bagging, Boosting
Hybrid
Random Forest
Rotation Forest

Selection
No (static)
KNE, KNU
LCA, RNK

Integration

Fig. 1. The three MCS phases and the techniques evaluated in this work.

There is a significant number of pool generators and an even higher number of preprocessing approaches. We select the most used ones. The first selected imbalanced
ensemble is Balanced Bagging (BBAG), it is the Bagging pool generator with an additional step to balance the training set at the fit time with Random Undersampling
(RUS). The Balanced Random Forest (BRDF) [5] is the Random Forest ensemble with
the application of RUS in each bootstrap sample. The same approach was made to Balanced Rotation Forest (BRTF), the balanced version of Rotation Forest [19]. The next
two imbalanced ensembles, RUSBoost and SMOTEBoost, are the AdaBoost ensemble
modified to give less or more samples in each boosting step using RUS or SMOTE,
respectively. The last one, Easy Ensemble (EASY) is a bag of balanced AdaBoost ensembles. That is the reason for the hybrid terminology, with the behavior of bagging
and boosting. The EASY ensemble uses RUS to balance the data. In all imbalance ensembles that use RUS, each base classifier receives a subset of the dataset with the same
number of samples in each class. In SMOTEBoost, we double the number of samples
of the minority class in each boost iteration.
Overview of dynamic selection. The second phase of an MCS is the selection. The
main concepts are related to the type of selection and the notion of classifier competence
(ability to predict correctly). The type of selection may be static, where the decision
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about the competence of the base learners is made at the fitting time, or dynamic, when
the decision is made at prediction time. The intuition behind the preference for dynamic
over static selection is to select the most locally-accurate classifiers for each unknown
sample. A dynamic selection approach defines competence measures, mostly related to
the classifier accuracy in some part of the feature space, and a procedure to select the
best estimators.
The dynamic selection approaches are classified by the selection methodology. According to this classification, there are two kinds of strategies: dynamic classifier selection (DCS) and dynamic ensemble selection (DES). The difference between them
is the number of classifiers selected to predict each sample. The DCS selects the most
competent base classifier, and the DES selects an ensemble of competent classifiers.
We test DS strategies based on different notions of competence measure as previous
papers that evaluated dynamic selection in the context of imbalanced learning [27, 20].
For example, Local Class Accuracy (LCA) considers the local class accuracy separately.
The Modified Classifier Rank (RNK) ranks the classifiers. These two techniques are
DCS. They always select only the most competent classifier to the predict task. We also
test two versions of K-Nearest Oracles (KNORA), that are DES techniques. Next, we
briefly describe the four DS strategies adopted in this paper.
• The Local Class Accuracy (LCA) gets the prediction of the test sample of each base
classifier and, according to the predicted class, compute the class accuracy regarding only the predicted class. The classifier with the higher class accuracy is used to
predict the test sample.
• The Modified Classifier Rank (RNK) method ranks the accuracy of the base classifiers in the neighborhood for each test instance. The classifier with the highest
accuracy is used to predict the test instance.
• The K-Nearest Oracles (KNORA) techniques are inspired by the Oracle [16] concept.
Among them, the most promising are KNORA-Eliminate (KNE) and KNORAUnion (KNU). The KNE selects only the base classifiers with the perfect accuracy
in the neighborhood of the test instance. On the other hand, in the KNU technique,
the level of competence of a base classifier is measured by the number of correctly
classified instances in the defined region of competence. In this case, every classifier
that correctly classified at least one instance can vote.
The dynamic selection approaches require a dynamic selection dataset (DSEL) to
determine the competence regions of the base classifiers. This data is used to measure
the competence of the base classifiers on each part of the feature space. The main challenge in the DSEL generation is to use a reasonable part of the training data to allow a
good performance of the DS approach and keep the other part to train the ensemble. The
separation between the training data is important to avoid overfitting. In an imbalanced
dataset, this task is even more difficult due to the lack of samples in the minority class.
We present in Section 3 the approach of Roy et al. [20] to work around this problem.
The integration is the last step of an MCS, and it consists of applying the selected
classifiers to recognize a given testing pattern. In cases where all classifiers are used
(without selection) or when a subset is selected, a fusion strategy is necessary. This
paper uses the fusion strategy of the ensembles and the dynamic selection strategies.
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3

Methodology

In this section, we provide the methodology used in our experiments. We intend to
assess in which scenarios dynamic selection combined with a preprocessing method
improves the performance of an ensemble for imbalance credit scoring learning. To
achieve it, we evaluate the techniques described in Table 2. The upper part (I) of Table
2 contains the preprocessing techniques that we use to generate the dynamic selection
datasets. The middle part (II) of this table contains the imbalanced ensembles strategies,
and the bottom part (III) lists the dynamic selection techniques evaluated.
Table 2. Techniques evaluated.
Label Type
(I)

Imbalance
Pre-processing

(II)

Imbalanced
Ensembles
(Pool generator +
sampling)

(III) Dynamic Selection

Acronym
SMOTE
RUS
RAMO
BBAG
BRDF
BRTF
RUSB
SMTB
EASY
KNE
KNU
LCA
RNK

Method
Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique
Random under-sampling
Ranked minority oversampling
Balanced Bagging (Bagging + RUS)
Balanced Random Forest (Random Forest + RUS)
Balanced Rotation Forest (Rotation Forest + RUS)
RUS Boost (AdaBoost + RUS)
SMOTE Boost (AdaBoost + SMOTE)
Easy ensemble (AdaBoost + RUS)
k-Nearest Oracles-Eliminate
k-Nearest Oracles-Union
Local Class Accuracy
Modified Classifier Rank

We use a grid-search to find the best hyper-parameters for each ensemble. The
criteria used to choose the best model was the maximum F-measure. We test three
pool sizes for all ensembles: [60, 100, 200]. For Balancedp
Random Forest √
(BRDF), we
test
three
values
for
the
maximum
number
of
features,
[
#
f
eatures/2,
# f eatures,
√
2 × # f eatures]. Form Balanced Rotation Forest (BRTF), we test two possibilities for
the size of the feature group. [3, 9]. These are the most common values adopted on the
credit scoring papers of Table 1.
The preprocessing techniques, RAMO and SMOTE, also have parameters. For RAMO,
we use k1 = 10, k2 = 5 and α = 0.3. For SMOTE, we use the number of nearest neighbors equal 5. Finally, for all the dynamic selection methods, we use seven nearest neighbors to define the region of competence. These parameters were adopted from [20].
We use three-fold cross-validation to measure the performance of each combination
of techniques on 80% of each dataset. We then evaluate the best model achieved from
each grid-search procedure on the remaining 20%, i.e., the test set. To train each combination of imbalance ensemble, preprocessing and dynamic selection techniques, we
apply the three steps: i) generate the Dynamic selection dataset (DSEL) with the preprocessing technique, ii) train the imbalanced ensemble, and iii) compute the competence
of each base classifier on each point of the feature space. This procedure is executed
on the three-fold cross-validation for each grid-search hyper-parameter combination.
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The left side of Figure 2 presents the schema of this approach. As mentioned earlier,
we call here “imbalanced ensemble” an ensemble that uses a preprocessing approach
to balance the data in the pool generation step. We also included in the center of Figure 2 the scheme of the baseline method. It consists of applying the grid-search using
the three-fold cross-validation directly to the imbalanced ensemble without dynamic
selection.
After obtaining the classification results, we compute different average ranks of
the performance measures to assess each technique evaluated. The next subsections
describe the details of the experiment and the results, as in previous works [17, 20].

For each grid-search combination

Dynamic

Dataset

3-Fold

(I) Preproc

(II) Imb Ensemble

Test

Static

Test

80%
20%

Test
DSEL

(III) DS

(II) Imb Ensemble

Test
Best model

Baseline

Best model

Fig. 2. The approach evaluated and the corresponding baseline (adapted from [20]).

4

Experiments

4.1

Experimental setup

Credit datasets. We perform the comparison by exploiting four real-world credit scoring datasets. Two data sets: German and Default are provided by UCI machine learning
repository3 . PPDai comes from a Chinese internet finance enterprise named PaiPaiDai4 .
The last one, Iranian, comes from [21]. The details of the datasets are shown in Table
3. We used the Imbalance Ratio (IR) measure, the cardinality of the majority class divided by the cardinality of the minority class, to separate these datasets into two groups.
The first one, composed by German and Default, is the class of low imbalanced, with
IR lower than 4. The second class is composed by Iranian and PPDai, and is the class
of high imbalanced datasets, with IR over 4. We perform one experiment with the two
groups of datasets separately. All other experiments use the full set of datasets.
Evaluation measures. A correct selection of evaluation measures is critical to avoid
biased results. For instance, the percentage of correctly classified measure is widely
used in classification but is not appropriate to an imbalanced dataset, since a naive
classifier always predicting the majority class achieves a high score.
3
4

https://archive.ics.uci.edu
https://www.ppdai.com
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Table 3. Datasets description
Dataset
German
Default
PPdai
Iranian

# Samples
1,000
30,000
55,596
1,000

# Features
24
24
29
27

Imbalance Ratio (IR)
2.33
3.52
6.74
19.0

We consider four metrics to measure the predictive accuracy of the classifiers: Area
under the ROC curve (AUC), H-measure, F-measure, and G-mean. As in other imbalanced classification works, we consider the minority class, the bad credit, as the positive
class in order to avoid bias results in F-measure. In the next paragraphs, we present the
measures adopted.
Based on the elements of the confusion matrix, true positive (TP), false negative
(FN), true negative (TN), and false positive (FP), we can define the precision, Precision =
TP
TP
T P+FP , the recall, or sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR), Recall = T P+FN , the speciTN
ficity or true negative rate (TNR), Speci f icity = T N+FP , and the false positive rate
FP
.
(FPR), FPR = 1 − T NR = T N+FP
We now describe the performance metrics used in this paper. AUC is an extensively
used evaluation measure obtained from the area under the ROC curve. The x-axis of
the ROC curve represents the FPR, and the y-axis represents TPR (sensitivity). The
F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean between precision and recall, as shown in
Eq. (1). The β in F-measure formula is an hyper-parameter for weighting differently the
precision and recall. The G-mean is the geometric mean of sensitivity and specificity
and is also shown in Eq. (1).

F-measure =

(1 + β2 ) × Precision × Recall
β2 × Precision + Recall

,

G-mean =

p
Sensitivity × Speci f icity

(1)
H-measure is a threshold-varying evaluation metric proposed by Hand et al. [12]. It
overcomes the AUC deficiency of use of different misclassification costs distributions
for different classifiers. H-measure gives a normalized classifier assessment based on
expected minimum misclassification loss, ranging from zero to one for a random and
perfect classifier, respectively.
As pointed out by Garcia et al. [10], AUC and G-mean minimize the negative influence of skewed distributions, but they do not show up the contribution of each class
to the overall performance. This means that different combinations of true positive rate
and true negative rate produce the same result for these metrics. As in the credit scoring
problem the cost of a false negative is much higher than a false positive, the F-measure
is a more appropriate metric than the other two.
Data pre-processing. Data pre-processing is a crucial step to prepare data for training
any prediction model. We used one-hot encoding to transform each categorical feature
with N values in N binary features, for all values that have at least 1% of the cardinality
of the dataset. For instance, consider a dataset with 1000 samples and one categorical
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feature in this dataset with four possible values. Consider that the number of samples
with each value is 500, 300, 195 and 5. We only consider three binary classes, for the
three most numerous values. We also filled the missing values with the mean/mode for
numeric/nominal features. Numeric features were standardized by removing the mean
and scale the data to unit variance. We also removed the outliers limiting the maximum
and minimum value up to 3 × σ of each feature.
4.2

Experimental results

We now present the results by answering each research question. First, we analyze
which technique combination produces the best results. Then, we compare the dynamic
ensemble approaches with the static ones. Finally, we study the influence of the imbalance ratio in the performance of the combinations.
As in previous works [17, 20], we use the average rank of the four performance
measures, namely, AUC, H-measure, F-measure, and G-mean in all experiments. For
the F-measure, we adopted β = 1, that means to give the same weight for precision and
recall in the Equation 1. Henceforth, we refer to F-measure as F1-score, the name used
to refer to it when β = 1.
Best preprocessing technique to generate the DSEL. To assess RQ1) “Which preprocessing technique generates the best dataset to calibrate the dynamic selection
approach?”, we applied the three preprocessing techniques to every combination between the four dynamic selection techniques and the six pool generators. Then, we
compute the average and the variance of their 24 performance ranks (the lower the better). The results in Table 4 show that the Ranked Minority Oversampling (RAMO) got
the lowest average rank. However, the difference for the second better, RUS, is small,
only 0.005, and the variance is high. This ranking analysis shows that the use of different preprocessing approaches to generate the DSEL does not produce a considerable
influence in the combination performance.
Table 4. Performance comparison of the diverse preprocessing techniques applied to DSEL
Average rank
Preprocessing technique
1.898
Ranked minority oversampling (RAMO)
1.903
Random undersampling (RUS)
2.010
Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE)

Variance
0.1993
0.3930
0.1025

Differently from the premise assumed by Roy et al. [20] that oversampling always
produce better results than undersampling, the DSEL generated by undersampling and
oversampling got similar results in our experiments. Roy et al. did not test undersampling techniques because of diversity issues of this technique. They argue that since
undersampling maintains the minority class intact, the ensemble may not exhibit enough
diversity. However, RUS got similar results of the oversampling techniques evaluated.
This result is significant because the undersampling approaches are usually more
efficient than oversampling, once that the first generates a smaller dataset to be processed by the classifiers. Also, the reduced difference between the average ranks let us
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conclude that the use of the different preprocessing approaches to generate the dynamic
selection dataset does not impact strongly on the results of the dynamic selection.
Static selection vs. Dynamic selection. To answer RQ2) “Is the combination of dynamic selection and preprocessing techniques better than the single application of
a preprocessing approach?”, we compare the combinations of pool generators, preprocessing approaches, and dynamic selection techniques with the direct application of
the imbalanced ensemble. We evaluated the average rank of the static approach against
the dynamic ones. Table 5 presents the average ranks of each combination evaluated.
The lowest average rank of each row is highlighted in light gray. The best combination of each pool generator, hence considering all fifteen results, is highlighted in dark
gray. As we can see, the dynamic selection approaches outperform the static approach
in almost all pool generation techniques tested.
Table 5. Average rank of the static and dynamic selection approaches. The column “Pool” shows
the imbalanced pool generators. The column “Preproc” the preprocessing techniques, while
columns ST, KNE, KNU, LCA, and RNK report the average ranks of static ensemble, KNORAEliminate, KNORA-Union, Local Classifier Accuracy, and Modified Rank, respectively.
Pool

Preproc
RUS
BBAG SMTE
RAMO
RUS
BRDF SMTE
RAMO
RUS
BRTF SMTE
RAMO

ST
1.25
1.94
1.75
2.75
2.81
2.62
2.25
2.19
2.0

KNE
2.75
2.62
2.81
2.44
3.0
2.56
2.75
2.88
2.75

KNU
1.75
2.12
1.5
1.69
1.56
1.19
2.12
1.94
1.69

LCA
4.75
3.38
3.94
4.62
3.56
4.12
3.81
3.25
3.88

RNK
4.25
4.94
5.0
3.5
3.81
4.5
4.0
4.75
4.69

Pool

Preproc
RUS
EASY SMTE
RAMO
RUS
RUSB SMTE
RAMO
RUS
SMTB SMTE
RAMO

ST
2.44
2.94
3.38
4.19
4.88
4.38
1.69
1.44
1.19

KNE
2.75
2.56
2.25
3.06
2.88
3.5
3.19
4.12
4.12

KNU
2.06
2.44
2.56
1.44
1.38
1.44
2.31
1.94
2.56

LCA
4.81
3.12
3.06
2.5
2.38
2.19
4.12
4.0
3.69

RNK
2.94
3.94
3.5
3.81
3.5
3.5
3.69
3.5
3.44

By analyzing Table 5, we can see that KNORA-Union (KNU) achieved the lowest
rank in almost all combinations tested. It means that the KNU is an excellent technique
to combine with pool generators. In Table 5 (right), the SMOTEBoost (SMTB), i.e.,
ADABoost with SMOTE preprocessing, is the only ensemble where the static approach
overcomes the dynamic one in all combinations. As the result of the static ensemble is
only one, all the three cells of SMTB are highlighted in dark gray in Table 5. In addition to SMTB, the KNU using RUS and SMOTE preprocessing techniques to generate
the dynamic selection dataset (DSEL) also lost against the static version of Balanced
Bagging (BBAG), Table 5 (left).
The results presented in Table 5 reinforce our previous conclusion of RQ1) about
the application of different preprocessing techniques to generate the dynamic selection
dataset. In the six different pool generators tested, the modification of the way to produce the DSEL changed the winner only in two cases, Balanced Bagging (BBAG), and
SMOTEBoost (SMTB). For this reason, we consider only the results of RAMO in the
next results. We select RAMO because it is present in four best combinations (BBAG,
BRDF, BRTF, and EASY) of the six pool generators, the dark gray cells in Table 5.
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The ranks presented above are the combination of four performance measures:
AUC, F1-score, H-measure, and G-mean. However, as we mentioned in Section 4.1,
the F1-score is better than AUC and G-mean to measure the performance of imbalanced
datasets when the minority class has a higher misclassification cost than the majority
one. The advantage of F1-score in this scenario derives from the different treatment of
the misclassification of the minority class. With this in mind, we compared the average
ranks considering each of these three performance measures separately. The intuition
is to check if we can find a particular combination that outperforms the others regarding F1-score and did not get the same result in other performance measures. Table 6
presents the average ranks considering only the AUC, F1-score, and G-mean measures.
Again, the lowest rank of each row as marked in gray.

Table 6. Average rank of static and dynamic selection approaches according to G-mean, F1, and
AUC. The column “Pool” shows the imbalanced pool generators, while the columns ST, KNE,
KNU, LCA, and RNK the average ranks of static ensemble, KNORA-Eliminate, KNORA-Union,
Local Classifier Accuracy, and Modified Rank, respectively.
Pool
BBAG
BRDF
BRTF
EASY
RUSB
SMTB

ST
1.75
2.5
1.75
3.5
4.5
1.0

KNE
3.0
2.5
2.75
2.25
3.5
4.25

AUC
F1-score
KNU LCA RNK ST KNE KNU LCA
1.25 4.0 5.0 1.75 2.5 1.75 4.0
1.25 4.25 4.5 3.0 2.5 1.0 4.0
1.75 4.0 4.75 2.5 2.5 1.75 3.75
2.5 3.25 3.25 3.25 2.25 2.5 3.0
1.5 2.0 3.5 4.5 3.5 1.25 2.25
2.5 3.75 3.5 1.0 4.0 2.75 3.75

Rnk
5.0
4.5
4.5
3.75
3.5
3.5

ST
1.75
2.0
1.5
3.25
4.5
1.75

G-mean
KNE KNU LCA
3.25 1.25 3.75
2.75 1.5 4.25
3.25 1.75 3.75
2.25 2.75 3.25
3.0 1.25 3.25
4.25 2.0 4.25

RNK
5.0
4.5
4.75
3.25
3.0
2.75

The Balanced Bagging (BBAG) presents a tie in the average rank considering only
F1-score. It means that the static and the KNORA-Union (KNU) combinations of BBAG
have similar performance regarding the four credit scoring data sets. This result helps to
clarify the not uniform result of BBAG in Table 5 (left). The previous paper that combined dynamic selection and preprocessing techniques to imbalanced datasets [20] also
found divergent results concerning AUC, F1, and G-mean for the bagging ensemble.
However, their experiments with 84 multiple domain datasets shown that the F1-score
of dynamic approaches combined with bagging outperforms the static bagging. One
possible explanation for this divergence is given by Britto et al. in [4], where they concluded that the performance of dynamic selection approaches against the static ones
is related to the complexity of the datasets [15]. We believe that more work is needed
to better understand this issue. Except for SMOTEBoost (SMTB) and BBAG, all the
other pool generators we evaluated presented a lower F1-score rank, demonstrating the
superiority of dynamic selection for imbalanced credit scoring datasets.
We also evaluate the performance of the pool generators. Table 7 shows the winners.
In this comparison, Balanced Bagging (BBAG) get the lowest average rank among the
static ensembles, i.e., 1.69. Balanced Rotation Forest (BRTF), the second lowest rank
among the static ensembles, get a rank of 3.19, with a difference of 1.5 from BBAG.
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Table 7. Average rank of the pool generators strategies. The columns KNE, KNU, LCA, and
RNK show the average ranks of KNORA-Eliminate, KNORA-Union, Local Classifier Accuracy,
and Modified Rank, respectively.
Imbalanced Pool Generator
Balanced Bagging (BBAG)
Balanced Random Forest (BRDF)
Balalnced Rotation Forest (BRTF)
EASY Ensemble (EASY)
RUSBoost (RUSB)
SMOTEBoost (SMTB)

Static
Ensemble
1.69
3.44
3.19
3.5
5.56
3.62

Dynamic Selection
KNE
KNU
1.81
2.19
3.12
1.25
3.75
2.75
1.69
4.0
5.38
5.0
5.0
5.56

LCA
2.69
4.19
4.25
1.19
4.25
4.44

RNK
3.06
3.31
5.12
1.19
3.94
4.12

Among the dynamic selection approaches, we achieve two clear winners. Balanced
Random Forest (BRDF) got the lowest average rank when combined with KNORAUnion (KNU), and Easy Ensemble (EASY) got the lowest average rank when combined with KNORA-Eliminate (KNE), and with the dynamic classifier selection (DCS)
techniques, Local Classifier Accuracy (LCA) and Modified Classifier Rank (RNK). The
excellent performance of EASY with DCS can be explained by the fact that the base
classifier of EASY is an AdaBoost ensemble, and an ensemble usually outperforms a
base classifier. The same reason can be used to explain the lowest rank of EASY when
combined with KNE. As KNE considers only the base classifiers with perfect classification in the neighborhood of the sample predicted, the size of the ensemble selected
dynamically tends to be small. Again, as in the case of LCA and RNK, the fact that
EASY uses an AdaBoost ensemble as base classifier gives it an advantage in a small
ensemble regarding the other ensembles that use base classifiers.
We can infer from these results that the combination of dynamic selection and preprocessing techniques improves the prediction performance of ensembles. Several pool
generators tested improved their performance with dynamic selection techniques.
Influence of the imbalance level on the prediction performance. The third research
question, RQ3) “Does the imbalance level influence the prediction performance
of the combinations?”, aims at discovering whether the imbalance level has some
influence on the prediction performance of the approaches evaluated. To answer this
question, we divided the four datasets into two groups. The first one contains only the
low-imbalanced datasets, with imbalance ratio (IR) under 4: German and Default. The
second group contains the high imbalanced datasets, datasets with IR above 4: PPDai,
and Iranian. This division is shown in Table 3. For each group of datasets, we compared the performance of the static imbalanced ensembles and the imbalanced ensembles combined with dynamic approaches.
Table 8 shows small variations in the results regarding the imbalance rate. Balanced
Random Forest (BRDF), and SMOTEBoost (SMTB) pool generators do not change
the ranking between low IR and high IR. The static SMTB and the BRDF combined
with KNU get the lowest average rank on both imbalanced levels. Balanced Bagging
(BBAG) and Balanced Rotation Forest (BRTF) also keep the same winner, but the static
ensemble and KNU combination tie on the low imbalanced datasets.
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Table 8. Average rank of static and dynamic approaches across different imbalance levels.
Imbalance level
Imb. Pool Gen.
BBAG
BRDF
BRTF
EASY
RUSB
SMTB

Static
1.5
2.88
1.5
2.38
4.75
1.0

Low (IR < 4)
KNE KNU LCA
3.0
1.5
4.0
1.12 4.5
2.5
3.12 1.5
4.38
2.5
2.5
3.12
3.12 1.12 2.88
4.88 2.38 2.75

RNK
5.0
4.0
4.5
4.0
3.12
4.0

Static
2.0
2.38
2.5
4.38
4.0
1.38

High ( IR > 4)
KNE KNU LCA
2.62 1.5
3.88
2.62 1.25 3.75
2.38 1.88 3.38
2.0
2.62 3.0
3.88 1.75 1.5
3.38 2.75 4.62

Rank
5.0
5.0
4.88
3.0
3.88
2.88

On the other hand, Easy Ensemble (EASY) and RUSBoost (RUSB) changed the
selected winner. The static EASY got the lowest average rank with the less imbalanced
datasets, but not in the most imbalanced. The same behavior happened with RUSBoost.
However, the lowest rank changed between dynamic selection strategies.
In this subsection, we found that the performance of the combination between some
imbalanced ensembles and selection approaches does not depend on the imbalance level
of the datasets. The static version of SMOTEBoost (SMTB) performs better than the
other combinations. On the other hand, the Balanced Random Forest (BRDF) and Balanced Rotation Forest (BRTF) perform better when combined with KNU.
Discussion. We now investigate the best combination strategy among all evaluated. To
achieve it, we compute a new average rank of the best results of each combination between pool generator and selection techniques presented in Table 5, the dark gray cells.
Figure 3 presents the average ranks of these best combinations. As we can see, the three
lowest ranks approaches, balanced random forest (BRDF), Balanced Bagging (BBAG),
and Balanced Rotation Forest (BRTF) use KNORA-Union (KNU) and Ranked Minority Oversampling (RAMO). The only static ensemble in this rank is the SMOTEBoost.
This result demonstrates that the combination of dynamic selection using oversampling
techniques to generate the DSEL with balanced ensembles (ensembles that use random
undersampling to balance the data in each step) improves the prediction performance
of imbalanced credit scoring datasets.
With these experiments, we empirically verify that the random undersampling is a
possible option to generate the dynamic selection training dataset (DSEL). We also
observed that the application of KNORA-Union (KNU) improves the prediction of
Balanced Random Forest (BRDF), and Balanced Rotation Forest (BRTF) even if we
consider only F1-score, an appropriate metric for low and moderate imbalanced credit
scoring data sets. After, we observed that BRDF is the best pool generator to combine
with KNU and EASY is the best option to combine with KNORA-Eliminate (KNE),
Local Class Accuracy (LCA) and Modified Rank (RNK). Finally, we observe that the
BRDF combined with KNU using Ranked Minority Oversampling (RAMO) to generate
the dynamic selection dataset was the best combination tested.

5

Conclusions and future work

We presented a comprehensive study of the credit scoring task. We assessed the combination of Dynamic Selection (DS) methods, data preprocessing and pool generation
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BRDF+KNU+RAMO
BBAG+KNU+RAMO
BRTF+KNU+RAMO
SMTB+STATIC
EASY+KNU+RAMO
RUSB+KNU+RUS

1

2

3
4
Average rank

5

6

Fig. 3. The average rank of the best combinations.

ensembles to deal with the imbalanced nature of the credit scoring data sets. In the literature, data preprocessing has been adopted in imbalanced datasets for over 15 years.
Moreover, several different pool generation ensembles have been used for decades.
More recently, dynamic selection methods have shown excellent performance for some
classification scenarios. However, to the best of our knowledge, an investigation of the
combination of preprocessing approaches, dynamic selection techniques, and pool generators ensembles is missing. We combined these three techniques to observe the effects in credit scoring problem. Experiments conducted on four datasets shown that
combining preprocessing with DS enhances the prediction performance according to
4 measures. We empirically concluded that the KNORA-Union (KNU) is the best DS
technique to use in these combinations. We also noticed that Ranked Minority Oversampling got better results than SMOTE and RUS in generating the dynamic selection
dataset (DESL), but the difference is not significant. Additionally, we empirically concluded that dynamic selection techniques improve the prediction performance of low
and high imbalanced credit scoring datasets. Finally, we found that the balanced version of random forest (BRDF) overcome the other pool generation approaches.
Interesting future work regards the evaluation of different combinations of preprocessing and DS. There is also a possibility to apply the preprocessing technique before
and use this modified dataset to train the ensemble and the DS approach. We also consider as a future work a more in-depth study of the performance of dynamic selection
applied to credit scoring datasets regarding AUC, F1-score, and G-mean.
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Abstract. Analyzing high-dimensional data is a significant challenge in the
field of data mining. Features selection is an effective way to remove irrelevant
information from the data. Prior research has utilized the Apriori frequent-set
mining approach to discover the relevant and interrelated features in the health
domain. However, the comparison of the Apriori algorithm with other features
selection approaches is absent in the literature. This paper aims to compare the
state-of-the-art features selection techniques with Apriori in the presence of
thousands of features in a healthcare dataset. After the features are selected we
perform a three-class classification using a number of machine-learning
algorithms where patients are classified according to the pain medication they
consume. Results revealed that among LASSO, ridge regression, PCA,
information gain, Apriori, and correlation-based features selection techniques,
LASSO followed by classification gave the highest accuracy. We highlight the
implications of using feature-selection algorithms before classification in
healthcare datasets.

Keywords: Features selection, Dimensionality reduction, Machine learning, Healthcare,
High dimensional dataset, Electronic health records (EHRs).

1

Introduction

In the past few years, there have been major developments in how machine learning
(ML) can be used in various industries and research [3]. In recent time, ML
algorithms have also been utilized in the healthcare sector [22]. The availability of
electronic health records (EHRs) has allowed researchers to apply ML algorithms for
public health management, diagnoses, disease treatments, and for analyzing patients’
medical history [17]. Analyzing hidden patterns in healthcare data sets is important
because it could help pharmaceutical companies and healthcare providers timely plan
quality healthcare for patients in need [17].
In general, healthcare datasets are large, and they may contain several thousands of
attributes [18]. For accurate prediction of healthcare outcomes, ML algorithms need
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to focus on selecting relevant features from data [23]. However, the presence of
thousands of attributes in data may become problematic for classification algorithms
for processing these attributes as several features may involve massive memory usage
and high computational costs [14]. Generally, two feature-engineering techniques
have been suggested in the literature to address this problem: feature selection and
feature reduction (dimensionality reduction) [21]. Feature selection techniques select
a subset of features present in data without changing them; whereas, feature reduction
techniques reduce the number of features by creating new combinations of the
features [21]. In the past, algorithms like principal component analysis (PCA) have
been used for feature reduction [27]. Also, filter methods (e.g., information gain,
correlation coefficients score), wrapper methods (e.g., recursive features elimination),
and embedded methods (e.g., LASSO, ridge regression) have been used for features
selection in the past [15]. Another way for feature selection is by using frequent itemset mining algorithms (e.g., Apriori algorithm) [18]. Apriori selects a subset of
features by looking at the associations among items while selecting frequent item-sets
[2].
Kaushik et al., [18] compared the classification accuracies of various algorithms
when all features were present and when only selected features from the Apriori
algorithm were present in classification models. Classification accuracies were higher
in data after Apriori algorithm compared to data where all features were present [18].
Although there has been prior research on comparing a number of features selection
techniques [15]; however, a comparison of these feature selection techniques with the
Apriori algorithm has been less explored. In this paper, we address this gap in the
literature and compare the performance of the Apriori algorithm for feature selection
with various other feature selection algorithms. The primary objective of this paper is
to evaluate Apriori, PCA, information gain, correlation coefficients score, LASSO,
and ridge regression in their capacity to select features and then use the selected
features to classify the patients according to the type of medication they consume.
Specifically, we take an EHR dataset involving consumption of two pain
medications in the US, and we apply different feature selection techniques including
the Apriori algorithm for feature selection and subsequent classification. Most of the
attributes in our dataset are the different diagnoses and procedures associated with
patients. These diagnoses and procedures might be inter-related in the dataset which
may help certain feature-selection algorithms compared to the Apriori algorithm in
selecting the relevant features. Furthermore, to get confidence in our results, we try to
solve the classification task by applying several ML algorithms such as the decision
tree [25], Naïve Bayes classifier [19], logistic regression [24], and support vector
machine (SVM) [10] on the selected features.
In what follows, we first provide a brief review of related literature. Next, we
explain the methodology of applying various features selection techniques. In Section
IV, we present our experimental results and compare classification accuracies after
selecting features from different features selection techniques. Finally, we discuss our
results and conclude our paper by highlighting the main implications of this research
and its future scope.

2

Background

Researchers have applied data mining algorithms to mine the hidden knowledge in the
healthcare domain [17, 22, 26]. For example, various data-mining approaches such as
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clustering, classification, and association-rule mining have made a significant
contribution to medical research [17, 26].
Prior research has utilized information gain and certain hybrid approaches for
features selection and developed classification systems for predicting chronic diseases
[13]. Harb & Desuky have used correlation based features selection approach to
improve the classification of medical datasets [9]. Kamkar et al. have used the
LASSO approach for features selection and compared it with information gain to
build clinical prediction models [16]. Also, Fonti and Belitser have compared LASSO
and ridge regression to perform features selection on high dimensional datasets [6].
Moreover, researchers have also evaluated PCA for features selection in image
recognition tasks [27]. These researchers have used various ML techniques like J48,
Naïve Bayes, SVM, Bayesian Networks, neural networks, and K-nearest neighbor
approach for performing classification on the selected features set [9, 13, 18].
Furthermore, researchers have used frequent-set mining algorithms like Apriori to
find the associations between diagnosis and treatment [1]. Besides, certain researchers
have focused on identifying common diseases using Apriori [12], and others have
discovered frequently appearing diagnoses and procedures for consumers of certain
pain medications [18]. Some researchers have used Apriori to reveal the unexpected
patterns in diabetic data repositories [28] and to predict the risks of heart diseases
[12].
However, to the best of authors’ knowledge, prior research has yet to compare
Apriori algorithms (for selecting features) with the other well-known features
selection techniques to predict the healthcare outcomes. In this paper, we attend to
this literature gap and perform features selection using Apriori frequent-set mining
algorithm, information gain, correlation coefficient score, LASSO, ridge regression,
and PCA for classifying patients based on pain medications they consumed.

2.1

Feature Selection Techniques

The feature selection techniques can be classified into three categories: wrapper,
filter, and embedded [13]. The wrapper techniques evaluate the subsets of features as
per their importance to a given class label/predictor. The filter methods use the
statistical correlation between a set of attributes (features) and the class label [13].
Also, these approaches function separately from the classification (learning)
algorithms and are usually more scalable and faster. Also, they have low
computational complexity. Examples of filter techniques include correlation
coefficient, information gain, and chi-square test.
Moreover, some learning algorithms perform features selection as part of their
overall operation. These include regularization techniques such as LASSO (L1
regularization) and ridge regression (L2 regularization). These two techniques are part
of the embedded approach for features selection.
Apart from these methods, PCA as a feature reduction technique could be used to
find relevant features in data [27]. PCA tries to find the direction of most variations in
data and then transforms the original features space to the new space of maximum
variance.
In this paper, we used the following features selection techniques: two filter
methods (information gain and correlation coefficients score), two embedded methods
(LASSO and ridge regression), one features reduction technique (PCA), and one
frequent item-set mining approach (Apriori) for finding the relevant features. We
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investigated the classification accuracy of different ML algorithms using the features
selected from the approaches mentioned above.

2.1.1

Information Gain

Information gain (IG) can detect the features possessing the maximum information
based on a specific class [20]. This feature selection technique measures the
dependency between each feature and a target (class) label. For example, information
gain of the ℎ feature
and class
is computed using the following equation:
( | ) =

( ) − ( | ) (1)

Where (. ) is the entropy and is a measure of the uncertainty of a random
variable. Suppose, there is a two-class classification problem (x=0 and x=1 are the
class labels) then ( ) and ( / ) are defined as:
( ) = −[ ( = 0)
( = 0) + ( = 1)
( = 1)] (2)
( | ) = −[ ( = 0| )
( = 0| ) + ( = 1| )
( = 1| )] (3)
In this technique, we independently calculate the information gain for every
feature, and finally, the top j features are selected as the final feature set.

2.1.2

Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS)

CFS is a filter based approach which uses a correlation-based heuristic evaluation
function in order to rank the feature subsets [8]. This technique finds subsets
containing features which are uncorrelated with each other and highly correlated with
the output variable (class). The redundant features are excluded since they are highly
correlated with one or more number of features in the dataset. A feature's acceptance
depends on the amount to which it predicts classes in the instance space which is not
already predicted by other features [8]. CFS’s feature-subset heuristic evaluation
function is computed as follows:
=

!

" + ( + 1)#!!

(4)

Where
is the heuristic "merit" of the feature subset S having p features,
is the mean of the feature-class correlation (f ϵ s), and !! is the average featurefeature inter-correlation. Equation (4) depicts Pearson’s correlation, where all features
have been standardized. The numerator term of the equation is indicating how
predictive of the class a group of features is and the denominator term indicates the
redundancy among features.
!

2.1.3
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Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO)

LASSO is a popular feature selection technique [6]. This technique puts a limitation
on the sum of the absolute values of the parameters of the model such that it should be
less than the fixed (upper bound) value. LASSO performs L1 regularization by
penalizing the coefficients in a manner that several coefficients of the regression
model shrink to zero. After applying LASSO for features selection, the variables that
still have a non-zero coefficient are included in the model. LASSO is defined by the
solution to the L1 optimization problem as defined in the equation below:
∥*+,-∥.
.

%&%' (

/

∑:;<8 ∥ 7 ∥8 <

0 1234 5

(5)

Where p is the upper bound for the sum of the coefficients. The model is expressed
as:
= = 7> +

7
8 8

+ ⋯+

7
: :

+@

= 1, … . , &

(6)

Where 7> , 78 , … , 7: the regression coefficients, k are is the number of exogenous
variables, and @ depicts the random error. The L1 regularization problem is
equivalent to the parameter estimation which follows the equation below:
2

∥=−F7∥2
7C (D) = E % & (
+ D ∥ 7 ∥1 0 (7)
&

Where ∥ = − F7 ∥HH = ∑/<>(= − (F7) )H , ∥ 7 ∥8 = ∑:;<8 |7|; and λ ≥ 0 is the
tuning parameter that controls the strength of the penalty during the regularization
process. When we minimize the optimization problem, many coefficients shrunk to 0,
depending on the value of λ. If λ is sufficiently large then more coefficients are forced
to be exactly equal to zero, this way dimensionality can be reduced. The large value
of the parameter λ indicates that the more number of coefficients will shrink to zero.
On the other hand, if λ = 0 we have an OLS (Ordinary Least Square) regression.

2.1.4

Ridge Regression

Ridge regression works similarly as LASSO and is known as the L2 regularization
technique. The difference is the Ridge regression adds the penalty equivalent to the
square of the magnitudes of coefficients [6].

2.1.5
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Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA does not directly select the features; it is a dimension reduction technique. PCA
aims to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset containing several correlated features
by transforming original features space into a new space in which all the features are
uncorrelated [27]. As its name says, PCA finds the principal components in the data.
Principal components are the directions where the data is most spread out or the
directions with the most variance. The process of finding the principal components is
described below:
1. Take the complete dataset of I + 1 dimensions and discard the labels such
that our dataset becomes I dimensional.
2. Calculate the mean for each dimension of the dataset.
3. Calculate the covariance matrix of whole dataset.
4. Calculate the Eigen vectors and the corresponding Eigen values.
5. Sort the Eigen vectors by decreasing Eigen values and choose
Eigen
dimensional matrix
vectors with the largest Eigen values to form a I ×
W.
6. Use this I ×
Eigen vectors matrix to transform the original features onto
the new subspace.
2.1.6

Apriori Algorithm

The Apriori algorithm [2] is used for finding the frequent item-sets in a transaction
database. It uses an iterative level-wise approach to generate frequent item-sets. This
algorithm works in the following steps:
1. The transactions in database D are scanned to determine frequent 1-itemsets,
K8 that possess the minimum support, where support of an itemset X is defined
as the proportion of the transactions that contain the item-set X in the database
D.
2. Generate candidate k item-sets L: from joining two k-1 itemsets, K:+8 , and
remove its infrequent subset.
3. Scan D to get support count for each k item-sets, L: .
4. The set of frequent k item-sets, K: , is then determined. K: results from the
support count of candidate k-1 item-sets.
5. Back to step 2 until there is no candidate k+1 item-sets, L:M8 .
6. Extract the frequent k item-sets, L = K: .
After selecting the relevant features from these features selection techniques, we
formed a classification problem. We applied the following ML algorithms to classify
our data: decision tree, Naïve Bayes, logistic regression, and support vector machine.
2.2
2.2.1

Machine-Learning Algorithms
Decision Tree

A decision tree is a classification algorithm that classifies class instances by sorting
them down the tree from root to the leaf node. Every node in the decision tree
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specifies a test on an attribute of the instance, and each branch descending from the
node corresponds to one possible value of the attribute. Following assumptions are
taken into account while creating a decision tree [25]:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Initially, the complete set of training attributes is evaluated at the root node.
Categorical feature values are preferred to continuous ones. Continuous values
need to be discretized before building the model.
Attribute values are used to distribute the records recursively.
Information gain is calculated for each attribute to decide their placement
within the decision tree.

Information Gain: Information gain (IG) uses the concept of entropy from information
theory. Entropy is defined as [25]:
(N) =

O P 8, H, … , QR

= − ∑QS<8

H

(8)

Where 8 , H , … , Q are fractions which add up to 1. These fractions depict the
percentage of each class present in the child node that results from a split in the tree
[25]. Furthermore, Information Gain is defined as:
Information Gain = Entropy (parent) - Weighted Sum of Entropy (children)
(N, E) =

(N) − (N⁄E ) (9)

Where a is an attribute in data. Information gain (IG) calculates the reduction in
entropy due to sorting on the attribute. At any node, attributes with the maximum
value of information gain are preferred over other attributes.
2.2.2

Naïve Bayes

Naïve Bayes is a probabilistic classifier that is based on the Bayes theorem. It is
called naïve because it assumes a strong independence assumption between features
[19]. It assumes that the value of a specific feature is independent of the value of any
other feature, given the target (class) label. Despite this assumption, Naïve Bayes has
been quite successful in solving practical problems in text classification, medical
diagnosis and system performance management [19]. The classifier attempts to
maximize the posterior probability in determining the class of a transaction.
Suppose, vector y = (U8 , UH ,…, U/ ) represents the features in the problem with n
denoting the total number of features and k be the possible number of classes L: .
Naïve Bayes is a conditional probability model which can be decomposed as [19]:
(L: ⁄U) =

V(WX ) V(Y⁄WX )
V(Y)

(10)

Under the independence assumption, the probabilities of the attributes are defined as
follows [19]:
(L: ⁄U8 , … , U/ ) =

(L: ) ∏/<8 (U ⁄L: )

(11)

This most likely class is then picked based on the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
decision rule [19] as follows:
U=E

%E

:∈8…\

(L: ) ∏/<8 (U ⁄L: ) (12)
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2.2.3

Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a linear classifier which can be used for modeling the
relationship between one dependent binary variable and one or more independent
variables [24]. It models the posterior probabilities of the j number of classes in an
instance. The simple logistic regression is defined as:
U=

(]>M]8∗_)⁄(8M` (abcad∗e))

(13)

Where y is the predicted output, a0 is the bias or intercept term, and a1 is the
coefficient for the input value (x).
2.2.4

Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines (SVM) are supervised classification techniques which can
handle large features space [10]. SVMs are the binary classifiers which can be utilized
for multi-class classification tasks as well. They build a hyperplane or a set of
hyperplanes in a high dimensional space which can be used for classification and
regression-based tasks. SVMs can classify linearly as well as non-linearly separable
data [10]. If the data is linearly separable, then SVM uses the linear hyperplane to
perform classification. However, for the non-linear data, rather than fitting a nonlinear curve, it transforms the data into high dimensional space to perform
classification. SVM uses the kernel functions, e.g., radial basis function (RBF kernel)
to transform the data into the high dimensional plane for classifying the non-linear
data [10]. For better classifications, we optimize the support weights to minimize the
loss function.

3

Method

3.1

Data

In this paper, we used the Truven MarketScan® health dataset1 containing patients’
insurance claims in the US [4]. This is a proprietary databased used in research to
understand treatment patterns, health outcomes, and their associated costs to patients,
health plans, and the government. We have used a subset of this dataset in this paper
which contains approximately 45,000 unique patients. These patients consumed two
pain medications, medicine A, medicine B, or both between January 2011 and
December 2015.2 The dataset contains patients’ demographic variables (age, gender,
region, and birth year), clinical variables (admission type, diagnoses made, and
procedures performed), the name of medicines, and medicines’ refill counts per
patient. The dataset contains 55.20% records of patients who consumed medicine A
only, 39.98% records of medicine B only, and 4.82% records for those patients who
consumed both these medications. There were total 15,081 features (attributes)
present against each patient in this dataset, out of which 15,075 features were
1
2

Truven Market scan dataset links paid claims and detailed patient information over time.
Due to the non-disclosure agreement, we have anonymized the original names of these
medications.
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diagnoses and procedure codes. Also, some of the diagnoses and procedure codes
were inter-related. We applied the features selection algorithms (Information gain,
correlation coefficients score, LASSO, ridge regression, PCA, and Apriori) on 15,075
diagnoses and procedure codes to select the relevant features and then combined the
selected features along with the other independent (6) features. Table 1 shows the list
of 6-features that were used along with the selected features from different features
selection techniques in different ML algorithms. The ML algorithms were used to
classify patients according to the medications consumed by them, i.e., medicine A,
medicine B, or both.
Table 1. Description of Input Features for Classification Problem

3.2
3.2.1

Features

Description

Gender

Male, Female

Age-group

0-17, 18-34, 35-44, 45-54, 55-64

Region

Northeast, northcentral, south, west,
unknown

Type of admission

Surgical, medical,
maternity and newborn,
psych and substance abuse, unknown

Refill count

Count in number

Pain medication

A, B, Both

Model Calibration
Features Selection Algorithms Implementation

First, we performed the features selection using the Apriori algorithm. Apriori
algorithm gives the frequently appearing items in the dataset. With 3% support and
99% confidence, we found 9 frequently appearing diagnoses and procedures out of
15,075 diagnoses and procedures using the Apriori algorithm. The support and
confidence thresholds were chosen after a sensitivity analysis where the male-female
ratio of frequently appearing diagnoses and procedures were checked [18]. In order to
compare all of the mentioned features selection techniques with the Apriori method,
we selected the top 9 features from information gain, CFS, LASSO, ridge regression,
and PCA as well so that we can compare the accuracy of different ML algorithms for
classifying patients.
3.2.2

Information Gain

We calculated information gain for every feature for the class variable. Information
gain values vary from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates no information and 1 indicates
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maximum information. The higher value of information gain depicts that a particular
feature has contributed more information and thus can be selected. Moreover, the
features with lower information gain value do not add much knowledge and hence are
removed from the features-set. Furthermore, using the ranker search [11] method
we obtained a ranked list of top 9 attributes. The search method is used to navigate
through different combinations of features (in the dataset) in order to achieve a short
list of selected features.

3.2.3

CFS

CFS calculates the Pearson correlation between every feature and the class variable. It
selects the features that have a correlation value close to 1 or -1, i.e., with high
positive or negative correlation. The features with a correlation value close to zero are
dropped, i.e., with low correlation. Similar to the information gain method, we used
the ranker search [11] approach to obtain a list of top 9 attributes.
3.2.4

LASSO

LASSO is used as a features selection method in this paper. As described in the
section above, the parameter λ controls the strength of the penalty [6]. The higher
amount of λ leads to more shrinkage, i.e., many coefficients will shrink to zero. We
adjusted the value of λ in such a way that we get precisely 9 most relevant attributes
out of 15,075 diagnoses and procedures. For D = 0.0027, we got exactly 9 features
and others shrank to 0.
3.2.5

Ridge Regression

Ridge regression was also used as feature selection method similar to LASSO.
However, for the same value of λ, the coefficients cannot be equal to zero using ridge
regression [6]. Therefore, we ranked the attributes (based on the magnitude of their
coefficients) given by ridge regression for D = 0.0027 and selected the top 9
attributes from them.
3.2.6

PCA

As explained above, PCA reduces dimensions by using the original features set.
Implementing a PCA is just finding the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of the data’s
correlation matrix [27]. Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues exist in pairs. Eigenvector
gives the direction, and corresponding Eigenvalues (which is a number) tells how
much variance there is in the data in that direction. In this paper, we selected the 9
principal components (9 directions or Eigenvectors) corresponding to the 9 highest
Eigenvalues. This means that we have transformed our whole data in the direction of
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9 principal components. Furthermore, these 9 directions were able to cover the
15.85% variance of the whole data.
Table 2 shows the list of features selected from different features selection
techniques.

Table 2. Description of Selected Features from Different Feature Selection Techniques
Apriori

Information Gain and
CFS*

LASSO

Ridge Regression

Total knee arthroplasty

Blisters, epidermal loss

Chronic pain
syndrome

Oxygen supplies
rack

Osteoarthrosis secondary
lower leg

Third-degree perineal
laceration

Opioid type
dependence,
continuous

Closed fracture of
the base of skull
without mention of
intracranial injury,
unspecified state
of consciousness

Removal of foreign body
from eye

Traumatic amputation of
arm and hand

Other chronic pain

Artery bypass
graft

Total knee replacement

Under cardiac
catheterization

Opioid type
dependence,
unspecified

Facial nerve injury
due to birth trauma

Osteoarthrosis primary
lower leg

Arthropathy associated with
endocrine and metabolic
disorders

A backache

Allergic rhinitis
due to food

Osteoarthrosis
generalized lower leg

Closed dislocation

Diagnostic
Radiology
Procedures of Spine
and Pelvis

Cytopathology,
evaluation of fine
needle aspirate

Total hip arthroplasty

Malignant neoplasm of
bladder

Pneumonia,
organism
unspecified

Treat thigh
fracture

Fasciolopsiasis

Basal cell carcinoma of the
skin of other and
unspecified parts of a face

Degeneration of the
lumbar or
lumbosacral
intervertebral disc

Drowning and
submersion due to
an accident to
unspecified
watercraft

Total hip replacement

Unspecified malignant
neoplasm of skin

Tobacco use
disorder

Individual
Psychotherapy for
60 minutes

*We obtained same features from Information gain and CFS techniques.

3.2.7

Machine Learning for Classification

For the ML analyses, the dataset was divided into two parts: 70% of the data was used
for training, and 30% of the data was used for testing. Our ML problem is a threeclass problem, where we classified a patient according to medication consumption.
So, a patient can be classified under class A, class B or both. We used the 9 features
selected from different algorithms (see Table 2) along with the other 6 features (see
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Table 1) to train our ML models. Therefore, all the ML models were trained with 15
features in total for classifying the patients into three classes. Moreover, we ran the
Monte Carlo [5] simulations 5000 times to generate a random guess for each of the
three classes. This was done to check if the ML algorithms gave better accuracy than
a random guess.

4

Results
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20
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0
Apriori

PCA

LASSO

Ridge
regression

Information
Gain

CFS

Algorithms for Features Selection
Fig. 1. The classification accuracy on training data from different ML algorithms.
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We applied various ML algorithms like Naïve Bayes, decision tree, logistic
regression, support vector machine (linear kernel), and support vector machine (radial
kernel) on our dataset and compared their classification accuracy. We used 6 different
features selection approaches in this paper. Fig. 1 and 2 shows the classification
accuracy from different ML algorithms for the three-class classification problem on
training and test data, respectively. The x-axis in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows the different
features selection techniques and the y-axis shows the accuracy as a percentage. We
found that all the ML algorithms gave the best accuracy on test data when their
features were selected using the LASSO features selection approach. On test data, the
best accuracy of 59.02% was achieved from logistic regression with features selected
using LASSO. The second best accuracy of 58.56% was achieved from SVM (radial
kernel) with features selected using LASSO (on test data). The third best accuracy of
57.5% was achieved from SVM (radial kernel) with features selected using PCA (on
test data).
Furthermore, on test data, the best accuracy with features selected using
information gain and CFS was 56.99% from SVM (radial kernel) algorithm.
Similarly, on test data, the best accuracy with features selected using Apriori and
ridge regression was 56.97% from SVM (radial kernel) algorithm.
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Fig. 2. The classification accuracy on test data from different ML algorithms.

5

Discussion and Conclusions

Medical datasets contain multiple patient-related features. Most of these features are
the diagnoses or procedures that the patient has undergone throughout his treatment.
[18]. Several of these features could be inter-related or interdependent and can
influence the medication that they consume. However, in order to classify patients
according to the medicine they consume, we need to first select the right subset of
these diagnoses and procedures (features). There are various state-of-the-art features
selection techniques available in the literature [15, 27]. All of these techniques follow
different mechanism to select the relevant features in the dataset. Furthermore,
researchers have also checked the potential of the Apriori algorithm [18] to select the
frequently appearing diagnoses and procedures in the medical dataset. In this paper,
our primary objective is to compare the PCA, information gain, correlation
coefficients score, LASSO, and ridge regression with the Apriori algorithm to select
the relevant features before applying machine learning algorithms for classifying the
patients according to the type of medication they consume, i.e. medicine A, medicine
B, or both.
First, we found that all the ML algorithms had the highest accuracy when we used
the LASSO method for feature selection on test data. This result is likely because
LASSO is an L1 regularization and regression technique, which creates a penalized
model for having too many variables in the model [6]. The consequence of imposing
this penalty is to reduce the coefficient values towards zero. This allows the less
contributing variables to have a coefficient close to zero or equal zero. Therefore,
LASSO selects only relevant features which have the maximum contribution towards
predicting the class variable. This could be a likely reason why the performance of the
classifiers improved with the features selected from LASSO.
Second, we found that the SVM (radial kernel) gave the highest accuracy (on test
data) when it used features selected from Apriori, PCA, ridge regression, information
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gain and correlation coefficients score based techniques. Only in the case of LASSO,
logistic regression (59.02% classification accuracy on test data) performed better than
SVM (radial kernel; 58.56% classification accuracy on test data). However, the
difference in their classification accuracy is just marginal. One of the possible reasons
could be that SVM (radial kernel) performs well when the nature of data is non-linear.
Also, from the Monte Carlo simulations, the average probability of 5000 runs came
out to be 46.5%. And the highest accuracy we achieved in this paper was 59.02%.
This means the accuracy of the ML algorithm improved by 12.52% from the random
guess.
Furthermore, prior research has compared the Apriori approach of features
selection with the case when all features are present [18]. Thus, Apriori was not
compared with other feature selection approaches. In this paper, we performed this
comparison, and we found that Apriori performed similar to the ridge regression,
information gain, and CFS approaches. However, the LASSO approach performed
better than the Apriori approach on this dataset. From our findings, we conclude that
it is a good practice to perform features selection before applying machine learning.
Furthermore, LASSO may be used as a feature selection approach in datasets where
we deal with thousands of inter-related features.
In this paper, we compared the traditional features selection approaches on a
healthcare dataset involving several attributes. However, recent literature on deeplearning has revealed the effectiveness of using different forms of autoencoders for
feature selection [7]. Thus, as part of our future work, we plan to extend our
investigation by applying different forms of autoencoders to this dataset. These ideas
form the immediate next steps in our machine-learning research program.
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Abstract. The optimization of energy efficiency of data centers (DC) is
a challenging problem because of the complexity of the cooling systems,
the dynamic nature of the inside and outside conditions, and the criticality of the availability of DCs. Deep neural networks are strong candidates
since they can learn complex relations from raw data. However, with limited data coverage and lots of duplicated equipment in DCs, the classic
deep neural networks tend to over-fit. We propose a solution to address
this problem by designing a deep neural network framework that can use
domain knowledge to guide the design of the network architecture, and
in the deep learning process. We present a new ontology-based architecture, called CANN (Concept Aggregation Neural Networks), in which
we train two models simultaneously: an unsupervised Auto-encoder Net
(AE-Net) that captures the domain knowledge embedded in ontology and
a supervised Prediction Net(P-Net) that predict the PUE from inputs.
We test the framework over real operational data from Alibaba DCs. The
experiments demonstrate that CANN can reduce overfitting and achieve
higher accuracy than the classic deep neural networks regression model.
Currently, the PUE prediction module based on CANN has already been
deployed in the Alibaba DC power management system since June 2018.
Keywords: Neural networks · Ontology · Deep learning · Unsupervised
learning · PUE optimization · data center

1

Introduction

With the rapid growth of the Internet, the capacities of data centers are increasing tremendously. Despite the fact that the whole industry is struggling to
improve energy efficiency, energy consumption keeps growing. As the estimate
in the United States Data Center Energy Usage Report [25], the power consumption of data centers in the U.S. is estimated to be approximately 73 billion
kWh. A more sustainable and power-efficient data center is the urge driven by
the business demands, cost reduction requirements, and environmental pressure
[8].
The widely-accepted metric to evaluate the power efficiency is PUE, which is
introduced by Green Grid [2]. PUE describes the amount of power used for IT
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devices versus that for cooling and other overhead. The ideal PUE is 1.0, which
means all of the energy is for the IT equipment. Most of the energy consumption
is caused by IT equipment, network equipment, Heating, Ventilation, and Airconditioning (HVAC) system, lighting, UPS. The energy usage of IT and network
equipment is primarily decided by the actual business requirements. The HVAC
system needs to release heat from the computer room in order to maintain the
proper temperature. The HVAC system alone may consume 40% of the energy
[21].
The optimization of the energy efficiency of HVAC systems is not straightforward for human beings: a popular HVAC system in DCs includes a broad range
of equipment including water pumps (CWP or cooling water pump, CHWP or
chilling water pump, SCHWP or secondary chilling water pump), chillers, dry
coolers, cooling towers, dry coolers, etc. Those equipment work together to carry
the heat out of the computer room.
Considering the criticality of the availability of DCs, it is almost impossible to use “trial and error” type of methods to study the relations between
equipment and energy efficiency. In general, there are two different categories of
methods: Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modeling and machine learning
approaches.
CFD contains partial differential equations to provide predictions of air flows
and heat distributions in computer rooms, and it is widely used in the design
phase, such as for aisle containment [5], cooling infrastructure selection [28],
server design [24], etc. Recently some CFD products also added real-time simulations to assist on-line changes and operations. Overall CFD provides a cheap
and faster solution to visualize airflow and equipment temperatures under different scenarios. However, to make sure the simulation is accurate, the extensive
verification and validation are needed [22], especially when there are changes.
Machine learning approaches, on the other hand, do not depend on any of
the physical models. The relations/knowledge are obtained from historical data.
For example, to find the relations between the current operation conditions (outdoor temperature, IT load, cooling equipment status, etc.) and PUE, the machine learning models can approximate equations out of the inputs (operation
conditions) and output (PUE). Currently, the most prevalent machine learning
models are a variety of artificial neural networks (ANN) / deep learning models
[6] [16].
In this paper, we propose a new deep neural network framework to predict
PUE, which is designed to introduce the domain knowledge into the deep learning
process to improve performance. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2
describes the motivations and solutions. Section 3 provides the details of the
architecture design. Section 4 describes the setup of the experiments and the
analysis of the results. In Section 5, we provide a conclusion of the paper.
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2
2.1

Motivations and Solutions
Conventional Artificial Neural Networks

The idea of ANN is to conceptually mimic the functions and behaviors of human
brains. Basically, the neural networks are composed of different layers, including
the input layer, hidden layers, and the output layer, respectively. Each layer contains a number of neurons. In the input layer, the neurons represent the inputs,
the neurons in the output layer define the output. The hidden layers play as a distillation layer to pass important patterns to the next layer. Through training, the
weights and thresholds are adjusted to minimize the errors from the input layer
to the output layer [14]. The overall learning process transforms inputs (data)
to a much more abstract level of representations (knowledge/patterns) through
non-linear transformations by the activation function, weights, and thresholds.
A nineteen-input ANN model was constructed for PUE prediction and proved
to be an effective method to model DC energy efficiency [6]. In the nineteen
inputs, twelve of them are the parameters that can be adjusted, and the rest
are non-adjustable ones. The twelve inputs are aggregated set-points or status
of equipment[6], including:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Total number of process water pumps (PWP) running
Mean PWP variable frequency drive (VFD) speed
Total number of condense water pumps (CWP) running
Mean CWP variable frequency drive speed
Total number of cooling towers running
Mean cooling tower leaving water temperature (LWT) setpoint
Total number of chillers running
Total number of dry coolers running
Total number of chilled water injection pumps running
Mean chilled water injection pump setpoint temperature
Mean heat exchanger approach temperature

The rest seven features are either IT load or outside conditions, which are:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Total server IT load
Total Campus Core Network Room IT load
Outside air wet bulb (WB) temperature
Outside air dry bulb temperature
Outside air enthalpy
Outside air relative humidity
Outdoor wind speed
Outdoor wind direction

To simplified the model, the equipment-related inputs are all aggregated features
(either ‘total number of’ or ‘mean’ values). However, some critical disadvantages
are introduced with the aggregation of the input features:
First of all, aggregation could miss some useful information. For example,
there are two input parameters defining the relations between process water
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pumps (PWP) and the power efficiency, which are the total number of PWP
running and the mean PWP VFD speed. Given two running PWPs, the mean
PWP VFD speed could not differentiate scenarios between two PWPs running
at the same speed or at different speeds, which obviously can cause different
power usage efficiencies.
Second, the aggregation process added extra maintenance work when using
the model to do PUE predictions.
Thirdly, the de-aggregation of the aggregated input features introduced extra
complexity to apply the optimized solution back to the equipment. For example,
given individual PWP raw data, the total number of running PWPs and the
mean PWP VFD speed can be easily calculated. However, to apply the optimized
mean PWP VFD speed back to the individual PWP is not straightforward.
Because of the problems above, Machine learning models that can learn from
raw data directly (instead of aggregated features) attracts more interests recently.
2.2

Deep Neural Networks

ANN is in the halfway between the conventional machine learning model and
the representation learning model. The conventional machine learning models
have a limited ability to process raw data, therefore building such a model requires intensive feature engineering. While representation learning models [14]
are capable of automatically figuring out the valuable representations from raw
data.
Deep neural networks, which are based on the idea of ANN, are representationlearning methods. By using techniques like rectified linear units (ReLU) [19],
dropout [26], batch normalization [11], the conventional ANN models can have
much more layers, which makes the shallow ANN evolving to deep neural networks. For example, the ResNet (deep residual networks) constructed (152 layers) and won the 1st place on the Imagenet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2015 (ILSVRC 2015) [9]. Deep neural networks produced lots of promising
results in the fields including image and video processing, natural language processing, speech recognition[15] [31] [30].
Overall, the deep neural networks allow the raw input data being passed and
transformed between levels. The process gradually abstracts the information to
a slightly higher level of representation. With enough such transformation, the
deep learning methods could learn very complex relations/functions.
Applying deep learning in PUE prediction seems to be ideal: with operational
data increases, the model will be able to discover relations between the raw
input data and PUE values. On the other hand, it is important to have the
model trained by complete operational conditions. The limited data coverage
jeopardizes the accuracy of the model.
However, because of the extremely serious availability and safety requirements, it is difficult to achieve data explorations in data centers. Figure 1 shows
the fan speeds (in percentage) of three CRACs from December 1st, 2017 to April
10th, 2018. As shown in the figure, the fan speeds of both CRAC 1 and CRAC 2
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rarely change, while the fan speed of CRAC 3 only vibrates in a limited range
(around 50% - 80% of its maximum speed).

Fig. 1. Fan speeds of three CRACs

Moreover, there are lots of duplicative and/or similar equipment in DCs. For
example, it is not unusual to equip more than fifty computer room air conditioning units (CRAC) or tens of temperature/humidity sensors in one computer
room. Therefore, with limited data coverage and lots of duplicated equipment,
the classic fully-connected deep learning architecture tends to be overfitting for
PUE prediction. The proposed solution in this paper is a deep learning architecture with embedded domain knowledge.
2.3

Ontology: Domain Knowledge Representation

The ontology is widely used in information organization, retrieval and understanding [17] [18] [32]. The definition of an ontology is “an explicit and formal
specification of a conceptualization of a domain of interest” [7]. Ontology is more
than just a vocabulary, they are sources of knowledge of a specific domain. The
important aspect of the ontology is related to identifying two layers: the definition layer and the instance layer. The definition layer represents a framework
used for establishing an ontology structure and for defining classes (concepts)
existing in a given domain. The structure of an ontology is primarily based on
a relation is-a between classes. This relation represents a subClassOf connection between superclass and a subclass. In such a way, the hierarchy of classes
is built. The ontology definition layer contains descriptions of all classes of the
ontology. The classes in the definition layer are defined using object properties
and datatype properties. The object property defines the has-a relation, and the
datatype property can be expressed as a value of datatypes as Boolean, float,
integer, string, etc.
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Once an ontology definition is constructed, its instances, called individuals,
can be built. The properties of classes are filled out: real data values are assigned
to datatype properties, and links to instances of other classes (individuals) are
assigned to object properties.

Fig. 2. An example of the concept hierarchy

Extracting concepts and their taxonomically relations from ontology builds
concept hierarchy [23] [13]. In the concept hierarchy, concepts are represented
with atomic attributes, individuals or other concepts. Using this method, a treelike structure is established where each vertex is a concept, and terminal vertices
(leaves) are attributes. The edges of the concept hierarchies represent relations
that help to define concepts with other concepts and/or individuals. As shown
in Figure 2 If we assume that concept C1 is defined by two other concepts C2
and C3, then the hierarchy will have two edges connecting C2 with C1, and
C3 with C1. The concept C1 is called the super-concept, and C2 and C3 are
sub-concepts. This also means that the activation of concepts C2 and C3 leads
to the activation of C1.

Fig. 3. The ontology of HVAC equipment

Figure 3 presents a four-level ontology for a set of equipment and other data
points in computer rooms. In the figure, yellow rectangles represent concepts,
and orange ones are instances /individuals.
2.4

Ontology-based neural networks

The domain knowledge in ontologies have proved to improve the performance of
neural networks. For instance, in [4] authors introduced an approach to classify
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images into the concept classes, based on the objects identified from the images
by a neural network architecture. With the help of the hierarchical information
of the concepts in the domain ontology, the approach can achieve high precision
and high recall. Authors in [27] built a patent document management system
using ontologies and neural networks. In the approach, the inputs of the neural
networks are generated by matching the features of documents with the concepts in the domain ontology. The experiment results are compared with the
previous classification methods showing improved outcomes. Wang et al. in [29]
present an ontology-based deep restricted Boltzmann machine model, in which
the construction of network architecture is guided by the concepts and their hierarchical structure of the domain ontology. They demonstrate that the model
obtained an improved performance when compared with conventional deep restricted Boltzmann machine model for textual topic classification. Jimenez et al.
in [12] present a framework to design neural networks for sound event classification using domain ontologies. Authors introduce an ontological layer, which
reflects the relation between super classes and subclasses given by the ontology. They also propose to train a Siamese Neural Network (SNN) to construct
embeddings that preserve the ontological structure. As claim the authors, both
architectures outperform significantly the baseline in the Urban Sounds dataset
and the Making Sense of Sounds Challenge(MSoS). To make use of the domain
knowledge, we propose an ontology-based neural network architecture for regression detailed in the following section.

2.5

CANN Architecture Design

In this section we present the architecture design of CANN, which is a twotower deep learning architecture that can learn embeddings from data and the
ontology structure automatically. The model contains a Prediction Net (P-Net)
and an Auto-encoder Net (AE-Net). As shown in Figure 4, the AE-Net and P-Net
share one input layer and two concept layers (called Shared Structure). There
are their own hidden layers and an output layer. AE-Net is an unsupervisedlearning network [10] [3], which is trained to make its output copy input with
lowest possible error, while P-Net is a deep feedforward neural network to predict
PUE.
The design of the architecture of the input layer and concept layers is guided
by the domain ontology. In Figure 4, there are four levels of nodes in the ontology, in which the top level (level 1) contains the root concept (D 1) and the
bottom level (level 4) contains the instances (A 1, A 2, ..., A n, ..., A k). The
instances in the 4th level of the ontology are represented by the nodes in the
input layer of CANN, and the concepts in the second and the third level also
have corresponding nodes in concept layers. Moreover, the relations/connections
between levels are also copied in the input and concept layers of CANN. For example, in the domain ontology, the concept B 1 has a set of instances, which are
A 1, A 2, ...., A n. in CANN, the node B1 in the concept layer is also connected
to the nodes (A 1, A 2, ...., A n) in the input layer. Please note that though in
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the figure there are two concept layers, the model is flexible enough for more
concept layers.
Prediction Net(P-Net) The P-Net is a deep feedforward neural network, in
which there are hidden layers and a one-node output layer, plus the input layer
l
and concept layers in the shared structure. Let wji
denotes weight between the
th
th
th
j neuron in the (l − 1) layer and the i neuron in the lt h layer, bli is the
bias of the ith neuron in the lth layer. With these notations, the feed-forward
operation can be described as
Rl−1

xli =

X

l l−1
wji
oj + bli

(1)

j=1

where xli is the weighted input of node i, ol−1
is the output of the j th node in the
j
th
(l − 1) layer, and Rl−1 is the number of neurons in the (l − 1)th layer. Given
ol0 = 1 and w0 il = bli , the equation (1) is simplified to:
Rl−1

xli =

X

l l−1
wji
oj

(2)

j=0

using the notation above, the activation of node i is
oli = fp (xli )

(3)

where fp is the activation function.
In the shared net, the connections are guided by the domain knowledge (not
l
l
fully connected). Let γji
denotes the concept relation weight (not related to wji
)
between two concept nodes (from node j to node i), the weighted input of node
i is changed to
Rl
X
l l−1 l
xli =
wji
oj γji
(4)
j=0

The concept layer is mapped from a level of concepts in the ontology, let nlci
denote the number of nodes (instances/concepts) in the concept hierarchy that
are connected to the ith node (concept ci ) in the lth layer, the concept relation
l
weight γji
is:
(
0
if nlci = 0
l
γji
=
(5)
1
if nlci 6= 0
That is, if the corresponding sub-concept/instance node j in the (l − 1)th layer
l
is not connected to the concept of node i, γji
is zero. If nlci 6= 0, the concept
relation weights are 1, which do not affect the learning process.
Let a denote the input vector, op denote the calculated output of the neural
network, and dp denote the desired output, the loss function LP N (a, dp ) defines
the error between dp and op on input a.
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Auto-encoder Net (AE-Net) The AE-Net is an unsupervised learning model
to minimize the difference between the input and output. In Figure 4, given an
input vector a, a representation vector c of the top concept layer, and an output
vector r, the mapping that transforms a into c is called the encoder, and the
mapping that transforms c back to r is called the decoder. In CANN, the encoder
is composed of the input layer and concept layers; while the decoder is composed
of the hidden layers and the output layer. The training process in AE-Net helps
the encoder preserve domain knowledge in the ontology.

Fig. 4. CANN Architecture

Assuming the input vector is a = {a1 , a2 , ..., an , ..., ak }, the representation
vector is c = {c1 , c2 , ..., cq }, and the output vector is r = {r1 , r2 , ..., rn , ..., rk },
we define the encoder and decoder function as:
c = fθ (a)

(6)

r = gθ (c)

(7)

in both encoder function fθ and decoder function gθ , the parameter set is θ =
{W, b, W 0 , d}, where W and W 0 are the encoder and decoder weight matrices,
and b and d are encoder and decoder bias vectors:
fθ (a) = sf (b + W a)

(8)

gθ (r) = sg (d + W 0 c)

(9)
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where sf and sg are the encoder and decoder activation functions. In probabilistic
terms r is not an exact reconstruction of a but the parameters of a distribution
p(A|R = r) that generate a with high probability. The encoder net is trained to
find the parameter set to minimize reconstruction error in the equation below
X
X
EAE (θ) =
LAE (a, r) =
LAE (a, gθ (fθ (a)))
(10)
a∈A

a∈A

where A denotes the training set of examples, LAE is the loss function or the
reconstruction error. In our case, the input vector is real-value, the loss function
LAE is squared error LAE (a, r) = ||a−r||2 . Both sf and sg are sigmoid functions.
Learning CANN CANN can be trained in a manner similar to standard neural
networks. The only difference is that the loss function LCAN N is composed of
two components: the loss of AE-Net LAE and the prediction loss LP N :
LCAN N = LP N + αLAE

(11)

where α is a constant.
In the training, the derivatives of the loss are,
∂LCAN N ∂xli
∂LCAN N
=
l
l
∂wji
∂xli
∂wji

(12)

PRl
l l−1 l
∂( j=0
wji
oj γji )
∂xli
l
=
= ol−1
j γji
l
l
∂wji
∂wji

(13)

in equation (12),

l+1

R
X ∂LCAN N ∂xl+1
∂LCAN N
k
=
l
l+1
∂xli
∂x
∂x
i
k
k=1

(14)

where Rl+1 is the number of nodes in the (l + 1)th layer Combining equation
(12) (13) and (14),
l+1

R
X ∂LCAN N ∂xl+1
∂LCAN N
l−1
k
=
o
j
l
l+1
l
∂wji
∂x
∂x
i
k
k=1

(15)

If layer l + 1 is in shared net (input layer and concept layers), equation (15)
is transformed to:
l+1

R
X ∂(LP N + αLAE ) ∂xl+1
∂LCAN N
l−1
k
=
o
j
l
l+1
l
∂wji
∂x
∂x
i
k
k=1

(16)
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If layer l + 1 is the hidden layer or output layer in P-Net, equation (15) is
transformed to:
l+1

R
X ∂(LP N + αLAE ) ∂xl+1
∂LCAN N
l−1
k
=
o
j
l
l
l+1
∂wji
∂x
∂x
i
k
k=1
l+1
RP
N

= ol−1
j

(17)

X ∂LP N ∂xl+1
k
l+1 ∂xl
∂x
i
k
k=1

l+1
th
where RP
layer that are used to
N denote the number of nodes in the (l + 1)
calculate the output of P-Net
If layer l + 1 is the hidden layer or output layer in AE-Net, equation (15) is
transformed to:
l+1

R
X ∂(LP N + αLAE ) ∂xl+1
∂LCAN N
l−1
k
=
o
j
l
l+1
l
∂wji
∂x
∂x
i
k
k=1
l+1
RAE

= αol−1
j

(18)

X ∂LAE ∂xl+1
k
l+1 ∂xl
∂x
i
k
k=1

l+1
where RAE
denote the number of nodes in the (l + 1)th layer that are used
to calculate the output of AE-Net. Equation (16), (17) and (18) show that the
derivatives of the loss function LCAN N are back propagated for learning both
AE-Net and P-Net.

3

Experiment Results and Analysis

In this section, we perform PUE prediction using both CANN and the canned
deep neural networks regression model (DNNRegressor) in Tensorflow [1], and
provide a detailed analysis of the comparison.
3.1

Experiment Setup

The experiments are based on the real operation data at Alibaba DC. We use
421-day (August 2017 to September 2018) operation data of a computer room
in one DC for the experiment. After removing all of the suspected/missing data,
there are 56291 data rows. We choose the last 2-day data of each month as
the testing data, and the rest for training and evaluation. In the end, there are
395-day data for training and evaluation, and 26-day data for testing.
In the experiments, CANN is configured to have one input layer with 96
nodes and two concept layers with 22 nodes and 14 nodes respectively. The layout of the decoder (the hidden layer and output layer) in AE-Net mirrors that of
the encoder (the input layer and concept layers): it has two hidden layers with
14 nodes and 22 nodes respectively, and one output layer with 96 nodes. For the
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rest of P-Net, there are 6 hidden layers (100 nodes in each layer) and 1 output
layer (1 analog output). To make the experiment comparable, we configure the
DNNRegressor model to be similar to the P-Net, which has 1 input layer with 96
input nodes, 6 hidden layers (100 nodes in each layer) and 1 output layer (1 analog output). There are two types of activation functions in CANN: the nodes in
the hidden layers in P-Net use RELU [20], while the rest of the nodes in CANN
use sigmoid. In DNNRegressor, all of the nodes use RELU as the activation function. In both DNNRegressor and P-Net of CANN, the loss function is using mean
squared error and the type of reduction is SUM BY NONZERO WEIGHTS [1].
3.2

Experiment Results

Figure 5 and Figure 6 represent the training and evaluation losses of both models.

Fig. 5. DNNRegressor and CANN training losses

Fig. 6. DNNRegressor and CANN evaluation losses

As shown in Figure 5, DNNRegressor has a lower loss (MSE) than CANN
in training. However, in the evaluation, CANN presents a higher accuracy after
step 70000, as shown in Figure 6. Table 1 presents mean absolute error (MAE)
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and mean squared error (MSE) for DNNRegressor and CANN over the testing dataset. As shown in the table, CANN has a lower MAE and MSE than
DNNRegressor.

DNNRegressor CANN
MAE 6.92 × 10−3 6.42 × 10−3
MSE 9.44 × 10−5 7.69 × 10−5
Table 1. Testing results of DNNRegressor and CANN

Fig. 7. CANN testing results

Figure 7 presents the testing results of CANN, where the y-axis represents the
scaled PUE (to the range [0,1]) of a computer room in one of the Alibaba DCs.
In summary, DNNRegressor achieves better prediction performance in training, while is not as accurate as CANN in both evaluation and training, which is
a standard overfitting behavior in supervised learning.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the energy usage optimization of DCs, and the difficulties to predict PUE. In response, a new ontology-based deep learning framework,
called CANN, is proposed, in which two models are trained: one is a supervised
learning model (P-Net) that predicts PUE, and the other one is an unsupervised
learning model (AE-Net) that learns to preserve the domain knowledge embedded in ontologies. Using the real operation data from Alibaba’s DCs, we tested
CANN and the classic DNNRegressor. The experiment results demonstrate that
CANN can reduce overfitting and achieve higher accuracy in both evaluation
and testing. Moreover, CANN is proposed to resolve PUE prediction difficulties,
but should not be limited to the problem: it can be easily generalized for other
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scenarios that can take advantage of using domain knowledge in deep learning
processes.
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Abstract. Estimation of semantic similarity is an important research
problem both in natural language processing and the natural language
understanding, and that has tremendous application on various downstream tasks such as question answering, semantic search, information
retrieval, document clustering, word-sense disambiguation and machine
translation. In this work, we carry out the estimation of semantic similarity using different state-of-the-art techniques including the USE (Universal Sentence Encoder), InferSent and the most recent BERT, or Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, models. We use two
question pairs datasets for the analysis, one is a domain specific in-house
dataset and the other is a public dataset which is the Quora’s question
pairs dataset. We observe that the BERT model gave much superior performance as compared to the other methods. This should be because of
the fine-tuning procedure that is involved in its training process, allowing
it to learn patterns based on the training data that is used. This works
demonstrates the applicability of BERT on domain specific datasets. We
infer from the analysis that BERT is the best technique to use in the
case of domain specific data.
Keywords: Semantic similarity · Sentence embedding · language representation model · Universal sentence encoder · InferSent · BERT

1

Introduction

Semantic similarity estimation of text is an important and open research problem in natural language processing as well as in natural language understanding
[1]. Two texts are semantically similar if they mean the same thing [6]. And
this semantic similarity estimation lays foundation to various downstream applications including information retrieval, document clustering, word-sense disambiguation, machine translation, text summarization, text generation, question
answering (QA), short answer grading, automatic essay scoring, semantic search,
dialog and conversational systems [6]. Realizing the potential of this area, the Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) shared task has been held annually since 2012,
providing a venue for evaluation of state-of- the-art algorithms and models for
semantic similarity estimation [7, 8, 10, 9, 11].
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In the application area of question answering, generally a knowledge base
(KB) is maintained containing queries and associated answers [1]. As the same
query can be asked in many different ways, it becomes important to find the
most semantically similar query from the KB to recommend an answer. For
instance, the answers for ”To buy stocks what’s the minimum” and ”what is the
minimum amount to buy a stock” is same. And question answering is one of the
key research areas at Fidelity.
There are many research articles covering textual semantic similarity estimation [4, 3, 2, 5]. Word embeddings such as word2vec [12], Glove [13] and FastText
[22] have been used widely in NLP to compute vector representation for words
capturing the semantics that can be used to compute the semantic similarity
between words. Although word embeddings effectively capture the semantics for
words, they are more prone to yield limited performance when used for sentence
embedding via averaging of word vectors or via some other way [5, 4, 3]. Reasons
for this decreased performance could be because, usually word embeddings do
not consider the word order into account and the word embeddings are learnt in
an unsupervised manner.
Due to these shortcomings, recent research has focused on embedding of
larger text, such as sentences, paragraphs or documents, straightaway, rather
than looking at word embeddings. A lot of these research has lead to the development of various pre-trained models which includes Google’s Universal Sentence
Encoder (USE) [4] and Facebook’s InferSent [3]. Generally, these pre-trained
models have been trained on both supervised as well as unsupervised tasks in
order to capture as much universal semantic information as possible. And these
models have shown better performance on various downstream tasks (as well
as on transfer learning) as compared to word embeddings. Along with research
on sentence embedding, there is a big focus in the area of language model pretraining which has shown to give improved performance in various NLP tasks
including predicting the relationship between sentences [20, 21]. Very recently,
Google had open sourced a new language representation model called BERT
[2] which stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers,
and it has shown to outperform other techniques in many NLP tasks such as
text classification, textual entailment, question answering and language inference, without substantial task-specific architecture modifications, easily making
it among the best in the state-of-the-art methods.
In this paper, we use sentence embedding pre-trained models including Universal sentence encoder and InferSent, and language representation model of
BERT for estimating the semantic similarity for pairs of text inputs. Along with
this, we also use string matching method using the Ratcliff/Obershelp patternmatching algorithm [26] which acts as the baseline for our analysis. For the experiments, we use an in-house dataset and a public dataset from Quora, called
the Quora Question Pairs (QQP) [25].
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2
2.1

Materials
Dataset details

Quora dataset: The Quora dataset consist of question pairs (that were asked
on Quora by its users) along with a label indicating semantic equivalence. There
are 404290 question pairs where 149263 (37%) were similar and the rest 255027
(63%) were not similar. This dataset was general in nature, capturing the questions asked by the Quora users that were not specific to any domain. The dataset
was pre-processed and after pre-possessing, three observations were removed that
belonged to the positive class.
Fidelity data: The Fidelity data set consist of user query pairs along with the
label for similarity. There are 3757 query pairs where 1703 (45%) are similar and
the rest 2054 (55%) are not similar. This data is domain specific and it contained
questions pertinent to the financial services domain.

3

Methods

A high level overview of the analysis carried out in the paper is as shown in Fig.
1. As mentioned above, we use the Quora dataset and an in-house dataset as
well for the experiments. The purpose of using Quora dataset is for the sake of
comparison with a public dataset. BERT has already been applied on the QQP
dataset and have shown to beat state-of-the-art results.
The datasets are given as inputs to different techniques, starting with string
matching using the Ratcliff/Obershelp algorithm which effectively acts as a baseline model, pre-trained models including USE and InferSent for embedding text,
and also the language representation model of BERT.
The string matching method using the Ratcliff/Obershelp algorithm basically
measures the similarity of sequences based on the number of matching characters.
To account for the order of words in the sequence, the sequence is tokenized
followed by sorting the tokens alphabetically, and then joining them back into a
string. Before the string matching procedure, the sequences are lemmatized for
the purpose of normalization.
The pre-trained models (USE and InferSent) for text embedding generate
embeddings for the sequences or the input question pairs and then appropriate
metric is used to find dissimilarity or distance between the two embeddings
to estimate the semantic similarity. The authors of USE state in their paper
[4] that to find the similarity of the sentence embeddings, they first compute
the cosine similarity of the two embeddings and then use arccos to convert the
cosine similarity into an angular distance. They observed that using a similarity
based on angular distance performs better on average than raw cosine similarity.
However, in the InferSent paper [3], they stick with cosine distance between
the embedding vectors. In this paper, we use the angular distance for the USE
embeddings and cosine distance for the InferSent embeddings.
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The BERT model which is basically a language representation model pretrains deep bidirectional representations by jointly conditioning on both left and
right context in all layers. And due to this, the pre-trained BERT representations
can be fine-tuned with just one additional output layer to create state-of-the-art
models for a wide range of tasks such as sentence classification.

Fig. 1. A high level flow chart of the textual similarity estimation process

3.1

String matching using Ratcliff/Obershelp algorithm

The Ratcliff/Obershelp algorithm computes the similarity of two text as the
doubled number of matching characters divided by the total number of characters
in the two strings [26]. Matching characters are the ones in the longest common
subsequence plus, recursively, matching characters in the unmatched region on
either side of the longest common subsequence. It returns a score between 0 for
no match and 100 for an all match.
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3.2

Universal Sentence Encoder (USE)

In early 2018, Google developed USE [4] to encode sentences to embedding
vectors. And they shared two variants of the encoding model. One used deep
averaging network (DAN) and the other was based on the transformer architecture.
USE (Transformer) — The transformer based encoding model generates sentence embeddings using the encoding sub-graph of the transformer architecture.
This sub-graph uses attention to create context aware representations of words
in a sentence, taking both the order and identity of all the other words into
consideration [14]. These representations are then converted to a fixed length
sentence encoding vector (512 dimensional) by computing the element-wise sum
of the representations at each word position followed by dividing by the square
root of the length of the sentence so that the differences between short sentences
are not dominated by sentence length effects [4].
To make the encoding model as general as possible, a multi-task learning
was carried out where the encoding model was used to feed multiple downstream tasks. The tasks include a Skip-Thought like task for the unsupervised
learning from arbitrary text [16]; a conversational input-response task [17]; and
classification tasks for training on supervised data. For word level transfer, word
embeddings from a word2vec skip-gram model [12] trained on a corpus of news
data was used.
USE (DAN) — This encoding model makes use of a DAN where input embeddings for words and bi-grams are first averaged together and then passed
through a feedforward deep neural network (DNN) to produce sentence embeddings [4, 15]. Similar to the transformer based model, the DAN based USE is
trained via multi-task learning and it also outputs a 512 dimensional vector.
3.3

InferSent

InferSent [3] is a sentence embedding pre-trained model that was developed by
Facebook AI Research. It is an encoder model based on a bi-directional LSTM
architecture with max pooling, trained on the supervised data of Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) [18] datasets. The architecture consist of a shared
sentence encoder which is based on bi-directional LSTM and outputs a representation for the premise u and the hypothesis v. After the vectors are generated,
a new vector is generated by combining them in 3 ways, (i) concatenation of
the two representations (u, v); (ii) element-wise product u ∗ v; and (iii) absolute
element-wise difference | u − v |. This resulting vector, which captures information from both the premise and the hypothesis, is fed into a 3-class classifier
consisting of fully connected layers culminating in a softmax layer.
For training this model, stochastic gradient descent with learning rate of 0.1
and a weight decay of 0.99 were used. This learning rate was divided by 5 if
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the dev accuracy decreased. Mini-batch size of 64 was used and the training
was stoped when the learning rate goes under the threshold of 10−5 . For the
classifier, a multi-layer perceptron with 1 hidden-layer of 512 hidden units was
used.
Facebook open-sourced two versions of the pre-trained model: V1 that was
trained using GloVe [13], and V2 that was trained using fastText [22]. Although
both the models are competent, for the semantic similarity task, the V2 version
was performing better. In this paper, we use the V2 version.
3.4

BERT

By the end of 2018, Google open-sourced BERT [2] which is a new language
representation model that is a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer encoder
based on the Transformer architecture as in [14]. The BERT model is pretrained
using two unsupervised prediction tasks. One is the ”masked language model”
where some of the tokens (around 15%) were randomly masked, and the objective
is to predict the masked word based on only its context. The second task is that
of ”next sentence prediction” where the aim is to predict the next sentence.
The training loss of the model which is optimized, is the sum of mean masked
language model likelihood and mean next sentence prediction likelihood.
For the pretraining corpus, BooksCorpus (800M words) [23] and English
Wikipedia (2,500M words) were used. Batch size used was 256 sequences with
each sequence containing 512 tokens, training was done for 1,000,000 steps or 40
epochs over the 3.3 billion word corpus. Adam optimizer with learning rate of
1e-4, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, L2 weight decay of 0.01, learning rate warmup over
the first 10,000 steps, and linear decay of the learning rate were used. Activation
function used was Gaussian Error Linear Unit (GELU) [24] and dropout probability of 0.1 was used on all layers. They develop two variants of models based
on the size. One is BERTBASE with number of layers (Transformer blocks) as
12, the hidden size as 768, the number of self-attention heads as 12, and total
number of parameters as 110M. The other is BERTLARGE which has 340M
parameters. In the paper, we use the BERTBASE model due to infrastructure
constraints.

4

Results and Discussion

The performance measures on the two datasets for different methods used in
the paper are shown in Table 1. To get optimal results based on the Region
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, we use the Youden’s index [27] to obtain
an optimal cut-off point in the ROC [28]. The results reported for BERT for
the Quora dataset in the table are taken from the original paper for BERT
[2], and the original paper reports only the accuracy. F-score was taken from
the GLUE leaderboard (https://gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard). They do not
report other metrics which are sensitivity, specificity, precision and the area
under the ROC (AUC). BERT gave best results for both the datasets.
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For the Quora, dataset, string matching provided a decent baseline result
which was 64.5% accuracy and 72.7% AUC. Among the sentence embedding
pre-trained models, USE (Transformer) provided the best results, better than
USE (DAN) and InferSent. This should be because of its transformer based
architecture which specifically targets high accuracy at the cost of greater model
complexity and resource consumption.
For the Fidelity dataset, it is observed that the pre-trained models performed
much inferior to the string matching based method. This might be because this
dataset has a majority of user questions which are not straightforward, as this
dataset contains different ways of asking the same question in different ways.
Another reason could be that a majority of the questions are highly domain dependent which caused the decreased performance from the pre-trained sentence
encoder models which are developed based on publicly available data that are
general in nature and not specific to any domain. BERT showed a tremendous
improvement over the other methods. This could be due to the fine-tuning step
that is involved in the BERT training process which makes use of a training data
allowing it to fine-tune based on the training data.
It is to be noted that we have used BERTBASE , and not BERTLARGE for
our experiments due to restrictions in infrastructure. The original BERT paper
[2] reports that the BERTLARGE model significantly outperforms BERTBASE
across many tasks. Using BERTLARGE may further improve the result. We also
tried different values for the number of epochs for training the BERT model
(Table 2). We tried with 3, 5 and 10, and observed that 5 epochs gave the best
result.
4.1

Note on the resource usage

Among the methods, the string matching technique was the fastest. In its worstcase scenario, when there is no match of characters between two sequences,
N × M number of comparisons are required, where N is the number of characters in the first string and M is the number of characters in the second string. It
takes very little memory for computation. For USE (DAN), the time complexity is O(n) and memory requirement is constant in sentence length. However,
for USE (Transformer), the time complexity is O(n2 ) and space complexity also
scales quadratically, O(n2 ) in sentence length. Comparing USE (DAN) and USE
(Transformer), the former is remarkably computational efficient, but at the cost
of slight decreased performance than the latter, as the compute time for the
DAN model stays nearly constant as sentence length is increased. BERT models
are enormous models with millions of parameters. But the good thing is that
the pre-training was already carried out, and we just had to focus on fine tuning the BERT pre-trained models. As per the official GitHub page for BERT
(https://github.com/google-research/bert), BERTBASE could run on a GPU
that has at least 12GB of RAM using the hyperparameters specified. In the case
of BERTLARGE , they recommend a Cloud TPU, which has 64GB of RAM. And
they also mention that running BERTLARGE on a GPU with 12GB - 16GB of
RAM is likely to give out-of-memory issues.
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Table 1. Performance measures on the different datasets
Quora dataset
Method

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

AUC

Precision

F-score

String matching

64.5

81.9

54.4

72.7

51.2

63.0

USE (DAN)

70.9

83.5

63.6

79.9

57.3

68.0

USE (Transformer)

73.9

82.9

68.6

82.7

60.7

70.1

InferSent

67.9

84.4

58.2

75.9

54.2

66.0

1

72.1

–

–

–

–

89.3

BERT

Fidelity dataset
Method

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

AUC

Precision

F-score

String matching

67.6

71.1

64.6

75.3

62.5

67.0

USE (DAN)

63.4

66.6

60.8

68.5

58.5

62.0

USE (Transformer)

67.7

68.3

67.2

72.9

63.3

65.7

InferSent

65.5

60.7

69.5

70.8

62.3

61.0

BERT

80.3

80.6

80.0

88.4

77.0

78.8

USE (DAN) and USE (Transformer) are DAN based and transformer based USE, .
respectively. 1 The performance measures for BERT on the Quora dataset have not
been computed in the paper and is as reported in the original paper for BERT [2]
Table 2. Performances of BERT with different epochs
epochs

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

AUC

Precision

F-score

3

79.2

80.9

77.8

88.2

75.1

77.9

5

80.3

80.6

80.0

88.4

77.0

78.8

10

80.1

81.4

78.9

87.6

76.2

78.7

4.2

Note on misclassified instances

Table 3 shows few misclassified instances from the BERT method. The first
five examples show cases which were misclassified as semantically similar. This
might be because that these examples had almost similar structure making the
classifier to predict that they are semantically equivalent. On the other hand,
the rest of the examples were misclassified as semantically different. These were
few user query pairs which are semantically same but asked in two very different
ways. For example, in the question pair ”are there maintenance fees for stocks”
and ”Are there any management fees to own the stock? ”, the BERT model
could not detect the semantic equivalence as it might have failed to estimate
the similarity between maintenance fees and management fees. One reason for
this might be because of the limited data that was used for training. Having a
bigger dataset might essentially rectify this issue. We could observe that there
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were few spelling errors (we did not carry out spelling correction in this work)
in these examples, such as accouont, fideliy etc. These might have added to the
cause for misclassification.
Table 3. Examples of misclassified instances using BERT
Qn1

Qn2

true pred

Do I need to get active trader account to trade penny stocks?

Do you trade all penny stocks?

0

1

Why are the reinvested dividends
not shown?

Can you please show me how to
reinvest dividends myself?

0

1

Would you do a ’limit’ market order?

Would I do market order or limit
order

0

1

How do I find out which stocks are
easy to borrow?

How do I know a stock is hard to
borrow?

0

1

Can you retroactively reinvest dividends?

Can I set up account to reinvest dividends?

0

1

Can I open a brokerage accouont in
my existing ira

Can I open an ira brokerage account?

1

0

Does IRA fall under brokerage

Does an IRA account = a Fidelity
brokerage account?

1

0

Are there maintenance fees for
stocks

Are there any management fees to
own the stock?

1

0

Can I buy mutual funds beyond Fidelity’s own funds?

Can I buy into non fideliy mutual
funds?

1

0

How do I protect myself on mutual
funds?

I would like to discuss how safe mutual funds are

1

0

When I sell shares how is the price
calculated

When I sell the stock how do i know
what price i’m selling at?

1

0

Can I short a mutual fund?

Can I short mutual funds?

1

0

true is the actual label and pred is the predicted label

5

Conclusion

In this work, we estimate the semantic similarity of question pairs from an
in-house dataset as well as a public dataset using state-of-the-art techniques.
We observe that string matching provided a decent performance although it
cannot detect semantic equivalence. Among the pretrained sentence embedding
models, USE (Transformer) performed better than USE(DAN) and InferSent
although the computation time was high. Overall, BERT method gave the best
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results among all the techniques used. This should be due to the fine-tuning
that is involved in the training process allowing it to learn based on the training
data. We demonstrate in this work the applicability of BERT on domain specific
dataset like ours.
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Abstract. Predicting student performance is a challenge in the educational field.
Educational data mining aims to solve problems related to education. Thus, our
goal in this work is to develop a hybrid approach (HA) that uses clustering and
regression. Its to predict the academic performance of students in the context of
data mining. For this, we use the dataset of ENADE for the year 2014 and 2017.
The Methodology follows the phases of CRISP-DM. We obtained mean errors
0.085, 0.026, and standard deviation are 0.003, 0.005 for ENADE 2014. And
Mean errors 0.074, 0.035 and standard deviation are 0.005, 0.007 for ENADE
2017. This for robust regression and the HA. We obtained statistical evidence
that the HA obtained better results than the Robust Regression.
Keywords: Education Data Mining · Hybrid Approach · Clustering · Regression
· Predicting · Academic Performance.

1

Introduction

The use of Computational Intelligence techniques to solve problems is becoming frequent. These techniques may be applied in Different areas such as medicine, agriculture,
education. There are challenges in the educational area. Educational Data Mining may
be used to help this area. EDM can improve the estimation of the variables in these
studies [14]. In this area analyzing the performance of students considering the criteria
of the formation is essential.
In Brazil, there is the ENADE (National Student Performance Exam). ENADE evaluates the students’ performance. It considers the content provided in the guidelines of
the curriculum. In this exam, the students still respond to a questionnaire. This questionnaire that considers factors related to the formation environment of their course.
The questionnaire aims to subsidize the construction of the socioeconomic profile of
the student. Besides that, get information about his/her educational process [2].
Using EDM, the educational system has gained new ways to get up-to-date information. EDM also do a sophisticated analysis of the data, facilitating decision-making.
Its uses statistical algorithms to analyze patterns of behavior. Beyond identify and predict factors that may influence student performance. The primary goal of this field of
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study is to get relevant knowledge. The data analyzed to serve as subsidies to increase
the quality in education and to improve the learning process [16].
EDM techniques can have two types of learning: supervised and non-supervised. In
supervised learning has the characteristic that the learning process is carried out with
the help of a supervisor. It’s needed a set of input and output pairs data. The output set
(dependent variable, for example) must be associated with the set of input.
The clustering is one technique that uses unsupervised learning. The clustering aims
to form clusters by higher similarity and the different groups formed must a dissimilarity [9]. An example of a clustering algorithm is K-means. Already among the techniques
of learning supervised, there is the regression. The regression aims to analyze the relationship between variables. Where a variable depends on (Y) can be explained by
independent variables (X) [13]. Among regression models, there is robust regression.
But, some of these techniques in their basic version present some fragility for extracting information. In this sense, there is the development of hybrid approaches. Hybrid approaches make the combination of computational intelligence techniques. This
combination may improve the result of database estimation as it combines the advantages of the methods involved[17].
In this context, this article goal to develop a hybrid approach. That HA uses a combination of supervised and unsupervised learning in the context of data mining. Its to
predict students’ academic performance using factors in the student’s learning environment. The algorithms used will be K-means and robust regression. We use the database
do ENADE considering the courses of information systems and computer science of
the public/private. We used institutions of higher education in the state of Pernambuco,
in the years 2014 and 2017.
This paper is divided as it follows: section 2 describes the background; section 3
presents works related to the theme of this article; section 4 presents the proposed of the
hybrid approach; section 5 the methodology, where the information about the databases
and the techniques used in the development of this work are presented; section 6 shows
the results of the experiments performed; and, finally, section 7 composes the conclusion of this work developed after the analysis of the results obtained at the end of the
experiments.

2

Background

This section presents the regression and clustering themes for the understanding of this
work. These topics are in the following subsections.
2.1

Robust Regression

The linear regression is a parametric technique. Its goal is to analyze the dependence
of a variable (Y) by explanatory variables (X)[13]. Equation 1 presents the model of
Multiple Linear Regression.
Yi = α + β1 x1i + ... + βp xpi + i (i = 1, 2, ..., n)

(1)
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Where,α represents the intercept of the axis with the y, and β = (β1 , ..., βp ) it is a
vector of parameters that represents the variation of y as a function of the variation of
x. The x = (x1 , ..., xi) a vector of explanatory variables. And  = (1 , ..., n ) a vector
error message.
Linear regression uses the least squares estimation method to estimate the coefficients. But this type of regression does not have a satisfactory fit when the data has an
outlier presence. In this context, there is a robust regression that has the characteristic
of better change to outlier data [19].
2.2

K-means

The K-means clustering algorithm needs the definition of the number of groups and
chooses k cluster centers randomly. Thus, the clusters are formed around the centroids
[9].
To form the clusters around each centroid one can use the Euclidean distance. The
Euclidean distance is present the equation 2.
arg minci  c dist(ci , x)2

(2)

The centroids update is done taking into account the average of all the points of
each cluster. as shown in the equation 3.
ci =

1 X
xi
|si | x  s
i

3

(3)

i

Related Works

EDM is an area that has been growing in the last years. It can provide information and
serve as a subsidy on educational practices [14].
Several experiments using data mining techniques applied in the educational area
are focused on the student’s academic performance. Massive data regarding student
information is available in educational institutions that can be extracted to bring new
information from it [10].
Through EDM, it is possible to analyze data sets to extract useful information [8].
The ability to predict a student’s performance can be helpful ways for those interested
in higher education institutions.
In [20] used Nave Bayes algorithms, decision tree J48, and MLP to analyze and predict student performance. The student’s marks, demographic, social, and school-related
characteristics of a set of data of the high school students available in the UCI were
used. In [15] used the decision tree algorithm to discover the hidden academic relationship between academic performance in high school and higher education institutions,
with data from 288 students collected from 7 schools. In [3] developed a neural network model to predict student performance based on entry level. Also, performance
in the core disciplines in the first semesters, using the student’s final CGPA to assess
academic performance.
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In [4] performed a comparison between two methods, neural network, and linear
regression. The authors to investigate the relationship between critical subjects. Also,
the performance of undergraduate students. They used the undergraduate in Electrical
Engineering at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering of UiTM through actual historical
performance. In [11] carried out an analysis in the literature to verify the parameters
used for predictions. Its identify the good predictors of student academic performance
in 33 articles selected by the authors in three search engines.
To identify students performance [8], using the student’s historical records. It’s selecting the demographic information with the academic variables applying the CHAID
algorithm and following. The authors use the CRISP-DM methodology. In [10] based
on the academic performance of the students in four semesters of a master’s degree.
Also, They made a comparison between the algorithms of prediction still One R and
Decision Table, to predict the result of the fifth semester.
In [5] proposes an automated system for classifying students using the Nave Bayes
Classification technique. Also, thereby identify those students who need individual
counseling or guidance in school. In [18], the authors compared the Nave Bayes, Artificial Neural Network, Decision Tree, and K-Nearest Neighbor algorithms to find the
best technique. Thus, they check the impact of days of absence and behavioral characteristics on performance from the students
In the authors’ work [12], they proposed using EDM techniques to predict student
performance. They used various factors influencing student behavior and class performance. Association Rule Mining (ARM) was the method used. Finally, the authors
concluded that EDM techniques could improve educational practices. Thus, to discover
that the attention for lecture influences the performance of the student.

4

Proposal of the Hybrid Approach

In this paper, we have developed an HA that makes the combination of unsupervised
and supervised learning. The techniques used was the k-means algorithm and robust
regression.
Fig. 1 shows the process performed to obtain the results with the developed hybrid
approach. The hybrid approach consists of seven steps: parting in training and test, dividing in clusters, applying the robust regression for each cluster, Identify which robust
regression model the test data is most appropriate, Apply the robust regression model to
the most appropriate cluster, calculate the absolute mean error for each group, calculate
the model’s absolute mean error.
The description of the steps of the hybrid approach developed will be presented
below:
– Step 1: In this step, we partitioned the data in training and test. This partitioning
was done randomly. So we have two samples. The training data will be used in Step
2 while the test data will be used in Step 4.
– Step 2: In this step, we use the training sample created in step 1. With this data,
we use the algorithm k-means to perform the process of clustering the data. In this
step, must choose the number of groups that want to use to complete the clustering
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Fig. 1. Proposal of the Hybrid Approach

–

–

–

–

process. We can then build K clusters. These k clusters that are formed will be used
in step 3.
This process of clustering, regions of greater similarity between the data will be
constructed. We want for the regression models to present smaller prediction errors
through these regions of similarity. In this work, we use the number of groups from
2 to 10. We must warn that the minimum number of groups that can be formed is
two. Its maximum amount will depend on the quantity of the training set.
Step 3: In this step, we use the K clusters formed in the previous step. In each
cluster, we construct a robust regression model. From this model, we have k regression models, a regression model for each cluster formed. We expected that these
regression models have a better fit to the data since the partitioning of the data of
the same group has a higher similarity.
Step 4: In this step, we will use the test data that were obtained in step 1, in addition to the regression models that form trained in step 3. We still use the clusters
obtained in step 2. Thus, for each of the training data, we have to identify which
cluster the test data has a higher similarity. To perform this identification, we calculate the Euclidean distance of each test data in relation to the centroid of each
cluster. The test data is identified to the training cluster using the shortest distance
found about its centroid. With this, we formed new groups of test data in relation
to training data.
Step 5: In this step, after identifying the cluster of each test data, we tested the
data in relation to the appropriate regression model. We have the data regarding the
appropriate cluster.
Step 6: In this step, we calculate the absolute mean error for each test group formed
according to the distance from the centroid. Thus, we have the average error for
each cluster.
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– Step 7: In this step, we calculate the absolute mean error of the model, that is, the
general error of the HA. To evaluate our Hybrid Approach we use the following
equation 4:
P
et
e=
(4)
ct
Where:
e is the general error of the HA, et is the error of each cluster in the test group, and
ct is the number of test groups.

5

Methodology

We use in this work the CRISP-DM methodology, since it is widely used in the data
mining area. This methodology has six steps: business understanding, data understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation, deployment [7]. the development of this
paper follows the phases of CRISP-DM that is shown in Fig. 2 and described in the
following subsections.

Fig. 2. Steps of CRISP-DM methodology [7]

5.1

Business Understanding

We search to identify which factors influence the student’s academic performance in
the ENADE. We used courses of information systems and computer science of public
and private institutions of higher education in the state of Pernambuco.
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5.2

Data Understanding

The ENADE is applied triennially for each area of knowledge. These areas are defined
by the ministry of education together with the responsible bodies. We used databases of
the year 2014 and 2017. It’s available on the website of the National Institute of Educational Studies and Research Ansio Teixeira (INEP)[1]. These the datasets containing
the data of the courses of information systems and computational sciences.
In work, we used two databases from ENADE considering the years 2014 and 2017.
We considered These two bases also to verify if in the year 2014 and 2017 are the same
factors that influence the performance of the students.
The exam is composed of some instruments. In this research was used the student’s
questionnaire. We consider information that characterizes the profile of the students.
Beyond the context of their training processes and an overall grade of the test.
5.3

Data Preparation

In this step, the database to be prepared properly. In this phase, the following activities
were carried out:
–
–
–
–

Filtering the data to meet the main focus of study;
Checking for missing or blank values;
Data normalization (between 0.15 and 0.85);and
Selection of variables.

The data filtering process aims to use in the two databases. We used the factors that
influence student performance in the state of Pernambuco. Table 1 shows the filtering
process.
The original database of ENADE in the year 2014 contains 481720 and 143 attributes. But in the state of Pernambuco includes 13879 instances, and that part of the
computer courses are 1073 instances. But this new database contains 861 instances of
invalid data. Already the database for the year 2017 includes 537436 and 150 attributes.
In the state of Pernambuco contains 16927 instances, and that part of the courses of
computation are 1313 instances. This new database includes 980 instances of invalid
data. Being that 43 attributes are part of the questionnaire that analyzes the factors of
our study in the two databases of the research.
Table 1. Data filtering processes in Databases
Database Status
Original
State Pernambuco
Courses
Questionnaire and grade geral
Invalid data
Final Database

ENADE 2014
Rows Columns
481720
143
13879
143
1073
143
1073
43
861
43
861
43

ENADE 2017
Rows Columns
537436
150
16927
150
1313
150
1313
43
980
43
980
43

Once this filtering process is in place, the databases will have 861 and 980 instances
for the 2014 and 2017 database. We checked these were no missing values in both
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databases. We normalized the data between 0.15 and 0.85. The Random Forest algorithm is used for the selection of attributes in the databases.
We used the Random Forest algorithm to analyze the importance of the explanatory
variables (X) with the dependent variable (Y). This importance is analyzed by the Gini
index. Table 2 and Table 3 shows the selected variables from the base of ENADE 2014
and 2017.

Table 2. Variables selected for study 2014
Dabase Enade 2014
Variable Description
qe i53 Opportunities have been offered for students to conduct exchanges and/or internships abroad.
qe i52 Opportunities were offered to students to exchange and/or internship in the country.
qe i46 The institution provided opportunities for students to act as representatives in collegiate bodies.
qe i67 The institution promoted activities of culture, leisure, and social interaction.
qe i40 There were opportunities for students to overcome difficulties related to the formation process.
qe i44 Opportunities were provided for students to participate in scientific initiation and
activities that stimulated academic research.
qe i65 The institution had a virtual library or conferred access to works available in virtual collections.
qe i43 Opportunities were provided for students to participate in programs, projects or
university extension activities.
qe i60 The course provided monitors or tutors to assist the students.
nt ger Gross weight of the test - Weighted average of the general training (25%) and
specific component (75%) (0 to 100)

Table 3. Variables selected for study 2017
Dabase Enade 2017
Variable Description
qe i68 the meals have canteen, restroom, and bathrooms inadequate conditions and that
have met the needs of its users.
qe i27 The disciplines studied contributed to their integral formation, as a citizen and
professional.
qe i65 The institution had a virtual library or conferred access to works available in virtual collections.
qe i49 The course provided access to up-to-date and/or contemporary knowledge in the
area formation.
qe i62 The equipment and materials available for the practical classes were adequate for
the number of students.
qe i55 The learning evaluations carried out during the course were compatible with the
content or themes worked out by the teachers.
qe i48 The practical activities were enough to relate the contents of the courses with the
practice, contributing to their professional profession.
qe i66 The academic activities developed inside and outside the classroom made possible
reflection, awareness, and respect for diversity.
qe i60 The course provided monitors or tutors to assist the students.
nt ger Gross weight of the test - Weighted average of the general training (25%) and
specific component (75%) (0 to 100)
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We can verify that only the variable qe i60 have a correlation in the years 2014 and
2017 with the variable performance of the students. This fact shows that the presence
of tutors and monitors assist students. Its presence in the resolution of problems in
the exercises is significant. We can verify that the teaching and learning process in
computer courses is related to the performance of students. Thus, when there is the help
of monitors or tutors, student performance may be better. The other variables are all
different in the two years studied.
The variable qe i53 presented the highest degree of importance in the year 2014.
It shows that there was a more significant influence for the students to carry out exchanges outside Brazil. This year also had impact carry out interchange within the
country. These factors show that there was a stimulus to the relationship with other
institutions. But in the year 2017, the factor that had most influence was the physical conditions of the environment, demonstrated by the variable qe i68. This variable
checks if there are canteens, toilets in the university.

5.4

Modeling

In this step, the proposal of the HA was tested as well as robust regression. These techniques were shown in the foregoing sections. The algorithm used for the development
of the research is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the execution of the experiments
Input: Use the dataset
Set: Number Simulation (MC) = 100
For all i = 1 to MC do it:
Partition randomly the data set in Training set (75% of data) and Test set (25% of data)
Apply: robust regression model to training set
Apply the Hybrid approach to the training set
Calculate: the absolute mean error (MAE) of the Robust regression and the hybrid
approach
end For
Calculate mean and standard deviation of errors (absolute mean error)

5.5

Evaluation

In this step, the results of the experiments are analyzed. In work, the evaluation was
done through mean and standard deviation. Besides that, we used a hypothesis test of
the obtained prediction errors (mean absolute error). The mean absolute error (MAE) is
a useful measure used in model evaluations [6].
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5.6

Deployment

In this step, we use the knowledge obtained in the previous steps of the methodology.
Thus, we seek to solve the problem of this work.

6

Results

This section shows the results and discussion of this work. The singles RR - represents
Robust Regression and HA - Hybrid Approach.
6.1

Experimental Setup

In this work, we used the number of groups (K) ranging from two to ten. The results
obtained through the experiments were organized in a table and graph box-plot. It’s in
relation to the Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
The results obtained with these experiments are presented in Table 4 and 5 for
ENADE 2014 and 2017, respective. It can be verified that the RR obtained a smaller
error in comparison to the HA. And that for all K values used in the study, the HA
obtained smaller errors than the RR.
Table 4. Results Regression Robust and Hybrid Approach in relation a value the number cluster
(K) - ENADE 2014
K

K= 2
K=3
K=4
K=5
K=6
K=7
K=8
K=9
K=10

Database Enade 2014
Regression Robust Hybrid Approach
Mean Error SD Error Mean Error SD Error
0.09
0.004
0.053
0.004
0.085
0.004
0.038
0.003
0.086
0.004
0.032
0.003
0.085
0.004
0.029
0.004
0.086
0.004
0.027
0.004
0.085
0.003
0.026
0.005
0.084
0.004
0.027
0.012
0.085
0.004
0.026
0.006
0.086
0.004
0.026
0.008

Table 5. Results Regression Robust and Hybrid Approach in relation a value the number cluster
(K) - ENADE 2017
K

K= 2
K=3
K=4
K=5
K=6
K=7
K=8
K=9
K=10

Database Enade 2017
Regression Robust Hybrid Approach
Mean Error SD Error Mean Error SD Error
0.074
0.005
0.061
0.018
0.074
0.005
0.047
0.014
0.075
0.005
0.047
0.010
0.074
0.004
0.039
0.009
0.074
0.005
0.036
0.008
0.074
0.005
0.035
0.007
0.074
0.004
0.036
0.008
0.074
0.005
0.036
0.008
0.074
0.005
0.038
0.007
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Fig. 3 shows the MAE boxplot obtained in the two databases for the algorithms used
in the modeling for the value of K equal to 7. We can verify that in the two databases,
the HA presented more consistent models. This is because HA presented errors and
medians less than RR. It shows that there is less variability in the HA developed.

Fig. 3. Boxplot Robust Regression x Hybrid Approach for database ENADE 2014 and 2017

Fig. 4 and 5 show the graphs relation of the cluster number with the average of the
MAE. We verify that with the process of clustering there was a decrease in the error of
significant prediction. This process shows influence with the increase in the amount of
K in the two databases.
In the database of ENADE 2014, there was a change so that the error not remained
constant in the value of k equal 8. But even with this change, the values of errors were
smaller than the RR for the 100 executions. For the database of ENADE 2017, the value
of K provided a decrease of more significative from the one of K equal to 4.
We can be seen that the higher similarity of the data and the amount of data within
the same group provided smaller errors. It shows the regression models are more suitable for the data of the small sample. Thus, the HA showed that with the clustering
process before the construction of the regression model has an influence. With this, we
create acceptance regions. Also, combining the advantages of the methods used in the
HA presented errors of predictions smaller in any value of K used in the study.
6.2

Statistical Tests

Hypothesis tests were performed. We verify if the proposed hybrid approach presents
better results than robust regression at the 95% confidence level. We used the Wilcoxon
test in this work because we verified that the data did not follow a normal distribution.
To check the normality, we use the statistic test of Kolmogorov Smirnov.
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Fig. 4. Value the K Hybrid Approach in relation mean error for database ENADE 2014

Fig. 5. Value the K Hybrid Approach in relation mean error for database ENADE 2017

The test happened on the WEM average of the 100 executions, comparing the HA
with the RR, where µ1 is the HA and µ2 is the RR:



H0 : µ1 = µ2
H1 : µ1 < µ2

The results of these Hypothesis tests are shows in Table 6.

(5)
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Table 6. Test hypothesis Regression Robust and Hybrid Approach
Number of Groups (K) Database Enade 2014 Database Enade 2017
K=2
2.2 ∗ 10−16
5.25 ∗ 10−5
K=3
2.2*10−16
2.2*10−16
K=4
2.2*10−16
2.2*10−16
K=5
2.2*10−16
2.2*10−16
K=6
2.2*10−16
2.2*10−16
K=7
2.2*10−16
2.2e-16
K=8
2.2*10−16
2.2*10−16
K=9
2.2*10−16
2.2*10−16
K=10
2.2*10−16
2.2*10−16

By the results obtained, we can statistically prove that the HA had smaller prediction
errors than the RR for all the values used in the study.
We can observe that HA techniques can be applied in the education area. The use
of regions of higher similarity made the regression models used obtained satisfactorily.
Thus, the HA demonstrates greater accuracy in predicting student performance than RR.
This HA brings benefices to the literature. It this is work related to EDM, as well on
students, government, and professionals who have an interest in the educational area.

7

Conclusion

In this work, we developed an HA that uses clustering and regression in the context
of EDM. We seek to predict students’ performance by using factors that transcend the
student training environment within the university. We also tried to analyze these factors
in the years 2014 and 2017. Thus, we verified that the presence of monitors and tutors to
assist students in the learning process is of fundamental. It influences the performance
of students in the two years studied.
The HA developed show satisfactory results. Its obtained smaller prediction errors
than the RR. We proved statistically through the hypothesis test. This means that the
HA was able to minimize the prediction error to predict student performance problem.
The similarity between the data can justify the smallest prediction errors. Thus, we seek
to create regions of data acceptance. We also to build more accurate prediction models
using a parametric regression technique.
We understand that HA construction can be an excellent helper extracting information in educational databases. This fact will contribute to research in the field of EDM.
In this context, we want on future works use other factors related to student performance. Thus, to explore different aspects and educational scenarios as a national
analysis. The HA also can be designed to use other regression techniques, such as Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Ridge.
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Abstract. We examine the problem of computing the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC)
dimension of binary tables defined as maximal size of a set of attributes that is
shattered by the records of the table. We introduce novel algorithms to compute
the VC dimension of these tables and the respective shattered sets. The idea for
the algorithms is inspired by the analogous principle from the classic Apriori
algorithm for frequent item set mining.
Keywords: VC dimension · binary table · Apriori algorithm

1

Introduction

The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (VCD or VC dimension) is a characteristic property of a collection of sets that is of fundamental importance for machine learning and
data mining. It was first introduced in (13). The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension is often used to characterize the performance of classifier systems. It has been shown in (6)
that this number is a good estimate of the complexity of learning since it is proportional to the number of instances that are used in the learning process to obtain accurate
predictions. A method of evaluating the VC dimension of a learning machine has been
introduced by in (12). In (11) it is shown that the computation of the VC dimension of
a {0, 1} matrix can be solved in O(nlog(n) ) time, and thus, it is probably NP-complete.
The VC dimension theory has influenced the neural network and AI fields. The VC
dimension of neural networks has been studied in (4). The VC dimension issues have
been further examined by in (1), (7) and (8). Interesting combinatorial and computational results on the VC dimension of set systems defined by graphs have been shown
in (9).
In this paper we propose novel Apriori-like algorithms to compute the VapnikChervonenkis dimension (VCD) of a finite collection of sets and to determine the corresponding shattered sets of attributes in the framework of binary tables. Namely, sets of
collections of table attributes are represented as binary vectors and a set of attributes S
is shattered by a collection of sets when the trace of the collection on the set S consists
of all subsets of S.
The idea for the algorithms is inspired by the analogous principle from the classic
Apriori algorithm for frequent item set mining proposed in (2), namely that any subset
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of a shattered set is shattered or, equivalently that any superset of a non-shattered set is
not shattered.
Our approach uses a "bottom-up" approach and proceeds by identifying one-attribute
shattered sets in the binary table and extending them gradually to larger shattered sets
until no larger shattered sets can be produced.
The problem of computing the VC dimension of a finite concept set defined on a
finite domain is discussed in (10) where the Discrete VC Dimension Problem is defined
as follows: given an r × n {0, 1}-valued matrix M , determine the VC dimension of M .
They also provide a simple procedure to determine if a {0, 1}-valued matrix has the VC
dimension equal to 1. This procedure consists of a sequence of operations of one of the
forms:
1. delete-column: delete any column which contains less than two zeros or less than
two ones;
2. delete-row: delete any row which is identical with a previous row in the matrix.
They show that a non-trivial matrix M has dimension 1 if and only if it can be reduced
to an empty matrix by a sequence that consists of operations delete-column and deleterow.
The algorithm given in (10) solves a decision problem. Similar issues are discussed
in (5). The correlation between sign rank and VCD is examined in (3).
The algorithms proposed here determine the VCD of a {0, 1}-table and, of course,
have greater complexity. However, due to special implementations techniques we manage to compute the VCD of a binary matrix in reasonably good time.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some definitions and useful
theorems used as a basis for our algorithms. Section 3 describes the algorithms that
solve the problem. Some experimental results are shown in Section 4. Section 5 contains
our conclusions.

2

The Vapnik-Chervonenkis of Binary Tables

A binary table is a pair T = (H, R), where H, the heading of the table, is a set of
attributes, H = {c1 , . . . , cm }, and R is a finite set of functions R = {t1 , . . . , tn },
where ti : H −→ {0, 1}.
If t ∈ R, its projection on a set S of attributes is the restriction of t to S. Namely, if
S = {ci1 , . . . , cis }, the projection t[S] is defined as t[S](c) = t(c) for each c ∈ S.
The projection of T on S is the pair T [S] = (S, R[S]), where R[S] = {t[S] | t ∈
R}. Since R[S] is a set, duplicate values are dropped.
An alternative to the previous definition of projection is the full projection of T on
S, T {S} = (S, R{S}), where R{S} is a multiset of rows where a tuple v occurs with
the multiplicity nv [S] = |{t ∈ R | t[S] = v}|.
The set of attributes S is shattered in T , where s = |S| if R[S] = {0, 1}s , or
equivalently, T {S} contains all tuples of {0, 1}s .
Definition 1. The Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of T , VCD(T ), is the maximal size
of a set of attributes that is shattered.
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Note that VCD(T ) 6 blog2 nc, where n = |R|.
Let d = VCD(T ). The collection of sets S of attributes of size d which are shattered
by T is denoted by S = SVCD(T ).
Definition 2. Let S ⊆ H be a set of the attributes, S = {ci1 , . . . , cis }, of a binary
table T = (H, R). Define `(S), the least multiplicity of S as
(
min({nv [S] | v ∈ R[S]}) if S is shattered,
`(S) =
0
otherwise.
Thus, `(S) is the least multiplicity of a row that occurs in T S.
Example 1. Consider the data set described by the following binary table T = (H, R),
where H = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 } and R = {t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5 , t6 , t7 }.
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7

c1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

c2
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

c3
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

c4
0
0
1
0
0
1
0

Note that all the rows in the table are unique. There are 3 shattered sets of attributes
of size 2, namely S1 = {c1 , c4 }, S2 = {c2 , c3 } and S3 = {c2 , c4 }. No larger set can be
shattered because the table T has only 7 rows. Hence, VCD(T ) = 2 and SVCD(T ) =
{S1 , S2 , S3 }.
The table T {S2 } supplemented by the row multiplicities is:
v1
v2
v3
v4

c2
0
0
1
1

c3
0
1
0
1

3
1
2
1

Thus, we have the least multiplicity `(S2 ) = 1.
Also, note that the least multiplicity `({c1 , c2 }) = 0 because the set {c1 , c2 } is not
shattered.
Theorem 1. Let T be a binary table with unique rows. If S = {ci1 , . . . , cis } is a shattered set of attributes for T such that the least multiplicity of a row `(S) in the table
T {S} is 1, then any strict superset of S is not shattered.
Proof. Let v = t[S] be a row in T {S} such that nv [S] = 1. If we expand S by adding
one column from the table T with an attribute cis+1 ∈
/ S, then the obtained set S 0 =
{ci1 , . . . , cis , cis+1 } will contain, for the respective unique row t[S] in T {S}, either the
tuple t[S 0 ] = (t[S], 0) or the tuple t[S 0 ] = (t[S], 1) but not both. Thus, the set S 0 is nonshattered and since the added attribute is arbitrary and any superset of non-shattered set
is not shattered, then there is no strict shattered superset of the set S.
t
u
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Theorem 2. Let T be a binary table without any duplicate rows. If S is a shattered
set of attributes for T = (H, R), then any superset Z of S such that |Z| > |S| +
blog2 (`(S))c is not shattered.
Proof. The argument is by strong induction on k, where k = `(S) > 1. It is clear from
Theorem 1 that the statement holds for `(S) = 1, i.e. blog2 (`(S))c = 0.
Assume that the statement holds for any shattered set S with `(S) 6 k. Now, we
have to prove that it holds for any shattered set S 0 with `(S 0 ) = k + 1.
Let r0 be a row in T {S 0 } with the least multiplicity k + 1 and let S 00 = S 0 ∪ {c},
where c 6∈ S 0 . Thus, |S 00 | = |S 0 | + 1. Note that if S 00 is shattered, then `(S 00 ) 6 b k+1
2 c
because we can obtain the maximum possible least multiplicity of S 00 when we expand
k+1
0
b k+1
2 c copies of r with 0 and the rest d 2 e copies with 1 or vice versa. Thus, we have
00
the maximum least multiplicity of S equal to b k+1
2 c.
The case when S 00 is not shattered is trivial.
Now we are left with the case where S 00 is shattered with `(S 00 ) 6 b k+1
2 c 6 k
(since k > 1). By the inductive hypothesis the statement holds for S 00 , and therefore any
superset of S 00 with the size strictly greater than |S 00 | + blog2 (`(S 00 ))c is not shattered
(*). Let S̃ be a superset of S 00 such that






k+1
k+1
|S̃| = |S 00 | + log2
+ 1 = |S 0 | + log2
+ 2.
2
2
It is clear from (*) that S̃ is not shattered. To prove the theorem we need to show that



k+1
(|S 0 | + blog2 (k + 1)c + 1) − (|S 0 | + log2
+ 2) > 0
2
because if the size of a strict superset of the set S 0 is at least (|S 0 | + blog2 (k + 1)c + 1),
then it is clearly not shattered if the above statement holds. Note that it suffices to show
that



k+1
blog2 (k + 1)c − log2
= 1,
2
where k > 1.
The statement is immediate if k + 1 is even. If k + 1 is odd, the above equality is
equivalent to


k
= 1.
blog2 (k + 1)c − log2
2
Since k + 1 is odd, this amounts to the obvious equality
blog2 (k + 1)c = blog2 kc.
Thus, the theorem holds for S 0 with `(S 0 ) = k + 1 as well.

t
u

Theorem 3. Let S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk } be a collection of sets of attributes for some
binary table T = (H, R) such that
i. S1 , S2 . . . Sk are shattered, and
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ii. |S1 | = |S2 | = . . . = |Sk | = s.
Let `max (S) = max (`(Si )). Then the maximum possible VCD number for the table
16i6k

T = (H, R) is equal to s + blog2 (`max (S))c.
Proof. This statement follows directly from Theorem 2 because there is no larger shattered set.

3

An Apriori-like Algorithms for the VC Dimension

The Apriori-like algorithm (Algorithm 1) computes the collection of the largest shattered sets of a table, and thus, the VC-dimension of the table. This computation is made
possible by the fact that any subset of a shattered set of attributes is also shattered. Thus,
a superset of a set of attributes that is not shattered by a table is not shattered either. Note
that the algorithm proceeds level-wise using the function computeNextLevel(T, S)
defined in Algorithm 2.
Denote the set of shatterable attributes of a table T as
shatt(T ) = {A | both 0 and 1 occurs under A in T }.
Algorithm 1 uses the function in Algorithm 2.
For a non-empty collection S of sets having the same size we denote this size by
σ(S). In particular, σ(∅) = 0.

Input : A binary table T = (H, R)
Output: The collection S of all maximal shattered sets of attributes; the size of
each set in S is d = VCD(T )
begin
let S ← shatt(T );
repeat
S 0 ← S;
S ← computeNextLevel(T, S);
until S = ∅;
return S 0 and σ(S 0 );
end
Algorithm 1: Apriori-Like VCD Algorithm

Theorem 1 allows us to improve the algorithm by not combining any shattered set
S with `(S) = 1, since we know that any superset of S is not shattered. The improved
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.
Based on Theorems 2 and 3 we can make yet another change to the algorithm.
However, in this new algorithm we would return the VCD(T ) number and some, but
not necessarily all, shattered sets with the size equal to VCD(T ) number.
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Input : Binary table T = (H, R) and a collection S of shattered sets of
attributes of size s
Output: A collection S 0 of shattered combination sets of attributes, such that
every set has size s + 1
begin
let S 0 ← ∅;
if |S| > 1 then
z ← σ(S);
foreach X in S do
S ← S − {X};
foreach T in S do
if |X ∪ T | = z + 1 and X ∪ T is shattered then
Add X ∪ T to S 0 ;
end
end
end
end
return S 0 ;
end
Algorithm 2: Function computeNextLevel(T, S)

Input : Binary table T = (H, R) and a collection S of shattered sets of
attributes of size s
Output: VCD(T ) number d and the set S of all maximum shattered sets of
attributes (i.e. their sizes equal to d)
begin
let S 0 ← ∅;
let U ← ∅;
repeat
U ← ∅;
foreach X in S do
if `(X) = 1 then
U ← U ∪ {X};
S ← S − {X};
end
end
S 0 ← S;
S ← computeNextLevel(T, S);
until S = ∅;
return S 0 ∪ U and σ(S 0 ∪ U);
end
Algorithm 3: Improved Apriori-Like VCD Algorithm
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Define the collections of shattered sets of attributes S1 , S2 and S3 having the same
size σ(S1 ) = σ(S2 ) = σ(S3 ) for a table T = (H, R) as
S1 = {U | U ⊆ H, `(U ) = 1},
S2 = {U | U ⊆ H, `(U ) ∈ {2, 3}},
S3 = {U | U ⊆ H, `(U ) > 4}.
A desirable union is a union S = S1 ∪ S2 of two shattered sets S1 , S2 , where
|S1 | = |S2 |, such that S is also shattered and |S| = |S1 | + 1 = |S2 | + 1.
It is clear from Theorem 1 that any set from the collection S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 cannot
produce a desirable union with any set from S1 . So, we can keep the collection S1
aside. Also note that any set from the collection S2 ∪ S3 if combined with any set from
the collection S2 may produce a desirable union only with the least multiplicity at most
equal to 1. Thus, only combinations when both sets are from S3 may produce desirable
unions with the least multiplicity more than 1.
Let S 0 be an empty collection. We add all the desirable unions obtained by combining all the sets in S3 with each other to S 0 . If |S 0 | > 0, then we split this collection into
3 respective collections as described above and do the same procedure again. However,
if |S 0 | = 0, then we add all the desirable unions obtained from the collection S2 ∪ S3
by combining all the sets from this collection with each other to S 0 . If |S 0 | = 0, then
S 0 = ∅ and the output of the algorithm would be merely the collection S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3 .
If |S 0 | > 0, then again we split this collection into 3 respective collections as described
above and repeat the procedure.
The pseudocode for the algorithm is given below in Algorithm 4.

4

Experimental Results

We applied all of the algorithms to find VCD numbers and the respective collections of
the shattered sets for random binary tables.
In Figure 1 and respective Table 1 we show the dependency of the average running time for all algorithms on a number of the attributes in random binary tables. The
number of rows for all of these tables was 100, the probability of 1 for any value in
the tables was 0.5. We ran 10 tests for every number of the attributes for each of the
algorithms. There is clear exponential dependence of the running time on a number of
attributes (basically on the size of a table) for all of the algorithms. The improved algorithm outperforms the original algorithm, and the partial outperforms the improved
one. This behavior was expected. However, when a table is reasonably small, the original algorithm might outperform the improved one, since there is some computational
price for checking the least multiplicity for each of shattered sets. The partial algorithm
does not, of course, guarantee to return all the VCD sets but merely some non-empty
subset of the VCD sets.
Figure 2 and respective Table 2 show the dependency of the average size of VCD
set collection on the number of attributes for all three algorithms. Note that for the
original and improved ones, the size of VCD set collection is the same, as expected.
As a result, the graphs for the original and improved algorithms coincide. The partial
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Input : Binary table T = (H, R) and a collection S of shattered sets of
attributes of size s
Output: VCD(T ) number d and the set S of all maximum shattered sets of
attributes (i.e. their sizes equal to d)
begin
let U ← ∅;
repeat
U ← ∅;
let V ← ∅;
foreach X in S do
if `(X) = 1 then
U ← U ∪ {X};
S ← S − {X};
end
if `(X) = 2 or `(X) = 3 then
V ← V ∪ {X};
S ← S − {X};
end
end
let S 00 ← S;
S 00 ← computeNextLevel(T, S 00 );
if |S 00 | = 0 then
S ← S ∪ V;
end
else
S ← S 00 ;
continue;
end
S 0 ← S;
S ← computeNextLevel(T, S);
until S = ∅;
return S 0 ∪ U and σ(S 0 ∪ U);
end
Algorithm 4: Partial Apriori-Like VCD Algorithm
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algorithm returns only a subset of VCD set collection and therefore the average size of
the collection is smaller. However, the percentage of the subset returned by the partial
algorithm does not depend on the number of attributes and approximately equals 90%.
Table 1: Average Running Time vs. Number of Attributes of table T = (H, R) for
Random Binary Datasets with 100 rows
Number Of
Columns
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

5

Original Algorithm
Running Time, msec
426.1
622.9
925.9
1374.2
1893.4
2589.6
2833.2
5187
6891.9
9542.5
12498.5
20367.6
25298.2
31727.8
47882.2
69316.7
95525.8
148013
172176.7
265301.4
295964.2
437076.7
613571.3
809196.4

Improved Algorithm
Running Time, msec
394.6
550.7
787.2
1159.1
1500.8
2011.6
2111.9
3462.5
4495.3
5993.7
7298.1
10657.9
12969
16057.3
20580
26606.4
34328.5
45151.3
56256.8
67076.9
79851.6
98640.3
125548.1
158809.7

Partial Algorithm
Running Time, msec
427
661.6
867.1
1189.1
1641.3
2034.1
2309.6
3573.2
4280.8
5887.4
7053.6
10281.7
12199.4
13653.9
18146.9
23704.2
27834.9
38123.3
40629.4
55808.3
58486.4
75040.1
95895.4
116897

Conclusions

We proposed several Apriori-like algorithms to compute the VCD number and the shattered sets of attributes for binary tables. Our algorithms can be used for any finite problem where the VCD number is computed by simply reducing it to a binary table. Even
though the algorithms have been shown to have exponential time growth in terms of the
table size, the time can be reduced by avoiding an exhaustive search of the shattered
sets.
Our future work willl be focused on investigating algorithms that further weaken
the result requirements (i.e. return fewer VCD sets) but obtain the correct VCD number
in less time.
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Average Running Time vs Number of Columns
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Fig. 1: Average Running Time vs. Number of Attributes of table T = (H, R) for Random Binary Datasets with 100 rows

Table 2: Average Size of VCD Set Collection vs. Number of Attributes of table T =
(H, R) for Random Binary Datasets with 100 rows
Number
Of
Columns
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Original Algorithm Number
of shattered sets
of size equal to VCD(T)
616.6
860.2
1260.3
2022.8
2618.9
3438.6
4839.2
6270.9
7350.3
9274.7
11839.2
15906.1
19058.2
20506.3
26721.4
32678.3
37845.2
47073.3
50508.3
65823.1
70069.3
86669.9
101305.5
119256.5

Improved Algorithm Number
of shattered sets
of size equal to VCD(T)
616.6
860.2
1260.3
2022.8
2618.9
3438.6
4839.2
6270.9
7350.3
9274.7
11839.2
15906.1
19058.2
20506.3
26721.4
32678.3
37845.2
47073.3
50508.3
65823.1
70069.3
86669.9
101305.5
119256.5

Partial Algorithm Number
of shattered sets
of size equal to VCD(T)
537.1
756.5
1101.4
1840.3
2389.4
3087.4
4381.8
5689.7
6568
8283.5
10567.2
14507.4
17206.3
18093.7
24021.6
29360.4
33831.9
42706.8
44472.5
59689.3
62039.9
78078.3
91902.3
108310
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Average Size of VCD set Collection vs Number of Columns

Average size of obtained collection of VCD sets
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Fig. 2: Average Size of VCD Set Collection vs. Number of Attributes of table T =
(H, R) for Random Binary Datasets with 100 rows
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Abstract. We present a domain-specific language called SAL (the Streaming Analytics Language) for processing data in a semi-streaming model.
In particular we examine the use case of processing netflow data in order
to identify malicious actors within a network. Because of the large volume of data generated from networks, it is often only feasible to process
the data with a single pass, utilizing a streaming (O(polylog n) space requirements) or semi-streaming computing model ( O(n · polylog n) space
requirements). Despite these constraints, we are able to achieve an average of 0.87 for the AUC of the ROC curve for a set of situations dealing
with botnet detection. The implementation of an interpreter for SAL,
which we call SAM (Streaming Analytics Machine), achieves scaling results that show improved throughput to 61 nodes (976 cores), with an
overall rate of 373,000 netflows per second or 32.2 billion per day. SAL
provides a succinct way to describe common analyses that allow cyber
analysts to find data of interest, and SAM is a scalable interpreter of the
language.

1

Introduction

Cyber security is challenging problem due to the large volume of data that is produced, the changing nature of the data, and the ever evolving threat landscape.
Cyber analysts need to extract features from a high-throughput stream, create
models that will predict malicious behavior or anomalies, evaluate the results,
and iterate in a continuous cycle of improvement and adjustment. Our work
provides a domain specify language (DSL) for expressing streaming computations on cyber data, enabling cyber analysts to quickly express machine learning
pipelines to analyze and classify the data. The main contribution of this paper
is to combine within one DSL the ability to succinctly express streaming operators, vertex-centric graph operations, and machine learning pipelines. We call
this language the Streaming Analytics Language (SAL). While this work focuses
on detecting malicious activity in high-volume cyber data, SAL can be applied
to any streaming problem where the elements of the stream are tuples.
We extract features from a stream of cyber data, where the data generation
rate only allows a single pass. Streaming [23] and semi-streaming [23, 11] fit
the requirements. However, it is currently cumbersome to express streaming
operators as no high-level language currently has them as first-class citizens.
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Also, it is often desirable to extract queries in terms of nodes within the graph
of network activity. For example, we may want to gather statistics about the
incoming flow sizes of individual IPs. SAL makes this type of vertex-centric
computation easy to express. Once we have features, we can define a machine
learning pipeline to conduct either supervised or unsupervised machine learning.
Besides the language itself as a contribution, we also present a scalable implementation that translates SAL into C++ code that runs in parallel on a cluster
of machines. We call this interpreter the Streaming Analytics Machine, or SAM.
We show scaling to 61 nodes on the real-world problem of identifying malicious
traffic from botnets. The example pipeline we describe in this paper can process
over 373,000 netflows per second, or about 32.2 billion per day. We apply the
pipeline to CTU-13 [13], which contains 13 botnet scenarios. Classifying at a
per-netflow basis, across this dataset we achieve an average area under the curve
(AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) of 0.87 with the
median being 0.90. We envision SAL employed as a filter, so that analysts can
concentrate more expensive analysis on a much reduced set.
In Section 2 we present SAL and also walk through a case-study of how SAL
can be used to express a pipeline described in another paper [5]. In Section 3
we describe SAM, the implementation we developed to interpret SAL. Section
4 discusses results of detecting malicious activity and Section 5 presents the
scaling achieved by the system. Section 6 compares our work to related efforts,
and Section 7 concludes.

2

A Language for Streaming and Semi-Streaming
Operations

In this section we discuss streaming and semi-streaming algorithms and define
how the Streaming Analytics Language expresses those algorithms.
Streaming algorithms is a research area where space and temporal requirements are polylogarithmic (i.e. O((log n)k ) for some k) [23]. Sometimes those
constraints, in particular the temporal complexity, are relaxed [20]. Several algorithms have been published within these constraints: K-medians [4], frequent
items [15], mean/frequency counts [21, 8, 34], quantiles [3], rarity [9], variance [4,
34], vector norms [8], similarity [9], and count distinct elements [7, 22].
While some streaming algorithms operate on the entire stream, we focus
on the sliding window model, where only recent inputs contribute to feature
calculation. We believe the sliding window model is more appropriate for cyber
data, where the environment is constantly changing. The sliding window model
can also be subcategorized into either a window over a time duration, or by the
last n items. Currently SAL only supports expressing windows over the last n
items, but many of the underlying algorithms are easily adapted to temporal
windows, so support would be easy to add.
Many SAL programs have O(N · polylog n) spatial requirements, where N is
the number of vertices in the graph (e.g. IPs) and n is the size of the sliding window. Generally each vertex undergoes a set of polylogarithmic operations. This is
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similar to semi-streaming [23, 11] which has O(n · polylog n) spatial requirements
for graph algorithms where n is the number of vertices.
SAL is an imperative language. Below is a short example.
Listing 1.1: SAL code example
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

// Preamble S t a t e m e n t s
WindowSize = 1 0 0 0 ;
// Connection S t a t e m e n t s
N e t f l o w s = VastStream ( ” l o c a l h o s t ” , 9 9 9 9 ) ;
// P a r t i t i o n S t a t e m e n t s
PARTITION N e t f l o w s By S o u r c e I p , D e s t I p ;
HASH S o u r c e I p WITH IpHashFunction ;
HASH D e s t I p WITH IpHashFunction ;
// P i p e l i n e S t a t e m e n t s
VertsByDest = STREAM N e t f l o w s BY D e s t I p ;
F e a t u r e 1 = FOREACH VertsByDest GENERATE ave ( S r c T o t a l B y t e s ) ;
F i l t e r e d = FILTER VertsByDest BY F e a t u r e 1 > 1000

Fig. 1: Visual representation of the SAL program in Listing 1.

Each SAL program has four parts: preamble, partition, connection, and
pipeline statements. Preamble statements allow for global constants to be defined that are used throughout the program. In the above listing, line 2 defines
the default window size, i.e. the number of items in the sliding window.
After the preamble are the connection statements. Line 5 defines a stream of
netflows called Netflows. VastStream tells the SAL interpreter to expect netflow
data of a particular format (we use the same format for netflows as found in the
VAST Challenge 2013: Mini-Challenge 3 dataset [32]). Each participating node in
the cluster receive netflows over a socket on port 9999. The VastStream function
creates a stream of tuples that represent netflows. For the tuples generated by
VastStream, keywords are defined to access the individual fields of the tuple.
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There are several different standard netflow formats. SAL currently supports
one; however, adding other netflow formats is straightforward. You define a C++
std::tuple with the required fields and a function object that accepts a string and
returns an std::tuple. Once a mapping is defined from the desired keyword (e.g.
VastStream) to the std::tuple, this new tuple type can be used in SAL connection
statements. The mapping is defined via the Scala Parser Combinator [26].
Following the connection statements is the definition of how the tuples are
partitioned across the cluster. Line 8 specifies that the netflows should be partitioned separately by SourceIp and DestIp. Each node in the cluster acts as an
independent sensor and receives a separate stream of netflows. These independent streams are then re-partitioned across the cluster. In this example, each
node is assigned a set of Source IP’s and Destination IP’s using a common hash
function. Hash functions can be defined and mapped to SAL constructs, similar
to how other tuples can be added to SAL. The process is to define a function
object that accepts the tuple type and returns an integer, and then map the
function object to a keyword using the Scala Parser Combinator.
The last part of a SAL program is the pipeline statements which describe
how the data is to be processed. Line 13 logically separates the single Netflow
stream into multiple streams using STREAM <StreamName> BY <Key1, ...>.
In the above example, netflows are separated into streams by the destination IP
address, as can be seen in Figure 1. Only fields that were defined in the partition
statement can be used in the BY clause.
Separating out the netflows by a given set of keys allows the collection of
features based on those keys. Line 14 of Listing 1 demonstrates creating a feature on the separated streams. For each destination IP address x, an average is
computed on the total bytes sent to x from any IP in the sliding window. In
general, the format for the FOREACH statement is the following:
<FeatureName> = FOREACH <StreamName> GENERATE <Operator>

The available operators are ave, sum, topk, median, and countdistinct. Each of
these operators use a single pass and require polylogarithmic space.
Line 15 gives an example of a FILTER statement. The filter statement allows
conditional down-selection of tuples. Filtered is a partitioned stream of netflows,
partitioned by destination IP, and then down-selected to only allow netflows
through where the average source total bytes is greater than 1000.
Each SAL pipeline has two operating modes: training and testing. In training,
the pipeline is run against a finite set of data with labels, and any features created
by the pipeline will be appended per input tuple. This feature set along with
the labels is used to train a classifier offline. The testing phase then applies the
pipeline to a live stream, transforming each tuple into features, and then applies
the trained classifier to the features to assign a label.
2.1

Case Study

In this section, we take a look at one approach at creating a classifier for detecting
botnets, namely Disclosure [5]. This will help elucidate how SAL can be used
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to create succinct representations of machine learning pipelines that previously
were developed in an ad-hoc fashion. Also, it will demonstrate what cannot be
expressed by SAL. Some of the features created by Disclosure require algorithms
that do not comply with the desired constraints of streaming and semi-streaming.
As such those features cannot be created with SAL. However, our intent with
SAL is to down-select the stream of data to something more manageable for
more intensive study.
A common architecture for botnets is to have a small set of command and
control (C&C) servers that issue commands to a large number of infected machines, that then perform attacks such as distributed denial-of-service, stealing
data, spam [28], etc. Disclosure focuses on identifying C&C botnet servers.
The first part of the Disclosure pipeline identifies servers. They define servers
as an IP address where the top two ports account for 90% of the flows. This can
be expressed in SAL with the TopK operator, as in the following example:
VertsByDest = STREAM N e t f l o w s BY D e s t I p ;
Top2 = FOREACH VertsByDest GENERATE topk ( DestPort , 1 0 0 0 0 , 1 0 0 0 , 2 ) ;
S e r v e r s = FILTER VertsByDest BY
top2 . v a l u e ( 0 ) + top2 . v a l u e ( 1 ) > 0 . 9 ;

As before in Listing 1.1, we stream the netflows by destination IP. Then
with a FOREACH GENERATE statement combined with the topk streaming
operator, we calculate an estimate on the top two ports that receive traffic for
each destination IP. We then follow that with a filter. The value(n) function
returns the frequency of the nth most frequent item (zero-based indexing).
Once the servers have been determined, the authors of Disclosure hypothesized that flow size distributions for C&C servers are distinguishable from benign
servers. An example they give is that C&C generally have a limited number of
commands, and thus flow sizes are limited to a small set of values. On the other
hand, benign servers will generally have a much wider range of values. To detect
these difference between C&C servers and benign servers, they create three different types of features based on flow size: statistical features, autocorrelation
and unique flow sizes. For the statistical features, they extract the mean and
standard deviation for the size of incoming and outgoing flows for each server.
This is easy to express in SAL as seen below. For each IP in the set of servers,
we use the FOREACH GENERATE statement combined with either the ave
operator or var operator.
FlowsizeSumIn = FOREACH S e r v e r s GENERATE ave ( S r c T o t a l B y t e s ) ;
FlowsizeSumOut = FOREACH S e r v e r s GENERATE ave ( D e s t T o t a l B y t e s ) ;
F l o w s i z e V a r I n = FOREACH S e r v e r s GENERATE var ( S r c T o t a l B y t e s ) ;
FlowsizeVarOut = FOREACH S e r v e r s GENERATE var ( D e s t T o t a l B y t e s ) ;

Disclosure also generates features using autocorrelation on the flow sizes.
The idea is that C&C servers often have periodic behavior that an autocorrelation calculation would illuminate. For each server, the sequence flow sizes can
be thought of as a time series. They divide this signal up into 300 second intervals and calculate the autocorrelation of the time series. Unfortunately, we
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are not aware of a streaming algorithm for calculating autocorrelation. As such,
we currently do not allow autocorrelation to be expressed within SAL; mixing
algorithms with vastly different spatial and temporal complexity requirements
would negate many of the benefits of the language. However, if space is not an
issue, adding autocorrelation would be straightforward.
The final set of features based on flow-sizes involves finding the set of unique
flow sizes. The hypothesis here is that botnets have a limited set of messages,
and so the number of unique flow sizes will be smaller than a typical benign
server. To find an estimate on the number of unique flow sizes, one can use the
countdistinct operator:
UniqueIn = FOREACH S e r v e r s GENERATE c o u n t d i s t i n c t ( S r c T o t a l B y t e s ) ;
UniqueOut = FOREACH S e r v e r s GENERATE c o u n t d i s t i n c t ( D e s t T o t a l B y t e s ) ;

However, Disclosure goes a step further. They create an array with the counts
for each unique element and then compute unspecified statistical features on this
array. While this is not exactly expressible in SAL, and having an exact answer
would break our space constraints, one could use TopK to obtain estimated
counts for the most frequent elements.

Fig. 2: This figure demonstrates the use of the TRANSFORM and COLLAPSE BY
statements to define parts of the Disclosure pipeline.

Besides features based on flow size, Disclosure also computes features on
client access patterns. The hypothesis is that all the bots accessing a particular
C&C server will exhibit very similar behavior, while the behavior of clients accessing benign servers will not be so uniform. Disclosure defines a time series for
each server-client pair by calcuating the inter-arrival times between consecutive
connections. For example, if we had n netflows that occurred at times t0 , t1 , ...
tn , then the series would be t1 −t0 , t2 −t1 , ...,tn −tn−1 . To specify this time series
in SAL, one uses the TRANSFORM statement. The TRANSFORM statement
allows one to transform from one tuple representation to another.
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For this example, we need to transform from the original netflow tuple representation to a tuple that has three values: the SrcIp, DestIp, and the inter-arrival
time. In the listing below, we first use the STREAM BY statement to further
seprate the stream of netflows into source-destination IP pairs. Then we follow
that with the the TRANSFORM statement that calculates the inter-arrival time.
Since SourceIp and DestIp are the keys defined by the STREAM BY statement,
those values are included by default as the first two values of the newly defined
tuple. This part of the pipeline is represented in the left side of Figure 2.
In the example below, we introduce the prev(i) function. The prev(i) function
returns the value of the related field i items back in time. T imeSeconds.prev(1)
returns the value of T imeSeconds in the tuple that occurred previous to the current tuple, thus giving us the inter-arrival time. The colon followed by TimeDiff
gives a label to the tuple value and can be referred to in later SAL statements.
D e s t S r c = STREAM S e r v e r s BY DestIp , S o u r c e I p ;
T i m e L a p s e S e r i e s = FOREACH D e s t S r c TRANSFORM
( TimeSeconds − TimeSeconds . prev ( 1 ) ) : TimeDiff

Now that we have the time series expressed in SAL, we can then add the
feature extraction methods that Disclosure performs on the inter-arrival times.
Disclosure calculates the minimum, maximum, median, and standard deviation.
The median and standard deviation can be expressed in SAL below:
TimeDiffVar = FOREACH T i m e L a p s e S e r i e s GENERATE var ( TimeDif f ) ;
TimeDiffMed = FOREACH T i m e L a p s e S e r i e s GENERATE median ( TimeDi ff ) ;

However, maximum and minimum are not currently supported in SAL. The
reason is that max and min require O(n) space where n is the size of the window
when computing over a sliding window [8]. When computing over the entire data
stream, to compute the max/min one can keep track of one number, but the
sliding window adds complexity as the max/min expires. Perhaps some mixture
between the two models, over the entire stream and sliding windows, would be
sufficient for creating features. Also, as with autocorrelation, if space is not an
issue, adding max and min is an easy extension.
For the features derived from the time series to be applicable to classifying
servers, we need to combine the features from all the clients. To do so, we no
longer use SourceIp as one of the keys to separate the data flow by using the
COLLAPSE BY statement. The BY clause contains a list of keys that are
kept. Unspecified keys are removed from the key set. Below, DestIp is kept while
SourceIp is not specified, meaning that it is no longer a key to separate the data.
DestOnly = COLLAPSE T i m e L a p s e S e r i e s BY D e s t I p FOR TimeDiffVar ,
TimeDiffMed ;

There are different possibilities for the semantics of the COLLAPSE BY
statement. The one that we have implemented is the following: Let k+ be the
tuple elements that are kept by COLLAPSE, and let k− be the tuple elements
that are no longer used as a key. For each tuple t that appears in the stream
S of data, let k+ (t) be the subtuple with only tuple elements from k+ , and let
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k− (t) be the subtuple with only tuple elements from k− . Also, let r(t) be the
subtuple with remaining elements that are neither in S
k+ (t) nor in k− (t). Define
L to be the set of unique k+ (t) forSall t ∈ S, i.e. L = t∈S k+ (t) For each l ∈ L,
we define another set, Ml : Ml = t∈S,k+ (t)=l k− (t) COLLAPSE BY creates a
mapping for each set Ml , mapping the elements of Ml to the most recently seen
r(t) associated with each m ∈ Ml . These mappings can then be operated on by
the FOREACH GENERATE statement.
Once we have collapsed back to DestIp, we can then calculate statistics across
the set of clients for each server. The Disclosure paper does not specify which
statistics are calculated, but below we give some examples.
AveTimeDiffVar = FOREACH DestOnly GENERATE ave ( TimeDiffVar ) ;
VarTimeDiffVar = FOREACH DestOnly GENERATE var ( TimeDiffVar ) ;

That concludes our exploration of how SAL can be used to express concepts
from a real pipeline defined in another paper. While there are some operations
that are not supported, e.g. the autocorrelation features and max/min, most of
the features could be expressed in SAL. We believe SAL provides a succinct way
to express streaming machine learning pipelines. In the next sections we discuss
how SAL is interpreted with a specific implementation.

3

Implementation

Here we discuss how SAL runs in parallel across a cluster. We translate SAL
with the Scala Parser Combinator Library [26]. We express SAL’s grammar and
map those elements to C++ code that utilizes a prototype parallel library that
we wrote to execute SAL programs called the Streaming Analytics Machine, or
SAM. For the Disclosure pipeline, SAL uses 20 lines of code while SAM needs
520 lines. For another pipeline we discuss in Section 4, SAL requires 32 lines
while SAM needs 520. Overall, SAL uses 10-40 times fewer lines.
SAM is architected so that each node in the cluster receives tuple data.
Right now for the prototype, the only ingest method is a simple socket layer. In
maturing SAM, other options such as Kafka [14] is an obvious alternative. We
then use ZeroMQ [1] to distribute the tuples across the cluster.
For each tuple that a node receives, it performs a hash for each key specified
in the PARTITION statement, and sends the tuple to the node assigned that
key. For our experiments we partition on both source IP and dest IP, meaning
that for each netflow a node receives over the socket layer, it sends the same
netflow twice over ZeroMQ (if the netflow is not kept locally). Many different
messaging styles can be expressed by ZeroMQ. We make use of the push/pull
paradigm of ZeroMQ. Each node creates n−1 push sockets and n−1 pull sockets,
where n is the size of the cluster.
Conceptually, many of the statements and operators map to either consumers
and/or producers, which we implement with C++ classes. The prototype implementation reads netflow data from a socket, so the class ReadSocket reads from
the socket and is considered the original source of the stream. A ZeroMQPushPull instance, acting as a consumer, takes the data from the ReadSocket and
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distributes the netflow data across the cluster using the push sockets. The same
ZeroMQPushPull instance uses the pull sockets to collect the netflows destined
for it. It then collects those netflows in a queue and once full, calls a parallel feed
method. The feed method provides the contents of the queue to all registered
consumers in parallel.
Often consumers generate features. Each node creates a thread-safe feature
map to collect features that are generated. The function signatures is as follows:
u p d a t e I n s e r t ( s t r i n g key , s t r i n g featureName , F e a t u r e f )

The key is generated by the key fields specified in the STREAM BY statement.
The featureName comes from the identifier specified in the FOREACH GENERATE statement. For example, in the below SAL snippet, the key is created
by using a string hash function on the concatenation of the source IP and destination IP. The identifier is Feature1 as specified in the FOREACH GENERATE
statement. The scheme for ensuring thread-safety in the feature map comes from
Goodman et al. [16].
D e s t S r c = STREAM N e t f l o w s BY S o u r c e I p , D e s t I p ;
F e a t u r e 1 = FOREACH D e s t S r c GENERATE ave ( S r c T o t a l B y t e s ) ;

The Project class provides the functionality of the COLLPASE statement.
The Project class creates features similar to the Feature Creator classes, but they
cannot be accessed directly through the API. The features are Map features,
in other words the sets Ml using the terminology from Section 2.1. These Map
features are added to the same feature map used for all other generated features.
These Map features can then be used by the CollapsedConsumer class, which
can be specified to calculate statistics on the map for each kept key in the stream.

4

Classifier Results

To validate the value of SAL in expressing pipelines and in filtering out benign
data, we used a simple program where we separate the netflows two ways, by
destination IP and by source IP. Then we create features based on the ave and
var streaming operators for each of the fields: SrcT otalBytes, DestT otalBytes,
DurationSeconds, SrcP ayloadBytes, DestP ayloadBytes, SrcP acketCount and
DestP acketCount. This results in 28 total features.
We apply this pipeline to CTU-13 [13]. CTU-13 has nice characteristics,
including: 1) Real botnet attacks: Virtual machines were created and infected.
2) Real background traffic: Traffic from their university router was captured
at the same time as the botnet traffic. The botnet traffic was bridged into the
university network. 3) A variety of protocols and behaviors: The scenarios cover
a range of protocols that were used by the malware such as IRC, P2P, and HTTP.
Also some scenarios sent spam, others performed click-fraud, port scans, DDoS
attacks, or Fast-Flux. 4) A variety of bots: The 13 scenarios use 7 different bots.
SAL program inherently encodes historical information. As such we can’t
treat each netflow independently and thus can’t create random subsets of the
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data as is usual in a cross-validation approach. We instead split each scenario
into two parts. We want to keep the number of malicious netflows about the
same in each part (we need enough examples to train on), so we find the point
in the scenario timewise where the malicious examples are balanced. Namely
we have two sets, P1 and P2 , where ∀n1 ∈ P1 , ∀n2 ∈ P2 , T imeSeconds(n1 ) <
T imeSeconds(n2 ) and |M alicious(P1 )| ≈ |M alicious(P2 )|, where T imeSeconds
returns the time in seconds of the netflow and M alicious returns a subset of the
provided set of all the malicious netflows in the provided set. With each scenario
split into two parts, we train on the first part and test on the second part. Then
we switch: train on the second and test on the first. We make use of a Random
Forest Classifier as implemented in scikit-learn [24].
After generating the 28 features, we performed a greedy search over them to
down-select to the most important ones. We added features one at a time until
no improvement is found in the average AUC over the 13 scenarios. The following
eight features provided the best performance across the 13 scenarios. They are
listed in the order they were added using the greedy approach above: 1) Average
DestPayloadBytes, 2) Variance DestPayloadBytes, 3) Average DestPacketCount,
4) Variance DestPacketCount, 5) Average SrcPayloadBytes, 6) Average SrcPacketCount, 7) Average DestTotalBytes, and 8) Variance SrcTotalBytes.
Using the above eight features, Figure 3 shows the AUC of the ROC for each
of the 13 scenarios. In four scenarios, 1, 3, 6, and 11, training on either half was
sufficient for the other half, with AUCs between 0.926 and 0.998. Some scenarios,
namely 2, 5, 8, 12, and 13, the first half was sufficient to obtain AUCs between
0.922 and 0.992 on the second half, but the reverse was not true. For scenario
10, training on the second half was predictive of the first half, but not the other
way. Scenario 9 had AUCs of 0.820 and 0.887, which is decent, but lackluster
compared to the other scenarios. The classifier had issues with scenarios 4 and 7.
Scenario 7 did not perform well, probably because there were only 63 malicious
netflows. We are not sure why the classifier struggled with scenario 4.

5

Scaling

For our scaling experiments, we use Cloudlab [25], a set of clusters distributed
across three sites, Utah, Wisconsin, and South Carolina, where researchers can
provision a set of nodes to their specifications. We created an image where our
code, SAM, was deployed and working, and then replicated that image to a
cluster size of our choice. In particular we make use of the Clemson system in
South Carolina. The Clemson system has 16 cores per node, 10 Gb/s Ethernet
and 256 GB of memory. We were able to allocate a cluster with 64 nodes.
Figure 4 shows the weak scaling results. Weak scaling examines the solution
time where the problem size scales with the number of nodes, i.e. there is a
fixed problem size per node. For our experiments, each node was fed one million
netflows. Thus, for n nodes, the total problem size is n million netflows. Each
node had available the entire CTU dataset concatenated into one file. Then we
randomly selected for each node a contiguous chunk of one million netflows. For
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Fig. 3: AUC of the ROC

Fig. 4: Weak Scaling Results

Fig. 5: Weak Scaling Efficiency.

each chunk, we renamed the IP addresses to simulate a larger network instead of
replaying the same IP addresses, just from different time frames. For comparison
we also ran another round with completely random IP addresses, such that an
IP address had very little chance of being in multiple netflows. This helped us
determine if scaling issues on realistic data were from load balancing problems
or some other issue. Each point is the average of three runs.
In Figure 4 we see the renamed IP set of runs peaks out at 61 nodes or 976
cores where we obtain a throughput of 373,000 netflows per second or 32.2 billion
per day. For the randomized IP set of runs, the scaling is noticeably steeper,
reaching a peak throughput of 515,000 netflows per second (44.5 billion per day)
with 63 nodes. Figure 5 takes a look at the weak scaling efficiency. This is defined
as E(n) = T1 /Tn , where Ti is the time taken by a run with i nodes. Efficiency
degrades quicker for the renamed IP set of runs while the randomized IP runs
hover close to 0.4. We believe the difference is due to load balance issues. For
the randomized IP set of runs, the work is completely balanced between all 64
nodes. The renamed IP runs are more realistic, akin to a power law distribution,
where a small set of nodes account for most of the traffic. In this situation, it
becomes difficult to partition the work evenly across all the nodes.
As far as we know, we are the first to show scalable distributed network analysis on a cluster of size 64 nodes. The most direct comparison in terms of scaling
is Bumgardner and Marek [6]. In this work, they funnel netflows through a 10
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node cluster running Storm [30]. They call their approach a hybrid stream/batch
system because it uses Storm to stream netflow data into a batch system, Hadoop
[17], for analysis. The stream portion is what is most similar to our work. Over
the Storm pipeline, they achieve a rate of 234,000 netflows per second, or about
23,400 netflows per second, per node. Our pipeline with ten nodes achieved a
rate of 13,900 netflows per second, per node. However, their pipeline is much
simpler. They do not partition the netflows by IP and calculate features. The
only processing they undergo during streaming is adding subnet information to
the netflows, which does not require partitioning across the cluster.
In terms of botnet identification, Botfinder [31] and Disclosure [5] report
single node batch performance numbers. Our approach on a single 16-core node
achieved a rate of 30,500 netflows per second. For Botfinder, they extract 5
features on a 12 core Intel Core i7 chip, achieving a rate of 46,300 netflows per
second. Disclosure generates greater than nine features (the text is ambiguous)
on a 16 core Intel Xeon CPU E5630. They specify that they run the feature
extraction for one day’s worth of data in 10 hours and 53 minutes, but they do
not clearly state if that is on both data sets they chose to evaluate or just one.
If it is both, the rate is roughly 40,000 netflows per second.

6

Related Work

There are many frameworks that provide streaming APIs. Prominent among
them are Apache Storm [30], Apache Spark [29], Apache Flink [2], and Apache
Heron [18]. Each has different advantages and short comings. Many perform
checkpointing to allow for replay in case of failure. However, the price of checkpointing may be too significant a cost to justify for our application. Our streaming calculations are by definition approximations, so some lost data may be
acceptable. Zhang et al. [33] report success in adapting Storm as the backend of
a streaming C-SPARQL engine [12], while Spark has significantly longer latencies. In our own experiments, we found Spark Streaming to have trouble scaling
to the node counts we used. We have also experimented with Flink, which has a
wealth of implemented streaming concepts that are a natural fit for SAL. So far
we’ve found mixed results SAM vs Flink, but that is outside the current scope
of this paper will be reported in future work. In any case, our main contribution
in this paper is the domain specific language for expressing cyber queries. The
underlying implementation can be changed and adapted as technology evolves.
In terms of domain specific languages, there are several graph-related DSL’s
that allow for vertex-centric computations, similar to our feature calculations on
a per vertex basis. DSL’s like Green-Marl [19] and Ligra [27] provide succint ways
to express graph computations, but they are limited to shared-memory infrastructures. Other approaches like Gluon [10] provide a mechanism for converting
shared-memory approaches to distributed settings. Regardless of whether these
DLS approaches are computationally distributable, a fundamental difference between this set of work and our own is the streaming aspect of our aproach and
domain. The algorithmic solutions, partitioning, operation scheduling, and data
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processing of these graph DSL’s rely upon the assumption of static data. Also,
these approaches do not have a way of expressing machine learning pipelines.

7

Conclusions

We have presented a new domain specific language, the Streaming Analytics
Language, or SAL, that is designed to easily express analytical pipelines on
streaming data. We specifically examined the case of cyber data and showed
how it can extract features from netflow data which can then be used to train a
classifier using labeled data. Using the CTU-13 dataset as an example, we were
able to train classifiers on streaming features that on average obtained an AUC
of 0.87. In an operational setting, this could be used to greatly reduce the amount
of traffic needing to be analyzed. SAL can be used as a first pass over the data
using space and temporally-efficient streaming algorithms. After down-selecting,
more expensive algorithms can be applied to the remaining data.
In addition to SAL, we also presented the results of our scalable interpreter
of SAL, which we call the Streaming Analytics Machine, or SAM. On real data,
we are able to scale to 61 nodes and 976 cores, obtaining a throughput of 373,000
netflows per second or 32.2 billion per day. On completely load-balanced data,
we obtain greater efficiency out to 64 nodes than the real data, indicating that
SAM could be improved with a more intelligent partitioning strategy. In the end,
we have an easy to use domain specific language and a scalable implementation
to back it that has good accuracy on the target problem.
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Abstract. Online travel platforms (e.g. TripAdvisor) have become very
popular in recent years as they have provided a wide range of user reviews
about tourist places, hotels, restaurants, etc. However, due to a large
number of reviews, the selection of relevant opinions are time-consuming,
making it difficult to be manually performed. In this context, this paper
proposes a new method for summarizing a set of reviews, aiming at the
detection of relevant topics on tourist places. To this end, we propose a
novel method for summarizing user reviews. Experiments were performed
using user reviews collected from TripAdvisor. Results were compared
to the state-of-the-art method in multi-document summarization and
evaluated based on topic coverage and summary readability metrics. Our
method achieved better results than the baseline algorithm, increasing
the diversity of covered topics and improving the summary readability.
Keywords: Machine Learning · Automatic summarization · Topic Modeling · Opinion mining.

1

Introduction

Information about typical food, itineraries that optimize costs and tourist places
are crucial factors for a pleasurable trip. Thanks to online travel platforms (e.g.
TripAdvisor), tourists may have access to a incredible amount of user reviews
for hotels and tourist places. However, the process of analyzing a large amount
of reviews can be time-consuming and impracticable. Thus, the development of
a method that allows summarizing a massive set of reviews while retaining its
essential meaning is of key importance.
In this context, this paper proposes a novel extractive summarization of user’
reviews about tourist places. Extractive summarization collects salient sentences
or elements from the original document depending on their importance to create
the summary, different from abstractive summarization that tries to produce a
bottom-up summary using sentences or verbal annotations that might not be a
part of the original document [17, 19, 9]. The main contribution of our proposal
is to optimize the topic diversity in the generated summaries.
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Best of Rome
No visit to Rome is complete without a visit to the
Coliseum. The ticket booths open at 8:30. There
are also “tourguides” passing that offer you a tour
of the Colosseum for 30€ or more.

Fig. 1: An extractive summarization example addressing topic diversity.

In Figure 1, we show an example where there are user reviews from TripAdvisor about the Colosseum, a tourist place in Rome. Therefore, the objective is to
extract the most relevant topics (e.g. structure, tour guide, costs, business hours,
etc.) covered by users in the reviews and obtain such information to generate
a summary optimizing topic diversity, as you can notice in the ”Best of Rome”
example.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the related work is discussed.
Next, in Section 3, we describe our proposed method. Section 4 details the experiments and their results. Finally, in Section 5 we present the conclusions and
future work.

2

Related Work

Many works have been developed to analyze online reviews using topic modeling, natural language processing, and machine learning to produce summaries
automatically [8, 21, 9].
The work of Hu and Liu (2004) [8] was one of the pioneers in topic-level
opinion summarization, using association rules involving nouns, differentiating
what are explicit and implicit topics. In their work, however, the focus was
on identifying explicit ones and it is assumed that users tend to use the same
vocabulary to define a topic, while irrelevant content is generally different across
documents. In Cataldi et al. (2013) [2], the main goal was to summarize product
and service reviews at topic-level, where a product, such as smartphone, has
features as screen quality, battery life, thickness, processing capacity, among
others. Thus, summarization must take into account the discovered topics and
the sentiment polarity within the summary. Wang et al. (2013) [19] proposed
a web-based summarization system, automatically extracting the reviews and
expressions about a variety of products to produce an extractive summary.
Qiang et al. (2016) [14] proposed a generic multi-document summarization
model, where the summarization is carried out using the concept of closed patterns, which refers to the frequent patterns identified, with the intention of extracting the most important sentences from the original collection of documents.
HU et al. (2017) [9] proposed a multi-document summarization using unsupervised algorithms to identify the most relevant sentences in the corpus of a user
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review from TripAdvisor about hotels. The documents go through steps of preprocessing, identification of sentiment polarity using lexical approach, sentiment
similarity, as well as calculating the sentence importance. Finally, a clustering
algorithm is applied to identify the most relevant sentences that should be part
of the summary.
In the literature, we did not find works that mix topic modeling and automatic summarization to produce a summary. Thus, this work aims at creating a
topic-oriented summary representing the most relevant sentences from the user
reviews as well as optimizing the topic diversity.

3

SumOpinions

The proposed methodology is based on HU et al. (2017) [9]. We extended his work
by adding the Topic Modeling phase, as presented in the Figure 2 below. This
phase intends to improve the summary by discovering the most important topiclevel sentences to generate the summary besides maximizing the topic diversity.
It is important to notice that this methodology allows to plug in any function to
preprocess the user reviews, to calculate the sentences similarity and sentences
importance.

TripAdvisor opinions

Preprocessing
Natural Language Processing techniques

Topic Modeling
Topic Discovering

Sentence importance
by topic

Selection of N sentences
by topic

Summarization
Sentence similarity
Content similarity
Creating clusters

Sentence similarity
Sentiment similarity

Sentence importance
Author’s opinion

Opinion importance

Opinion date

Sentence content

Clusters importance
calculation

Sentences selection

Fig. 2: Overview of the methodology.
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According to the Figure 2, in the first step we developed a crawler to collect user reviews from TripAdvisor about tourist places. In the second phase,
we applied Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to prepare the raw
data into a properly structure to pass it through further phases. In the Topic
Modeling phase, we extracted the topics from the user reviews (e.g. structure,
business hours, prices, etc) and selected the most salient sentences according to
the presence of such topics. This phase outputs the most important topic-level
sentences to be processed over the remaining phases. After that, we applied a
unsupervised algorithm using content and sentiment similarities as a unified similarity function to build the clusters of sentences. Finally, we calculate the most
interesting clusters based on the sentences similarity function to obtain their
medoids and build the summary.
3.1

TripAdvisor reviews

The dataset is formed by reviews about tourist place from TripAdvisor platform.
In the Figure 3 below we present the variety of data we have collected.

(a) Author’s information

(b) Review’s information

Fig. 3: Author’s information: number of reviews (163), number of thanks (85),
and author level (6). Reviews information: title, publication date, the score given
by the author, the number of thanks and the review’s text itself.

3.2

Preprocessing

Preprocessing is applied based on Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques [3]. Stopwords are removed and part-of-speech (POS) is executed, attempting to define the grammatical classes of the words to further represent
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the sentences with only nouns, adjectives and negativity adverbs. Finally, we
selected sentences which have at least one adjective and one noun to continue
over the summarization process.
3.3

Topic Modeling

As an extension of the HU et al. (2017) [9] work and one of this work contribution,
we rely on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm [1] to discover the
topics in the reviews, then we ranked the sentences according to their topic-based
importance score, and we selected the most well-ranked sentences.
In order to execute the LDA, we transformed the reviews from textual form to
a vector representation of frequencies using the TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency) [15]. In addition, four main parameters were defined as
input to the algorithm: the number of topics to be extracted, the learning rate
decay, the balancing of the initial iterations, and the number of iterations of the
algorithm over the original documents.
Then, after obtaining the topics structure from the LDA algorithm, we selected the five most frequent words of each topic as a way of representing them,
being fed into the sentence importance function based on the topic presence. Let
the set Ws with n words of a sentence s, Ws = {w1 , w2 , ..., wn }, and the set Wt
with words representing a topic t, Wt = {w1 , w2 , ..., w5 }, the word intersection
between the two sets was considered a score function:
Topic-Word count: Let It = |Ws ∩ Wt |, It represents how many words are
presented in the set Ws and Wt , indicating how much of content from the topic
t is covered in the sentence s.
It is important to note that the function does not consider the relevance of
every word from a topic to a sentence, it takes into account only if the word is
present or not since its frequency would be low due to the size of the sentences.
Otherwise, larger sentences could be privileged, since there is a greater likelihood
of repetition of words about a topic. However, since sentence size variation should
not be considered to account for the presence of topics, the identification of the
intersection set of words proved to be the most adequate, without needing other
similarity functions such as Jaccard [13] or Cosine [10] similarity.
Therefore, after ranking the sentences according to their topic-based score,
we selected the best 30 sentences of every topic from the rank in order to be
part of the summarization process.
3.4

Sentence importance score

Sentence importance score takes into account many factors: i) author’s representativeness; ii) opinion relevance; iii) how recent is the review; and iv) the content
of the sentences. Below we present the functions describing these factors.
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Definition 1 (Author credibility).
The author credibility represents how close the score given by the author is
to the other ones, where being close to the average is more reliable.
PH |ra −ar | !
a

h

h

h=1

ACa = 1 −

5

Ha

(1)

where rha denotes the score of a review for a hotel h given by an author a,
and arh the average of the hotel’s score h. The denominator of 5 represents
the highest score that an author can give in a review.
Definition 2 (Author recommendation score).
Consider arna the average recommendation of an author a, the recommendation score ARSa is defined as:
(
1, if log2 (arna +1) ≥ 1
(2)
ARSa = log2 (arna +1)2
, otherwise
2
If arna ≥ 3, the author’s score will be equal to 1, which can be interpreted
as reliable the opinions written by the user a.
Definition 3 (Author representativeness).
ACa and ARSa representing the credibility and recommendation score of an
author a, respectively, we can define the author representativeness as:
RCAa =

(ACa + ARSa )
2

(3)

Definition 4 (The usefulness of a review).
Assuming that crni denotes the number of recommendations for a review i
and max(crn) the maximum number of recommendations among all reviews,
the usefulness of the review is:
CHi =

crni
max(crn)

(4)

Definition 5 (Review’s date).
Let t be the time interval between the date of publication and the date of the
query. And consider dm the time interval between the publication date of the
first review and the last one. The recency of the review is presented as:
CRi = exp(

−t
)
dm

(5)

Definition 6 (Sentence score).
To calculate the score of a sentence j, CSSj is formed in conjunction with
three other functions: i) LOC(sj ), being equal to 1 if the sentence sj is the
title or the first sentence of the review, or 0, otherwise; ii) IP (sj ) equals 1
if sj contains some indicator word/phrase (look at the Figure 4), otherwise
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equal to 0; iii) N W (sj ) represents the ratio of words present in sj and the
maximum number of words among all sentences of the review.
CSSj = w1 × LOC(sj ) + w2 × IP (sj ) + w3 × N W (sj )

(6)

Fig. 4: Indicator word/phase set defined in the literature.

In addition, the set of weights w1, w2 and w3 are for the position of a sentence in the text, for the indicator word/sentence and the number of words
present in the sentence, respectively.
Definition 7 (Sentence importance).
Finally, given a review i written by an author a, the sentence importance sj
represented as SIa,i,j is:
Sia,i,j =
3.5

RCAa + CHi + CRi
× CSSj
3

(7)

Sentence similarity

The sentence similarity is divided into two other similarities: sentiment and
content similarity. For content similarity, first we calculate the dissimilarity between two terms using Normalized Google Distance (NGD) [4], which
identifies the semantic distance between pairs of terms:
Definition 8 (Normalized Google Distance).
Let sj and sk be two sentences, we extract all possible pair of nouns from
them and we calculate the similarity for every pair:
SIMngd (nx , ny ) = 1 − N GD(nx , ny )

(8)

Then, it is possible to calculate the content similarity between two sentences:
Definition 9 (Content Similarity). We have mxn representing the Cartesian product between the sets of nouns of the two sentences and the function countβ counts how many pairs satisfy the lower limit of similarity
β = 0.65 [9].
ContentSim(sj , sk ) =

countβ (sj , sk )
mxn

(9)
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In the sentiment similarity, the SOPMI (Semantic Orientation-Pointwise Mutual Information) [18] was used to calculate the influence of the adjectives
on the sentiment score. Thus, the sentiment score of a sentence is defined as
follow:
Definition 10 (Sentiment of the sentence). The sentiment of a sentence sj is calculated from the function O(sj ) below:
P
O(ax )
(10)
O(sj ) =
#number of adjectives in sj
Where O(ax ) function returns a score indicating the influence that an adjective ax has on the analysis of the sentiment, according to its relationship
between the positive Apost and negative Aneg adjectives.
X
X
O(ax ) =
SOP M I(ax , tl ) −
SOP M I(ax , tl )
(11)
tl Apos

tl Aneg

Definition 11 (Sentiment polarity). Thus, based on the equation O(sj )
and assuming the constant r equals to 0, 2 [9], we can calculate the polarity
of the sentence as follows:

 1, if O(sj ) > r
(12)
SP (sj ) = 0.5, if |O(sj )| ≤ r

0, if O(sj ) < −r
Definition 12 (Sentiment similarity). When we have the sentiment polarity of the sentences sj and sk , it is possible to calculate the sentiment
similarity:

1, if SP (sj ) = SP (sk )

SentiSim(SP (sj ), SP (sk )) = 0.5, if SP (sj ) = 0.5 or SP (sk ) = 0.5 (13)

0, if |SP (sj ) − SP (sk )| = 1
Definition 13 (Sentence similarity). Finally, we conclude that the similarity between two sentences, sj and sk , is the relationship between content
similarity and sentiment similarity:
SenSim(sj , sk ) = ContSim(sj , sk ) × SentiSim(sj , sk )
3.6

(14)

Summarization

We construct the summary using an unsupervised algorithm to create P
clusters of sentences, where the similarity function used was presented in
Subsection 3.5. Then, after the clustering, we calculate the importance of
every cluster following the sentence importance functions explained in Subsection 3.4. For every cluster, we sum up the sentence importance score of
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Spend some
time on the
ground before
going up.
Expect to wait
to take the
elevator back
down …….
1
2
…………………

3
Topic

Sentences selection

Sentence
Medoid
4

Selected
medoid

Fig. 5: Summarization process.

the sentences that belong to it and compare it against the other cluster’s
score. Then, K clusters will be selected, being K < P, and the sentences
represented by their medoids are gathered to generate the summary. You
can see this process in the Figure 5.
In this way, the collected sentences from the clusters will form the final summary and, consequently, the selection of sentences based on the extraction
of the topics tends to provide summaries that contemplate a better set of
topics.

4

Experiments

We gathered reviews about Eiffel Tower (France, Paris) and Central Park
(United States of America, New York). They were chosen due to their relevance in the world’s tourism and the amount of reviews available in the
TripAdvisor platform. In the Table 1 below, we have some information about
the collected dataset.

Table 1: Opinions metadata.
Tourist places Opinions Authors Sentences Vocabulary Sentences avg.
Eiffel Tower
27.881
27.069
106.310
24.050
3.91
Central Park
38.923
23.618
139.332
30.248
3.72

In order to carry out the experiments and prove the hypothesis of maximizing the topic diversity in the summaries, we evaluated with two approaches:
(i) topic diversity and (ii) the summary readability, as follows:
Topic diversity: Topic diversity aims to evaluate how many of the discovered topics were covered by the generated summaries. It allows us to identify
whether the main topics were contemplated by the summaries. We obtained
the distribution of the topics present in the generated summaries, observing
the generation behavior and comparing to the HU et al. (2017) [9] work.
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Readability: Due to the extractive summarization and the lack of reference
summaries, inherent in the context of summarizing reviews from web platforms, makes the ROUGE [11] evaluation inadequate to judge the quality of
the results. Therefore, We evaluated the quality of the summary based on
the readability of the summaries. In practical terms, the score reached by
the summary represents the age and level of American education (since the
English language is used) required to read the text. We applied the following
state-of-the-art measures: Coleman-Liau Index [5], ARI (Automated Readability Index) [16], and Flesch Reading Ease [7].
To execute the experiments, we generated 100 summaries for every of the
following configuration of summary generation: i) summaries with ten sentences; ii) with twenty sentences; and iii) thirty sentences. However, as the
vocabulary size was really large due to the number of collected reviews, we
selected only the 200 most recent reviews in order to reduce the vocabulary
and calculate the content similarity with the NGD (Normalized Google Distance) function. As presented in Definition 8, the NGD function needs the
number of hits of every word in the vocabulary and this is unfeasible for
a large vocabulary size. Then, as we also faced many constraints to collect
such words’ hits from search engines, we decided to reduce the number of
reviews in order to execute our experiments
4.1

Topic diversity

We ran the LDA algorithm with a set of possible hiperparameters configuration, as a process called GridSearch, to discover the best configuration for
the topic discovering process. We have the following configurations:

Table 2: Defined hiperparameters for LDA algorithm.
Hiperparameter Eiffel Tower Central Park
Number of topics
10
7
Learning decay
0.5
0.5
Learning offset
10
10
Iterations
150
150

According to Table 2 above, all hiperparameters values are similar but the
number of topics. Since they are different tourist places, we might expect
different features and topics that matter. According to our experiments,
the discovered numbers of 10 and 7 topics for Eiffel Tower and Central
Park respectively, fit well to represent the main topics. After running the
experiments with LDA, we present below the five most relevant words for
every discovered topic numbered from 0 to 9 for Eiffel Tower in Table 3.
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Table 3: Discovered topics from Eiffel Tower’s reviews
Topic/Words
0

1

2

queue tickets

3

4

5

long

queues

booked

1

paris

tower

night

eiffel

day

2

tower

eiffel

tickets

paris

views

3

visit

tower

loved

place

queue

4

view

long

people

lines

enjoy

5

tower

eiffel

minute

good

trocadero

6

line amazing structure security fantastic

7

tour

times

guide

8

tour booked advance

eiffel

time

9

visit

view

beautiful

early
paris

wait
place

A topic does not have a name, it represents a word distribution which has an
implicit meaning according to the words. Now, we can identify which topics
are present in the summaries by counting how many words every summary’s
sentence contains of each topic. For instance, if a generated summary has the
sentence ”Eiffel Tower has an amazing security structure.”, it contemplates
the Topic 6, according to the Table 3. But to avoid that many sentences
be considered covering any topic, we defined as 3 the minimum number of
topic’s words in the sentence in order to consider the topic. Below in the
Figures 6 and 7, where the number of generated summaries is represented
by the axis x and the number of covered topics along the axis y, we present
the topic diversity of our approach against the HU et al. (2017) [9] work.

Number of topics

10

Hu et al. (2017)
SumOpinions

8
6
4
2
0

0

20

40

Summary

60

80

100

Fig. 6: Topic diversity over the 100 generated summaries with 20 sentences about
Eiffel Tower.
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Fig. 7: Topic diversity over the 100 generated summaries with 20 sentences about
Central Park.

We can notice that the SumOpinions approach outperformed the HU et al.
(2017) [9] results. And to demonstrate the results for all evaluated configurations, we present the Table 4 below with some statistics measures.

Table 4: Topic diversity results for all configurations and works
Work

Mean
Std. deviation
Mode
Configuration Eiffel Central Eiffel Central Eiffel Central
Tower Park Tower Park Tower Park

Hu et al. 2017
SumOpinions

10 sentences

0.65
2.17

0.32
1.06

0.817
1.058

0.56
0.69

0
2

0
1

Hu et al. 2017
SumOpinions

20 sentences

2.40
4.24

0.92
2.03

1.208
1.040

0.74
0.82

2
4

1
2

Hu et al. 2017
SumOpinions

30 sentences

4.05
5.55

1.91
2.82

1.472
1.177

1.12
0.88

4
5

1
3

In general, the Table 4 shows that SumOpinions achieves better results.
For standard deviation results, the lower are the values the summarization
process tends to generate summaries with similar topic diversity. However,
for mode and mean, the higher the better and, according to SumOpinions’s
results, it shows a relevant improvement compared to HU et al. (2017) [9].
4.2

Readability

A bad text readability might present that it comes from a bad summarization
process. Thus, summary’s readability is a relevant aspect since it influences
the text comprehension. The readability measures were applied over the 100
generated summaries about Eiffel Tower according to the Figure 8, where
the axis x show the evaluated work and the y axis presents the readability
score.
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Fig. 8: Summaries’ readability with 20 sentences about Eiffel Tower.

And below we present you the same evaluation process for the 100 generated
summaries about Central Park reviews in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9: Summaries’ readability with 20 sentences about Central Park.

For Flesch, assuming an average result equal to 77, we have 7th grade, which
implies an easy reading. For ColemanLiau, being an average of 5.5, we have
6th grade, similar to that of Flesch. For ARI, with an average of 4, we have
results for ages from 8 to 9 years, also representing texts that are easy to
read.
However, there are some differences: the frequency and also the lower and
upper bounds. The SumOpinions’ results demonstrate a more homogeneous
behavior, which means that it might generate summaries with a better expected readability.

5

Conclusion

We proposed a methodology that integrates topic modeling and automatic
summarization to generate a single summary from user reviews covering
the main topics about tourist places. Since we decoupled the topic modeling phase from the other summarization phases, this methodology can be
extended and adapted for every kind of summarization process.
Therefore, according to the results presented in Section 4, the topic diversity
has been maximized with the proposed phase of topic modeling added into
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the HU et al. (2017) [9] methodology. It is important to emphasize that topic
modeling influences the relevance of the generated summaries since it addresses the topics of major highlights in the reviews, besides minimizing the
presence of irrelevant contents. Regarding summaries readability, SumOpinions tends to generate more homogeneous summaries since it has a lower
variation between the readability results. Thus, SumOpinions demonstrates
that its readability results were satisfactory.

6

Future work

Due to the specific dataset of user reviews about tourist places from TripAdvisor, we can not fairly compare the SumOpinions results against other
works with a different dataset or even different approaches. It is not fair
because there are not summaries of reference to apply the ROUGE set of
metrics, as usually is done in other works. Therefore, as future work, we
intend to adapt our approach or implement other work’s methodology to be
compared. Below we list some possible recent works which can be adapted
and compared properly:

Table 5: Related works

7

Work

Dataset source

Yang et al. (2015) [20]

NIPS and DUC-2006

Qiang et al. (2016) [14]

DUC-2004

Fang et al. (2017) [6]

News and DUC-2002

Christopher et al. (2018) [12]

Airbnb

SumOpinions (2018)

TripAdvisor
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Abstract. Machine learning techniques, regardless of being supervised or unsupervised, have attracted extensive research attention in handling data classification. Typically, among supervised machine learning algorithms, Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and its extensions have been widely used in various areas due
to their great prediction capability. These learning algorithms basically treat features of the instances independently when using them to do classification. However, in applications, features are commonly correlated with complex network
structures. Ignoring such a characteristic and naively implementing the SVM algorithm may yield erroneous classification results. To address the limitation of
the SVM algorithm, we propose new learning algorithms which accommodate
network structures in the features of the instances. Our algorithms capitalize on
graphical model theory and make use of the available R software package for
SVM. The implementation of the proposed learning algorithms is computationally straightforward. We apply the new algorithms to analyze the data arising
from a gene expression study.
Keywords: Classification · Graphical model · Network structure · Support vector
machine.

1

Introduction

In supervised learning, the support vector machine (SVM) classifier has been popularly
used. Initially proposed for binary classification, the SVM has a number of merits including accuracy and robustness for prediction (e.g., [2]), [3], [23]. The SVM has been
successfully applied to different areas, including genomic studies in medical science
[8], text classification [11], and image retrieval [22].
Various extensions of the SVM have been available. For instance, the least squares
support vector machine (LS-SVM) and its variant, the weighted LS-SVM, were developed. These methods work with (weighted) least squared cost functions and impose
equality constraints instead of inequality constraints required by the standard SVM
method ([19], [20]). Other useful variants of the SVM include the bagging and boosting
methods which ensemble individual classifiers to further enhance the accuracy of the
classification procedures (e.g., [12], [16]).
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Although different extensions of the SVM have been proposed, research gaps still
remain. Notably, almost all available methods treat the features of the instances independently and ignore possible dependence structures among them. In applications,
however, data are often correlated in various forms. For example, in genomic studies some genes may be associated since they come from the same pathway, and they
may function together in the development of diseases. Ignoring the complex association structures of the features in instances and blindly using the SVM or its variants
for classification can yield misleading or erroneous results. Driven by this, in this paper
we develop new SVM-based classification methods with association network structures
among the features incorporated. Our methods utilize the graphical model theory and
allow the features to follow an exponential family distribution. Our algorithms facilitate informative features with complex network structures into classification learning
procedures, and they are computationally easy to implement.
Our research is partially motivated by tackling the challenges arising from a gene
expression study [7]. The study targets to identify gene signature for the distinction between acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). The
primary objectives are to identify possible pathways of genes that are expressed together, and to classify future patients into the AML or ALL group for the effective
treatment by using the identified gene signature. To this end, it is important to understand the association structures among the genes to effectively classify the classes of
AML and ALL for prediction.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the framework and review the SVM method. Discussion on identifying the network
structures of the features is given in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose new learning algorithms which generalize the scope of the support vector machine classifiers.
In Section 5, we apply the proposed algorithms to analyze the gene expression dataset
from the motivating microarray study [7]. A general discussion is presented in the last
section.

2

Background and Review of Support Vector Machine

Consider a binary classification problem with a training sample {(xi , yi ) : i = 1, . . . , n},
where xi represents a p-dimensional column vector of the features for instance i, and yi
is the corresponding class label for instance i, taking a value from {-1, 1} which stands
for two different classes. Given the training data, the standard SVM finds a hyperplane
{x ∈ R p : β 0 x + b0 = 0}

(1)
0

that separates the two classes with a maximized margin defined by

y(β x+b0 )
,
kβ k2

where β

is a p-dimensional column parameter vector determining the direction of the separating
hyperplane, b0 is a scalar which measures the shift of the plane from the origin, (x, y)
is an observation with instance features x and label y, and k · k2 represents the L2 norm.
Equivalently, using the training sample {(xi , yi ) : i = 1, . . . , n} to find (1) with the
maximal margin can be carried out by minimizing kβ k2 under certain constraints [9],
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i.e.,

min
β ,b0

1 0
ββ
2


(2)

subject to
yi {β 0 xi + b0 } ≥ 1

for i = 1, . . . , n.

The solution of the optimization (2) gives a band of 2 ×
0

1
kβ k2

unit between the two

classes, called the margin area, with the hyperplane β x + b0 = 0 being in the middle
of the band. Such a determined hyperplane separates the two classes perfectly with a
minimal distance of 2 × 1 between the two classes, and does not allow any instance
kβ k2
to fall into the interior of the margin area. In applications, however, such a hyperplane
may not exist to perfectly separate the instances into each side according to their classes.
One remedy is to relax the requirement of perfectly separating the instances in the
two classes and allow some instances to fall into the margin area associated with a
hyperplane or even across to the wrong side of the hyperplane. To the end, we introduce
the so-called slack variable, say ξi , for i = 1, . . . , n, to indicate the margin error for each
instance. Then the optimization problem (2) is relaxed as


n
1 0
β β + B ∑ ξi
(3)
min
2
β ,b0 ,ξ
i=1
subject to
yi {β 0 xi + b0 } ≥ 1 − ξi

and ξi ≥ 0

for i = 1, . . . , n,

0

where ξ = (ξ1 , . . . , ξn ) , B is a cost parameter controlling the balance between maximizing the margin and minimizing the training error caused by allowing some instances
to fall into the margin or cross the separating boundary. This procedure is termed the
soft margin SVM.
Using the Lagrangian multiplier method, the minimization problem (3) can be rewritten as


 n

n
n
1 0
0
min
β β + B ∑ ξi − ∑ αi yi {β xi + b0 } − 1 + ξi − ∑ µi ξi ,
(4)
2
β ,b0 , ξ
i=1
i=1
i=1
where for i = 1, . . . , n, αi and µi , satisfying 0 ≤ αi ≤ B and µi ≥ 0, are the Lagrangian
multipliers corresponding to the inequality constraints in (3), and ξi ≥ 0.
The procedure (4) is a standard convex optimization problem which can be equivalently implemented using its dual formulation:
 n

1
(5)
max
∑ αi − 2 ∑ αi α j yi y j < xi , x j >
α
i, j
i=1
subject to
n

∑ αi yi = 0

i=1

and

0 ≤ αi ≤ B

for i = 1, . . . , n,
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where < ·, · > represents the inner product of two vectors, and α = (α1 , . . . , αn ) is the
vector of constants (e.g., [1], Section 13.2).
Due to the linearity of the function β 0 x + b0 in (1), the learning algorithm (4) is easy
to implement. But there is an important drawback. In many situations, even with some
instances allowed to be misclassified, one cannot obtain a hyperplane of the form (1) to
reasonably separate the classes. That is, a linear hyperplane is not adequate to separate
the majority of data. To handle this problem, we enlarge the framework of classification
by embedding the data with p-dimensional features into a new space (denoted F ) with
a higher dimension q, say, so that a hyperplane can be constructed in the new space to
separate the classes [3].
To be precise, let Φ(x) denote a projection function which maps the original feature
x (in the p-dimensional feature space, say X ) into the q-dimensional projected space
F . Then we repeat the preceding SVM procedures to find a hyperplane in the projected
space F :
w0 Φ(x) + b = 0
which separates the two classes with a maximum margin in the projected space F ,
where w is a q-dimensional column vector determining the direction of the separating
hyperplane in the projected space F , and b is a scalar which measures the shift of the
plane from the origin. The corresponding Lagrangian formulation can be obtained in
the same manner as (4) with xi replaced by Φ(xi ).
Such a procedure requires an explicit form of the projection function Φ(·) which is
basically unavailable. An improper specification of Φ(·) may seriously deteriorate the
performance of the support vector machine [9]. Moreover, the projection function Φ(·)
is often nonlinear, and the number of its evaluation for the observations increases with
the size n of the training data.
To overcome these issues, instead of finding a suitable function Φ(·), a viable strategy is to introduce the kernel function and then reformulate (5) as

 n
1
(6)
max
∑ αi − 2 ∑ αi α j yi y j K(xi , x j )
α
i, j
i=1
subject to
n

∑ αi yi = 0

and

0 ≤ αi ≤ B

for i = 1, . . . , n,

i=1

where K(·, ·) is a kernel function whose value depends only on the inner product of the
transformations of xi and x j in the projected space F [13], B is the cost parameter, and
0
α = (α1 , . . . , αn ) is the vector of constants (e.g., [1], Section 13.2).
The solution of the quadratic optimization problem (6) is optimal if and only if
the kernel function K(·, ·) satisfies the Mercer’s condition and the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
conditions [9]. Basically, only those instances xi with non-zero αi are useful in determining the hyperplane, and they are called the support vectors [4]. Geometrically, the
support vectors correspond to the instances on the edges, those entering into the margin
area, and those crossing the wrong side of the separating hyperplane in the projected
space F .
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Common choices of kernel functions include the polynomial kernel, K(xi , x j ) =
(1 + x0i x j )d ; the Gaussian kernel,


(xi − x j )0 (xi − x j )
;
K(xi , x j ) = exp −
σ
and the sigmoidal kernel, K(xi , x j ) = tanh(2x0i x j + 1); where d is a positive integer and
σ is a positive scalar parameter (e.g., [1], Section 13.6).
The SVM is conceptually easy to understand and computationally manageable. Its
solution enjoys the sparsity in the sense that the number of support vectors is considerably smaller than the size of the training data. The flexibility of the inclusion of kernel
functions allows us to use the SVM to classify nonlinearly separable data. Due to the
uniqueness of the solution, there is no need to invoke any iterative optimization procedure as commonly needed for other classification methods such as neural networks.
The SVM method is considered to be the best learning algorithm and is popularly used
in many areas (e.g., [1]).

3

Feature Network Structure

Although the SVM algorithm has been widely used, it has limitations. A notable weakness of the SVM method is the ignorance of the structures of features. While using
different kernel functions gives the SVM classification flexibility in separating data,
this learning algorithm is restrictive in that the features of the instances are all equally
treated and there is no distinction between important and unimportant features; the relationship of the features is essentially ignored. When the features of the instances exhibit
complex network structures, the usual SVM algorithm with a direct use of kernel functions may fail for proper classification.
To handle data with structures existing in the features, in this paper we develop
new classification learning algorithms which accommodate the usual SVM method as
a special case. Our learning algorithms consist of two steps where in the first step, we
explore the network structure of the features using the graphical theory, as described in
this section.
3.1

Basics of Graphical Models

We use an undirected graph, denoted as Gi = (Vi , Ei ), to describe the relationship among
the features of the instance xi = (xi1 , · · · , xip )0 , where we let Vi denote the set of all the
indexes of the features in xi and let Ei denote the subset of Vi × Vi which contains the
index pairs for those features in Xi that are related, in the sense to be elaborated in the
sequel. We consider the case where the sets Vi and Ei are common for i = 1, · · · , n, so
we let V and E denote them, respectively.
To characterize the distribution of the instance xi , we consider the exponential family distribution
(
)
f (xi ; β ,Θ ) = exp

∑ βr B(xir ) + ∑

r∈V

(s,t)∈E

θst B(xis )B(xit ) + ∑ C(xir ) − A(β ,Θ ) ,(7)
r∈V
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where β = (β1 , · · · β p )0 is the p-dimensional vector of parameters, Θ = [θst ] is a p × p
symmetric matrix with diagonal elements zeros, B(·) and C(·) are given functions, and
A(β ,Θ ) is the normalizing constant which makes (7) integrated as 1.
Formulation (7) gives a broad class of models which covers many useful distribuu2
tions. For example, if B(u) = σu and C(u) = − 2σ
2 for a positive parameter σ , then (7)
yields the well-known Gaussian graphical model (e.g, [6], [10], [14]). If setting β = 0,
B(u) = u, and C(u) = 0 with u ∈ {0, 1}, then (7) reduces to
)
(
exp

θst xis xit − A(Θ ) ,

∑

(8)

(s,t)∈E

which is the Ising model without the singletons [18].
To focus on featuring the pairwise association among the features of xi , similar to
the structure of (8), we consider the distribution
(
)
f (xi ;Θ ) = exp

∑

θst xis xit + ∑ C(xir ) − A(Θ ) ,

(s,t)∈E

(9)

r∈V

where the function A(Θ ) is the normalizing constant, and the θst and C(·) are defined as
for (7). Model (9) is a special case of (7) which constraints the main effects parameters
βr in (7) to be zero; a nonzero value of θst implies that the features Xis and Xit are
conditionally dependent given other features.
3.2

Learning Model Parameters

To learn the value of Θ , one may apply the likelihood method using the distribution
(9) directly. Alternatively, a simpler learning method can be carried out based on a
conditional distribution derived from (9) ( [10], [17]). For every s ∈ V , let xi,V \{s} denote
the (p − 1)-dimensional subvector of xi with its sth component deleted, i.e., xi,V \{s} =
(xi1 , · · · , xi,s−1 , xi,s+1 , · · · , xip )0 . By some algebra, we have
(
!
!)

f xis |xi,V \{s} ; θs = exp xis
∑ θst xit +C (xis ) − D ∑ θst xit ,(10)
t∈V \{s}

t∈V \{s}

where D(·) is the normalizing function ensuring the integration of (10) equal one, and
θs = (θs1 , · · · , θs,s−1 , θs,s+1 , · · · , θsp )0 is a (p − 1)-dimensional vector of parameters indicating the relationship of Xis with all other features Xir for r ∈ {1, · · · , p} \ {s}.
Let ` (θs ) be the log likelihood for θs obtained from using (10) with the multiplication factor − 1n included and the parameter-free terms omitted:
(
!
!)
1 n
` (θs ) = = ∑ −xis
(11)
∑ θst xit + D ∑ θst xit .
n i=1
t∈V \{s}
t∈V \{s}
Then learn the value of θs by penalizing the log likelihood (11), given by
θbs = argmin {` (θs ) + λ kθs k1 } ,
θs
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where λ is a tuning parameter, and k·k1 is the L1 -norm, or the well-known LASSO
penalty [21]. The LASSO penalty is frequently considered when dealing with graphical
models; it has been implemented in R with the available packages “huge” and “XMRF”.
While the choice of the tuning parameter λ is not unique, we employ the BIC
approach here to select the tuning parameters λ , as suggested by [24]. BIC tends to
outperform other criteria in many situations, especially in the setting with a penalized
likelihood function.
The preceding procedure is repeated for all s ∈ V and yields the learned value θbs for
all s ∈ V . For (s,t) ∈ E, the learned θbst and θbts are not necessarily identical although θst
and θts are constrained to be equal. To overcome this problem, we apply the AND rule
([10], [17]), which takes the final learned values of θbst and θbts to be their maximum if
both θbst and θbts are not equal to zero; θbst and θbts are both set to be zero if one of them
is zero.
To determine a learned set of edges, we define
n
o
Nc(s) = t ∈ V : θbst 6= 0
for s ∈ V . Then

n
o
Eb = (s,t) : s ∈ Nc(t) and t ∈ Nc(s)

is taken as the set of the edges that are learned to exist. The R package “huge” can be
implemented to display the graphic results.
Under regularity conditions, the learned set of edges Eb approximates
the true net

b
work structure E with a high probability. [17] showed that P E = E → 1 as n → ∞.

4

Support Vector Machine with Network Structured Features

In this section, we propose two new learning algorithms which generalize the support
vector machine classifier to incorporate network structured features. These algorithms
differ in the way of learning the network structures of the features in the space X .
4.1

SVM with Homogenous Network Structured Features

The first learning algorithm applies to the case where the feature space X contains
homogeneous structures for all the classes. In this case, we ignore the class label and
pool the instances when using the training data to learn the feature network.
To be precise, in the training data {(xi , yi ) : i = 1, . . . , n}, we use the measurements
{xi : i = 1, . . . , n} for the p-dimensional features x = (x1 , . . . , x p )0 to identify the network
structure among the features xk (k = 1, . . . , p). Using the learning algorithm described
in Section 3, we learn a network structure for the p features:
n
o
c
EbP = (s,t) : s ∈ Nc
,
(12)
P (t) and t ∈ NP (s)
where
n
o
Nc
t ∈ V : θbst =
6 0
P (s) =

(13)
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for s ∈ V . We call the identified feature structure EbP the homogenous network structure.
To reflect different association structures among the features xk (k = 1, . . . , p), we
bP = (V, EbP ) as a sequence of non-overlapped and interdivide the estimated graph G
s
b
connected subgraphs {GP : s = 1, ..., K}, where K is a positive integer. That is, for s =
bsP = (Vb s , Ebs ) is a subgraph with the vertex subset Vb s and the edge subset Ebs ;
1, . . . , K, G
the vertex sets Vb s and Vb t are disjoint if s 6= t; θbst is not zero only when s and t fall in
the same vertex subset, and for s and t which fall in different vertex subsets, θbst must be
zero; when the edge subset Ebs is empty, the corresponding vertex subset Vb s contains a
single element. In principle, the integer K can be as small as 1 and as large as p, but in
many practical problems, we often have that 1 < K < p and that K can be considerably
much smaller than p.
bsP : s = 1, ..., K} can not only display the network strucThe subgraph sequence {G
tures of the features xk (k = 1, . . . , p) but also offers us an effective way to summarize the
associated feature information, thus, achieving better classification learning outcomes.
Rather than using the original measurements of the training data {(xi , yi ) : i = 1, . . . , n}
to classify the class labels, we make use of the network structures to form a surrogate
∗0 , . . . , x∗0 )0 , called the surrogate
training sample {(x∗i , yi ) : i = 1, . . . , n} where x∗i = (xi1
iK
∗
features, is a K-dimension vector, and xis is a summary subvector of the features deterbsP for s = 1, . . . , K.
mined by the subgraph G
While multiple ways are possible to define the surrogate features x∗i for each instance i, here we consider three useful formulations. The first formulation summarizes
the feature measurements using the vertex information in the subgraphs and defines x∗i
V
V
)0 with
, . . . , xiK
to be xVi = (xi1
1
xisV =
∑ xi j
b
|V s | b s
j∈V

for s = 1, . . . , K, where |Vb s | is the cardinality of the vertex subset Vb s .
The second formulation uses the edge information in the subgraphs and defines x∗i
E
E
to be xEi = (xi1
, . . . , xiK
)0 with
xisE =

1

∑

|Ebs | ( j,k)∈Ebs

xi j xik

for s = 1, . . . , K, where |Ebs | is the cardinality of the edge subset Ebs ; when Ebs is empty,
we define xisE to be the feature xis whose index falls in the corresponding vertex subset
Vb s .
There is certain similarity of the formulation of xVi to the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) algorithm, but the “neighborhood” in defining xVi is not determined by a distance
of instances but determined by the association strength of the features. The surrogate
features xVi basically are the average of original measurements of the features that are
b and each component in
determined by the vertex subsets of the network structures G,
the vertex subsets is treated equally. In contrast, the surrogate features xEi accommodate
pairwise association among the features, and a feature which is more connected with
other features contributes differently from a feature less connected with others.
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Extensions of the formulation of xVi or xEi can also be employed for individual applications. For example, one may introduce weights in the formulation to reflect different
contributions of different features in conjunction of the feature network structure. In situations with outliers, rather than taking the average operation, one may use the median
of {xi j : j ∈ Vb s } or {xi j xik : ( j, k) ∈ Ebs } to define xisV or xisE .
∗ , ..., x∗ )0 is to let each
A third method of constructing the surrogate feature x∗i = (xi1
ik
∗
0
subvector xis be the vector (xi j xik : ( j, k) ∈ Ebs ) , which corresponds to the pairwise
bs , where s = 1, ..., K. we let xPW
product for those connected features in subgraph G
i
denote such a surrogate feature vector.
Once a surrogate training sample {(x∗i , yi ) : i = 1, . . . , n} is formed, in the next step
we apply the SVM algorithm (6) with modifications to perform classification. Namely,
for a chosen kernel function K ∗ (·, ·), solve the constrained optimization

 n
1
∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗
(14)
max
∑ αi − 2 ∑ αi α j yi y j K (xi , x j )
α∗
i, j
i=1
subject to
n

∑ αi∗ yi = 0

and

0 ≤ αi∗ ≤ B∗

for i = 1, . . . , n,

i=1
0

where α∗ = (α1∗ , . . . , αn∗ ) is the vector of constants, and B∗ is a cost parameter.
4.2

SVM with Heterogeneous Network Structured Features

The second learning algorithm complements the algorithm described in Section 4.1.
This algorithm applies when the feature space X includes nonhomogeneous structures
for different classes. In such a circumstance, it is imperative to incorporate the class
labels into the process of learning the feature network structures.
Let N+1 = {i ∈ {1, ..., n} : yi = 1} and N−1 = {i ∈ {1, ..., n} : yi = −1} denote the
index sets for the instances in the two classes. The algorithm consists three steps. First,
we examine the network structures for the p-dimensional features x = (x1 , . . . , x p )0 separately according to the class label. Secondly, we use the two sets of surrogate samples
obtained from the first step to construct two hyperplanes separately, and finally, we
carry out prediction for future instances based on these two hyperplanes.
To be precise, we proceed with the following three steps:
Step 1: We identify network structures for instances.
For the training data subsample with instances {xi : i ∈ N+1 }, we employ the same
learning algorithm described in Section 3 except for replacing i = 1, . . . , n with i ∈ N+1 ,
and then we obtain a learned network structure for the p features that are associated
with the class label +1:
n
o
c
Eb+1 = (s,t) : s ∈ Nc
+1 (t) and t ∈ N+1 (s) ,
where

n
o
b+1
Nc
+1 (s) = t ∈ V : θst 6= 0
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for s ∈ V , and θbst+1 is the learned value of θst using instances {xi : i ∈ N+1 }.
Similarly, repeating the algorithm for the training data subsample with instances
{xi : i ∈ N−1 }, we learn a network structure for the features associated with the class
label −1:
n
o
c
Eb−1 = (s,t) : s ∈ Nc
−1 (t) and t ∈ N−1 (s) ,
where

n
o
−1
b
Nc
(s)
=
t
∈
V
:
θ
=
6
0
−1
−1
st

for s ∈ V , and θbst−1 is the learned value of θst based on instances {xi : i ∈ N−1 }. We call
the identified feature structures Eb+1 and Eb−1 the label heterogeneous network structures.
Step 2: We determine two hyperplanes using the label heterogenous network structures Eb+1 and Eb−1 .
b+1 = (V, Eb+1 ) corresponding to the class with label +1,
For the learned graph G
bs :
we divide it as a sequence of non-overlapped and inter-connected subgraphs {G
+1
s = 1, ..., K+1 } following the discussion in Section 4.1. Based on them, we form a set
of surrogate features for all the instances, and let {(x∗i,+1 , yi ) : i = 1, ..., n} denote the
resulting surrogate sample, where x∗i,+1 can be determined similarly to xVi , xEi or xPW
i as
discussed in Section 4.1.
Then we apply the optimization (14) to the surrogate training data {(x∗i,+1 , yi ) : i =
1, ..., n}, and obtain the separating hyperplane
f+1 (x∗+1 ) = 0
where

n

bi+ yi K + (x∗+1 , x∗i,+1 ) + b+1 ,
f+1 (x∗+1 ) = ∑ α

(15)

i=1

x∗+1 is obtained from applying the subgraph structure Ĝ+1 to a given feature vector x,
bi+ and b+ are, respectively, the learned values of αi
K + (·, ·) is a kernel function, and α
and b using the surrogate training sample {(x∗i,+1 , yi ) : i = 1, ..., n}.
b−1 = (V, Eb−1 ) corresponding to the
In an analogous way, for the estimated graph G
class with label −1, we divide it as a sequence of non-overlapped and inter-connected
bs : s = 1, ..., K−1 }, and form a surrogate sample {(x∗ , yi ) : i = 1, ..., n},
subgraphs {G
i,−1
−1
∗
where xi,−1 is obtained similarly to x∗i,+1 .
Repeating the procedure for obtaining (15) to the surrogate training data {(x∗i,−1 , yi ) :
i = 1, ..., n}, we obtain the separating hyperplane
f−1 (x∗−1 ) = 0
where

n

bi− yi K − (x∗−1 , x∗i ) + b−1 ,
f−1 (x∗−1 ) = ∑ α
i=1

(16)
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x∗−1 is obtained from applying the subgraph structure Ĝ−1 to the feature vector x,
bi−1 and b− are, respectively, the learned values of
K − (·, ·) is a kernel function, and α
αi and b using the surrogate training sample {(x∗i,−1 , yi ) : i = 1, ..., n}.
Step 3: We perform prediction.
To predict the class label for a new instance x, we first construct the surrogate feature
vectors x∗+1 and x∗−1 , respectively, based on Ĝ+1 and Ĝ−1 , and then calculate f+1 (x∗+1 )
and f−1 (x∗−1 ) using (15) and (16), respectively. Finally, the class label for the instance
x is assigned as +1 if
| f+1 (x∗+1 )| > | f−1 (x∗−1 )|

(17)

and −1 otherwise.

5

Real Data Application

Golub et al. [7] reported a gene expression microarray analysis expecting to identify
gene signature for the distinction between acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), where gene expression levels were measured using
Affymetrix oligonucleotide arrays. The data contain 7128 genes and 72 specimens coming from the two classes, with 47 specimens in class ALL and 25 specimens in class
AML. In particular, according to the study design, those 72 samples is composed of the
training data of 38 specimens (27 in class ALL and 11 in class AML) and the test data of
34 specimens (20 in class ALL and 14 in class AML). The primary objectives are (1) to
identify the genes that are expressed differentially between AML and ALL, (2) to find
possible pathways of genes that are expressed together, and (3) to classify the classes of
AML and ALL using the gene expressions. We apply the proposed SVM learning algorithms to incorporate the network structures of the genes (as possible pathway effects)
to do prediction of the leukemia class.
Since the number of genes is large relative to the sample size, it is necessary to
do feature screening to remove non-informative features before applying a learning
algorithm. While various feature screening methods available in the literature (e.g., [5],
[10], [15], ), we choose the feature screening method in [15] because it is free of model
specification and is available in the R package energy. It turns out that 14 genes are
selected from the 38 training sample data, which are strongly correlated to the response
of different leukemia types, and we labeled them by 1, 2, · · · , 14.
We now apply the proposed learning algorithms to these 14 selected genes. In the
first step, we use the package “XMRF” to determine the network structures of the 14
genes separately for class ALL and class AML. The learned network structures are displayed in Figure 1. In contrast, we also learn network structure by pooling the samples
for the two class, and the homogeneous network structure is displayed in Figure 2. We
apply the three methods described in Section 4 to construct surrogate features. Gaussian
radial kernel is used in the SVM classifiers. For comparison purposes, the conventional
SVM model is implemented using the R package “e1071”.
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We then apply all the classifiers learned from the training sample to the 34 test specimens to examine their performance. The prediction results are shown in Table 1. All
the classifiers yield comparable results, and the proposed algorithms perform slightly
better than the conventional SVM algorithm. Furthermore, we evaluate the performance
of the classifiers using three widely used measures, precision, recall, and F-measure,
and report on the results in Table 2. It is evident that the proposed classifiers all outperform the standard SVM algorithm, regardless how we learn the network structures for
the features. Applying the new learning algorithms enable us to offer a better prediction
of the leukemia classes than the traditional SVM does. In addition, it gives us descriptions of the association structures of the features, which is important to be incorporated
in the classification process.
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Fig. 1. Network structures of the features within each class.
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Fig. 2. Network structures of the features for pooled classes.
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Table 1. 2 × 2 contingency table for prediction

Heterogeneous-Network
Homogeneous-Network
SVM
vertex
edge
pair
vertex
edge
pair
ALL ALM ALL ALM ALL ALM ALL ALM ALL ALM ALL ALM ALL ALM
ALL 14
1
13 0
13 0
14
1
13 0
13 0
13
1
ALM 0
19
1 20
1 20
0
19
1
20
1 20
1 19

Table 2. Performance of the new learning algorithms in comparison to SVM

Precision
Recall
F-measure

6

Heterogeneous-Network
vertex edge
pair
0.933 1.000
1.000
1.000 0.928
0.928
0.965 0.963
0.965

Homogeneous-Network
vertex edge
pair
0.993 1.000
1.000
1.000 0.928
0.928
0.954 0.965
0.965

SVM
0.928
0.928
0.928

Discussion

Classification is of broad interest in many fields, and features used for prediction are
often correlated with network structures. Ignoring association structures of features may
produce unsatisfactory prediction outcomes. In this paper, we employ the graphical
model theory to identify network structures for the features, and then incorporate such
a characteristic into the classification learning process. The application of our proposed
algorithms demonstrates their better performance than the usual SVM algorithm.
As described in Section 4, construction of surrogate features is not unique. In our
application, we explore three ways of summarizing the information carried by the feature networks. Other methods such as weight mean statistics or weighted robust statistics may also be considered, and it is worthwhile to examine how they affect learning
outcomes.
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Abstract. In this paper we present an instance of the weak supervision
paradigm, the multi-uncertain learning scenario. Our multi-uncertain
scenario has three facets, all which are related to instance labels and
their corresponding human labelers: there are multiple labels per instance, the gold standard label may not be included in this label set,
and the identity of the labelers is unknown. In order to avoid disposing of expensive and potentially useful labels, we outline a method of
adding informed labels to a label set by using label propagation. Under
the smoothness assumption, we are able to introduce new, informative
labels into an existing training label set to improve performance under
highly uncertain constraints. For complex classification tasks with three
or more classes, we report that this method of adding informed labels is
capable of producing classifiers with high accuracy and low complexity,
despite being trained on these multi-uncertain datasets.

1

Introduction

In a typical supervised learning scenario, a chosen classifier is trained on a set of
instances for which there is feature information and an associated gold standard
or ground truth label. Realistically speaking, these gold standard labels are expensive, and sometimes impossible, to obtain. This is often the case in medical
settings, such as in diagnosing lung cancer, where a radiologist may perform a
diagnosis from a Computed Tomography (CT) scan of a suspicious lung nodule.
In cases for which follow up information is not available, multiple experts may be
asked to annotate (i.e. provide labels for) the same scan to formulate a stronger
reference truth, which may or may not reflect the true gold standard.
In this paper we analyze a realistic learning problem, which we term a multi
uncertain scenario, for which each instance is associated with a set of multiple
labels, these labels are reference truths, and information on annotator identity
is not available. The Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) is a real life
example of this sort of learning scenario [1].
Multi-uncertain data sources such as the LIDC are becoming increasingly
common with the onset of resources like Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. These large
data sets are characterized by their uncertain label sets, which when utilized,
may result in inaccurate classifier performance. Research in the weak supervised
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learning paradigm has attempted to address this problem. Weak supervision
attempts to unify and de-noise noisy data sets that may consist of disagreeing
label sets, obtained from sources of varying reliability [12].
The weak learning paradigm may be broken into three standard modeling
tasks: learning the accuracies, modeling correlations between weaker supervision
sources, and modeling expertise (information on the accuracy of each labeler).
The task of learning accuracies assumes no labeled data and a model structure
and learns the weights of the model. This is inappropriate for our scenario,
which includes labeled data from radiologists. Furthermore, it is not possible to
monitor expertise in our scenario, in which we assume the source of each label
in the data set is unknown (radiologists anonymously label CT scans). Thus,
our task is reduced to that of modeling correlations. Specifically, our goal is to
impose a structure that draws correlations between the behavior of the data in
the feature space and the corresponding labels.
We outline a novel approach to adding what we term informed labels to a
multi-uncertain label set for training classifiers. Within the weak supervision
paradigm, we impose the smoothness assumption, which states that observations with similar features will have similar labels. We propagate informed labels
within clusters to unify and de-noise existing label sets. We show that this simple strategy allows simple classifiers to match the performance of more complex
classifiers by introducing informative, and potentially gold, labels to an uncertain label set. We provide an analysis of our method on five different classification methods and six University of California at Irvine (UCI) machine learning
datasets. We consider accuracy, computational cost, interpretability, and confidence in assessing the quality of these classifiers for this weak learning problem.
Using these evaluation criteria, we demonstrate that adding informed labels has
the ability to produce the best classifier for datasets with a low saturation of
gold labels, and in some cases, across all levels of uncertainty.

2
2.1

Related Work
Partial learning scenarios

We begin by reviewing current approaches to weakly supervised learning problems associated with multiple annotators. Otherwise known as a partial learning
scenario, this is a case in which each training example is associated with a set
of candidate labels, only one of which is the ground truth. This is similar to
the semi-supervised multi-view learning problem discussed by Ceci et al. that
combines multiple outputs of classifiers for better classification [4]. However,
their work was tailored towards gene regulatory network reconstruction which
was solely a binary classification problem with only positive and unlabeled data,
while we define a multi-class problem. Partial learning problems make the strong
assumption that the ground truth is included in the candidate set, one relaxed
by our own multi-uncertain problem.
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Modeling expertise In the case of inferring the ground truth from a set of
novice annoated labels, Smyth et al. first introduced an implementation of the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [5]. Jin and Ghahramani also applied EM to instead learn a probabilistic classifier whose predicted probabilities
match the probability distributions of the reference truths [7]. Other variations
of this EM algorithm [16, 13, 19, 14, 17] attempt to learn better classifiers from
noisy label sets by modeling the expertise of the annotators. Raykar et al. first
incorporate annotator accuracies by modeling ground truth labels as latent variables in this model [13]. Yan et al. include active learning in this framework by
attempting to identify the most useful annotator to label a given instance[7]. Rodrigues et al. explore the advantages of including annotator accuracies as latent
variables [14]. All of these works take advantage of annotator identities to build
stronger classifiers. However, these strategies are not applicable to our multiuncertain learning scenario because they require labeler identities and assume
the presence of a gold standard label in the candidate set.
Correlation Modeling Recent work has focused on taking advantage of information available in the feature space to model their correlations with the corresponding label sets, thus resulting in disambiguated candidate label sets [20, 22].
These papers make the smoothness assumption, which assumes instances closely
packed in the feature space are likely to share the same label. We maintain
this assumption in our attempt to reduce uncertainty using label propagation.
However, disambiguation strategies are easily misled by the false-positive labels
that occur with the gold standard in a candidate set. In other words, for a high
number of annotators per instance, these strategies are distracted from the gold
standard. [21]
2.2

Improving label quality and label propagation

Instead of identifying an algorithm that will distinguish high quality labels in an
otherwise uncertain set, we consider strategies to improve the quality of the label
set itself [15]. Brodley and Friedl create classifiers that serve as noisy filters on
training data with potentially mislabeled instances [3]. In a more recent study on
removing noise prior to training, Northcutt et al. use rank pruning to estimate
error rates within the data set and remove mislabeled instances based on these
error rates [11].
In practice, it does not make sense to disregard expensive, expert provided
labels. We approach this challenge of improving label quality by adding informed
labels rather than removing noisy ones.
Propagation is the process of extending information from a well known instance to a lesser known instance. It is often applied in a semi-supervised learning
scenario, where known labels are extended unlabeled points that are nearby in
the feature space. Zhu et al. proposed an algorithm that uses the labeled points
to “push” labels to unlabeled instances [23] . Wang et al. presented a similar
idea based on a linear neighborhood model [18]. Kang et al. expanded this idea
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to the multi-label problem, where each instance can have multiple correct labels
[8]. Note the difference between the multi-label problem and uncertain labels.
In multi-labels, each instance may have more than one correct label (such as
with categorizing an image); in uncertain labels, the gold standard label may
not exist in an instances given label set.
Rather than propagating labels exclusively to unlabeled points, we propagate
labels to all points and add them within their uncertain label sets. This way
we may leverage label information within the existing label set to extrapolate
new, informed labels to train classifiers. Our contribution reduces noise within
uncertain label sets without the need for annotator identities or filtering labels.
To our knowledge, we are the first to apply this method of appending propagated
labels to training sets that fall in the multi-uncertain scenario.

3
3.1

Methodology
Formal Definition of the Multi-Uncertain Scenario

In a standard supervised learning scenario, the training set D = {(xi , yi )}N
i=1
contains N instances, where xi ∈ X is a feature vector of length M and yi ∈ Y
is the corresponding known label. In machine learning literature, yi is typically
referred to as the gold standard or ground truth label G. In a training set with
noisy labels, R different annotators, or experts, provide a set of labels, yi =
{yi 1 , yi 2 , ..., yi R } for every ith instance. A training set consists of reference truths
when the gold standard yG is not guaranteed to be included in a given label set,
or, P r(yG ∈ yi ) 6= 1. We make no assumptions for the label sets. We do not
assume that the same R annotators are labeling each instance. For each instance
we only have a set of labels which may or may not contain the gold standard
yG .
We reserve the term multi-uncertain for training sets that possess these three
characteristics: 1) the ground truth is unknown, 2) the reference truth is uncertain or noisy, and 3) annotator identity is independent between instances.
We define the gold inclusion percentage PG as the frequency at which the
gold standard appears
in the label set for the entirety of the training data.
PN
i=1 1(yG ∈yi )
where 1(·) is the indicator function.
Specifically, PG =
N
It is apparent that a simple majority voting strategy alone will not suffice for
datasets with low values of PG . In the following sections we discuss a strategy
for adding adding informed labels that will improve the accuracy of classifiers.
3.2

Informed Labels

We present a method of introducing a new set of labels yg within the training data to map Y ⇒ Y 0 where yi0 = {yi g , yi 1 , yi 2 , ..., yi R } for every instance
yi0 ∈ Y 0 . We use a cluster-based method that leverages label information from
points surrounding an instance to derive a new label. Given a dataset with N
instances and M features, we denote xi as a feature vector of length M for a
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given instance i. We start with a hierarchical clustering of the set of feature
vectors xi ∈ X and prune the resulting dendrogram from the bottom-up. This
pruning method searches for a set of clusters, {C1 , C2 , ..., Ck }, that are densely
packed with respect to a minimum number of features, F .
Definition 1. Let D be the distribution of all normalized values for a feature
in a cluster, C. C is densely packed with respect to that feature if the standard
deviation of D is no greater than a threshold, t.
Each cluster Ci ∈ {C1 , C2 , ..., Ck } must meet the requirement in Equation
1. The expression within the first set of brackets of the equation represents
Definition 1. The pruning method has two input parameters, F and t, where
F is the minimum number of densely packed features in a cluster and t is a
1
specified threshold. We define F = M
2 and t = 3 in our experiments. For the
LIDC data, a parameter analysis showed our choice of t resulted in clusters that
were characterized by similar features and of appropriate size.
  [


M
X
1 σ
xi,j ≤ t ≥ F
j=1

(1)

∀xi ∈Ci

where xi,j is the j th feature of the ith instance.
The entire set of labels within a cluster is then used to assign a unanimous
label to all instances in the cluster. For a given Ci we consider the set of all
uncertain labels, l = yCi , where |l| = R|Ci |. The mode of this set l is used as the
g
informed label: yC
= mode(l).
i
3.3

Generating Noise

In order to measure the uncertainty of the label set for a given instance, the
golden standard for that instance must be known. In our analysis we generate
uncertain label sets from a set of baseline, supervised classification data sets.
Note that these supervised data sets will have a gold standard for every observation, (xi , yi ) for all instances in X.
Uncertain label sets are generated by first parameterizing a distribution from
the known pairs of observations and gold standards, (xi , yi ) . Let V be the set of
all possible values for all labels in the dataset. The distribution fxi from which
each label is randomly drawn is

fxi (y; p) =



p

y = yi
y 6= yi and v ∈ V


0

otherwise

1−p
 |V |

(2)

In this definition, p is a parameter for the probability that the golden standard
is included in the label set yi . This value is adjusted to alter the probability that
the true label appears in the overall uncertain label set, PG .
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Definition 2. PG is the proportion of label sets within a data set that contain
the gold standard label, yG . Formally, this is denoted as


PN
i=1 1 yG ∈ yi
PG =
N
for a data set X with N observations.
More specifically, for a given uncertain label set yi = {yi 1 , yi 2 , ..., yi R } for
every ith instance, P (yG 6∈ yi ) = (1 − p)|yi | . Thus, increasing p decreases the
uncertainty for all generated uncertain label sets. Because we are given the gold
standard for every observation, we can directly observe what proportion of the
uncertain label sets contain their respective gold labels, or PG . Adjusting p
indirectly controls this value of PG while maintaining independence with respect
to the method in which random labels are selected.
The overall method of generating a multi-uncertain data set from a supervised data set is described by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Generation of multi-uncertain label sets
input: probability of gold standard p
Result: Uncertain label set yi for all xi ∈ X
1 for xi ∈ X do
2
set distribution fxi (y; p) as defined by Equation 2;
3
choose R labels from this distribution to form a label set yi ;
4 end
Line 2 defines a parameter as described in Equation 2. In Line 3, labels
are drawn R times from this distribution to simulate receiving labels from R
annotators.

4
4.1

Experiments
Experimental Data

We apply our methods to six UCI datasets: breast, iris, wine, class, e. coli,
and yeast [6]. We chose well-known datasets within the UCI Repository that
consisted of continuous features and discrete classes. Each data set is treated as a
classification problem with nominal classes. The datasets vary in dimensionality
and in the number of classes, as described in Table 1. We transform the gold
standard labels into uncertain datasets as in 3.3. In testing, we use the original
gold standard from the pair (xi , yi ) to assess accuracy.
4.2

Classification Methods

We apply informed labels in training four different classification methods: CART,
SVM, logistic regression, and the EM prior algorithm implemented in Jin et al
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Dataset Features Classes Instances
Breast
30
2
569
Iris
4
3
150
Wine
13
3
150
Glass
10
5
214
E. Coli
7
7
336
Yeast
8
10
1484
Table 1: Information about six UCI datasets used in the experiments.

[7]. Every classification algorithm is a supervised classifier. We use these classifiers because they are well-known and used classification techniques. We train
the classifiers on the mode of each label set yi . The EM prior algorithm utilizes
the raw, uncertain label sets. The accuracies reported in this paper are always
with respect to the gold standard included in the UCI datasets.
We implement the EM prior algorithm described by Jin et al. because it does
not attempt to learn labeler accuracies but still remains relevant and effective
in the task of identifying the gold label. We expect to improve the performance
of this algorithm for instances where the gold label is not guaranteed to be in a
label set. We implement the EM prior algorithm rather than the EM algorithm
because it is more appropriate for our label sets which will have prior class
distributions, as a result of the process described in Section 3.3.
Logistic regression and EM prior models have no hyper-parameters to tune.
CART trees are pruned through cross validation within the training set. SVMs
are also tuned via a validation set with a tuning grid of C × Γ , where C =
{10i }3i=−3 and Γ = {10i }3i=−3 .
4.3

Performance Evaluation

In addition to accuracy, we evaluate the classification performance using runtime,
transparency, confidence, and interpretability. The runtime for each classifier was
derived on a Dell Optiplex 7020 Desktop computer as the average of ten runs
reported for each of the six UCI datasets. Transparency refers to how easily the
principle of a classification method is understood by human intuition [2], whereas
interpretability is the level of clarity to a user on how a classification method
derived a prediction from training information [10]. The values for these two
arguably subjective standards are provided by [2] and [9], comparative studies
on different supervised algorithms. Finally, the confidence is measured through
the probabilistic outcome of the learning algorithm itself. Statistical algorithms
are specially considered, as predictions are associated with a level of confidence
for which a given label can be assessed.
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5

Results and Discussion

In this section, we compare the classifiers using the soft performance evaluation
metrics described in 4.3, contrast results between simple and complex classification problems, and make a special comparison to the EM prior classifier.
5.1

Comparing Classifiers

We present graphs for each classifier displaying the accuracy as a function of
PG , as defined in 3.1 . Consider Figure 1. There are two lines for each classifier:
one for the classifier trained on the mode of the uncertain label set Y (dotted
line) and the other trained on the mode of the uncertain label set with informed
labels Y 0 (solid line). All accuracies on a scale of [0,1] reported in the y-axis are
with respect to the known golden label set for the data. The classifier curve for
this figure is a polynomial fit of degree three on the accuracy data. The method
of generating classifier curves and coloring shown in Figure 1 is maintained for
the remaining graphs in this paper. Costs of each classifier are shown in Table 2.
EM Prior is considered separately in a later section, but is included in the Table
2.
Metric

CART

SVM

Logistic EM Prior
Regression
Runtime (ms)
2.600 3292.413
5.017
1065.173
Transparency
Excellent Average Excellent
Poor
Probabalistic
No
No
Yes
Yes
Confidence
Interpretability Excellent Poor
Excellent Excellent
Table 2: Cost analysis of the classification methods used in the experiments

In Figure 1, it is clear that informed labels do not significantly improve
classifier performance on simple classification problems. Note that the breast,
iris, and wine datasets are simpler classification tasks with only 2-3 possible
classes. We expect that the best achievable accuracy will be similar for these three
datasets regardless of classification method and that the resulting classification
curves will remain close to one another. The plot of all classifier curves in for
each dataset in Figure 2 shows tightly packed, nearly indistinguishable curves
for these three datasets . However, the curves for the glass, e. coli, and yeast
datasets maintain separation with the addition of informed labels, indicating a
clear accuracy boost from these labels. Because of this distinction in behavior
between simple and complex classification problems, we continue the comparison
of these datasets by splitting them into simple (breast, iris, wine) and complex
(glass, e. coli, yeast) categories for the remainder of this discussion.
Significance Tests Table 3 shows the result of adding a single informed label
to an uncertain label set for varying numbers of R annotators. In order to asses
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CART

SVM

Log. Reg

Breast

Iris

Wine

Glass

E. coli

Yeast
Fig. 1: Graphs of accuracy with respect to varying levels of PG for all UCI datasets and
classification methods for R = 3. The dotted line is without informed labels and the
solid line is with informed labels.

the effect of informed labels applied to various levels of PG , we “bin” the values
PG into three groups: [0, 0.5), [0.5, 0.7), and [0.7, 1]. This evenly breaks up each
graph in Figure 1 into three groups for performing a t-test amongst a similar
range of data. Each cell is the p-value of a t-test for the difference of means
between each group of classifiers trained on Y and the corresponding Y 0 within
the same bin. Let µn be the accuracy of the classifier trained on Y and µi be
the accuracy of the classifier trained on the Y 0 . We are testing Ho : µn = µi and
Ha : µn < µi . We perform 72 tests here, so we use a Bonferroni correction and
set α = 0.05/72 ≈ 0.0007.
In Table 3, for complex problems with two and three annotators, we see a
significant increase in accuracy across the values for CART trees and logistic
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Simple

Complex

breast

glass

iris

ecoli

wine

yeast

Fig. 2: Plot of fitted curves for all classifiers and all datasets where R = 3.
R Classifier

Simple
Complex
[0, 0.5) [0.5,0.7) [0.7,1.0] [0, 0.5) [0.5,0.7) [0.7,1.0]
CART 1.000 0.722 0.0000
0.000 0.0000 0.000
SVM
1.000 0.745 0.0000 0.0215 0.0000 0.0000
2
LR
1.000 0.150
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
EM
0.819 0.448 5.94e-02 7.21e-01 9.78e-01 9.97e-01
CART 0.376 0.452
0.287
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SVM
0.698 0.170 3.29e-01 0.0000 0.0000 7.17e-03
3
LR
0.587 0.222 2.34e-01 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
EM
0.977 0.144 1.59e-01 2.97e-01 7.34e-01 1.000
CART
1.73e-01 0.000
0.000
SVM
9.54e-01 2.71e-02 0.0000
4
LR
3.07e-01 0.0000 0.0000
EM
2.57e-01 3.81e-01 1.000
Table 3: p-values of t-test for difference in means of classifiers trained on Y and Y 0

regression. Support vector machines also follow this trend with a few exceptions.
We believe that the optimization of the SVM parameters narrowed the window
of improvement for the informed labels.
When R = 4 there are fewer improvements. For all tests we train the models
on the mode of Y or Y 0 . However, we add only one informed label per uncertain
set. We expect that if a larger number of informed labels were added to R = 4
we would see performance similar to that of R = 2 and R = 3.
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5.2

Comparison to Weak Supervised Classifier: EM Analysis

We specially consider EM prior because it was developed specifically for noisy
label set scenarios and is a correlation-based weak supervised classifier. Across
all instances, the addition of informed labels does not improve the performance
of the EM classifier. The graphs in Figure 3, which display the result of the
EM classifier with and without informed labels, confirm this notion. However,
because the EM models defined by Jin et al. were designed specifically for noisy
label sets where the gold standard is guaranteed, or PG = 1, we expect that our
classifiers will achieve similar accuracies as the EM prior for low values of PG .
Breast

Glass

Iris

E. coli

Wine

Yeast

Fig. 3: Graphs of accuracy with respect to varying levels of PG on EM prior classification
method for all UCI datasets and for R = 3. Axes, distinguishing colors/lines/shapes,
and scaling are all the same as in Figure 1.

Using our method, simple classification models such as CART trees and logistic regression are able to achieve an similar accuracy as EM prior in label sets
with high levels of uncertainty. This is outlined in Table 4 and Figure 4, where
it is clearly visible that a classifier trained on Y jumps to meet the EM prior
curve when trained on Y 0 . As discussed previously, Table 4 and Figure 4 perform
comparisons related to EM Prior only for the complex classification problems.
According to the classification costs in Table 2, CART trees and logistic regression models are considerably cheaper than EM prior but maintain comparable
accuracy rates when trained on Y 0 .
In Table 4, we perform a t-test for the difference of means between the
accuracy of the EM prior algorithm and other classification models trained on
Y 0 where R = 3. The binning for these tests is identical to the binning performed
in Table 3. Let µEM be the accuracy of the EM prior model trained on Y and µn
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SVM

Logistic

Glass

E. coli

Yeast

Fig. 4: Graphs of classifier performance compared to EM prior performance for complex
datasets.

be the accuracy of the model trained on Y 0 . Then, each cell represents a p-value
for Ho : µEM = µn and Ha : µEM > µn . Table 4 shows that for the lower range of
values PG = [0, 0.5) our method paired with a simple classification method, such
as decision trees, achieves the same accuracy as the EM prior model on complex
classification tasks. Furthermore, Figure 4 shows the effect of our informed noise
on various classifiers compared to the EM model.
Classifier [0,0.5) [0.5,0.7) [0.7,1.0]
CART 0.0933 1.48e-04 0.0000
SVM 0.3040 1.11e-01 0.0000
Logistic 0.0981 0.0000 0.0000
EM Prior 0.7030 0.266e-1 1.46e-04
Table 4: p-values of t-test for difference in means of EM prior model and classifiers
trained on Y 0
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6

Conclusion

In complex classification tasks with three or more classes, we find that our
method of using informed labels in a uncertain label set significantly improves
classifier accuracy across all levels of gold inclusion and annotator numbers for
CART and logistic regression classifiers. For SVM we see a similar improvement
in performance, but this improvement is not unanimous.
In the case of EM prior we demonstrate that informed labels allow other,
simpler classifiers to perform just as well as the EM algorithm in label sets with
low values of PG . Therefore, we assert that by using informed labels, cheap and
accessible machine learning models are able to achieve at least the same, if not
better, accuracy as their costly but high performing counterparts for scenarios
with highly uncertain labels.
We acknowledge the need to experiment with adding more than one informed
label to a set of labels with a large number of R annotators. It would be interesting to explore this relationship between R and the number of informed labels
added to a set. In addition, there is much potential for probabilistic classifiers
to be used in deriving these informative labels.
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Abstract. On an industrial plant, have being used signals from the measurement
sensors in order to control process and provide accurate and effective estimating
of the equipment health. Unexpected behavior of process signals can indicate an
upcoming issue or failure and may be an early warning that remedial action may
be necessary. We investigated the question of whether or not we can identify and
predict such anomalies in process signals. Our goal is to implement Machine
Learning and data augmentations approach to build up a predictive model for
detecting anomalies in non-stationary and noisy signals. We used different statistical features, had being extracted from the signal, to train the classification
model which able to predict the anomaly score of the given fragment of the signal. As we did not have a large sample of real signals with labeled anomalies, we
developed synthetic dataset with various type of anomalies via a data augmentation approach. In addition, we proposed a new function to calculate the anomaly
score based on the statistical feature of the signal.
Keywords: anomaly detection, time series, machine learning, predictive analytics

1

Introduction

To improve competitiveness and efficiency of production present-day industrial companies are starting to transform their manufacturing plants to conform to Industry 4.0.
The key point of such transformation is implementation fundamentally new methods of
industrial data processing and analyzing, which volume extremely increases by each
day [1]. However, utilization on practice these methods regards to only data visualization and long-term store of data, meanwhile extracting useful knowledge appears very
rarely [2]. The implementation of modern data processing methods within machine
learning techniques allows building up industrial predictive analytics systems [3].
"The research supported by Russian Ministry of Education and Science (project no.
2.4218.2017/4.6)"

*
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Process signals are variable, noisy and non-stationary, which make it extremely hard to
analyze by standard control systems or by any person [4]. There are needs methods,
which take into account historical experience of equipment maintenance and have the
ability to adapt to the volatile dynamic of signals in order to analyze such data [5]. One
of the most important issues of analyzing process signals is anomaly detection that can
be an early indication of equipment failure [6]. Early warning that remedial action may
be necessary is a key role in the avoidance of accident on production and breakdowns.
Note that in process signal analyzing can distinguish three types of anomalies [7]:
 single– individual instances of data are abnormal with respect to all data;
 contextual – instances of data are anomalous only in a certain time interval;
 collective – a sequence of data instances connected in some way is abnormal with
respect to the whole data set.
In this paper, we investigated collective anomalies, since detections of this type are the
most difficult issue. Further, in this paper, anomalies will be associated with collective
anomalies and values of signals that correspond to normal behavior will be called as
regular.
The anomaly detection in industrial systems has been attracting increased attention
among researchers and industry personnel. In this work [8] proposed an approach with
neural network architecture with the structure constructed from the event ordering relationship to detect anomaly in the manufacturing processes. In this paper [9] a visual
analytics approach to the visualization of technical processes is presented. The discrete
state encoding gives a neat overview of the observed process and shows the main process states over the timeline. Next paper [10] present method generalizes to application
with almost any multivariate dataset based on independent ordinations of repeated
(bootstrapped) partitions of the dataset and inspection of the joint distribution of ordinal
distances.
However, the high complexity of the processes and the continuously growing amount
of data present challenges to detect anomaly in manufacturing systems. At present-day,
there is a little example of the implementation of anomaly detection system to industrial
production. One such example is the Clover platform – a predictive analysis system for
industrial companies [11], Astera is an analytical program for digital industrial transformation [12], an analytics module as part of the AggreGate corporate digital platform
[13]. These systems based on both machine learning and statistical approach, however
complex math models of equipment was being used as well, which developing require
a lot of efforts. Such situation has shown that anomaly detection still has an issue with
providing stable and universal of algorithms regarding real signals with different nature.
There are objective reasons why math models are needed [14]. First, signals have a high
level of non-stationary and dynamic in a vast range, each problem potentially requires
its own model. Second, it is hard to find sufficient data with anomalies to train a universal model. This paper dedicated to the implementation of machine learning and augmentation of real signals by the pattern of anomalies to develop a stable and robust
anomaly detection model in vast fields of utilization.
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2

Formal problem definition

Consider the signal 𝑋(𝑡) = {𝑥1 , . . 𝑥𝑛 , . . 𝑥𝑛+𝑘 } with an equal sampling period Δt. It is
necessary to develop a model 𝑎(𝑋(𝑡), 𝜃), where 𝜃 are the model parameters, which,
based on the training fragment with regular values 𝑋𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 , determine whether the test
fragments 𝑋𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 are abnormal in the form of a response vector 𝑦𝑖 ∈ 𝑌 = {0; 1}, where
𝑖 is the fragment number, 0 corresponds to regular signal values, 1 is anomalous. To
estimate the quality of the model, we will use the following metrics: accuracy, precision, and recall [15].

3

Methodology

This section proposes a new approach for anomaly detection in process signals. The
proposed approach involves: (1) training a model of the regular behavior of a given
signal; and (2) testing newly arrived data against the model of regular behavior. Consider building process the model 𝑎(𝑋(𝑡), 𝜃). The analyzed signal 𝑋(𝑡) is splitted into
training 𝑋𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 and test 𝑋𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 samples. The model parameters are determined by the
following set 𝜃 = {𝑚, 𝐹, 𝑄, 𝑧, 𝑐}, where 𝑚 is the signal fragment length, 𝐹 is the set of
statistical feature of the fragment, 𝑄 is the functional for calculating the anomaly score
of the fragment, 𝑧 is the threshold coefficient of dispersion, с is the classification algorithm. For each signal fragment 𝑋(𝑡) with duration m, a set of statistical features is
calculated 𝐹 = [𝑓1 , 𝑓2 … , 𝑓𝑘 ] [11]. Next, for each fragment of 𝑋𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 from the test sample,
estimated the anomalous score of each feature 𝑓𝑘 separately according to the functional:
𝑘
𝑘
𝑘
𝑘
𝑘
𝑄(𝐹, 𝑧) = 𝑀[𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
] − 𝑧 × 𝐷[𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
] ≤ 𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
≤ 𝑀[𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
] + 𝑧 × 𝐷[𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
],

(1)

where 𝑓 𝑘 is the 𝑘-th feature, 1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑁, M [*] and D [*] the mean value and variance,
respectively, 𝑧 – coefficient of variance. The essence of the using (1) is to assess the
𝑘
belonging to the distribution 𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
of the training sample, while z setting the width of
the interval in which the comparison takes place.
The result of the calculation 𝑄(𝐹, 𝑧) is the matrix D = [𝑛 × 𝑘], d𝑛,𝑘 = {0,1}, where 𝑛
is the number of fragments, 𝑘 is the number of calculated features. The true value of
expression (1) means a hit in the distribution interval, the false - opposite. The matrix
is D a new feature space, which is being feed to the input of the pre-trained classifier
clf [16], to determine whether this fragment is abnormal or not. The training of the
classifier occurs on the marked signals [17], where it is indicated which fragment is
abnormal, other words for each object from the training set 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 , the answers are
known 𝑦(𝑥) ∈ {0; 1}.
It is worth noting that a trained classifier can being use to work with other signals, not
only with those on which it was trained. For further use of this classifier, the presence
of anomalies in the training sample is not required; there is enough data with a regular
signal behavior. This is being achieve because not the signal values themselves are fed
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to the input of the classifier, but independent and universal statistical features [18]. This
fact allows the classifier trained on model data to be used at the initial stage of the
algorithm operation. Further, to increase the proportion of correct detections and reduce
false positives, retrain the classifier on real data.

4

Data augmentation approach

For training and evaluation of the accuracy of the algorithm, a training data set had been
developed by joining real signals from the control system of a compressor and synthetic
abstract patterns of anomalies. These patterns of anomalies frequently encountered in
real signals. From a certain moment, various types of mutations had been applied to
real signals, which can be interpreted as anomalies for these signals. The use of patterns
anomalies allows augmentation of data and investigating the applicability of machine
learning algorithms over a wide range. Source signals are shown in Table 1
Table 1. Examples of real signals.
Process parameter

Bearing temperature, С°

Compressor inlet pressure,
MPa

Trend of signal
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Process parameter

Trend of signal

Compressor outlet pressure,
MPa

Pressure drop in the filter,
MPa

In work, being used five models of anomalies, which in practice, as the rule, characterize the appearance of negative phenomena in the operation of equipment. Description
of models and their parameters are given below:
“trend change”. For anomalies of this kind starting from a certain point in time,
which is the begin point of an anomaly, a straight line is superimposed on the signal
under a certain slope, the value of which can be interpreted as the degree of anomaly.
The magnitude of the value usually does not exceed 0.1 and varies depending on the
signal.
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙[𝑖] = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙[𝑖] + 𝛼 ∗ 𝑖.
“increase dispersion”. In this augmentation case is necessary to decompose the signal into additive components of the trend and noise. Further, by choosing a positive
constant 𝛼 > 1, multiply it’s with noise component and sum it to the trend component.
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙[𝑖] = 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑[𝑖] + 𝛼 ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒[𝑖], 𝛼 > 1.
“decrease dispersion”. Reproduced the same steps as with “increase dispersion”,
except that the constant 𝛼 < 1.
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𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙[𝑖] = 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑[𝑖] + 𝛼 ∗ 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒[𝑖], 1 > 𝛼 > 0.
“trend shift”. First of all, it is necessary to choose the constant shift, which will
characterize the magnitude of the shift. Then, from a certain moment of time, sum this
constant to the signal value. The value of the constant shift is selected depending on the
signal.
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙[𝑖] = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙[𝑖] + 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡.
“add noise”. For this type of anomaly, Gaussian noise is superimposed with medium
𝑝 = 0 and variable variance 𝜎 to the signal.
𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙[𝑖] = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙[𝑖] + 𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒(0, 𝜎).
It is worth noting that for each type of anomaly there is some variable parameter
(𝛼, 𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑓𝑡, 𝜎), which shows how much the anomaly is expressed relative to the original
signal. All parameters have been normalized to the specified signals so that they can be
represented as a percentage of changes. This approach allows us to investigate the adequacy of detection models over a wide range, both in case of pronounced cases with a
high degree of the anomaly and hidden, less obvious cases with a low degree of anomaly in the signal.
Figure 1 shows examples of signals with anomalies. The vertical line represents the
moment when an anomaly is superimposed on the signal.
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Fig. 1. Sample signals with anomalies.

5

Description of experiment

To assess the accuracy and robust of the proposed algorithm, an experiment was conducted on augmented data. The anomaly was 10–15% of the duration of the original
signal and was superimposed at the end of the signal. After that, each signal is divided
into a training and test part with respect to 30% to 70%. Table 2 shows the statistical
features, that were used as 𝐹 in (1). The duration of each signal fragment was 𝑚 = 60.
The clf classification algorithm used the gradient boosting from the xgboost package
[19], which was widely used in binary classification problems in various applications.
Table 2. List of features.
Mean
Std

Title

Description
Mean value
Standard deviation
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Title
turn_point
absolute_sum_of changes
abs_energy
complexity
Kurtosis
mean_absolute_changes
mean_second_derivative_central
Mean
Std
turn_point
absolute_sum_of changes

6

Description
Numbers of pick
Sum of absolute values
Absolute energy
Complexity
Fourth standard moment
Mean absolute of changes
Mean second derivative
Mean value
Standard deviation
Numbers of pick
Sum of absolute values

Results

The following results had been obtained for various types of anomalies during experiment. Table 3 shows the values of the metrics averaged over all degrees of anomalies.
Table 3. – Algorithm performance.
Change_trend
Increase_dispersion
Decrease_dispersion
Shift_trend
Add_noise

Accuracy
95.43
88.00
81.21
82.80
92.38

Precision
95.22
85.51
62.96
77.17
88.70

Recall
93.49
78.87
56.35
61.71
85.62

The following Figure 2 shows examples of work of the algorithm. The upper graphs
show the analyzed signals, the vertical line represents the moment of the beginning of
the anomaly. At the bottom are presented the predictions of the algorithm: 0 – regular
behavior, 1 – anomaly.
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a)

b)
Fig.2. The model performance with different types anomalies:
a) «increase_dispersion» b) «shift_trend».
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7

The discussion of the results

Figure 3 shows graphs of the proportion of correct detection (accuracy) and degree of
anomaly for each type of anomaly. Recall that the anomaly scale is not normalized and
is chosen individually for each type of anomaly. The physical meaning of varying the
degree of anomaly is that the anomalies with a high degree are obvious and thus easy
to identify. At the same time, a small degree of anomaly is of great interest, which is
difficult to detect even for a human expert.

Fig.3. The model performance depend from anomaly degree.

From Figure 3 it follows that for the types "increase_dispersion", "decrease_dispersion"
and "shift_trend" the proposal that strong anomalies are detected with higher accuracy
is confirmed. However, anomalies of the “change_trend” and “add_noise” types are
detected with a high degree of accuracy regardless of the degree of anomaly. At the
same time, for “shift_trend” and “decrease_dispersion” accuracy is much less than for
other types. This fact suggests that the feature space does not best reflect the manifestation of these types of anomalies.
Additionally, the dependence of the quality of the algorithm on the variance coefficient
z was studied. Figure 4 shows the dependences of the fraction of correct detections for
different values z of for each type of anomaly. From this figure it follows that the best
quality of the algorithm for each type of anomaly is achieved with different values of
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the parameter z. In this case, the increase or decrease in the parameter z acts as a sensitivity regulator of the algorithm. Increasing the sensitivity improves the accuracy of the
algorithm, however, this increases the number of false positives. On the contrary, the
“desensitization” of the algorithm reduces the number of false positives, but can also
lead to the omission of the anomaly. The parameter z must also be selected depending
on the specific goals in the application tasks of the production.

Fig. 4. Accuracy dependiceis from z.

In order to test the algorithm in real conditions of analysis, an additional experiment
were carried out on data from overpressure sensors installed on the linear sections of
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the infield oil pipeline. The leak on the pipeline at which an abrupt decrease in pressure
occurs are considered as anomalies. The evaluation of the algorithm was carried out by
expert comparison of the predictions of the algorithm and the journal entries, where
such events are recorded by the operating personnel operating the pipeline. For training
the model, the sensor readings were submitted for one month with the regular operation,
for which it is known that there were no gusts. As a classifier, the same model was used,
which was trained for the previous problem with model data.
Consider the operation of the algorithm on real data in Figure 5. The signal fragment
with a narrow peak in the upper graph corresponds to the moment of a pipeline break.
The bottom graph shows the reaction of the algorithm. The model results had being
compared with 12 known cases of pipeline breaks, for which the developed model also
correctly identified the breaks. In quantities estimation, it is 95%. Note that the physical
nature of the signals is significantly different from the signals that were used to train
the model, but the model nevertheless with high accuracy identifies anomalies. Varying
the parameter m for signal fragmentation makes it possible to detect anomalies of varying length of time, day, or any other, depending on the task and the inertia of the
studied processes. The results of the model for solving the problem of detecting leaks
demonstrate the universality of the developed algorithm and readiness for use in reallife monitoring systems of technical systems.

Fig. 5. The model performance on real signals.
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Conclusion
The article discusses the identification of anomalies in technological signals using machine learning methods. Real data have been supplemented with five patterns of anomalies to obtain training data. The developed samples covers a large number of signals
and anomalies found in the real world, due to changes parameters of anomalies in a
wide range. The novel approach of anomaly detection had being developed which based
on the transformation of the original signals into sets of statistical features, and further
classification. The dependences of the algorithm parameters for various types of anomalies are investigated and recommendations are given on the application of the algorithm in real systems. Additional, the experiment with real signals from pressure sensors had been carried out. The accuracy of detecting anomalies in such an experiment
is 95%.
The result obtained on real data confirms the adequacy and reliability of the proposed
approach. Based on this approach, as well as other anomaly detection models developed
by the authors as part of the study, a prototype of the anomaly detection module in the
process signals are being developed. The main advantage of the module is the invariance of the nature of the signals and the technological processes described by them.
Also, the system allows the elimination of complex mathematical models of equipment.
These properties give the ability to detect anomalies of varying complexity with high
accuracy.
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Dynamic Facial Expression Recognition Based on
Visual Rhythms and Motion History Images
Jadisha Yarif Ramírez Cornejo and Helio Pedrini
Institute of Computing, University of Campinas
Campinas, SP, 13083-852, Brazil

Abstract. Facial expressions provide important indications about human emotions. The development of an automatic emotion recognition
system based on facial expressions has received significant attention due
to its applications in several knowledge domains, such as affective computing, behavior prediction, security, biometrics, and human-computer
interactions. In this work, we propose a novel and automatic methodology for emotion recognition from dynamic facial expressions. Our approach encodes video appearance, shape, and motion information as the
fusion of Visual Rhythms (VR) and Motion History Images (MHI) for
further describing them through texture analysis. These texture analysis methods include Weber Local Descriptor (WLD), Census Transform
Histogram (CENTRIST), Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG), and
Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM). For assessing our methodology, we conducted experiments on the Binghamton University 4D Facial
Expression (BU-4DFE) data set, achieving accuracy improvements on
partial facial regions. In summary, we demonstrate that the combination
of Visual Rhythms and Motion History Images aids on the automatic
recognition of dynamic facial expressions.
Keywords: emotion recognition, dynamic facial expressions, facial features, pattern recognition, video characterization

1

Introduction

Emotion is a physiological reaction or subjective experience of human beings,
which can be expressed in audiovisual forms, such as speech, prosody, respiration
sound, pupil size, facial expression, gesture, posture, among others. Emotions can
also be expressed by biological changes, for example, heart rate, respiration rate,
sweating, temperature, muscle tension, brain waves, and facial expressions. However, facial expressions are a universal and non-verbal communication channel
that shows emotions in all human beings, allowing to communicate emotional
information in an easier, simple and natural way. A facial expression consists
of one or more facial musculature movements, which are functionally the same
in adults and newborns [2]. There is a strong evidence of universal facial expressions for seven emotions [2, 15]: anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, and surprise.
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Recently, research has been conducted to develop robust devices that can
help to understand emotions and moods of human beings. Computers should
ideally generate an artificial emotional response to human expressions in a believable way. Investigations have been carried out to apply these devices in the
development of automated tools for social mobile applications, social augmented
reality, behavioral prediction, airport security, aggression detector, video surveillance, mapping of facial expression for human biometric systems, among other
applications.
Furthermore, facial expression recognition plays an important role in affective computing research [28]. Facial expressions can also provide strong evidence
about the cognitive state of human beings, such as physical state, pain, fatigue, attention degree. More recently, many applications have been proposed
to improve human-computer interaction, such as on-board fatigue detector for
drivers, stress detector, physical pain detector, attention assessment application
in an online learning environment, or recommendation systems.
As a main contribution of this work, a novel dynamic facial expression recognition approach is proposed. The methodology consists of five main stages: (i)
automatic detection of facial fiducial points and cropping of the upper and lower
facial regions; (ii) characterization of facial regions from the video sequences
through Visual Rhythms (VR) and Motion History Images (MHI); (iii) extraction of a set of features from the facial expression regions, including the Weber
Local Descriptor (WLD) features; (iv) reduction of the extracted feature dimensionality, such that the resulting vector is transformed into a lower dimensional
space; (v) recognition of the dynamic facial expressions.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
approach proposed in this work, including details on preprocessing, video characterization, feature extraction, feature reduction and dynamic facial expression
classification. Experiments performed on the BU-4DFE data set are described
and discussed in Section 3. Finally, some concluding remarks are presented in
Section 4.

2

Dynamic Facial Expression Recognition Method

The proposed facial expression recognition method is explained in this section.
The main stages of the method are illustrated in Figure 1 and described as
follows.
2.1

Preprocessing

The video preprocessing stage is crucial for performing facial expression recognition. Hence, this stage is required to reduce the complexity of the subsequent
steps, such as extraction and recognition. This phase is also fundamental towards
the success of the emotion recognition task.
Initially, an automatic detection of facial fiducial points is performed over the
first frame of the video sequences using the Dlib Facial Landmark Detector [23],
which tracks 68 facial landmarks points. Then, the upper and lower facial regions

Visual Rhythms

Weber Local
Descriptor Extraction

Census Transform
Histogram Extraction

Motion History Images

Histogram of Oriented
Gradient Extraction
Gray-Level
Co-Occurrence
Matrix

Classiﬁcation

Feature Reduction Facial Feature Extraction Video Characterization

Preprocessing
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Fig. 1: Diagram of the facial expression recognition methodology.

are cropped by proper bounding rectangles, which were defined based on the
distance between the facial fiducial points. The top bounding rectangle width is
calculated as the distance between the outer end points of the eyebrows, whereas
the height is determined by the maximum distance between the trisection points
of the eyebrow upper arcs and the bottom points of the lower eyelids. Figure 2.(b)
depicts some upper facial region samples from the BU-4DFE data set. For the
bottom bounding rectangle, the width is defined as the distance between the
mouth corners and its height is set as the length between the top and bottom
points of mouth on the midline. Some samples of the upper regions from the
BU-4DFE data set are shown in Figure 2.(c).
After preprocessing the first frame, a facial landmark tracking based on a
dense optical flow tracking algorithm [25] is executed on the next frames, whose
upper and upper facial regions are also cropped using the bounding rectangles
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defined previously. Finally, all color video frames are converted into grayscale
images.

(a)

(b)
(c)

Fig. 2: Cropped facial expression regions from BU-4DFE data set. From left
to right, the emotions cataloged are anger, surprise, disgust, and sadness. (a)
original video frame samples; (b) upper facial expression regions; (c) lower facial
expression regions.

2.2

Video Characterization

The Visual Rhythms and Motion History Images (MHI), applied for characterizing the sequences of facial expression videos, are briefly described as follows.
Visual Rhythms (VR) This strategy [8] is employed over the upper and lower
facial regions from the video sequences. This technique allows the extraction of
spatio-temporal information and summarizes the video sequences into one single
image. Visual Rhythm (VR) has been used for diverse computer vision tasks [29,
33], such as action recognition, video caption detection and facial spoofing attack
detection. VR consists of joining pixel slices from all the frames of a video. The
choice about how to form the pixel slices is arbitrary, which depends on the type
of information desired. The pixel set can be extracted from the entire image or
just from some image regions. For instance, a video V in the domain 2D + t
has t frames of dimension H × W = N pixels, where pixels of each frame t can
be concatenated following any orientation pattern - that is, horizontal, vertical,
diagonal - to form an image of dimension N × t pixels, called visual rhythm.
After executing several experiments following different orientation patterns
for concatenating the pixels, we decided to work with a horizontal orientation
pattern, since it allowed to obtain higher accuracy rates for the emotion recognition task. Therefore, the visual rhythm is generated for both upper and lower
facial regions. The top of Figure 3 shows a sample frame of the upper facial
region sequences, where the bottom displays the visual rhythm image generated
from the entire upper region sequences.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3: Visual rhythm representations from the top facial region sequences for
different emotions. (a) anger; (b) disgust; (c) fear; (d) happiness; (e) sadness; (f)
surprise.

Motion History Images (MHI) This technique [5, 12] is a temporal template that describes where the motion occurs and how the object is moving.
MHI has been largely adopted in image processing tasks, such as facial action
unit detection [16, 34], action recognition [19], posture recognition [38], among
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others. MHI extracts silhouettes through background subtraction and adds the
differences between video subsequences. MHI represents the motion history from
stacking the video sequence into a single image.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4: (a)(c) Examples of video sequences from the upper and lower facial region
of a sample from the BU-4DFE data set; (b)(d) MHI generated from the video
sequence in (a)(c).
Therefore, a motion history image is generated from the sequences of cropped
facial regions. Figures 4(a) and 4(c) show a sequence of facial regions (eyes and
mouth), whereas Figures 4(b) and 4(d) exhibit their respective motion history
images.
2.3

Facial Feature Extraction

Four feature extraction techniques - Weber Local Descriptor (WLD), Census
Transform Histogram (CENTRIST), Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
and Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCM) - are used for facial expression
recognition.
Weber Local Descriptor (WLD) This method [7] is a powerful image descriptor inspired by the Weber’s Law, a historically important psychological law
which states that the change in a stimulus that will be just noticeable is a constant ratio of the original stimulus. The WLD descriptor has been used for several
image processing and computer vision tasks, such as face recognition, emotion
recognition [1, 24, 27], gender classification, and image forgery detection.
The WLD descriptor is defined by two components, a differential excitation
and an orientation, which are both calculated for each pixel of a given image.
Differential excitation denotes the intensity differences between a central pixel
and its neighbors. This ratio is set by the sum of the intensity differences, divided
by the central pixel, defined as
"
#
X (xi − xc )
ξ(xc ) = arctan
(1)
xc
i
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where ξ(xc ) is the differential excitation, xc represents each pixel with its pixel
neighbors xi , and arctan function is used since it can restrict the result value
in order to prevent it from increasing or decreasing too much when the input
data becomes greater or smaller. Orientation describes the ratio of the change
in the horizontal and vertical direction of a pixel. This is calculated over x and
y gradients generated by [1, 0, 1] and [−1, 0, 1]T filters that operate at the same
differential excitation neighborhood. It can be computed as follows:
#
"
Gx
(2)
θ(xc ) = arctan
Gy
where Gi is the gradient calculated by the pixel difference in direction i ∈ {x, y}.
Therefore, the differential excitation ξ and orientation θ are linearly quantized
into T dominant differential magnitudes and orientations, respectively. Then, in
order to build the WLD histogram, the differential excitation ξ and orientation
θ are computed for each pixel, generating T subhistograms. Each subhistogram
is divided into M segments, which is evenly divided into S bins.
The WLD descriptor [7] is applied over the VR and MHI representations
obtained from the upper and lower facial region sequences, as shown in Figures 3
and 4, to extract textural features. After executing several experiments with
different WLD parameters, we set: (T ) = 8 dominant orientations, (M ) = 6
subhistograms, and (S) = 5 bins. We split each image into 7 columns and 9
rows, which results in 63 subregions, as shown in Figure 5(c). For each facial
subregion, we extracted WLD histograms and concatenated all of them into one
with a length of 15600 (= M × T × S × 63). The intensity values of the WLD
image describe the differential excitation information of the facial expression
image. The entire process is illustrated in Figure 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: (a) MHI representation from upper facial region sequences extracted from
BU-4DFE database; (b) filtered image by WLD from image (a); (c) WLD image
divided into 63 regions.

Census Transform Histogram (CENTRIST) This visual descriptor was
originally purposed for topological place recognition and scene categorization [35,36]. It has also been applied to pedestrian detection [20,21] and emotion
recognition [9] tasks. CENTRIST is based on Census Transform (CT), which is
a non-parametric local transform. This descriptor is a holistic representation,
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which captures general structural properties besides retains the local structures,
while suppressing detailed textural information.
CT compares the center pixel intensity value with its eight neighboring pixels.
If the value of the center pixel intensity is higher than or equal to one of its 8neighborhood, bit 1 is set in the corresponding location, otherwise, bit 0 is set.
The generated 8 bits can be joined in any order, which is converted to a base-10
number. This is the CT value of the current center pixel. Thus, a histogram of
CT values is computed with 256 bins, which is called CENTRIST.
In a similar way to WLD feature extraction, CENTRIST was applied over the
representations of VR and MHI from the upper and lower facial region sequences.
The images were also divided into 63 regions in order to extract the CENTRIST
features from each subregion. For each image, the resulting CENTRIST vectors
are concatenated, forming a vector of length 256 × 63 = 16128. Figure 6 shows
a sample of a census transformed MHI representation.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: (a) MHI representation from lower facial region sequences extracted from
BU-4DFE database; (b) census transformed image from (a).

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) This feature descriptor [11] has
been widely applied to object detection and recognition tasks [14, 32]. HOG
descriptor represents local patterns at every pixel using gradient orientations.
The HOG algorithm divides an image into small connected regions, called cells.
For each cell, a histogram of oriented gradients is computed. Groups of adjacent
cells correspond to spatial regions, called blocks. Cell grouping forms the basis
for combination and normalization of histograms. The final HOG descriptor is
achieved by grouping all normalized groups of histograms into a single feature
vector.
We employ HOG for extracting features from the MHI representations, using
the following parameter set: block size (bs) = 2 × 2, cell size (cs) = 8 × 8, block
overlap (bo) = 1 × 1, bin number (bn) = 9, and block normalization (bn) = L2.
The HOG feature vector encodes local shape information from regions within an
image. The length N of the feature vector for an image I is expressed as
N = bpi ∗ bs ∗ bn

(3)

where bpi = ((size(I)/cs)−bs)/((bs−bo)+1) and size(.) is the matrix dimension.
Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) This method [18] characterizes the texture of the image by describing how often pixel pairs with specific
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values and in a specific orientation θ and distance d occur in an image. Then a
GLCM is created, from which statistical measures, such as contrast, correlation,
among others, are extracted.
We use GLCM to extract features from the Visual Rhythm representations. Then, we calculated the co-occurrence matrix for four orientations θ =
{0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4} and one distance d = 1. In order to summarize the textural
information, for each generated matrix, we computed the following five measures: contrast, dissimilarity, homogeneity, energy, and correlation. The length
of the resulting feature vector is θ × d × 5 = 20.
2.4

Feature Reduction

Feature dimensionality reduction techniques are applied over the generated feature vector. This step alters the original data representation, such that the new
feature vector has a smaller number of dimensions compared to the initial representation, preserving the most representative features.
We follow two approaches PCA and PCA+LDA for performing feature reduction. Firstly, PCA is employed over the resulted feature vector set, obtaining
the principal feature vectors. Finally, Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is
applied over the feature vector, after its reduction with Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), which generates a new feature space.
2.5

Classification

During this stage, we used Support Vector Machines (SVM) and K-Nearest
Neighbors (K-NN) classifiers to compare the dynamic facial expression recognition accuracy rates. After performing dimensionality reduction, the classifiers
are trained with reduced feature vectors. We employ k-fold cross-validation to
validate our methodology. Furthermore, we apply a grid search strategy to look
for a proper combination of parameters that provides the most accurate classification model.

3

Experimental Results

Experiments were conducted on the Binghamton University 4D Facial Expression (BU-4DFE) [41] data set to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
methodology. This data set is composed of 606 3D videos performed by 101
subjects, of which 58 are female and 43 are male models from different ethnics including Asian, Black, Hispanic and White. For each subject, there are six
model sequences categorized into one of six facial expressions: anger, disgust,
happiness, fear, sadness, and surprise. Each video contains about 100 frames,
considering posed and non-posed (spontaneous) expressions. Each 3D model of
a 3D video presents a resolution of approximately 35,000 vertices. While texture videos have a resolution of 1040 × 1392 pixels/frame. The 3D videos were
captured at a rate of 25 frames per second (fps).
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We perform experiments using different strategies, as shown in Figure 1,
that is, applying Visual Rhythms and Motion History Images over cropped facial regions, extracting features using Weber Local Descriptor, Census Transform
Histogram, Gray-Level Co-Occurrence Matrix and Histogram of Oriented Gradients, and classifying through K-NN and SVM algorithms. Tables 1 to 5 present
the average facial expression recognition accuracy rates. It is worth mentioning that all the results were obtained using the PCA + LDA approach, since
it increases the recognition accuracy and preserves the most representative and
discriminative information, as reported in the literature [10, 13]. Our method
was validated through a 10-fold cross-validation protocol.

Table 1: Average accuracy rates (%) using Visual Rhythms following a diagonal
orientation over the cropped facial images through GLCM, CENTRIST and
WLD operators.
Feature Descriptor
GLCM
CENTRIST
WLD
K-NN
35.80
47.20
50.20
Recognition
SVM
42.00
50.60
54.44
Method

Table 2: Average accuracy rates (%) using Motion History Images over the
cropped facial images through HOG, CENTRIST and WLD operators.

Recognition
Method

K-NN
SVM

HOG
37.20
40.20

Feature Descriptor
CENTRIST
WLD
41.47
42.30
42.29
44.50

As it can be observed from Tables 1 and 2, the recognition rate using WLD
features is superior to the accuracy obtained by the other feature extraction
methods. The WLD operator allows to achieve higher accuracy rates for both
video characterization techniques, that is, Visual Rhythms and Motion History
Images, which were applied over the cropped face, which refers to the entire face
without background.
Since WLD performed better than other descriptors, we conducted experiments over different facial regions. The results are shown in Table 3. Employing
the cropped face provides the lowest accuracy. However, using both upper and
lower facial expression regions allows increasing recognition accuracy rates notably. We can also observe that the emotion recognition rate considering the
lower region is 20% more accurate than using only the upper region. This result
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Table 3: Average accuracy rates (%) obtained with Motion History Images over
different facial regions using the WLD operator.

Recognition
Method

K-NN
SVM

Cropped Face
42.30
44.50

Facial
Upper
41.80
45.00

Regions
Lower Upper & Bottom
59.00
67.40
63.50
69.40

could contribute to a significant improvement in terms of recognition accuracy
rate on facial expression images with occlusions, such as glasses or facial hair.

Table 4: Average accuracy rates (%) for the Visual Rhythm with different orientation patterns over the upper and lower facial regions using the WLD operator.

Recognition
Method

K-NN
SVM

Visual Rhythm Orientation
Diagonal
Vertical
Horizontal
67.70
65.40
68.40
66.60
69.00
71.30

After concluding that using the upper and lower facial regions allows to
reach a higher accuracy rate, we decide to generate visual rhythms from the
upper and lower regions of the video sequences. Then, Table 4 presents the
results of the experiments performed over the visual rhythms following different
orientations, i.e., diagonal, vertical, and horizontal. The highest accuracy rates
were achieved using a horizontal orientation pattern, whereas lower accuracy
rates were reached using a diagonal orientation. This is an interesting fact since
diagonal orientation has been shown to be appropriate and effective for action
detection [26]. However, for the dynamic facial expression recognition task, using
a horizontal pattern increased its effectiveness by 5% compared to the use of a
diagonal orientation.
Table 5 summarizes the highest accuracy rates obtained using Visual
Rhythms with a horizontal orientation and Motion History Images. The features
were extracted using WLD. It is possible to see that there is no significant difference between dynamic facial expression recognition rates using Visual Rhythm
and MHI representations independently. However, when combining both video
characterization methods, there is a positive impact on the recognition accuracy
rate.
We compared our method to others available in the literature considering
different experimental settings. A comparison of the results is shown in Table 6,
which is sorted in descending order by accuracy rate. Table 6 also provides
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Table 5: Average accuracy rates (%) employing Motion History Images and Visual Rhythms (horizontal orientation) over the upper and lower facial regions,
using the WLD operator.

Recognition
Method

K-NN
SVM

MHI
67.40
69.40

Strategy
Visual Rhythm MHI & Visual Rhythm
68.30
74.00
71.30
76.40

information about the number of classes, number of subjects, whether or not
the full sequence was employed, and the validation protocol.

Table 6: Comparison to the state of the art on the
Method
Classes Subjects
Full
Sequence
Amor et al. [3]
6
60
No
Yao et al. [40]
6
60
No
Zhen et al. [42]
6
60
Yes
Yao et al. [39]
6
60
Yes
Xue et al. [37]
6
60
Yes
Jeni et al. [22]
6
No
Proposed Method
6
101
Yes
Berretti et al. [4]
6
60
Yes
Canavan et al. [6]
6
60
Fang et al. [17]
6
100
Reale et al. [30]
6
100
No
Sandbach et al. [31]
6
60
No

BU-4DFE data set.
Validation Accuracy
Protocol
(%)
10-fold CV
93.21
06-fold CV
90.00
10-fold CV
87.06
10-fold CV
86.87
10-fold CV
78.80
LOSOCV
78.18
10-fold CV
76.40
10-fold CV
76.30
10-fold CV
75.10
10-fold CV
74.63
71.50
06-fold CV
64.60

Sandbach et al. [31] achieved a recognition accuracy rate of 64.60% on six
facial expressions, while a higher accuracy (81.93%) on only three classes. Reale
et al. [30] obtained a recognition rate of 71.50%, but their method requires a
manual intervention for selecting the onset frame. Canavan et al. [6] reached an
accuracy of 75.10% for recognizing low-intensity facial expressions. Berretti et
al. [4] achieved an accuracy of 76.30%, nevertheless, their proposal depends on
the landmark detection precision.
Yao et al. [39] reached a recognition rate of 86.87% based on deep neural
networks. Zhen et al. [42] obtained a rate of 87.06% using the facial musculature.
Amor et al. [3] reported the highest accuracy rate of 93.21%, using Hidden
Markov Model (HMM) and a sliding window to sample frames. However, this
approach requires a manual detection of key frames, such as the onset and apex
frames. Approaches proposed by Reale et al. [30], Sandbach et al. [31], Jeni et
al. [22] and Yao et al. [40] also face this issue. In order to avoid an unprecise
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and manual selection, we use all video sequences to recognize facial expression,
as the following works also do [4, 37, 39, 42].

4

Conclusions

In our work, we introduced the Visual Rhythm representation as a potential
video characterization technique for dynamic emotion recognition. Some advantages of Visual Rhythms include their simple and fast implementation, as
well as high computational performance. Furthermore, experimental results have
demonstrated that the combination of Visual Rhythms and Motion History Images positively influences recognition rates.
It is also important to remark the relevance of using the lower facial expression region for emotion recognition since it contains sufficient discriminative
information. Moreover, the combination of the upper and lower regions presents
even more representative information.
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Abstract. This paper addresses data reduction for speeding up the training of
classifiers without impacting their accuracy. Many studies have focused on feature selection, but did not consider instance selection nor concern themselves
with reducing training time. Our goal was to decrease the training time of machine learning models without a drop in their predictive accuracy. In a previous
paper, we tested 12 feature selection methods and 3 instance selection methods,
and we chose the top of each one of them, which was Information Gain (IGFS)based feature selection and Simple Random Sample without Replacement
(SRSWOR), respectively, and combined between them to test its performance.
The results show that the integrated SRSWOR+IGFS performs better than either method alone. In this paper, we expand our previous work to experimentally examine the integration of SRSWOR with more feature selection methods.
Our results show that the integration of SRSWOR and either of three feature selection methods, namely, Correlation (CFS), Chi-squared statistic (CHI)-based
feature selection, and IGFS, yield significant drop in training time with little or
no drop in predictive performance.
Keywords: Instance Selection, Feature Selection, Classification.

1

Introduction

In a previous paper [1], we addressed the issue of data increase in most Machine
Learning (ML) and big data research efforts, and how that slow down training, which
sometimes inhibits research progress. Many studies have considered data reduction,
especially feature selection, but did not consider instance selection nor concern themselves with reducing training time. Our goal was to decrease the training speed without much drop in predictive performance, by performing not only feature selection
[12,13] but also instance selection, and combination thereof. We tested 10 datasets,
and each dataset was tested on 15 reduction methods (12 feature selection and 3 instance selection methods), and each reduction method was tested on 41 classifiers.
We chose the top feature selection, Information Gain (Entropy)-based Feature Selection (IGFS), and the top instance selection, Simple Random Sample without Replacement (SRSWOR), and integrated them, and tested their performance. Our results
show that by integrating IGFS with SRSWOR, we reduce training time but impacting
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accuracy. Encouraged by those results, we decided to expand our work to study
the performance of the SRSWOR with more different feature selection methods
to see which integrated method can achieve better training speedup, again without
adversely impacting accuracy. We focus more in this experimental work on the
performance of training time with SRSWOR since, to our knowledge, there has been
no study of in-stance selection reduction techniques for the purpose of reducing
training time.
Feature selection (FS) is a well-known and a rather well-studied area [13].
The goal is dimensionality reduction, i.e., choosing the most relevant features.
Instance selection [IS] [14] omits “unnecessary” instances that are either irrelevant,
noisy, or redundant data.
In this paper, we tested the combination of the known algorithm SRSWOR with 5
different feature selection methods. Ten datasets [3-9,16-17,19] were tested on these
selected combinations, and each combination was tested on 5 well-known
classifiers (Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Pruned or Unpruned
C4.5 Deci-sion Tree (J48), J48 Consolidated Tree (J48C), and Random Forest (RF))
to test their impact on classification [15].
Our experimental results show that, by integrating SRSWOR with feature selection, we achieve our goal of significant improvement in training speed without affecting accuracy, and that integrating the two kinds of reduction is much better than the
results of feature or instance selection or no reduction at all.
This paper is organized as followings. Section 2 reviews related work. Section
3 describes the data and methods considered. Section 4 presents and discusses the
re-sults. Conclusion and future directions are presented in section 5.

2

Related Work

Many interesting research studies have been done on feature selection; however,
little or no work has been done on instance reduction. In [10,18,21-22], the effect of
feature selection on defect prediction performance was examined, and, as it was
noticed in [22], the results are not always stable, possibly due to the use of various
datasets. For instance, Chi-square was considered to be a bad feature selection method
in [10] but good in [21]. In our work, 10 different datasets are used to improve the
generalizabil-ity of the outcomes. In [22], 32 feature selection methods were tested on
3 datasets by using around 4 classifiers. Even though we tested in the last work a
smaller number of data reduction methods (12 methods for feature selection and 3
methods for instance selection), we considered a much larger number of classifiers
and a larger number of datasets. Also, in [22] as well as in other research efforts that
looked into feature se-lection, training speed was not considered in their study,
whereas in our work, time is our main concern.
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In [11], various types of datasets were tested for 4 different tasks: high dimensionality, classification, regression, and clustering, with a small number of features and
instances to study the effect of feature selection on performance. However, the number of features in their datasets is under 100 features and the number of instances is
under 2,000, which are considered too small for a general examination of the impact
of data reduction methods. Also, the training time was not taken into account in their
study.
In [20], the authors integrated 2 feature selection methods, and tested the influence
on preiction performance (f-measure) rates. They found that there is a good
improvement in the performance. However, the number of features in their datasets
was comparatively small (under 100 features), and, like in [11], the time was not
considered in their evalution.
In [2], some feature selection methods were tested on 7 datasets and only on 2
classifiers, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Radial Basis Function Network
(RBFN or RBF). Even though those are strong classifiers, performance of data
reduction must be tested on more classifiers, not only to test the prediction
performance, but also training time should be taken into account for evalution.

3

Data and Methods

3.1

Datasets Used

Ten datasets were chosen from Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social
Research (ICPSR). They are related to Data, Computer, Cyber Security, Science and
Technology, Information and Communication Technology (ICT), or Information
Technology (IT) fields.
All of the datasets have the followings characteristics. The data are all quantitative,
and the class labels are nominal. Each dataset has 10,000 instances in order for instance reduction to be warranted and examinable. Also, the instances of each dataset
have more than 100 features each, to make the study of feature reduction and its influence a viable exercise. The number of classes is more than 2, enabling multi-class
classification, not just binary classification.
Preprocessing. Each dataset has been preprocessed separately for various purposes
such as (1) ensuring that all nominal values were transformed to numeric except the
class labels, (2) eliminating all unlabeled instances and irrelevant and inconsistent
data, and (3) replacing all missing features with zero values.
Percentage split option. We used 80-20 split of the data: 80% for training, and 20%
for testing, for all 10 datasets.
Total reduced percentage. The total reduction rate of our data is 50%. Specifically,
we retain 75% of the instances and 66.66% of the features, for all 10 datasets.
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3.2

The Feature and Instance Selection

This subsection presents the five selected reduction methods that we considered in this
work.
Feature Selection.
Information Gain (Entropy)-based Feature Selection (IGFS). It computes the reduction
of uncertainty about class label after observing each feature. IGFS shows a bias
towards choosing the features with more values [22].
Principal Component Analysis (PCA)-based Feature Selection. According to [12],
PCA creates an alternative set of features called principal components by linearly
mapping the features into statistically independent features, and then the weaker
components that have a low variance are removed.
Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS). This method chooses the features that
have higher Pearson correlation coefficients with the class label [22].
Probabilistic Significance (PS)-based Feature Selection. In this method, each feature is assigned a significance score based on its contribution to discriminating among
different class labels. The features of higher scores are chosen [22].
Chi-squared Statistic (CHI)-based Feature Selection. It measures the merit of a feature by its chi-squared statistic to the class label [22].
Instance Selection.
Simple Random Sample without Replacement (SRSWOR). It works by uniformly
sampling a subset of instances from the dataset [12].
3.3

Evaluation Measures

Training time and accuracy are our main evalution measures.
Our criterion for filtering the best results in terms of both time and accuracy is by
gaining a high speedup in training time, and achieving same higher accuracy, or drop
by no more than 1% in accuracy. We emphasize that the training time reported in this
paper is the sum total of both the data reduction time and the trainng time on the
reduced dataset.
3.4

Steps of the Work

These are the main steps of this work:
1. For each dataset, we tested the combination of SRSWOR with the five selected feature selection methods. The instances of the training part of each
dataset were reduced by 25% (i.e., retaining 75% of the instances), and the
features were reduced by a third, (i.e., 66.66% of the features were retained),
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see Table 1. This achieves an overall 50% reduction in the training portion of
each dataset.
2. For each reduction method, we tested its performance on the five well-known
classifiers and measured the training speed and the accuracy performance.
3. For each classifier, we measured the average, across all the 10 datasets, of the
accuracy, and training time.
4. We ranked the top reduction methods based on the training speed.
Table 1: Number of instances and features before and after 50% reduction in each training set
Before Reduction
No. Instances

No. Features

No. Instances

No. Features

Dataset 1
Dataset 2

501
443

334
295

Dataset 3

672

448

Dataset 4

610

Dataset 5

8,000
instances

Dataset 6

4

After Reduction

626
605

407
6,000
instances

417
403

Dataset 7

787

525

Dataset 8

673

449

Dataset 9
Dataset 10

470
364

313
243

Results

Table 2 and 3 show the ranking of the reduction methods based on training and testing
time, respectively. The main concern, however, is the training time.
Table 2. The top reduction methods based on the resulting training time
Reduction Category
SRSWOR + Feature
Selection

Reduction Method
SRSWOR+ Correlation (CFS)
SRSWOR+ Information Gain (IGFS)
SRSWOR+ Chi-squared Statistic (CHI)
SRSWOR+ Probabilistic Significance (PS)
SRSWOR+ Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Table 3. The top reduction methods based on the resulting testing time
Reduction Category
SRSWOR + Feature
Selection

Reduction Method

Rank

SRSWOR+ Information Gain (IGFS)

1

SRSWOR+ Probabilistic Significance (PS)

2

SRSWOR+ Chi-squared Statistic (CHI)

3

619

4.1

SRSWOR+ Correlation (CFS)

4

SRSWOR+ Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

5

Effect on Training Time

Table 4 and Fig.1 show the actual training time before and after the data reduction,
and Table 5 and Fig. 2 show the speedup of training resulting from each reduction
method. As can be observed, all reduction methods have a high speedup in training
except SRSWOR+PCA, which has speedup of 1.7 in the case of SVM only. Another
observation is that the Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier training slows down except in the
case of SRSWOR+CFS.
The SRSWOR+IGFS method achieves the highest speedup in SVM (of 4 fold),
followed by J48 and J48C (above 2 fold) and RF (above 1.7 fold). The
SRSWOR+CFS method achieves high speedups in all classifiers: SVM (around 4
fold), J48 and J48C (around 3 fold), and NB and RF (around 2 fold). The
SRSWOR+CHI method reaches the highest speedup in SVM (around 4 fold), followed by J48C (around 3 fold) and J48 and RF (around 2 fold). The SRSWOR+PS
method achieves its highest speedup in SVM (of 4 fold), followed by J48 and J48C
(above 2 fold) and RF (above 1.6 fold).
Table 4. Results of training time (in seconds)
Before Reduction
SRSWOR+IGFS
SRSWOR+CFS
SRSWOR+CHI
SRSWOR+PS
SRSWOR+PCA

NB
0.775
1.598
0.447
1.860
2.072
49.976

SVM
271.216
67.100
71.212
69.829
67.123
156.370

J48
11.794
5.281
4.307
5.906
5.524
56.891

J48C
113.751
41.551
42.173
42.757
42.153
137.146

Fig. 1. Effect of integration of SRSWOR and Feature Selection on training time

RF
11.056
6.485
5.678
6.835
6.885
56.801
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Table 5. Results of speedup in training time
NB

SVM

J48

J48C

RF

SRSWOR+IGFS

0.485

4.042

2.233

2.738

1.705

SRSWOR+CFS

1.735

3.809

2.738

2.697

1.947

SRSWOR+CHI

0.417

3.884

1.997

2.660

1.617

SRSWOR+PS

0.374

4.041

2.135

2.699

1.606

SRSWOR+PCA

0.016

1.734

0.207

0.829

0.195

Fig. 2. Effect of Integration of SRSWOR and Feature Selection on training speedup

4.2

Effect on Accuracy

Table 6 and Fig. 3 show the actual accuracy before and after the integration of
SRSWOR and feature selection, and Table 7 and Fig. 4 show the percentage change
in accuracy resulting from the integration. As can be seen, all accuracy rates after
applying the reduction methods rose by 0.5-3 percentage points in all classifiers and
only dropped by no more than 1 percentage point in J48 except in SRSWOR+PCA in
which the accuracy dropped only by no more than 1.59 percentage points in SVM and
2.96 percentage points in RF. The accuracy of SRSWOR+IGFS rose by 2.42 percentage points in J48C, 1.74 percentage points in NB, 1.01 percentage points in RF, and
0.45 percentage points in SVM, and only dropped by 0.17 percentage points in J48.
The accuracy of SRSWOR+CFS rose by 2.03 percentage points in J48C, 1.47 percentage points in NB, 1.06 percentage points in RF, and 0.60 percentage points in
SVM, and only dropped by 0.26 percentage points in J48. The accuracy of
SRSWOR+CHI rose by 3.18 percentage points in J48C, 1.87 percentage points in
NB, 0.92 percentage points in RF, and 0.39 percentage points in SVM, and only
dropped by 0.28 percentage points in J48. The accuracy of SRSWOR+PS rose by
2.32 percentage points in J48C, 1.62 percentage points in NB, 1.01 percentage points
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in RF, and 0.55 percentage points in SVM, and only dropped by 0.62 percentage
points in J48.
Table 6. Accuracy before and after Data Reduction
NB

SVM

J48

J48C

RF

Before Reduction

70.175

88.095

87.870

80.410

87.390

SRSWOR+IGFS

71.395

88.49

87.725

82.355

88.275

SRSWOR+CFS

71.205

88.625

87.645

82.045

88.32

SRSWOR+CHI

71.49

88.44

87.62

82.97

88.195

SRSWOR+PS

71.31

88.58

87.325

82.275

88.275

SRSWOR+PCA

63.96

86.695

80.83

74.34

84.805

Fig. 3. Effect of Integration of SRSWOR and Feature Selection on accuracy
Table 7. Results of percentage change in accuracy
NB

SVM

J48

J48C

RF

SRSWOR+IGFS

1.74%

0.45%

-0.17%

2.42%

1.01%

SRSWOR+CFS

1.47%

0.60%

-0.26%

2.03%

1.06%

SRSWOR+CHI

1.87%

0.39%

-0.28%

3.18%

0.92%

SRSWOR+PS

1.62%

0.55%

-0.62%

2.32%

1.01%

SRSWOR+PCA

-8.86%

-1.59%

-8.01%

-7.55%

-2.96%
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Fig. 4. Effect of Integration of SRSWOR and Feature Selection on % change of accuracy

5

Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, five feature selection methods were integrated with the instance random
sampling method SRSWOR to determine the impact of their performance on training
speed, while keeping the predictive performance mostly unchanged. Our results show
that by integration of SRSWOR with four feature selection methods CFS, IGFS, CHI,
and PS, we speed up training significantly without significant drop in accuracy.
For future work, other instance selection methods will be investigated and
integrated with feature selection methods, and their performance studied. Also, we will
consider different reduction rates on the instances and on the features.
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Abstract. The data on road accidents are highly dimensional and the
circumstances of accidents change over time. In order to investigate the
accident data and the corresponding time series in a targeted manner, we
present a framework, which in the first stage contains a frequent itemset
mining. In the second stage, comprehensive clustering as well as classification approaches are used in order to group the time series. For the
resulting clusters, prediction models may be used to continue the time
series into the future. The most “interesting” attribute combinations can
be selected and spatially visualized to help the police targeting appropriate measures to reduce the number of accidents sustainably and thereby
protect many lives. We show the application of the framework in a small
case study.
Keywords: Frequent Itemset Mining · Time Series Clustering and Classification · Forecasting.

1

Introduction

Although the total number of road accidents has been reduced over the last
decades, there are still more than 1.35 million people worldwide killed in road
accidents every year. For children and young adults, injuries on roads are the
leading cause of death. Therefore, a UN general assembly supported by the World
Healthy Organization has proclaimed a “Decade of Action for Road Safety 20112020” to reduce the numbers of killed and injured people significantly and safe
millions of lives. Over 110 countries participate in this campaign [39].
In Great Britain, the police is faced with about 1,800 deaths and 25,000 seriously injured road users every year [20]. Their plans for the Decade of Action
include enhancements in education as well as empowering local authorities to
decide on actions suitable for their area of responsibility [14]. The police (as a
local authority) must carry out measures such as adjusting patrol routes, new
speed limit reductions, stop signs or investments in walking and cycling infrastructure. To be able to determine the best action, it is necessary to evaluate the
circumstances of accidents (e. g., number of vehicles involved, wind conditions
etc.) carefully. The occurrence of these circumstances (or attributes) might not
be stable, but change over time. One way to keep track of these changes is to
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predefine a certain attribute combination and store the frequency of accidents
featuring this combination as a time series. Thus, a sudden increase or decrease
in the frequency as well as a seasonal or stable course of the time series can be
identified for this combination. Since road accidents have a variety of attributes,
there are many possible combinations to be stored and evaluated. The challenge
for the police is to define all possibly interesting attribute combinations as key
performance indicators (KPIs) such that the resulting number of time series is
not too large and can be monitored by manpower. Hence, an approach is required
to identify “interesting” attribute combinations for deriving measures to reduce
the future number of accidents showing these combinations. In what follows, we
present a data mining framework based on combining of well-known approaches
like (i) frequent itemset mining, (ii) time series clustering, (iii) forecasting, and
(iv) proposing road safety measures as well as new KPIs to track in the future.
The layered structure of this system enables us to optimize the single stages
individually by considering the previously obtained results.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2, the related
work on data mining for road accidents and time series clustering is reviewed.
The data mining framework is presented in detail in Sect. 3. Finally, we discuss
our conclusions and suggest future work in Sect. 4.

2

Related Work

The authors in [6], give a comprehensive overview of statistical time series analysis and forecasting approaches to road accident numbers used in Europe. The
paper shows the extend of accidents and the importance of the topic, however,
no arbitrary attribute combinations are considered for the accidents.
In recent years, different data mining approaches have been applied to road
accident data in order to identify hidden patterns. The severity of an accident
can be estimated in a classification approach based on formerly recorded accident data. In this supervised method, the target attribute of an accident is
known (here: severity level) and the main task of the classification process is to
identify an underlying model that helps to explain the severity level regarding
accident features (attributes with corresponding values). As underlying models,
neural networks [1,12], logistic regression [4], Bayesian networks [11] or decision
trees [10,35] are used. Since a target attribute has to be defined, which limits
the number of possibly interesting attribute combinations, the classification approach is not suitable for our problem. A more appropriate approach would be
to group accidents according to their features (cf. Tab. 1) using clustering. As an
unsupervised method, clustering helps to detect unknown structures within the
data (cf. [18]). For road accident data, comprehensive clustering methods and
similarity measures are presented in [9,13,16].
Combined questions regarding severity level and feature combination like,
e. g., “which severity level do accidents usually have when they occur on icy
roads by night?” can be addressed by using clustering first and then applying
classification [34] or association rule learning [21,25,31] on the individual clusters.
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Association rule learning is an unsupervised method, where hidden relationships
between features are revealed and corresponding causal relations are shown.
Another interesting problem aspect is the common consideration of geographical
data and feature combinations. After geographical clustering, Geurts et al. [15]
evaluated accidents in high frequency locations using association rule learning
and compared the results to accidents in other locations.
Until now, all mentioned authors only study accident data without the consideration of temporal aspects. Since our data base contains accident information
for several years, the occurrence of accidents can be processed as a time series
in order to identify the changes in (relative) frequencies of accidents over time.
These time-based information are in particular valuable for the police to schedule
their actions for accident prevention optimally. A step towards temporal considerations in data mining on road accidents has been taken by Kumar et al. [23].
The authors performed clustering on attributes without temporal considerations
followed by a trend analysis on monthly numbers of accidents for each individual
cluster. In another paper, Kumar et al. [24] cluster time series of accidents in 39
different regions in India in order to group these regions by the similarity of their
trends (i. e., industrial areas show a similar trend in the number of accidents).
In the event that data are available for features and feature combinations over
time, association rule learning can be performed at any point in time. The results
can then be displayed as time series [26] for each rule. Furthermore, Böttcher et
al. [7] apply frequent itemset mining (instead of association rule learning) and
detect trends as well as seasonal behaviors on the basis of statistical methods.
A comprehensive overview of time series clustering is given by Aghabozorgi
et al. [3]. Paparrizos et al. [29] compare different clustering methods as well
as similarity measures and introduce advanced approaches for both. These two
articles do not include any application in road accident analysis.

3

Data Mining Framework

Accident
Data

Frequent
Itemset
Mining

Time Series
Generation

Time Series
Clustering

Time
Series

Forecasting

Time
Series

Forecasting

Time
Series

Forecasting

Interesting
?

Visualization

Deriving
Measures

Fig. 1. Data mining framework to derive measures for road safety

In this section, the data mining framework (cf. Figure 1) is introduced, where
four layers or stages have to be passed in order to derive measures for accident
prevention. The first stage contains frequent itemset mining and the generation
of time series (cf. Subsection 3.1). In the second stage, time series clustering as
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well as time series classification are presented (cf. Subsection 3.2). In the third
stage, a forecasting and change detection is performed and the fourth stage is
used to derive measures. The two latter stages are considered in a case study in
this paper in order to show a practical application (cf. Subsection 3.3).
Our work is based on the openly available road accident data published by the
British Department for Transport. For the years 2005 to 2017, all road accidents
that entail personal injuries are available on an anonymized, but detailed level.
Each accident is characterized by a combination of features (attributes with
specific values, e. g., number of vehicles = 1, weather condition = rainy). Table 1
gives an overview of the attributes and values used in our study. For the following
Table 1. Attributes and values
Attribute

Value

Number of vehicles
Number of casualties
Accident severity
Day
Time

1; 2; More than 2
1; 2; More than 2
Crucial (fatal or serious); Slight
Weekday; Weekend
Morning (05:00–09:59); Day (10:00–14:59);
Evening (15:00–20:59); Night (21:00–04:59)
Darkness; Daylight
Fine; Rain; Other
No wind; Wind; Other
Dry; Frost, Ice or snow; Wet or damp
Yes; No
Yes; No
Urban; Rural
Dual carriageway; One way street; Roundabout;
Single carriageway; Other
< 30; 30; 30 – 60; 60; > 60
Crossroads; Roundabout; T or staggered junction;
Other junction
Controlled; Give way or uncontrolled
Pedestrian phase at traffic signal junction;
Pedestrian light crossing; Other
A; B; C; Motorway; Unclassified

Light condition
Weather condition
Wind condition
Surface condition
Special conditions (e. g., roadworks)
Carriageway hazard (e. g., prev. accident)
Urban or rural
Road type
Speed limit
Junction detail
Junction control
Crossing facility (pedestrian)
1st / 2nd road class

considerations, only the years 2012 to 2017 have been taken into account. In
addition, we have chosen about 51,000 accidents located in Scotland (in the
northern part of Great Britain) as a benchmark to obtain a typical data package
for the police operating in a regionally limited area. Scotland contains two large
urban areas and vast rural regions. Moreover, Scotland attracts many tourists
not familiar with left-hand traffic and this might lead to interesting seasonal
time series patterns. We plan to verify the results we get for this data set with
those from other areas in Britain, e. g. in London or the Midlands.
3.1

Frequent Itemset Mining

To detect feature combinations of great importance (i. e., they occur often)
within the British accident data, frequent itemset mining is applied, as presented in [7]. We refrain from determining association rules (cf. [26]), since we
are only interested in the co-occurrence of accident features and not in hidden re-
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lationships between features. The latter has been analyzed by [27] on the British
road accident data, without taking the temporal aspect into account.
An itemset (i. e., feature or feature combination) is named as frequent if its
support value is higher than a minimum support value (suppmin ). Please note
that the support of an itemset [ %] in our study is the number of accidents
containing the itemset divided by the total number of accidents. For the mining
step, we use the Eclat algorithm (cf. [17]) with suppmin := 0.02 for the six years
data set. Additionally, only those frequent itemsets are selected that show an
all-confidence value higher or equal than confall := 0.1, similar to [22]. The allconfidence value of an itemset I = {i1 , . . . , in } with n elements is calculated
by confall = maxsupp(I)
{supp(ik )} . In doing so, we reduce the number of itemsets
k=1,...,n

from originally 72 million (suppmin := 0) to 50,600 (suppmin := 0.02) and 5,705
(suppmin := 0.02, confall := 0.1) itemsets. Table 2 shows the length distribution
of the itemsets found.
Table 2. Itemset sizes and their frequencies
Itemset size

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

total

Frequency

30

407

1,015

1,563

1,496

887

264

41

2

5,705

In accordance to the former support value calculation, we use the relative
frequency of an itemset to generate its time series on a monthly basis. Hence,
we obtain 72 points in time (6 years) per time series X with xt , t = 1, . . . , 72, elements representing the relative frequencies of accidents with the current feature
combination. The relative frequency of an itemset indicates the influence that
the corresponding feature combination has on the total number of accidents.
An increasing value therefore means that this feature has gained influence in
relation to the other features and should be prioritized. By contrast, if the absolute frequency is considered, we can see the actual increase in accidents with
this feature from one month to the next. However, only in relation to the total
number of accidents the ”significance” of the features can be recognized.
3.2

Time Series Clustering

In order to group the generated time series with a clustering approach, we need
to evaluate the similarity or rather dissimilarity between the time series. For
this task, several distance measures have been developed, with the Euclidean or
L2 distance (straight-line distance) as the most famous one. Due to our data
set, the Euclidean distance is calculated in a 72 dimensional space, where each
monthly support value is a single dimension of the underlying time series. To
find out whether two time series have a similar course that differs only in the
offset or is only recognized when their scales are aligned, Ratanamahatana et
al. [32] suggest to adjust the offset by centering and the scale by normalizing or
amplitude scaling. If two time series are identical in their shape, but shifted in the
time axis, the Euclidean distance value will be large. Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) is able to overcome this drawback by warping the two time series to
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achieve a better alignment. The distance is not calculated from the observations
of two identical months, but from the closest observation without considering
the temporal aspect. This procedure makes DTW computationally expensive
(cf. [32]). Paparrizos et al. [29] developed a similar approach called Shape-Based
Distance (SBD), based on shifting the time series via the time axis to achieve a
high cross-correlation between them. A slightly different approach which takes
into account the order of the time points (this is not done by the Euclidean
distance), is the correlation-based distance. Here, Pearson’s correlation coefficient
is used as a similarity measure between two time series [30]. This results in the
disadvantage that only linear relationships between two time series are identified.
Batista et al. [5] present the complexity-invariant distance measure for time series
which corrects the underlying Euclidean distance by a factor that is high for time
series with, e. g., oscillation, trend or seasonality, and low for stable time series.
Clustering approaches are commonly divided into partitional and hierarchical
methods. In the field of partitional clustering, we use the k-means and the k-shape
method, where the latter makes use of the above described SBD. Starting from
a previously determined number of k clusters (k should be varied in different
starts), both methods select cluster centers randomly and assign the time series
to their closest center. The centers are then re-calculated and the time series are
newly assigned until either the centers are stable or the maximum number of
iterations (i. e., a stop criterion) is reached. For hierarchical clustering, it is not
necessary to predefine a certain number k of clusters. The algorithm starts with
individual clusters for all time series and joins the two closest clusters in each
step until all time series are combined into one cluster (agglomerative clustering).
For our study, we take three different linkage techniques into account. Linkage is
needed, when two clusters are joined and the distances between the new cluster
C and all other clusters Ci , i = 1, . . . , m (m + 1 is the number of clusters in the
current step), have to be calculated. Single (complete, average) linkage uses the
minimal (maximal, average) distance of all element pairs from the clusters C and
Ci (cf. [33]). The average linkage technique often leads to results comparable to
Ward’s technique, where the increase in variance in combining clusters C and
Ci is calculated [38]. Therefore, we do not consider the average linkage any further. After agglomerative clustering, the number of clusters k can be determined
by cutting the dendrogram (represents all clusters and distance values for the
different clustering levels) at a desired distance level (cf. [33]).
Although the time series in our application are not that long, we present
some dimensionality reduction techniques to overcome the drawbacks of calculating the distances on raw data (cf. [3]). By transforming the time series, minor
differences in the original data that lead to higher Euclidean distance values are
neglected and we might therefore obtain better grouping results. For an overview
of dimensionality reduction techniques, see [32]. We performed preliminary tests
using different techniques and chose the following two for further investigation.
By applying Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT), several mathematical
functions are estimated that describe individual subsections of the data in time.
The Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX) transforms the data into a dis-
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crete (alphabetical) format, where the mean value is calculated for small segments of data and a symbolic representation is assigned to the corresponding
interval. Table 3 shows the necessary decisions to be made for a clustering approach with the corresponding options we evaluated in our framework. Please
note that mean(x) (sd(x), max(x), min(x)) represents the mean (standard deviation, maximum, minimum) value of all elements xt , t = 1, . . . , 72.
Table 3. Decisions within clustering with different options
Decision

Option

Scaling

No scaling
Centering, i. e., x0t = xt − mean(xt )
xt −min(xt )
Normalizing, i. e., x0t = max(x
)−min(x
Amplitude scaling, i. e., x0t =

t
t)
xt −mean(xt )
sd(xt )

Distance measure

Euclidean
Eucl. Dynamic Time Warping
Shape-based distance
Correlation-based distance
Complexity-invariant distance

Clustering approach

partitional: k-means method, k-shape method
hierarchical: single, complete, ward linkage

Dimensionality reduction
(with Eucl. distance)

No dimensionality reduction
Discrete Wavelet Transformation
Symbolic Aggregate approXimation

In order to make the best choice regarding the different options for the considered accident data, it is necessary to perform the clustering repeatedly in various
configurations. Since the number of time series in our application is reasonably
large (5,705 time series), we used sampling to be able to inspect the results visually. First, the 10 % of time series with the highest overall support value (570
time series) were taken from the set of all time series. Moreover, 25 different
samples with 570 randomly selected time series were considered. In Tab. 4, we
refer to these instance sets as Top 10 % and Samples. The complete set is named
as All. Furthermore, preliminary tests showed that a cluster number of k = 4
usually produces the best results. Therefore, we use k = 4 as the number of
clusters for the rest of the considerations.
In addition to common clustering approaches, combined cluster and classification techniques may also produce good results for the underlying study. Then,
visually observable differences (e. g., seasonal or trend patterns) in the time series can be taken into account by specific selection criteria. In what follows, we
describe a time series as X = T + S + E that is composed of a trend component
T , a seasonal component S, and an error term E. The trend component can
be estimated using centered moving average, while the seasonal component is
determined by calculating the average values of the same months. Intuitively,
four clusters containing seasonal, stable, and increasing as well as decreasing
behavior have to be determined in our so-called practical approach. For doing
so, we apply the following criteria consecutively. Please note that all operations
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are performed on non-scaled data and the thresholds are estimated using the
Top 10 % instance set.
1. Seasonal cluster : For our seasonal cluster, we choose time series by following
the procedure presented by Wang et al. [36]. Let var(X) be the variance
of time series X. Information about the seasonality may be derived by calculating seas(X) = 1 − var(X−S)
var(X) , where a value close to 1 means that X
experiences a high seasonality, while a value close to 0 indicates a low seasonality. We set seas(X) > 0.7 as a selection criteria.
2. Stable cluster : Among the remaining time series, we assign the ones X with
maxt=1,...,72 |xt − mean(xt )| ≤ 0.1 and without trend to the stable cluster.
We assume a trend if the absolute slope of the linear regression is greater
than or equal to 0.000625.
3./4. Increasing and decreasing trend cluster : For all unallocated time series, we
take the sign of the slope of the linear regression to separate them according
to (i) upward trend and (ii) downward trend.
Besides applying the practical approach to all time series, it is also possible
to group only the Top 10 % instance set into four clusters and then assign the
remaining time series using a classification approach, where the target value is the
cluster number. All other configurations presented in Tab. 3 can also be applied
to the Top 10 % instance set to generate a set for training a classification model.
According to Wang et al. [37], we decided to implement two different neural
networks, one rather simple Deep Feedforward Neural Network (DFNN) and
one Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) (see, e. g., [2]). Figure 2 shows the
structure of both networks implemented using the Keras deep learning library.
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Fig. 2. Structure of the neural networks used for classification

The DFNN input layer consists of relative frequency values xt , t = 1, . . . , 72.
One hidden layer is included with a dropout before (with 40 %) and after (with
30 %) to prevent overfitting. Through empirical investigations, we discovered
that it is suitable to set the number of neurons on the hidden layer as half of the
number of input values. The output layer consists of four neurons, which is the
desired number k of clusters. Each neuron in a layer is fully connected to the
neurons of the previous layer and its value is calculated as the sum of those neurons multiplied by a specific weight depending on the learning progress. In order
to achieve non-linearity, every result from this computation is going through the
Rectifed Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function ReLU(x) = max{0; x}. The
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Softmax activation function compresses the output of each neuron to be between 0 and 1, while ensuring that the sum of all outputs is equal to 1. The
result represents the probability of the class membership.
The CNN consists of an input xt , t = 1, . . . , 72, an one-dimensional convolutional, one pooling, one hidden, and one output layer. Preliminary tests have
shown that with a combination of six filters for the output of the convolutional
layer and a kernel-size of 10, good results can be achieved. Moreover, for the
pooling layer, max pooling and a pooling size of four is used to reduce the number of parameters and the memory space, while also avoiding overfitting. Like
in the DFNN, the ReLU and Softmax activation functions are applied.
After clustering and/or classification, suitable performance indices must be
used in order to identify whether there is a high intra-cluster similarity within
each cluster and a high inter-cluster dissimilarity between clusters. In [8], all
common performance indices are described. In our study, we concentrated on
the following indices that are particularly appropriate for the accident data at
hand. The indices are based on the criteria compactness and/or separation which
reflect the idea of intra- and inter-cluster distances. Please note that all indices
are normalized
with a suitable denominator containing the number k of clusters
P
and/or i=1,...,k |Ci | number of elements.
– C-index : The sum of intra-cluster distances of each cluster is cumulated over
all clusters (computation contains in total j summands) and related to the j
minimum and the j maximum distances of all distance pairs (compactness).
– Calinski-Harabasz : The sum of distances between the cluster centers and the
center of the data (separation) are related to the sum of distances between
the cluster elements and their cluster centers (compactness).
– PBM (Pakhira, Bandyopadhyay and Maulik): The maximum distance between all cluster centers (separation) is related to the sum of distances between the cluster elements and their cluster centers (compactness).
– Davies-Bouldin: For all cluster pairs, the mean distance of the elements of the
two clusters to their cluster center is considered (compactness) and related
to the distance between both cluster centers. The maximum result for each
cluster is cumulated.
– Gamma / Tau: The number of distances between element pairs of the same
cluster that are smaller than the distance between element pairs of different
clusters is calculated minus the number of distances between element pairs
of the same cluster that are larger than the distance between element pairs
of different clusters. The calculation of Tau is similar, but its denominator
to normalize the value is more complex.
Table 4 presents the results of our approaches. The configurations as well
as the performance indices with the best results are included. Please note that
the C-index has to be minimized while Gamma and Tau have to be maximized.
For the combined clustering and classification approach, we used the Top 10 %
instance set in order to train the DFNN or the CNN model. For every index, the
overall best results are marked in italic typeface. Since the best results are obtained always for the Top 10 % instance set with scaled data, Euclidean distance,
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hierarchical clustering and complete linkage technique as well as no dimensionality reduction, we also marked the best results for the case, where all data are
grouped at the end, in bold typeface (last three columns).

Table 4. Performance indices results for different configurations

Top 10 %

Clustering
Samples

All

practical
norm complete
norm ward
C-index
scaled complete
scaled ward
scaled k-shape

0.34
0.03
0.08
0.01
0.09
0.18

0.48
0.06
0.09
0.07
0.09
0.14

0.39
0.05
0.09
0.17
0.11
0.11

0.38
0.05
0.10
0.03
0.12
0.31

0.36
0.04
0.09
0.03
0.10
0.30

practical
norm complete
norm ward
Gamma
scaled complete
scaled ward
scaled k-shape

0.27
0.94
0.84
0.97
0.84
0.67

0.00
0.86
0.79
0.86
0.82
0.73

0.20
0.89
0.79
0.67
0.78
0.78

0.23
0.89
0.78
0.93
0.78
0.37

0.26
0.91
0.80
0.93
0.80
0.41

practical
norm complete
norm ward
scaled complete
scaled ward
scaled k-shape

0.19
0.65
0.57
0.68
0.57
0.47

0.00
0.60
0.54
0.60
0.57
0.50

0.14
0.63
0.53
0.46
0.54
0.54

0.16
0.63
0.53
0.65
0.53
0.26

0.18
0.64
0.54
0.65
0.54
0.29

Index

Tau

Configuration

Classification
DFNN
CNN

The best results for the complete instance set are generated by our combined
cluster and classification approach. As already noted for the Top 10 % instance
set, the clustering approach with scaled data, Euclidean distance, hierarchical
clustering, complete linkage technique, and no dimensionality reduction in combination with DFNN/CNN performs best. As expected, the practical approach
produces always worse results, since the thresholds for the individual clusters
were determined as a combination of using the Top 10 % sample as well as visual
observations. By comparison of configurations with normalized/scaled data and
complete/ward linkage, similar results for the same linkage technique and different scale adjustments (normalizing/scaling) are achieved. From this, it can be
deduced that the choice of a suitable linkage technique is more important than
the choice between normalizing or scaling. Moreover, k-shape performs equally
for normalized and scaled data, therefore only one configuration is included in
the table. In contrast to all hierarchical configurations, k-shape performs better on randomly sampled data and all data than on the Top 10 % instance set.
Furthermore, with the combined cluster and classification approach the results
deteriorate significantly.
To illustrate the assignment of the 5,705 itemsets to the clusters visually,
Fig. 3 shows the mean values and standard deviations of the centered time series
for the individual clusters. Cluster 1 and 3 contain all itemsets that exhibit no
seasonality and only show a very slight downward or upward trend, respectively.
Cluster 2 contains most itemsets, where the relative frequency of accidents is
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Fig. 3. Mean and standard deviation for clusters

higher in summer than in winter. In contrast, cluster 4 shows higher relative
frequencies in winter months.
3.3

Case Study: Forecasting and Deriving Measures for Road Safety

Having separated the time series of all frequent feature combinations into different clusters in stage 2 of our data mining framework, we are now able to identify
prominent time series for forecasting, visualization, and deriving measures for
road safety. In our case study, we determine adequate forecasting methods for
cluster 2 (with seasonal peaks in summer). For this purpose, we first consider
the time series on the mean values (black line in Fig. 3) and apply forecasting
methods mainly used in the literature (e. g., [19] for an overview). Afterwards, we
verify the results by considering the most suitable methods (i. e., seasonal naive
forecast, exponential smoothing (ETS), TBATS1 ) to all time series in cluster 2 to
estimate the average forecasting accuracy. Here, we take the root-mean-squared
error (RMSE) into account and calculate the error based on the last 6 months of
the time series, while presenting the first 66 months to the methods for training
(artificial neural network) or estimating parameters (statistical methods).
For the time series on cluster means, the seasonal naive forecast shows the
best results (RMSE = 0.008, please note that the value interval of the centered
time series in cluster 2 is [−0.1, 0.1]). In contrast, the statistical methods ETS and
TBATS provide larger values, i. e., RMSE = 0.011 for ETS and RMSE = 0.01 for
TBATS. The neural network performs worst (RMSE = 0.02), due to the limited
training data. When applying the above mentioned methods to all time series
of cluster 2, we see that the average RMSE for ETS and TBATS are similarly
low (RMSE = 0.018, each), while the average error of all time series for seasonal
naive is worse (RMSE = 0.023). Thus, the statistical methods are well suited for
predicting seasonal fluctuations.
In Fig. 4, an exemplary time series from cluster 2 is considered (features are
Light condition = Daylight, Accident severity = Slight, Junction control = Give
1

Trigonometric seasonality, Box-Cox, ARMA errors, Trend and Seasonal components
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Fig. 4. Comparison of forecasting methods for one sample itemsets (12 month forecast)

way). The time axis shows data starting from 2012 until the end of 2017. For the
police, a forecast of the relative frequencies, e. g., until the end of the year 2018,
is an important aspect for further planning activities. The forecast values of the
three previously identified methods show a similar seasonal pattern. However,
the statistical models correctly recognize the irregular trough in summer 2017
and do not transfer it to the following year. Considering the values of the relative
frequencies, the months March to August are particularly important for deriving
measures for road safety. In these months, more than 30 % of all accidents contain
the features of the itemset and the police must react accordingly.

Fig. 5. Example result presented to police analyst

Until now, we predicted the relative frequencies for future months. In addition, the geographical distribution of the corresponding accidents is absolutely
necessary to direct police actions to the right places. Since the British road acci-
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dent data contain longitude and latitude of all accidents, we are able to visualize
the accidents belonging to the itemset at hand. Fig. 5 shows the accident frequencies in summer and winter (a dark dot marks a high frequency of accidents and a
light dot indicates less accidents in this spot). Obviously, there are significantly
more accidents in summer than in winter, as we expected when investigating the
time series. During the summer period, the black dots are mainly to be found
in the cities, in urban areas, and in the Scottish Highlands. In winter, accidents
tend to occur in cities and their surroundings. In order to derive measures for
road safety, the police must observe the Highlands in particular during summer.
Especially in summer, many tourists are on their way with rental cars to enjoy
the beautiful landscape of Scotland. Since most tourists are not familiar with
driving on the left and the corresponding junction regulations pose special challenges, advertising measures (in co-operation with rental car providers) must be
initiated to raise awareness.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a four-staged framework based on consecutively applied data
mining approaches. After frequent itemset mining to identify common feature
combinations, the monthly relative frequencies are determined to describe their
changes over time. The time series generated in this way are separated using appropriate cluster and/or classification approaches. The comprehensive analysis
has shown that the right combination of clustering (Top 10 % sample with scaled
data, Euclidean distance, hierarchical clustering and complete linkage) and classification (with CNN as underlying model) leads to the best grouping of time
series. Moreover, the combined method is also superior to the clustering of all
time series in one step with regard to memory requirements and execution time.
Then, we have determined forecasting methods for the considered time series
with seasonality and visualized the accidents of one itemset geographically (case
study). Now, the police can evaluate the results in detail and derive measures
for road safety. For future research, the measures deduced from itemsets should
prospectively be included in the accident data set in order to process results
that have already been obtained. Changes in accident frequencies can then be
explained under consideration of the implemented measures.
So far, we only analyzed external accident circumstances that are present in
the provided accident data. The data could be enriched by information about
social events, e. g. soccer games, festivals or concerts, since these events are correlated with a higher traffic rate and might lead to a larger amount of accidents.
Detailed weather information and its forecasts, e. g., temperature or rainfall,
could be another useful addition to improve the quality of our forecasting step.
If vehicle-to-vehicle communication data becomes available for public use, it
would be possible to include them in our framework to enable the police to refine their analysis of the causes of accidents. Since we use a data driven approach
to find frequent patterns, inductive reasoning could also be applied to our data
to extract hypotheses instead of frequent itemsets (see [28]).
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Abstract. Machine failure analysis and detection is critical to today’s industrial
society. Given a number of failure events on multivariate temporal data, the ability to identify 1) the discriminative patterns prior to the events and 2) the most
relevant features to the failure has practical use for early warning and root cause
analysis. However, since these patterns are not necessarily adjacent to the onset
of failure in time, faulty labels are often with uncertainty, which makes traditional
supervised detection methods inapplicable. To address the label uncertainty and
learn the complicated correlation in multivariate time series, we design Failure
Analysis on Multivariate Time-series Data (MAMT) that jointly selects the most
failure-relevant features and time-instances by a novel dynamic and directional
label diffusion process. Extensive experiments demonstrate that MAMT is more
effective while more efficient than popular baselines.
Keywords: Failure Analysis · Multivariate Time-series · Uncertain Labels.

1

Introduction

With the rapid advancement in industrial machinery design, data-driven analytics has
gained tremendous success in various industrial aspects. Among these applications, failure analysis is a long-standing crucial problem that can significantly benefit from data
mining. One usually assumes that there are discriminative patterns that appeared prior
to the failure events on certain features and timestamps. Knowing these patterns not
only helps on finding root causes of the failure, but also makes early detection possible
in the future. However, extracting such patterns from large-volume multivariate sensor
data collected from a number of independently operated data sources (e.g., machines)
is a big challenge. The goal here is to find these patterns and design better classifiers
upon such patterns.
There are two major challenges in finding such patterns besides the large-scale data
processing requirement: 1) the dataset is multivariate and usually collected from multiple data sources, both fault-related or not; 2) while the timestamp and presence of the
failure event is known, the contributing features are unknown (feature uncertainty), and
the time fault patterns occurred is uncertain and not necessarily adjacent to the event
(label uncertainty). So reliable labels on time instances required for supervised machine
learning are not available.
To address these challenges, we design a method called Multi-view Failure Analysis on Multivariate Time-series Data (MAMT), which overcomes the limitations of
traditional supervised methods on such problems. The concept of the multi-view failure
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the multi-view failure analysis on a dataset collected from six machines
(data sources). Given the event machine (rounded by green box) and its event time, MAMT can
bi-select the key features (rounded by yellow box) and the most relevant time-instances (rounded
by purple box).

analysis is illustrated in Figure 1. The left panel displays the data viewed by different sources (machines), where the failure source and event time is known. The right
panel shows the multivariate temporal plots of the failure source. The fault pattern on
the feature view (failure-related features, rounded by the yellow box) and timestamp
view (failure-related time-instances, true “1”s, rounded by the purple box) are unknown.
Without other prior knowledge, MAMT can select on both views (marked by the red
shadow). Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
(1) We design a method that jointly selects feature and time-instance that relevant to
failure from multivariate multi-source temporal data.
(2) To address label uncertainty, we propose dynamic and directional label diffusion
(DDLD) which corrects timestamps that are falsely labeled as “failure-relevant”,
and thus locates the true ‘failure-relevant” timestamps.
(3) The selected features and instances can be used to build more accurate failure classifiers/detectors.
(4) Compared to popular methods, MAMT is more effective with a lower time/space
computational complexity.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Background

A failure mode is a type of failure. An event (e.g. the final shutdown of the green
rounded machine in Figure 1) is a real failure case happens in one data source at certain timestamps. We assume that there exist discriminative patterns (e.g. the red shaded
pattern in Figure 1) prior to failure events that can be used to detect failure. As usually
one starts by labeling all time-instances in a time-window (exploration windows) prior
to the failure event as positive, but often only a small fraction of the instances within
certain feature space in such window are relevant to failure. The analytical goal is to
bi-select both failure-relevent features and time-instances, which can be used for failure
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detection and diagnosis. With certain domain knowledge, we assume the pattern appears no earlier than η timestamps before the events; or we make a formal assumption
here: the exploration windows contain no more than η time-instances for each event. In
practice, η is set conservatively. We will further discuss in Section 6.
2.2 Notations
For a matrix Z ∈ Rm×n , Z T denotes its transpose and Z −1 denotes its (pseudo)inverse,
while Z(i, j) denotes the element in the i-th row and j-th column, and Z(i, :) and Z(:
, j) denote its i-th row and j-th column respectively. Wequse entry-wise norms denoted
p
P
2
by kZkp , where p = 2 gives Frobenius norm kZkF =
tr(ZZ T ),
ij Z(i, j) =
Pm
and p = (2, 1) gives `2,1 norm kZk2,1 = i=1 kZ(i, :)k2 . For a vector [w1 , ..., wm ] ∈
Rm×1 , diag([w1 , ..., wm ]) ∈ Rm×m denotes a diagonal matrix with w1 , ..., wm as its
diagonal entries, while diag(Z) for a given square matrix Z is a square matrix that has
the same diagonal entries as Z but off-diagonal entries are all zeros. Im is an identity
matrix of dimension m × m.

3

Problem Formulation

3.1 Problem Setting
Consider a failure analytic task with k available events of the same failure mode. Let
any instance have m-dimensional features after feature engineering (see Section 6.1
for details). Without loss of generality, we assume η is less than the smallest time gap
between two consecutive events if there are more than one events from one source
(that is, the exploration windows from the same source are disjoint). Therefore, any
instance can belong to at most one exploration window. Also as time-dependency is
captured by the derived features, instances from different timestamps or data sources
become independent. Thus, the data matrix can be organized as X = [x1 , x2 , ..., xn ] =
[Xa , Xb ] ∈ Rm×n , where n is the number of all instances, a := kη, b := n − kη,
Xa = [x1 , x2 , ..., xa ] ∈ Rm×a are instances from all the exploration windows, and
Xb = [xa+1 , xa+2 , ..., xa+b ] ∈ Rm×b are all the normal instances that irrelevant to the
failure (usually b  a).
The initial exploration windows define the tentative event label matrix, given by
k×n
E ∈ {0, 1}
, where E(j, i) = 1 if xi is an instance from the exploration window of
the j-th event, otherwise E(j, i) = 0. Similarly, we define the time-instance weighting
matrix as Y ∈ Rk×n , where the continuous value Y (j, i) represents the relevance of
instance xi to the j-th event. Obviously, the associated label matrices can be written as
E = [Ea , Eb ] and Y = [Ya , Yb ], where Ea ∈ {0, 1}k×a and Ya ∈ Rk×a correspond to
the instances from Xa , and Eb = Yb = 0k×b correspond to normal instances from Xb .
Note that, Ea has exact one “1” in each column.
We then introduce the key components of our algorithm to address the feature and
label uncertainties.
3.2 Supervised Feature Selection
Suppose reliable labels Y is given, identifying event-relevant features can be addressed
by the following supervised feature selection method [9].
min kW T X − Y k2F + αkW k2,1 ,
W

(1)
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where X ∈ Rm×n is the input data matrix with n instances and m features, and Y ∈
Rk×n is the (binary) class label indicator matrix with Y (j, i) = 1 if xi is labeled as
class j, otherwise Y (j, i) = 0. The solution W ∈ Rm×k gives a feature weighting
matrix, where W (i, j) represents the importance of the i-th feature to the j-th class.
The first term in Eq (1) is a smooth convex loss function, the second term represents
the sparsity of W with α controlling the trade-off. This method has been popularly
used in industrial failure analysis domain [8,21] due to its better explainability and
outperformance, so we use it as our feature selection baseline.
3.3

Label Diffusion

However, due to uncertainty in the tentative labels, the aforementioned supervised methods will fail. Most existing label noise-reduction methods [4,15] are not suitable either,
since they all assume only a small portion of labels are wrong.
Here we leverage the label propagation idea from semi-supervised learning, which
tries to learn the unknown labels by propagating information from the labeled data.
Classical Label Propagation (CLP) [11] defines a label diffusion process on a graph,
whose nodes are instances and edges represent the similarity between nodes [11]. The
diffusion starts from labeled instances, then propagates to the entire graph via random
walks. Its stationary state can be solved analytically by
min
Y

n
X

Ã(i, j)kY (:, i) − Y (:, j)k2F + µ

n
X

kY (:, i) − E(:, i)k2 ,

(2)

i=1

i,j=1

where E ∈ {0, 1}k×n is a binary label initialization, Y ∈ Rk×n represents the final
(soft) label assignments, and Ã ∈ Rn×n is a normalized transition matrix with Ã(i, j)
defining the transition probability from xi to xj . Eq (2) seeks the trade-off between the
global smoothness meaning that two similar instances should share the same labels (the
first term), and the local fitness meaning that the final label should not be dramatically
different from the initialization (the second term), with µ controlling the balance.
CLP defines a symmetric diffusion process. However, a unique challenge in failure
analysis is the asymmetric uncertainty assumption, that is the uncertainty only comes
from Ea . To exploit this property, we propose a directional label diffusion (DLD) process, which allows to correct the initial positive labels through information propagation.
The details of DLD will be discussed in Section 4.1.
3.4

Formal Definition

With the baseline solution suite, the goal of our Multi-view Failure Analysis on Multivariate Time-series Data (MAMT) can be stated as to identify the failure-relevant features and time-instances from massive multi-sourced data. Or more formally, to solve a
feature score matrix W ∈ Rm×k , and an instance score matrix Y ∈ Rk×n (or equivalently Ya ∈ Rk×a ) that minimize the following loss function,
M(W, Ŷ ) = kW T XB − Ŷ Bk2F + αkW k2,1
|
{z
}
(I)
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+δ

 X
n

Ã(i, j)kŶ (:, i) − Ŷ (:, j)k2F + µ

i,j=1

kŶ (:, i) − E(:, i)k2



i=1

{z

|

n
X

(II)

}

+ γ kŶ T k2,1
| {z }

(3)

(III)

where Ŷ = Y ◦ E is the Hadamard product of Y and E, and B = diag([β1a , 1b ])
is the instance weights in a diagonal format with β being the relative weight for all
instances in Xa . Eq (3) simultaneously addresses feature selection (Term I) and label
correction (Term II). Meanwhile, it also seeks sparsity in selected instances (given by
the `2,1 norm regularization on Ŷ T in Term III). The resulting score matrices W (i, j)
and Ŷ (j, i) represent the contribution of the i-th feature and instance to the j-th event.
Remark 1: The reason to bring Ŷ is to “suppress” Yb ; and the reason to bring B is to
introduce cost-sensitive objective to handle data imbalance issue between Xa and Xb .
Remark 2: Although each event may have its respective feature weights, features
weights from different events are not totally independent, as they are from the same
failure mode. Therefore, we want to find consistent event-related features across all
events. Eq (3) adopts two strategies to enforce the global consistency: the parameter α
controls the global row sparsity of W , and the normalized transition matrix Ã controls
global diffusion process.
Remark 3: In a failure analysis task, interpretability is usually of high priority. The
objective is for any given number p and q, provides the top-p features that characterize
the most separable pattern between Xb and the q most representative event instances in
Xa .

4

Problem Solution

(a) Classical Label Propagation (CLP)

(b) Directional Label Diffusion (DLD)

Fig. 2. The difference between our proposed DLD and standard CLP. In the left most plots, red
and blue points are instances initially labeled as “1” and “0”. In CLP, both red and blue propagate out along the edges. But in DLD, red label can either stay with itself, or diffuse out, while
transitions from blue to red or between red nodes are not allowed. As a result, DLD successfully
corrects the mislabeled “1”s in (b).

4.1 Directional Label Diffusion
In the initial setting, only the positive labels are assumed to be uncertain. Our goal is
to correct the wrong positive labels. We propose an asymmetric Directional Label
Diffusion (DLD) based on a directional random walk (Figure 2(b)), in contrast to the
omnidirectional random walk used in the CLP (Figure 2(a)).
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Given the whole dataset X = [Xa , Xb ] ∈ Rm×n with m features and n instances,
of which Ya ∈ {0, 1}k×a is initially labeled as “1” for one event, and Yb ∈ 0k×b are all
“0” to start with. We construct an instance transition matrix A ∈ Rn×n and split it into
four blocks


Aaa Aab
A=
,
(4)
Aba Abb
where Aaa describes the transition within Xa , Aab describes the transition from Xa to
Xb , and so forth.
We assume the instances in Xa that carry wrong positive labels are close to (partial
of) Xb on all feature subspace, and only those labeled correctly are separable from
Xb in certain feature subspace. Therefore in the diffusion process, we hope that the
wrong “1”s are smoothed out through their “0” neighborhood and the right “1”s can be
maintained. Specifically, we allow the “1” labels to diffuse from Xa to Xb only. Also
we ignore the diffusion within Xb since we assume all “0”s are labeled confidently.
Furthermore, within Xa , we only allow self-loops so that right “1”s can be conserved
during diffusion process. In other words, diffusion from each instance in Xa to Xb
are independent, because transition between two instances in Xa are not defined. As a
result, A in our DLD is defined as


diag(Aaa ) Aab
A=
,
(5)
0ba
0bb
where diag(Aaa ) only keeps the diagonal of Aaa , and the original Aba and Abb are set
to be 0 matrix. Figure 2(b) illustrates our proposed DLD. By using Eq (5), entries of Ŷa
will be decreased and the wrong “1”s will be decreased much faster as we dissipate the
confidence. As a result, the wrong positive labels would be corrected and only the right
ones would be conserved. Such instance transition matrix A by DLD will be used in Eq
(3).
4.2 Proposed Algorithm
We now present an iterative solution to solve Eq (3). By rewriting the Term II of Eq
(3) in matrix form, δtr(Ŷ (In − Ã)Ŷ T ) + µδtr(Ŷ − E)(Ŷ − E)T , it is easy to verify
that the loss function M is jointly convex in W and Ŷ , so a global optimal solution
exists. It is difficult to optimize W and Ŷ simultaneously. Therefore we adopt an alternating and iterative optimization procedure, which works well for a number of practical
optimization problems[15].
Given Ŷ, optimize W. Given Ŷ , the optimal W can be computed by minimizing the
following objective function
M(W ) = kW > XB − Ŷ Bk2F + αkW k2,1 + const wrt W.

(6)

The update rule for W at each iteration is given by
Theorem 1. When fixing Ŷ , W can be obtained by
W = (XB 2 X > + αDW )−1 (XB 2 Ŷ > ),
where DW is a diagonal matrix with the i-th diagonal element as DW (i, i) =

(7)
1
2kW (i,:)k2 .
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Proof. The cost function (without constant term) in Eq (6) can be written as
L(W ) = tr(W > XB 2 X > W − 2W > XB 2 Ŷ > ) + αkW k2,1 .
This is quadratic (thus convex) in W , so taking the partial derivative of M
∂L(W )W = 2XB 2 X > W − 2XB 2 Ŷ > + 2αDW W.
and setting it to be 0 yields the update rule as in Eq (7).
Given W, optimize Ŷ. Given W , the optimal Ŷ can be computed by minimizing the
following objective function
M(Ŷ ) = min kW > XB − Ŷ Bk2F + γkŶ > k2,1
Ŷ

+δ

 X
n

Ã(i, j)kŶ (:, i) − Ŷ (:, j)k2F + µ

i,j=1

n
X


kŶ (:, i) − E(:, i)k2 .

(8)

i=1

Below is the update rule for Ŷ in each iteration.
Theorem 2. When fixing W , Ŷ can be obtained by
Ŷ = (W > XB 2 + δµE)(B 2 + γDŶ > + δ L̃ + δµIn )−1 ,
where DŶ > is a diagonal matrix with the i-th diagonal element as DŶ > (i, i) =

(9)
1
,
2kŶ (:,i)k2

and L̃ = In − Ã is a Laplacian matrix of Ã from Section 4.1.
Proof. We rewrite the cost function in Eq (8) as
L(Ŷ ) = tr(Ŷ B 2 Ŷ > − 2W > XB 2 Ŷ > ) + γkŶ > k2,1


>
>
+ δtr Ŷ L̃Ŷ + µ(Ŷ − E)(Ŷ − E) .

(10)

The partial derivative of L(Ŷ ) for Ŷ is therefore
∂L(Ŷ )Ŷ = 2Ŷ B 2 − 2W > XB 2 + 2γ Ŷ DŶ >
+ 2δ Ŷ L̃ + 2δµ(Ŷ − E).

(11)

Since Eq (10) is convex, setting the above partial derivative to zero gives us Eq (9).
The directional label diffusion is essential for correcting the initial labels and it
relies on the accuracy of the transition matrix A. Here we introduce a dynamic process
to build a more adaptive A by considering the most current feature weighting. Within
each iteration, once the W got updated we use it to attach importance to each feature.
In other words, A is being updated during the optimization process. The A matrix at the
t-th iteration, At , is built upon a weighted dataset X > Wt where Wt is the W matrix at
the t-th iteration. Therefore our proposed Dynamic and Directional Label Diffusion
(DDLD) is controlled by the following (time-varying) transition matrix


diag(Xa> Wt Wt > Xa ) Xa> Wt Wt > Xb
At =
,
(12)
0ba
0bb
where we utilize the traditional linear kernel by default. For the non-linear problem,
non-linear kernels such as Gaussian kernels could be used in a similar way.
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4.3 Efficient Implementation
The running complexity is determined by Eq (7), (9), and (12). When the number of
instances n is large, each iteration consumes a lot of time and memory. In this section
we introduce an efficient implementation by taking advantage of the sparsity in Ŷ and
A.
Proposition 1. Eq (7) can be rewritten as
W = (Xb Xb> + β 2 Xa Xa> + αDW )−1 (β 2 Xa Ya> ).

(13)

The label update rule in Eq (9) only depends on the part corresponding to Xa . Since
the other part in Ŷ corresponding to Xb is always suppressed by E in Ŷ = Y ◦ E. We
then have the following:
Proposition 2. Ya can be extracted from Eq (9) by
Ya = (W > Xa B̄ + δµE)(B̄ + γDYˆ > Īan + δ L̄ + δµĪan )−1 ,
a

(14)

where B̄ = [diag(β 2 1a ), 0ab ] ∈ Ra×n , Īan = [Ia , 0ab ] ∈ Ra×n , and L̄ ∈ Ra×n is the
upper part of L̃.
Both Proposition 1 and 2 are easy to prove. To save space we omit the details. Now
we summarize our final Algorithm 1. Given b  max(a, m), the time complexity of
each iteration is O(amb + a2 b + m2 b) and space complexity is O(a2 + ab).

Algorithm 1: MAMT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

5

Input: X, E, α, β, γ, δ, µ,
X = [Xa , Xb ] ∈ Rm×n where n is #instances and m is #features, while Xa ∈ Rm×a
corresponds to the instances initially labeled as “1” and Xb ∈ Rm×b are those initially
labeled as “0” (usually b  a). And E ∈ Rk×n to be the initial event labels, where
E(j, i) = 1 if xi is initialized as one of the event instances for the j-th event, otherwise
E(j, i) = 0.
Output: Feature weight W ∈ Rm×k and instance weight Ya ∈ Rk×a .
Initialize Y = E and Ya to be the first a columns of Y ;
Initialize DW = Im ;
while Not convergent do
Calculate W using Eq (13) ;
Calculate L̃ = In − Ã where Ã = D−1 A and A is from Eq (12) ;
Calculate Ya using Eq (14) ;
Update Y by Y = [Ya , 0b ] ;
end while ;

Related Work and Discussion

Our problem is unique in the following aspects: 1) it simultaneously conducts instance
selection (to remove label uncertainty) and feature selection while begins with very
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rough label initialization; 2) data may come from multiple sources which involve healthy
and event ones. Here we introduce the most related work and discuss accordingly.
Our problem definition can be viewed as an extension of multiple instance learning
to time series with feature selection. Many works have been done on computer aided
diagnosis or image analysis [12,7] with global consistency as constraint. Comparatively,
our setting is flexible as we allow each event case to have its own feature and instance
weighting.
Unsupervised feature selection has been widely studied [19,2]. But they don’t consider instance weighting. Some researches proposed feature and instance selection in
the same framework [20] based on global normal distribution only. When applied to
our problem setting, they could not differentiate the anomalous part from normal.
(Semi-)supervised learning can learn from the label initialization [9,18]. Classic
label propagation (CLP) [17,11] shed insights into the design of our algorithm, but
none of them focuses on both feature/instance selection. Furthermore, CLP is semisupervised, while our problem is more close to supervised learning. Another key difference is that, CLP assumes that the initial labels are truly reliable, while in our problem
setting the positive label may contain wrong labels and our goal to correct them and
learn a more accurate model.
Researches have been focusing on time series event analysis [16,1,3], many of
which are built upon auto-regression (e.g. ARIMA, VAR). Cheng et.al. proposed a
ranking causal anomaly detection based on vanishing correlations on sensor graph [3].
It assumes that there exists an invariant network on sensors/features, which is not true
in many real world problems where the normal data usually contains different patterns
and the underlying distribution changes over time. And it is only for a single data source
analysis. Comparatively, our MAMT allows dynamic patterns in normal data and it is
capable to build one single model for multiple data sources. The method by Batal et al.
[1] converts time series into intervals of temporal abstractions and detects discriminative patterns according to predefined abstract states. But it is sensitive to the setting of
abstract states and cannot handle high dimensional data. On the contrary, MAMT directly learns the weight of features and is well applicable to a large number of features.

6

Experiment

6.1 Experiment Setup
Baseline methods
We consider five categories of baselines as follows.
MI-RVM [12]: a multiple instance learning algorithm with feature selection, which is
completely automatic and does not require tuning any parameters. Coselect [15]: uses
E as initial labeling seed but iteratively filters out the noisy labels with high residuals between predicted and observed labels. SVM-FS: trains support vector machine
(SVM) on all X (Xa and Xb ) with initial label E, then relabels the top instances of
Xa as 1 (instance selection) according to their predicting scores, and finally performs
the supervised `2,1 norm-based feature selection given by Eq (1) with Xb labeled as 0.
One-class SVM (or 1SVM) [14] and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)-FS [10]: train on
true normal data Xb only, then label the most anomalous instances of Xa as 1 (instance
selection), and finally perform supervised `2,1 feature selection with Xb labeled as 0 4 .
4

Although some anomaly detection methods like 1SVM also output feature weight, the weights
are purely based on the normal set distribution (i.e., Xb here). As our goal is to use the
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Table 1. Baseline Methods
Description
#1 Multiple instance learning
#2 Iteratively update feature weights and instance
weights
#3 Perform (supervised) classification first and feature selection later
#4 Perform (unsupervised) anomaly detection first
and feature selection later
#5 Perform feature selection first and anomaly detection later

Methods
MI-RVM [12]
Coselect [15]
SVM-FS
1SVM-FS [14], GMM-FS [10]
FS-GMM

FS-GMM: first performs supervised `2,1 feature selection with the initial label E, and
then performs GMM anomaly detection (trained on Xb and tested on Xa ) on the top
features subspace to choose the most anomalous instances (instance selection).
We do not include Classical Label Propagation (CLP) as baseline here because it is
semi-supervised method and therefore not applicable in our problem setting.
In model training, we use linear kernel for all the SVM (i.e. libsvm) due to its
popularity and interpretability in industry [6,13]. Specifically, i) all the parameters in the
baselines are tuned to get the best performance; ii) the number of components for GMM
is set to be six; iii) the linking graph R in Coselect is constructed with R(i, j) = 1 if xi
and xj belong to the same event in Xa , zero otherwise. As for our MAMT,
p we choose
the default regularization parameters in Algorithm 1 as: α = n/m, β = b/a, γ = 1,
δ = 1 and µ = 0.3. The selection is motivated by balancing the sample sizes from
normal and faulty classes; however, our sensitivity study in Section 6.4 indicates the
algorithm performance is reasonably stable to such parameters tuning.
The selection of a (exploration window size) usually requires field knowledge. Generally it should not be either too small (not to exclude the failure-relevant instances) or
too large (not to include other failure-irrelevant anomalies).
Table 2. Dataset summary: number of data sources, events(k), features(m), initial event
instances(a) and normal instances(b).
data name
Data A
Data B

# sources
1599
135

#k
12
22

#m
77 (s=11)
90 (s=12)

#a
3452
31680

#b
2893581
2321200

Real world dataset
We use two industrial datasets to evaluate the algorithm performance (dataset summarized in Table 2). In the first dataset, sensor data from a fleet of 1599 engines are
available. This fleet have 2 years running life on average, and 12 engines have demonstrated a thrust deficit problem after certain usage. The sensor data were recorded two
reweighted (or selected) features to distinguish the abnormal patterns in Xa , the supervised
feature selection is more suitable.
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times a day, and contain 11 raw measurements, including engine fan speed, compressor pressure and temperature, exhaust gas temperature, oil temperature, fuel flow and
vibration parameters and so on. The second dataset was collected from electrical pump
system that includes a fleet of 135 pump machine, among which 22 have pump failure
after certain usage. The sensor data were recorded at a frequency of every 30 minutes.
There are 12 measurements including electric current, intake pressure and temperature,
output frequency, vibration and voltage parameters. Domain experts believe that the exploration window should not exceed 3 months for the first dataset and 1 month for the
second dataset, and the value of a was set accordingly.
Time-series feature construction
We embed the temporal dependency into feature space with temporal feature engineering. Different methods (e.g. EMD, FFT) have been explored [5]. Here we use slidingwindow-based constructions. Given the window size ρ, each operation g is an algorithm
that takes a time series window (x01 , x02 , ..., x0ρ ) as input, and outputs a single number.
The x0i is usually univariate or bivariate. Here we apply auto-correlation (of univariate raw sensor) and cross-correlation (of pairwise raw sensors). Together with the raw
sensor record, the dataset dimension becomes m = 2s + s(s − 1)/2 given s as the
number of raw sensors. The setting of ρ should involve domain knowledge as well. In
our experiments we set ρ = 20, and each dimension of X is then scaled into [0, 1].
Evaluation method
The biggest challenge in evaluating failure analysis is the limited ground truth. There
are two ways to verify the selected features/instances: one is by domain expert examination, and the other is by checking the classification capability upon selected features/instances. We show the latter comparison in Figure 3, but also discuss the former
in Section 6.3. In detail, our evaluation method is designed to test the event classifier
developed with the selected top q-instances and p-features. The value of p and q are
selected in advance, and usually set for the interpretability requirement and investigation budget. In our problem, we also got the insights from industrial domain experts.
Nevertheless, the numerical experiments also indicates that the MAMT is reasonably
stable for p and q tuning (as shown in Figure 3).
Having the classifiers from each methods, we evaluate their performance by the
leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV). Every time we randomly train on k−1 events
to generate the top instances and features; then a linear SVM classifier is constructed.
The classifier is tested on the left-out event, and detection quality is measured by precision and recall. In particular, a detection is a true positive if a predicted value “1” is
obtained within three months prior to the final failure (effective event detection), otherwise it is false positive. The recall value equals to one if a model successfully predicts
the event with a lead-time no longer than predefined window (longer lead-time is considered as irrelevant or false positive), and otherwise equals to zero.
6.2

Experiment Result Analysis

Besides the baselines in Table 1, we also included a linear SVM without feature/instance
selection to show the necessity of feature/instance selection. Figure 3 shows the performance with different number of features (when fixing q = 5) and different number of
instances (when fixing p = 2). There are a few importance observations:
(1) Classifiers upon bi-selection clearly outperform simple SVM without any selection.
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(2) MAMT gives the best classifier with consistently the highest precision and recall.
(3) MAMT has relatively low false positive rate. For Data A, the false positive by
MAMT include only four data sources on average, which is much lower than the
false positive by the other that involve more than eight data sources. For Data B, the
false positive by MAMT include only three data sources on average, but the second
best baseline has more than nine on average.
(4) The precision/recall usually drop in the end with large number of features/instances.
It is because more irrelevant features/instances introduce more noise. This is different from the standard binary classification, for which the performance usually
increases (both precision and recall) as more relevant instances are used for training, if the labels are reliable.
(5) In Figure 3, precision/recall by MAMT usually reach its top performance with intermediate number of features/instances. This suggests that our MAMT perform
better due to the combination of both better feature selection and better instance
labelling.
6.3 Identified Features by MAMT
For Dataset A, the top features by MAMT are edge deteriorations and exhaust gas
temperature. The domain experts confirmed that they were physically responsible to
the engine thrust deficit problems. While the top features from Dataset B by MAMT
are relatively high or low intake temperature and motor temperature, which are also
confirmed as physically driven features of pump failure by domain experts. On the
other hand, the top features by the other baselines are either physically irrelevant or
incomplete compared against our MAMT selection.
6.4 Parameter Sensitivity and Scalability Analysis
Although MAMT requires some user-defined parameter (α, β, γ, δ), we observe that
the MAMT performs stably in a wide range of values in Figure 4, which illustrates the
precision/recall value by respectively fixing two of the four parameters (α, β, γ, δ) and
using grid search on the rest two. Each parameter is timed by a base-10 power scale.
Figure 5 shows the scalability comparison with a simulation dataset, in which we
change the size of Xb , the key affecting factor for complexity, while holding the rest
parameters fixed. The linear SVM (libsvm) training time is non-linear, and Coselect
requires to build a full instance graph, therefore they are not scalable. With the fast
implementation in Section 4.3, MAMT has the second best scalability. FS-GMM is the
fastest since its GMM is only trained on the selected feature subspace, making it more
efficient than GMM-FS which trains on the full feature space.

7

Conclusion

This paper presents a failure-relevant feature/time-instance selection method for machine failure detection and analysis on multivariate temporal data. Different from the
standard supervised methods, MAMT identifies the most relevant features and timeinstances which can be used for better classification. Furthermore, MAMT can involve multiple data sources, which is difficult to any uni-source analytics. We show
that MAMT is effective and efficient, verified by theoretical analysis and industrial experiments.
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(a) Data A: Precision across different # in- (b) Data A: Recall across different # instances
stances

(c) Data A: Precision across different # fea- (d) Data A: Recall across different # features
tures

(e) Data B: Precision across different # in- (f) Data B: Recall across different # instances
stances

(g) Data B: Precision across different # fea- (h) Data B: Recall across different # features
tures
Fig. 3. Classification performance of each method with different p (# top features) and q (# top
instances).
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(a) precision: α, β

(b) recall: α, β

(c) precision: γ, δ

(d) recall: γ, δ

Fig. 4. Parameter sensitivity analysis

Fig. 5. Scalability Comparison.
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Abstract. GitHub is the world leading web-based version control service. It is mostly used for coding containing a vast number of users
and repositories. Because of its social and collaborative nature, users
are encouraged to participating in each other projects. In this context,
understanding the factors that represent users interests for projects is
crucial in order to devise effective services for helping them finding relevant projects. In this paper, we contribute in this direction by evaluating
a comprehensive set of features that may represent user preferences for
projects. Some of these features were already proposed in the literature,
and some of them are original. We feed these features to several machine learning algorithms in order to assess how these features correlate
with the projects that users explicitly showed interest in the past. Our
findings may pave the way for efficient recommender systems and search
algorithms for helping GitHub users finding projects of interest.
Keywords: GitHub · Machine Learning · Social Network.

1

Introduction

In recent years, social coding has become one of the most important approaches
for developing and maintaining software, specially open source. Whether through
work organizations or collaborative social tools, the fruitful contribution among
team members is the basis for driving innovation and project success. As a
result, much progress has been made in creating code hosting platforms such
as Sourceforge3 , CodePlex4 , Google Code5 , IBM’s Bluemix6 , GitHub7 . Being
GitHub, one of the most popular collaborative version control platforms for
developers and arguably the world’s largest code hosting site [16].
GitHub provides, through its publicly accessible APIs, lots of information
about users and repositories. For example, it is possible to collect users organizations, geographic location, events and their followers. From the repositories, it
3
4
5
6
7

https://code.google.com
https://www.codeplex.com
https://code.google.com
https://developer.ibm.com/bluemix/
http://github.com/
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is possible to collect textual description, creation date, watchers, programming
languages used, history of commits,pull-requests, issues, which can be used to relate and discover similar projects of interest to the target user. In [4], the author
notes that the visibility of some GitHub actions such as following a developer
or observing a project leads to an increase in the quality of project updates by
developers (for example, the developer remains motivated by the simple fact to
know that someone was interested in his/her work). Also, these actions lead to
increased extensions of these projects by other developers (fork), exposure to
other projects in the user portfolio, generation of new ideas, discussions, and
contributions among users.
In the last few decades, many studies have focused on encouraging social coding to achieve greater performance and input among project members. Whether
through work organizations or collaborative social tools, the fruitful contribution
among team members is the basis for driving innovation and project success. As
a result, much progress has been made in creating code hosting platforms such
as Sourceforge8 , CodePlex9 , Google Code10 , IBM’s Bluemix11 , GitHub12 . Being GitHub, one of the most popular collaborative version control platforms for
developers and arguably the world’s largest code hosting site [16].
One major challenge in this context is helping users finding relevant projects
automatically. In this sense, understanding the factors that represent user interests for projects is crucial. In this paper, we contribute in this direction by
evaluating a wide set of features, extracted from users and repositories data,
for representing user preferences for projects. We feed these features to several
strong machine learning algorithms in order to assess how these features correlate with the projects that users explicitly showed interest in the past. We
conduct experiments in a large sample of users and repositories where the task
is to predict whether a user will or not participate in a project. The results are
very encouraging, implying that the proposed features do a good job in representing user preferences. We hope that our findings will pave the way for devising
efficient recommender systems and search algorithms for helping GitHub users
finding projects of interest.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related works our research, whereas Section 3 introduces the study done. Section
4 presents the evaluation and discussion about the study. Finally, Section 5 provides some final remarks about the work.

2

Related Works

To gain a better understanding of the GitHub platform, both as a social network
and as a collaborative platform, this study [14] have considered the distributions
8
9
10
11
12

https://code.google.com
https://www.codeplex.com
https://code.google.com
https://developer.ibm.com/bluemix/
http://github.com/
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of the number of contributors per repository, watchers per project, followers per
user, social links of collaboration mediated by repositories, of created events,
geography of activity centers, influence on collaboration, and others. This is first
quantitative study on the interactions among GitHub users highlights the low
reciprocity of user interactions, collaboration more often on small projects, and
the most active users on the platform do not necessarily have a large following.
We identified similar points in our study, when we found that projects that have
a more significant commitment by the users are not necessarily the most popular.
The works [7] and [25] cite that the coding is faster by cloning projects
(fork ), breaking the geographical boundaries. These studies have found evidence
of technical dependencies between projects, identifying the existence of code
patterns that may be candidates for code sharing and machine learning [6] [22].
For this reason, in our study, we defined the fork feature as our response variable
for the applied prediction algorithms.
The availability of GitHub data motivated many studies with the aim of
characterizing this new context of collaboration. The works [4] [24] [12] and [14]
analyze the data collected from GitHub in order to better understand the interactions and peculiarities arising from an environment such as the GitHub, and
that mixes social and collaborative features. These surveys help us to qualify the
features most appropriate for our study.
In this study, the authors used the project programming languages and text
files to predict GitHub repositories for the user watches. In this other, the author [26] combined user information, projects, issues, and review analysis of
pull-requests to recommend new reviewers (developers who evaluate whether
the source code of a pull -request is suitable to be added to the project source)
of projects using information from the GitHub social network.
Other approaches [13] [15] observed events that users contributed to a specific
time range, such as PushEvent and PullRequestEvent, and events that users
interacted with ForkEvent, IssueEvent, IssueCommentEvent and WatchEvent
understand the behavior of users and projects on the platform.
All of these previous studies focus on different approaches to using user features and GitHub projects. In our proposal, we address recommendations centered on a variety of characteristics, namely: programming language, watchers,
followers, pull-requests, issues, commits, and others, but we also create our engagement metrics and distribution of features to add value to predictions of user
interest.

3

The Study

In this section we introduce (i) the features investigated (and proposed) to fit best
with different classification algorithms (Section 3.1) and (ii) the classification
algorithms pursuing as the features available on GitHub as those proposed in (i).
The first discovers factors that correlate with users’ preferences for projects. The
second consists of traditional methods of classification that incorporate content
features investigated in this study.
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3.1

Social Network Information GitHub

Classification algorithms rely on different types of input. Regarding GitHub,
some of them should be captured explicitly from feedback, which includes explicit
user features regarding their interest in some item (e.g., following a user on
GitHub). For some situations, there is no way to require explicit feedback from
the user. Therefore, an alternative strategy is to rely on (and to capture) past
user behavior data without explicitly requiring them.
Thus, since most GitHub resources do not have explicit feedback, the classification algorithm can infer user preferences through observing his/her behavior.
Types of implicit data include repositories history, forks history, programming
language, search patterns, or even page views/clicks. For example, when a user
performs a fork in a repository, he/she most likely has mastery over the programming languages handled in this repository.
In article [4], the author points out that the visibility of some GitHub actions,
such as tracking a developer or observing a project, leads to an increase in the
quality of project updates by developers (for example, developers stay motivated
merely because they know someone cares with their work). Also, these actions
lead to increased extensions of these projects by other developers (forks), the
exposure of other projects in the user portfolio, the generation of new ideas,
debates and the encouragement of social coding.
In order to investigate some factors that correlate with users’ preferences
for projects, we have selected some features directly from GitHub and we have
also proposed some derived features that are calculated on GitHub features.
These features are based on concepts such as popularity, contribution, support,
and project activity offered by the platform. These concepts have been extensively studied in other works related to the knowledge of users’ behavior on the
GitHub platform [4] [2] [19] [18]. For better understanding on each subject, we
separate the features into three types: attractiveness, engagement, visibility and
distribution from features that are described as follows:
1. The attractiveness features help us to analyze the factors concerning the
project popularity. According to [11], the higher the number of observers
in a project, the greater the number of contributions in this project. The
languages can be treated as the semantic information for determining users
interests. That is, these information is able to be a hint to find the relationships between users and projects. For each project, we gathered the number
of watchers in a project, projects labels and programming languages; and,
for each user, we gathered the number of user followers, language preferences and the organizations that a user participates. To avoid the analysis of
non-software projects (for example, simple documentation projects) [12], we
filter the repositories by the most commonly used programming languages in
GitHub, according to the number of open requests from pull-request. Among
77 million non-deleted projects, 56% of them have their primary languages
among these 25 languages (JavaScript, Java, Ruby, Python, Objective-C,
PHP, HTML, C++, C, Go, C#, CSS, Shell, Swift, TypeScript, Scala, CoffeScript, Lua, Perl, R, PowerShell, Rust, Makefile, Jupyter Notebook, Groovy).
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For users with languages in their profiles, Figure 1 shows the number of common languages.

Fig. 1. Most Used Programming Languages

2. The updates of the projects by their owners or by contributors encouraged to
social codification allow identifying the main events (more than 20 different
types of events are provided by GitHub) executed by a user, as well as
capturing the amount of commits carried out in the project. Based on the
potential time that the project was to receive contributions through commits,
we introduce three engagement features called project activities, daily
contribution and variation in periodicity
3. The visibility features of repositories has been recognized as a valuable aspect
of the GitHub community [10]. Users and other developers could submit
changes to a project by forking the project and then making a pull-request.
The central developer of the repository reviews the changes suggested in a
pull-request and decides to accept (or not) such changes. Many discussions,
known as issues may occur during the pull-request process. Therefore, for
each project and user, we use these two features, pull-requests and issues.
4. Most of the insight around how much of something is expected to find is
likely to be wrapped up in the details about data. Since our ability to understand what is going on is limited, we probably need to create a different
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type of features to even get some useful insights. Moreover, that is what
we did; we created distribution data derived by other features like commits,
pull-requests, and issues. These new features called mean, minimum, maximum, and standard deviation. Besides that, dates are important because
any models put in practice will going to be putting it in at some date that
is later than the date that will be trained by definition. So, we created the
feature called a year.
Since the attractive and visibility features are directly extracted from GitHub,
we introduce in the sequel the three above engagement features. They are proposed to quantify the involvement of the developers with the projects, through
the number of commits in the project timeline.
According to [17], engagement metrics are measures of interaction and involvement of the worker with the project. We verified that the engagement applied to workers for computing by humans could be adjusted to analyze the
activity of the projects through contributions from collaborators in GitHub.
In a collaborative environment, a project can receive input from a user at
any time. This user may have the interest to contribute initially to a shortterm project and have no interest in contributing in the long run. The proposed
metrics seek to analyze, in more detail, the activities of the projects through the
commits that the contributors realize through the time.
Figure 2 shows the three concepts used in the metric definitions: the active
days in the project, the dedicated time on an active day, and the elapsed time
between each pair of active days.

Fig. 2. Structure of the time line of a project.

An active day of a project p is one day where this repository received at least
one commit during that day. We define ADp as a set of dates in which the project
was active (receive commits), so the number of days the project was active is
given by |ADp |. The time that the project has been receiving contributions is
the number of days elapsed between the date the project was created CDp and
the last active day of the project (i.e. max(ADp )).
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Active Days Ratio of a project (ADRp ) is the proportion of days that a
project was active over the time the project has been receiving contributions.
This value is calculated as indicated in Equation 1. The closer to 1, the more
active is the project.
ADRp =

|ADp |
(max(ADp ) − CDp ) + 1

(1)

Daily Contribution of a project (DCp ) is the average number of 2, where the
N Cp (ADp ) calculates the cumulative sum of commits to all active days contained
in the Set ADp of the project. The higher the average, the longer the project
receives collaborations on each active day.
DCp =

N Cp (ADp )
|ADp |

(2)

Variation in periodicity (V Pp ), in turn, is the standard deviation of the
elapsed times between each pair of consecutive active days. It is calculated as
indicated in Equation 3. When V Pp = 1, the project presents the continuous
variation in the elapsed time between each pair of following active days, which
indicates that the project is updated daily, with perfect periodicity (sd = 0).
Conversely, the lesser V Pp , the more inconsistent and less predictable is the
periodicity with which its contributors update the project.
V Pp = 1 − sd(V Pp )

(3)

The metrics proposed above fit the objective of analyzing the contribution
level and duration of the collaborators’ contributions. Active days allow analyzing the project’s rate of return during the period in which receiving contributions.
The time devoted daily gives a view of the extent of daily collaboration. Finally,
the variation in periodicity captures how the periodicity of the returns occurs.
3.2

Classification Methods

There are different types of classifiers, but in general, they are known as supervised or unsupervised classifications. In the unsupervised classification, the
labels are unknown, and the model is adjusted according to some criteria. In the
supervised classification, the labels are known in advance, and we have a set of
features that constitute the training set.
We have applied some supervised classification methods to the features previously introduced in order to better investigate which of them better represent
project preferences of GitHub users. We present methods based on k-Nearest
Neighbors Classifier (KNN) [21], Random Forest (RF) [9], XGBoost [3] and
Factorization Machine (FM) [20] that were explored in previous project recommendation studies, but not with the features proposed in our work. These
methods are useful when we have some features such as the number of events,
number of observers, average commits, and so on that are either the user or
project property and can be highly variable.
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A classifier is the mapping between a feature space and a label space, where
the features represent characteristics of the elements to be sorted and the labels
represent the classes. A project, for example, can be implemented by a classifier
that classifies whether the project received (or not) a fork based on several
features that describe it.
In supervised learning, the projects and corresponding users ratings are often partitioned into complementary subsets - a training set and a testing set
(also called a validation set). The task of supervised learning is then to, given
a training set, learn a function f that accurately approximates the projects
features. Projects that belong to the training set are denoted by Xt rain, and
these projects along with their corresponding ratings (fork’s label) constitute a
training set. We measure how accurately the learned function predicts the true
preferences of a user by means of the precision and recall.
Specifically, we are wondering how the social network, user profiles, and
projects available on the platform affect the contribution in this collaborative
social network. An extensive analysis was conducted in the GitHub dataset. To
assess if users preferentially contribute projects where they have interested, we
split all repositories joined by a developer into two groups: those with and those
without fork for that project.
Nearest Neighbors Classifier The kNN classifier works by storing training
records and use them to predict the class label of unseen cases. This model
memorizes the whole training set and given a point to be classified, it finds the
nearest k points (nearest neighbors) of the training records. Consequently, the
model assigns the class label according to the class labels of its closest neighbors.
The main idea is that if a record is determined in a neighborhood where a
class label is predominant then the record probably belongs to that same class.
Given a query point q for which we want to know its class l, and a training
set X = x1 , l1 , . . . , xn , where xj is the j-th element and lj is its classPlabel, the
kNN will determine a subset Y = y1 , l1 , . . . , yk which Y ∈ X and 1 d(q, yk )
is minimal. Y contains the k points in X which are closest to the query point
q. Then, the class label of q is l = f (l1 . . . lk ) [21]. kNN classifiers are amongst
the simplest of all machine learning algorithms. The kNN approach, although
simple and intuitive, has shown good accuracy results in several studies and is
very amenable to improvements [1].
Decision Tree Tree-based methods give us predictive models of high accuracy,
stability, and ease of interpretation. Unlike linear models, they map non-linear
relationships very well. And they can be adapted to solve various types of problems. Methods such as decision trees, random forest, and gradient boosting are
being widely used in all kinds of data science problems. Random Forest uses a
Decision Tree set to perform data learning, which tends to perform better than
a simple model, and because it uses many samples in the process, the selection
metrics used may be particularly useful when the selection methods of forward
and backward variables are not appropriate due to having a high number of
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patterns presented in the data and a reduction in dimensionality is necessary.
As it derives from Decision Trees, it also has limitations in handling data with
varying scalability, which in many cases requires a significant amount of time
to be spent in data preparation. About XGBoost (eXtreme Gradient Boosting),
this model is a well-known and efficient open-source implementation of the algorithm based on gradient increase trees. The gradient increase is a supervised
learning algorithm that attempts to accurately predict a target variable. To do
this, it combines the estimates of a set of simpler and weaker models. XGBoost
excels in machine learning competitions as it is more robust in handling a variety of data types, relationships, and distributions, as well as a large number of
hyper-parameters that can be fine-tuned to a more appropriate scenario. This
flexibility makes XGBoost a consistent choice for regression, classification (binary and multiclass) and punctuation problems.
Factorization Machines Factorization Machines (FM) are a generic approach
since they can mimic most factorization models just by feature engineering.
This way, factorization machines combine the generality of feature engineering
with the superiority of factorization models in estimating interactions between
categorical variables of large domain. The input data for FM is described with
real-valued features, precisely like in other machine-learning approaches such
as linear regression, support vector machines, etc. The internal model of FM
uses factorized interactions between variables, and thus, it shares with other
factorization models the high prediction quality in sparse settings.

4

Evaluation

In this section, we assess the effectiveness of the classification methods previously
introduced aiming to evaluate how the features (also previously introduced)
represent user preferences on GitHub. In Section 4.1, we describe the setup that
supports the evaluation, including the GitHub dataset. The evaluation metrics
as well as the results, analysis and discussion about the conducted experiments
are introduced in Section 4.2.
4.1

GitHub Dataset

The GitHub public repositories database, where we can find information about
users and projects is made available through public APIs. The data collected
in this work were used from a third party project called GHTorrent [8], can be
accessed over Google Cloud services, where the Google BigQuery contains an
up to date import of the latest GHTorrent MySQL dump. To complement the
data, we used in combination with GHTorrent13 the GitHub Archive14 to make
13
14

www.ghtorrent.org
www.githubarchive.org
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it easily accessible for further analysis. At the time of the dump, (2018-04-01),
GitHub had more than 24.2 million users and 83.6 million repositories.
We conducted experiments on a large-scale dataset (10.000 users and 365.628
repositories), to evaluate the effectiveness of the classification methods applied
on the set of features previously introduced. A user is considered to prefer a
repository if the user does any ForkEvent, where the value 1 of the response
variable indicates whether the user has performed fork of the repository selected, otherwise the value of the response variable will be 0. We are concerned
with balancing the values of 0 and 1 so that the classifiers do not learn to give
preference to a type of response variable. Therefore, we intend to identify which
features apply best to represent users’ preferences by projects.
To test the learning the of models, we built a training set containing 20
features (watchers, commits, issues, pull-requests, cp , dp , vp , events, weight, year,
language; moreover, mean, min, max, and std about the features commits, pullrequests and issues). To numeric columns which have missing values, we created
an additional boolean column as well as replacing the missing with medians, and
turn the categorical objects into integer codes, when necessary.
4.2

Results and Discuss

We used the supervised classification models demonstrated in Section 3.2 with
the features defined in Section 3.1. Precision [5], Recall [5], F-Measure [5] and
area under the ROC curve (AUC) [23] are applied in the experiments to evaluate
the quality of classification.
Table 1 shows an example of how the GitHub features vectors are made
available so that classification algorithms can learn from the variables. Random
Forest, KNN Classifier, XGBoost and FM utilized all defined features in Section 3.1. For the FM algorithm, the variables are normalized such that they sum
up to 1. The algorithms learn from the training set generated from the features
selected and derived from the user behavior in the GitHub platform, and then
we predict from the test set.
Table 1. Features Used in Classification Algorithms
a issues commits watchers ADRp . . . pull-requests Target
x(1) 252
46
2632
0.75 . . .
12
1
x(2) 101
457
1804
0.17 . . .
75
0
x(3) 91
150
1016
0.43 . . .
27
0
x(4) 33
33
1710
0.07 . . .
19
1

As can be observed in Table 2, XGBoost performs best overall, while other
algorithms were also giving out reasonably well results. XGBoost performs the
best precision because the selected features can reasonably formulate the likelihood of projects activity to provide us repositories preference and it includes
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different mechanisms to avoid over-fitting and improve accuracy without too
many tuning on parameters.
Table 2. Metrics of the classification approaches
Models
Precision Recall F-Measure AUC
KNN
0.9891 0.9367
0.9622
0.9632
Random Forest 0.9874 0.9735
0.9804
0.9806
XGBoost
0.9914 0.9713
0.9812
0.9814
FM
0.4713 0.8860
0.61538 0.5048

The Table 2 summarizes the supervised and widely used learning algorithms
for classification problems in this work. (i) The kNN approach, though simple
and intuitive, has shown good results in the accuracy; (ii) tree-based models are
more robust in dealing with a variety of data types, relationships, and distributions, as well as with a large number of hyper-parameters that can be refined and
adjusted to a more appropriate scenario. Therefore, its application segregated
projects well based on the values of the features, identifying more precisely the
variable that creates the best homogeneous sets of projects (which are heterogeneous among them) and these algorithms presented better results; (iii) although
FM encodes languages as resources, the complex preferences was not learned.
In contrast, the XGBoost captures the preference directly by observing user
relationships.

Fig. 3. Feature Importance

Because the XGBoost model gave the best results, we verified the most important features for learning and prediction from the model. According to Figure 3,
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we can see that the top-10 most important features for the model are issues,
watchers, commits, pull-requests, V P p , DC p , ADRp , events, year and weight
(feature derived from the calculation of the presence of a language about all
programming languages used by the user).
The results found for the different approaches are related to the importance
features defined in Figure 3. At this point, the important thing is to check which
columns are critical and which ones are not so relevant to learning the model. In
almost all data sets we use in different studies, there is only one set of columns
with which your information is relevant. So in terms of learning about the project
domain in GitHub, we need to understand more about the columns that matter.
We recalculate, from the set of top-10 features shown in Figure 3, the precision, recall, f-measure and AUC values for the XGBoost model. We have identified that the precision value, for example, obtained a difference of above that
displayed in Figure 3 of 0.0039. We noticed that the difference is not significant,
but this indicates that the top-10 features are relevant for learning the model.
Moreover, still based on the classification model, we identified the collinearity
between these features, as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Collinearity between the important features

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated evaluating a comprehensive set of features that
may represent user preferences for projects. The training data generated within
the feature importance are classified by some well-known classification methods (KNN Classifier, Factorization Machine, XGBoost, and Random Forest) to
demonstrate their usefulness and readiness for the recommendation projects.
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The experiments on the data from by the GitHub suggested some of the
following essential remarks: Firstly, we analyze three factors relevant to users’
interests, including attractiveness, engagement, and visibility. The method to
find the importance of the feature suggests the number of features more relevant
that should be opted for other experiments in the same social network. Secondly,
we apply the features captured from the platform and the derivatives of the
engagement model to the machine learning models to evaluate how these features
correlate with the projects that the users show interest.
The classification models works and the experiments with some well-known
classification algorithms like KNN Classifier, Random Forest, XGboost and FM
have boosted the performance of all supervised methods in testing dataset.
Among all, the KNN is state of the art; however, XGboost is a strong competitor. XGboost algorithm had the highest values. The results show that the
activity features of the projects have a higher correlation and are included as
the essential features for the models. As future work, we would like to apply
this information to predict and recommend repositories for users and use other
machine learning and deep learning algorithms. To know the importance and
influence of the features importance of the social network GitHub, allows that
different studies can be applied, among which recommendation systems.
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Abstract. In the field of data mining, rare itemsets mining is an important task
for potential applications such as the detection of computer attacks, fraudulent
transactions in ﬁnancial institutions, bioinformatics and medical. In the traditional rare itemsets mining on transactional databases, which items have no
weight (equal weight, as equal to 1). However, in real world applications are
often each item has a different weight (the importance/significance of each
item). Therefore, we need to mine rare weighted itemsets on transactional databases. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm called NOV-mRS I for mining minimal rare weighted (significance) itemsets based on approach NOT satisfy the downward closure property (a great challenge). The experimental results show that the proposed algorithms perform better than other existing algorithms on both real-life and synthetic datasets.
Keywords: bioinformatics, data mining, minimal rare significance itemsets,
NOV-mRSI algorithm.

1

Introduction

For more than two decades, most of the research for mining frequent itemsets with the
weights/significance of all items are the same (equal weight, as equal to 1), the algorithmic approaches based on Apriori [1] and FP-Tree [2]. In addition, to speed up
the execution of the mining frequent itemsets, Phan et al proposed NPA-FI [3] algorithm based on the Kernel_COOC array. Besides, rare itemsets mining is an important
task for potential applications such as the detection of computer attacks, fraudulent
transactions in ﬁnancial institutions , bioinformatics and medical. The algorithms are
Apriori-Inverse [4] and Rarity [5] implement an Apriori-like approach. Thereafter to
speed up the execution of the mining minimal rare itemsets, Szathmary et al proposed
Walky-G [6] algorithm based on the IT-Tree structure. But in real-world applica-
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tions, items can have different significance/importance in databases, that such dat abases are called weighted databases.
Most algorithms for frequent weighted/significance itemsets mining are based on
approach satisfy the downward closure property such as algorithms [7-9]. However,
Huai et al [10] proposed algorithms Apriori-like based on approach NOT satisfy the
downward closure property (very rare proposed algorithms follow this approach ).
This is a great challenge in the field of data mining.
In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm called NOV-mRSI for mining minimal
rare weighted (significance) itemsets based on approach NOT satisfy the downward
closure property (a great challenge). Besides, the proposed algorithm is easily expanded on parallel computing systems. The algorithms calculated in the paper are as
follows:
─ Algorithm 1: Computing Kernel_LOOC array of occurrences items with kernel
item in at least one transaction;
─ Algorithm 2: Building list nLOOC_Tree based on Kernel_COOC array;
─ Algorithm 3: NOV-mRSI algorithm mining all minimal rare significance itemset
based on list of nLOOC-Tree.
This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we describe the basic concepts for
mining frequent, rare and minimal rare (the weights/significance of all items are the
same or different) itemsets and data structure for transactional databases. Some theoretical aspects the our approach relies on, are given in section 3. Besides, we describe
our NOV-mRSI algorithm to mining minimal rare significance itemsets based on
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Details on implementation and experimental tests are
discussed in section 4. Finally, we conclude with a summary of our approach, pe rspectives and extensions of this future work.

2

Background

In this section, we represent the basic concepts for mining frequent itemsets, rare
itemsets, minimal rare itemsets (the weights/significance of all items are the same or
different) and efficient data structure for transactional databases.
2.1
Let

Traditional Frequent, Rare, Minimal Rare Itemset Mining
{

} be

of
distinct items. A set of items
is called an itemset, an itemset with
items is
called a
. Ɗ be a dataset containing transaction, a set of transaction
{
} and each transaction
{
}
See an example transaction database in Table 1.
{

}

a

set
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Table 1. The Transaction database
TID

Items

t1

A

C

t2

A

C

t3
t4

A

C

t5

A

C

E

F

t6
G

A

G

t8
t9

A
A

G

10

A

H
F

E

E

t7

E
D

used as our running example

B

C

B

C
C

E
D

C

E
E

G
F

G

Definition 1. The count of an itemset is the number of transaction in which occurs as a subset, denoted
. The support of an itemset compute:
(1)
Definition 2. Let
be the threshold minimum support value specified by
user. If
, itemset is called frequent itemset, denoted
is the set
of all the frequent itemset.
Property 1.
Property 2.
Definition 3. An itemset
is a rare itemset if
, denoted
is
the set of all the rare itemset.
Definition 4. [4] An itemset is a minimal rare itemset if it is rare itemset but all
its proper subsets are frequent, denoted
is the set of all the minimal rare itemset.
Property 3.
Example 1. See Table 1 and
. Consider itemset
{
},
{
}
, we have itemset
Itemse
{
}
{
},
, we have itemset
Besides, itemset
{
} is minimal rare itemset because all its proper subsets are
frequent: sup(F) = 0.3, sup(G) = 0.50, sup(E) = 0.70, sup(FG) = 0.20, sup(FE) = 0.20,
sup(GE) = 0.30  minsup. However, itemset
{
} is not minimal rare itemset
because its proper subset is not frequent as sup(H) = 0.10 < minsup.
Table 2. FI, RI, mRI of
k-itemset

FI (#FI = 39)
1 D, B, F, G, E, A, C
BE, BA, BC,DA, DC, FE, FG,
2
FA, FC,GE, GA,GC,EA,EC,AC
BAC, BEA, DAC, FEA, BEC,
3 FEC, FGA, CFG, FAC, GEA,
GEC, EAC, GAC
BEAC, FGAC, FEAC, GEAC
4
5

with minsup = 0.20

H

RI (#RI = 26)

mRI (#mRI = 5)
H

HE, BG, DF, DG

BG, DF, DG

BGE, BGC, BGA, DFG,
FGE
DFC,DFA,DGA,DGC,FGE
BEFC, BGEA, BGAC,
DFGC, DFGA, DFAC,
DGAC, FGEA, FGEC
BGEAC,DFGAC,FGEAC

Example 2. See Table 1. There are eight different items
{
}
and ten transactions
{
}. Table 2 shows the frequent
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itemsets (FI), rare itemsets (RI) and minimal rare itemsets (mRI) at minsup values–2
(20%) respectively (mRI  RI).
2.2
Mining Weighted Frequent, Rare, Minimal Rare Itemset
Let

{

} be

of
distinct items. A set of items
is called an itemset, an itemset with
items is
called an
. A weighted transaction database Ɗ be a dataset containing
{
}
transaction, a set of transaction
each transaction
{
}
and
a
set
of
weight/significance
{
}
respective to each item.
{
}
Definition 5. Let
, significance of itemset
(
)
to compute
Definition 6. Let
be the threshold minimum significance support value
specified by user. If
, itemset is called a frequent significance itemset, denoted
is the set of all the frequent significance itemset.
The significance support of itemset to compute as follow:
{

}

a

set

(2)
Table 3. Items significance of
Item
significance

A

B

0.55

C

0.70

D

0.50

Example 3. See Table 1, 3 and

E

0.65

F

0.40

G

0.60

H

0.30

. Consider itemset

0.80
{

},

{
}
, we have itemset
.
However, Item
{ },
, we have
item
(NOT satisfy the downward closure property).
Definition 7. An itemset
is a rare significance itemset if
, denoted
is the set of all the rare significance itemset.
Definition 8. An itemset is a minimal rare significance itemset if it is rare itemset
but all its proper subsets are frequent significance itemset, denoted
is the set of
all the minimal rare significance itemset.
Table 4. FSI, RSI, mRSI of
k-itemset
FS I (#FS I = 18)
1 F, A, C, E, G
2 FA, FC, AC, AG, AE,
CG, CE
FAC, AEG, ACE, ACG,
3 CEG
ACEG
4
5

with minsigsup = 0.15

RS I (#RS I = 47)
mRS I (#mRS I = 6)
H, B, D
H, B, D
HE, BA, BC, BE, BG, DA, DC, FG, FE, EG
DF, DG, FG, FE, EG
BAC,BAE,BCE,BGA,BGC,BGE,
DAC,DFG,DAF,DCF,DAG,DCG,
FAC,FEG,FAE,FCE, FAG, FCG
BACE,BACG,BAEG,BCEG,DA
CF,DACG,DAFG,DCFG,FACG,
FAEG,FCEG
BACEG, DACFG, FACEG
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2.3

Data Structure for Transaction Database

The binary matrix is an efficient data structure for mining frequent itemsets on transactional databases [3]. The process begins with the transaction database transformed
into a binary matrix BiM, in which each row corresponds to a transaction and each
column corresponds to an item. Each element in the binary matrix BiM contains 1 if
the item is presented in the current transaction; otherwise it co ntains 0.

3

The Proposed Algorithms

3.1

Generating Kernel_LOOC Array

In this part, we illustrate the framework of the algorithm generating occurrence items
with kernel items in at least one transaction.
{
|
Definition 9. [3] Project set of item into database :
} is
set of transaction contain item . According to Definition 1:
(3)
Definition 10. [3] Project set of itemset
.

{

}

̅̅̅̅

(4)
The powerset of any itemset is the set of all subsets of , including the empty set
and itself, variously denoted as
The set of subsets of of cardinality greater
than or equal to k is sometimes denoted by
.
Definition 11. [3] (Reduce search space) Let
items are
ordered in significance descending order, is called a kernel item. Itemset
is called occurrence items with kernel item in at least one transaction, but not cooccurrence items, so that satisfy
. Denoted as
.
Algorithm Generating Kernel_LOOC Array
This algorithm is generating occurrence items with kernel items in at least one transaction and archive into the Kernel_LOOC array. Each element within the Kernel_LOOC, 3 fields:
─ Kernel_LOOC[k].item : kernel item ;
─ Kernel_LOOC[k].sup : support of item ;
─ Kernel_LOOC[k].looc : occurrence items with item

in at least one transaction.
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The framework of Algorithm 1 is as follows:
Algorithm 1. Generating Kernel_LOOC Array
Input : Dataset Ɗ, significance of items
Output: Kernel_LOOC array, matrix BiM
1:
2:

foreach Kernel_LOOC[k] do
Kernel_LOOC[k].item =

3:

Kernel_LOOC[k].sup =

4:

Kernel_LOOC[k].looc = 0
foreach
do

5:
6:

foreach

7:

do

Kernel_LOOC[k].sup ++
Kernel_LOOC[k].looc = Kernel_LOOC[k].looc OR vectorbit(

8:
9:

sort Kernel_LOOC array in descending by significance
do
10: foreach
11:

Kernel_LOOC[k].looc = lexlooc( ) //reduce search space [3]

We illustrate Algorithm 1 (line 1 to 8) on example database in Table 1.
Initialization of the Kernel_LOOC array, number items in database m= 8;
Item

A

sup
looc

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00000000

00000000

00000000

00000000

00000000

00000000

00000000

00000000

Read once of each transaction from t1 to t10
Transaction
{
} has presentation of bits 10101100;
Item

A

sup
looc

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

1

0

1

0

1

1

0

0

10101100

00000000

10101100

00000000

10101100

10101100

00000000

00000000

{

The same, transaction
B

} has presentation of bits 10101110;

Item

A

C

D

E

F

G

H

sup
looc

8

2

8

2

7

3

5

1

11111110

11101010

11111110

10110110

11101111

10111110

11111110

00001001

After the processing of Algorithm 1, the Kernel_LOOC array as follows Table 5.
Table 5. the Kernel_LOOC array are ordered in support ascending (lines 1 to 8)
Item
sup
looc

H
0.10

B
0.20
G

D
0.20
F, G

F

G
0.30

D, E, G

E
0.50

B, D, E, F

A
0.70

C
0.80

A,B,C,F,G,H B,D,E,F,G

0.80
B,D,E,F,G

Execute command line 9, 10 and 11 in Algorithm 1:
We added the sig field to illustrate items the order by significance descending. We
have looc(F) = {D, E, G}, where
, so lexlooc(F) = {E, G} and result
on Table 6.
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Table 6. the Kernel_LOOC array are items ordered in significance descending
Item

H

B

sig

0.80

sup
looc

3.2

F

0.70

0.10


D
0.20

G

0.65

A
0.60

C
0.55

E
0.50

0.20
0.30
0.80
0.80
F, G
E, G
E, G
E, G
G

G
0.40

0.30

0.70

0.50


Generating List nLOOC-Tree

In this part, we describe the algorithm generating list nLOOC-Tree based on Kernel_LOOC array. Each node within the nLOOC_Tree, 2 main fields:
─ nLOOC_Tree[k].item : kernel item ;
─ nLOOC_Tree[k].sup
: support of item ;
The framework of Algorithm 2 is as follows:
Algorithm 2. Generating list nLOOC-Tree (self-reduced search space)
Input : Kernel_LOOC array, matrix BiM
Output: List nLOOC-Tree
1:
2:
3:
4:

foreach Kernel_LOOC[k] do
nLOOC_Tree[k].item = Kernel_LOOC[k].item
nLOOC_Tree[k].sup = Kernel_LOOC[k].sup
foreach
do

5:

foreach

6:

if

7:
8:
9:

do
nLOOC_Tree[k] then

Add child node

to nLOOC_Tree[k]

else
Update support of child node

on nLOOC_Tree[k]

10: return list nLOOC_Tree

Fig. 1. List nLOOC-Tree based on Kernel_LOOC array
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Each nLOOC-Tree have the characteristics following Fig.1:
─ The height of the tree is less than or equal to the number of items that occurrence at
least in one transaction with the kernel item (items are ordered in significance support ascending order).
─ Single-path (sp) is an ordered pattern from the root node (kernel item) to the leaf
node and the support of a pattern is the support of the leaf node (ikik+1 … iℓ).
─ Sub-single-path (ssp) is part of single-path from the root node to any node in an
ordered pattern and the sub-single-path support is the support of the child node at
the end of the sub-single-path.
Example 4. Consider kernel item F, we observe nLOOC-Tree(F) generating single-path {FEG}, sup(FEG) = 0.10 and sigsup(FEG) = 0.06; sub-single-path
{FE}, sup(FE) = 0.20 and sigsup(FE) = sig(FE)sup(FE) = 0.200.60 = 0.12.
3.3

Algorithm Generating All Minimal Rare Significance Itemsets

In this part, we describe the framework of the algorithm generating all minimal rare
significance itemsets bases on the list
Property 4. (extend Property 3)
Example 5. See Fig.1. Consider the item as kernel item (minsigsup = 0.15), we
have
then item
.
Property 5. (reduce generator space)
{}
Example 6. See Fig.1. Consider the item as kernel item (minsigsup = 0.15), we
have occurrence items with kernel item as
{} then item
(
Property 6. (reduce generator space)
)
{
}
(minsup_leafnode
is minimum support value of each leaf node on single-paths in nLOOC-Tree(ik )).
The framework of Algorithm 3 is presented as follows:
Algorithm 3. Generating all minimal rare significance itemset satisfy minsigsup
Input : minsigsup, Kernel_LOOC array
Output: mRSI
1: foreach Kernel_LOOC[k].sigsup < minsigsup do
2:

mRS I[k] = mRS I[k]  Kernel_LOOC[k].item//prop 4

3: foreach(Kernel_LOOC[k].sigsup ≥ minsigsup)(Kernel_LOOC[k].looc{})do//prop5
4:

nLOOC_Tree(Kernel_LOOC[k].item)

5:

SSP  GenPath(Kernel_LOOC[k].looc)//generating single-path
foreach
 ( Kernel_LOOC[k].sigminsup_leafnode(sspj)
< minsigsup) do//prop6
if (
(
)
{ }

6:
7:
8:

mRS I[k] = mRS I[k]  {

9: return mRS I

{ }}
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We represent the diagram of NOV-mRSI algorithm for minimal rare significance
itemsets mining, as follows Fig.2:

Fig. 2. The diagram NOV-mRSI algorithm for minimal rare significance itemsets mining

We illustrate NOV-mRSI on example database in Table 1 and 3, with minsigsup =
0.10. After the processing Algorithm 1 and 2, we have the Kernel_LOOC array in
Table 6 and the nLOOC-Tree in Fig.1.
Line 1 and 2, consider items satisfying minsigsup = 0.10 as kernel items {H},
mRSI[H]={(H; 0.80; 0.10)} (property 4);
Line 3, we do not consider kernel items in mining mRSI as kernel items G (pro 5);
Generating list nLOOC-Tree for kernel items {B, D, F, A, C, E};
Consider kernel item B, we observe nLOOC-Tree(B) single-path {BG} and sigsup(BG) = 0.07 < minsigsup, generating minimal rare significance itemset
mRSI[B]={(BG; 0.70; 0.10)};
Consider kernel item D, we observe nLOOC-Tree(D) generating single-paths
{DFG} and sigsup(DFG)=0.065 < minsigsup, generating minimal rare significance itemset mRSI[D]={(DF; 0.65; 0.10), (DG; 0.65; 0.10)};
Consider kernel item F, we observe nLOOC-Tree(F) generating single-paths
{FEG} and {FG} with sigsup(FEG)=0.06 < minsigsup, generating minimal
rare significance itemset mRSI[F]={(FEG; 0.60; 0.10)};
Consider kernel item A, we observe nLOOC-Tree(A) generating single-paths
{AEG} and {AG} with sig(A)minsup_leafnode({AEG}, {AG}) =
0.550.30 ≥ minsigsup, mRSI[A]={} (Line 6 - properpy 6);
Consider kernel item C, E (similarly kernel item A), we have mRSI[C]={} and
mRSI[E]={}.
All minimal rare significance itemset satisfy minsigsup=0.10 in Table 7.
Table 7. mRSI satisfy minsigsup = 0.10 (example database in Table 1 and 3).
Kernel item
H

M inimal rare significance itemsets – mRS I (itemset; sig; sup)

B

(BG; 0.70; 0.10)

D

(DF; 0.65; 0.10)

F

(FEG; 0.60; 0.10)

(H; 0.80; 0.10)

(DG; 0.65; 0.10)
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4

Experiment Results

All experiments were run on a PC with a Core Duo 2.0 GHz, 4Gb main memory,
running Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate. All codes were compiled using C#, Microsoft Visual Studio 2010, .Net Framework 4.7.
We experimented on two instance types of datasets in Table 8:
- Two real datasets are both dense form of UCI Machine Learning Repository
[http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml] as Chess and Mushroom datasets.
- Two synthetic sparse datasets are generated by software of IBM Almaden Research Center [http://www.almaden.ibm.com] as T10I4D100K and
T40I10D100K datasets.
Table 8. Datasets description in experiments
Name
Chess

#Trans
3,196

M ushroom

#Items
75

#Avg.Length
37

Density (%)
49.3

Type
Dense

8,142

119

23

19.3

Dense

T10I4D100K

100,000

870

10

1.1

Sparse

T40I10D100K

100,000

942

40

4.2

Sparse

Besides, we create one table to save the significance values of items by random real values in the range of 0 to 1. This is the first proposed algorithm for mRSI mining
based on approach NOT satisfy the downward closure property. Evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we modified the AprioriRare [4] algorithm to
mining mRSI called the AprioriRare* algorithm and the Walky-G [6] algorithm
(base on IT-Tree structure) called the Walky-G* algorithm. Therefore, we have compared the NOV-mRSI algorithm with algorithms AprioriRare* and Walky-G*.

Fig. 3. Running time of the three algorithms on real datasets

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the running time of the compared algorithms on real datasets Chess and Mushroom. Walky-G* runs faster AprioriRare* algorithm in all
minimum significance supports; NOV-mRSI runs faster Walky-G* algorithm.
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Fig. 4. Running time of the three algorithms on synthetic datasets

Figure 4 (a) and (b) show the running time of the compared algorithms on synthetic
datasets T10I4KD100K and T40I10D100K. The NOV-mRSI runs faster AprioriRare* and Walky-G* algorithm.
In the experiment, results suggest the following ordering of these algorithms as
running time is concerned: NOV-mRSI runs faster among two algorithms AprioriRare* and Walky-G* in all minsigsup on real and synthetic datasets.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a sequential architecture mining minimal rare significance itemsets on transaction databases, consisting of three phases: the first phase,
quickly detect a Kernel_LOOC array of occurrences with kernel item in at least one
transaction; the second phase, we built the list of nLOOC-Tree base on the Kernel_LOOC and a binary matrix of dataset (self-reduced search space); the last phase,
the algorithm is proposed for fast mining all mRSI base on nLOOC-Tree. Besides,
when using mining mRSI with other minsigsup value then the proposed algorithm
only performs mining mRSI based on the nLOOC-Tree that is calculated previously
(the second phase - Algorithm 2), reducing the significant processing time. The experimental results on both dense and sparse transactional databases show that the
proposed algorithms perform better than other existing algorithms.
The results from the algorithm proposed: In the future, we will expand the algorithm to be able to mine perfectly sporadic itemsets on weighted transaction databases, as well as to expand the NOV-mRSI algorithm on parallel computing systems.
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Abstract. Fall detection is an important task especially when taking
into account elderly care. It is crucial to avoid significant damage, being
able to monitor the occurrences of such accidents. In addition, it is also
important to spare the person of the discomforts that may be caused by
monitoring devices attached to the body. Accordingly, this work focuses
on detecting falls based on video information. The main contribution
of our approach is that with the use of a multi-stream of VGG-16 networks and the harvesting and of hand-crafted features, we are capable of
achieving significant accuracy values. We target the use of optical flow
and visual rhythms extracted from the videos to work around this binary classification problem. According to our experiments, the use of a
multi-stream strategy increased the assertiveness of our deep learning
approach, which outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on two challenging fall detection datasets.

Keywords: Fall detection, deep learning, video sequences, optical flow, visual
rhythm

1

Introduction

Falls are the second most common form of accidental death worldwide and are
considered a serious problem for the elderly. Many people that might face a muscle weakness are more likely to be involved in such accidents. Thus, in addition to
diminishing the individual’s self-confidence and independence, falling can cause
irreparable damage to the body’s tissues. Therefore, decreasing the side effects
of a fall is strongly related to the interval between the accident and the arrival
of aid, hence, studies have been developed to detect these events as soon as they
occur [7].
Throughout the literature, some studies have focused on the use of sensors
attached to the subject’s body, such as Zhao et al. [29], who collected data
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with a tri-axial gyroscope on the subject’s waist and classified the signal with a
decision tree. Kumar et al. [10] also used a waist-coupled device and compared
four classifiers: (i) threshold; (ii) support vector machine (SVM); (iii) K-nearest
neighbor (K-NN); and (iv) and dynamic time warping (DWT). Kukharenko et
al. [9] used a wrist-worn device, classified with a threshold activation, and also
reported two drawbacks in this approach: (i) subjects reported discomfort when
using the device; and (ii) the high false alarm rate raised by the classifiers.
To counteract complaints about the use of body-attached devices, these studies have proposed methods to detect falls using cameras with depth information
captured by a Microsoft Kinect device. Shojaei-Hashemi et al. [21] used a Long
Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural network to classify skeletal data, they experimented on the NTU RGB+D Action Recognition Dataset. Mohd et al. [17]
extracted height, velocity and acceleration of skeletal data and classified it with
an SVM, they experimented on TST Fall Detection Dataset and URFD.
The high cost to monitor a whole house with Kinect devices has motivated
the following works to attempt to detect fall occurrences using only RGB cameras. Fan et al. [3] used a CNN with VGG-16 architecture to measure the degree
of completion of an event, they experienced on URFD and YouTube Fall Dataset.
Min et al. [16] applied an R-CNN to separate furniture from humans and later
an activity extractor classifier, they created their own private dataset and also
experimented on the KTH and URFD datasets. Lie et al. [14] extracted a 2D
skeleton with a CNN and used an RNN with LSTM state cells to process it, the
experiments were run on a private data set. Li et al. [13] employed a CNN in
the RGB data of the video, they experimented with the URFD dataset. Tran et
al. [24] used an SVM with multi-model features in the video frame and, based
on availability, added the 2D skeleton data, they created a private dataset to
experiment, and also used URFD and FDD. Zerrouki et al. [27] have segmented
the human body into five partitions and used an ADABoost, based on the shape
of those partitions, to classify an event, they used URFD and UMAFall to experiment.
Inspired by Wang et al. [26], we employ a three-stream VGG-16 architecture
with optical flow, visual rhythm and RGB frames as streams. Therefore, by
manipulating distinct hand-crafted features regarding the video’s information
such as spatial, temporal, or spatial-temporal, we investigate the impact of their
association on fall detection. Hence, this work demonstrates that the combination
of distinct networks (streams) is able to balance the outlier results compared to
a single learner.
This text is organized as follows. Section 2 will present some of the current
work concerning fall detection methods. In Section 3, we discuss the relevant
concepts used throughout the paper. In Section 4, we explain the proposed multistream methodology. In Section 5, the tests performed and their comparison with
the existing works are illustrated. Finally, in Section 6, we make some concluding
remarks and suggestions for future work.
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2

Related Work

Several diseases affect a portion of the elderly population. Among them, it can be
mentioned arthritis, arthrosis, muscular dystrophies, blood circulation problems,
as well as many other issues including those dealing with the nervous system. To
posses one or more of these injuries are factors that can aggravate and facilitate
the occurrence of falls.
In this sense, as previously mentioned, a considerable amount of studies involving fall detection have been conducted. Many of these are related to the
analysis of wearable hardware data such as accelerometers and floor vibration
detectors. However, there are a series of obstacles related to these applications,
one of them is the inconvenience of constantly having to wear an accelerometer,
for example.
Thus, other branches emerged in the fall detection topic that were interested
in studying these cases using video data. In addition to the presented works in
Section 1, some current studies base their detection on regions of interest and
the assessment of compatible threshold heuristics [20].
Sase et al. [20] opted to use an unsupervised method to cope with fall detection. This approach dealt with the use of background subtraction to identify
regions of interest (ROI) based on image filtering associated with falling scenarios. The authors defined a threshold line in the frames that was dependent on
the object height divided by 3. In this work, no training was needed, the analysis
was made upon if the ROI found itself bellow or above the threshold. However,
it is possible to observe some flaws regarding this method. One issue that can be
considered is, in more generalized situations, to depend on the object height to
determine a threshold would not be as useful if the image was shot in a different
angle.
Núñez-Marcos et al. [19] assessed this detection using a VGG-16 associated
with the video’s optical flow. In their work, the network was pre-trained using the
ImageNet dataset [2] and UCF101 dataset [22]. This process insured information
for the lack of data to train their entire model. Núñez-Marcos et al. [19] also used
stacked optical flow frames since the investigation was made upon time sensitive
matter, thus being able to view the correlation between frames. A drawback
from this study is the heavy computational effort needed to address solely the
optical flow pre-processing. This work also achieved its results based on the a
3.000 to 6.000 epochs learning performance.
Concerned with the shortcomings involved with the body’s silhouette proportions in the learning process, Zerrouki and Houacine [28] used curvelets and
hidden Markov models (HMM) to approach fall detection. By doing a background subtraction and then passing the frame through a curvelet transform,
the authors were able to use this data as input for an SVM for posture classification. Lastly, based on the results computed by the SVM, an HMM was
employed for activity recognition. An HMM, in this context, was used to cope
with the time variability associated to the falling.
Adopting a combination of thresholds and optical flow, Bhandari et al. [1]
computed the motion and speed of ROIs to determine falls. The the Shi-Tomasi
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algorithm determined the frame ROIs tracked by a Lucas-Kanade optical flow
algorithm. The motion correlated to these ROIs are calculated and compared
to a threshold. Therefore, this comparison would determine if it was a relevant
falling movement and if it was going towards the floor. Nevertheless, this method,
once again can be susceptible to camera shifts.
Seeking a better sensitivity when attending to fall detection, Harrou et al. [6]
coordinated a study engaging a MEWMA monitoring scheme chart. Initially,
after segmenting the object of interest in the video, the information goes through
a feature extraction process. The authors then compare the feature outcomes to
the multivariate exponentially weighted moving average (MEWMA) chart and it
is defined if it is an alarming activity or not. Once the features are recognized as
similar to a falling event, to verify the activity, an SVM acts as a fall recognition
tool.
Kwolek and Kepski [12] focused on using a K-NN classifier to detect falls. A
link between hardware generated information and video information was made.
To determine if a falling event occurred, an accelerometer needed to be worn
and to validate if the device’s data was a fall the Kinect sensor was used. This
information was authenticated using a K-NN learning algorithm since falling
follows a specific pattern.

3

Background

In this section, we briefly review some relevant concepts related to the fall detection in our work.
3.1

Optical Flow

The optical flow is a feature that captures an image object movement in a video.
This can be identified by an object motion or a camera shift, and it is calculated
based on the comparison of following frames.
Optical flow extractors can generate the information relying on the analysis
based on detecting related movements among neighboring pixels or the modifications of pixel intensities of objects between frames. Therefore, being able to
describe motion, it can support the network’s recognition concerning classification and detection.
Considering I a video frame and I(x, y, t) a pixel in an initial frame. In
addition, compared to the next frame obtained dt time after, the pixel then moves
a distance (dx, dy). Hence considering the mentioned pixels being equivalent and
having static intensities, it is possible to consider Equation 1.
Subsequently, after applying a Taylor series approximation of right-hand side
and divide by dt, the optical flow equation (Equation 2) is achievable, in which
ft is the gradient given time, fx , fy , u and v are given in Equation 3. Finally, to
obtain the variable results of u and v, there are some methods that can be used,
such as Lucas-Kanade [8] and Gunnar-Farnebäck [15].
I(x, y, t) = I(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt)

(1)
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fx u + fy v + ft = 0
fx =
3.2

∂f
;
∂x

fy =

∂f
;
∂y

u=

∂x
;
∂t

(2)
v=

∂y
∂t

(3)

Visual Rhythm

The visual rhythm is an image of a full-length video and can describe both
spatial and temporal information [18, 23, 25]. There are distinct forms to build
a visual rhythm from the video, some of them are known as visual rhythm by
histogram or by sub-sampling [4, 5].
In order to understand this concept, it must be considered that D ⊂ Z2 , in
which D = {0, ...., H −1}×{0, ...., W −1}, H and W are the height and the width
of each video frame. Therefore, a video V , in domain 2D + t, is a sequence of
frames Ft and can be described in Equation 4, where T is the number of frames
contained in the video.
V = (Ft )t∈[0,T −1]
(4)
A visual rhythm generated by the histogram B can be, considering
(Hft )t∈[0,T −1] the sequence of histograms, computed from all frames of V , described as a 2D representation of all frame histograms, where each vertical
line represents a frame histogram, therefore, B is defined in Equation 5, where
z ∈ [0, L − 1] and t ∈ [0, T − 1], such that T is the number of frames and L
the number of histogram bins, whereas the sub-sampling technique consists of
encoding videos into images by adding slices from every frame to it. Thus, the
visual rhythm, in domain 1D + t, is a rendition of the video in which each frame
ft is transformed into a vertical line of the visual rhythm image A, defined in
Equation 6, where z ∈ {0, ...., HA − 1} and t ∈ {0, ...., T − 1}, HA , T , rx , ry ,
a and b are the height and the width of the visual rhythm, the ratios of pixel
sampling and shifts on each frame, respectively.
Informally, a slice is a one-dimensional column image of a set of linearly
organized pixels that can be constructed based on the iteration over every pixel
of the image in a diagonal path. All slices are horizontally concatenated to form
an image with dimensions W × H pixels.
B(t, z) = Hft (z)

(5)

A(t, z) = ft (rx × z + a, ry × z + b)

(6)

In this manner, each column of a visual rhythm image represents an instant
in time, while each row represents a pixel of the image, or some other visual
structure, varying in time. A construction of a visual rhythm can be observed in
Figure 1.

4

Multi-Stream Strategy for Fall Detection

The structure of the proposed work was based on a multi-stream system to detect
falls in videos. Therefore, this process was characterized by the use of multiple
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Fig. 1: Visual rhythm construction.

deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), each of which was responsible for
learning a different feature (Figure 2).
We used a VGG-16 as the CNN and each of these networks was considered
a learning stream. The CNN chosen for this work was because it is a classic
convoluting method that can output satisfactory results.
In addition, we made use of hand-crafted features (HCF). These features are
pre-extracted from the video sequences before going through the networks, and
the reason for this is that instead of using only RGB frames and allowing the
network itself to determine the best features, we filter some of the information
beforehand.
4.1

Transfer Learning

Since most datasets for specific actions do not have enough information to ideally
train a network, we have chosen to proceed with transfer learning. During this
process, we trained each stream with the ImageNet dataset [2], and later with
the UCF101 dataset [22]. These are important steps so that the network can
learn basic representations and movement.
To finish this procedure, we fine-tuned the two last fully connected VGG-16
layers with dropout regularization and used the specific fall datasets extracted
HCF to fine-tune these last layers.
4.2

Hand-Crafted Features

Hand-crafted features (HCF) are attributes that a person might consider visually
important for a detection problem, thus, this information can be generated by a
series of extractors.
In our work, we made use of two streams, each responsible for a hand-crafted
feature: (i) optical flow; and (ii) visual rhythm. Additionally, we used a third
stream to learn information from the RGB frames, considered a raw type of
data, since it did not have any pre-extracted filtered information. The diagram
of the proposed method is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Basic structure of our multi-stream approach.

As it can be seen in Figure 2, the HCF extracted from the videos were the
Gunner-Farneback’s [15] optical flow and the horizontal visual rhythm. Since
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action detection is given by the analysis of a group of frames and not individual
information, the optical flow images were stacked.
This stacking process received a block size of L frames and gathered 2L
components (L horizontal (dxt ) + L vertical (dyt ) optical flow component vector
fields) creating a stack O = {dxt , dyt , dxt+1 , dyt+1 , ..., dxt+L , dyt+L }. The total
number of stacks is given by N -L+1, where N is the number of frames in a
video and L the size of the sliding block. This stacking process can be better
understood in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Optical flow stacking demonstration.

Similarly, we observed that this multi-stream configuration yielded the best
outcomes when the number of the individual stream inputs were the same as the
number of frames in a video.
Therefore, on the account of the original visual rhythm being a single representation of a full-length video, we reduced this information to a group of
frames. In other words, instead of using all of the frames in the video to produce
a single visual rhythm image we propose to generate a number visual rhythms
based on various subsections of the video (stacks of frames). Therefore we are
able to have multiple distinct visual rhythms of the same video. Hence, it was
implemented a sliding window of 10 frames so that the horizontal visual rhythm
information could be extracted from this assemble. Thus, for each frame Ft in
the video at location t, a horizontal visual rhythm is generated. During this process the subsections is created based on the current frame plus its 9 following
frames (Ft +Ft+1 +Ft+2 +...+Ft+10 ). Once the algorithm is not able to construct
a visual rhythm with the 10 following frames (when it approaches the final video
frames) it then constructs the image based on the 10 preceding frames. By way of
explanation, supposing a video has 40 frames, once the subsection visual rhythm
algorithm gets to frames 32 it does not have 10 available following frames. Thus,
once getting to the 32nd frame the algorithm uses the current plus its 9 preceding
frames (Ft +Ft−1 +Ft−2 +...+Ft−10 ) to build the image. Figure 4 illustrates this
procedure. Finally, it was also included in our studies a third stream responsible
for extracting features directly from the RGB video frames.
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Fig. 4: Visual rhythm stacking demonstration.

4.3

Fine-Tuning and Classification

The following step for the method was based on the calculation of feature vectors
that were used in the fine-tuning process. Therefore, each of the HCF generated
were used as inputs to individual modified CNNs.
These networks were adopted for the purpose of extracting the weights, associated to the HCF, used to fine-tune the two last dense VGG-16 stream layers.
This procedure allows the multi-stream model to process a great number of frame
information and consider motion movement.
Lastly, after obtaining the individual stream classification results for our fall
binary problem, it was necessary to merge these results in a single final output.
For this ensemble process, we experimented with three distinct approaches: (i)
average and threshold; (ii) average and a support vector machine (SVM); (iii)
continuous values and SVM.
Initially, the average and threshold technique added the outputs of each
stream and computed the average to compare it to a network parameter classification threshold. The second approach was similar to the previously discussed,
but instead of empirically defining the threshold, an SVM was used for this
purpose.
Finally, the continuous values and SVM was responsible for generating a vector with each stream output so that an SVM could find this vector’s separation
region.

5

Experiments

The experimental analysis was conducted regarding two challenging datasets: (i)
URFD [11]; and (ii) FDD. The URFD dataset is composed of 70 videos, in which
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Table 1: Results for FDD dataset. The best results are in boldface.
Multi-stream
Multi-stream
Multi-stream
Multi-stream
Multi-stream
Multi-stream
Multi-stream

(OF+RGB+VR)
(OF+VR)
(OF+RGB)
(RGB+VR)
(OF)
(RGB)
(VR)

Núñez-Marcos et al. [19]
Zerrouki and Houacine [28]
Harrou et al. [6]

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

Accuracy (%)

99.75
99.32
99.60
98.56
98.99
98.20
95.55

98.76
98.73
98.68
93.08
98.28
94.72
80.12

98.83
98.77
98.75
93.47
98.33
94.97
81.22

99.0
-

97.00
-

97.00
97.02
97.02

30 videos contain falls and 40 videos display other activities. The FDD dataset
contains 191 realistic single camera surveillance videos from home environments,
and office rooms.
In addition, since it is commonly presented in literature, the metrics focused
in this work were accuracy, specificity and sensitivity.
Tests were performed by dividing 80% of the data into training and 20%
testing sets. We considered a falling event the same weight as a non-falling
activity. Therefore, the network is able to acknowledge different classes without
having to cope with a biased falling or not falling situation.
In our experiments, we investigated the behavior of our approach when the
positive and negative weights were different, more specifically, the positive fall
weight as twice as more important than a negative circumstance. This would
indicate that it was more relevant to detect a fall rather than having a critical
false negative. However, by finding a balance between the network’s parameters,
we were able to put aside this configuration.
Parameters such as the learning rate value were tested with 10−3 to 10−5 .
The batch sizes ranged between powers of 2 and experiments ran on 500 to 1000
epochs. The optimization used for the networks parameters was Adam.
The results of the 5-fold shuffled cross-validation can be seen in Tables 1
and 2. Individual results for each fold considering a three stream can be observed
in Tables 3 and 4. The parameters that yielded the best results regarding this
study’s approach found itself distinct for each tested dataset. Regarding the
FDD dataset, the learning rate value was tested with 10−4 , batch size of 64, fall
class with weight 1, the optical flow and visual rhythm sliding block with size 10
and finally, 500 epochs. On the other hand, the URFD dataset had its learning
rate changed to 10−5 .
Although three different ensemble techniques were implemented, results reported in Tables 1 and 2 are based on the continuous values and SVM approach
discussed in Section 4.3.
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Table 2: Results for URFD dataset. The best results are in boldface.
Multi-stream
Multi-stream
Multi-stream
Multi-stream
Multi-stream
Multi-stream
Multi-stream

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

Accuracy (%)

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
99.84
100.0
99.50

99.55
99.16
99.47
99.15
98.57
98.77
96.05

99.60
99.26
99.53
99.25
98.71
98.91
96.43

100.0
100.0
96.66
81.00

92.00
92.50
-

95.00
96.88
95.71
95.71
96.66
90.00

(OF+RGB+VR)
(OF+VR)
(OF+RGB)
(RGB+VR)
(OF)
(RGB)
(VR)

Núñez-Marcos et al. [19]
Zerrouki and Houacine [28]
Kwolek and Kepski [12]
Bhandari et al. [1]
Harrou et al. [6]
Sase et al. [20]

The majority of the conducted experiments demonstrated that using an SVM
to find the output vector’s separation region is similar or slightly surpasses the
other ensemble approaches. However, to use an SVM is to add a learning process
within the proposed architecture. Thus, it implies on being more costly than
using an average method.
It is possible to compare, in Tables 5 and 6, the SVM approach to our three
stream network with the other results generated by the remaining two average
techniques. We can observe in Tables 1 and 2 that a multi-stream method can

Table 3: Results for FDD dataset with multi-stream (OF+RGB+VR) individual
folds
Fold
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity (%)
Accuracy (%)

1

2

3

4

5

99.64
98.86
98.91

100.0
98.55
98.65

99.63
98.83
98.89

99.81
98.59
98.68

99.64
98.94
98.99

Table 4: Results for URFD dataset with multi-stream (OF+RGB+VR) individual folds
Fold
Sensitivity (%)
Specificity (%)
Accuracy (%)

1

2

3

4

5

100.0
99.68
99.71

100.0
99.52
99.57

100.0
99.41
99.48

100.0
99.36
99.43

100.0
99.73
99.76
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outperform existing literature findings. In addition, using a combination of HCF
has demonstrated to return better results compared to their individual uses.
Although not using a multi-stream approach, Núñez-Marcos et al. [19] had the
most similar method related to our work.

Table 5: Results for FDD dataset with multi-stream (OF+RGB+VR)
Continuous values and SVM
Average and SVM
Average and Threshold

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

Accuracy (%)

99.75
99.53
99.93

98.76
98.80
87.90

98.83
98.85
88.77

Table 6: Results for URFD dataset with multi-stream (OF+RGB+VR)
Continuous values and SVM
Average and SVM
Average and Threshold

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

Accuracy (%)

100.0
100.0
100.0

99.55
99.61
96.37

99.60
99.65
96.78

Although Núñez-Marcos et al. [19] being able to have an above 95% metric
average, the multi-stream was capable of correctly classifying further data. It is
our understanding that this proposed architecture can balance outlier classifications more easily since it compares distinct stream outputs.
It is clear that the use of further data can enhance the results compared
to other literature studies that use single streams. Although in Tables 1 and 2
individual results can demonstrate that the optical flow is the most reliable HCF,
its extraction and network learning step can be time consuming when dealing
with less processing power. Therefore, the importance of this work lies upon the
level of assertiveness and what HCF can be considered good investments when
dealing with these critical detection cases.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

This work focused on the investigation of a deep convolutional multi-stream
network associated to hand-crafted features (HCF) to cope with a binary fall
classification problem in videos. We employed two HCF (optical flow and visual
rhythm) as inputs for two of the three streamed learning architecture. The third
stream was served the RGB video frames as input. For the streams ensemble
process it was experimented three distinct approaches: (i) average and threshold;
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(ii) average and SVM; (iii) continuous values and SVM. The majority of the
conducted experiments demonstrated that using an SVM to find the output
vector’s separation region was similar or slightly surpassed the other ensemble
approaches results; however, it also added an extra learning step within the
proposed architecture. Tests were conducted on public video datasets (FDD
and URFD) and results exhibited that a multi-stream method can outperform
existing literature findings.
Although studies have shown that the use of the optical flow in detection cases
using deep learning have had relevant results, we observed that its association
with other inputs generated better outcomes. Thus, making use of an ensemble
of networks, focused on specific HCF, can balance outlier classifications more
easily since results obtained from a stream can be corrected by the others. In
addition, the importance of HCF lies not only on a good classification but, if
necessary, it is able to assist on identity concealment.
As directions for future work, we intend to verify if the use of other features,
or a greater number of streams would yield a similar classification as the achieved.
Another topic of interest is to work with a different architecture for the streams
and observe if it is able to outperform this study. Lastly, it is also a concern
to test how general is our method and if it is able to classify other detection
scenarios.
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Edge Detection Using K-means and Run-Based
Two-Scan Connected Components labeling
adapted for grayscale images
Chen Avni1 and Maya Herman1
Computer Science Department, Open University of Israel, Raanana, Israel

Abstract. In this paper we present a novel simple and accurate method
for edge detection based on combining K-means and run-based two-scan
connected components labeling adapted for grayscale images. We examined the results of our proposed method and compared it to Sobel,
Laplacian and Canny methods. We evaluated the algorithm on a variety
of different images and results show that this approach improves the edge
detection accuracy especially on low contrast images.
Keywords: Image processing · Edge Detection · Run-based two scan
connected components labeling

1

Introduction

Image edge detection in the subject of image processing is a technique used for
finding points at which intensity changes sharply. Changes in image intensity
can be caused by (i) Reflectance changes like appearance information, texture
(ii) Cast Shadows (iii) Surface orientation and shape changes (iv) Depth discontinuity (v) Color discontinuity.
The purpose of detecting edges is to capture important events and changes in the
picture. Edges can serve for image sharpening, image editing, as components for
object recognition or as feature for matching. There are large variety of methods
applied for edge detection [1–5] but the evaluation of them is always judged
subjectively because of the variety of images’ types and the detection purpose.
Canny [1] suggested that a good edge detector should have the properties:
(i) Good detection - probability for marking non edge point as edge or for marking real edge as not edge should be low as possible.
(ii) Good localization - in order to create thin edges, points marked as edges
should be as close as possible to the center of a true edge.
(iii) Single response - response to a single edge point.
In this paper we suggest a new approach for edge detection that will meet up
the canny requirements.
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2

Reviews of some previous algorithms

Before introducing the proposed algorithm, we shall review some of the main
edge detection methods.
A. First derivative based edge detection
Edge is a place of rapid change in the image intensity hence some methods try
to detect edges by looking for maximum and minimum in image first derivative.
For 2D function f(x,y) the first derivative with respect to x is calculated using
formula:
f (x + , y) − f (x, y)
∂f (x, y)
= lim
→0
∂x


(1)

For Discrete data we can approximate the derivative with respect to x using
formula:
f (x + 1, y) − f (x, y)
∂f (x, y)
≈
∂x
1

(2)

And to implement it as a correlation/convolution we can use the kernel described
below:

∂f (x, y)
→ −1 1
∂x
∂f (x, y)
→
∂y



−1
1



Sobel, Prewitt, Roberts and Kirsch are some of the methods that base their
solution on first derivative. The Sobel, Prewitt and Roberts methods calculate
edges horizontally and vertically. Kirsch method calculates edges with a derivative mask rotated in all directions. The filter used in each method descried as
follows:

Fig. 1. (a) Sobel filtering kernel (b) Prewitt filtering kernel (c) Roberts filtering kernel
(d) Kirsch filtering kernel.
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B. Second derivative based edge detection
The Laplacian method use second derivative rather than first for finding edges.
This method searches for zero crossing in image second derivative.
For 2D function f(x,y) the second derivative is calculated using formula:
∇2 f =

∂2f
∂2f
+
∂x2
∂y 2

(3)

For Discrete data we can approximate the derivative using formula:
∂2f
≈ f (x + 1, y) − 2f (x, y) + f (x − 1, y)
∂x2

(4)

∂2f
≈ f (x, y + 1) − 2f (x, y) + f (x, y − 1)
∂y 2

(5)

And to implement it as a convolution we can use the kernel described below:

Fig. 2. Commonly used discrete approximations to the Laplacian filter.

C. Smoothing + derivative based edge detection
More sophisticated kernels can be created by first smoothing the image and then
then taking the first or second derivatives. Examples for such methods are LOG
(Laplacian Of Gaussian) and DOG (Derivative Of Gaussian).

Fig. 3. (a) 3D plot of Gaussian function (b) 3D plot of the DOG function (c) 3D plot
of the LOG function.
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D. Canny edge detection
Finally there is canny edge detection technique [1] which is one of the most
widely used edge detector. Canny intended to enhance the edge detectors already
out when started his work.
Canny algorithm described as followed:
- First smooth the image to eliminate noise, use derivative of Gaussian filter.
- Calculate norm and orientation of the gradient and use thresholding to detect
the optional edges
Gradient magnitude :
s
∂f
∂f
(6)
k∇f k = ( )2 + ( )2
∂x
∂y
Gradient orientation :
θ = tan−1 (

∂f ∂f
/ )
∂y ∂x

(7)

- Remove edge redundancy using non-maximum suppression: To turn thick regions of the gradient into line curves, check if a pixel is a local maximum along
gradient direction and select single max across width of the edge.
- Linking and thresholding Hysteresis: Define two threshold low and high. Use
the high threshold to start edge curves passing pixels with gradient magnitude
above this threshold. Use the low threshold to search in the surrounding orientation for continuous to edges found in earlier stage.

3

Algorithms

K-Means Algorithm .
K-Means algorithm attempts to partition a collection of elements into k cluster such that items in the same class are as similar as possible while items in
different classes are as dissimilar as possible. Assigning data point to a cluster
done by measuring the distance between the point and the cluster center. The
less distance between data point to cluster center the more likelihood it belongs
to the cluster. Algorithm first randomly initialize k cluster centers and then iterates until convergence, assigning each data point to the nearest center and
Re-compute each cluster center as the mean of points assign to it.
Connected Components Labeling Algorithm .
Connected components defined as regions of adjacent pixels that the algorithm
marked as having the same input value or label. Connected components labelling
scans an image and groups its adjacent pixels into components based on pixel
connectivity, i.e. all pixels in a connected component share similar pixel intensity
values and are in some way connected with each other. There are several methods
that try to label connected components objects in an image. The approaches can
be dived into three major methods: raster scan and label equivalence resolving,
searching and label propagation, contour tracing and label propagation.
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(i) Raster-scan and label equivalence resolving algorithm: Scan image in raster
direction if you find a pixel that is not labeled search for previously labeled pixels
connected to it if there is no such then assign it a new label value. Labels found
assigned to the same connected component are called equivalent labels and need
to be resolved and merged.
(ii) Searching and label propagation: Search an image until an unlabeled pixel
is found assign it a new label. Then repeatedly propagate the label assign to
neighboring connected objects.
(iii) Contour tracing and label propagation: First search an unlabeled border
pixel of a component and assign it a new label. Then trace the whole border of
the component and mark all pixels in the border and their neighbors with the
same label.
Run-based two pass connected components labeling algorithm to isolated object
in the picture is based on studies of labeling algorithms [9, 10]. This approach
belongs to raster-scan class. However unlike raster-scan algorithms that resolve
the label equivalences between provisional labels this algorithm resolve label
equivalences between provisional label sets.
Run-based two pass connected components labeling algorithm [10] iterates twice
over the binary image. The first run is to assign temporary labels for each pixel
and record label equivalences. The connected components labeling operator scans
the image by moving along a row scan pixel p(i) one by one (i form 0 to NXM,
where N is the image rows M is image columns and p(y * N + x) represents the
pixel value at (x,y) location). It stops when reaching a point which pixel value
is V = VO (VO value means object pixel in contrary to V=VB which represent
background pixel). When this new run r(s, e) is found the run data is recorded
( a run is a block of continuous object pixels in a row when r(s,e) mean a block
of continuous object pixels starts from pixel p(s) and ends in pixel p(e)).
When run is found the adjacency area with the current run in the above row
is detected. For example let r(s, e) be the current run so by saying eight connected adjacency connectivity we mean all runs in the row above the scan row
such that one of their pixels occurs between p(s N 1) and p(e N + 1) are
connected to current run. If there is no adjacency with the current run in the
row above the scan row, it means the current run belongs to a new connected
component that was not found so far and all pixels in the current run assigned
with a new label. On the other hand, if there is some adjacency with the current
run in the row above the scan row then all pixels in the current run assigned
with the same provisional label as the minimum run label and we record all the
connected labels to the same class in the equivalence matrix. After that the algorithm performs a second pass replacing the temporary labels by a representative
of its label equivalence class as recorded in the equivalence matrix. Run-based
two pass connected components labeling algorithm described in [10] runs on a
binary image. There is a more generalized version of this method that performs
on grayscale images [9]. This method takes into consideration also the gray-scale
value of a pixel in searching for its connected components.
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4

Proposed Approach

Our approach combines k-means and run-based two-scan connected components labeling algorithm with eight connected adjacency connectivity adapted
for grayscale images in order to find edges. The rational is to find objects in
image and from those objects determine the image edges. We used k-means and
connected components algorithms to partition a digital image into clusters that
distinguish objects, and then use the partition to find region of interest objects,
delimit them from the background and other objects and from them mark edges.
The algorithm:
- Read image & Run Proposed Approach(img, level) with two inputs (image and
explored level degree)
Proposed Approach(img, level):
Run K-means algorithm on image.
Run run-based two-scan connected components labeling algorithm adapted
for grayscale images - to isolate components
If(0 == level):
Return connected components map.
Else:
For each component whose size bigger than epsilon do
Run Proposed Approach(component before K-Means, level-1).
Merge results for all components.
- Mark regions of each component.

5

Experiments and Results

To evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed approach we tested
it on the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset and Benchmark (BSDS 500) [7, 8].
Dataset holds 200 training, 100 validation, and 200 testing images.
Moreover, each image has a human manually annotated edges that we shall use
as a ground truth contour.

Fig. 4. Image #209070 in dataset with its ground truth edge contour.
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We compared results of our proposed algorithm to Sobel, Laplacian and
Canny methods to evaluate the performance and to estimate accuracy. The algorithms received as input unprocessed images and generated as output the edge
detected contours. The edge detected contours were compared to the ground
truth contours granted in dataset in order to evaluate the performance and to
estimate accuracy. We computed Accuracy (ACC) parameter which is the percentage of true clustered elements from all elements: ACC = ( TP + TN ) / (
TP + TN + FP + FN ).
Average accuracy results of multiple runs - Sobel 53.89% Laplacian 69.88%
Canny 77.79% ours 86.92%.

Fig. 5. results of some images in dataset.
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6

Conclusions and Future Work

We demonstrated our method for edge detection based on K-means and runbased two-scan connected components labeling algorithm adapted to grayscale
images. The effectiveness of this approach was verified and compared to other
algorithms on a variety of images. Results show that this approach gives good
results and can be combined in many cases. More work should be done in order to
adapt this approach for color images. Future work should also include enhancing
the result of this approach for example by using noise filtering in early stage of
the algorithm or apply a non-maximal suppression technique to our edge maps
to obtain thinner edges.
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Abstract. The study on the prediction of stock price has been popular for a while,
but the results of practical application are generally of unsatisfactory. From the
perspective of securities trading, stock wave trend and stock price trend are two
look similar but quite different concepts. The former is the stock price trend of
time span and the latter is the stock price trend of time point. Elliott wave theory
states that the prediction performance of the stock wave trend is significantly
better than the stock price trend. In addition, the stability of the stock wave trend
movement is also significantly better than that of the stock price trend with
universality, which is also the consensus of stock market professionals. In stock
price time series, how to properly implement the feature extraction of the wave
trend for the neural network training is a difficult task in the feature
representation of wave trend. In this study, the experiment uses 20 stocks from
China and the United States respectively as data samples for demonstration. By
applying PLA to segment the unit price sequences and the average price
sequences, the subsequence can be generated in day level from the corresponding
stock time series for recurrent neural network. The training results show that
RNN has a better recognition accuracy on the wave trend of average price
sequence and the AUC evaluation also supports above conclusion. The feature
representation of stock trend in time series is the fundamental work in machine
learning research and application, the two stages of this study are conducted by
combining the stock trading activities in practical scenarios, firstly the data
mining technique PLA is used to identify and define the trend of stock wave, and
secondly train the obtained stock wave samples for trend recognition. The design
of this study fully considers the results of RNN training with the technical
implementation in stock market. Therefore, the proposed neural network is more
practical and suitable for the need of real trading in the stock market.
Keywords: Wave Trend Representation, Elliott Wave Theory, Recurrent
Neural Network, Stock Time Series.

1. Introduction
1.1 Stock Sequence in Machine learning
One of the earliest implementation of stock prediction with neural networks was IBM’s
engineer H. White, who predicted IBM's stock return on earnings per share in 1988, it
is the pioneer to use neural network for stock price prediction [1]. In 1990, T. Kimoto
et al. developed a Japanese TOPIX (Tokyo stock price index, TOPIX) index stock
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prediction system based on neural network. The results show that the neural network
model has a better return rate than that of the Japanese TOPIX index [2]. In 1996, R.
Gencay used the feed-forward neural network to analyze the historical data of the Dow
Jones Industrial Index from 1967 to 1988 with the moving average parameter of 7 days,
confirming the model's predictive ability is better than the general moving average as
statistical approach [3]. In 2000, Rodriguez proposed a predictive model using feedforward neural network and moving average rule on the stocks of the Spanish stock
market, it has produced good prediction results, indicating that the neural network can
provide the guidance for trading strategy [4]. In 2004, G. P. Zhang compared the
performance of neural networks on time series prediction with the ARIMA model. The
results show that the neural network has the remarkable advantages in analyzing
nonlinear data and its prediction accuracy is higher than the ARIMA model [5]. In 2009,
P. C. Chang et al. used the BPN to predict the trading point of stocks that are in uptrend,
sideways and downtrend [6]. In addition, Schumaker and Chen applied neural network
to the index prediction of the stock market [7].
1.2 Wave Theory in Machine learning
Elliott wave theory believes that the prediction performance on the trend of time point
known as stock price is significantly lower than that of the trend of time range known
as the stock wave. In addition, the stability of the trend movement of stock wave is also
significantly better than that of the stock price with universality, which has also been
the consensus of stock market professionals. Swing trading refers to an investment
strategy in which investors sell stocks when the price is high and buy stocks at low
price. Elliott's wave theory is the theoretical basis for swing trading and the wave trend
recognition of stocks is the technical implementation of it.
With the help of Elliott wave theory [8], it has been studied for decades in real
application by researchers in the stock market. In 2003, Poser introduced how to use
the Elliott wave theory to make profits in the book "Applying Elliott wave theory
profitably" [9]. In 2011, Atsalakis et al. used the fuzzy neural network and the Elliott
wave theory to predict the stock market index [10]. In 2012, M. Tirea et al. created a
stock market multi-agent recommendation system based on Elliott wave theory [11]. In
2013, E. Volna et al. created a multi-layer classifier for Elliott wave recognition, hoping
to find an important Elliott wave pattern in stock market predictions [12]. In 2018, Wei
and Chaudhary proposed a system TST (Trend Manual Selection, Segmentation
Algorithm and Training Error Feedback) to generate proper feature representation of
stock wave trend by selecting PLA (piecewise linear approximation) threshold for
effective RNN training [13]. The trend recognition of stock subsequence is the
fundamental work for Elliott wave theory when applying to machine learning research
and applications, however at present there are few related research work in this field.
As we all know, the stock wave trend recognition is the key task of swing trading of
stocks and its implementation is challenging. This study attempts to use the RNN to
classify the stock wave and identify its trend direction, it provides guidance for swing
trading as well as theoretical support.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Programming Language
Python is used for data processing and experiments in this study;
2.2 Experimental Platform
The deep learning framework used in this study was Tensorflow.
2.3 Stock Data
The experimental data used in this paper was the selected 20 stocks in the Shanghai and
Shenzhen stock market from China and 20 stocks in NASDAQ and S&P500 from USA,
both are collected from the Yahoo Finance website (http://finance.yahoo.com/). The
data range is from 2011-01-01 to 2018-05-31. The data of each selected stock for RNN
training has 1,865 trading days respectively. The 40 selected stocks have a total of
74,600 trading days.
2.4 Technical Indicators
The technical indicator used in this study is the simple but powerful moving average
index(MA). The moving average is a trend tracing indicator, which is calculated from
price sequence by averaging the stock price of consecutive trading days given a fixed
window size, it helps to smooth price fluctuation by filtering out the noise. Its formula
1
is defined as: 𝑀𝐴𝑛 = ∑𝑛−1
𝑥
, where 𝑥𝑡−𝑖 is the stock price at time 𝑡 − 𝑖, n is
𝑛 𝑖=0 𝑡−𝑖
the window size for averaging price which is this study is set to 30.
2.5 Segmentation Algorithm
In this study, the bottom-up (BU) method is used to implement piecewise linear
approximation for the segmentation of stock time series as trend feature for RNN
training [13].
2.6 Research Workflow
Wave Theory Selection - Stock Sequence Segmentation - Trading Strategy
Implementation - Feature Representation-Training – Trend Recognition (Fig. 2.1)
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3. The Wave Representation of Stock Sequence
3.1 Time Series
The time series is a sequential data in time order with values at different time index.
In time series, each observation can be formally defined as a tuple (𝑣, 𝑡). v is the value
of the variable to be observed, which can be the price of the stock, the temperature of
an area, some events on internet and etc. t is the timestamp of the observation, and a
time series contains several such tuples {(𝑣1 , 𝑡1 ), (𝑣2 , 𝑡2 ), … , (𝑣𝑛 , 𝑡𝑛 )} , where
𝑡1 , 𝑡2 . . . 𝑡𝑛 , are arranged in sequential order. Under normal circumstances, the sampling
time interval of time series ∆𝑡 = 𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑖−1 is equal, it can be seen that 𝑡1 = 0, ∆𝑡 = 𝑙,
and the time series is 𝑋 = {𝑥1 = (𝑣1 , 𝑡1 ), 𝑥2 = (𝑣2 , 𝑡2 ), … , 𝑥𝑛 = (𝑣𝑛 , 𝑡𝑛 )}, abbreviated
as 𝑋 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 }.
3.2 Stock Sequence
Stock sequence as a type of time series is considered complex, volatile, dynamic and
chaotic with high uncertainty, non-linearity and strong dependency on empirical and
theoretical knowledge [14]. Compared to cross-sectional data, time series data contains
complex time-domain features which increases the difficulty of prediction on stock
price sequence. Because the length of minor trend as a subsequence of stock time series
is usually unequal and incomparable, it is difficult to use traditional techniques with
neural network to fulfill this task [15][16][17]. Even for equal-length subsequence, it is
impossible to directly compare them with different scale at the same position because
of the dynamic nature of time series. In addition, the sliding window approach will
destroy the wave trend information of the stock time series, so the continuity nature of
the wave trend along the continuous time steps cannot be guaranteed.
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3.3 Stock Price Sequence
Stock price sequence as a family of time series has the characteristics of high volatility
with severe noise in large data volume. Therefore, it will encounter the problems of
redundant computation and under-expectation performance when performing tasks
such as pattern recognition, mining, classification and clustering techniques to the raw
stock time series data. To solve the above problems, it is necessary to conduct effective
mining techniques on the trend feature of the stock price in order to obtain its implicit
correlation. The data samples used in this study were taken from the time series of stock
price.
3.4 The Wave Degrees in Stock Price Sequence
According to Elliott Wave Theory, a complete cycle consists of eight waves, five of
which are rising waves and three of which are falling waves (Fig. 3.1). In addition,
Ralph Nelson Elliott divides the stock wave of different sizes into 9 degrees. The
longest grand supercycle is a super-large cycle spanning 200 years. Subminuette only
cover the trend within a few hours. But regardless of the size of the stock wave trend,
it is constant that each cycle consists of 8 waves. The above characteristics are
consistent with the cyclic rule of the stock sequence.
5

a
c

3

b
4

1
2

Fig. 3.1 The basic pattern of Elliott wave

In addition, Elliott identified 9 degrees of waves, which he labeled as follows, from
largest to smallest: Grand Supercycle, Supercycle, Cycle, Primary, Intermediate, Minor,
Minute, Minuette, Sub-Minuette. Elliott waves are a fractal, the primary waves contain
intermediate waves, the Intermediate waves contain minor waves, the minor waves
contain minuette waves, and the waves are nested. This feature not only expands Elliott
wave theory, but also increases the difficulty of usage. The above characteristics also
exist in the time series of stock price.
3.5 The Trend of Stock Price Sequence
In the financial trading market, the trend refers to the direction of stocks, futures, and
foreign exchange price movements. Stock trend, also known as the stock price
movements, refers to the overall direction of stock sequences. The stock wave trend
refers to the trend direction of the stock subsequences. The theoretical basis is the Dow
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theory which says once the trend of the stock price movement is formed, it will continue
to be maintained for a period of time. It provides a profitable opportunity for investors
to buy and sell, and it is the value of this study on stock wave trend recognition.

4. The Design of RNN
4.1 The Structure of RNN
Recurrent neural network (RNN) is a subclass of artificial neural network, which allows
units to form a cyclic graph [18]. The cycle along time allows the network to store an
internal state and consequently process sequences of inputs and thus perform temporal
tasks such as language translation, speech recognition, time series prediction and etc.
Since RNN has the ability to accumulate previous states, feeding previous inputs and
outputs in history to the network is not necessary like in TDNN [19]. RNN tries to
model a process through time instead of approximating a function, therefore, prediction
of future process output can be described using formula (4.1) and (4.2) as:
(𝑖)
(4.1)
ℎ𝑡 = 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈(𝑊 ℎ𝑥 𝑥𝑡 𝑡 + 𝑊 ℎℎ ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏)
𝑜ℎ
(4.2)
𝑜𝑡 = 𝑊 ℎ𝑡
where W is the weight of the connection between nodes in adjacent layers, h is the
hidden layer, ReLU is the rectified linear unit as activation function, and all calculated
values are marked by the time index t, which means that it is the node at time t. In
dynamical environments, there are correlations between consecutive subsequences,
techniques that account for history are required. In RNN, signals passing through
recurrent connections constitute an effective memory for the network, which can then
use information in memory to better predict future time series values. Standard
backpropagation algorithm is not suitable for networks with cycles in them (Fig. 4.1(a)).
However, RNN can be modified in a way as the feed-forward network by unfolding the
network in time (Fig. 4.1(b)), which can be trained by Backpropagation Through Time
(BPTT) algorithm. This algorithm is proposed by several researchers in late 80s
[20][21][22].
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Fig. 4.1 The two state of RNN
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4.2 Data Preparation for RNN
In RNN, since the output values during training are vectors representing trend direction,
they will have a greater impact on the prediction of the next time step. Therefore, the
target value is defined as the relationship between the price and its average price at time
t that reflects the trend direction. Define the vector ⟨1, 0⟩ as the upward trend and the
vector ⟨0, 1⟩ as the downward trend. According to its value, the trend at each the time
point t in the sequence can be determined.
A. The training data is selected from 40 stocks closing price ranging from 201101-01 to 2016-12-31, The testing data is selected from 40 stocks closing price ranging
from 2017-01-01 to 2017-05-31.
B. Preparing the sequence of price and its average price for further trading strategy
based process. According to the change of the relationship between the unit price and
the average price, for classification task, the change state is defined as the vector ⟨0, 1⟩
meaning the unit price lower than the average price, and the vector ⟨1, 0⟩ meaning the
price is higher than the average price, so that the value in the sequence is converted into
vectors for better classification task on trend recognition.
C. The number of nodes in the neural network input layer will be determined by
the maximum length N in the number of M sequences. The number of node in hidden
layer is set to 10. For a given stock as an example, the input data is constructed as a
〈𝑚, 𝑛, 1〉 tensor array, where m is number of waves from the stock time series, and n is
the maximum length of waves, 1 is the number of feature at each time step. In
classification model, the target data is defined as a two-dimensional array of 〈𝑚, 2〉,
where m is number of waves in the input data, 2 is the two types of wave trend.
D. Training with input data and target data until it stops by the given error criteria,
store the state of the network. If the training result is not satisfying, return to C and
adjust the number of nodes in the hidden layer and other network parameters for further
training until the network training results meet the requirement.
E. The selected stocks as testing data are ranging from 2017-01-01 to 2018-05-31,
constructing a tensor array of 〈𝑚, 𝑛, 2〉 as input data, the overall trend direction can be
reflected due to n time steps state in each sequence, thus m testing sequences will get
their trend direction in vector form 〈𝑚, 2〉 respectively, and comparing these trend
vectors with target data to estimate performance of the network on trend recognition.
F. According to the comparison of the target data in testing dataset and the test
result, the accuracy of the trend recognition can be estimated.
4.3 The RNN Topology
RNN is designed to process the sequential data, in the traditional feed-forward neural
network, the input data flows from the input layer to the hidden layer then to the output
layer, all nodes among layers are fully connected, while nodes in each layer are
disconnected. Such structure is incapable for many sequential learning tasks. For
example, to predict the value or state of the next time step in the time series, the data
entry in previous time step are involved, because the state in its context is not
independent. Furthermore, in our study, to predict the overall trend of a given price
sequence, it has to be clear that how the trend changes made at each time step will
influence the overall trend of its sequence. The recurrent structure makes the current
trend state changes determined by the changes happened in previous time step.
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Specifically, the network will memorize the previous state and apply to the current
calculation for output, the node in hidden layer will have direct connection through time
step, and the input of hidden layer will include the input data as well as the output of
hidden layer from previous time step. Theoretically, the RNN can deal with the
sequential data of any length. However, in practice, to reduce the complexity in terms of
vanishing gradient problem, it is often assumed that the current state is only related to
the previous states.
For the input node of RNN, the input data is a set of price sequences with t time steps,
𝑡
denoted as {𝑥1𝑡 , 𝑥2𝑡 , … , 𝑥𝑛−1
, 𝑥𝑛𝑡 }. For the output node of RNN, the output data is denoted
as {𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑛−1 , 𝑦𝑛 }, where 𝑦𝑛 represents the overall trend of the nth sequence. The
hidden node denotes as {ℎ1 , ℎ2 , … , ℎ𝑡−1 , ℎ𝑡 }. The set of sequences are sent from the
input node to the hidden node one by one and each entry at a time step, then from the
hidden node to the output node. Meanwhile, the output state is sent back combined with
input at time step t + 1. Such a recurrent structure will bridge the state cross time step
and make the node in hidden layer self-connect at different time step t.
4.4 Training in RNN
The advantage of RNN is the ability to learn the information in sequential fashion.
Assuming that all inputs or outputs are independent of each other in feed-forward neural
networks, however, for many sequential tasks in the field of time series, it is necessary
to know the relationship of states based on the context, therefore this assumption has
its limitations. The recurrent structure in RNN allows input data at different time step
to pass through the same network considering their previous state of the hidden node.
To identify the trend of a given stock price sequence 𝑥𝑡 , the calculation process of
RNN is as follows:
A. 𝑥𝑡 represents the t-th price scalar in the sequence.
B. ℎ𝑡 indicates the hidden state of RNN at time step t, when 𝑡 = 0 , ℎ1 =
(𝑖)
𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈(𝑊 ℎ𝑥 𝑥1 + 𝑊 ℎℎ ℎ0 + 𝑏) , the initial state ℎ0 is normally set to zero, and the
ReLU function can be replaced with other activation functions, such as leaky ReLU to
avoid over-fitting.
C. 𝑜𝑡 represents the output of the t-th sequence trend state. For RNN, the ℎ𝑡 is
also passed to the softmax layer, so if you want to determine the total trend state of the
sequence, the probability of the sequence trend is calculated in formula (4.3).
(𝑖)
(4.3)
𝑜𝑡 = 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑊 𝑜ℎ ℎ𝑡 )

5. Experiments and Results
5.1 PLA of Two Types of Stock Sequences
The linearization process is applied to stock average price sequence, and the time range
of stock sequence is up to 6 years including 1443 trading days which is segmented into
independent subsequences as waves. Using the PLA, the segmentation method for
generating data for RNN training is an important step of the feature representation of
stock wave by converting the unit price and average price as feature into corresponding
wave samples.
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5.1.1 PLA of Stock Unit Price Sequence
In this study, the bottom-up algorithm of PLA was used to segment the unit price
sequence(UPS) of Chinese and US stock markets. The results are shown in Table 5.1.
It can be seen that the average number of training waves for the 20 Chinese stocks is
125, and the average number of testing waves is 42. The average number of training
waves for the 20 US stocks is 118, and the average number of testing waves is 49. There
is not much difference between the two in terms of quantity.
Table 5.1 Piecewise Linear Representation of Stock Unit Price Sequence
Stock
Symbol
600084
600131
600158
600171
600199
600275
600300
600313
600467
600519
000002
000014
000538
000819
000895
000999
002069
300027
300029
300111

# of Training
Waves
145
140
109
101
156
80
127
117
172
127
93
116
147
105
216
162
151
82
117
139

# of Testing
Waves
20
49
32
55
51
28
43
38
40
42
40
43
53
34
60
65
28
69
46
32

Stock
Symbol
AAPL
BA
BAC
CL
GS
IBM
KO
MCD
NVDA
WMT
AMZN
CSCO
EA
GOOG
INTC
MSFT
NFLX
TSLA
ULTA
WDC

# of Training
Waves
124
125
118
102
126
204
135
120
42
130
89
133
89
108
152
101
110
121
76
130

# of Testing
Waves
44
36
58
66
64
59
51
38
45
37
33
38
56
60
43
40
33
65
53
66

5.1.2 PLA of Stock Average Price Sequence
In this study, the bottom-up algorithm of PLA was used to segment the average price
sequence(APS) of Chinese and US stock markets. The results are shown in Table 5.2.
It can be seen that the average number of training waves for the 20 Chinese stocks is
36, and the average number of testing waves is 11. The average number of training
waves for the 20 US stocks is 34, and the average number of testing waves is 12. There
is not much difference between the two in terms of quantity.
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Table 5.2 Piecewise Linear Representation of Stock Average Price Sequence
Stock
Symbol
600084
600131
600158
600171
600199
600275
600300
600313
600467
600519
000002
000014
000538
000819
000895
000999
002069
300027
300029
300111

# of Training
Waves
41
39
30
31
44
30
45
31
46
33
27
40
41
34
53
40
43
29
33
32

# of Testing
Waves
6
12
9
14
12
10
9
9
11
10
12
13
15
12
14
16
10
16
15
9

Stock
Symbol
AAPL
BA
BAC
CL
GS
IBM
KO
MCD
NVDA
WMT
AMZN
CSCO
EA
GOOG
INTC
MSFT
NFLX
TSLA
ULTA
WDC

# of Training
Waves
33
35
38
30
34
49
37
34
20
34
29
41
28
35
42
30
37
36
35
41

# of Testing
Waves
14
9
12
16
17
14
15
10
11
11
9
11
12
12
12
8
12
18
17
17

Table 5.3 RNN’s Training Error of Wave Trend of Stock Sequence
Stock
Symbol
600084
600131
600158
600171
600199
600275
600300
600313
600467
600519
000002
000014
000538
000819
000895
000999
002069
300027
300029
300111

Wave of
UPS
0.694
0.668
0.685
0.686
0.685
0.690
0.677
0.661
0.692
0.695
0.656
0.693
0.676
0.684
0.690
0.687
0.690
0.693
0.689
0.694

Wave of
APS
0.671
0.627
0.683
0.635
0.695
0.658
0.671
0.643
0.653
0.641
0.663
0.669
0.673
0.669
0.685
0.672
0.663
0.570
0.691
0.678

Stock
Symbol
AAPL
BA
BAC
CL
GS
IBM
KO
MCD
NVDA
WMT
AMZN
CSCO
EA
GOOG
INTC
MSFT
NFLX
TSLA
ULTA
WDC

Wave of
UPS
0.681
0.677
0.686
0.631
0.685
0.686
0.687
0.678
0.659
0.684
0.634
0.668
0.643
0.685
0.683
0.685
0.679
0.670
0.621
0.684

Wave of
APS
0.661
0.657
0.682
0.568
0.693
0.629
0.689
0.513
0.589
0.674
0.549
0.586
0.656
0.673
0.659
0.685
0.648
0.668
0.572
0.694
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5.2 Training Error of Wave Trend in Stock Sequence
The cross entropy loss function is used to measure the distance between the target value
and the predicted value. It can be seen that the average training error of training waves
for the 20 Chinese stocks is 0.684, and the average training error of testing waves is
0.661. The average training error of training waves for the 20 US stocks is 0.672, and
the average training error of testing waves is 0.640. There is no remarkable difference
between samples from two countries (Table 5.3).
5.3 The Recognition Performance of Wave Trend in Stock Sequence
Through the RNN training of the stock unit price and average price sequences, the
results show that the RNN training performance of both types has remarkable difference
on the wave trend recognition. It can be seen that the average accuracy of training waves
for the 20 Chinese stocks is 55.232%, and the average accuracy of testing waves is
59.788%. The average accuracy of training waves for the 20 US stocks is 58.238%, and
the average accuracy of testing waves is 63.576%. Whether the Chinese stocks or the
US stocks, the RNN training performance of the stock average price sequence is better
than the stock unit price sequence (Table 5.4).
Table 5.4 RNN's Prediction Accuracy of Wave Trend of Stock Sequence
Stock Symbol
600084
600131
600158
600171
600199
600275
600300
600313
600467
600519
000002
000014
000538
000819
000895
000999
002069
300027
300029
300111

Wave of
UPS
47.59
53.57
56.88
54.46
55.77
55.00
56.69
59.83
53.49
55.91
66.67
49.14
60.54
57.14
53.70
54.32
54.97
51.22
52.99
48.20

Wave of
APS
56.10
71.79
60.00
67.74
54.55
56.67
62.22
67.74
58.70
63.64
55.56
60.00
60.98
64.71
58.49
60.00
60.47
55.17
48.48
56.25

Stock
Symbol
AAPL
BA
BAC
CL
GS
IBM
KO
MCD
NVDA
WMT
AMZN
CSCO
EA
GOOG
INTC
MSFT
NFLX
TSLA
ULTA
WDC

Wave of
UPS
58.06
58.40
56.78
65.69
53.97
56.86
54.81
57.50
61.90
56.15
59.55
58.65
62.92
54.63
56.58
52.48
57.27
63.64
65.79
54.62

Wave of
APS
60.61
68.57
65.79
76.67
47.06
67.35
54.05
70.59
65.00
55.88
75.86
68.29
64.29
62.86
59.52
56.67
62.16
58.33
71.43
58.54

5.4 AUC Evaluation of Trend Recognition of Stock Wave
The AUC is used on the classification performance of RNN on the wave trend of stock
sequence. It can be seen that no matter whether it is the 20 Chinese stocks in Fig. 5.1(a),
or the 20 US stocks in Fig. 5.1 (b), for the recognition performance of wave trend in
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RNN, the average price sequence is better than the unit price sequence. Its advantage
is also reflected in the testing wave sequences of Chinese and American stocks. In the
trend recognition result of the unit price sequence, the average AUC of Chinese stocks
is 0.548 and the average AUC of US stocks is 0.48. In the trend recognition result of the
average price sequence, the average AUC of Chinese stocks is 0.611 and the average
AUC of US stocks is 0.580.

Unit Price

Average Price

(b)

Fig. 5.1 AUC Evaluation of Trend Recognition of Stock Wave

In Fig. 5.1, x-axis represents unit price and average price sequence used in classification
for each stock, y-axis represents the AUC value of them respectively. From the
perspective of recognition performance, the RNN has better accuracy on the wave trend
of the US stock sequence than the Chinese stock sequence. The trend of US stock
fluctuates smoothly indicating that the segmentation of US stock sequence is better.
Specifically, the AUC value of US stocks is higher, indicating that the segmented stock
waves are suitable for RNN training. To some extent, this reflects that the segmented
waves of US stock match the basic pattern of the wave theory, while the AUC value of
Chinese stock is lower. There are many reasons that the recognition performance of the
selected stock waves is not satisfying. For example, due to the fact that the market is
generally manipulated, it may cause the wave segment produce less contribution to the
RNN training leading to a poor recognition of the wave trend.

6.Conclusion
In this study, the piecewise linear approximation is utilized to generate the subsequence
as the wave data samples by segmenting the stock unit price sequence and average price
sequence respectively at daily level suitable for RNN training. From the two aspects of
RNN training error and recognition accuracy, for the feature representation of wave
trend, the stock average price sequence is better than the stock unit price sequence.
RNN training has a better result on the wave trend recognition using the stock average
price sequence, which is related to the instability of the trend direction reflected by the
stock unit price sequence, the AUC evaluation also supports the above conclusion. The
representation of trend direction of stock wave has been proposed via the stock unit
price sequence and the stock average price sequence. At present, the research and
application of the stock market with neural network mainly focuses on the stock price
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and stock index prediction. So far, no studies on the trend recognition of stock wave
have been reported utilizing recurrent neural network.
This study provides methodological guidance for the stock trading activities based on
wave movement and theoretical support for the corresponding trading strategies. It also
becomes a reference for other financial products in time series fashion based on wave
trend recognition in machine learning field.
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Abstract. Monitoring changes in data distribution are critical in the
model deployment stage of the machine learning pipeline. In this paper,
we propose a non-parametric method for testing the equality of two multivariate distributions for high dimensional data. Our method is based on
1-dimensional random projections and the classical Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test (KS test). Our proposed method is distribution free with no assumptions about the forms of the distribution. At the same time, it is computationally efficient for high-dimensional data with large sample size and
a dimension that can exceed even the sample size.
We develop three solutions. A baseline solution that is simple, fast, and
easily interpretable is for a quick diagnostic check. A permutation test
is proposed for a relatively large dataset, and finally, a split-conquer
approach is developed for very large sample size where it is possible
to split the data into many chunks. We derive Type I errors for the
latter two tests explicitly and proof that they are statistically consistent
against alternatives. Furthermore, summary statistics from our random
projections can provide insights into the distributional differences which
can be further utilized. We provided many simulations under different
scenarios, and compare the performance of our method with previously
developed tests, such as the Hotelling’s T 2 test and the Energy test. The
simulation studies show that our test is statistically powerful and less
time-consuming.
Keywords: Random projection · Two-sample problem · KolmogorovSmirnov test(KS test) · High dimensional data · Distribution-free.

1

Introduction

Model deployment is an important final step in the machine learning pipeline
where a previously established model was used for prediction using newer data.
A common problem in model deployment is (the slow or sudden) changes in the
data distribution which may result in poor performance of the deployed model.
Therefore, understanding changes in data distributions and where the changes
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have occurred are extremely important in understanding model performance.
Such change detection needs to be swift to avoid any potential model misfit.
What makes the problem more challenging is that often the data are highdimensional and the possible changes can occur in many different directions.
In this paper, we approach the above mentioned issue by considering the
following general two-sample testing problem. Assume we have n independently
and identically distributed (i.i.d) random samples, X1 , ..., Xn ∈ Rp , from distribution P , and m i.i.d. random samples, Y1 , ..., Ym ∈ Rp from distribution Q.
The two-sample problem is to test:
H0 : P = Q

(null) vs.

H1 : P 6= Q (alternative)

(1.1)

As we are developing a general methodology not targeting specific applications,
in our problem setting, we do not make any distributional assumption about P
and Q other than the fact that they are continuous. We consider the case when
both the sample sizes (n, m) and dimension p are very large which has become
increasingly common in the big data era.
The two-sample testing problem has been studied extensively, but the traditional approaches suffer from one of the following problems. First, many traditional approaches such as the Kolmogorov−Smirnov test (KS test) are only
applicable to univariate data, based on directly comparing empirical distribution functions. Second, some popular tests are not distribution-free in that they
make explicit assumptions about the form of the distributions. For example,
the Hotelling’s T 2 test ([1]) assumes multivariate Normal distribution. Furthermore, the covariance matrices of the empirical distributions become singular in
high dimensional setting when p > min(n, m), and thus not directly applicable. Third, the computational costs for some of these methods are high for the
high-dimensional setting. For example, approaches that use kernels and reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces (RKHS) [5, 4, 8], and distance based methods [10,
11]. These methods are time-consuming when the sample size is large in the highdimensional setting as they require computing pair-wise distributional distances.
Furthermore, for most of these tests, since the distribution of the corresponding
test statistic cannot be explicitly derived, computation intensive permutation
techniques are used to obtain the critical values.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for testing equality between two
high-dimensional distributions without making explicit assumptions about the
distributional properties. Our method is based on random projections and the
classical non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test), for testing the
equality of two continuous, one-dimensional probability distributions. We use
many 1-dimensional random projections to map the high-dimensional data to
1-dimension, and then use the KS test to test equivalence in the projected onedimensional distributions. The idea is that two high-dimensional distributions
are identical if and only if its random 1-D projections are identically distributed.
Now we give a quick review of the KS test developed for one-dimensional
data. Suppose x1 , ..., xn ∈ R1 are n i.i.d. samples from distribution P , and
y1 , ..., ym ∈ R1 are m i.i.d. samples from distribution Q. Let F1,n and F2,m be the
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empirical distribution functions of the first and the second sample respectively.
The KS test statistic computes the following distance between the two empirical
distribution functions:
Dn,m = sup |F1,n (x) − F2,m (x)|.

(1.2)

x

It is shown in [7] that if P and Q are continuous, then under the null hypothesis
that P = Q,
r
mn
Dm,n converges D in distribution as m, n → ∞,
m+n
where D is the Kolmogorov distribution defined by D = supt∈[0,1] |B(t)|, where
B(t) is the Brownian bridge. It has been shown that the cumulative distribution
function of D is given by
√
∞
∞
X
2 2
2π X −(2k−1)2 π2 /(8x2 )
e
.
(1.3)
(−1)k−1 e−2k x =
P (D ≤ x) = 1 − 2
x
k=1

k=1

In Section 2, we propose the basic setup of our testing procedure. The basic
setup provides a simple, fast, and easily interpretable set of summary statistics
that can be used for quick diagnosis for the two-sample test. Next, in Section 3,
we propose two tests with Type-I errors and statistical guarantees: a permutation
test is developed for a relatively large dataset, and a split-conquer approach is
developed for extremely large datasets (with a sample size greater than 106 for
example). In Section 4, we carry out simulation studies under various settings
and compare our methods to some previously developed popular tests. In Section
5, we show how the summary statistics that we obtain from the basic setup in
Section 2 can be used to gain further insights into where the distributional
differences occur. In Section 6, we apply our method to real-world user network
behavior data. We conclude in Section 7 with extensions of our work.

2

Test using One-Dimensional Random Projections

We introduce the basic setup of our testing procedure for the two-sample test
problem in Equation (1.1) and use simulated data to illustrate the procedure
using the diagnostic plot outcomes. Without loss of generality, we shall assume
that components of the p marginal distributions of P have similar scales, and
the same is true for the p marginal distributions of Q. Although our method
does not require this to work, the performance will be better if the scales of each
element-wise distributions are about the same. This can be easily achieved by a
pre-processing scaling step.
2.1

Basic Setup
Algorithm 1 shows the basic setup of our testing procedure. In Step 1), we
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Algorithm 1 Two-Sample Test Using 1D Random Projections: Basic Setup
Input: X1 , ..., Xn , n i.i.d. samples from distribution P , and Y1 , ..., Ym , m i.i.d. samples
from distribution Q
Output: k-tuples (di , ti , pi ), i = 1, . . . , k
1) Generate a unit random vector d ∈ Rp independently from standard p-dimensional
Normal distribution. Project the two datasets to the space spanned by d, i.e.,
x∗ = Xd ∈ Rn and y ∗ = Y d ∈ Rm .
2) Compute the KS test statistic for empirical distributions of x∗ and y ∗ (Eq. 1.2).
Record the direction d, the statistic, its p-value (using Eq. 1.3).
3) Repeat 1) and 2) in the above k times. Denote the direction by di , the KS statistic
by ti and its p-value by pi respectively, from the ith iteration.

used the standard normal distribution to generate random directions for 1D projections. There are certainly other candidates for random generation. We do not
study the effect regarding to this choice and will leave it to future study. In Step
2), we rely on the classical KS test for the two-sample test in one dimension due
to its nice properties such as distribution-free and easy computation. However,
our general approach still works and we can easily substitute the KS-test by
other distribution-free tests such as Anderson-Darling test [9]. We again leave
the performance comparisons between different choices for future study. Finally,
we note that the repetition step 3) can be easily parallelized to yield significant
time reduction.
If two distributions are equal, i.e., P = Q, then any 1D-projections of the
distribution (as done in Step 1) will yield two identical one-dimensional distribution. In this case, the p-values from the 1D KS-tests will approximately follow
a Uniform Distribution. On the other hand, if P 6= Q, then there has to exist
directions d such that the one-dimensional projected distribution are not identical. This implies that there will be small p-values from the KS tests under the
alternative. We comment here that we need to run the repetition step k enough
times to be able to obtain a good representation of the p-values in different
directions. Therefore, we arrive at the following simple diagnostic test.
Algorithm 2 : Diagnostic Test
Input: X1 , ..., Xn , n i.i.d. samples from distribution P , and Y1 , ..., Ym , m i.i.d. samples
from distribution Q
Output: Diagnostic checks on the histogram of the p-values pi , i = 1, . . . , k with a large
k such as 1000.
1. Perform k 1D projections as in Algorithm 1, and obtain the k tuple (di , ti , pi ).
2. Run diagnostic checks to test whether values of pi follows a uniform distribution,
for example using Pearson’s chi-squared test or KS-test.
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Fig. 1. Histogram of p-values from KS tests for three simulation cases in Illustration 1
(Case 1: left, Case 2: middle, Case 3: right)

2.2

Illustration of the Basic Approach

We use simple parametric distributions to illustrate our method. We consider three different scenarios: two identical distributions (null hypothesis), two
distributions differ in mean (for the first 10 dimensions), and two distributions
differ in variance.
Illustration 1 : Simulation to Illustrate the Basic Approach in Algorithm1.
Case 1: P = Q = N100 (0, I)
Case 2: P = N√
I), Q √
= N100
100 (0, √
√(µ, I),
√
√
√
√
√
√
where µ = ( 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0, ..., 0)
Case 3: P = N100 (0, I), Q = N100 (0, 1.2I).

Figure 1 show the histograms of 1000 p-values from the KS-tests for each
of the three cases in Simulation 1, respectively. We observe that the p-values
approximately follow Uniform distribution for Case 1 (left). On the other hand,
there is a large amount of small p-values for Case 2 (middle) and Case 3 (right),
where the alternative case is true. As a result, the null hypotheses are easily
rejected by the uniformity test of the p-value distribution. We run many other
simulations with different settings, e.g non-normal distributions, sparse change
vs global change. Our diagnostic test all showed good performance.

3

Tests with Type-I Errors and Statistical Consistency

Algorithm 1 and 2 provides a basic solution for the high-dimensional twosample test using 1D-dimensional projections. It directly uses the histogram
of the p-values from the 1D KS-tests, without explicitly computing the Type-I
errors, which is the probability of false rejection under the null hypothesis. In
this section, we propose two solutions with explicit type-I errors and statistical
guarantees.
3.1

Permutation test

Algorithm 3 specifies our permutation test using k 1D-projections.
Since the exact distribution of T is not known, we use permutation to find
its critical value. This is a common approach and the details are described below
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Algorithm 3 : Permutation Test
Input: X1 , ..., Xn , n i.i.d. samples from distribution P , and Y1 , ..., Ym , m i.i.d. samples
from distribution Q
Output: two-sample test statistic T
1. Perform k 1D projections as in Algorithm 1. For i = 1, ..., k, let ti , pi , and di denote
the KS statistic, its p-value and the direction respectively,√from P
the ith iteration.
mn

k

ti

2. Permutation test: Let T be the statistics defined by T = m+nk i=1 , we reject
H0 if T > t for some critical value t. (To be specific, for a significance level α, we
reject H0 if the p-value calculated from Equation (3.1) is less than α).

[3]. We added a vector of group labels to indicate the origin of the data from the
two samples: 0 indicate the samples from P and 1 indicates samples from Q. The
test statistic T is a function of the data vectors D = (X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Ym ) and
the group labels G = (0, ..., 0, 1, ..., 1). If H0 is true, then the entire data vector is
an i.i.d. sample from P and the group labels are meaningless. It is as if someone
randomly wrote down some 00 s and 10 s. Now we randomly permute the group
labels and recompute the test statistic. This changes the values of T but under H0
it does not change its distribution. We then repeat this process W times (where
W is some large number like 1000). Let T1 , ..., TW denote the values of the test
statistics (from Algorithm 3) using the permuted data. Since the assignment of
the 00 s and 10 s is meaningless under H0 , the ranks of T, T1 , ..., TW are uniformly
distributed. That is, if we order these values, then the original statistics T is
equally likely to be anywhere in this ordered list. Finally, we define the p-value
by the fraction of times Tj is larger than T , i.e.,
p-value =

W
1 X
I(Tj ≥ T )
W j=1

(3.1)

where I is the indicator function. If we reject H0 when p < α, we see that the
type I error, the probability of a false rejection, is no more than α. The following
theorem shows the permutation test is consistent against all fixed alternatives.
Theorem 3.1. Let X1 , ..., Xn and Y1 , ..., Ym be independent random samples
from distribution functions P and Q on Rp , respectively, where p ≥ 2. Let T
be the test statistics defined in Algorithm 3. Then T is statistically consistent
against all fixed alternatives.
Proof. First, define the empirical distribution functions as follows: for i = 1, ..., k,
n

Fdi ,n (z) =

m

1X
1 X
I(−∞,z] (XjT di ), Fdi ,m (z) =
I(−∞,z] (YjT di )
n j=1
m j=1

(3.2)

Then for i = 1, ..., k, the KS statistic is: Ti = supz |Fdi ,n (z) − Fdi ,m (z)|. Then
under the null hypothesis, by Kolmogorov theorem,
r
mn
Ti → D in distribution as m, n → ∞
(3.3)
m+n
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where D denotes the KS random variable (Equation 1.3) with given the cumulative distribution function. For i = 1, ..., k, Ti are identically distributed, converge
to KS random
in distribution. Moreover, E[|D|] < ∞ and E[D2 ] < ∞,
√ variable
P
mn

k

ti

thus for T = m+nk i=1 , we can find a constant cα , independent with m and
n, such that limm,n→∞ P (T > cα ) = α.
Under the alternative hypothesis, P 6= Q, for almost all d ∈ Rp , Fd,P 6=
Fd,Q , where Fd,P and Fd,Q denote the empirical distributions of X and Y under
projection direction d respectively. Thus for any i ∈ {1, ..., k}, there exists some
constant δi > 0, such that supz |Fd,P − Fd,Q | > δi . Using the triangle inequality,
sup |Fdi ,n (z) − Fdi ,m (z)| ≥ sup |Fdi ,P (z) − Fdi ,Q (z)| − sup |Fdi ,n (z) − Fdi ,P (z)|
z

z

z

− sup |Fdi ,m (z) − Fdi ,Q (z)|

(3.4)

z

Note that limn→∞ supz |Fdi ,n (z) − Fdi ,P (z)| = 0 and limm→∞ supz |Fdi ,m (z) −
Fdi ,Q (z)| = 0,
lim sup |Fdi ,n (z) − Fdi ,m (z)| ≥ sup lim |Fdi ,n (z) − Fdi ,m (z)|

m,n→∞

z

z

m,n→∞

≥ sup |Fdi ,P (z) − Fdi ,Q (z)|.
z

Thus,
k

mn X
sup |Fdi ,P (z) − Fdi ,Q (z)| > kcα )
P ( lim T > cα ) ≥ P ( lim
m,n→∞
m,n→∞ m + n
z
i=1
k

mn X
δi > kcα ) = 1
m,n→∞ m + n
i=1

≥ P ( lim

3.2

A Split-Conquer Approach for Datasets with Very Large
Sample Sizes

When the dataset sample size gets large, we do not have to use the entire
dataset all at once for testing. To perform k-random projections, we can split
the data into k pieces and apply the k random projections for each of the k
splits if the sample size allows us to do so. We propose here an adaptation of
Algorithm 3 in this situation. Without loss of generality, for large sample sizes,
we can assume that both n and m are multiple of k. Our split-conquer approach
is summarized in Algorithm 4. Theorem 3.2 gives asymptotic p value of our test
statistic as k goes to infinity with statistical consistency guarantees.
Theorem 3.2. Let X1 , ..., Xn and Y1 , ..., Ym be independent random samples
from distribution functions P and Q on Rp , respectively, where p ≥ 2. Let T ∗ be
the test statistics defined in Algorithm 3. Let Dn,m denote the two sample KS
2
statistic with mean µn,m and variance σn,m
(Equations 1.2). Then
T ∗ → N (µn0 ,m0 ,

σn2 0 ,m0
) in distribution as k → ∞.
k

(3.5)
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Algorithm 4 Split-Conquer Approach for Extremely Large Sample Sizes
Input: X = (X1 , ..., Xn ), n = kn0 , are n i.i.d. sample from distribution P , and Y =
(Y1 , ..., Ym ), m = km0 , are m i.i.d. samples from distribution Q
Output: k-tuples (di , t∗i , pi ), i = 1, . . . , k, and two-sample test statistic T ∗
1. Split X and Y into k equal chunks and let the ith chunk of X, Y be Ai and Bi
respectively.
2. Generate k unit random vector d1 , ..., dk ∈ Rp from Standard Normal distribution.
For i = 1, ..., k, project the two datasets Ai and Bi to the space spanned by di :
x∗i = Ai di ∈ Rn0 and yi∗ = Bi di ∈ Rm0 .
3. For i = 1, ..., k, apply KS test to x∗i and yi∗ , record the statistic t∗i , p-value p∗i and
the corresponding direction di . Thus we have a k KS statistics t∗1 , ..., t∗k , k p-values
p∗1 , ..., p∗k , and the corresponding k directions d1q
, ..., dk .
Pk

i=1

m0 n0
m +n

t∗
i

0
0
, we reject H0 if T ∗ > t
4. Let T ∗ be the statistics defined by T ∗ =
k
for some critical value t. We choose t such that, if H0 is true then P (T ∗ > t) ≤ α.
(To be specific, for a significance level α, we reject H0 if Equation 3.7 is satisfied.)

We reject H0 , if
fixed alternatives.

√
k(T ∗ −µn0 ,m0 )
σn0 ,m0

> Z1−α . Moreover, it is consistent against all

Proof. Let Ai = (Xi1 , ..., Xin0 )T and Bi = (Yi1 , ..., Yim0 )T be the ith subset from
the split of two samples respectively, and the corresponding projection direction
be di . Define the empirical distribution functions as follows. For i = 1, ..., k,
Fi,ni (z) =

ni
mi
1 X
1 X
I(−∞,z] (XiTj di ), Fi,mi (z) =
I(−∞,z] (YiTj di )
ni j=1
mi j=1

(3.6)

∗
Then for
q i = 1, ..., k, the KS statistic is: ti = supz |Fi,ni (z) − Fi,mi (z)|. Let
m0 n0 ∗
∗
Ti∗ =
m0 +n0 ti . For i = 1, ..., k, Ti are i.i.d. By Central Limit Theorem,
√
k σn−1
(T ∗ − µn0 ,m0 ) converges to standard Normal distribution as k → ∞,
0 ,m0
where µn0 ,m0 and σn0 ,m0 can be evaluated by [13]. Let Z1−α be the quantile
of the standard Normal distribution with probability 1 − α. Therefore, we can
reject the Null Hypothesis when
√
k(T ∗ − µn0 ,m0 )
> Z1−α .
(3.7)
σn0 ,m0

It is also easy to see that the test is consistent against all fixed alternatives,
!
√
k(T ∗ − µn0 ,m0 )
P
> Z1−α → 0 as k → ∞.
(3.8)
σn0 ,m0
When n and m are very large, we can use the mean and variance of D instead
of µn0 ,m0 and σn0 ,m0 , which is easier to compute.
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3.3

On the Choice of k

For the number of projections k in the permutation test, the larger the k is,
the more projections and the larger the power is. Since larger k leads to more
computing time, we would like a proper k that makes the test powerful and less
time-consuming. Our approach is that we try different values of k, that is an
increasing sequence starts with a relatively small value. For each value of k, we
can compute the p-value, and choose a k when the p-values become stable. This
approach is not time-consuming since the permutation test is applied when the
dataset is relatively not large. In our simulation, we just fixed k to be 1000. We
also performed a lot of simulations with different values of k, and the results
look similar.
For the number of the divided subsets k in the split-conquer approach, from
the proof of Theorem 2, we can see that large k leads to a large power. Based on
the procedure and Theorem 2.2, the critical value involves µm,n . In application,
µm,n is not very easy to compute, thus usually we use the limiting form of µm,n .
k
→ 0.
Then based on some simple calculation, k should be chosen such that n/k
1
q
That is k = O(n ), where q < 1/2. In our simulation, we fixed q = 3 and the
results are shown in Section 4.

4

Simulation Studies

In this section, we run simulation studies to compare our method to previous approaches. We demonstrate that our methods are statistically powerful
compared to previous approaches and require less computation.
4.1

Permutation Test

We compare the permutation test (Algorithm 3) to two popular multivariate
tests: Hotelling’s T 2 test [6], developed for multivariate Normal distributions,
and the distribution-free Energy test [12]. The comparison with the classic
Simulation 1 : P = Np (0, Σ), Q = Np (δ, Σ), where the diagonal elements of Σ
is 1, and the off-diagonal elements of Σ is ρ. Significance level is α = 0.05.
–
–
–
–

Sample size n and m: 400, 600, 800, 1000
Dimension p: 100, 200, 300, 400, 500
Difference in mean δ: 0, 0.1
Variance parameter ρ: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75

Hotelling’s T 2 test for multivariate Normal distributions is shown in Simulation 1
and Table 1. For each setting, 1000 simulations are performed and the average
rejected times are recorded. From the results, we can see that under the null
hypothesis, both methods perform similarly, with type I error 0.05. Under the
alternative hypothesis, when the data are highly correlated, the Hotelling’s T 2
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Table 1. Comparison to Hotelling’s T 2 test for Simulation 1 (HT2 represents the
Hotelling T 2 test and T represents our method).

n, m
400
600
800
1000
400
600
800
1000
400
600
800
1000

p
200
300
400
500
100
100
100
100
200
300
400
500

δ
0
0
0
0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

ρ=0
T
HT2
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100

ρ = 0.25
T HT2
5
5
5
4
5
5
3
5
77
10
91
18
96
27
99
36
75
9
93
11
97
11
99
12

ρ = 0.5
T HT2
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
47
8
67
13
78
13
84
13
53
7
70
8
79
7
86
9

ρ = 0.75
T HT2
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
35
7
56
6
64
10
73
13
41
6
50
8
60
5
71
7

test doesn’t perform well, but our method had very good results. Our method
dominates the Hotelling’s T 2 test.
Since our method is a distribution-free test, we would like to compare it with
a very popular distribution-free test in the high-dimension setting: Energy test
[12]. We run two simulations for this comparison, Simulations 2 and 3. We note
that in both simulations, the sample size and the data dimension are not very
large. This is due to the large computational demand of the Energy test for large
data. For each setting, 10000 simulations are performed and the average rejected
times per 100 simulations are recorded.
Simulation 2 : P = N2 ((0, 0), I) and Q = N2 ((0, δ), I) for equal sample sizes
with significance level α = 0.1.
– Sample size n and m: 10, 15 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100
– Difference in mean δ: 0, 0.5, 0.75, 1

Simulation 3 : P = Np (0, Ip ), Q = t(5)p , where t(5)p indicate a multivariate
distribution where each of the p element is an independent t-distribution with
degree of freedom 5, mean 0 and independent 1. The significance level of the test
is α = 0.1.
– Sample size n and m: 50, 75, 100, 200, 500
– Dimension p: 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500

Table 2 shows the results for evaluation comparisons. From the results, we can
see that under the null hypothesis, both methods perform similarly, with type I
error 0.1. Under the alternative hypothesis, our method is much more powerful
than the Energy test in Simulation 2, but behaves comparably in Simulation 3.
However, when the sample sizes goes large for higher dimensions (Table 2 right
panel), the Energy test is very time consuming, marked by those unavailable
number with −. However, for our method, the computing is very fast.
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Table 2. Comparison to Energy test for Simulation 2 (left) and Simulation 3 (right).
Specifically, E represents the energy test and T represents our method.

n, m
10
15
20
25
30
40
50
75
100

4.2

δ=0
T E
10 10
10 9
10 10
10 10
11 10
10 11
10 10
10 10
10 10

δ = 0.5
T E
34 23
45 30
54 37
62 43
69 48
80 59
88 69
97 85
99 92

δ = 0.75
T E
58 40
74 53
85 64
91 73
95 81
99 90
100 95
100 99
100 100

δ=1
T E
81 58
92 75
97 86
99 93
100 96
100 99
100 100
100 100
100 100

d
2
5
10
20
50
100
500

50
T E
14 15
23 24
40 40
65 68
91 97
100 –
100 –

75
T
16
30
55
86
100
100
100

E
18
34
61
90
100
–
–

n, m
100
T E
18 23
40 46
72 78
96 98
100 100
100 –
100 –

200
T E
26 –
71 –
99 –
100 –
100 –
100 –
100 –

500
T E
55 –
100 –
100 –
100 –
100 –
100 –
100 –

Split-Conquer for Datasets with Extremely Large Sample Sizes

For the extremely large data set, the Energy method would fail due to the
large demand in computation. In this case, we compare our Split-conquer approach (Algorithm 4) with the Hotelling’s T 2 test, using data with 100 dimensions and 106 samples.
Simulation 4 : P = N100 (0100 , I) and Q = N100 ((δ1100 , Σ), where 0100 indicates
a vector of length 100 consisting all zeroes, and 1100 indicates a vector of length
100 consisting of all ones, and Σ is a p × p matrix with diagonal elements of 1
and off-diagonal elements of ρ. Sample sizes are n = m = 106 and significance
level α = 0.05.
– Difference in mean δ: 0, 0.03, 0.05, 0.1
– Variance parameter ρ: 0.5

For each setting, 1000 simulations are performed and the average rejected
time per 100 simulations are recorded. The results are shown in Table 3. We
observe that under the null hypothesis, both methods perform similarly, with
type I error 0.05. Under the alternative hypothesis, when the difference δ is
greater than 0.01, both methods have the power close to 1. When the difference
δ is less than 0.01, our method is less powerful than the Hotelling’s T 2 test. But
in this case, the difference is not quantitatively significant and can probably be
ignored in many applications. The last column of the computing time shows our
method runs much faster than the Hotelling’s T 2 test. Note that here simulations
only show the comparisons when the data dimension p is 100 (a relatively small
value), due to the fact that Hotelling’s T 2 test is much slower when p is large,
and the fact that it can not be applied when p is greater than n. But the splitconquer approach works well in these situations.
Table 3. Comparison of our method (indicated by T) to Hotelling’s T 2 test (indicated
by HT 2) for Simulation 4.
n, m = 106
T
HT2

δ=0
5
5

δ = 0.005
5
46

δ = 0.01
85
99

δ = 0.02
100
100

Time/100 runs
0.067
107.375
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5

Understanding Where Differences in Distributions
Occur

Providing a significance test is only one aspect of detecting potential changes
(drifts) in multivariate distribution. It is not enough to give information on what
has changed. This information is especially important in the high-dimensional
setting as there are potentially so many ways two distributions can differ. Fortunately, our testing procedure does not only provide significance level, but the
statistics that we used in the computation, namely, the tuple of 1D projection
direction, KS-test statistic, and the corresponding p-values provides important
summary information that we can use to shed light to where the differences occur. In the following, we demonstrate how we can utilize these summary statistics
for such purpose.
For all the three methods mentioned above, we have the p-values p1 , ..., pk ,
test statistics t1 , ..., tk and the corresponding projection directions d1 , ..., dk as
the importance information of the difference between the two data set. So our
method not only performs the hypothesis testing, but also carry important information. Intuitively, if the p-values from KS tests are small, the corresponding
projection directions are the most important directions of the differences. Algorithm 4 lays out the procedure to find significant dimensions that datasets
differ.
Algorithm 4 : Detecting Dimensions with Possible Changes
Input: k tuples (di , ti , pi ) i = 1, . . . , k from Algorithm 1.
Output: Diagnostic plots of d∗ that show possible dimensions of change
1. Apply Algorithms 2, 3 or 4 to test for equal distributions.
– If we accept the null hypothesis, then we conclude the two data sets follow the
same distribution and we are done.
– If we reject the null hypothesis, then we conclude the two data sets follow the
different distributions. Proceed to Step 2.
2. Sort the p-values, select the k0 smallest p-values. The corresponding projections
are denoted as d∗1 , ..., d∗k0 . (To be specific, we can choose k0 as the number of those
p-values smaller than the significance level α.)
3. Produce diagnostic plot of d∗ to locate the dimensions where the two datasets
differ most, using one of the P
two following methods:
0
– Weighted average: d∗ = ki=1
wi |d∗i | with positive weights wi that sum to 1.
∗
– PCA: d is the main direction of the direction matrix (d∗1 , ..., d∗k0 )T

The tuning parameter k0 in the algorithm is the number of the smallest
p-values whose corresponding directions we shall use to investigate the change
directions. Typically, we can choose k0 as the number of those p-values smaller
than the significance level α. Or if that is too large, to reduce computation, we
can just select a fixed proportion of k. In Step 3), we propose two methods:
weighted average method and PCA. For the weighted average method, equal
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weights seem to work well in our simulations. Or we can use importance averaging, for example, by selecting larger weights for those with smaller p-values.
The second method, principle component method (PCA), can be used to find
the main direction of a data matrix.
We also performed simulations to evaluate our method, where we simulated
two datasets from the multivariate normal distribution with the same variance,
but with different means. The changes in mean values only occur for the first
five dimensions (Simulation 5). Figure 2 shows the output of diagnostic plots
Simulation 5 : P = N100 (0, I), Q = N100 (µ, I), where µ = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, ..., 0).
1. Number of projection: 5000
2. k0 : number of p-values of the KS statistics that are smaller than 0.05

for detecting dimensions of possible changes: the X-axis shows the index of
dimensions, from 1 to 100. The Y -axis shows the value of d∗ . We can see that both
weighted average plot (left) and PCA plot (right) show the first five dimension
having the most significant differences in distribution, in agreement with our
simulation setup.

Fig. 2. Diagnostic plots of d∗ that show possible dimensions of change using weighted
average method (left) and PCA (right), applying Algorithm 4 in Simulation 5.

6

Application: Monitoring Users Online Behavior

In this section, we discuss an example of applying our method to detect
changes in users network behavior data. In the dataset, a user’s online behavior is
recorded in the form of network traces, which can be further characterized by 109
statistical features, including basic statistics, features derived from DNS requests
or HTTP traffic or statistics from the visited websites’ name. These network
behavior features help us characterize users, group users or even distinguish
them from network traffic generated by malware [2]. We received anonymized
user data, which were collected for 16,591 users in March 2014 and 55,820 users in
February 2016, respectively in an operational wireless network. For comparison,
we randomly sampled 8,504 and 6,599 rows from these two datasets to check the
consistency of users’ network behavior.
The permutation method is applied with 1000 permutations and the results
are shown in Table 4. The computing time is 1139.7 seconds which is very fast
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Table 4. Tests comparing non-threat network behavior data from 2 groups of users
Data
User network behavior data

n
8504

m
6599

p
109

p-value
0.001

time(s)
1139.7

based on the size and dimension of the data. From the results, we can see that
the p-value is 0.001, which is very significant. Thus, we can conclude that the
two data sets from normal users are much different, even though they are the
same group of users in the same area, indicating a data distribution shift due to
different collection times and possible changes in user online behaviors. Furthermore, we apply the Algorithm 4 introduced in Section 5 to the data, and find
that there are no dominant dimension changes, i.e., the changes are widespread
across the 109 dimensions. Thus, the old threat detection model built on the
old 2014 data cannot be directly applied to the new 2016 data, and an updated
model using new data needs to be built. This example of application reveals that
our derived change detection method is very useful in real-world data analysis
since it is very crucial to check the model assumption, such as the stationarity of
the data distribution before applying model on a new bunch of data. Also, our
algorithms also provide some insights on how to improve existing models based
on where detected differences in distributions occur.

7
7.1

Extensions
One-sample Problem

Given that X = (X1 , ..., Xn ), where Xi are i.i.d. samples from distribution
P , the corresponding one-sample hypothesis is: H0 : P = P0 versus the composite alternative H1 : P 6= P0 , where P0 is a known distribution. Our proposed
algorithms for two-sample tests can be easily modified for this one-sample problem in one of the two following ways: 1) If for any 1-dimensional direction d,
the projection of P0 in direction d has an explicit form (e.g, if P is multivariate
normal, then its projection is univariate normal), then we can substitute the
two-sample KS test by one-sample KS test, in all our proposed algorithms. 2)
Otherwise, sample Y1 , ..., Yn from distributions P0 , then apply the proposed two
sample tests.
7.2

L-sample Problem

Suppose X1 , X2 , ..., XL are sample data from distributions P1 , ..., PL on Rd ,
with sample sizes n1 , n2 , ..., n: L respectively. The corresponding L-sample hypothesis is: H0 : P1 = · · · = PL versus the composite alternative Pi 6= Pj for
some 1 ≤ i < j ≤ L. In this case, we can modify our solutions by the same
random 1-D projections and performing the pairwise KS-tests. For
P example, we
can modify the permutation test using the test statistic: T =
1≤i<j≤k Ti,j ,
where Ti,j denote the corresponding two-sample statistic for the pair of sample
data Xi and Xj respectively. We reject the null hypothesis when T is large than
a critical value cα which can be derived using the similar permutation approach.
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8

Conclusion

In this paper,we propose a non-parametric method for testing the equality of
two multivariate distributions for high dimensional data. Our method is based on
1-dimensional random projections and the classical non-parametric two-sample
test for univariate distributions. Although we use the uni-variate KolmogorovSmirnovtest (KS test) in our algorithms, other uni-varirate tests such as χ2 -test
and Wald-Wolfowitz two sample runs test can also be used. A unique aspect of
our solution is that the summary statistics from our random projections (which
is a by-product of our algorithms) can provide insights into the distributional
differences which can be further utilized.
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Abstract. It is an NP-hard problem for prediction of RNA folding structure including pseudoknots, biostatistics is one method of biological data mining, the
computing algorithm of RNA structure data is the important in biology. we investigate the RNA pseudoknotted structure based on characteristics of the RNA
folding structure , the paper first introduce the Basin Hopping Graph(BHG) as a
novel model of RNA folding landscape. Our paper gives the computing algorithm of barrier tree based on the BHG, the experimental results in Rfam13.0
and PseudoBase indicate that the algorithm is more effective. We have improved several types of pseudoknots in RNA folding structure, and analyze
their possible transitions between types of pseudoknots.
Keywords: RNA Folding Structures; Pseudoknots; Algorithm; Basin Hopping
Graph

1

Introduction

Basin Hopping Graph (BHG) is a novel model of RNA folding structures, computing
algorithm of RNA folding structure is the important in biological data mining based
on BHG. Biostatistics is one method of data mining, RNA folding is a complicated
kinetic process.
Computing algorithm of RNA Structure is the important in biological data mining,biostatistics is one method of data mining.RNA folding is a complicated kinetic
process. RNAs are three-dimensional molecules in biological system, which perform
a wide range of function. RNA is a key component of moleculars in biological processes. The force of RNA molecules is the set of base pairs, RNA molecules can fold
into a three-dimensional structure by forming base pairs of A- U,C-G match,and G-U
mismatch, a pseudoknot is two overlapping base pairs, pseudoknots are pairs are
known to exist in RNAs[1]. RNA secondary structures prediction is the first step to
predict RNA tertiary structures in RNA sequence, RNA tertiary structures is more
stable structures, some RNA folding structures are legal. It is very difficult to com-
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pute large RNA molecules including pseudoknots. It is NP-hard problem to find an
optimal RNA structures. Nussinov had studied the case, where the energy function is
minimized when the number of base pairs is maximized, he had designed an algorithm of O(n3) time complexity to predicting RNA secondary structures[2], Nussinov
algorithm can not predict RNA structures with pseudoknots. Algebraic dynamic
programming algorithm was proposed by Jens and Robert, it was used to find RNA
pseudoknotted structure with simple planar pseudoknots[3], the algorithm takes O(n2)
space complexity and O(n4) time complexity. The algorithm of ﬁnding optimal RNA
foldings structure had been firstly known by Michael Zuker[4], Rivas and Eddy had
presented Pknots algorithm for predicting RNA pseudoknotted structures based on
MFE[5], which time complexity and space comlexity are O(n6) and O(n4). The predicting problem of RNA secondary structure including pseudoknots is also NPcomplete[6], maximizing the number of stacking pairs allowing pseudoknots in a
planar secondary structure makes it NP-hard[7], many researchers seek for approximation algorithms for NP-hard problems. In some mimic RNA structures, pseudoknots are apparently existing[8].The heuristic algorithm for finding RNA structures
with pseudoknots has been presented by Ren[9]. Several publications indicates the
problem of finding the optimum structure including arbitrary pseudoknots is also NPhard[10]. People can find the more stable structure including arbitrary pseudoknots if
RNA secondary structure is modelled by maximum weighted matching[11]. Some
sparse-related techniques have also been applied to RNA folding structures[12-14].
Basin Hopping Graph (BHG) is a novel model of RNA folding structures. Each
vertex of the Basin Hopping Graph is a local minimum, which represents the corresponding basin in the structure. Its edges connect basins when the direct transitions
between them are ‘energetically favorable’. Edge weights endcode the corresponding
saddle heights and thus measure the difficulties of these favorable transitions. BHG
can be approximated accurately and efficiently for RNA molecules well in the length
range accessible
The barrier tree has two disadvantages: (i) It neglects much of the geometric information of the RNA folding structure because the neighborhood relation between
basins is ignored (ii) It is high computational cost makes it unfeasible in for RNA
molecules with a more base pairs in length. The BHG can overcome these shortcomings to incorporate additional information of neighborhood.

2

Model of RNA Folding Structures

2.1

Terminology

1. RNA Secondary Structure S: Let S be a set of base pairs such as si.sj is a base
pair, base si or sj ∈{A,C,G,U}, 1≤i≤n.
2. BHG:Basin Hopping Graph, is a novel model of RNA folding structures.
3. MFE: Minimum Free Energy
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4. Stem: the RNA structure closed by base pairs (i, j) and (k, l) ∈S, and (i, j), (i+1,
j-1), ..., (k, l) are base pairs, i<k<l<j.
5. Pseudoknot: if si.sj and si'.sj'∈S,i<i'<j<j',or i'< i<j'<j, then the RNA base
sequence si…si'…sj sj' composes a pseudoknot.
6.K-Stacking Pairs: In the RNA secondary structure, we use (si,si+1,…, si+k;sj-k,…,sj1, sj) to describe k consecutive stacking pairs (si, sj), (si+1, sj-1); (si+1, sj-1);(si+2, sj-2
); …… ; (si+k-1 ,sj-k+1 ), (si+k ,sj-k).
7. Let S=s1s2…sn, sij=si…sj .

3

Predicting Algorithm of RNA Folding Structure

RNA sequence was generated with bases A, C, G, U, it is important for RNA experiments in RNA structure prediction using energy parameters [15,16,17]. We randomly
selected the RNA sub-sequences in the Rfam13 and PseudoBase to compute experiments[18,19]. The algorithm can compute RNA nested structure and pseudoknotted
structure in RNA sequences. Many experiments in RNA pseudoknotted structures
indicated that the algorithm has better predicting accuracy averagely. The algorithm
can predict more than 4100 bases of RNA sequences. We have designed effective
ways to improve the prediction accuracy for long sequences.
Four experiments in family of PseudoBase can be computed less than 15 seconds
with quad-core CPU and 32G memory. The experiments show that accuracy of experiments is valuable, the predicting accuracy outperforms existing algorithms, such as
PKNOTS algorithm, MWM algorithm, and ILM algorithm etc[20]. Evolutionary
algorithm provide a kind of important method in the RNA structure prediction[21],the
structural alignment of RNA is proved to be a useful computational technique for
identifying ncRNA[22,23], the efficiency of our algorithm is faster than the other
related algorithms in the RNA folding structures and target structures[21,22,23].

4

The Model of BHG in RNA Folding Structures

Lemma 1. If x,y are two local energy minima of RNAfolding structures, there exits a
zig-zag path connencting x and y.
Given RNA sequence S, its energy structure L is connected. (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. the path of construction in RNA folding structure

For any substructures given from secondary structures S1 and S2, S1∈S,S2∈S,
there exists a path between S1 and S2, for any two local energy minimum
m1∈S1,m2∈S2, then there exists a zig-zag path,which connecting m1 and m2.
We can define the path as follow: path P=(v1,v2,v3,…,vk )∈L , L is the RNA energy
structure. If vi< vi+1=…= vn-1>vn , then for any structures vi+1=…= vn-1 are called peak
points. If vi> vi+1=…= vn-1<vn ,then for any structures vi+1=…= vn-1 are called valley
points. If a path P fulfills three conditions:(1) max f(vk)=S(x,y); (2) if vi< vi+1=…= vn1>vn ,then each vm with i+1≤m≤n-1 is a direct saddle separating the nearest valley
points that the path P passed before and after vm; (3)if vi> vi+1=…= vn-1<vn ,then each
vm with i+1≤m≤n-1, there is a minimal shelf L. we declare the path P is a zig-zag
path. P can be called Basin Hopping Graph, then Basin Hopping Graph is connected
.
RNA structures with pseudoknots can be generalized by the Basin Hopping Graph.
We can create sets for implement the gradient walk of RNA structural class with
pseudoknots, it comprises 5 types of pseudoknots as follows, Type S, Type H, Type K
, Type L Type M. cf. (see Fig. 2). Type S refers to structures without pseudoknots

Fig. 2.

types of RNA structural class
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5

The Computing Algorithm of Barrier Tree Based on the BHG

Lemma 2. The barrier tree Tb(Vb, Eb,ωb) of the RNA folding structure(X,f) is
the tree Ta(Va, Ea,ωa) computed by cluster from the complete graph G(V, E,ω).
Vertex sets Va , Vb and V were including the local minima of the RNA folding
structure. Edges sets Ea ,Eb and E weight were including ω({x,y}=S(x,y) for all
{x,y}∈E. S(x,y) is the saddle height between any two vertices x∈Va and y∈Vb.
________________________________________________
Algorithm Btree T(V, E,ω)
1: M←{(x)∣x∈V }
2: Vb←{ (x)∣x∈M } and Eb← Ø
3: for all (x)∈Vb do
4: ωb←f(x)
5: for all (x),(y)∈M×M do
6:Wx,y←ωx,y if (x,y) ∈E and Wx,y←∞ if (x,y) E
7: while ∣M∣＞1 do
8: Search pair of clusters {(u,v)},Wu,v=min{Wx,y, (x,y) ∈C(M,2)}
9: for all (x)∈M- {(u),(v) } do
10: Wu,x= min{ Wu,x, Wv,x}
11: create new Tb-vertex(u,v) ←{u}∪ {v} with
ωb(u,v) ←Wu,v
13: Vb←Vb∪{u,v}
14: Eb←Eb∪{(u,v), (u)} ∪{(u,v), (v)}
15: M ←M-{(v)}
16:End while
________________________________________________
The barrier tree Tb can be interpreted into a vertex weighted tree Tb-vertex with
the local minima as their leaves. Internal nodes indicate the merging of BHG surrounding two local minima of saddle height. In the step of algorithm Btree, the pairs
of clusters are merged which are connected by weight of the smallest edge. Weights
of edge are updated to the minimum of the edge weights of the merged clusters in all
vertices of separate clusters {(u,v)}. The single linkage clustering implicitly defines a
binary tree T, each internal node(u,v)=(u)∪(u) is corresponding to the merging of the
clusterings (u) (u), which has the minimuim weight Wu,v.
The graph B analysed by the algorithm of Btree T and obtain a binary ,vertexweighted tree, its time complexity is O(V3).
The algorithm of Btree T has improved in time complexity and space complexity
than the other barrier tree Tb(Vb, Eb,ωb) of the RNA folding structure(X,f) .
Lemma 3. Let BG(VG,EG,ωG) be the Basin Hopping Graph of the RNA folding
structure(X, f), VG denoting the sets of local minima in (X, f), then for all
{x,y}∈C(VG,2), S(x,y)=minmaxωG({u,v}).
Lemma 4. The barrier tree Tb(Vb, Eb,ωb) of the RNA folding structure(X,f) is the
tree Tc(Vc, Ec,ωc) computed by single linkage cluster from the BHG G(V, E,ω).
A Gfold software can implement Boltzmann sampling provided by Reidys. RNA
folding structures can be drew by the tool VARNA. the RNA topological structures
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can be computed. we can study the differences in predicting RNA folding behaviour,
and it can be generalized the RNA pseudoknotted framework based on BHG.
There are some examples in possible transitions between types of pseudoknots for
RNAfolding strutures in real life.
Removing base pairs is relatively simple since they will never result in an invalid
RNA structure, the general case involving five types of pseudoknots is rather involved, even with the restriction to RNA folding structures, with at most one pseudoknot. See Table 1.
Table 1. Possible transitions between types of pseudoknots upon removing a single base pair

Removing

M

L

K

H

S

M

1

1

1

0

0

L

0

1

0

1

0

K

0

0

1

1

1

H

0

0

0

1

1

S

0

0

0

0

1

.
Adding base pairs is also simple since they will never result in an invalid structure,
the general case is five types of pseudoknots. See Table 2
Table 2. Possible transitions between types of pseudoknots upon adding a single base pair

adding

Adding

M

L

K

H

S

M

1

0

0

0

0

L

1

1

0

0

0

K

1

0

1

0

0

H

0

1

1

1

1

S

0

0

1

1

1

The paper presents an exbmple named PKB92 of tobacco mild green mosaic virus,
we investigate 27 bases with pseudoknots named PK1. Its RNA structure can be correctly predicted by the energy of -4.3 kcal/mol by gfold.
(see Fig. 3).
. ( ( ( ( ( . [ [ [ [ [ ) ) ) ) ).... ] ] ] ] ] .

Fig. 3
The next pseudoknot-free minimum free energy,
RNA secondary is with an energy of 3.9 kcal/mol.
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(see Fig. 4)..
. ( ( ( ( ( ...... ) ) ) ) )..........

Fig.4.
It is difficulty that how to determine which base pairs can be added without changing the class of the RNA structure, and compute the changing result in energy without reevaluating the RNA folding structure. We restrict the subset of RNA structures
with H-type pseudoknots in restricted class.
(A)

Fig. 5.
An H-type pseudoknots divide the RNA sequence into five regions: two external
regions (blue) and three internal regions (green); There are two basic ways to add
base pairs. (see Fig. 5).
(B)

Fig. 6.
Adding a base pair crossing a stack results in an H-type Pseudoknot in RNA sequences. (see Fig. 6).
(C)

Fig. 7.
Add a base pair which involves two green regions to the existing stacks.
(see Fig. 7).
(D)
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Fig. 8.
Add a base pair which involves nucleotides exactly in one green region without
crossing with other existing base pairs. (see Fig. 8).
(E)

Fig. 9.
Add a base pair which involves two blue regions without crossing other existing
base pairs. (see Fig. 9).
According to the principle of the BHG and MFE, the paper provides a pathsearching algorithm to connect the graph LM. We investigate the low energy part of
the BHG for PKB92 sequence, the PKB92 is more likely to fold the most stable secondary structure, and refold to form the pseudoknots.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

The paper has presented an efficient algorithm for predicting RNA structure with
pseudoknots, the predicting accuracy, the time complexity and space complexity outperform existing algorithms, such as MWM algorithm, PKNOTS algorithm and ILM
algorithm, Our paper has improved several types of pseudoknots considered in RNA
folding structure, and analyze their possible transitions between types of pseudoknots, we also presented the computing algorithm of barrier tree based on the BHG.
It is a also efficient computational method for characterizing the RNA folding
structure based on basin hopping graph[24]. The RNA adopts an unexpected tandem
three-way junction RNA structure, and unspliced dimeric genomes selected by the
RNA conformer may direct packaging[25].
Given an underlying model of gene expression, BayFish uses a Monte Carlo method to estimate the Bayesian posterior probability of the model parameters in smFISH
data of single-molecule RNA, RNA Sequencing Reveals and RNA Polymerization in
tRNA Fidelity and Repair also are important for RNA structure prediction [26,27].
In the future, we should improve predicting accuracy of the algorithm of RNA
folding structures with pseudoknots, and improve the computing algorithm of barrier
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tree based on the BHG. We should also improve Monte Carlo method to estimate the
Bayesian probability of the model parameters in smFISH data of single-molecule
RNA in single cells. We also focus on the RNA Sequencing Reveals and their applcation.

7
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Abstract. The remote measurement of thermal radiation is very important to analyze the solar effect on various environments. This paper presents a novel real-time remote temperature estimation method
by applying a deep learning-based regression method on the midwave
infrared hyperspectral images. Conventional remote temperature estimation using only 1 channel or multi-channel cannot provide reliable
temperature in dynamic weather environments because of unknown atmospheric transmissivities. This paper solves the issue (real-time remote temperature measurement with high accuracy) by the proposed
surface temperature-deep convolutional neural network (ST-DCNN) and
hyperspectral thermal camera (TELOPS HYPER-CAM MWE). The 27layered ST-DCNN regressor can learn and predict underlying temperatures from 75 spectral channels. Midwave infrared hyperspectral image
data of a remote object is acquired three times (10:00, 13:00, 15:00) a day
for 7 months to handle the dynamic weather variations. Experimental results validate the feasibility of the novel remote temperature estimation
method in real world dynamic environments. In addition, the thermal
stealth properties for the two types of paint are demonstrated by the
proposed ST-DCNN as a real world application.
Keywords: Hyperspectral · Remote Sensing · Temperature · Atmosphere · Fourier Transform Infrared · Deep Learning.

1

Introduciton

The relationships between solar radiance and emitted thermal radiative energy
are important to infrared stealth technology. The radiated solar energy (6,000K)
heats object temperature and the object radiates thermal energy according to
the Planck’s law [2]. One of the core technologies in infrared stealth research is
to measure the temperature of remote object surface.
Surface temperatures of objects are independent of wavelength and can be
estimated from even a single spectral band with known atmospheric transmissivity and surface emissivity. In addition, atmospheric condition is crucial on the
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surface temperature estimation [4]. Accurate remote surface temperature estimation is quite difficult in dynamically varying weather condition. Above mentioned approaches (1-channel, 2-channel, 4-channel, multi-channel) have their
own pros and cons. These methods work if specific conditions are satisfied such
as known atmospheric transmissivity, known water vapor contents, and known
surface emissivity. However, it cannot guarantee the temperature accuracy if the
required atmospheric information is not available online or the weather condition
changes abruptly.
In this paper, the problem of remote surface temperature estimation in
dynamic weather environment is solved by focusing on the sensor, database
(DB), and deep learning scheme. A new hyperspectral thermal infrared camera
(TELOPS HYPER-CAM MWE) is adopted to analyze both the solar radiance
and thermal radiation in 1.5µm − 5.5µm band. This hyperspectral camera can
provide 374 spectral bands with the Fourier transform and radiometric calibration. Dynamic weather database was recorded 3 times a day (10:00, 13:00, 15:00)
for 7 months to cover a wide range of atmospheric variations at coast environment. The proposed Surface Temperature-Deep Convolutional Neural Network
(ST-DCNN) can estimate temperatures by learning the network on the huge
spectral DB.
Section 2 explains the deep convolutional neural network-based temperature
estimation (ST-DCNN) method. Section 3 evaluates the remote surface temperature estimation performance. The paper is concluded in Section 4.

2

Proposed temperature estimation: ST-DCNN

The key ideas are based on the three aspects. First, a midwave thermal hyperspectral imager (HYPER-CAM MWE) is adopted to extract spectral information. The midwave thermal hyperspectral images usually show lower sensitivity
than longwave thermal hyperspectral images on the surface emissivity in remote
temperature estimation [1]. Second, it is available to acquire huge hyperspectral
radiance and temperature database in various times (10:00, 13:00, 15:00), seasons
(winter, spring, summer), and weather conditions (clear, cloudy, foggy). Third,
a novel surface temperature-deep convolutional neural network (ST-DCNN) is
developed to estimate remote surface temperatures by learning the network with
huge spectral radiance DB (equivalently, birghtness temperature DB).
The proposed ST-DCNN consists of 27 layers as shown in Figure 1. The input
data size is 75 × 1 that correspondes to the midwave band (1, 807 − 2, 270cm−1
or 3.6 − 5.5µm). Two 9 × 1 convolution with 64 filters, batch normalization
(BN), and rectified linear unit (ReLU) are conducted to extract temperature
features in spectral domain. The 2 × 1 max pooling can reduce the dimension
by removing redundant features. Such processes (except the last layer-1 × 1
Conv+BN+ReLU) repeated two times to extract higher spectral temperature
extract. The 1 × 1 convolution is used to reduce the channel size with the same
spectral feature size. The last two fully connected layer is used to regress physical
surface temperature. L2 norm is used to calculate loss.
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Fig. 1. Proposed structure of Surface Temperature-Deep Convolutional Neural Netowrk (ST-DCNN).

3

Experimental results

The TELOPS’s HYPER-CAM MWE model is used in this paper. It can provide a
high resolution spectrum by Michelson interferometer from the mid-wave to short
wave band. The noise equivalent spectral radiance (NESR) is 7 [nW/(cm2 · sr ·
cm−1 )] and the radiometric accuracy is approximately 2 [K]. The object surface
is painted with gray color and it is located in coast area with 78m distance to the
FTIR sensor system. The object surface data is acquired from Jan. 1 to June
30, 3 times (10:00, 13:00, 15:00) a day with 75 spectral bands (3.6 − 5.5µm).
Brightness temperature data is extracted at the center region (20 × 20) and
the built-in temperature sensor on the object surface provides corresponding
ground truth temperature information. Therefore 400 brightness temperature
profiles have the same physical temperature.

ϭ͘WƌĞƉĂƌŝŶŐ͗ƉŚǇƐŝĐĂůƚĞŵƉǀƐ͘ƌĂĚŝĂŶĐĞ
͙

(DFKSL[HOFRQWDLQVVSHFWUDO
UDGLDQFH VSHFWUDOEULJKWQHVV
WHPSHUDWXUH ZLWKWKHVDPH
SK\VLFDOWHPSHUDWXUH

3K\VLFDO
WHPSHUDWXUH
VHQVRU

Fig. 2. Preparing the spectral brightness temperature and physical temperature pair
for deep learning.
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Table 1. Comparison of temperature estimation in terms of RMSE.
Method
MLP ([3])
Proposed (ST-DCNN)
Brightness temperature [1]
TELOPS MWE: radiometric accuracy

RMSE [◦ C] Gain [%]
1.7863
1.1446
2.0934
2

14.67
45.32
0
-

The number of valid hyperspectral images are 208 where each image provides
400 spectral brightness temperature profiles. The total number of spectrumtemperature pair is 82,400 and the DB is divided into three groups such as
traning (90%), validation (10%), and test (10%). The proposed ST-DCNN consists of 27 layers that is optimized to produce the best regression peroformance.
The proposed ST-DCNN based temperature estimation method is compared
with the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [3], mean of brightness tempresture [1].
The MLP consist of two hidden layers with 128 nodes. Table 1 lists the quantitiative comparison results in terms of RMSE measure. The RMSE value of the
direct temperature estimation using averaging brightness temperature is 2.0934
[◦ C] and that of the MLP is 1.7863 [◦ C]. The proposed ST-DCNN shows RMSE
of 1.1446 [◦ C]. It improved 45.32% compared with the base method (mean of
brightness temperature). Note that the RMSE of the brightness temperature
method is almost the same as the manufacturer’s radiometric accuracy (2K).
Although the RMSE of the proposed ST-DCNN is appriximately 1.14 [◦ C], it is
reasonable accuracy considering the wide weather variations along three seasons.
One of many applications of remote temperature estimation is to check the
thermal stealth effect by different types of paint on ships, buildings, and etc by
solar radiation. Figure 3 shows the quantitative visualization of physical surface
temperature on the object. The surface temperature is estimated by the proposed ST-DCNN with the best network parameters. Figure 3(a) represents a
broadband image of experimental environment imaged in March 5, 2018. Figure
3(b) and Figure 3(c) show the temperature distributions of Plate-C and Plate-D,
respectively. Each plate is painted with different type of surface material. The
weather condition at 15:40 is as follows: atmospheric temperature 10.2◦ C, humidity 55%, and solar radiation 550W/m2 . The estimated average temperature
of Plate-C is 14.7◦ C and that of the Plate-D is 12.7◦ C. Therefore, the paint at
the Plate-D shows better thermal stealth capability by 2.0◦ C. In addition, the
physical temperature distribution can be compared between the Plate-C and
Plate-D.

4

Conclusions

This paper proposed a novel remote surface temperature estimation method
by Surface Temperature-Deep Convolutional Neural Network (ST-DCNN) from
midwave hyperspectral thermal images. It is a very challenging problem to estimate remote surface temperature in dynamically varying weather environment.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Thermal stealth application of remote temperature estimation: (a) broadband
image, (b) temperature distribution of Plate-C, (c) temperature distribution of Plate-D

The key idea is to apply the specially designed deep convolutional neural network
(27 layers) for the huge database consisting of spectral radiance-surface temperature sensor pair. The proposed ST-DCNN learned the weight parameters
successfully using the 65,920 training samples. According to the experimental
results, the proposed ST-DCNN showed RMSE of 1.1446◦ C that is 45% better
than the average of brightness temperature. The remote temperature estimation
scheme was applied to evaluate the thermal stealth effects by the solar radiance
on different types of paints.
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Abstract. Dynamic time warping (DTW) has been applied to a wide
range of machine learning problems involving the comparison of time series. An important feature of such time series is that they can sometimes
be sparse in the sense that the data takes zero value at many epochs.
In earlier work sparse dynamic time warping (SDTW) was developed to
exploit this sparse structure. SDTW is exactly equivalent to DTW for
general-valued time series but reduces the computational complexity relative to DTW by the order of the sparsity ratio, defined as the arithmetic
mean of the fraction of non-zeros in the two time series.
This paper focuses on the development and analysis of an algorithm
that is exactly equivalent to DTW but faster than SDTW for binaryvalued (one or zero) time series with no global constraints. We call this
binary sparse dynamic time warping (BSDTW). BSDTW reduces the
computational complexity relative to SDTW by the order of the sparsity ratio. This study builds on results for analyzing DTW with sparse
general-valued time series, and provides rigorous results and numerical
experiments, including complexity comparisons with other algorithms
that are exactly equivalent to DTW for sparse binary time series.
Keywords: Dynamic Time Warping, Sparse Time Series, Binary Data,
Sparsity Ratio, Sparse Dynamic Time Warping

1

Introduction

Dynamic time warping (DTW) was first introduced in speech recognition [12],
and has been applied to a wide range of machine learning problems involving
the comparison of time series [1–3]. However, computational complexity is often a barrier to the use of DTW. The complexity is in general O (N M ), where
N and M are the lengths of the time series. There are many algorithmic approaches to reducing the complexity of DTW for general time series which are
not tied to specific problems. One common approach is to add a global constraint
on slope [7] or width [12] along the diagonal of the warping path domain. Another approach involves multi-resolution approximation [13]. This latter strategy
?
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improves the time complexity to O(N + M ). However, neither of these enhancements of DTW achieves the exact unconstrained solution. In fact, these methods
can yield solutions which are far from optimal.
An important case of sparse time series is one where the data takes zero
value at many epochs. These zero values are not missing data, but rather are
informative and characteristic of their source. For example, zero data arises from
quiet periods in speech, lack of physical activity or food intake [11], or absence of
power usage by appliances [10]. There has only recently been work on complexity
reduction for DTW which specifically takes into account this type of sparsity [9,
5, 6].
Sparse dynamic time warping (SDTW) [5] was developed for general-valued
time series to exploit sparsity. SDTW is exactly equivalent to DTW, and the
time complexity of SDTW is about 2s times the complexity of DTW, where the
sparsity ratio s is defined as the arithmetic mean of the fraction of non-zeros
in the two time series. Constrained sparse dynamic time warping (CSDTW) [6]
was subsequently developed for the case of a global constraint on the width
along the diagonal of the warping path domain. CSDTW is exactly equivalent
to constrained DTW, and the time complexity of CSDTW is about 2s times the
complexity of constrained DTW.
AWarp [9] was also developed for general-valued time series to exploit sparsity. It’s time complexity is about 4s2 times the complexity of DTW, and hence
is faster than SDTW for sparse time series. However, AWarp is not equivalent
to DTW, and also the constrained version of AWarp is not guaranteed to satisfy the global constraint. Still, the formulation of AWarp is elegant, and many
applications are given with impressive results. It is also argued that AWarp is
exactly equivalent to DTW for the special case of binary-valued (1 or 0) time
series.
In this paper, we extend the SDTW approach in [5] to develop binary sparse
dynamic time warping (BSDTW) for binary-valued time series. BSDTW is exactly equivalent to DTW for binary-valued time series, and the time complexity
of BSDTW is about 2s2 times the complexity of DTW. Hence BSDTW has less
complexity than AWarp by about a factor of 0.5. These results can be understood
as follows. SDTW performs computations (of the accumulated distances) along
the boundary and one interior point of rectangles determined by the nonsparse
time indices. AWarp performs computations at the vertices, one non-vertex point
on each edge, and one interior point of the rectangles. This interpretation of
AWarp is implicit in its derivation which regards a run of zeros as a single observation. By contrast, BSDTW only performs computations at the vertices and
one interior point of the rectangles. Our approach starts with properties deduced
for SDTW and rigorously proceeds to BSDTW, further revealing the structure
of complexity reduction for an exact solution to DTW with sparse time series.
The next section reviews DTW from the dynamic programming perspective.
The following section develops the principles which BSDTW is based on. The
algorithm is detailed in the ensuing section, and some numerical results and
comparisons are given in the last section.
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2

Review of DTW

DTW originated as a dynamic programming algorithm to compare time series
in the presence of timing differences for spoken word recognition [12]. Consider two time series X = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xM ) and Y = (y1 , y2 , · · · , yN ). The
timing differences between them can be associated with a sequence of points
C = (c(1), c(2), · · · , c(k), · · · , c(K)), where c(k) = (m(k), n(k)). This sequence
realizes a mapping from the time indices of X onto those of Y . It is called a
warping path. The measure of difference between xm and yn is usually given as
d(c) = d(m, n) = |xm − yn |p , where 0 < p < ∞ (Euclidean p-norm). For p = 0,
d(m, n) = 1 if xm 6= yn and zero otherwise. d(m, n) is called the local distance.
The DTW distance is the time normalized minimum of the weighted summation of local distances over all admissible warping paths C
"K
#
X
1
min
d(c(k))w(c(k − 1), c(k)) ,
(1)
D(X, Y ) = PK ∗
∗
C
k=1 w (k)
k=1
where w(c, c0 ) is a nonnegative weighting coefficient, and w∗ (k) and K ∗ are
the respective values of w(c(k − 1), c(k)) and K for the optimal warping path.
Restrictions on the warping path C (or points c(k) = (m(k), n(k)) are usually
given as follows. 1) Monotonic conditions: m(k − 1) ≤ m(k) and n(k − 1) ≤ n(k).
2) Continuity conditions: m(k) − m(k − 1) ≤ 1 and n(k) − n(k − 1) ≤ 1. 3)
Boundary conditions: m(1) = 1, n(1) = 1 and m(K) = M, n(K) = N . These
conditions imply that m(k) − m(k − 1) = 1 or n(k) − n(k − 1) = 1. Let wd , wv ,
and wh represent the weights for each diagonal, vertical, and horizontal (unit)
step. Typically, wd ≥ max[wv , wh ].
The dynamic programming recursion for solving Equation 1 is given as follows
Boundary Condition:
(
0, if m = n = 0,
g(m, n) =
(2)
∞, if m = 0, n > 0 or n = 0, m > 0
DP-equation:



g(m, n − 1) + d(m, n)wv
g(m, n) = min  g(m − 1, n − 1) + d(m, n)wd 
g(m − 1, n) + d(m, n)wh
DTW distance:
D(X, Y ) = PK ∗

1

k=1

w∗ (k)

g(M, N )

(3)

(4)

The optimal warping path and the corresponding values of w∗ (k) and K ∗ can
also be found recursively. The {g(m, n) : 0 ≤ m ≤ M, 0 ≤ n ≤ N } are called the
accumulated distances.
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3

Principles Underlying BSDTW

Here we develop the properties necessary to further reduce the complexity of
SDTW but still yield the exact DTW distance for the special case of binary
data. Let X = (x1 , x2 , · · · , xM ) and Y = (y1 , y2 , · · · , yN ) be binary time series, and let Xs = (xm1 , xm2 , · · · , xmMs ) and Ys = (yn1 , yn2 , · · · , ynNs ) be the
subsequences made up only of ones; also let m0 = n0 = 0. We employ notations to describe geometric objects such as rectangles, vertices, and edges in the
warping path domain (2-dimensional lattice) similar to the SDTW development
[5]. Let Ri,j = {(m, n)|mi−1 ≤ m ≤ mi , nj−1 ≤ n ≤ nj }, the rectangle which
includes all the time indices between two successive time indices of non-zero
data (mi−1 , mi ) and (nj−1 , nj ), as shown in Figure 1. The left-bottom, lefttop, right-bottom and right-top vertices of Ri,j are labeled as Vl,b , Vl,t , Vr,b , and
Vr,t , respectively. The top, bottom, left and right edges of Ri,j are labelled as
Et , Eb , El , and Er , respectively. Note that the edges do not include the vertices,
for example, Et = ((mi−1 + 1, nj ), (mi−1 + 2, nj ), · · · , (mi − 1, nj )). The interior
◦
of Ri,j is defined as Ri,j
= {(m, n)|mi−1 < m < mi , nj−1 < n < nj }.

nj

nj−1

Vl,t

Vl,b

mi−1

Vr,t

Vr,b

mi

◦
.
Fig. 1. Plot of Ri,j , and its vertices and edges. Dotted rectangle represents Ri,j

Before proceeding with the analysis, it is useful to broadly review SDTW
and AWarp, and then preview BSDTW in the above notation. All of these algorithms proceed by (or in the case of AWarp can be interpreted as) scanning the
rectangles Ri,j row or column-wise. For each newly encountered rectangle Ri,j ,
SDTW computes the accumulated distances at the vertex Vr,t , the edges Et and
◦
Er , and one point of Ri,j
. AWarp computes the accumulated distances of the
rectangle Ri,j at the vertex Vr,t , the edge point in Et adjacent to Vr,t , the edge
◦
point in Er adjacent to Vr,t , and one point of Ri,j
. It turns out that BSDTW
need only compute the accumulated distances at the vertex Vr,t and one point of
◦
Ri,j
. Proposition 4 and the subsequent Remark discusses upper bounds on the
time complexity of these algorithms, and the relationship to the sparsity ratio.
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The required properties for BSDTW are based on two results for SDTW from
[5], which are valid for general-valued time series assuming the weights satisfy
wd ≥ max[wv , wh ]: (i) the accumulated distances g are nondecreasing along the
edges Et , Eb , El , and Er ; and (ii) the accumulated distances g are constant in
◦
. In the sequel we assume that the weights further satisfy wd =
the interior Ri,j
wv = wh = 1, which was also assumed for AWarp. This assumption along with
binary-valued local distances underlie the further complexity reduction possible
for BSDTW.
We now derive the key properties which specify how the accumulated distances are computed in BSDTW. We first consider the case where the rectangle
Ri,j has empty interior.
Lemma 1. Let mi = mi−1 + 1 and g(mi , nj−1 + 1) = g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1) or
g(mi , nj−1 +1) = g(mi−1 , nj−1 +1)+1. Then g(mi , n) = g(mi−1 , n) or g(mi , n) =
g(mi−1 , n) + 1 for nj−1 < n < nj . The corresponding result holds when nj =
nj−1 + 1.
Proof. We show that if g(mi , n) = g(mi−1 , n) or g(mi , n) = g(mi−1 , n) + 1 then
the same holds with n replaced by n + 1 (for nj−1 < n < nj − 1). Consider
the case where g(mi , n) = g(mi−1 , n). Then g(mi , n + 1) = min[g(mi−1 , n +
1), g(mi−1 , n)] + 1. Since g is nondecreasing on El , g(mi−1 , n) ≤ g(mi−1 , n + 1).
Hence g(mi , n+1) = g(mi−1 , n)+1. Again using the fact that g is nondecreasing
on El (and also the local distance d(mi−1 , n+1) = 1) we must have g(mi−1 , n) =
g(mi−1 , n+1) or g(mi−1 , n) = g(mi−1 , n+1)−1. Hence g(mi , n+1) = g(mi−1 , n+
1) or g(mi , n + 1) = g(mi−1 , n + 1) + 1. The case where g(mi , n) = g(mi−1 , n) + 1
is similar. 
◦
Proposition 1. Assume that Ri,j
= ∅. Then


g(mi−1 , nj ),




nj − j,
g(mi , nj ) =

g(mi, nj−1 ),



mi − i,

if
if
if
if

mi = mi−1 + 1 and i > 1,
mi = mi−1 + 1 and i = 1,
nj = nj−1 + 1 and j > 1,
nj = nj−1 + 1 and j = 1.

(5)

Proof. Suppose mi = mi + 1 and i > 1. We first show that if g(mi , nj−1 ) =
g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) then the same holds with j − 1 replaced by j. We only consider
nj ≥ nj−1 + 2 as the nj = nj−1 + 1 case is trivial. So suppose g(mi , nj−1 ) =
g(mi−1 , nj−1 ). Then g(mi , nj−1 +1) = min[g(mi−1 , nj−1 +1), g(mi−1 , nj−1 )]+1.
But g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1) ≤ g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) + 1. Hence g(mi , nj−1 + 1) ≤ min[
g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1), g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) + 1] + 1 = g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1) + 1, and also
g(mi , nj−1 + 1) ≥ min[g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1), g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) + 1] = g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1),
and consequently g(mi , nj−1 + 1) = g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1) or g(mi , nj−1 + 1) =
g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1) + 1. Hence by Lemma 1 g(mi , nj − 1) = g(mi−1 , nj − 1) or
g(mi , nj − 1) = g(mi−1 , nj − 1) + 1, and so g(mi−1 , nj − 1) ≤ g(mi , nj − 1), which
together with g(mi−1 , nj ) ≤ g(mi−1 , nj − 1) implies g(mi , nj ) = g(mi−1 , nj ),
which completes the induction step. It remains to show g(mi , n1 ) = g(mi−1 , n1 ).
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We only consider n1 ≥ 2 as the n1 = 1 case is trivial. From the boundary
condition (Equation 2) we have g(mi , 1) = g(mi−1 , 1) + 1. Lemma 1 can be
applied similarly as above to conclude that g(mi−1 , n1 − 1) ≤ g(mi , n1 − 1) and
consequently g(mi , n1 ) = g(mi−1 , n1 ). The case where mi = mi + 1 and i = 1
is straightforward and omitted (note that this case is different than for i > 1
because g(m1 , nj ) < ∞ while g(m0 , nj ) = ∞). 
◦
= ∅ the accumulated distance at
Remark 1. The Proposition shows that for Ri,j
the upper right vertex of Ri,j can be found in terms of the accumulated distance
at the upper right vertex of Ri−1,j or Ri,j−1 .

Next we consider the case where the rectangle Ri,j has non-empty interior.
We say there is a run of ones from mi to mj if ml = ml−1 + 1 for l = i + 1, . . . , j,
and mi > mi−1 + 1 or mi = 1, and mj+1 > mj + 1 or mj = M .
◦
Proposition 2. Assume that Ri,j
6= ∅ . Also assume that for i > 1 there is a
run of ones from mi−k to mi−1 for some k ≥ 1, and for j > 1 there is a run of
ones from nj−l to nj−1 for some l ≥ 1. Then


◦
◦
min[g(mi−1 , nj−1 ), g(Ri−k,j
) + k, g(Ri,j−l
) + l],




◦
min[g(m
,
n
),
g(R
)
+
k],
i−1
j−1
◦
i−k,j
g(Ri,j
)=
◦
min[g(mi−1 , nj−1 ), g(Ri,j−l
) + l],



g(mi−1 , nj−1 )

if
if
if
if

i > 1, j
i > 1, j
i = 1, j
i = 1, j

> 1,
= 1,
> 1,
= 1.
(6)

◦
Here if Ri−k,j
= ∅ (equivalently mi−k = 1) then
(
∞, if j > 1,
◦
g(Ri−k,j ) :=
0,
if j = 1,
◦
and if Ri,j−l
= ∅ (equivalently nj−l = 1) then
(
∞, if i > 1,
◦
g(Ri,j−l ) :=
0,
if i = 1.

Proof. We only consider the case where i > 1, j > 1,mi−k > 1, and nj−l > 1,
as the remaining cases are similar. We first show that g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1) =
◦
min[g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) + 1, g(Ri−k,j
) + k]. From Proposition 1 g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1) =
min[g(mi−2 , nj−1 + 1) + 1, g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) + 1] = min[g(mi−3 , nj−1 + 1) + 2,
g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) + 1], and inductively g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1) = min[g(mi−k , nj−1 + 1) +
k−1, g(mi−1 , nj−1 )+1]. Again using Proposition 1 g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) = g(mi−k , nj−1 )
◦
≤ g(mi−k −1, nj−1 ) and so g(mi−k , nj−1 +1) = min[g(Ri−k,j
)+1, g(mi−1 , nj−1 )+
◦
1] and consequently g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1) = min[g(Ri−k,j ) + k, g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) + 1].
◦
So as above g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1) = min[g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) + 1, g(Ri−k,j
) + k] and
◦
similarly g(mi−1 + 1, nj−1 ) = min[g(mi−1 , nj−1 ) + 1, g(Ri,j−l ) + l] . Substitut◦
ing these in g(Ri,j
) = min[g(mi−1 , nj−1 ), g(mi−1 , nj−1 + 1), g(mi−1 + 1, nj−1 )]
completes the proof. 
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◦
Remark 2. The Proposition shows that for Ri,j
6= ∅ the accumulated distance
at an interior point of Ri,j can be found in terms of the accumulated distances
at the upper right vertex of Ri−1,j−1 and interior points of Ri−k,j and Ri,j−l .

◦
Proposition 3. Assume that Ri,j
6= ∅ . Then


g(mi−1 , nj ) + mi − mi−1 − 1
◦
.
)
g(mi , nj ) = min  g(Ri,j
g(mi , nj−1 ) + nj − nj−1 − 1


(7)

◦
Proof. We first show that g(mi − 1, nj ) = min[g(Ri,j
) + 1, g(mi−1 , nj ) + mi −
◦
mi−1 − 1]. Since g is constant on Ri,j we have g(mi−1 + 2, nj ) = min[g(mi−1 +
◦
◦
) + 1] =
) + 1],g(mi−1 + 3, nj ) = min[g(mi−1 + 2, nj ) + 1, g(Ri,j
1, nj ) + 1, g(Ri,j
◦
min[g(mi−1 + 1, nj ) + 2, g(Ri,j ) + 1], and inductively for mi − mi−1 − 1 ≥ 2
◦
g(mi − 1, nj ) = min[g(mi−1 + 1, nj ) + mi − mi−1 − 2, g(Ri,j
) + 1]. Now g(mi−1 +
◦
1, nj ) = min[g(mi−1 , nj )+1, g(Ri,j )+1]. Hence g(mi−1 , nj ) = min[g(mi−1 , nj )+
◦
mi − mi−1 − 1, g(Ri,j
) + 1], and this is also true for mi − mi−1 − 1 = 1.
◦
So as above g(mi −1, nj ) = min[g(Ri,j
) +1, g(mi−1 , nj ) +mi −mi−1 −1], and
◦
similarly g(mi , nj −1) = min[g(Ri,j )+1, g(mi , nj−1 )+nj −nj−1 −1]. Substituting
◦
these in g(mi , nj ) = min[g(mi−1 , nj ), g(Ri,j
), g(mi , nj − 1)] completes the proof.


◦
Remark 3. The Proposition shows that for Ri,j
6= ∅ the accumulated distance at
the upper right vertex of Ri,j can be found in terms of the accumulated distances
at the upper right vertices of Ri−1,j and Ri,j−1 and an interior point of Ri,j .

4

BSDTW Algorithm and Complexity

The results in Section 3 show that it is possible to compute the DTW distance
by scanning through the rectangles Ri,j row or column-wise, and only computing
the accumulated distances at two or one points, namely the upper right vertex
and a single interior point (if the interior is not empty). Indeed, the Propositions
and the subsequent Remarks show these accumulated distances can be expressed
in terms of the corresponding accumulated distances at previously scanned rectangles. Formally, the BSDTW algorithm can be summarized as follows
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1. Append a dummy one if necessary to get time series X and Y which end in
a one. Build Xs and Ys of lengths Ms and Ns , respectively, from X and Y of
lengths M and N , respectively, by deleting the zeros.
2. for j = 1 : Ns
{for i = 1 : Ms
◦
{if Rij
6= ∅
◦
{Compute the accumulated distance g(Ri,j
) from Equation 6
Compute the accumulated distance g(mi , nj ) from Equation 7
}
else
{Compute the accumulated distance g(mi , nj ) from Equation 5
}
}
}
3. Compute the DTW distance as D(X, Y ) = K1∗ g(M ∗ , N ∗ ), where M ∗ = M
if a one is appended to get X and M ∗ = M − 1 otherwise, and N ∗ = N if a
one is appended to get Y and N ∗ = N − 1 otherwise.
The optimal warping path length K ∗ can also be computed efficiently using the
results in Section 3, but we omit the details here.
We have the following simple bound on the time complexity of BSDTW, as
measured by the number of accumulated distance computations.
Proposition 4. The time complexity of CBSDT W of BSDTW is upper bounded
by 2Ns Ms .
Proof. For each rectangle Ri,j , BSDTW computes at most two accumulated
distances, and there are Ns Ms such rectangles. 
Remark 4. The complexity bound for BSDTW can be expressed as CBSDT W ≤
s
2s1 s2 N M , where s1 = NNs , s2 = M
M . By comparison, complexity bounds for
DTW, SDTW and AWarp can be expressed as CDT W = N M, CSDT W ≤ (s1 +
s2 )N M and C AW arp ≤ 4s1 s2 N M . These bounds are tight for small s1, s2 and
large N, M . Note that we can write CSDT W ≤ 2sN M where s = 21 (s1 + s2 ). s
is called the sparsity ratio. Since s1 s2 ≤ s2 , we have CBSDT W ≤ 2s2 N M and
C AW arp ≤ 4s2 N M . Hence (in the worst case and asymptotically) the complexity
of BSDTW is less by an order of the sparsity ratio than SDTW, which in turn is
less by an order of the sparsity ratio than DTW. Also, the complexity of BSDTW
is less by a factor of 0.5 than the complexity of AWarp. The actual complexity
for particular data sets is investigated below.

5

Numerical Results

This section presents numerical results to compare the computational efficiency
of BSDTW versus DTW, and also to make some comparisons of BSDTW with
SDTW and AWarp. The experiments involve both synthetic and experimental
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data. Note that other approaches which modify DTW in a way which does not
focus on the sparse structure were compared with SDTW and AWarp in [9, 5],
where it was shown they can yield large complexity reduction but sometimes a
significant increase in error.
Although publicly available sparse time series data exist [10], it is desirable
to control the sparsity of experimental data. In such cases, sparsity can be controlled by removing random segments of contiguous time points [4]. Similarly,
our sparse time series are generated by selecting time indices whose intervals
follow a geometric distribution and masking out the remainder as zeros. For the
equal length time series considered here, this distribution has mean 1s , where
s is the sparsity ratio. Finally, the sparse time series are converted into binary
time series by setting nonzero values to one. The time series data sets are from
the UCR collection [8]. The names of the sparse time series generated from the
UCR time series database are ItalyPowerDemand, SonyAIBORobot SurfaceII,
CBF, Trace, Olive Oil, and MALLAT, and are abbreviated by IPD, SRS, CBF,
TR, OO, and ML, respectively. The experimental results were obtained using
a computer equipped with an Intel core i-5 1.3GHz, 8GB memory, MATLAB
R2013a, and OS X 10.9.5. Euclidean norm was used for the local distances.
Table 1. Relative time complexity of BSDTW over DTW with varying sparsity ratio
data set
IPD
SRS
CBF
TR
OO
ML

0.05
0.160
0.0781
0.0222
0.0092
0.0083
0.0088

0.10
0.207
0.0541
0.0358
0.0265
0.0243
0.0261

0.15
0.271
0.0839
0.0585
0.0510
0.0510
0.0497

0.20
0.308
0.107
0.0873
0.0792
0.0793
0.0774

0.25
0.311
0.147
0.120
0.109
0.111
0.107

0.30
0.347
0.163
0.148
0.141
0.140
0.136

0.35
0.397
0.196
0.168
0.167
0.166
0.163

0.40
0.435
0.227
0.196
0.194
0.195
0.184

Table 1 shows the average values of the relative time complexity of BSDTW
over DTW, i.e., the ratio of their computing times. The speed advantage of
BSDTW increases for longer data records (see Table 2 for the data lengths),
probably due to the initialization overhead of the algorithm such as extraction
of the non-zero data and their time indices. Similar behavior was found with
SDTW and constrained SDTW [5, 6].
Table 2 shows a second order polynomial regression analysis of the relative
time complexity of BSDTW over DTW with respect to the sparsity ratio for the
sparse time series data sets. The regression is b2 s2 + b0 . Observe that the values
of b2 are between one and two, which can be compared with the value two from
the ratio of bounds in the Remark following Proposition 4.
Table 3 shows that BSDTW is at least four times faster than SDTW for most
binary time series. Table 4 shows that BSDTW is faster than AWarp for most
time series and sparsity ratios except in the top left corner; however, the top left
corner results are rather unrealistic because of the combination of short data
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Table 2. Regression coefficients for relative time complexity of BSDTW versus sparsity
ratio
data set
IPD
SRS
CBF
TR
OO
ML

length
24
65
128
275
570
1024

b2
1.5693
1.0507
1.1535
1.1513
1.1657
1.1159

b0
0.2136
0.0660
0.0316
0.0237
0.0223
0.0227

Table 3. Relative time complexity of BSDTW over SDTW with varying sparsity ratio
data set
IPD
SRS
CBF
TR
OO
ML

0.05
0.572
0.345
0.170
0.0805
0.0743
0.0779

0.10
0.452
0.216
0.143
0.115
0.111
0.117

0.15
0.408
0.212
0.167
0.145
0.146
0.148

0.20
0.389
0.205
0.177
0.171
0.170
0.170

0.25
0.366
0.220
0.197
0.186
0.193
0.189

0.30
0.358
0.222
0.203
0.201
0.206
0.202

0.35
0.350
0.222
0.211
0.210
0.207
0.211

0.40
0.308
0.230
0.217
0.212
0.218
0.209

Table 4. Relative time complexity of BSDTW over AWarp with varying sparsity ratio
data set
IPD
SRS
CBF
TR
OO
ML

0.05
3.235
2.033
1.427
0.775
0.796
0.903

0.10
2.324
1.210
0.756
0.660
0.675
0.707

0.15
1.835
0.845
0.671
0.606
0.607
0.630

0.20
1.404
0.702
0.596
0.574
0.586
0.588

0.25
1.308
0.598
0.488
0.523
0.554
0.545

0.30
1.094
0.574
0.503
0.497
0.514
0.514

0.35
0.912
0.513
0.481
0.474
0.473
0.477

0.40
0.814
0.468
0.448
0.434
0.451
0.447
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records and low sparsity ratios. Note that the computation time of BSDTW is
less than half of AWarp’s for most data when the sparsity ratio is 0.4, which
can be compared with the value 0.5 from the ratio of bounds in the Remark
following Proposition 4. The speed advantage of BSDTW decreases with lower
sparsity ratio probably because the frequency and length distributions for runs
of ones is skewed lower (BSDTW can exploit runs of ones, since they do not
need the minimum operation to compute the accumulated distances as shown in
Proposition 1).
Table 5. Comparison of time complexity of AWarp, SDTW, and BSDTW against
DTW for house power data
class
sparsity ratio
SDTW
BSDTW
AWarp

3
0.0673
0.2348
0.0068
0.0170

7
0.1597
0.3554
0.0186
0.0604

Table 5 illustrates the performance of BSDTW for real house power usage
data [10]. Each time series is one day long at eight seconds resolution starting
at midnight. For fast processing, the time series is downsampled by 40, so that
the length of the time series decreases from 10800 to 270. Instead of considering
all the appliances, we consider only the power usage of the washing machines.
In total we have 625 days of on-off time series for the washing machines. The
data is very sparse because the washing machines are not often in use. Then,
the power usage data is converted to binary. The speed advantage of BSDTW
against AWarp increased compared to the simulation data in Table 4 apparently
because the house power usage data exhibits long runs of ones, which BSDTW
can exploit.

6

Conclusion

BSDTW has been developed for the efficient computation of DTW distance
for sparse binary-valued time series which have zero values at many epochs,
a situation which arises in some important applications. BSDTW is exactly
equivalent to DTW, but can exploit the sparsity to reduce the computation.
BSDTW is different from other approaches which modify the DTW algorithm
in a way which does not focus on the sparse structure, and which can yield large
complexity reduction but with increased error. The development of BSDTW is
a significant extension of SDTW for sparse general-valued time series, where the
binary local distances induce many additional properties which can be exploited.
The computational complexity of SDTW is proportional to the sparsity ratio,
while for BSDTW it is proportional to the square of the sparsity ratio. Hence
BSDTW can yield significant complexity decreases for binary time series with
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small sparsity ratio and large data lengths. AWarp is an approximate approach
for general time series, but which is exactly equivalent to DTW for binary time
series. BSDTW has about one-half of the complexity of AWarp for small sparsity
ratio and large data lengths. Numerical experiments from synthetic and real data
support the analysis that BSDTW is exactly equivalent to DTW, and confirm
the complexity advantage of BSDTW over DTW, SDTW and also AWarp for
most cases. The methods developed here provide a rigorous framework for further
principled development and analysis of DTW-type algorithms which have both
complexity and performance guarantees for various types of data.
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Abstract. Internet is a public resource and is extensively used in the world for
numerous online activities. Being a public resource, Internet use by some people may restrict its use by others. Thus, it is essential to forecast network traffic
over time. In this paper, using time-series data involving Internet traffic at a
university, we predict future network traffic 12-hours ahead of time. For evaluation, both statistical models (triple exponential smoothing (TES) and seasonal
auto-regressive integrated moving-average (SARIMA)) and machine learning
models (multilayer perceptron (MLP) model and long short-term memory
(LSTM)) are proposed for time-series forecasting of univariate network traffic
data. The predictions are validated by a one-step walk-forward validation method. Results reveal that the statistical SARIMA model outperformed other statistical and machine learning models revealing the potential of auto-regressive integrated moving-average methods for time-average methods for time-series
forecasting. We highlight the implications of results for time-series prediction
of network traffic in the real world.
Keywords: Network Traffic, Triple Exponential Smoothing, Seasonal AutoRegressive Integrated Moving-Average Model, Multilayer Perceptron, Long
Short-Term Memory model, Time-series Prediction

1

Introduction

In today's world, Internet is used to execute numerous online activities [1]. The number of Internet users has increased from 394 million in 2000 to 3.9 billion in 2018 [1].
In the education domain alone, Internet helps teaching and research in several ways
[2]. For example, massive open online courses (MOOCs) via recorded videos and
virtual teaching helps educate thousands of students in both K-12 and university education [3]. In research, Internet may allow online searching for academic publications
as well as aid in executing collaborative meetings between researchers across the
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world [2]. However, Internet is a public resource where the usage by one person may
limit the usage by another person [4]. For example, a single Internet connection
bandwidth of 100 kilo-bytes per second (kbps) is equally divided among multiple
users, then the overall Internet connection speed will likely become slow for all users.
As network traffic from several users likely impacts the Internet connection speed, we
need to develop predictive algorithms that allow us to predict Internet usage ahead of
time. Such algorithms will enable us to better manage Internet resources by identifying upcoming network problems in the future. In this paper, we develop and test a
number of statistical and machine learning time-series algorithms, which could predict expected network traffic ahead of time.
Statistical or machine learning (ML) algorithms may help us to analyze data and
infer trends [7]. Some ML algorithms like multilayer perceptron and long short-term
memory models can experience real outcomes, compute error between predicted and
real outcomes, and learn from the computed error to reduce the error for future outcomes. The patterns learned from data could then be used to analyze and predict unknown data [8]. Overall, statistical and ML algorithms have shifted the focus from the
traditional programming approach for task automation to a predictive approach that
learns patterns in data to predict future outcomes across different tasks [9].
Prior research in ML has investigated network traffic where the major focus has been
on classification or prediction of network traffic data using one of the methods like
Bayesian classifiers, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Neural Networks, and KNearest Neighbor (KNN) approaches [11-20]. However, to the best of authors
knowledge, there are only a handful of studies where several statistical and ML timeseries approaches are compared on their ability to forecast a single time-series network traffic dataset.
In this research, we address this literature gap by considering time-series network
traffic data at a university campus over a period of one year and using statistical and
ML algorithms to predict network traffic ahead of time. Specifically, we develop and
test both statistical algorithms (e.g. triple exponential smoothing (TES) and seasonal
auto-regressive integrated moving-average (SARIMA)) and machine learning models
(multilayer perceptron (MLP) model and long short-term memory (LSTM) model) for
time-series forecasting of univariate network traffic data. The predictions are validated by using a one-step walk-forward validation method [10], which is like the crossvalidation method used for data not involving time-series.
In what follows, we first provide a background of prior research in statistical and
ML algorithms involving network traffic. Second, we explain the methodology involving the network traffic data as well as different statistical and ML algorithms
used. Third, we describe how different statistical and ML algorithms were calibrated
to training data and later generalized to test data. Finally, we provide results from
different statistical and ML algorithms and close the paper by discussing the reasons
for our results as well as the main implications of our results for time-series prediction
of network traffic in the real world.
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2

Background

Statistical and ML algorithms for network traffic analysis may give insights on network usage trends, which may allow researchers to address several fundamental problems in networking [7]. These algorithms likely allow researchers to move from reactive strategies (based on routing algorithms, where a corrective action is taken after a
congestion problem) to active strategies (where congestion can be predicted and prevented) [39].
Prior ML research has performed classification of network traffic data. For example, reference [11] has classified the network traffic using naive Bayes classifier, decision trees and deep neural networks, and concluded that the neural networks perform better compared to other approaches for network traffic classification. Reference
[12] has tried to do network traffic recognition using an AdaBoost classifier, a C4.5
classifier, a random forest (RF) classifier, a multilayer perceptron (MLP) classifier,
and a support vector machine (SVM) classifier involving a radial basis function. Reference [12] found that, among all classifiers, tree-based classifiers (C4.5 and RF)
were the most accurate. Reference [13] also used C4.5 decision tree for efficient traffic classification of a network traffic dataset involving 12 network-features and
achieved a 99.8% classification accuracy.
Some researchers have tried to predict network traffic using regression methods
[14-18]. Reference [14] have applied variations of recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
to predict a network traffic matrix. These authors found that a long short-term
memory (LSTM) model predicted the matrix most accurately. Reference [15] has
used fractional ARIMA (FARIMA) with RNNs for predicting non-gaussian selfsimilar traffic and a mixed algorithm for parameter calibration. Reference [16] applied an auto-regressive integrated moving-average (ARIMA) model to forecast the
long-term trend of network traffic accurately. Reference [17] used various linear and
non-linear forecasting methods and claimed to get better accuracies with non-linear
(neural networks) methods. Also, reference [18] confirmed the practical usability of
linear predictors such as ARIMA models for real-time network traffic prediction.
Prior research has also revealed a few comparative studies involving various network traffic classification and regression algorithms [19, 20]. For example, reference
[19] compared ARIMA, FARIMA, artificial neural networks (ANNs), and waveletbased predictors. These authors claimed that FARIMA and ANNs perform better than
other methods. Reference [20] have compared variations of neural networks, SVMs,
and K-nearest neighbor approaches for network traffic prediction.
Although a number of ML algorithms have been explored for network traffic data
classification and prediction, less work has been done in comparing different statistical models (TES and SARIMA) with ML models (MLPs and LSTMs). In this paper,
we address this literature gap by considering network traffic data as a time-series and
using different statistical and ML algorithms to predict this time-series data ahead of
time. We believe that our contribution helps gauge the benefits of developing and
testing different statistical (yet unexplored) algorithms like TES and SARIMA with
different ML models like MLPs and LSTMs.
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3

Method

3.1

Data

Network traffic data was derived from anonymized proxy server logs at an Indian
educational institute. A proxy server log is a record of the information regarding each
request made to the Internet via a proxy server, where proxy server is a computer that
acts as a gateway between a local network and the Internet [21]. The proxy logs contained timestamps of making the Internet requests, time elapsed between the requests
were made and the time when the final outputs, IP addresses making requests, the
number of bytes exchanged in request processing, the uniform resource locators
(URLs) requested by requests, and information about whether requests were responded to or not by the Internet. Each day millions of rows are recorded in the proxy log
and we used logs over a one-year period between 8th June 2017 and 7th June 2018.
For deriving the network traffic time-series data from proxy logs, for each hour of
the day, total bytes exchanged across records in proxy logs were computed to give us
bytes per hour of network traffic. These bytes exchanged also included the size of the
request made. Using proxy logs, we derived 8,712 records of bytes exchanged per
hour over a period of one-year. As it was important to analyze the network traffic
flowing in both the active and passive parts of the day, we averaged the hourly bytes
exchanged over a 12-hour day (from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.) and a 12-hour night (from 6
p.m. to 6 a.m.), respectively. Figure 1 shows the time-series network traffic in average
bytes exchanged (in gigabytes) over a 12-hour period between 8th June 2017 and 7th
June 2018. There were 730 time-series records in this dataset, where each time step is
a 12-hour period. As seen in Figure 1, there is a visual seasonal trend in the data,
where the network traffic is higher during fall and spring semesters and lower during
the intervening vacation periods.

Fig. 1. Average Byte exchange over a one-year period. Each point in the
figure is an average of the bytes exchanged over 12 hours
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We used the data in Figure 1 to apply both statistical and ML algorithms. For this evaluation, we used the first 80% of time-series data for model training (584 data points; training
data) and the last 20% of time-series data for model testing (146 data points; test data). Table 1
shows the statistical characteristics of data.
Table 1. Characteristics of Data
Data
Training
Data
Testing
Data

Number of
Data Points
584

Maximum
Value (GB/hr)
59.02

Minimum
Value (GB/hr)
14.28

Mean
(GB/hr)
35.01

Standard Deviation (GB/hr)
62.32

146

58.94

0.72

41.71

56.93

In the next section, we detail different statistical and ML algorithms that we considered for our evaluation.

3.2

Statistical and ML Algorithms

Exponential Smoothing (ES) is a technique for smoothing time-series data using an
exponential window function by assigning exponentially decreasing weights to data
over a time period. The rate at which the weights decrease is decided by the parameter
[22], which is decided by the ES model during the training time. The network traffic
at time T+1 given the traffic at time T, y_(T+1|T) is defined as:
𝑦𝑇+1|𝑇 = 𝛼𝑦𝑇 + 𝛼(1 − 𝛼)𝑦𝑇−1 + 𝛼(1 − 𝛼)2 𝑦𝑇−2 +. . . +𝑦1

(1)

where 0≤ 𝛼 ≤1is the smoothing parameter [23] and y1 , . . . , yT are previous values
of network traffic at times 1, 2, 3, … , T.
Triple Exponential Smoothing (TES), also called Holt's Winter method, applies
exponential smoothing three times - level smoothing 𝑙𝑡 , trend smoothing 𝑏𝑡, and seasonal smoothing 𝑠𝑡 , with 𝛼, 𝛽∗ and 𝛾 as smoothing parameters. Furthermore `m' denotes the frequency of the seasonality, i.e. the number of seasons in a year. According
to the nature of the seasonal component, TES has two categories:
1.

Holt-Winter's Additive Method
Here the seasonality is additive in nature. Level Smoothing 𝑙𝑡 is defined as:
𝑙𝑡 = 𝛼(𝑦𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡−𝑚 ) + (1 − 𝛼)(𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑡−1 )

(2)

where 0≤ 𝛼 ≤1is the smoothing parameter, 𝑦𝑡 is the observation at time t, 𝑠𝑡−𝑚 is
the seasonal smoothing at time period t-m, 𝑙𝑡−1 is the level smoothing at previous time
period t-1 and 𝑏𝑡−1 is the trend smoothing at previous time period t-1.
Trend smoothing 𝑏𝑡 is defined as:
𝑏𝑡 = 𝛽∗ (𝑙𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1 ) + (1 − 𝛽 ∗ )𝑏𝑡−1

(3)
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where 0≤ 𝛽 ∗ ≤1 is the smoothing parameter, 𝑙𝑡 and 𝑙𝑡−1 are the level smoothing at
time t and t-1 respectively, and 𝑏𝑡−1 is the trend smoothing at previous time period t1. Seasonal smoothing 𝑠𝑡 is defined as:
𝑠𝑡 = 𝛾(𝑦𝑡 − 𝑙𝑡−1 − 𝑏𝑡−1 ) + (1 − 𝛾)𝑠𝑡−𝑚

(4)

where 0≤ 𝛾 ≤1- 𝛼 is the smoothing parameter, 𝑦𝑡 is the observation at time t, 𝑙𝑡−1
is the level smoothing at previous time period t-1 and 𝑏𝑡−1 is the trend smoothing at
previous time period t-1 and 𝑠𝑡−𝑚 is the seasonal smoothing at time period t-m.
The network traffic at time period t+h given the traffic at time t, denoted by 𝑦̂𝑡+ℎ|𝑡 ,
and it is defined as:
𝑦̂𝑡+ℎ|𝑡 = 𝑙𝑡 + ℎ𝑏𝑡 + 𝑠𝑡+ℎ−𝑚(𝑘+1)

(5)

where k is integer part of (ℎ − 1)/𝑚, which ensures that the estimates of the period used to make predictions come from the 12-hour period of the last day, 𝑙𝑡 and 𝑏𝑡
are the level smoothing and trend smoothing at time t, and 𝑠𝑡+ℎ−𝑚(𝑘+1)is the seasonality smoothing at time t+h-m(k+1).
2.

Holt-Winters' Multiplicative Method
Here the seasonality is multiplicative in nature. Level smoothing 𝑙𝑡 and seasonal
smoothing 𝑠𝑡 is defined as:
𝑙𝑡 = 𝛼

𝑠𝑡 = 𝛾

𝑦𝑡

+ (1 − 𝛼)(𝑙𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑡−1 )

(6)

𝑦𝑡
+ (1 − 𝛾)𝑠𝑡−𝑚
(𝑙𝑡−1 − 𝑏𝑡−1 )

(7)

𝑠𝑡−𝑚

Trend Smoothing 𝑏𝑡 and next prediction next prediction 𝑦𝑡+ℎ|𝑡 remain the same as
given in equation3 and equation 5, respectively.
When we choose a model with no seasonality, then 𝑠𝑡−𝑚 = 0. Thus, in this situation
we only have smoothing equations for level and trend. Furthermore, Holt-Winters'
method may over-predict data, especially when a large number of predictions are to
be made. Thus, using prior literature [22] a “damping” parameter is introduced with
both additive and multiplicative trends in this model.
Seasonal Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving-Average (SARIMA) is an extension
of ARIMA model, which is statistical forecasting method popular for univariate timeseries data forecasting SARIMA can model a data with a trend as well as a seasonal
component by describing the auto-correlations in data [24].
Stationarity of Time-Series: A time-series with constant values over time for mean,
variance, auto-correlation is stationary. Most statistical forecasting methods assume
that a time-series can be made approximately stationary through the use of mathematical transformations such as differencing [25]. The first step of building a SARIMA
model is stationarizing the data.
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Auto-Regressive Models: In an auto-regressive model, we predict a variable using
past values of the same variable. Thus, an auto-regressive model is defined as:
𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝜙1 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜙2 𝑦𝑡−2 +. . . +𝜙𝑝 𝑦𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜖𝑡

(8)

where p is the auto-regressive trend parameter, 𝜖𝑡 is white noise and 𝑦𝑡−1 , 𝑦𝑡−2
…𝑦𝑡−𝑝 denote the network traffic at previous time periods [24]..
Moving-Average Models: A moving-average model uses past prediction errors in a
regression model. A moving-average model is defined as:
𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝜖𝑡 + 𝜃1 𝜖𝑡−1 + 𝜃2 𝜖𝑡−2 +. . . +𝜃𝑞 𝜖𝑡−𝑞

(9)

where q is the moving-average trend parameter, 𝜖𝑡 is white noise and 𝜖𝑡−1 , 𝜖𝑡−2 …
𝜖𝑡−𝑞 are the error terms at previous time periods.
If we combine auto-regression and a moving-average model on stationary data, we
obtain a non-seasonal ARIMA model, which is defined as:
𝑦 ′ 𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝜙1 𝑦 ′ 𝑡−1 +. . . +𝜙𝑝 𝑦 ′ 𝑡−𝑝 + 𝜃1 𝜖𝑡−1 +. . . +𝜃𝑞 𝜖𝑡−𝑞 + 𝜖𝑡

(10)

SARIMA builds upon an ARIMA model and incorporates seasonal data. The seasonal parameters of the model are similar to the non-seasonal parameters of the model
with the backshifts of the seasonal period.
The three trend elements, same as ARIMA, that require calibration are trend autoregressive order ‘p’, trend difference order ‘d’ and trend moving-average order ‘q’.
Additional four seasonal elements, that require calibration are, seasonal autoregressive order ‘P’, seasonal difference order ‘D’, seasonal moving-average order
‘Q’ and the number of time steps for a single seasonal period ‘m’.
A SARIMA model performs differencing of order D at a lag equal to the number
of seasons ‘m’ to remove additive seasonal effects. As with lag 1 differencing to remove a trend, the lag ‘m’ differencing introduces a moving-average term.
The 𝑆𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑀𝐴(𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞)(𝑃, 𝐷, 𝑄)𝑚 model is defined as:
𝛷(𝐵 𝑚 )𝜙(𝐵)𝛥𝑚 𝐷 𝛥𝑑 𝑋𝑡 = 𝛩(𝐵 𝑚 )𝜃(𝐵)𝑍𝑡

(11)

where ‘Zt’ is the white noise process.
Differencing using ‘D’ parameter on seasonal component and ‘d’ parameter on
non-seasonal component of time-series is given by:
𝛥𝑚 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑋𝑡 − 𝑋𝑡−𝑚

(12)

𝛥𝑋𝑡 = 𝑋𝑡 − 𝑋𝑡−1

(13)

On applying equation 8 using ‘P’ and ‘m’ parameters on seasonal component and
‘p’ parameter on non- seasonal component of time-series, we obtain:
𝛷(𝐵 𝑚 ) = 1 − 𝛷1 𝐵 𝑚 −. . . −𝛷𝑃 𝐵 𝑃𝑀

(14)
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𝛷(B) = 1 − 𝛷1 B−. . . −𝛷𝑃 𝐵

(15)

On applying equation 9 using ‘Q’ and ‘m' parameters on seasonal component and
‘q’ parameter on non- seasonal component of time-series, we obtain:
𝛩(𝐵 𝑚 ) = 1 + 𝛩1 𝐵 𝑚 +. . . +𝛩𝑄 𝐵𝑄𝑚

(16)

𝜃(𝐵) = 1 + 𝜃1 𝐵+. . . +𝜃𝑞 𝐵 𝑞

(17)

Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is a feed-forward artificial neural network. It has an
input layer, at least one hidden layer and an output layer. Each node of one layer is
connected to all other nodes of the next layer and every layer except the input layer,
uses a non-linear activation function (see Figure 2). It uses a supervised learning
technique called back-propagation for training [26]. The connection between every
two nodes of MLP has a certain weight 𝑤𝑖𝑗 . As each datum is read, the weights between all the nodes are updated based on the error (the difference between predicted
value and actual value), which is achieved through back-propagation.

Fig. 2. Architecture graph of MLP [32]

At output node ‘j’ error in 𝑛𝑡ℎ training point is denoted by:
𝑒𝑗 (𝑛) = 𝑑𝑗 (𝑛) − 𝑦𝑗 (𝑛)

(18)

where d is the actual value and y is the predicted value. The node weights are
changed such that the error in the entire output, which is defined as:
𝜀(𝑛) =

1
∑ 𝑒 2 (𝑛)
2 𝑗 𝑗

(19)

Using the gradient descent method, the change in each weight is:
∆𝑤𝑗𝑖 (𝑛) = −𝜂

𝜕𝜀(𝑛)
𝑦 (𝑛)
𝜕𝑣𝑗 (𝑛) 𝑖

(20)

where 𝑦𝑖 is the output of the previous neuron and ‘𝜂’ is the learning rate of MLP,
which is selected such that the weights converge without any oscillations. The deriva-
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tive

𝜕𝜀(𝑛)
𝜕𝑣𝑗 (𝑛)

at output layer is a function of the error term (Eq.20) and derivative of the

activation function.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) belongs to the family of neural networks and is
a variant of RNN, capable of learning long-term dependencies [29]. RNN is a chain of
units, containing loops which act as a memory element used to learn the temporal
behavior of the data. In standard RNN, each unit has a very simple structure, such as a
single ‘tanh’ layer.
But RNNs often fail to learn the long-term dependencies and have a vanishing gradient problem.
To cater to this problem LSTM is preferred and gives significant improvement
over RNN. LSTM's have a cell state and three gates which provides them with the
power to selectively learn, unlearn or retain information from each of the units [33].

Fig. 3. Repeating module in an LSTM contains four interacting layers [30]

The cell state in LSTM acts as a conveyor belt which helps the information to flow
through the units with only a few linear interactions, without being altered [30]. Each
unit has an input, output and a forget gate which can add or remove the information to
the cell state. The forget gate decides which information from the previous cell state
should be forgotten for which it uses a sigmoid function. The input gate controls the
information flow to the current cell state using a point-wise multiplication operation
of sigmoid and ‘tanh’ respectively. Finally, the output gate decides which information
should be passed on to the next hidden state. The sigmoid function outputs numbers
between zero and one, describing how much of each component should be let through
(see Figure 4) [33].

4

Model Calibration

For all statistical and ML models, free parameters were optimized using a Genetic
Algorithm (GA) program [34]. GA is known to generate high-quality solutions to
optimization problems by relying on bio-inspired operators such as mutation, crossover and selection. It is based on the principle that a better individual solution is likely
to evolve towards an ‘optimal’ solution over time [34].
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Parameters in different models were varied and the variation in parameter values
ensured that the optimization captured the optimal parameter values with high confidence by minimizing the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between actual and predicted value. In GA, the crossover and mutation rates were kept at their default values
of 80% and 1% respectively. The GA was evolved over 100 generations having 25
population per generation. The stopping criteria was defined as no change in the fitness function for the last 12 generations.
4.1 TES
Using GA four free parameters, trend, damped, season and seasonal periods were
optimized by minimizing RMSE. They were varied between the values given in table
2.
Table 2. Parameter Optimization of TES

4.2

Parameter

Range of Values

Trend

None, Additive, Multiplicative

Damping

Present, Absent

Seasonality

None, Additive, Multiplicative

Seasonal Periods

0, 6, 9, 12

Seasonal ARIMA

Using GA eight free parameters p, d, q, trend, P, D, Q and m were optimized. These
parameters were varied between the ranges given in table 3.
Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) [38] test was performed and it revealed the
time-series to be non-stationary. In order to make the series stationary, we differenced
it once and checked for stationarity using ADF Test again. After first order differencing, time-series became stationary. One reason for using the SARIMA model was the
seasonal trend present in the time-series.
Table 3. Parameter Optimization of SARIMA
Parameter

Range of Values

Trend Auto Regressive (p)

0, 1, 2, 3, 4

Trend Differencing (d)

0, 1

Trend Moving-Average (q)

0, 1, 2, 3, 4

Trend

Absent, Constant, Trend, Constant Trend

Seasonal Auto-Regressive (P)

0, 1, 2, 3, 4
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Seasonal Differencing (D)

0, 1

Seasonal Moving-Average (Q)

0, 1, 2, 3, 4

Seasonal Periods (m)

0, 6, 9, 12

4.3 Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
MLP has a layered architecture, with input layer having the number of nodes equal to the
dimensions of input data. Then number of hidden layers were varied having an equal
number of nodes. Table 4 shows different parameters that varied in the MLP. These parameters were optimized the GA.

Table 4. Parameter Optimization of MLP & LSTM
Parameter

Range of Values

Lags

1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 14, 21

Number of Hidden Layers

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Number of Nodes

2, 10, 20, 25, 30

Number of Epochs

40, 80, 120, 160, 200

Batch Size

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Activation Functions

Rectified Linear(ReLu), Linear, Sigmoid

Optimizer

Adam, Root mean Square Prop(RMSProp)

Since MLP models are stochastic in nature, so entire process of training and prediction was repeated 20 times and the average root mean square error between modelled and actual data was minimized.
4.4

Long Short-Term Memory

LSTMs have a similar architecture to MLP, except that all the hidden layers are not
dense. The first hidden layer was a LSTM layer. The various range of values of parameters taken by LSTM model are presented in Table 4. Like MLP models, LSTM
models are also stochastic in nature. Thus, the entire process of training and prediction was repeated 20 times and the average root mean square error between modelled
and actual data was minimized.

5

Results

Figure 4 shows the training and test results from different statistical and ML models.
The calibrated TES model for the network traffic data possessed the following characteristics: additive seasonality, twelve seasonal periods, and having no trend and no
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damping. This model postulates that the network traffic at time t is a function of network traffic at time period t-1, t-2 …. t-12, which accounts for six days (i.e., about a
week) before time t. The TES model performed fairly well with the second smallest
RMSE on test data (see Figure 5). The calibrated SARIMA model for the network
traffic data possessed a lag of 2 time-periods for auto-regressive (p) and movingaverage (q) trends with first order differencing (d). This model did not have a trend,
and possessed lags of two and three respectively, for auto-regressive seasonal (P) and
moving-average seasonal (Q) components. Furthermore, seasonal differencing (D)
came out to be zero in the SARIMA model. The SARIMA model was the best model
with lowest RMSE in test data, where this model outperformed other statistical and
ML models. The calibrated MLP architecture was built with an input layer having one
neuron with activation function ReLu [36], one hidden layer with twenty-five neurons
and ReLu activation function, and output layer with linear activation function. During
training, the batch size was one and number of epochs were one hundred sixty. The
loss function was mean squared error and RMSProp optimizer [37]. The MLP performed better compared to the LSTM model. The calibrated LSTM architecture possessed an input layer having two neurons with activation function ReLu, one hidden
layer with ReLu activation function and ten neurons, and output layer with linear
activation function. LSTM training involved a batch size was two and number of
epochs were one hundred twenty. The loss function and optimizer were same as those
in the MLP model. The LSTM model did not perform well compared to other models.

TES Training RMSE: 5.019 GB/hr

TES Testing RMSE: 6.893 GB/hr

SARIMA Training RMSE: 4.589 GB/hr

SARIMA Testing RMSE: 6.809 GB/hr
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MLP Average Training RMSE: 6.558 GB/hr

MLP Average Testing RMSE: 8.488 GB/hr

LSTM Average Training RMSE: 9.867 GB/hr

LSTM Average Testing RMSE: 11.079
GB/hr

Fig. 4. Training and Testing Fit for TES, SARIMA, MLP and LSTM with RMSE

6

Discussion and Conclusions

In this work, we applied both statistical and ML models on univariate time-series
network traffic data at a university campus. We used training – test data split, root
mean square error (RMSE) metric, and one-step ahead walk forward validation for
model comparison. Our approach of trying to predict network variables using machine learning may also be applicable for prediction of outcomes in routing protocols.
Our results revealed that statistical models (TES and SARIMA) performed better
than the ML models (MLP and LSTM model) both during training and test. One likely reason for our results is the seasonal effect in the network traffic data. Due to the
seasonal effect in the data, network traffic was high during the fall semester (August
2017 to December 2017) and spring semester (February 2018 to June 2018). Furthermore, the network traffic was low during the vacation periods (June 2017 to August
2017 and January 2018 to February 2018). The SARIMA model has the ability to
account for such seasonal trends, which made this model perform consistently well on
the training and test datasets. The same reasoning holds true for the TES model,
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where this model used past one-week of network traffic to predict the next week’s
traffic. The LSTM model did not perform well compared to the statistical models and
the MLP model. This result suggests that the ability to possess memory in a LSTM
model did not help predictions. One likely reason could be that the length of our dataset was only one-year and a longer duration is needed for training the LSTM model.
Prior research shows that MLP and LSTM models perform better compared to
statistical models when time-series data is multivariate (containing multiple timeseries variables) compared to univariate (containing a single time-series variable)
[35]. Thus, as part of our further work, we would like to consider multivariate timeseries network traffic data for evaluating the performance of statistical and ML models. Also, as shorter time-series may not provide enough data to ML models to be
trained properly, we plan to try longer time-series involving network traffic as part of
our future research. Here, it may be a fruitful exercise to see the effects of external
events (like sports matches and festivals) on network traffic. We plan to pursue some
of these ideas as part of our future research on modeling of network traffic data.

7
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Abstract. The article suggests a deep learning procedure intended to
distinguish between humanly written and artificially composed manuscripts.
We demonstrate that a common LSTM based Deep Learning methodology generally used for Sentiment Analysis of short texts like Twits is able
precise to distinguish between real and artificially generated manuscripts.
The proposed approach emulates “twits” as short sequential chunks of
the considered papers and further follows the acceptable procedure of
Classifying Text Data Using Deep Learning using an LSTM network
type. The provided numerical experiments demonstrate the very high
ability of the proposed methodology to recognize artificially generated
papers.
Keywords: Artificial Papers Detection · Text Mining · LSTM.

1

Introduction and Related works

The problem was born after that different fake senseless scientific papers created
by computer programs were accepted for publication in various scientific conferences and journals. This fact has become so famous that even found its reflection
in the relevant Wikipedia article (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SCIgen). On the
surface, such papers give the impression as human composed manuscripts, since
they essentially emulate usual scientific documents by their structure, grammar,
and other attributes.
The first artificial papers generator “SCIgen” was proposed in 2005 by three
gradu-ate students of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Jeremy Stribling, Maxwell Krohn, and Dan Aguayo as a hoax aiming to produce bogus
synthetic manuscripts in the computer science discipline. Afterward, other scientific document generators such as “SCIgen-Physic” focusing on physics, “Mathgen” intending to math and the “Automatic SBIR” (Small Business Innovation
Research) Proposal Generator dealing with grant proposal fabrication were suggested.
Many methods were proposed pointing to identify counterfeit articles. The instigators [5] suggest following the keywords in the title, abstract and paper body.
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These terms expectable spread “uniformly” in an authentic paper. An intertextual similarity [4] evaluates the consistencies in word frequencies intending in
real and fabricated texts. This approach is generalized in [8] using arrangements
of words. The references and keywords of the cited articles presented in a fake
paper cannot be located on the Internet [11]. The compression ratios and the
topological properties of the texts of human-written and computer-generated are
significantly differed [1]. Different procedures applied to identify synthetic scientific papers were considered in [10], [6]. The papers [3], [9] discusses a one-class
classification based approach using an evolution model of the Human style.
However, taking into account growing exponentially Deep Learning methods
of the Sentimental analysis it appears to be very natural to attempt to distinguish the artificial and the human written texts using such a kind of approaches
especially techniques of the Twitter Sentiment Analysis. In the Internet age,
people convey their ideas, feelings, and positions about things, places or personalities via social networks, microblogs, and blogs. Therefore, a produced vast
amount of data is inappropriate for analyzes through a simple procedure. Sentiment analysis is frequently devoted to particular categories of products or serves
based on reviews collection accumulated from different Internet resources such
as, for example, Twitter.
In this case, Sentiment analysis mainly concentrates on detecting and categorizing the opinions or emotions of an individual tweet. Generally, a feature
selection method is initially provided: a twitter specific information is removed,
and the tweet is converted into regular text aiming to construct a feature vector.
Tweets located in the training data are assigned to one of the categories and
used in the training process. To end, the built model classifies all twits into the
positive, negative and neutral. A review of traditional machine learning methods
applied in this task can be found in [3], [9].
As well known, the connotation of a word can be given merely within the
frame-work of a sentence. This perception is naturally encapsulated in the ’principle of compositionality’ (’Frege’s principle’) [7]. Therefore, the meaning of a
longer phrase is contingent on the meaning of its predecessors. The Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN) compose an essential category of Artificial Neural Networks created to handle time-based dynamic evaluation of a sequence. RNN
operate with their internal memory to accumulate and summarize the information about the entered series.
Networks of this kind capable of working with short-term dependencies in a
sequence are problematic to capture long-term dependencies, which substantial
effect on the meaning and emotional level of a document. Long-Term Short-Term
memory networks (LSTMs) are developed to eliminate this problem.
In this paper, we demonstrate that a common LSTM based Deep Learning
methodology generally used for Sentiment Analysis of short texts like Twits is
able precise to distinguish between real and artificially generated manuscripts.
The proposed approach emulates “twits” as short sequential chunks of the considered papers. Further, the procedure follows the acceptable practice of Classifying Text Data Using Deep Learning using an LSTM network type (see, e.g.,
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https://www.mathworks.com/examples/deep-learning/mw/deeplearning sharedex67350670-classify-text-data-using-deep-learning?s tid=examples p1 Topic).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses a constructed
Deep Learning inspired by Sentimental Analysis of relatively short texts like
Twits. Results of numerical exponents provided within the methodology are
presented in Section 3. The last section is devoted to the conclusion.

2

Model

RNNs are popular neural networks proven great potential due to their capability
to persist the relevant information during loops. An RNN admits clarification as
multiple reproductions of the same network chronologically processing the data.
Such net-works maintain a “memory”, which is capable of encapsulating the
material calculated up to now. Thus, an RNN is actually as a stream of identical
single units executing the identical process on the sequence slices. Because RNNs
are well adaptable, they found many applications in NLP tasks like language
modeling and sentimental analysis. An RNN verbatim evaluates content and
retains the semantics of the considered before piece in a fixed-sized hidden layer
that makes possible to summarize the contextual material. Formally speaking,
RNN accomplishes information in long sequences, although RNN is actually
adequate in retrospect of only a small number of steps. Such as, later words more
effect on the process than previously occurring ones that can be problematic in
tasks requiring apprehension a whole document semantics.
LSTMs arose as an alternative to RNN constructed to learn long-term dependencies. LSTMs initially suggested by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber were applied
and enhanced in many studies. Their structure suggests retaining information
through the procedure with feedback to the beforehand passed settings. By this
way, each cell is activated by adapting the shape of its inner structure and by
transiting the data through the cell state, the forget gate and the input gate.
The forget gate outlines the amount of information arriving from the previous
state to be passed throughout. The input gate states how much of the recently
figured state is desired to allow through, and the output gate outlines what will
be discovered to the next layer. In general, the essential information is memorized together with excluding of not relevant data, which can worsen the network
performance.
The Sequence Classification with LSTM has recently become one of the most
popular tools to demonstrate the high ability of such networks in classifying text
data using deep learning, especially in the sentimental analysis of Twits and
movie review (see, e.g. [2], and
– https://www.mathworks.com/examples/datafeed/community/36096-classifysentiment-of-tweets-using-deep-learning
– https://machinelearningmastery.com/sequence-classification-lstmrecurrent-neural-networks-python-keras/
We follow this methodology in our approach and consider two documents collections
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n
o
(1)
(1)
– D(1) = D1 , . . . , Dn1 - a set of n1 artificially generated papers.
n
o
(2)
(2)
– D(2) = D1 , . . . , Dn2 - a set of n2 humanly written papers.
At the outset, we turn these texts into “Twits” by dividing each text in sequential
chunks having the same size L:
(i)

(i)

(i)
Dki = D1 k . . . kDm
, ki = 1 : ni , i = 1, 2.
k
i

Here, mki is the number of chunks composing a document ki . Actually
 (i) 
Dki

mki = 
L
The value of the parameter L varies in the numerical experiments.
Afterward, the procedures accepted in such a case are performed.
1. Assign: Each chunk is marked as 1 or 0 for fake or real text respectively,
which the constructed network is going to study for predicting.
2. Preprocess Text Data: Each chunk is transformed to lowercase and tokenized. After, the punctuation and the figures are omitted. Following, a
MATLAB implementation we prefer do not stem or do not remove words
because these procedures can impair a word embedding.
3. Selection of Training and Tested Papers: The percentages of the chucks
corresponding to the fake and the real papers respectively are chosen for the
training. The rest of the chunks compose the test set. We use.
4. Selection of Training and Tested Chunks: The percentage of the previously selected chunks is chosen for a network training such that a portion
is intended for training, and is intended for validation. We use
5. Converting Chunks to Sequences for Deep Learning: The procedure
is provided for all selected chunks using a word encoding constructed on the
base of the training chunks to convert words in a vocabulary to numeric
indices.
6. Creating and Training LSTM Network: An LSTM network is built as
follows
a. One sequence input layer with the input size 1.
b. A word-embedding layer of dimension ED = 100 having the same number
of words as the word encoding.
c. An LSTM layer having N (varying in the numerical experiments) hidden
units. Aiming to handle a sequence-to-label classification problem, we
use the output mode to ’last’.
d. A fully connected layer with the same size 2 (the number of classes).
e. A softmax layer.
f. A classification layer.
g. The Adam optimizer is applied in its MATLAB default manner except
for the following configuration
a. The maximum number of epochs = 5.
b. The initial learning rate = 0.01.
c. The gradient threshold = 1.
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3

Experiments

Intending to exhibit the capability of the suggested approach, several numerical
experiments are performed in the MATLAB environment. The chunks length L
varies from 300 to 900 in increments of 100. Correspondently, the number units
in an LSTM layer N rises from 50 to 150 in increments of 50.
In order to eliminate the influence of all randomly parameters initialization,
each experiment is repeated 10 times. The study material consists of one hundred artificial papers created by the SCIgen process and one hundred articles
extracted from the “arXiv” repository. Fifty papers are randomly drawn from
each class composing the training set. Such that the remaining ones comprise
the tested group.
Fig 1. and Fig 2. expose examples of 2-D Word Embedding t-SNE plots
build for 50 fake and 50 real papers and L = 500 respectably. As can be seen, a
lexicon of the real papers is more abundant and does not contain separate words’
clusters.

Fig. 1. 2-D Word Embedding t-SNE Plot of the fake papers.
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Fig. 2. 2-D Word Embedding t-SNE Plot of the real papers.

The learning process de-facto convergences after two epoch to an accuracy
value very close to 100% and a loss value near 0. Fig 3. exhibits a typical example
of the learning process.

Fig. 3. Convergence of the learning process for L = 200 and N = 50.

As mentioned above, the remaining 50 fake and 50 real papers are tested by
the obtained model. The results are given in Table 1.
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L = 300 L = 400 L = 500 L
N = 50
1.0
1.0
1.0
N = 100 1.0
1.0
1.0
N = 150 1.0
1.0
1.0
Table 1. Accuracy calculated for

= 600 L = 700 L = 800 L = 900
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
all parameters configurations.

In most cases, the method demonstrates perfect accuracy.

4

Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel method constructed to make a distinction between
computers generated scientific and human written papers. The problem, treated
in the general framework of the Classifying Text Data Using Deep Learning,
is considered using an LSTM network in the general framework. The approach
almost correctly classifies the fake and the human written papers for suitably
chosen parameters values.
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Abstract. Online experiments are widely used in advertising industry to compare the
performance of multiple versions, e.g. click through rate, conversion rate. Different methods,
such as A/B testing, multi-armed bandit algorithms have been studied for decades for online
experiment design. However, these methods either neglect the potential loss during experiment,
or only focus on maximizing the reward in experiment without considering the conclusion
reliability is important for post-experiment stage usage. The goal of an experiment is actually to
maximize the total reward in two stages: experiment stage and post-experiment stage. It is only
worth doing much exploration to get a reliable conclusion if the size of post-experiment stage is
large enough. In this paper, we propose an adaptive solution to optimize the lifetime reward for
both experiment stage and post-experiment stage. Starting from a simple case: two items & two
time intervals, we extend the method to two items & multiple intervals, and further to multiple
items & multiple intervals. Our algorithms show significant improvements over existing
algorithms in different settings of simulations.
Keywords: Experiment design, online advertising, exploration and exploitation, Bayesian
analysis

1

Introduction

A controlled experiment is the one in which everything is held constant except for one
variable. Usually a set of data is taken for a control group. While one or more other
groups are examined, where all conditions are identical to the control group except this
one variable. Controlled experiments are widely used in online advertising industry,
such as ads selection, ads format selection, etc. The experiments are usually in the form
of batch mode as data usually arrives in batches rather than real time in online
advertising system. For example, computer logs cannot be updated after every user’s
visit. They might be scraped once per hour or even per day.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive solution to optimize the total reward during
experiment stage and post-experiment stage. It can adaptively find a good tradeoff
between exploration and exploitation given different post-experiment stage settings.
We firstly discuss a simple situation of 2×2 (two items and two intervals) case for
online experiment, then talk about how to break 2×k into several 2×2 sub-problems.
After that, we extend the algorithm to m×k situation. The simulation results show that
our proposed method is much robust than both traditional A/B testing and multi-armed
bandit algorithms. The performance is consistently the best in different experiment
settings.
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2

Related work

The most widely used online experiment design is A/B testing [1]. It randomly
segments users into two groups with probabilities and shows two groups different
contents. After a while, it examines the stats of the two groups and figures out which
one has better effect. As we cannot expose more users to the better version during
experiment stage, this method is inefficient in terms of rewards.
Reducing the loss in experiment is essentially equivalent to maximizing cumulative
reward in experiment, which can be solved by multi-armed bandit algorithms. Thus,
people introduced multi-armed bandit algorithm to optimize the total reward during
experiment [2] [3]. Multi-armed bandit [4] is the problem a gambler faces at a row of
slot machines, when deciding which machines to play, how many times to play each
machine. The goal is to maximize the sum of rewards earned through a sequence of
lever pulls. A collection of strategies that have been used with multi-armed bandit
problems, including ε-greedy [5], SoftMax [6], upper confidence bounds (UCB) [7] and
Gittins index [8]. Google Analytics adopts randomized probability matching (RPM)
algorithm [2], which can also be interpreted as a modified Thompson sampling method.
At every decision step, it allocates the selecting probability for each group based on
posterior winning probabilities. This algorithm stops exploring after the posterior
winning probabilities for any group exceeds 0.95. Multi-armed bandit algorithms
usually perform better than simple A/B testing method in terms of total reward during
experiment. However, they suffer from lower conclusion accuracy in some situations,
especially when we compare two items: to reach the same statistical significance level,
they usually need more samples. The group exposed to inferior version ends up
receiving fewer traffic, which usually leads to less accuracy in measuring the difference
between control group and test group.

3

Proposed method

3.1

Problem description

Assume that we have an ad displaying spot, and there are several ads candidates which
can be picked to fill in the spot. We don’t know click through rates (CTR) of these ads,
which has to be estimated through experiment. After the experiment, we will make a
decision to choose one ad to be displayed. Our goal is to maximize the total ads clicks
in experiment and post-experiment stage.
Subsequent paragraphs, however, are indented. Let index i and t denote item index
and time interval index in experiment respectively, i = 1, 2, … , m and t = 0, 1, 2, … ,
k-2. Nt is the total number of impressions during t interval. Let pi denote the unobserved
click through rate (CTR) of item i, which needs to be explored through experiment. The
time interval k-1 is taken as post-experiment stage. And Nk-1 is usually much larger than
Nt, where t< k-1. Our goal is to find an optimal policy  of allocating traffic at each
time interval during experiment to maximize the total ads clicks in experiment and post-
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experiment stage. We use ri,t to represent allocation ratio, which is the fraction of
displays allocated to item i during time interval t. The value of pi can be estimated from
ci,t clicks from ri,tNt impressions. As the observed information: number of clicks ci,t
follows Binomial(pi, ri,tNt), we assume that prior follows a Beta(t, t). Combined with
observed information during time interval t, posterior pi is Beta(t + ci,t, t + ri,tNt - ci,t),
which is also the prior at time t+1.
3.2
Two items and two intervals (2×2 Case)
We start our analysis from two items and two intervals. We can interpret the first
interval, interval 0, as experiment stage and the second interval, interval 1, as post
experiment stage. Below we recap the notations.
N0 , N1: the expected #impressions during time interval 0 and 1.
p1, p2: true click through rates of item 1 and 2.
(1,0, 1,0), (2,0, 2,0): prior parameters of item 1 and 2 at time 0.
(1,1, 1,1), (2,1, 2,1): prior parameters of item 1 and 2 at time 1.
r1,0 , r2,0: traffic allocation ratios for item 1 and 2 at time 0.
r1,1 , r2,1: traffic allocation ratios for item 1 and 2 at time 1.
c1,0 , c2,0: #clicks of item 1 and 2 during time interval 0.
c1,1 , c2,1: #clicks of item 1 and 2 during time interval 1.
The sum of rations at time interval 0 and 1 should both be 1:
𝑟1,0 + 𝑟2,0 = 1

(1)

𝑟1,1 + 𝑟2,1 = 1

(2)

So, we only need to find out the optimal r1,0 and r1,1.
The expected total numbers of clicks during time interval 0 and 1 are given by
𝐸0 = 𝑟1,0 ∙ 𝑁0 ∙ 𝐸(𝑝1|1,0 , 1,0) + (1 − 𝑟1,0 ) ∙ 𝑁0 ∙ 𝐸(𝑝2 |2,0 ,  2,0)

(3)

𝐸1 = 𝑟1,1 ∙ 𝑁1 ∙ 𝐸(𝑝1 |1,1, 1,1) + (1 − 𝑟1,1) ∙ 𝑁1 ∙ 𝐸(𝑝2|2,1,  2,1)

(4)

The goal is to find r1,0 and r1,1 to maximize the total expected number of clicks in the
two intervals given by
max (𝐸0 + 𝐸1 ) = max (𝐸0 + max 𝐸1 )

𝑟1,0 ,𝑟1,1

𝑟1,0

𝑟1,1

(5)

For the sub-problem max 𝐸1 , the solution is obviously:
𝑟1,1

∗ ={
𝑟1,1

1, 𝑖𝑓 𝐸(𝑝1 |1,1, 1,1) > 𝐸(𝑝2|2,1,  2,1)
0, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Then the objective function in (5) turns to be

(6)
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max (𝑟1,0 𝑁0 ∙ 𝐸 (𝑝1 |1,0 , 1,0) + (1 − 𝑟1,0 )𝑁0 ∙ 𝐸 (𝑝2 |2,0 , 2,0) +
𝑟1,0

(7)

𝐸 (𝑞𝑁1 𝑝1 + (1 − 𝑞)𝑁1 𝑝2 |1,0 , 1,0, 2,0 , 2,0, 𝑟1,0 , 𝑁0 ))

Here, q is the probability of that the expected click rate of item1 is larger than the
expected click rate of item 2 at time 1, which is
Pr (𝛼

𝛼1,0 +𝑐1,0
1,0 +𝛽1,0 +𝑟1,0∙𝑁0

>𝛼

𝛼2,0+𝑐2,0
2,0 +𝛽2,0 +(1−𝑟1,0 )∙𝑁0

(8)

|𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , 𝑟1,0 , 𝑁0 )

As c1,0 and c2,0 are two independent binomials given p1 and p2, q is equal to
(1−𝑟

∑𝑥=0 1,0

)∙𝑁0

((

𝑟 ∙𝑁
𝑟1,0 ∙𝑁0
(1 − 𝑟1,0 ) ∙ 𝑁0
) 𝑝2 𝑥 (1 − 𝑝2 )(1−𝑟1,0 )∙𝑁0 −𝑥  ∑𝑦=𝑚(𝑥)
( 1,0𝑦 0 ) 𝑝1 𝑦 (1 − 𝑝1 )𝑟1,0∙𝑁0 −𝑦 )
𝑥

where 𝑚(𝑥) is ⌈𝛼

𝛼1,0 +𝛽1,0 +𝑟1,0 ∙𝑁0
2,0 +𝛽2,0 +(1−𝑟1,0)∙𝑁0

(9)

(𝛼2,0 + 𝑥) − 𝛼1,0 ⌉.

The complexity of calculating q depends on (1-r1,0)N0 and r1,0 N0. The larger these
two terms are, the more complex the calculation is. As we know, when (1-r1,0)N0 and
r1,0 N0 are large enough, c1,0 and c2,0 are close to normal distribution. So, q can be
approximated as

𝜙

(𝛼1,0+𝑟1,0∙𝑁0 ∙𝑝1)⁄(𝛼1,0+𝛽1,0+𝑟1,0∙𝑁0 )−(𝛼2,0+(1−𝑟1,0)∙𝑁0 ∙𝑝2)⁄(𝛼2,0+𝛽2,0 +(1−𝑟1,0)∙𝑁0 )
√

𝑟1,0∙𝑁0 ∙𝑝1 ∙(1−𝑝1 )

(𝛼1,0 +𝛽1,0+𝑟1,0 ∙𝑁0 )

2+

(1−𝑟1,0 )∙𝑁0 ∙𝑝2∙(1−𝑝2)
(𝛼2,0 +𝛽2,0 +(1−𝑟1,0 )∙𝑁0 )

(
where Φ is the cumulative density function of normal distribution.
3.3

(10)

2

)

Two items and multi intervals (2×k)

In real application, we usually can adjust allocation ratio during experiment. Suppose
there are totally k batches (time intervals). The problem would be:
max

𝑟1,𝑖 ,𝑖=0,1,…,𝑘−1

∑

𝑖=𝑘−1
𝑖=0

𝐸𝑖

(11)

The complexity of solving this problem is very high. To make it simple, we break the
problem into a sequential 2×2 sub-problems: the first stage is current batch; the second
stage is all the remaining batches.
However, this method has a problem when the total experiment size is large, but each
“batch” is too small. In this situation, the 1st stage of this method always has very few
samples. So, in each sub-problem, the allocation decision for the 2nd batch is primarily
decided by the prior information. The results of “first” stage experiment does not make
much impact on the allocation polity, which would lead this method to a greedy
algorithm. The performance of greedy algorithm is bad if the size of post-experiment
is large.
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Fig. 1. Sequential Two Stages Solution Method 1

To solve this problem, we consider another strategy. Take the first sub-problem for
example: here we not only consider dividing the whole problem into interval 0 and
interval 1~k-1 two batches, but also consider other dividing options: interval 0~l and
interval l+1 ~ k-1, which l = 0, 1, …, k-1. Choose the one that has the largest expected
clicks to be the final solution of sub-problem 1. The calculated optimal ratio will only
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be used in the following time interval. At the next time interval, we will collect new
results and re-calculate the optimal ratio. The algorithm is shown in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2. Sequential Two Stages Solution Method 2

3.4

Multi items and multi intervals (m×k)

The calculation is very complex for multiple items, even with two intervals, not to
mention multiple intervals. We need to estimate pairwise differences among items to
select promising ones. To simplify the calculation and get a scalable solution, we
propose an algorithm which firstly calculates pairwise ratio of each pairs, and then
normalizes the ratio for each item. Though it is not the optimal solution, this scalable
algorithm shows great performance in our experiment. The detail of this method is as
follow:

4

Experimental results

4.1

Experiment setup

We run simulation to test algorithms, including A/B testing, minimize the variance of
difference (DVM), RPM and proposed method 1 and method 2. Different settings are
compared in our experiments: small/large batch size, insufficient /sufficient prior
information. To decrease the noise, all algorithms run on the same data samples
generated by given CTRs. Typical values for CTR is used in our simulation(generated
by beta distribution around 0.01). In our experiment, we run 1000 iterations for each
algorithm and then calculate all time average CTR, including experiment stage and
post-experiment stage.
4.2

Results

Two items multiple stages (2×k)
The simulation in table 1 is the situation where both of two items have limited prior
information and each batch has enough impression. The experimental results show that
RPM algorithm has good performance when post-experiment size is relatively small.
And A/B testing and DVM have good performance when post-experiment size is large.
Two algorithms we proposed, method 1 and method 2, perform well for all different
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post-experiment sizes. The performance of A/B testing and DVM and our proposed
algorithms are very close when post-experiment size is extremely large. The average
CTR curve is shown in Fig 3.
Table 1. Average CTR Lift compared with A/B test
(𝟏,𝟎,  𝟏,𝟎, 𝟐,𝟎,  𝟐,𝟎)=(1, 99, 1, 99), num of batch= 50, batch size = 1000
Algorithms

DVM
RPM
Method 1
Method 2

Post-experiment
size=20k
+0.16%

Post-experiment
size=100k
-0.13%

Post-experiment
size=500k
-0.10%

Post-experiment
size=2.5m
-0.04%

+1.50%

-0.08%

-1.64%

-5.06%

+1.52%

+1.45%

+0.70%

0.00%

+1.52%

+1.45%

+0.70%

0.00%

Fig. 3. Average CTR curve. (10,  10,20,  20)=(1, 99, 1, 99), num of batch = 50, Batch size = 1000

The simulation in table 2 is the situation where both of two items have limited prior
information and each batch size is very small. Similar with table 1, the experimental
results show that RPM algorithm performs well when post-experiment size is relatively
small. And method A/B testing and DVM have good performance when postexperiment size is large. Our method 1 has cannot handle small batch well. As it turns
to be a greedy algorithm. The performance is very bad when size of post-experiment is
large. However, our method 2 performs consistently well for all different postexperiment sizes, from small to large. The reason is that at each time interval it takes
all future available experiment samples into account. The average CTR curve is shown
in Fig. 4.
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Table 2. Average CTR Lift compared with A/B test
(𝟏,𝟎,  𝟏,𝟎, 𝟐,𝟎,  𝟐,𝟎)=(1, 99, 1, 99), num of batch= 500, batch size = 100
Algorithms

DVM
RPM
Method 1
Method 2

Post-experiment
size=20k
+0.02%

Post-experiment
size=100k
-0.01%

Post-experiment
size=500k
0.00%

Post-experiment
size=2.5m
0.00%

+1.49%

-0.07%

-1.69%

-5.17%

+0.82%

-1.50%

-2.17%

-5.55%

+1.54%

+1.58%

+0.68%

+0.01%

Fig. 4. Average CTR curve. (10,  10,20,  20)=(1, 99, 1, 99), num of batch = 500, Batch size = 100

Multiple items multiple stages (m×k)
The following results come from simulation with 40 items.
Table 3. Average CTR Lift compared with A/B test
(𝟏,𝟎,  𝟏,𝟎, 𝟐,𝟎,  𝟐,𝟎)=(1, 99, 1, 99), num of batch= 50, batch size = 1000
Algorithms

DVM
RPM
Our method

Post-experiment
size=20k
+0.02%

Post-experiment
size=100k
+0.01%

Post-experiment
size=500k
0.00%

Post-experiment
size=2.5m
0.00%

+3.78%

+0.44%

-1.90%

-4.30%

+3.80%

+1.41%

+0.04%

+0.01%

It shows that our method performs well not only for small post-experiment size but also
for large post-experiment size. Other algorithms either suffer from poor performance
of short post-experiment stage or get bad results on long post-experiment stage.
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5

Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we propose an adaptive solution to optimize the total reward in experiment
stage and post-experiment stage. We analyze this problem from a simple case: two
items & two time intervals and propose an optimal solution for that problem. Then, we
extend the method to two items & multiple intervals and multiple items & multiple
intervals. The experimental results show our proposed algorithm is much robust than
existing methods, from cases with small post-experiment size to large post-experiment
size. It consistently performs the best among the compared algorithms.
In real application, experiment traffic needs to be estimated. And for each ad, the
budget is also limited. We are going to extend our algorithm to better fit these situations.
There are also a lot of interest considering contextual information is experimental
design or online recommendations [9], [10]. We are going to include contextual
information in our algorithm to see how much of the potential of improving online
experimental system in that case.
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Abstract. Lung cancer is the leading cancer type that causes the mortality in both
men and women. Computer aided detection (CAD) and diagnosis systems can
play a very important role for helping the physicians in cancer treatments. This
study proposes a hierarchical fusion based deep learning scheme in a CAD framework for detection of nodules from computed tomography (CT) scans. In the proposed hierarchical approach, a decision is made at each level individually employing the decisions from the previous level. Further, individual decisions are
computed for several perspectives of a volume of interest. The proposed model
learns the parameters by means of supervised learning. The proposed CAD
framework is tested using lung CT scans provided by the LIDC/IDRI database.
The experimental results showed that the proposed scheme in the CAD framework significantly improves the performance of lung nodule detection.
Keywords: Computer aided detection, lung cancer, deep learning, hierarchical
learning, hierarchical fusion, convolutional neural networks, modular training,
and modular learning.

1

Introduction

Although the lung cancer is the second most commonly diagnosed cancer in both men
and women, it is the leading cancer type that causes the mortality in both men and
women [1]. Lung nodule detection is a very challenging task. The research team in [2]
explored the effect of the low-dose CT scans in cancer mortality. Utilizing either lowdose CT or chest radiography, they screened around 53K high lung cancer risk patients
three times a year between August 2002 and April 2004. The results of their study show
that there is a 20% reduction in mortality of the patients who were screened by lowdose CT scan. Even though the CT scans helps to reduce the mortality rate, the radiologists’ decision may differ significantly in identification of the lung nodules from the
CT scans. As an example, [3] shared the results of two radiologists examination over
25 CT scans; the results show that one of the radiologist detected 20 nodules, whereas
the other radiologist detected 63 nodules from the same CT scans.
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A CAD system increases the performance of the nodule detection substantially. The
study conducted by [4] showed that the CAD system reduced significantly the number
of false positives (FPs). The research in [5] that studied the effect of a CAD system in
detection of small nodules shared the results of 6 radiologists examination over 52 CT
scans with/without a CAD system. The results show that the CAD system improves a
radiologist’s performance considerably. In [6], the performance of the commercial
CAD software Lung-CAD VB10A and Siemens AG Healthcare were compared with
the performance of two independent readers for detecting the pulmonary nodules in
NELSON dataset. The study showed that sensitivity of CAD was 96.7% with a 3.7
FPs/scan and sensitivity of double reader was 78.3% with 0.5 FPs/scan. Therefore,
CAD system with a higher nodule detection rate can be a good help for radiologist to
decrease the number of missed nodules, particularly, the small nodules in their early
stages.
In this study, we propose a hierarchical deep-fusion learning method utilizing multiple views of 3D spatial data. Contributions of this study can be summarized as a)
utilizing deep learning in a multi-view hierarchical decision-making scheme, b) proposing supervised learning based fusion method to be used in this hierarchical scheme,
and c) introducing a modular training approach for the hierarchical scheme.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the following section, the previous work
on lung nodule detection is provided. The second chapter introduces the proposed
multi-perspective hierarchical deep-fusion learning model. In chapter three, data preparation, experimental results and discussions are provided. Finally, conclusions with
the feature directions of the proposed research is covered in chapter four.

1.1

Previous Work

Computer-aided detection and diagnosis (CAD) systems have been studied for decades
to get more accurate detection and decrease the work load on the radiologists. A complete computer-aided detection and diagnosis algorithms are usually composed of three
main blocks: 1) Detection of the nodule candidates, 2) extraction of the features from
the nodule candidates, and 3) false positive reduction and classification. Different approaches are used for the detection of the nodule candidates based on 2D or 3D segmentation. Since the intensity value of the nodule and the other structures in the lung
region differ from each other, most of the segmentation methods are based on gray level
thresholding. After segmenting out the nodule candidates, the next step is extracting the
robust features for classification. The most common features extracted from the nodules
are shape and texture based features. Once the features are extracted from the nodule
candidates, to reduce the false positives, one of the classification methods such as knearest neighbor, support vector machine, linear discriminant, or random forest classifier is used.
The state of the art computer vision methods for object detection is based on deep
learning methods. Therefore, there are existing CAD algorithms for pulmonary nodule
detection which are based on the deep learning methods such as convolutional neural
networks, deep belief networks, and autoencoders. One of the earliest study that uses
deep learning system for lung nodule classification is [7]. In [7], classification of the
pulmonary nodules of being malignant or benign by using deep learning methods were
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explored. Specifically, the deep belief network (DBN) and convolutional neural network (CNN) models were tested. This is one of the first study that explores the application of deep learning techniques for the classification of pulmonary nodules. LIDCIDRI dataset that includes 1010 scans and 2545 nodules which are greater than 3mm is
used for testing the proposed methods in [7]. For the comparison of deep learning
methods and the feature based methods, two of the well performing features SIFT and
local binary pattern (LBP) features with k-NN classifier is used. DBN was able to classify pulmonary nodules with 82.2% sensitivity and the SIFT+LBP feature based classifier reached the sensitivity of 66.8%. Another earlier study for classifying the pulmonary nodules as malignant or benign is [8]. The classification is done by using the
deep features extracted from 2D images by the autoencoder and classified by the binary
decision tree. Publicly available LIDC/IDRI dataset is used to train and test the algorithm. Although there are 1010 CT scans available in LIDC/IDRI dataset, only 157
scans have the proper annotation for the nodules for being benign or malignant. The
proposed method achieved the sensitivity of 83.35% with 0.39 FPs/scan over a 10-fold
cross validation.
In [9] 3D convolutional neural network based lung nodule classification algorithm
is proposed. Authors are claiming that the proposed method can work with weakly labeled 3D data as in the case of only the label of the central voxel and the size of the
largest expected nodule are provided. Once they estimate the labels of the 3D training
data by using basic thresholding and simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) [10] super-pixels of the 2D slices, they use these data to train 3D CNN for the nodule classification. The negative samples are extracted from the lung area by randomly sampling
the locations based on the threshold. SPIE-AAPM-LUNGx dataset is used to train and
test the proposed method. The dataset contains 70 CT scans. 15K positive and 20K
negatives samples are labeled by the proposed method. The proposed method achieved
80% sensitivity with 10 FPs/scan.
One of the latest study for lung nodule detection using deep learning methods is done
in [11]. Authors are proposing a multi-view CNN for lung nodule detection. In the proposed method, they are extracting the volume of interest as a cube. Then 2-D patches
from nine symmetrical perspectives of the extracted volume are fed into a separate
CNNs. The outputs of the CNNs are fused based on different architecture. First fusion
structure is committee fusion where the fusion is done at decision level. Once the class
scores from each CNN is computed, they are fused using a product rule on the output
probabilities [12]. Another fusion method is late fusion where the fusion is done at
feature level by concatenating the outputs of the first fully connected layers. Lastly,
they are using mixed fusion which is the combination of the committee and the later
fusion. Although this proposed method is fusing the slices from multi-view, they are
using a single slice from each view and the way the fusion is done similar to the previously proposed fusion approaches.
The researcher in [13], [14] and [15] reported that the fusion-based models increase
performance of classification. In general, averaging, multiplication, or voting schemes
are employed as a fusion method in deep learning [15], [16], [17], and [18]. These
strategies utilize a simple approach to reach a final decision out of multiple predictions.
Among few studies that explore the deep learning for lung nodule classification, the
only method that uses multiple perspectives of a volume is proposed in [14]. However,
the method utilizes only a single slice from each perspective and has only one level of
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simple fusion. In contrast, this research proposes new kind of ensemble learning strategy “hierarchical fusion-learning” that aims to learn gradually from in-parallel and
prior predictions obtained from different views.

2

Multi-Perspective Hierarchical Deep-Fusion Learning Model

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical deep-fusion learning scheme. In the proposed
method, there are three levels of hierarchical predictions: 1) Slice level, 2) perspective
level, and 3) volume level. We employed three different perspectives of transverse,
coronal, and sagittal as shown in Fig. 1. The block diagram of the proposed hierarchical
deep-fusion learning scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the proposed method, each module at each level are trained separately in a hierarchical modular fashion; that is, the
decision made at each level is predicted based on the decision from the previous layer.
Proposed hierarchical learning process is as follows: Once a volume of interest is extracted from an object, a stack of 2D slices for each perspective is generated; the same
VOI is represented by three sets of 2D slices, namely V1, V2, and V3. At the first hierarchical level, a decision is produced for each slice of its perspective by a Slice Module
(MS). Therefore, there are three Slice Modules MSi at the first hierarchical level, one
per perspective Vi. At the following second level, another learning module, namely
Perspective Module (MP), is employed. An MPi reformats the class scores obtained for
each slice of Vi to form its input feature vector. As an example, assuming each stack Vi
has 10 slices, the MSi produces 10 class scores. These scores are formed into an input
feature vector of size 10 by 1 for MPi. At the second level, each MPi predicts a single
class score for each Vi. Similarly, the output scores of MPs are reformatted to form an
input feature vector of size 3 by 1 for the last level module, namely Volume Module
(MV), of the hierarchical scheme. The MV computes the final decision for the volume
of interest (VOI).
Transverse Plane

S

Coronal Plane

Sagittal Plane

S

S

Fig. 1. Slices from three different perspectives
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MS1

MP1

V2

MS2

MP2

MS3

MP3

V3

MV

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed model.

In the proposed hierarchical deep learning scheme, a Slice Module MSi is of the type
Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) as illustrated in Fig. 3. Although the
structure of each MSi is the same, they are trained separately. Its DCNN structure is
consists of four convolutional and four pooling layers following with the regular onehidden layer feed-forward neural network. In this structure, the input size of each 2D
slice is 56x56 pixels. At the first convolution layer, there are 8 filters in the size of 3x3.
The number of filters at the second, third, and the fourth convolutional layers are the
double of the number of filters at their previous convolutional layer. Hence, at the last
convolutional layer, there are 64 filters. After the last pooling layer, there is a fully
connected layer comprised of 32 number of elements. At the convolutional and fully
connected layers rectified linear function defined by (1) and at the output layer softmax
function defined by (2) are used. The filters at each convolution layer are adjusted by
back-propagating the error obtained at the output based on the cross-entropy loss function defined by (3).
𝑓(𝑥) = max(0, 𝑥)
𝑥
𝑒 𝑗

𝜎(𝑥)𝑗 = ∑𝐾

𝑘=1 𝑒

𝑥𝑘

(1)
(2)

where K is the total number of neurons in the layer, and j is the index of the neuron at
the output layer.
𝐿 = − ∑𝑗 𝑡𝑗 log(𝑝𝑗 )

(3)

where t is the target and p is the predicted values at the output layer, and j is the index
of the neuron at the output layer.
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Fig. 3. DCNN structure.

In the perspective module and the volume module a supervised classifier such as
Support Vector Machine, ANN, Bayesian Network, or a multi-dimensional regression
model can be used. In this study, a regular feedforward ANN is used for the perspective
and the volume level predictions.

3

Experiments and Results

3.1

Data Preparation

Publicly available lung CT scan database created by the Lung Image Database Consortium (LIDC) and Image Database Resource Initiative (IDRI) [19] is used to test the
proposed CAD framework. LIDC/IDRI database contains 1010 CT scans which has the
annotations for the nodules and the non-nodules whose diameter ≥ 3mm. Annotations
made by the radiologists belong to one of these three groups; nodule ≥ 3mm, nodule ≤
3mm, or non-nodule ≥ 3mm. The annotations of the CT scans are accomplished by 4
expert radiologists in 2 phases, blinded-read phase and unblinded-read phase. In the
initial blinded-read phase, each of the radiologists examined the scans independently
without knowing the opinion of the others. In the second unblinded-read phase, they
examined the CT scans while knowing the annotations made by 3 other radiologists.
While the surrounding boundary for the nodules ≥ 3mm are annotated, the nodules ≤
3mm or non-nodules ≥ 3mm are annotated by only their volume center.
During the anotation process, each radiologist individually marks the surrounding
boundary of the nodules ≥ 3mm so that the volume center of the same annotated nodule
most probably differs from one radiologist to another. Therefore, as an initial step of
extraction of VOI, the average volume center of each annotated nodule is computed
based on the provided annotations by each radiologist. If the center coordinates of the
annotated nodules are closer than the threshold, they are assumed to be the same nodule.
Hence, at the next step, the average volume center for each nodule with the number of
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radiologists’ approval is found. Similar approach is used for detecting the average
volume center and the number of radiologists’ approval for the non-nodules ≥ 3mm.
There is a possibility that some of the objects might be annotated as nodule by one
radiologist and non-nodule by the other(s) or vice versa. To overcome this problem,
once the average volume centers are computed for nodules and non-nodules, if the
volume centers of nodules and the non-nodules are closer than the threshold, they are
eliminated from the dataset. Once the volume centers of the objects are determined,
30x30x30 mm3 region around the volume center is extracted as the volume of interest.
The reason for using 30x30x30 mm3 bounding cube is due to the longest axis of the
annotated largest nodule in the dataset can be 30mm as provided in [19]. In LIDC-IDRI
dataset, CT scans are collected from different CT scanners. Although all slices from all
scans are of 512x512 pixels, the physical size of a single pixel is not the same for all
scans. Thus, 30x30x30 mm3 bounding cube corresponds to different size of pixel
resolution. However, the input data for training and testing the proposed model should
be the same size. Therefore, all extracted 30x30x30 mm3 are normalized to the
maximum resolution of 56x56x56 pixels. 100 CT scans from LIDC/IDRI database is
used to create a dataset to test the proposed method. The dataset is balanced and it is
composed of the 604 nodule and non-nodule objects that are approved by at least one
radiologist. Dataset is split into 2 parts, 70% for the training and 30% for the testing.
Therefore, training data has total of 422 nodules and non-nodules, and the testing data
has total of 182 nodules and non-nodules.
3.2

Results and Discussion

Classification performace of each module in the proposed hierarchical learning scheme
as well as the classification performance across different perspectives are
experimented. In the experimental results section, XY-perspective refers to transverse
plane, XZ-perspective refers to coronal plane, and YZ-perspective refers to sagittal
plane. Fig. 4 shows the change of the slice level classification performances across
different perspectives. Although the slices from YZ-perspective gives the highest ACC,
AUC, F1-score and sensitivity, specificity of the model created using slices from YZperspective is the smallest. On the other hand, ACC, AUC, F1-score and sensitivity of
the model created using XY-slices is smallest among all 3 models. However, the
specificity of the model created using XY-slices is highest among all 3 models. These
results also can be interpreted as the model uses the slices from YZ-perspective has
higher tendency towards type-I error and has higher FP. Alternatively, the model uses
the slices from XY-perspective has higher tendency towards type-II error and has
higher FN.

% Performance Score
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Fig. 4. Change of slice level classification performances across different perspectives.
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The classification performance of the second level, perspective level, of the proposed
hierarchical learning model is provided in Fig. 5. At the perspective level classification,
while the model uses slices from XY-perspective still has the lowest type-I error and
the highest type-II error, the tendency toward type-I error of the model that uses YZperspectives is decreasing. At the perspective level classification, still the model which
uses the slices from YZ-perspective has the highest performance score of ACC, AUC,
F1-Score and sensitivity.
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Fig. 5. Change of perspective level classification performances across different perspectives
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Fig. 6. Change of classification performance for slice, perspective and volume level classifications for each perspective.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Missed nodules (FN) by the proposed method (b) Missed non-nodules (FP) by the
proposed method.

As seen in Fig. 6, change of the classification performance for slice, perspective
and volume level classifications, the classification performance increases at each of the
proposed hierarchical learning model. Slices level classification gives the highest ACC
as 75% using the slices from YZ-perspective. When the class scores from multiple
slices are fused at the perspective level, the highest classification ACC is increasing
from 75% to 82%. Finally adding another hierarchical fusion level, which fuses the
class scores from all three perspectives, increases the highest classification ACC from
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82% to 87%. Similarly, AUC, F1-score, sensitivity and specificity scores are also
increasing from slice level classification to perspective level classification and volume
level classification. At the volume level classification both the tendency toward type-I
error and type-II error are the same while having the 87% sensitivity and specificity.
Furthermore, the increase in the classification performance uisng hierarchical fusion
can be seen in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, and Fig. 10 where the comparison of ROC curves for slice,
perspective and volume level classifications for the slices from XY-perspective, XZperspective and YZ-perspectives are provided. In addition, the missed nodules (FN)
and missed non-nodules (FP) by the proposed method are provided in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Slice, perspective and volume level classification performance comparison on the ROC
curve for the model created by using the slices from XY-perspective

Fig. 9. Slice, perspective and volume level classification performance comparison on the ROC
curve for the model created by using the slices from XZ-perspective
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Fig. 10. Slice, perspective and volume level classification performance comparison on the ROC
curve for the model created by using the slices from YZ-perspective

4

Conclusions

Lung cancer is the leading cancer type in terms of causing the mortality in both men
and women. As reported in previous studies, screening the lung cancer using CT scans
is very common and effective method. However, detecting pulmonary nodules in CT
scans is a very challenging problem, particularly for the nodules in their early stages.
CAD systems can be used by the radiologists during the examination of CT scans to
increase the nodule detection rate as well as to decrease the false positives.
In this research, a multi-perspective hierarchical fusion based deep learning scheme
is proposed for lung nodule detection from CT scans. The proposed method employs
three level of multi-perspective hierarchical fusion of deep learning models. Our
proposed fusion method is based on supervised learning, and the models are trained in
a modular fashion such that each model is trained individually and the output of one
model is utilized as an input for the next model.
To test the classification performance of the proposed method, total of 604 nodule
and non-nodule objects are extracted from 100 CT scans from LIDC/IDRI database,
and 70% of the data is used for training and 30% of the data is used for testing the
proposed model. Experimental results show that the proposed hierarchical fusion based
deep learning model achieved the ACC of 74% and AUC of 81% at the first, slice level,
classification. At the second level, perspective level, classification, ACC increased to
79% and AUC increased to 85%. Finally, at the last level, volume level, classification,
ACC of 87% and AUC of 92% is achieved. As seen from the results, proposed multiperspective hierarchical fusion approach increases the classification performance
significantly from slice level to volume level.
As a future work, single-feature image and multi-feature image based hieararchical
deep-fusion models will be explored. In contrast to the proposed model, feature imagebased representation can eliminate redundancy which is naturally embedded in raw
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images, where the variance among the object classes is expected to be higher. A feture
image will be generated by a specific filter that emphasizes certain characteristics of an
image content.
Acknowledgement. National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant No.
61728206.
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Abstract. There is an increasing interest in adopting techniques based
on machine learning for generic object detection and categorization for
imagery with high background variation. However, such techniques should
be robust against variations in terms of light intensity, orientation and
motion of objects, and most significantly the similarity among different
classes. This poses a great challenge to conventional computer vision and
machine learning techniques to categorize different classes accurately.
These approaches fail to achieve high accuracies due to their inability
to extract task-specific features from highly complex data, for example,
low resolution underwater imagery or generic videos with high background variation. Keeping this in mind, we propose, Hybrid of Optical
flow, Gaussian mixture model and YOLO based deep networks (HOGY),
a unified approach devised to counter challenges for fish detection and
classification in unconstrained underwater environment. The limitations
of deep network to detect freely moving fish camouflaged in the background or with poor color and textural details is aided by Gaussian
mixture model and optical flow’s temporal information for accurate localization and classification. We have used the subset of a benchmark
Fish4Knowledge dataset comprising underwater videos to validate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm. Our algorithm has achieved 91.5%
F-score on fish species classification. To our knowledge, this is the best
reported result on the mentioned dataset, which advocates the effectiveness of our proposed approach for fish detection and classification in
unconstrained underwater environments.
Keywords: Underwater video imagery, Deep learning, GMM, Optical
flow, YOLO, Object detection and classification.

1

Introduction

It is inevitable to perform regular sampling of fish populations to monitor the
trends in their relative abundance, composition, size, biomass. Marine biologists
and conservationists are very keen in using non-destructive ways for fish sampling
[14]. However, variations in the environment and fish instances pose challenges
to automatic fish detection and classification.
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Automatic fish sampling involves two significant steps, a) fish identification or
detection, which is to separate fish entities from non-fish entities b) fish species
classification i.e., to identify the species of fish which is detected in the first
stage. In practice, fish detection and classification is carried out in two environmental conditions i.e., constrained and unconstrained. In the former approach,
a few attempts are made that involved classification of dead fish using the physical and spatial features [25]. Hsiao et al. [8] used temporal features and utilized Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) for adaptive background subtraction
to model background pixels in controlled environment and achieved promising
fish detection. Recently, several machine learning approaches have been used
on unconstrained underwater videos for automatic fish recognition. Spampinato
et al. [22] presented a technique for unconstrained fish classification by capturing the scale texture pattern and fish outline features. Palazzo et al. proposed
Efficient Match Kernels (EKM) and Kernel Descriptors (KDES) hybrid as fish
features and trained a multi-class SVM classifier [16]. GMM-based fish detection is considered as one of the state-of-the-art techniques [23]. Moreover, optical
flow, another motion-based approach, has also been used recently for underwater fish detection and tracking [21]. We will analyze the performance of various
GMM-based and other popular detection and classification techniques with our
approach in the later section.
Salman et al. did a comparative analysis of conventional object classification
techniques and deep convolutional neural network (CNN) based classification on
images extracted from underwater videos [20].
Rodner et al. [9] used LifeCLEF 2015, a extract from Fish4Knowledge repository, for fish species classification task. They presented high accuracy on using
multi-class SVM on features extracted from deep CNN based on AlexNet architecture. They extracted fish object proposals using background extraction,
an idea similar to the region-based convolutional neural networks (R-CNN),
which was originally presented by Girshick et al. [18], but they used Stauffer
and Grimson method [24] instead of selective search [26] proposed in [18]. The
fish instances were segmented out from the AlexNet output features using binary
support vector machine (SVM). For fish classification, they utilized multi-class
SVM trained on 15 fish species yielding a F-score of 73.5 %. Serguei Mokhov
built an application for fish classification task on LifeCLEF 2015 dataset based
on pattern recognition pipeline implemented in and open-source modular A*
Recognition Framework (MARF) [15]. It is an open-source collection of pattern
recognition APIs and their implementation for unsupervised and supervised machine learning and classification written in Java. They were able to achieve an
accuracy of 74.3% on species recognition task. In another work, Zhuang et al. proposed automatic fish identification and species recognition on the same dataset
using advanced deep learning models with pre and post-processing to enhance
accuracy of the system [28]. Background subtraction procedure was adopted to
segment out fish instances from background objects and they exploited different
frameworks to detect proposal boxes of foreground fish. They chose single-shot
multibox detector (SSD) algorithm [13] to differentiate the regions between fore-
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ground fish and background. They used ResNet-10 [5], yet another CNN variant,
as a classifier for fish species identification and achieved 83.8 % F-score. Sungbin Choi proposed fish detection and classification system on LifeCLEF 2015
dataset, which was based on GoogleNet CNN [3]. Fish instances were segmented
from the video using a background subtraction technique along with selective
search strategy. The final output count was achieved by grouping temporally
connected video segments classified by the CNN to yield 84.8% species classification accuracy.
We propose a hybrid approach based on explicit temporal features using
GMM and optical flow used in parallel with deep CNN. The objective of our
work is to bring forward the benefits of both techniques, which enhance the
detection and classification accuracies in the dataset with high environmental
variabilities. Our novelty lies in the proposed hybrid setup to mine the relevant information from deep CNN’s region-based feature localization and motion
detectors in parallel. This enables our classification system with temporal information from GMM and optical flow, which is not available while using deep
CNN alone, to ameliorate the classification performance in cases where freely
moving fish is occluded and camouflaged with background and hard for either
technique to classify fish independently with high precision.

2

Materials and Methods

In this section , we will explain the dataset used and our proposed technique for
fish detection classification task.
2.1

Dataset

We have used benchmark LifeCLEF 2015, hereinafter called LCF-15, fish task
dataset 1 for fish detection and species classification.
The dataset consists of 93 annotated fish species videos comprising 15 different
species. Furthermore, the dataset is split into training and test splits comprising
29,915 and 12,813 images respectively. It is taken from a very large fish database
called Fish4Knowledge 2 . Fig. 1 shows some video frames extracted from LCF15 dataset exhibiting variation in surrounding environment, fish pattern, shape,
size and video quality.
2.2

Proposed Algorithm

In order to perform fish detection followed by classification, we propose a hybrid
approach which is based on motion-based features from GMM and optical flow
and abstract spatial features from YOLOv3.
GMM is an unsupervised approach to learn first and second order statistics
from the input data features [24]. GMM is applied to learn the background
1
2

http : //perceive.dieei.unict.it/index − dataset.php?name = F ish Species
http : //groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/f 4k/
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Fig. 1: Sample images from LCF-15 dataset showing various degrees of complexity.

features to do the foreground to background subtraction. Mathematically, we
g
can define GMM as SM = {wj , µj , Σj }M
j=1 where µj and Σj are the mean and
th
covariance matrices of the j feature vector representing pixels of frames. wj
are the learned weight vectors and Mg is the total number of mono-Gaussians
being used in training background model. The probability whether a pixel x in
tth frame belongs to the background model SM is given as
p(xt ) =

Mg
X

wj η(xt , µj , Σj ),

(1)

j=1

where,
η(x) =



(x − µj )T Σj (x − µj )
exp
−
.
1
2
2π (D/2) |Σj | 2
1

(2)

Equation 2 represents a standard mono-Gaussian distribution of a pixel x. Multiple pixels in a given frame making a test vector D are matched with the background class model. If the probability value of Equation 1 is lower, it means that
the pixel in the video frame belongs to foreground while, higher value indicates
its affiliation with the background model. The output of GMM system are the
candidate blobs marked by bounding boxes to localize the moving object in the
frame (see Fig. 2). We also extracted optical flow features of the motion occurred
in the underwater videos as shown in Fig. 2 due to non-static background objects. Optical flow is the pattern of motion generated by the moving objects in
consecutive video frames [2]. A video frame at time t and coordinates x, y can
be represented in terms of intensity as I(x, y, t). After any motion in the next
frame, the intensity becomes I(x + ∆x, y+ ∆y, t+ ∆t) where the notation ∆
represents change in coordinates or time therefore,
I(x + ∆x, y + ∆y, t + ∆t) = I(x, y, t) +

δI
δI
δI
∆x + ∆y + ∆t.
δx
δy
δt

(3)

Making partial derivatives in Equation 3 equal to zero becomes
δI
δI
δI
∆x + ∆y + ∆t = 0,
δx
δy
δt

(4)

δI ∆x δI ∆y δI ∆t
+
+
= 0.
δx ∆t
δy ∆t
δt ∆t

(5)

In other words,
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Fig. 2: (a) Detection of foreground (fish) using GMM model trained on background class, (b) Motion detection in an optical flow to estimate the direction
of moving objects in consecutive frames in time of a video sequence.

Either using Equation 4 or 5 in Equation 3, we get
δI
δI
δI
Vx + Vy +
= 0,
δx
δy
δt

(6)

where Vx , Vy are the x and y components of the velocity or optical flow of I(x, y, t)
that can be solved as proposed by Barron et al. [1].
We have merged GMM and Optical flow results to compensate the deficits of
each individual algorithm. The limitations of GMM is the compulsory condition
it places that the background should only contains static background (non-fish)
information to learn the distribution of background pixels entirely. In reality,
training and test frames may exhibit fish instances, a problem we encounter in
the underwater recordings in the dataset in hand. This results in less precise detection of the foreground objects as they may get confused with the background.
Optical flow on the other hand depends on the analysis of the consecutive frames
to estimate the movement at the particular location. Therefore, such analysis is
also prone to false motion detection apart from fish since the background has
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Fig. 3: Combination of GMM and optical flow output after ResNet-50 classification is merged with the output of YOLOv3 in a preferential manner to get the
final output.

dynamics in terms of moving aquatic plants and luminosity variations due to
surface water currents. In the next phase, we extract patches from raw images
using information from combined output of GMM and optical flow and apply
deep ResNet-50 [6], a CNN architecture to classify fish from non-fish. Moreover,
we have also used Darknet-53 architecture based YOLOv3 deep convolution
neural network [17] trained to ameliorate fish detection and classification based
on their texture and color information, where static and camouflaged fish instances are undetected by the GMM and optical flow motion detectors. We have
combined results from ResNet-50 and YOLOv3 in a preferential manner to get
our proposed final output. We prefer classification results from YOLOv3 than
ResNet-50 where blobs from both algorithms overlap each other and disjoint results from both algorithms are taken as it is in the final output as shown in Fig.
3. The entire system is utilized for fish detection and classification as depicted
in Fig. 4.
The first module that we use on combined output of GMM and optical flow is
known as ResNet-50 [6]. This network is composed of input layer, various hidden
layers and an output layer to process input image to yield their output feature
representation [11]. ResNet-50 is modular deep CNN where various hidden layers
are arranged as five blocks. Each block is followed by dimensionality reduction
step based on max-pooling operation which reduces the dimensionality of the
input by a factor of 2. The strength of the model lies in its residual connections which allows better propagation of gradients during the backward pass
and converts the learning problem as a transformation from the complete input
to output space to learning of just a residual function for the input signal [6].
We employ ResNet-50 as a pre-trained network on very large ImageNet dataset
where it acts like a generic feature extractor, a concept called transfer learning [6]. Using this network to fine-tune on LCF-15 dataset, we hope to extract
informative visual representation of fish objects.
The second module of deep CNN being used in our study is You Only
Look Once, YOLO detector, which is a detection and classification system using
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Fig. 4: Block diagram of our proposed algorithm. The outputs from GMM and
optical flow are combined for blob analysis and corresponding blobs from RGB
frame are extracted and passed to ResNet-50 classifier for fish classification.
The RGB frame is also passed to YOLOv3 classifier for fish localization and
classification. Results from YOLOv3 output and ResNet-50 output are then
combined in preference manner for overlapped outputs to get the final output.

Darknet-53 deep CNN architecture proposed by [17]. This module also utilizes
the concept of transfer learning to learn feature representation from the input
image however, our motivation to employ this CNN is to detect foreground object and then classify them as well.
YOLOv3 predicts bounding boxes based on clustering of detection’s dimensions as anchor boxes at three different scales. Similar approach like feature
pyramid networks [12] is used to extract features from different scales. Features
from the earlier layers are merged with the upsampled features by concatenation to draw meaningful semantic information from the upsampled feature map.
This customized way of connection is repeated multiple times before predicting
boxes for the final scale. Thus the predictions on the final layer benefit from
all the prior computations as well as fine-grained features from earlier layers
on this network. We have used 9 anchor pairs and initiate them by performing
k-means clustering on ground truth box priors. Furthermore, these anchors are
distributed in 3 pairs for 3 different scales to find object candidates at different
spatial locations.

3

Results

To model video backgrounds for efficient fish extraction, GMM uses initial few
frames of each video for training known as NumTrainingFrames (N ) assuming
no fish in these frames, which is not practically possible. Therefore, it adds impurities in the trained model. We use N = 100 as the value was chosen on a trial
basis to get optimum GMM performance on our dataset. Minimum Background
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Ratio is a threshold to determine the sensitivity of the model to predict foreground pixels. The range of the threshold is 0 − 1 where the values approaches
to 0 makes the model sensitive to any miniature change. We set this to 0.7 after
experimenting with thresholds from 0.1 to 1 in steps of 0.05. NumGaussians
is a crucial parameter as it directly adds to the ability of the model to learn
complex backgrounds. Since the dataset has challenging and highly dynamic
backgrounds, we set this parameter to 20. To remove noisy pixels from GMM
output, we applied morphological operations. First we applied opening operation with structuring element disk of radius 3 to remove noisy pixels from the
background. Then we applied closing operation with same structuring element
to connect nearby patches. The idea is to connect different parts of the freely
moving fish, which are detected but not connected. The output blobs still consist
of noise patches, which are significant in size. Therefore we applied blob analysis
on the foreground frame to remove blobs below threshold that is set to 200.
On the other hand, optical flow does not require any training data but simply
uses adjacent frames to calculate a motion representation. We used optical flow
algorithm proposed by [4]. We set pyramid scale to 0.95, number of pyramid
layers to 10, window size to 15, number of iterations per pyramid layer to 3 and
size of pixels in the neighborhood to find polynomial expansion in each pixel.
ResNet-50 architecture based classifier is trained to segment out and classify
fish patches from combined motion based detections of GMM and optical flow.
Batch size is set to 64 with subdivisions per batch equal to 16 to compensate
the GPU requirements. Learning rate is chosen to be 0.1 and total number of
iterations are 150, 000. Since the training annotations in our dataset are limited,
we augmented our dataset to increase training instances and avoid overfitting.
For that, we set hue to 0.1, saturation to 0.75, exposure to 0.75 and aspect
parameter to 0.75 in the training code for random augmentations.
YOLOv3 detection algorithm is trained to perform detection as well as classification on the test splits using RGB frames. During fine-tuning on LCF-15,
we set batch size to 64 with 16 subdivisions. We resized all annotated frames
to 640 × 640. Other training parameters were: batch norm decay = 0.0005, saturation = 1.5, exposure = 1.5 and hue = 0.1. Initial learning rate was set to
0.0001 which was scaled to 10, 0.1 and 0.1 at 5000, 80000 and 90000 iterations
respectively.

Table 1: F-score (in percentage) for fish detection task using three different
methods.
Dataset GMM Optical YOLO HOGY
LCF
71.03 55.657 90.67 95.47

Table 1 and 2 lists the performance measure for fish detection and classification tasks respectively as F-measure [16] for GMM, optical flow, YOLOv3 and
our proposed algorithm, which is a hybrid of these three algorithms where clas-
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Table 2: F-score (in percentage) for fish classification task using three different
methods.
Dataset GMM Optical YOLO HOGY
LCF
39.05
28.76 83.73 91.64

Table 3: F-scores (in percentage) for different methods on LCF dataset for fish
detection followed by classification. The results of our proposed system are copied
from Table 2 for easy comparison in this table.
Dataset Rodner [9] MARF [15] Zhuang [28] Choi [3] Our Hybrid System
LCF-15
75.5
74.3
83.8
84.8
91.64

sified fish patches from combined output of GMM and optical flow are merged
with the output of YOLOv3 classification system. The F-score is calculated as,
F =

2 × Recall × P recision
Recall + P recision

(7)

where
P recision =

T rueP ositives
T rueP ositives + F alseP ositives

(8)

and
Recall =

T rueP ositives
T rueP ositives + F alseN egatives

(9)

An average fish detection accuracy of 95.47% was achieved on LCF-15 dataset
using our hybrid approach (HOGY). In comparison, independent GMM, optical
flow and YOLOv3 yielded average accuracies of 71.03%, 55.67% and 90.67% respectively. These scores are computed based on the overlap between the areas of
bounding boxes related to ground truths and detected fish. Similarly, an average
fish species classification accuracy of 91.64% was achieved on LCF-15 dataset using hybrid approach compared to 39.05%, 28.76% and 83.73% on GMM, optical
flow and YOLOv3 respectively.
To validate the effectiveness of our system, in Table 3 we have drawn a
comparison with various published benchmark approaches, which are used for
motion-based fish detection and classification for video imagery such as Rodner
et al., Mokhov, Zhuang et al. and Choi. The comparison is made on the LCF-15
dataset for which we can directly tabulate published scores by these techniques.
It is worth mentioning that for fair comparison, we adopt same experimental
protocol as used by these approaches in their original work. It is evident that
our proposed hybrid system HOGY outperforms all others in most environmental
conditions and the overall average F-scores. Fig. 5 shows the accuracy per species
comparison of aforementioned techniques on LCF-15.
Fig. 6 shows the performance outcome on sample frames for GMM, optical
flow, YOLOv3 and the hybrid system.
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Fig. 5: Comparative analysis of accuracies per species plots for LCF-15 fish
dataset.

Fig. 6: Example of fish classification outcome by various algorithms. Left to right,
ground truth, GMM, optical flow, stand-alone YOLOv3 and proposed hybrid
system on LCF-15 dataset.
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4

Discussion

In this research work, we have proposed a hybrid combination of motion-based
features generated by GMM and optical flow with information extracted by
region-based deep CNN to detect and classify fish in unconstrained underwater
environment with complex backgrounds. The motivation behind using a hybrid
technique is to supplement the drawbacks of one technique from the strengths
of the other. Motion-based feature extractors like GMM and optical flow help
in detecting fast moving fish with poor class details during the rush of water
currents where region based deep CNN often fails to detect fish instances. Similarly, deep CNN models complex and highly non-linear attributes in underwater
imagery of fish based on textural and color information and helps in localizing
and classifying static fish instances in non-periodic contrast and illumination
variations. The aforementioned attributes are not modeled effectively by conventional shallow machine learning algorithms and image processing techniques
as discussed in [7,10].
From our extensive literature review, we came up with the idea presented in
the research works from Rodner et al. [9], Serguei Mokhov [15], Sungbin Choi
[3], and Zhuang et al. [28] which are coherent to our work in terms of dataset
(LCF-15) and approach used (fish detection from frame and then specie classification). Our classification accuracy on LCF-15 is 91.64% which is better than
the aforementioned algorithms because not only we used anchors based region
proposals but also used motion-inspired information from GMM and optical
flow to detect and classify those instances where fish was moving against moving
background objects in videos with low resolution which affects the segmentation of different objects within the frame. We observe that the training of GMM
background model balances the rate of false alarm and miss detection, which
produces a better F-score. The GMM and its variants are considered to give
optimum performance in general for motion-based object detection tasks [27] as
they are designed to capture disturbances in the pixel intensity distribution as a
result of any motion. Due to abrasive variations in datasets in terms of moving
aquatic plants, complex seabed structure, variations in illumination and contrast due to water currents and murkiness etc., GMM cannot perform optimally
and achieve detection accuracy of 71.03% and classification accuracy of 39.05%
on LCF-15 dataset. Optical flow, on the other hand, lagged all other methods
in terms of performance. The reason behind this behaviour can be attributed
towards non-parametric structure of this algorithm where system cannot adapt
to the dynamic environment in the videos. There is no learning involved to
discriminate background and foreground modeling. Optical flow involves direct
comparison between adjacent frames of video and any slight disturbance in the
pixel intensity either due to fish or non-fish objects generating luminosity variation translates into a valid motion. This gives rise to numerous false alarms
which results in very high recall and low precision that ends up in producing
low F-score consequently. Since the dataset we have chosen involve high environmental variation, optical flow alone fails to perform well as opposed to the
other algorithms and achieved low detection accuracy of 55.67% and classifica-
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tion accuracy of 28.76%. YOLOv3 on the other hand is especially tailored neural
network used for object localization in the images [17]. The main constituents of
this architectures are CNN usually pre-trained on some large image repository
of numerous objects with high diversity (like ImageNet with 1.2 million training images) and serve as a task-dependent feature extractor. The pre-trained
YOLOv3 is fine-tuned on LCF-15 dataset, but is capable to generate invariant
yet discriminative features of objects in the input image. This framework i.e.,
transfer learning is suitable for the applications where large amount of training
data is not available to train deep CNNs. This is exactly the problem we are
facing with our underwater datasets. Training on such relatively small dataset
either overfits the CNN to generate better performance on training dataset and
fails on unknown test datasets or unable to learn useful feature representations.
Underwater fish classification in unconstrained underwater environment is a
challenging task as it involves segregating fish and ignoring non-fish entities in the
entire video frame and then classifying fish instances into different fish species.
In contrast, state-of-the-art machine learning and image processing algorithms
are generally designed to detect the object of interest which exhibits its dominant presence in the imagery hence, easier to distinguish [19]. Therefore, a high
degree of confusion in separating fish with vibrant, diverse and variable non-fish
objects in underwater videos results in a compromise on standalone YOLOv3
performance with detection accuracy of 90.67% and classification accuracy of
83.73% on LCF-15 dataset.
One important observation that can be made by watching the videos in the
dataset we used is that the fish in each frame may not necessary show motion
and sometimes remain dormant for multiple frames but for most of the time they
swim making the scenes dynamic. Therefore, training on images that only convey
stationary profile of fish, as is the case with standalone YOLOv3, can generate
miss detections and miss classifications due to obvious reasoning of background
confusion or camouflage and inability to detect and classify fish with poor textural, distinctive color and shape information. This problem is effectively solved
by our hybrid system using the information from motion-sensitive and textural
features combined. There are some instances where our proposed system either
fails to detect fish at first place or miss classified species in extreme conditions.
Fig. 7 shows some of these instances.

5

Conclusion

We presented an automatic method that employed YOLO+Darknet-53 network
to detect, localize and classify fish instances in unconstrained underwater video
that exhibits various degrees of scene complexity. The major contribution of
this work is that it utilizes hybrid approach extracting GMM and optical flow
motion-based information and classify it into fish species and background instances and combine it with YOLOv3 classified proposed regions involving textural and shape information. During combination, non-overlapping instances are
taken as it is while YOLOv3 output has a preference where its proposed regions
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Fig. 7: First and third columns are representing ground truth frames while second and fourth columns are the outputs from our proposed work. Red solid
boxes are representing those instances where system fails to detect fish at first
place whereas white dotted boxes are representing those instances where fish is
detected but misclassified.
are overlapped with regions from motion features of GMM and Optical flow. This
assisted in achieving state-of-the-art results in fish detection and classification
tasks as confirmed by the comparative study. The proposed hybrid system requires relatively more computational resources as compared to the conventional
computer vision and machine learning techniques but comes with a benefit of
higher accuracy. However, with an advent of fast microprocessors and Graphical Processing Units (GPUs), complex mathematical operation involved in deep
neural networks like CNN can be performed quickly even making them suitable
for tasks requiring near real-time processing. Therefore, combining the hybrid
fish detection and classification task with other fish related tasks like fish tracking can be made possible in the pursuit of realizing fully-automated systems for
deployment in real world applications of fisheries. We believe that this research
will not only help scientists from fisheries but also computer vision and pattern recognition scientists who aim to do detection and classification of objects
in challenging environment involving low resolution, occlusion and camouflage
problems related to the objects.
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Abstract. In this paper, we discuss two network simulation models for
predicting outcomes of matches in UEFA Euro 2016. The two models
differ in the way they assign the probabilities for each match as they
take different kinds of past records of teams. Through simulations, the
approach can be used to answer questions on impact of result of first
group stage match, relative strength of groups and analyzing the bias in
cup format.
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1

Introduction

Association football (also known as ‘soccer’ or simply ‘football’) is one of the
most popular sports in the world. One of the main reasons for football’s popularity is the unpredictability of the matches in tournaments like World Cup, Euros
and Copa America and hence predicting the outcomes of such tournaments is
very interesting. Simulation of models is helpful in making proper observations
and judgments related to the results of matches and cups. Researchers have proposed different types of models [4, 8] and these models also usually incorporate
some kind of team rating system.
For developing the simulator, we will consider two models which will differ in
the way they assign probabilities for the outcome of a match (win/loss/draw)
between any two teams. The score for each match is simulated from one of the
two probability distributions based on the result of the match (draw or not a
draw). The two distributions were created by finding out the relative frequency
of each type of score from matches of all previous Euro–cups.
In Section 2 a model is developed which tries to incorporate the form of a team
in the tournament and proposes simple algorithm for updating the probabilities
?
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based on the results in the cup. In Section 3 results and observations are presented after simulation of outcomes and scores for all 51 matches where progress
of each team determined according to the tie-breaker rules and format for knockouts [9] of Uefa Euro–16. We conclude with a short discussion in Section 4.
Introduction to the tournament: The UEFA European Championship [10]
or ’Euro–16’ was expanded to have 24 teams instead of the usual 16 teams. The
24 teams were drawn into the 6 groups shown in Table 1 Due to the increase in
the number of teams, this cup had the Round-of-16 as the extra knockout stage
where the 6 group winners, 6 group runners-up and the 4 best third-placed teams
were selected after the group stages to constitute the 16 teams paired together
as seen in Fig. 3. In previous Euro cups (which had only 16 teams) the top two
teams from each of the 4 groups advanced directly to the quarter-finals.
Table 1. Groups of Euro–16

Group A
France
Romania
Albania
Switzerland

2

Group B
England
Russia
Wales
Slovakia

Group C
Germany
Ukraine
Poland
N. Ireland

Group D
Spain
Czech Rep.
Turkey
Croatia

Group E
Belgium
Italy
Rep. of Ireland
Sweden

Group F
Portugal
Iceland
Austria
Hungary

Model Development

We will consider two different models for assignment of probabilities. The first
model (Model-1) uses each team’s data from qualifying rounds of UEFA Euro–
2016 along with team’s ELO rating [7] (at the start of the tournament) i.e it
places importance on recent performances of the team. In case of France which
qualified directly as it the host country, we use the data from all the international
games that it played during the time when other teams played the qualifiers.
The second model (Model-2) is relatively simple in the sense it only uses the
data from the historical record between the teams and hence for this model
all the previous encounters between 24
= 276 combinations of teams were
2
recorded. If there was a combination where the two teams had not played any
match before in their history (there were only 5 such cases), data was then taken
from the qualifying stage of those teams like in Model-1.
In a multi-stage tournament various factors like form, quality of players, mental
strength can have an influence on the result for a team and on going further
into the the tournament. But one of the most important factor is the position of
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the team in its group after the conclusion of group stages as it determines the
opposite team that it will face in the Round–of–16.
2.1

Group Stages

Bayesian networks can provide an effective framework to model either a match [2,
3] or the group stages of tournament and hence the subsequent progress to
knockout stages. The result of the matches can indirectly influence the future

performances and results. For a group which has 4 teams in it there are 42 = 6
matches that are played. The six matches are played over 3 different days with
sufficient rest in between. On any particular match-day, there are 2 matches
being played simultaneously involving all 4 teams of the group. The influence
network between the matches for the three days is seen in Fig. 1

Fig. 1. The influence network for group stage

Let Xi denote the outcome (result) of ith match between team-i1 (Ti1 ) and
team-i2 (Ti2 ), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. For example the random variable X3 will denote
the result of the third match which is T1 v/s T3 .


3 if Ti1 wins
Xi = 0 if Ti1 loses


1 if draw occurs
For the result of first two matches i.e X1 and X2 which are played on the first
match–day, the probability distribution is directly taken from the record table
of both the models of teams and it is not conditional upon anything.
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For the first model, if g, w, l, d represent the number of qualifier games played,
wins, losses and draws from the qualifiers and scale − elo denotes the scaling
factor then we propose the following assignments for the probabilities:
P ( T1 wins ) = (w1 + l2 )/(g1 + g2 ) ∗ scale − elo − T1
P ( T2 wins ) = (w2 + l1 )/(g1 + g2 ) ∗ scale − elo − T2
P ( Draw ) = (d1 + d2 )/(g1 + g2 )
In the case of Model-2 the probabilities are already incorporated
into the histori
cal record table and hence found out for any of the 24
=
276
possible
matchups.
2
As for the results of rest of the matches in the group, a conditional probability distribution based on two matches from previous match-day is created.
This means, X3 and X4 are conditional upon X1 and X2 while X5 and X6 are
conditional upon X3 and X4 . While calculating the conditional distribution, the
cases considered for a match between Ti1 and Ti2 are:
(1) Both of them had same result on the previous match-day.
(2) Ti1 performed better than Ti2 .
(3) Ti2 performed better than Ti1 .
In case (1), the probability for a draw is increased by taking a quarter portion from winning probability of both the teams. In case (2) or case (3) for the
team that is performing better, its winning probability is increased by adding a
quarter of winning probability of the other team whose winning probability is
scaled by a factor of 0.75.
For example if p1 , p2 , p3 represent the probabilities for team1-win, team1-loss
and a draw respectively i.e P (Xi = 3) = p1 , P (Xi = 0) = p2 and P (Xi = 1) = p3
(taken from the record table of either model) then we propose the following simple algorithm for updating the conditional probabilities :
if Case(1) then
p3 ← p3 + (p1+p2)
4
p1 ← 0.75 ∗ p1
p2 ← 0.75 ∗ p2
end if
if Case (2) then
p1 ← p1 + p2
4
p2 ← 0.75 ∗ p2
end if
if Case (3) then
p2 ← p2 + p1
4
p1 ← 0.75 ∗ p1
end if
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Score of a match The score of the match was simulated by basing it upon
the outcome of the match which can be split into two cases. The scores from all
matches played at previous Euro–cups were recorded for building the probability
distribution for type of score. For the case when the result was a draw, 4 types
of scores were considered as shown in Table 2 and when the result was not a
draw, 9 types of scores were considered as shown in Table 3. After simulating the
results and scores of all 36 group stage matches, the final position of each team
in its group and subsequent qualification to knockout stages was determined
according to the rules of the cup.
Table 2. Match was a draw
Score Type % chance
0-0
40
1-1
48.33
2-2
8.33
3-3
3.33

Table 3. Match was not a draw
Score Type % chance
1-0
24.85
2-1
24.86
3-2
9.46
2-0
19.52
3-1
6.51
4-2
1.77
3-0
9.46
4-1
2.36
4-1
1.18

2.2

Knockout stages

For the knockout stages a similar approach to the group stages was used to fix
the conditional probability distribution. As a consequence of the tournament
structure, the position of the team in its group (after the group stage was over)
had an influence on the result of its knockout match as having a higher position
in the group would mean that it will most likely get a weaker opponent in the
next round as seen in the rules for pairings in Fig. 3. This resulted in a relatively
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simple influence network as seen in Fig. 2 However here the importance given

Fig. 2. The influence network for knockout rounds

to the comparison by reducing or increasing the winning probability was lower
(one-fifth factor) than that in group stage (a quarter factor) because some groups
may have strong teams (also known as ’Group of Death’) and other groups may
be relatively well-balanced. If p1 , p2 , p3 represent the probabilities for team1-win,
team2-win and a draw respectively (taken from the table) then the conditional
probabilities would be updated by the following algorithm which is similar to
the one used for group stages :
if Case(1): Same position for both then
No change
end if
if Case (2): Position(T1 ) > Position(T2 ) then
p1 ← p1 + p2
5
p2 ← 0.8 ∗ p2
end if
if Case (3): Position(T2 ) > Position(T1 ) then
p2 ← p2 + p1
5
p1 ← 0.8 ∗ p1
end if
Penalties in knockouts In the case when a knockout round match resulted
in a draw, a penalty shootout was simulated between the teams. Instead of just
giving a random 50–50 chance to the teams, a modified approach was taken on
the basis of the paper by Palacios-Huerta [1] which was also mentioned in the
book called Soccernomics by Simon Kuper [5].
By analyzing the penalty shootouts of various competitive matches in international tournaments the authors of the paper concluded that the team going
into penalties first had a 60.5% of winning the shootout. A coin toss decides the
team that takes penalties first and the conditional probability distribution for
the penalty shootout would look like as follows (note that there is no ’draw’ in
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Fig. 3. The possible parings for third placed teams in round-of-16

a shootout).
P (T1 wins | T1 is first) = 0.605
P (T1 wins | T1 is second) = 0.395

3

Results from simulation

The models discussed in Section 2 were implemented in the R programming
language to perform the simulations. The following results are based upon 10, 000
simulations for each type of model. Both the models were also compared for their
quality based on various factors and in answering relevant questions.
3.1

Bias towards Groups

When deciding the pairings for 8 matches in Round-of-16, teams from some
groups are at a major disadvantage as seen in the Fig. 3. The four winners from
groups A, B, C, D get to face the third-placed teams while winners from Groups
E and F face other runner ups ( i.e second-paced teams in the group). In addition Group E runner up has to face group winner. On going further due to
the cup structure it is possible that winners from Groups A and D don’t get to
face another group winner until the semi-final thereby making their path much
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Fig. 4. Quarter finalists according to Model-1 and Model-2

more easier. This way of pairing is very unbalanced and a much better solution
would be to rank winners and runner ups in the same way as it was done for
third placed teams and then pair-up the teams based on the rankings. Both the

Fig. 5. Semi finalists and Finalists according to Model-2

models are able to point out the inconsistencies described above and it goes on
to show that the problem is with the pairing structure itself. As we can see in
Fig. 4, groups E and F clearly fall behind others. Also, in Model-2 group F lags
behind even more when compared with Model-1.
On the other hand Model-1 is actually better at showing out the bias and confirming the above disadvantage towards group E (both its runner and winner
are at a disadvantage). On observing the progress of teams in Model-1 after
the quarterfinals into the semi-finals and the final as shown in Fig. 5, Group D
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steadily increases the ratio of teams that it sends up to the finals confirming the
possibility of an easier path to final.
3.2

Qualifying probabilities

We also take a look at the qualifying probabilities to the knockouts for each
team which can give us an idea about relative strength of teams. For each model
them five teams with highest qualification probabilities are listed in Table 4 and
Table 5. Also, the bar-plot for all teams in decreasing order is given in Figs. 6
and 7.
Table 4. Model-1
Team
England
Italy
Austria
Spain
Belgium

% chance
85.48
80.33
79.80
79.59
78.70

Table 5. Model-2
Team
Portugal
Germany
England
France
Switzerland

% chance
97.56
94.28
94.16
88.25
88.05

Here Model-2 gives higher values and it also has the traditionally strong
teams having a higher % chance for qualification. As Model-1 incorporates the
cup qualifying data, it may have a bias towards teams that performed well or
had a easy group during tournament qualification. For example, Belgium which
historically was never significant has a good team for this Euro-16 and hence
shows up in top-five for Model-1 but lags far behind in Model-2 due to its past.
3.3

Impact of the first game

A lot importance is placed on a team’s performance in its first match in the the
tournament. It is variable which can affect the team’s morale and performance
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Fig. 6. Model-1

Fig. 7. Model-2

on other match-days. We take a look at how winning or losing the first match
can have an impact on subsequent qualification in Figs. 8 and 9. Some teams
may show lower values for winning first match and qualifying when compared to
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Fig. 8. Model-1

losing which only indicates that they had very tough opponents from the group
on the first day itself. But for the overall picture, a win in the first match gives a
much better chance for qualification to the knockout rounds. Model-1 again gave
better results in this case as that is why Model-2 is not shown. One thing to note
is that both the models tend to give very uniform answers for successful teams
in the knockout rounds which is highly unlikely in real life. As each model has
a penalty simulation after a draw in knockout round, each team gets an almost
equal chance to go further which actually gives an individual team only about
40%-60% chance to go further. This results in an almost every team having no
more than 10% chance of winning the entire tournament.

4

Discussion

The models discussed above are sufficient to predict the outcomes of group stages
especially with Model-1. They clearly show the disadvantages faced by some
teams but unfortunately, they are not good enough to go with the prediction for
knockout stages as they consider a simple model for it.
These models actually denote the simple beliefs that people taken into account
based on the historical records or performance in qualifying but it is not enough.
For eg: although Germany performs very well in almost every tournament, it had
not defeated Italy in knockout stage until this years Euro cup
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Fig. 9. Model-1

For the improving and having a detailed model, player specific data like injuries and quality etc. could be taken. Other game related stats like shown in [6]
could also be helpful. Another popular method is to use bookmarkers odds but
they are not given for all possible matchups.
In the case of simulation of a single game the assignment of probability can
be improved by using complex bayesian learning networks which taken into account a lot of team-specific variables.
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Abstract. Convolutional neural networks have been achieving best possible
accuracies in many of visual pattern classification problems. However, due to
the model capacity required to capture such representations, they are often
oversensitive to overfitting and therefore require proper regularization in order to
generalize well. In this paper, we present a combination of regularization techniques which work together in order to get better performance, we built plain
CNNs and then we used data augmentation, dropout and customized early stopping function, we tested and evaluated these techniques by applying models on
five famous datasets, MNIST, CIFAR10, CIFAR100, SVHN, STL10, and we
achieved 3 state-of-art- of (MNIST, SVHN, STL10) and very high-Accurecy on
the other 2 datasets.
Keywords: plain CNNs,data augmentation, regularization, mnist, state of art.

1

Introduction

Deep Learning has the main rule of the improvement in the field of computer vision,
resulting in state-of-the-art performance in many challenging tasks [4] such as object
recognition [2], semantic segmentation [1], image captioning [11], and human pose estimation [12]. Using of the convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [10] was the main
reason of many of the significant accomplishments over the past few years, because
they are able to learn deep feature representations of images. However, as the complexity increases, the resource utilization of such models also increases. Modern deep networks contain hundreds of millions of parameters which provide the necessary representational power for such tasks [3], as a result of the huge representational power the
probability of overfitting increases and leads to poor generalization. In order to fight
the overfitting, different regularization techniques can be applied, such as data augmentation, dropout and early stopping. Data augmentation is very famous technique due to
its ease of implementation and effectiveness. Using image transforms such as rotation
shearing scaling cropping or flipping can be applied to create new data which can be
used to improve accuracy [10]. Large models can also be regularized by adding noise
during the training process, whether it be added to the input [4], weights, or gradients.
One of the most common uses of noise for improving model accuracy is dropout [8],
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which stochastically drops neuron activations during training and as a result discourages the co-adaptation of feature detectors. In this work we consider applying different
data augmentation techniques combined with dropout, these techniques encourage the
plain convolutional networks to achieve better generalization and get better results in
validation and testing phase.
In the reminder of this paper, we introduce collected optimization methods and
demonstrate that using data augmentation and dropout can improve model robustness
and lead to better model performance. We show that these simple methods work with
a simple plain convolutional neural networks model and can also be combined with
most regularization techniques, including learning rate and early stopping and other
regularization techniques in very simple manner.

2

Data Augmentation for Image

Data augmentation is an effective technique for improving the accuracy of modern image classifiers and it has long been used in practice when training convolutional neural
networks. LeCun et al.used many affine transforms, like horizontal and vertical translation, scaling, squeezing, and shearing to improve their model’s accuracy when training LeNet5 [10].
Krizhevsky did apply image mirroring, cropping, as well as randomly adjusting color
and intensity values based on ranges determined using principal component analysis on
ImageNet dataset to improve the performance of AlexNet [8] for the 2012 ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition [4].
Bengio et al. [5] did apply a large variety of transformations to a handwritten character dataset, for example ,local elastic deformation, motion blur, Gaussian smoothing,
Gaussian noise, salt and pepper noise, pixel permutation and affine transformations[4].
When training Deep Image [13] on the ImageNet dataset,Wu et al, did apply a wide
range of color casting, vignetting, rotation, and lens distortion , as well as horizontal
and vertical stretching.
Lemley, et al.came up with a learned end-to-end approach called Smart Augmentation [6] instead of relying on hard-coded transformations. In this method, a neural network is trained to intelligently combine existing samples in order to generate additional
data that is useful for the training process. [4].
DeVries, et al. came up with new technique called Cutout which is [4] closest to the
occlusions technique, however occlusions generally take the form of scratches, dots, or
scribbles that overlay the target character, while cutout use zero-masking to completely
obstruct an entire region. Cutout can be interpreted as applying a spatial prior to dropout
in input space, much in the same way that convolutional neural networks leverage information about spatial structure in order to improve performance over that of feedforward networks.
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3

Dropout in Neural Networks

The second common regularization technique that we used in our models is dropout
[8], which was first introduced by Hinton et al, they used the method with a range of
different neural networks on different problem types achieving improved results, including handwritten digit recognition (MNIST), photo classification (CIFAR-10), and
speech recognition (TIMIT)[20]. Dropout is implemented by setting hidden unit activations to zero with some fixed probability during training. All activations are kept
when evaluating the network, but the resulting output is scaled according to the dropout
probability. This technique has the effect of approximately averaging over an exponential number of smaller sub-networks, and works well as a robust type of bagging, which
discourages the co-adaptation of feature detectors within the network. [4]
Nitish Srivastava, et al. [16] used dropout on a wide range of computer vision, speech
recognition, and text classification tasks and found that it consistently improved performance on each problem.
George Dahl, et al. [19] used a deep neural network with rectified linear activation
functions and dropout to achieve state-of-the-art results on a standard speech recognition task [20].
Tompson et al. introduce Spatial Dropout [14], which randomly discards entire feature
maps rather than individual pixels.
While dropout was found to be very effective at regularizing fully connected layers we discovered that it does have the same powerful at convolutional neural when use at the best place
and when use the best rate.

4

Early Stopping

Early stopping is a form of regularization used to avoid overfitting when using some methods,
such as gradient descent. Such methods update the learner to make it better fit the training data
with each iteration. Early stopping rule is to stop the model training at a certain number of iterations in order to keep the validation dataset free of overfitting. Early stopping rules have been
employed in many different machine learning methods, with varying amounts of theoretical foundation.

5

Implementation Details

5.1

Architecture Concept

One consideration here is the number of weights that can be set independently, the more
of those we have, the greater the risk of overfitting and the greater the training time. So,
increasing this number makes training take longer and runs a higher risk of overfitting,
but potentially increases the expressiveness of our neural network. We did want the
number to be as small as possible, without sacrificing accuracy. So, trying something
small and increase it until model stops getting improvement in accuracy, we also considered this concept when set the dropout rate.
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5.2

Architecture and Design

As a result of this concept, We built simple convolutional network models[9] (plain
convolutional neural networks with no residual blocks ), 4 layers for mnist dataset, and
11 layers for Cifar10 ,Cifar100,SVHN datasets and 13 layers for STL10 ,The networks
employ a homogeneous design utilizing 3×3 kernels for convolutional layer and 2×2
kernels for maxpooling operations, the number of model layers depends of the size of
input image ,for instance, mnist has 28*28 gray scale images, this reduced the number
of layers to only four Layers ,however STL10 has 96*96*3 in this case the number of
layers is 13. Applying max pooling (2*2) after every 2 convolutional layers helped the
model not only to control the depth of the model but also reduced variance and reduced
computation complexity (as 2*2 max pooling/average pooling reduce 75% of data), and
extract low level features from neighborhood, Relu activation function added before
every maxpooling layer and there is a dropout layer following every maxpooling and
then end the model with wide classifier layer which is composed of two fully connected
layers followed by dropout layer and then the last layer which is the softmax layer.
The learning rate is 0.01 and the batch sizes used are different upon the dataset’s
image size, for the mnist dataset ,we found that large batch size is very useful and reduced the fluctuating on the validation set, so the batch size for mnist dataset was 256
and for Cifar10 Cifar100 and SVHN batch size was 128 ,however for STL10 the batch
size was only 8, we considered the size of the image (96*96) ,so we used a trade-off
strategy , if the image size is very big the batch size is small however when the image
size is small the batch size becomes larger .
5.3

Our customized early stopping

We built a naive early stopping in order to watch the validation curves, we built it in
order to control the fluctuating phenomenon by making a baseline point and then asking
the model not to stop unless passing this point, and that helped the models to catch
highest possible accurecy
5.4

Augmentation techniques

We combined five data augmentation techniques, Table 6, during the training phase.
After applying trial and error method, we used few techniques however flipping techniques did not help the model to generalize during training, they negatively affected the
model so we did not use them.

6

Experiments on MNIST

MNIST dataset Lecun et al. (1998) [7] consists of 70,000 28x28 grayscale images of
handwritten digits 0 to 9, of which 60,000 are used for training and 10,000 are used for
testing.
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After we formulated our model, we conducted our experiments on MNIST through
two stages, The first stage is applying 3 paradigms of Dropout technique, Table 1 ,in
the first paradigm we applied regular dropout after the fully connected layer on our
model without inserting any dropout layer in the convolutional part ,second paradigm
we applied spatial dropout before each maxpooling layer in the convolutional networks
without applying dropout after the fully connected layer, and finally, in the third paradigm, we applied mixed technique which is a combination of inserting Spatial dropout
before each maxpooling layer and also inserting regular dropout after the fully connected Layer, and the number of epoch is 2500, Fig 1, we achieved very high accurecy
on all 3 paradigms, Table 1 , however the highest accurecy was archived is by applying
the dropout only after the fully connected layer.
Table 1. classification error of 3 methods applied of Dropout on MNIST.
method

Dropout ratio

Accurecy%

Error rate%

99.79

0.21

p=0.125

99.78

0.22

ps=0.125

99.76

0.24

Only
regular
dropout After FC

p=0.4
Only
Spatıal
Dropout before
each maxpooling
layer
Combined
dropout(Spatıal
Dropout before
each
maxpooling+
regular dropout
After FC)

pr=0.4

Fig. 1. MNIST Accurecy –first 2000 epoch before the early stopping condition achieved (all 3
paradigms needed as minimum 2000 epoch).
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In order to test the robustness of dropout we considered the results that we achieved
through the first stage and chose the paradigm which only has the dropout layer after
the fully connected Layer, and then started the second stage which aimed to figure out
what is the best ratio of regular dropout that we should use and what is the size of fully
connected layer considered the best to be selected.
We found there is direct proportion of the size of the fully connected layer and the ratio
of dropout out, so, we conducted this stage by gradually and simultaneously increasing
the the size of the fully connected layer and the rate of dropout.
We found the best size of the fully connected layer is 2048 and the best ratio of the
dropout is 0.8, and to make sure of the experiment´s outcome, we tested this algorithm
5 times with the same parameters as shown in Table 2.
Our experiments achieved new state of art, Table 3, of all 5 runs, the highest accurecy
achieved was 99.83 % with error rate only 0.17 %.

Fig. 2. MNIST Accurecy-Where the customized early stopping happened for the regular
Dropout experiment, the model strongly generalized with FC =2048 and dropout=0.8.
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Table 2. results of all 5 experiments done on MNIST by using FC=2048 and Dropout= 0.8.
Experiments

Dropout
rate=(0.8)

Size of the
Fully
connected
Layer

%Accurecy

%error

1

0.8

2048

99.81

0.19

2

0.8

2048

99.82

0.18

3

0.8

2048

99.82

0.18

4

0.8

2048

99.82

0.18

5

0.8

2048

99.83

0.17

#

Table 3. Top MNIST Results.
Method
DropConnectWan et al. (2013) [7]
Multi-column DNN for Image Classification Ciregan
et al. (2012) [18]
APAC Sato et al. (2015) [17]
Generalizing Pooling Functions in CNN Lee et al.
(2016) [15]
Stochastic Optimization of Plain Convolutional
Neural Networks with simple methods

7

Error rate
0.21%
0.23%
0.23%
0.29%
0.17%

Experiments on other Data Sets

We used four datasets, in addition to MNIST, to evaluate our models SVHN,
CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and STL10. These data sets include diﬀerent image types and
training set sizes. Our Models achieved state-of-the-art results on 3 datasets MNIST,
SVHN and STL10, Table 4.
7.1

CIFAR10 AND CIFAR100

Both of the CIFAR datasets consist of 60,000 color images of size 32×32 pixels.
CIFAR-10 has 10 distinct classes, such as cat, dog, car, and boat. CIFAR-100 contains 100 classes [4].
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For those two datasets, we applied dropout to convolutional neural networks. The
best architecture that we found has 11 convolutional layers followed by 2 fully connected h layers. All activation functions used are ReLUs. Each convolutional layer
was followed by a max-pooling layer, and dropout was applied after the maxpooling
to all layers of the network with the probability of (0.25).

Fig. 3. MNIST Accurecy-Where the customized early stopping happened for the 5th experiment (the error rate on test set =0.17%).

7.2

SVHN

The Street View House Numbers (SVHN) dataset contains a total of 630,420 color
images with a resolution of 32×32 pixels. Each image is centered about a number from
one to ten, which needs to be identified. The official dataset split contains 73,257 training images and 26,032 test images, but there are also 531,131 additional training images
available, we used both available training sets when training our models. For this data
set, we applied regular dropout to convolutional neural networks part, we did not use
the spatial dropout in this experiment. The best architecture that we found has 11 convolutional layers followed by 2 fully connected layers. All activation units were ReLUs.
Each convolutional layer was followed by a max-pooling layer, dropout was applied to
all the layers of the network with the probability of (0.25), the fully connected layer
size was 1024 followed by a dropout with ratio 0.4.
We achieved new state art for SVHN if only using Plain Convolutional Neural Networks, with no residual block, we achieved 98.50 % with only error rate of 1.5%, and
when comparing with residual neural networks our networks achieved the fourth place.
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Table 4. Total experiments result of all five datasets.

Fig. 4. SVHN Accurecy.

7.3

STL-10

The STL-10 dataset [4] consists of a total of 113,000 color images with a resolution of
96×96 pixels. The training set only contains 5,000 images while the test set consists of
8,000 images. All training and test set images belong to one of ten classes, such as
airplane, bird, or horse. The remainder of the dataset is composed of 100,000 unlabeled
images belonging to the target ten classes, plus additional but visually similar classes.
While the main purpose of the STL-10 dataset is to test semi-supervised learning algorithms, we used it to observe how our collected optimization method performs when
applied to higher resolution images with a small training-set. For this reason, we did
not use the unlabeled portion which is the larger portion of the dataset and only used
the labeled training set.
For this data set, we applied regular dropout to convolutional neural networks part,
we did not use the spatial dropout in this experiment. The best architecture that we
found has 13 convolutional layers followed by 2 fully connected layers. All hidden
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units were ReLUs. Each convolutional layer was followed by a max-pooling layer, and
dropout was applied to all the layers of the network with the probability of (0.25), the
fully connected layer size was 1024 followed by a dropout with ratio 0.4. Our model
was able to achieve best accurecy ever on supervised classification of STL-10 and was
able to defeat cutout [4] without “cutout” tech and without “residual block”, the model
achieved 88.08% with only error rate 11.92%, Table 5.

Fig. 5. STL10 Accurecy.
Table 5. Datasets of new State of art achieved.

Dataset

Accurecy%

MNIST

99.83

STL10

88.08

% error

New State
of art

0.17%

Yes

11.92

Yes

%
SVHN

98.50

1.50%

Yes (in
plain
cnn)
Fourth overall

Previous state of
art (%error)
DropConnect
Wan et al.[7] (2013)
(0.21%)
Improved Regularization with cutout
Cutout.(2017)[4]
(12.74±0.23)%

Generalizing
Pooling Functions
in Convolutional
Neural Networks:
Mixed, Gated, and
Tree(2016)[15]
(1.69%)
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Table 6. Augmentation techniques used.
technique

Use?

rotation

Only used with mnist

shearing

Yes

Shifting up and down

Yes

Zooming

Yes

rescale

Yes

cutout

No

flipping

No

8

Conclusion

Simple Plain Convolutional Neural Networks model still able to achieve outstanding
performance and to compete the residual Neural networks technique, when comparing
the number of trainable parameters of both techniques we can recognize how valuable
using the plain model, the parameters numbers reduced by %80 and CNNs, the smaller
simple models, able to get the best performance for some datasets.
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Annotating Biodiversity Spreadsheets through 5W1H
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Abstract. In biology, there are many initiatives to promote “intelligent openness”
or “FAIR principles” of data, that is, mechanisms for making data Findable,
Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable. However, it is still common for biologists
to create their own ad-hoc formats. In this work, we explore the similarities among
spreadsheet schemas, identifying commonalities between attributes and their
respective organizations. Patterns identified in schemas support their classification,
making their data broadly reusable and allowing consistent operations among
spreadsheets, according to their purpose. Spreadsheets are recognized through
exploratory questions (5W1H) to obtain an abstraction level of the spreadsheet
attributes via their arrangement to achieve a better semantic description. The results
of our experiments show the importance of considering how users organize their
schemas to better interpret the purpose of spreadsheets to make them interoperable
and interrelated, allowing biologists to navigate and interact with a biodiversity
data network.
Keywords: Data Annotation, Semantic Recognition, Biodiversity Spreadsheets

1

Introduction

Scientists have used a variety of methods for collecting, recording and storing biological
data. The applications for these data are also diverse and several efforts have been
devoted to aggregate, manage and share data coming from different sources according to
FAIR principles [19]. As a result of these efforts, there are committees [11, 19, 35] to
disseminate the advantages of data sharing and reusing through open data standards [10,
37, 39].
Brazma et al. [8] analyzed various aspects of data standards designed to make life
science data interoperable. They pointed out the large amount of common standards
available, most of them not used frequently, probably because certain standards do not
reflect scientist demands. For Brazma et al. [8], key factors for successful standards
include their simplicity, low cost and lack of ambiguity.
Parr et al. [31] described the challenges faced by biological informatics and considered it an obstacle to build a semantic web from data that do not follow standards.
According to them, the data in the ad-hoc format are created for independent, idiosyncratic analysis.
The objective of this work is to record the data from biodiversity spreadsheets to
transform them to some level according to the FAIR principles. Instead of requiring
standard adoption, leading scientists to adapt to a new scenario, our strategy automatically
recognizes the implicit patterns behind the data, annotating them for their purpose.
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1.1

Problem Definition

Hobern and Hahn [17] highlighted the importance of enabling scientists to navigate
along several articulated datasets, as shown in Figure 1. For instance, from a specimen
register, scientists should be able to access genetic data, starting from a gene sequence,
associating it with the respective taxon concepts and occurrence data.

Fig. 1: Biodiversity data grouped by purpose [17] (figure with permission for publication).

In this scenario, since spreadsheets store portions of scientific data available in
the world, which are mainly organized into ad-hoc formats, we can identify two main
challenges: (i) how to automatically recognize the implicit purpose of biodiversity data
stored in spreadsheets? (ii) how to link the biodiversity data assets according to their
purpose and how to navigate through them?
In this work, we present our strategy to answer the first research question through a
technique for automatically recognizing the biodiversity purpose of each spreadsheet. It
produces an abstract representation of each implicit schema spreadsheet based on the
exploratory questions (5W1H), which is an input to a machine learning classification
algorithm.
To exemplify the challenge of purpose recognition in the biodiversity domain, Figure 2 presents a set of five spreadsheets collected from the web, focusing on their implicit
schemas, i.e., what attributes can be used record data and their respective organization.

Fig. 2: Set of spreadsheets used by scientists to record biodiversity data.

Spreadsheet A seems to reflect the same purpose as spreadsheet B, which is to record
the taxonomic concepts of species, but their schemas are not identical. Spreadsheet C
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contains attributes such as “Phylum, Class, Order and Family”, which also appears in
the previous spreadsheets, but even with similar schemas, spreadsheet C does not have
the same purpose as spreadsheets A and B. The purpose of spreadsheet C is to record
experimental observations.
Spreadsheet D has similar attributes to spreadsheet E, but their purposes are different.
Spreadsheet D records data of species occurrences, whereas spreadsheet E records data
of species monitoring, i.e., it involves tagging and tracking animals along a period of
time, which is not the case of spreadsheet D.
The automatic recognition of the biodiversity purpose behind each spreadsheet
is challenging because, as observed, there are many variations of schemas among
spreadsheets that have the same purpose and similarities among the ones those meeting
different purposes.
Researches have addressed the challenges of automatic spreadsheet data recognition
focusing on individual attributes [14]. For example, the interpretation of spreadsheet A,
following the strategy of recognition of isolated attributes, results in a mapping without
context. In this mapping, some ambiguities can be addressed and some inconsistencies
can be generated. The attribute “Class” could be associated with concepts in several
contexts, not just in biology. Moreover, as mentioned previously, a proper articulation of
data from multiple spreadsheets, to support navigation through them, requires recognition
of the purpose of each spreadsheet.
Other approaches have interpreted pairs of attributes, rather than analyzing them
separately [20, 21]. Thus, as shown in Figure 2, item A, the attribute “Class” would
not be analyzed individually, but related to “Phylum” and “Order”. This strategy for
interpreting attributes in pairs reduces the ambiguity and inconsistency, reaching a better
level of semantic interoperability, but its interpretation does not recognize the purpose of
each spreadsheet.
Another strategy is to select an ontology that will conduct the spreadsheet interpretation process. The data are then interpreted by a context defined by the ontology. This
automatic mapping previously requires the recognition of implicit data semantics. This is
accomplished by selecting attributes or a set of attributes to be recognized semantically.
This choice will directly influence the semantic level to be acquired.
Figure 3 shows two spreadsheet schemas, which are part of a survey [5]. Its goal was
to understand how biologists organize their data. In the activity that involved these two
spreadsheets, biologists should choose the most representative spreadsheet header related
to each data type. To analyze the influence of the order of attributes on the interpretation
of a given schema, both spreadsheets were presented with the same attributes, but in
different order. The spreadsheets were classified as having different purposes. The former
was categorized as species occurrence data, whereas the latter as species collections.
Strategies that consider only individual attributes could not distinguish both spreadsheets.
The first spreadsheet starts with temporal information (When) and the second one
starts with taxonomic information (What). In this work, we aim to show the importance
of the spreadsheet schema arrangement for its interpretation by abstracting the role of
each attribute (or set of attributes) according to 5W1H. For example, we observed that
spreadsheets starting with “What” attributes are more likely to catalog things, whereas
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Fig. 3: Spreadsheets of a survey [5] to analyze how the organization of attributes influences the
interpretation of a spreadsheet.

those starting with “When” attributes are more likely to record temporal events, such as
observations.
This paper presents a strategy for automatically recognizing and annotating biodiversity spreadsheets for their purposes, based on previous assumptions. We propose a
machine learning approach that explores aspects of schema arrangement, spreadsheet
categorization, and abstraction based on 5W1H.

2

Related Work

Biodiversity informatics is the application of information technologies for the management, algorithmic exploration, analysis and interpretation of primary data on life [15].
Works related to the interoperability of biodiversity data are divided mainly into two
strategies: (i) adoption of data standards for data recording [12, 24, 40]; (ii) repositories, which allow for the scientists to store, manage and share their data according to
repository constraints [2, 18, 22, 29, 32].
There are several standards designed to unify the vocabulary used by biologists.
For example, the Darwin Core standard1 provided a framework of terms for recording
biodiversity data, e.g., species observation and monitoring.
However, Sansone et al. [32] pointed out that many scientists would like to share
their data, however, they face several challenges to fit them into a standard that does
not fully represent them. Thus, they proposed the ISA (Investigation, Study, Assay)
framework, which is a backbone to support discovery, exchange, and integration of data
sets.
GBIF [29] is a web infrastructure that enables scientists and organizations to share
their biodiversity data. It defines a successful distributed architecture and has become
widely adopted by organizations around the world. One of the limitations raised by [35]
is that any data set in GBIF must be in the DWC standard. Like GBIF, there are other
initiatives such as GenBank [3], BarCode of Life [28], Encyclopedia of Life [30], etc.
There are strategies for integrating biological databases such as Spice [18]. They
connect autonomous taxonomic databases to achieve interoperability among them. The
architecture has evolved to create a middleware between users and the sources. Other
solutions, such as Bio2RDF [2] and KaBOB [22] integrate biological databases using
ontologies.
Related work focused on biodiversity data usually provide strategies to support the
interoperation to be created, but they do not address existing data, created in ad-hoc
1

http://rs.tdwg.org/dwc/
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formats such as spreadsheets. Among the related work in this second direction, which
are not specialized in the field of biodiversity, there are initiatives to recognize existing
tabular data without explicit schema to interoperate them. In this context, we highlight
two main groups: spreadsheet data recognition and web table data recognition.
The level of semantics achieved in the recognition process is highly correlated with
the granularity of input elements selected to drive interpretation, which we call “unit of
interpretation”. To emphasize the importance of this unit, we further analyze the related
work according to it.
Han et al. [14] and Connor et al. [26] provided a manual mapping from spreadsheet
attributes to RDF properties. In this case, the unit of interpretation is each isolated
attribute, having as output only semantically richer attributes. It would be possible
to achieve a higher semantic level if the user could map attribute sets or the entire
spreadsheet to richer structures, such as RDF classes.
Langegger and Wöÿ [20] went further and proposed a manual method of mapping
hierarchies found in spreadsheets. This approach can recognize groups of cells, transforming them into a hierarchy of correlated semantic attributes, in which an upper-level
attribute aggregates lower-level ones. For example, the attributes “latitude” and “longitude” can be hierarchically related to a higher-level attribute “localization”. The semantic
description of this strategy is richer than Han et al. [14], because they selected as unit of
the attribute interpretation pairs.
Wolstencroft et al. [40] and Maguire et al. [24] achieved semantic interoperability
closer to what we propose here, that is, related to the purpose of the spreadsheet. Their
unit of interpretation are sets of attributes associated with ontologies. Although mapping
is manual, in both initiatives, it is possible to associate cells or set of cells with one or
more concepts in ontologies. The resulting annotated spreadsheet can be reused as a
template for additional spreadsheets that carry all of its semantic mapping.
Syed et al. [34] and Mulwad et al. [25] considered that semantically mapped data
manually are infeasible and proposed to automate this process. They proposed a recognition strategy to be applied in any context. They associated spreadsheet labels with
concepts available in knowledge bases, mapping attributes and values found in the
spreadsheet to RDF properties and values. Among the advantages of relying on public
knowledge bases rather than static vocabularies is the fact that such bases are maintained
and updated by people all over the world. One limitation in the choice of attributes as a
unit of interpretation is that it can generate ambiguous and inconsistent links.
Venetis et al. [36], Mulwad et al. [25] and Zhang [41] addressed the problem of
ambiguity by inferring the correlation cell pairs in tables as if they were the correlation
between text fragments. Although they improved the quality of associations by using
attribute pairs as units of interpretation, this is still a fragmented approach, that is, the
interpretation of the parts does not refer to the purpose of the whole spreadsheet.
Limaye [21] and Zhang [41] proposed an automatic annotation system for an interoperable format for web tables using machine learning. They analyzed associations
between individual schema attributes (column headers) and their possible meanings,
between pairs of these attributes and between attribute values in the instances and entity
domains. As in previous cases, associations between attribute pairs are still fragmented
interpretations.
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De Vos et al. [12] highlighted the importance of a special approach to dealing with
scientific spreadsheets. Even improving the strategies for interpreting attributes and
groups of attributes, this approach still does not refer to their interpretation by the
purpose of the spreadsheet.
The GBIF conducted a survey [33] to study the access, use and publication of
molecular and morphological biodiversity data. Among the twenty-nine questions, it
is important to highlight three of them: (i) what kind of biodiversity data do they use?
(ii) what is the interest of biologists when they use biodiversity data? (iii) what is the
importance of linking the data types?
To the first question, the most frequent answers were: occurrence data, molecular
data, environmental data, etc. To the second question, the most frequent answers were
that they have interest in taxonomy, analysis of genetic diversity, conservation and
restoration, etc. To the third question, 68.16% of the biologists, who answered the survey,
think that it is very important to link the data.
From these survey questions, it is possible to perceive the growing interest in the
purpose behind each type of data set and how they can be articulated to achieve specific
goals. Therefore, since related work is focused on the recognition of attributes or sets
of attributes, but does not recognize the purpose of the spreadsheets - what GBIF calls
biodiversity data type - they cannot support the consistent linking of data sets according
to their types, such as taxonomy attributes to genetic analysis.
Wang [38] and Haslhofer and Klas [16] considered that semantic interoperability, at
its highest level, can be defined as the ability of humans and machines to share the same
semantics of different types of data.
Differently from related work, this work focuses on the recognition of the purpose of
each data set, advocating that the structural organization of the elements in a spreadsheet
can be analyzed to enhance the recognition of purpose. In this work, we conducted
experiments based on a machine learning approach to show how the tabular arrangement
can improve the recognition of the spreadsheet purpose to be more in line with the
intention/action of the users when constructing the spreadsheet.

3

Spreadsheet Annotation Process

According to Peterson et al. [27], biodiversity informatics is a link between several
dimensions of organismal biology (genomics, phylogenetics, taxonomy, distributional
biology, ecology, interactions, and conservation status) and describes the scientific
progress that would result from this integrated perspective.
Following the scenario presented in Figure 1, Figure 4 shows some examples of data
manipulation that can be performed with the different data dimensions [27], that is, once
that the purpose of a given data set is recognized, a set of operations in line with this
purpose can be offered to biologists, according to their research goal.
In this work, we present contributions on automatic data recognition, where the
attributes of spreadsheets are categorized into six exploratory questions (5W1H). This
strategy allows the analysis of the structural organization of these attributes at a higher
abstraction level to identify the purpose of the spreadsheet. To the extent that the purpose
is recognized, we can determine the operations that can be applied to a given spreadsheet
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Fig. 4: Operations for biodiversity data sets according to their purpose [17] (figure with permission
publication).

or to a pair of spreadsheets, achieving the scenario proposed by Peterson et al. [27], and
Hobern and Hahn [17].
Figure 5 shows an overview of our system architecture, which is divided into three
phases: schema extraction, purpose recognition, and dataspace management.

Fig. 5: Proposed system architecture.

3.1

Schema Extraction

The schema extraction receives as input a spreadsheet and a dictionary that contains
biodiversity terms according to the exploratory questions (5W1H) and executes the
following steps: (i) convert a spreadsheet into a plain text; (ii) locate the schema inside
each spreadsheet; (iii) recognize individual attributes based on a dictionary; (iv) relate
each attribute to an exploratory question; (v) store the result in an interoperable data set.
The step of converting a spreadsheet into plain text involves reading spreadsheets
in their proprietary format (e.g., Excel) and converting them into plain text. The data is
extracted by an adapted version of a third-party software called Document Data Extractor
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(DDEx). It is capable of reading various specialized formats (Excel, OpenOffice, among
others) and convert them into an open representation.
As the position and arrangement of the schema may vary substantially from one
spreadsheet to another, the second step is related to schema location. One of the algorithm
assumptions is that the schema is spread along rows and the respective instances are
in columns below the schema. From our experiments, we observed that this is the case
with most spreadsheets. The process for locating the spreadsheet schema is based on the
proportion of words belonging to our dictionary (described later). Rows in the beginning
with most of the words that appear in our dictionary are elected as the spreadsheet
schema. However, there is a minimal distinctive threshold - that is, recognized word
numbers - to consider that a schema has been located.
The recognition of attributes inside the schema is based on a dictionary matching.
The study case presented in our work is about the recognition of spreadsheets from:
– species occurrence: data about a specimen observation in nature;
– species monitoring: data collected over time in order to understand the impacts of
changes on the status of a set of living organisms;
– species catalog: data about a specimen registered in a museum or collection;
– experimental observation: data obtained by some experimental method under controlled or non-controlled conditions, usually applying treatments to a group and
recording the effects;
– genetic data: data of genes, genetic variation, and heredity in living organisms.
Part of this research was the creation of a biodiversity dictionary for these four
contexts, with terms categorized by purpose. This creation process is further described.
The terms in the dictionary were categorized by a biologist according to the exploratory questions as follows:
– what: the entity, every object that is under research analysis, e.g., the species, its
taxonomic description, gene and its characteristics.
– where: locations, places where the species were observed, and every attribute related
to it, such as humidity, elevation, density, etc.
– when: time/date, event, status, and every attribute that is related to temporal data.
– who: scientists or organizations that registered the data.
– why: reasons and rules to register the data, identification of the data, comments, and
justifications or motivations.
– how: the method that scientists or organizations are following to collect data or make
the experiments.
Once the spreadsheet schema is located, its attributes are associated with its respective
exploratory questions. Let us define a set of spreadsheet attributes as S = {a1 , a2 , ..., an }
and a set of exploratory questions is W = {w0 , w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 , w6 }. In this set, the
element w0 represents an unknown question. There is a mapping function D : S → W ,
corresponding to the dictionary matching.
Due to the central role of the biodiversity dictionary, which supports activities of
schema location and attributes recognition, its construction was increasingly refined in
this work, producing the following versions:
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– Empirical Version: dictionary produced from observations of collected spreadsheets,
as described in [7]. The most observed attributes have been manually added to the
dictionary. It evolved as the data set increased from 9 initial spreadsheets to 11, 000.
– Network Analysis: as detailed in [4], schemas were related to a graph by applying
operators over hundreds of spreadsheets, whose edges were weighted according
to the number of shared attributes. We applied a clustering algorithm to group
spreadsheets that share similar schemas and possibly similar purposes. For the
dictionary, we collected the most frequent terms shared among spreadsheets of the
same cluster.
– Standards Comparison: the terms of our dictionary were compared with terms from
standards of each domain: Darwin Core [39], Environment Ontology - ENVO [10],
MIASE [37], MiGS [13], PATO [23]. We then aligned common terms with the
standards and enriched our dictionary with relevant terms found in the standards.
– Specialist Analysis: we submitted the resulting dictionary to the analysis of biodiversity specialists, who checked: the consistency of the terms; whether the terms are
distinctive of a specific purpose; terms that are ambiguous concerning the characterization of a purpose.
3.2

Purpose Recognition

This step consists in categorizing spreadsheet in biodiversity purposes. According to a
previous research detailed in [5], which involved a survey among biologists and analysis
of 11,000 spreadsheets, the position of attributes in the schema has a relevant role in the
definition of its purpose. Leftmost attributes are more relevant to determine the purpose
of the spreadsheets. Therefore, we developed a scoring function, which gives higher
values to leftmost attributes, exponentially decreasing the score value as it moves to the
right.
The attribute score is calculated by the following position function:
f (i) = i−k

(1)

where i is the attribute position in the spreadsheet and iterates over the set S, where
k = 2.
The spreadsheet classification is based on a feature vector that represents a spreadsheet schema. The role of this vector is to represent relevant aspects of each schema,
which guide its classification, in our case, the aspects are the arrangement of the fields
and their abstraction according to the exploratory questions. The vector has one cell
for each exploratory question, which receives the sum of the scores of the respective
question. For each exploratory question wj , the sum is calculated by the following
expression:
n
X
f (i)
(2)
f (j) =
ai wj

where ai is the spreadsheet attribute in the position i mapped to a question wj .
This feature vector is the input to a classification module, which classifies each
spreadsheet into one of the five categories (species occurrence, species monitoring,
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species catalog, experimental observation and genetic data). It is based on a Random
Forest method [9]. Figure 6 shows an example of the classification steps, i.e., given a
spreadsheet, it is transformed in a feature vector, which feeds the classifier that infers the
purpose of the spreadsheet.

Fig. 6: Spreadsheet classification based on a Random Forest model.

The supervised algorithm based on Random Forests was chosen due to its adequacy
to the classification problem, in which the spreadsheet recognition process is multi-class
(classification of more than two classes) and incremental problem.

4

Experimental Results

Our training dataset was composed of 2,000 spreadsheets, 400 spreadsheets of each purpose: species monitoring, experimental observation, species catalog, species occurrence,
and genetic data. The evaluation protocol consisted of 10-fold cross-validation.
4.1

Knowledge Transfer

In a previous work [6], we have developed a system to classify spreadsheets. It was
based on a program which was able to recognize patterns of spreadsheets according to
their purpose. However, each new pattern or extension of existing pattern was manually
engineered. This approach has two main drawbacks: (i) each new improvement or evolution required a manual work; (ii) there was no automatic mechanism for incorporating
the user feedback in the system. These two drawbacks led us to adopt a machine learning
approach, which is able to constantly learn and evolve. The user feedback can be part of
the learning process.
To transfer the knowledge of the previous system to the new one, we created a
training data set using the previous system to classify the spreadsheets. Therefore, the
new system was trained with data annotated by the previous one. On the other hand, it is
able of automatically evolving its performance from this starting point.
4.2

Model Evaluation - Scoring Position Test

One of the hypotheses of this research is that the arrangement of the attributes in a
spreadsheet schema is fundamental in its classification. To validate this hypothesis,
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two random forest models were created and compared. Figures 7a and 7b show the
respective ROC curves with their respective accuracy. The first plot (Figure 7a) is
based on the feature vector previously described, which gives different weights to the
attributes, according to their positions. The second plot (Figure 7b) only counts the
number of attributes in each exploratory question, i.e., its feature vector follows the
same construction method, but does not consider the different weights according to the
position. The ROC curve total area is 0.903 and 0.858 for the model with and without
attribute arrangement weighting, respectively.

(a) experiments with arrangement weighting

(b) experiments without arrangement weighting

Fig. 7: ROC curves four our experiments.

In these curves, each trait corresponds to the identification of one of the five previously mentioned purposes (species occurrence, species monitoring, species catalog,
experimental observation, and genetic data). They are indicated on the right. As shown in
Figure 7a, the model that considers the position score is better than the one that does not.
This confirms the observations in our previous work [7] that an attribute in the leftmost
position of the schema is more relevant to defining the purpose of a spreadsheet than in
the right ones. Without a position score, all attributes will appear with the same relevance
for purpose recognition. Here we show evidence to conclude that this is not the case.
4.3

Biodiversity Spreadsheet Benchmark

An important part of our research has involved the characterization of the main types
of biodiversity artifacts - materialized in spreadsheets - that biologists use in their work
and that are apt to be shared and reused by the community. In addition to interviews and
collaborations with biologists, we conducted two surveys, one presented in [5] and the
other presented here.
As part of this work, we deployed a survey to biologists to prospect how they interpret
and would classify biodiversity spreadsheets, which we pre-selected on the Web2 . The
first part of the survey requested the profile of the biologist, including his/her origin,
organization and expertise. Participation was restricted to professional biologists and
2

https://goo.gl/tXSuDV
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graduate students in biology. The second part of the survey was about the spreadsheet
classification. Biologists received schemas of biodiversity spreadsheets and they should
classify them by selecting the purpose for which they think the spreadsheet was designed.
The answer was provided by multiple choices or the biologist could textually specify one
by him/herself. The biologist should also indicate, in a range of one to three, what his/her
level of confidence in that choice is. The survey also contained an optional comment
field.
The spreadsheets presented in the survey were collected from the Web and we
pre-selected those that fit into one of the five expected purposes. There were about 60
spreadsheets for each purpose: species catalog, species occurrence, species monitoring,
experimental observation, and genetic data. This spreadsheet pre-selection process was
based on keywords from each subdomain.
We developed a survey system to randomly select the spreadsheets to be classified by
each biologist, ensuring that each spreadsheet is classified by three different biologists.
Since we do not know in advance how many spreadsheets could be classified, we
arranged the data set into blocks of 125 spreadsheets. The system delivered the blocks
sequentially, that is, selected spreadsheets randomly from the same block, and once all
spreadsheets in that block were classified by three biologists, the system went to the
subsequent block.
The survey was answered by biologists from most of Brazil and some abroad. To
ensure the quality of the spreadsheet classification. In total, 271 spreadsheets were
classified by 55 biologists (PhD students, professors, and researchers). We deal with
divergences by selecting the spreadsheets with the majority of the votes, taking into account the confidence level. Thirteen spreadsheets received an inconclusive classification,
that is, three biologists classified the same spreadsheet as belonging to three differents
purposes and with the same confidence level. For this reason, they were removed from
the training set. The result of this survey was transformed into spreadsheet annotations
in our benchmark and was used to evaluate our classifier, as further described.
Model Evaluation - Biodiversity Benchmark To evaluate our classifier based on
a random forest model, we applied it in the classification of the same spreadsheets
classified by the biologists in the survey and compared the results.
The test data set was balanced across subdomains and randomly. Thirty-nine spreadsheets were selected for each purpose, out of a total of one hundred ninety-five test
spreadsheets. The ROC curves are shown in Figures 8a and 8b with their respective
accuracy rates.

5

Discussion and Conclusions

Scientists often use a variety of methods to collect, record and store biological data. There
are numerous ongoing efforts to efficiently aggregate, organize and disseminate this data
based on standards adoption [1]. However, there is still a huge number of biologists
who do not adopt a common standard, producing data in ad hoc formats, frequently in
spreadsheets. From our empirical observations with biologists and their spreadsheets, we
hypothesize on how biologists create and arrange their data and explore these hypotheses
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(a) experiments with arrangement weighting

(b) experiments without arrangement weighting

Fig. 8: ROC curves for the experiments with spreadsheets of the survey.

to implement a system capable of recognizing the purpose of biodiversity spreadsheets
and mapping them to an open format.
This work described this recognition strategy, which assumed that, although biologists do not follow a common standard, they follow conventions and/or patterns. This
allowed us to implement a technique to recognize the biodiversity spreadsheet schema
based on pattern recognition. The results of the experiments had a satisfactory accuracy
in the recognition of the spreadsheet purpose, considering the abstraction in exploratory
questions and the arrangement of the spreadsheet attributes. Unlike related work, our
differential is not only to annotate the spreadsheet attributes, but also to recognize the
spreadsheet biodiversity purpose. Another advantage is that we offer a set of operations,
which take into account the purpose of the spreadsheets involved.
In summary, the main contributions of this work are: (i) a strategy for recognizing
and annotating biodiversity spreadsheets according to their purpose; (ii) an improvement
and refinement of our biodiversity spreadsheets benchmark, based on a survey.
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Abstract. In topological data analysis, the first step is a construction
of a simplicial complex from a discrete points set D sampled from some
manifold. In this paper, we present an algorithm for the efficient computation of such simplicial complex which utilizes a clustering structure,
comprised of subspace clusters, of the point set for speeding up a complex
construction procedure while keeping relevant topological invariants of
the underlying sampled manifold. Experiments show that the proposed
construction algorithm produces simplicial complexes with less number
of simplices and noise which gives a better homological picture than other
construction methods as well as an improved construction performance
and a topological invariant interpretability on a geometrical level.
Keywords: linear manifold clustering · simplicial complex · topological
data analysis.

1

Introduction

Given a point cloud D in an N -dimensional space X, we wish to construct a
simplicial complex S such that it approximates the geometric or topological
structure of the space X. In particular, we try to find efficiently and robustly a
structure that contains the same topological invariants as the underlying space.
In general, it is hard to construct a precise digital representation of a geometric
structure in a high dimensional space. For reducing the computational complexity associated with complex description of structures in large dimensions, we will
represent them as partitions with an extended description that captures the actual properties of the underlying structure. Such a partition representation can
be given by bounded linear manifold clusters that carry the description of the
bounded linear subspaces where the cluster is located [8]. Cluster partitioning
of the geometric structure could be extended further by considering spatial relations between clusters themselves forming a piecewise linear (PL) representation
of the clustering structure. In this paper we propose an efficient algorithm for
the computation of the simplicial complex from the dataset geometric clustering.
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1.1

Related work

There are many methods that use geometrical properties of a point set sample to
discover a structure of a sampled manifold, i.e. geometric clustering or manifold
learning methods.
The main challenge for clustering, especially in high-dimensional spaces, is
relevance of different subsets of points are relevant to different clusters while the
cluster points specified in the full space are associated with various subspaces.
Moreover, various correlations between points are relevant to different clusters.
There are variety of subspace and correlation clustering algorithms that try to
find clusters in the axis-aligned and the arbitrarily oriented subspaces [13].
Because of the infinite number of subspaces, additional assumptions are
required to overcome infinite search space. One of the assumptions is highdimensional observations lie on or close to multiple smooth low-dimensional manifolds embedded in a full space of dataset. Thus, viewing a cluster as a collection
of points on or near a compact manifold becomes a reasonable and promising extension of traditional centroid-based clustering methods, which leads to manifold
clustering.
Haralick and Harpaz [8] presented a linear manifold clustering algorithm,
which is a strict partitioning clustering algorithm, that performs stochastic
search on the dataset in order to find the best possible location of the linear
manifold clusters. Kak [12] used a linear manifold representation of a fixed number of clusters, obtained by sampling the original dataset and minimizing the
reconstruction error from point assignments to cluster prototypes. Peng et al.
[17] constructed linear manifold cluster prototypes by performing spectral decomposition of small random samples with subsequent assignment of the rest of
the dataset points to the nearest subspace cluster prototype. Wang et al. [23]
used a mixture of probabilistic PCAs to form a collection of linear manifolds on
the dataset.
These linear manifolds were used to reconstruct non-linear manifolds, that reflect local geometric information of the data, and form a suitable affinity matrix
that served as input for a spectral clustering technique. Moreover, many linear
methods fail to provide good performance when applied to nonlinear structures.
On the other hand, nonlinear methods, such as nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques, can be naturally used on linear manifolds [7, 19, 20].
Hinton et al. [11] proposed modeling methods based on mixtures of principal components and factor analyzers. Both methods are based on locally linear,
low-dimensional approximations to the underlying linear manifold cluster data.
Harpaz and Haralick [10] defined a non-parametric density estimation modeling technique for modeling data that lie in lower dimensional linear manifolds
through a mixture of linear manifolds models.
Geometric and probabilistic models of the clustering provide a good approximation for low-dimensional data. We seek for a model description that can be
robust and efficient for high-dimensional data. Such model can be based on the
data topological structure, and can be used to reduce high dimensional data sets
into compact representation which captures topological and geometric informa-
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tion. A natural approach is to represent a topological structure as a simplicial
complex.
There are several well-known construction techniques for a simplicial complex
from the point dataset: Čech, Vietoris–Rips [26], “witness” complex [4], Delaunay
triangulation, and Mapper [18]. However, many of these construction techniques
are computationally intensive especially for high-dimensional spaces.
We propose a novel method for a simplicial complex construction which preserves geometric properties on a subspace level of local partition and simultaneously provides a topological description of the original space.
1.2

Overview

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is a technical description
of the linear manifold clustering and its probabilistic model extension. Section 3
provides introductory concepts of a simplicial homology. Section 4 describes
a construction of the topological structure of the linear manifold clustering.
Section 5 discusses experimental results on synthetic and natural datasets and
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Linear Manifold Clustering

In this section, we introduce a basic description of a linear manifold cluster and
its probabilistic model.
2.1

Linear Manifold Cluster

While most primitive structures are associated with zero-dimensional manifolds,
more complex linear structures may be described as non-zero dimensional manifolds.
Definition 1 (Linear manifold). Λ is an unlimited M -dimensional linear
manifold in RN if and only if for some translation vector t ∈ RN and a set
of orthonormal vectors {bi }i=1,...,M ∈ RN ,
Λ = {x ∈ RN | x = t +

M
X

αi bi ; αi ∈ R; t, bi ∈ RN }

(1)

i=1

Haralick and Harpaz introduced the linear manifold cluster model that allows
a cluster structure to be defined by a non-zero dimensional linear manifold [8].
Definition 2 (Linear manifold cluster model). Let C ⊆ D be a cluster of
points from the dataset D ⊂ RN . Then we can define an M -dimensional linear
manifold cluster on the dataset D with a “support” linear manifold Λ as
CΛ = {x ∈ C | x = µΛ + αB + B⊥ ; α ∈ RM ,  ∈ RN −M }

(2)
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where µΛ ∈ RN is a manifold translation vector; B is a matrix whose M columns
bi ∈ RN are orthonormal vectors that span the linear manifold Λ; B⊥ is a matrix
N
whose N − M columns b⊥
are orthonormal vectors that span orthogonal
j ∈ R
complement subspace to a linear manifold Λ; α ∈ RM and  ∈ RN −M are
vectors whose components are independent random variables which characterize the position of the dataset point relative to the linear manifold, such that
V ar(α)  V ar().
In the linear manifold (LM) cluster model, see Definition 2, cluster points
are positioned on or near the linear manifold. If point x is located near a linear
manifold Λ, then the distance from the point to the manifold Λ, described by
the basis B or its orthogonal compliment, is defined as
dΛ (x, B) = k(I − BB T )(x − µΛ )k

(3)

dΛ (x, B⊥ ) = kB⊥ B⊥ T (x − µΛ )k

(4)

Usually, a similarity measure used in description of the cluster is associated
with a proper distance measure, i.e. Euclidean distance. However, in geometrical
clustering the Euclidean distance is usually used to create spherical clusters. In
the k-means clustering, the Euclidian distance-based similarity measure, defined
as d(x, c) < θ where c is the cluster center and is the θ distance threshold, creates
an open ball Bθ (c) around the cluster center which geometrically corresponds to
the sphere.
In case of the linear manifold cluster, a spherical cluster structure does not
correspond to an actual geometrical shape of the elongated LM cluster. Thus,
the Euclidean distance is not a useful measure for describing the linear manifold
clusters. We use the above distance (3) to form a similarity measure which
provides a better geometrical description of the LM cluster.
Definition 3 (Linear manifold cluster). Let Λ be an M -dimensional linear
manifold spanned by the basis orthonormal vectors bi ∈ RN , and θ is a distance
threshold that separates points from the dataset D ⊂ RN by proximity to the
linear manifold Λ. Then, the linear manifold cluster CΛ,θ ⊆ D is defined as
follows
CΛ,θ = {x ∈ D | x = µΛ + αB + B⊥ ; α ∈ RM ,  ∈ RN −M , dΛ (x, B) ≤ θ} (5)
where B is a matrix composed of linear manifold basis vectors, {bi }M
i=1 , B⊥ is
its orthogonal compliment, and µΛ ∈ RN is a manifold Λ translation vector.
Definition 4. A collection of linear manifold clusters form a linear manifold
clustering.
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Fig. 1: Linear manifold cluster CΛ,θ (5) with a support manifold Λ (1), and
boundaries of geometric linear manifold cluster CΛ,χ (9) created for various
threshold χ.

2.2

Model-based Linear Manifold Cluster

Let D ⊂ RN be our observed N -dimensional dataset that contains multiple nonlinear structures. We consider that such non-linear structure would have the form
of a piecewise linear manifold, i.e. a collection of linked bounded linear manifolds.
Let us consider the unknown distribution p(x) over RN , which models a linear
manifold cluster, from which we i.i.d. sample a set of high-dimensional points
{xn ∈ D}In=1 , potentially with an uncorrelated Gaussian noise. We assume that
latent variables of our model come from a low-dimensional space Z ⊆ RM .
A linear manifold cluster model (2), under the assumption of α and  being
modeled by the Gaussian distribution, can be defined as a generative latent
model, in particular, as a factor analysis model [25]:
p(z) = N (z|0, I)

(6)

p(x|z) = N (x|Bz + µ, Ψ)

(7)

where N × M matrix B is composed of M orthonormal basis vectors bj ∈ RN
which span the linear manifold, and Ψ is a diagonal covariance matrix that
captures variance of α and  random variables in the linear manifold cluster
model (2).
The model parameters may be determined by a maximum-likelihood estimation iterative procedure because there is no closed-form analytic solution for B
and Ψ. However, the closed-form solution exists for an isotropic variance model,
Ψ = σ 2 I, which transforms the above model into the probabilistic principal
component analysis problem [22].
A cluster probabilistic model does not require any geometric similarity measure, but a distance measure is required if we want provide a geometrical interpretation. Such distance measure that preserves probabilistic properties of a
cluster point distribution and provides a proper geometric distance measure is
the Mahalanobis distance.
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Definition 5 (Mahalanobis distance). Given a multivariate normal distribution D with a mean µ and covariance matrix Σ, the Mahalanobis distance
between this distribution mean and a point x defined as follows:
q
dΣ (x, µ) = (x − µ)T Σ −1 (x − µ)
(8)
Given a linear manifold cluster covariance matrix ΣC , we define a geometric
linear manifold cluster CΛ,χ , similarly to (5), using the distance measure (8) as
follows:
CΛ,χ = {x ∈ D | dC (x) ≤ χ}

3

(9)

Simplicial Homology

We begin by introducing some concepts of a simplicial homology which are required to specify properties of topological invariants and a topology of linear
manifold structures.
Similarly to clustering, topological data analysis provides generalization over
point dataset by connecting the neighbouring points into the shapes, simplices.
These shapes eventually make up an abstract topological description of an underlying dataset geometry – an abstract simplicial complex.
Definition 6 (Abstract Simplicial Complex [16]). An abstract simplicial
complex is a collection S of finite nonempty sets, such that if σ is an element of
S, so is every nonempty subset of σ, i.e. for any σ ∈ S, σ 0 ⊆ σ, σ 0 ∈ S.
The element of σ of S is called a simplex of S; its dimension is one less than
the number of its elements. The vertex set V of S is the union of the one-point
elements of S, such that v ∈ V is a 0-simplex v ∈ S. We specify a p-simplex
σ = [v0 v1 . . . vp ] such that vertices listed in some order which is permanently
fixed for all vertices. The dimension of S is the largest dimension of any simplex,
or infinite, dim S = max{dim σ | σ ∈ S}. Each nonempty subset of σ is called a
face of σ.
Given a linear manifold clustering C, we wish to construct a topological model
description of a clustered data which is derived from a cover formed by bounded
linear manifold clusters. In general, such a cover is required for the construction
of an abstract simplicial complex which provides a topological description of the
underlying data [16].
Definition 7 (Cover). Let X be a topological space, then a cover U of X is a
collection of sets whose union contains X as a subset,
[
U = {Uα }α∈A such that X ⊆
Uα
(10)
α∈A

where A is an index set.
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For a given a dataset cover, its nerve provides a compact combinatorial description of the connectivity relationship between cover sets based on an existence of their non-empty intersections.
Definition 8 (Nerve [2]). The nerve of a cover U, denoted by N (U), is the
abstract simplicial complex S with vertex set V , and where a family {v0 , . . . , vk }
spans a k-simplex σ if and only if Uv0 ∩ . . . ∩ Uvk 6= ∅.
The Nerve Theorem (1) is a fundamental theorem in algebraic topology relates the topology of the nerve of a cover to the topological space. In order to
formally state it, we need to introduce a notion of weak equivalence between
topological spaces to provide a spaces’ equivalence on a level of topological invariants.
Definition 9 (Homotopy [3]). Given two maps f, g : X → Y of topological
spaces, f and g are homotopic, f ' g, if there is a continuous map H : X ×
[0, 1] → Y so that H(x, 0) = f (x) and H(x, 1) = g(x) for all x ∈ X.
The relationship of being homotopic is an equivalence relation.
Definition 10 (Homotopy Equvalance [6]). Two topological spaces X and Y
are homotopy equivalent if there are continuous maps f : X → Y and g : Y → X
such that g ◦f is homotopic to the identity map idX , g ◦f ' idX , and f ◦g ' idY .
This gives an equivalence relation to topological spaces, X ' Y , and we say that
they have the same homotopy type if they are homotopy equivalent.
For any good cover, we can define a nerve N (U), which is an abstract simplicial complex, that is homotopy equivalent to the underlying topological space
X by the means of following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Nerve Theorem [2]). Suppose that X and U are a topological
space and its cover, and suppose that the cover consists of open sets and is
numerable. Suppose further that for all ∅ = S ⊆ A, we have ∩s∈S Us being either
contractible or empty. Then N (U) is homotopy equivalent to X.
The construction of the cover defines the structure of the corresponding simplicial complex and provides equivalency to an underlying topological space.
From the multitude of cover construction methods, the Čech complex construction provides a proper procedure for a nerve construction of a topological manifold in a metric space X from the family of open balls B (X) = {B (x)}x∈X
where a N -dimensional open ball for any value of  > 0 is defined as
BN (x) = {y ∈ RN | d(x, y) < }

(11)

Definition 11 (Čech Complex). Let (X, d) be a metric space, S is a finite
set of points in X, S ⊂ X. The Čech complex of S at scale  > 0 is the abstract
simplicial complex whose p-simplices correspond to a non-empty intersection of
(p + 1) balls of radius  centered at the (p + 1) distinct points of X.
(
)
\
Č (S) = σ = [x0 x1 . . . xp ] ⊆ S |
B (x) 6= ∅
(12)
x∈σ
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We can view the Čech complex Č (S) as the nerve, see Definition 8, of the
collection of balls {B/2 (x)}x∈S , thus it has the same homotopy type as the
union of these balls, and often has the same homotopy type as X. If ball cells
have the same size, the Čech complex is called standard. If they are different,
then this complex is defined as a generalized Čech complex [14].
From an abstract simplicial complex S, we can calculate a topological invariant, a number of k-dimensional holes in this simplicial complex, which is designated as Betti number, βk . In particular, for every topological space X and every
non-negative integer k, there is a vector space Hk (X), a homology group, whose
dimension is intuitively interpreted as the number of independent k-dimensional
cycles in X, which is designated as the k-dimensional Betti number of X.
Definition 12 (Betti number [5]). The kth Betti number βk of the simplicial
complex S is the rank of the kth homology group Hk (S).
The details of the Betti number calculation can be found in any standard
text of classical algebraic topology, such as [16].

4

Topology of Linear Manifold Clustering

We propose a construction of a simplicial complex which is based on a cover
created from the linear manifold clusters – a linear manifold cluster complex.
Many of the construction methods use raw dataset points as base elements for
the construction procedure [4,14,26]. We argue that a reduced presentation of the
dataset and a simplicial complex constructed from it have the same homotopy
type as the underlying space from where the dataset is sampled.
4.1

Construction of Piecewise Linear Manifold Complex

The main step in any simplicial complex construction procedure is a construction of a cover. Generally, the construction is performed in a metric space with a
particular metric d, i.e. standard Čech construction. Often the metric for a cover
is selected to be a Euclidean, which results in defining an equiradial hyperspherical cover. However, as it was discussed in section 2.1, usage of the Euclidean
distance does not allow to represent correctly the elongated structures, i.e. a
linear manifold cluster.
In a piecewise linear manifold (PLM) complex construction method, we use
the Mahalanobis distance (8) to define element of the cover, a hyperelliptical open neighborhood, which is derived directly from the cluster description,
E (CΛ ) = CΛ, , see (9). Thus, we are able to use a clustering C of the original dataset D ⊂ Rn as a basis of a cover where each element is guided by
the parameter  that controls its size. So, for any  > 0, a cover E (D) is created from a model-based linear manifold clusters of a clustering C, E (D) =
{E (CΛ )}CΛ ∈C(D) .
The piecewise linear manifold complex can be viewed as a version of the
witness complex [4] computed in the intrinsic geometry of the dataset D with a
set of landmark points corresponding to the centers of linear manifold clusters.
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Definition 13 (Piecewise Linear Manifold Complex). Let D be a dataset,
and C be its clustering of size L. Given a distance matrix D of the dimension
L × N calculated using (8) between the cluster set {Ci ∈ C}i∈I and the dataset
D = {xj }j∈J where I = {1, 2, . . . , L} and J = {1, 2, . . . , N } are index sets.
We define a piecewise linear manifold (PLM) complex P L (C) = {V, S} with
a vertex set V = I, and a finite collection of simplices S constructed for some
 > 0 as follows:
– the edge σ = [ab] belongs to S if and only if for a, b ∈ V there exists a j ∈ J
such that:
max(D(a, j), D(b, j)) ≤ 
– A p-simplex σ = [a1 a2 . . . ap+1 ] belongs to S if and only if for a1 , . . . , ap+1 ∈
V all its edges belong to S; or there exists a j ∈ J such that:
max(D(a1 , j), . . . , D(ap+1 , j)) ≤ 

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5

-1

0

1

2

Fig. 2: A piecewise linear manifold complex P L (C) (black) constructed from
the clustering C (colors) of the dataset D (points).

In [4], it was suggested that the landmark points for a witness complex,
initialized based on clustering, poorly reflect the underlying space properties
due to the variation of sample density. Even though it might be true for kmeans clustering because it uses a similarity measure that only accounts for
geometrical position of the points, we believe that usage of the linear manifold
clusters, which have explicit probabilistic interpretation, for the landmarks is
appropriate. A linear manifold cluster provides a truthful representation of the
part of the dataset in the vicinity of the cluster center and can be viewed as an
approximation of the tangent space in this point. In its turn, the local tangent
space provides a low-dimensional linear approximation of the local geometric
structure of the nonlinear smooth manifold from which the dataset was sampled
[24].
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5

Results

We performed the series of experiments to show that the constructed piecewise
linear manifold (PLM) complexes exhibit the same topological properties as the
complexes created by other construction methods: Vietoris-Rips [26] and witness
[4]. We used the synthetic and real datasets with known topological properties
to compare the construction results.
Following the experimental procedure in [4], we evaluated how well a PLM
construction algorithm captures the topological properties of the underlying
datasets. The correctness of the constructed simplicial complex S, produced
by the PLM construction, is evaluated by computing the Betti numbers βi of
the complex which is a standard procedure in algebraic topology. The resulting set of Betti numbers was compared with the known Betti numbers profile,
(β0 , β1 , β2 ), of the topological space from where the dataset is sampled. In addition, we measured a relative dominance of the topological profile which compares
the length of the persistence of the profile interval with the interval when the
complex becomes one connected component, β0 = 1.
In addition to the linear manifold clustering (LMCLUS) method for dataset
partitioning, we used the k-means clustering algorithm to generate a distance
matrix for a PLM complex, see Definition 13, applying (8) to spherical k-means
clusters. We did this to evaluate stability of the PLM complex construction, as
LMCLUS algorithm has larger variability of produced clusterings.
“Two Moons” In the first expersment, we used “Two Moons” dataset which is
synthetic dataset composed of 1000 2D points that are divided into two nonlinear shapes, the two interleaving half circles, of equal size. This dataset can be
used to provide a test for binary classification as well as to structure detection
or clustering. This dataset has following Betti profile (2, 0, 0), which corresponds
to two connected components represented by half circled shapes.
We generated a 1000 2D point “Two Moons” dataset with an added Gaussian
noise with standard deviation 0.07. This dataset was clustered by the original
LMCLUS algorithm [8] and the resulting clustering refined to produce bounded
linear manifold clusters with the best clustering selected by a linear manifold
minimum description length score [9]. For clustering with bounded LMCLUS
algorithm, we used the following settings: best bound = 0.25, sampling factor =
0.3, min cluster size = 20. The rest of the setting were set to default values. We
also performed the partitioning by the k-means algorithm with k = 12 which
created a spherical clustering [1].
Using the piecewise linear manifold construction procedure described in Section 4, we generated a PLM complex, see Definition 13, from the intersections of
the boundaries of the linear manifold clusters. We used a sequence of values to
threshold the Mahalanobis distance for each cluster to receive a hyperelliptical
neighborhood around the center of each cluster for construction of a filtration
complex F from the PLM complex. The filtration complex F was used to determine a filtration value, a boundary radius, when a particular Betti profile
appears to evaluate the relative dominance of such profile. Similar procedure
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(b) Witness, l = 40, r = 0.2

Fig. 3: Simplicial complex for “Two Moons” dataset created using the piecewise
linear manifold construction, a, with Mahalanobis distance χ = 0.11 in distance
space D, and using the witness complex construction [4], b, with 40 maxmin
landmarks and landmark ball radius r = 0.2.

was done with k-mean clusters to generate the corresponding PLC complex.
We also repeated same filtration generation procedure for other constructions:
Vietoris-Rips [26] and witness [4]. We used different a filtration parameters for
different construction procedures: for the Vietoris-Rips construction – a distance
between dataset points, for the witness construction – a landmark radius between
specified number of the landmarks (l = 40). We pervormed construction procedures 100 times, and evaluated the median values of a relative dominance and a
complex cell number. Table 1 shows the results of these trials, as well as a percentage of successfully recovered Betti profiles for a particular dataset, reported
in “% success”.
Figure 3 shows an example of the complex produced by the PLM construction
(3a) and the witness construction (3b). Figure 4a shows a persistence barcode of
the PLM complex filtration. This barcode shows of two connected components,
homology group H0 , for boundary radius χ ∈ [0.11, 0.24). The homology group
H1 , that corresponds to 1D topological hole or circle, also appears on the barcode
which can be explained by overlapping cluster boundaries from the dataset top
and bottom half when boundary radii are large enough, χ ≥ 2.2. For the witness
complex construction with 40 landmarks, see Figure 4b, we observe the similar
homological groups.

Circles This synthetic dataset composed of 1000 2D points that are divided into
two concentric circles of equal size. This dataset has Betti profile (2, 2, 0), which
corresponds to two connected components and two 1-dimensional holes. We used
the similar experimental protocol and parameters as for “Two Moons” dataset.
The experimental results are presented in Table 1. We were not able to acquire
results for the witness construction due to suboptimal designation of landmark
points in the dataset.
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Construction
Dataset
Vietoris-Rips Witness PLM + LMCLUS PLM + k-means
Two Moons
% success
100.0
98.0
100.0
100.0
median relative dominance
0.63
1.0
0.06
0.44
median number of cells
10948
187
43
22
Sphere
% success
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
median relative dominance
0.03
0.98
0.65
0.73
median number of cells
32710
62
52
62
Circles
% success
100.0
0.0
99.0
42.0
median relative dominance
0.17
0.0
0.04
0.21
median number of cells
11934
0
48
24
OIP300
% success
100.0
84.0
100.0
median relative dominance
1.0
0.5
0.38
median number of cells
612
43
54
OIP15
% success
100.0
47.0
28.0
median relative dominance
1.0
0.57
0.52
median number of cells
420
85
60

Table 1: Recovering the homology profile of various datasets using 4 different
constructions

Sphere This synthetic dataset composed of 500 3D points sampled from S2 . This
dataset has Betti profile (1, 0, 1), which corresponds to a connected component
and one 2-dimensional hole. We used the similar experimental protocol and parameters as for “Two Moons” dataset. The experimental results are presented
in Table 1.
Optical image patches The optical image patches (OIP) dataset is a large collection of high-contrast 3 × 3 optical image patches which after normalization
are represented by points on the unit sphere in R8 [15]. For our experiments,
we used a sample of 30% densest vectors from OIP dataset based the density
estimator ρK (x) = |x − xK | where xK is the K-th nearest neighbor of x for some
K. We used two samples of 15 × 103 points for K = 15 and K = 300 provided
by JavaPlex library tutorial [21].
For the sample from the estimator ρ300 , the Betti profile is (1,1,0). We clustered this dataset by the LMCLUS algorithm and generated bounded linear manifold clusters using the following parameters: best bound = 0.2, sampling factor
= 0.3, min cluster size = 50. The above experimental protocol was used for the
sample from the estimator ρ15 , which has the Betti profile (1,5,0). Following parameters for LMCLUS algorithm were used: best bound = 0.3, sampling factor
= 0.1, min cluster size = 30. The maximal filtration value was set to 1.0. We
also used the witness construction algorithm with 50 landmarks to compare correctness of the results reported in [15] and complexity of simplicial complexes
constructed by our algorithm.
The experimental results presented in Table 1 show that the PLM construction algorithm was able to create simplicial complexes with smaller number of
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cells that exhibit the same topological properties as the witness construction
method, see Figure 4.

6

Conclusion

We described a novel simplicial complex construction technique based on the
linear manifold clustering which provides a comprehensive geometric and topological structural descriptions.
We confirmed that the PLM complex construction method produces reasonable results for various datasets, and showed that such construction method
generates more compact, informative and efficient simplicial complexes in comparison to other methods while retaining all topological invariant data.
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Fig. 4: Persistence barcodes of datasets “Two Moons” (a, b) and “Optical
Image Patches” (c, d) from the filtered simplicial complexes created by the
piecewise linear manifold construction (a, c) and the witness constructions (b,
d). Note: Yellow color identifies right semi-infinite interval.
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Wheat Ear Detection in RGB and Thermal
Images Using Deep Neural Networks
Zeljana Grbović1 , Marko Panić1 , Oskar Marko1 , Sanja Brdar1 , and Vladimir
Crnojević1
University of Novi Sad, BioSense Institute, Serbia

Abstract. The number of farmers who use smart phones is increasing
rapidly and furthermore RGB and thermal cameras are becoming more
and more available either as smart phone gadgets or as integrated parts
of the smart phone. Using them, farmers could have early information
about the wheat yield. Currently, counting ears on part of a field and
extrapolating the values for the whole field requires ears to be counted
manually, which is prone to subjective evaluation, takes a lot of time and
requires large human resources. In the case of larger fields, samples must
be taken from more than one location, which additionally slows down the
process. The aim of the research was to develop a system for wheat ear
recognition and counting, which is necessary step for further estimation
of wheat ear coverage density in the field, and yield prediction. Images
of winter wheat were taken at 4 dates during the growing season and
segmented manually to acquire the ground truth. Image segmentation
was done using deep learning. Namely, convolutional neural networks
were applied to RGB and thermal images and the results were compared
to the ground truth to assess the system accuracy. Development of a
comprehensive system for ear counting and yield prediction has a huge
practical value for crop monitoring and optimal decision-making in wheat
production.
Keywords: phenotyping · deep learning · wheat · yield prediction ·
segmentation

1

Introduction

Human population is growing, so the topics of monitoring and increasing yield
of crops are becoming more and more interesting in the recent years. For the
third year in a row, there has been a rise in world hunger [1]. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations adopted the 17 global objectives
and goals over the next 15 years (2016-2030) [2]. Priorities are to end hunger,
achieve food security and improve nutrition [3]. The investment in agriculture
- crops, livestock, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture - is key to accomplishing
the entire set of goals [2]. In order to prevent losses, possible solutions are the
implementation of tools for risk monitoring and early warning systems in the
environment-food-health system [1].
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Wheat is one of the most important sources of food worldwide and monitoring
of its yield is a significant part of the global plan for nutrition of population [4].
The automatic counting of wheat ears and its yield prediction accordingly can
improve crop monitoring. Parameters that are most important for wheat yield
estimation are the number of ears, usually per square meter, the number of
grains and the 1000 grain weight [5]. The one with the highest correlation with
yield is the number of wheat ears per unit area [6].
The conventional method for manual counting is a tedious and labour-intensive
task and it is prone to subjective evaluation. Typically, it involves the frame size
of 1 m2 that is placed over wheat and the ears are counted manually. Estimated
number is then extrapolated to the whole field. In the case where the size of
a field is larger than a few hectares, the number of ears must be counted at
more than one location on the field which additionally slows down the whole
process. This method requires not just time, but material and human resources,
and limits the usage of such procedure [6]. The automatic counting ears would
contribute not just to the velocity of obtaining counts, but would simplify whole
process. The counts would also be valuable for the harvest organisation for monitoring plant performance and crop management or in breeding as a phenotyping
trait [6].
Deep learning has shown as promissing method that outperforms other image analysis and machine learning approaches [7]. The usage of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) is increasing and takes a lead in image-based phenotyping: for automatic plant species identification [8], for extracting Arabidopsis
thaliana phenotyping features [9], [10], or for detecting wheat spikes in controlled
environments [11], [12], [13].
In fully connected networks each node in hidden layers is dependent of all
pixels, what makes this architecture inappropriate for the image analysis. Convolutional filters solved the problem by restricting dependency only on the pixel’s
surroundings. This kind of filters usually have small dimensions: 3x3, 5x5 or
7x7, reducing significantly the number of parameters in convolutional neural
networks. The filter consists of set of weights that are connected with a part of
the inputs. This filter slides through the whole input resulting in new matrix the feature map [14]. The usage of of convolutional filters in hidden layers takes
into consideration the context of pixel and thus imitates the work of sensor cells
of human eye.
Besides convolutional layers, the choice of the activation function has the big
influence on the overall network performance. The Rectified Linear Units (ReLU)
is the most utilised activation function for deep neural networks [15]. Results in
[16], [17], [18] indicated advantages of this function in training process. ReLU
activation function with its variations (Leaky ReLU, Parametrized ReLU ), has
shown as computational efficient and very useful for the problem of the vanishing
gradient appearing during training procedure. The previous developed activation
functions such as linear, step, sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent and softsign activation
functions are mostly applied in shallow neural networks.
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The aim of our study was to propose and develop a method for automatic
counting of wheat ears in outdoor conditions with simplest way of usage, without
mounted cameras on vehicles etc. Wheat images should be taken by hand-held
cameras or by smartphones’ integrated cameras. Here we opt for the first option and as usage of mobile phones is wide-spreading and their functions and
gadgets are developing, we expect emerging solutions with smartphones. The
system developed in this paper allows farmers to take a photo of their crops and
instantaneously get the counts of wheat ears per observed area that are necessary for further yield estimation. More images taken by users would provide the
opportunity to capture different densities across field and to develop model with
higher prediction accuracy at the field level.
Motivation for the study comes from the fact that the number of ears per
unit ground area is one of the main agronomic yield components in determining
grain yield. Its fast estimation contributes to monitoring the efficiency of crop
management practices, early yield prediction or serves as a phenotyping trait in
breeding programs.

2

Related work

Manual counting is a tedious and labour intensive task. The first idea to simplify
manual counting on the field dates from 2010[19]. The experiment was setup by
positioning the camera at the height of 0.85 m allowed for the area of 0.25 m2 to
be observed. For image processing and automatic counting the colour and texture image analysis were applied: classical methods of image segmentation and
classification combined with morphological ones. In [6] authors applied Laplacian
and median filter for preprocessing images, and find local maxima for detection
and classification of spikes. In [20] Gabor filters were utilised along with principal
component analysis and k-means clustering. In [5] image fusion was used with
Twin Support Vector Machines (TWSVM). So far, deep learning found its usage
in phenotyping too, so in [7] and [21] convolutional neural network reaches great
results in solving this type of problem. In [7] authors used Region-based Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN) and RGB images, reaching average accuracy
of 93.30 % and F1 score 0.95. The contribution of [21] is not just in developed
novel network architecture for this particular usage, but also in creation of the
dataset with simple black background in a controlled in-door environment.
There are many factors that have an influence on the recognition accuracy.
They include illumination intensity, shadows, noise, different angles for capturing
images and observed field-of-view. It is in detail explained in [5] that it is not
easy to determine the right angle or the time of image acquisition. In [6] and [7]
it has been shown that the nadir perspective is a good solution for the angle of
image acquisition. However, our study and few others ([5, 7, 20, 21, 22]) relied
on oblique perspective which allows to get more information about colour, shape
and texture. This information can be valuable not just for counting ears, but for
detection and monitoring of a disease spreading [7].
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Focus of related studies was just on the usage of RGB images, only in [6] was
mention the potential usage of thermal camera, but it is criticised because of a
low resolution and a high cost of those cameras. In our study we decided to use
both, RGB and thermal camera, for ear detection and counting. Due to compact
shape, ears have a greater thermal capacity than the rest of the plant. Hence,
they accumulate heat more slowly then leaves and the stem, but they accumulate
more of it and hold it for longer. For this reason, they appear very bright in
thermal images and can be easily distinguished from the background, even by
human eye [23]. In RGB images on the other hand, ears and the background
have similar green colour and their segmentation must rely on more complex
parameters, such as the shape and texture. That motivated us to consider both
sources of information.

3
3.1

Data Collection
Study areas

Two fields were observed at two locations, in Bajmok (45.97N 19.42E) and in
Ravno Selo (45.45N 19.62E), two villages in Vojvodina, the northern province of
Serbia. The images were taken at four dates (7th and 17th of May in Bajmok,
and 11th and 18th of May in Ravno Selo), two times at each location, in two
wheat growth stages: the beginning of flowering, when approximately 10% of
flowers were opened and in the early milk stage of wheat. In Bajmok, the average
daily maximum temperature in May was 23o C and the average precipitation was
49 mm [24]. In Ravno Selo, the daily maximum average temperature in May
was 24o C and the average precipitation 52 mm [25]. The experimental fields
were set up in the same way: two seed varieties were planted (NS40S developed
by Institute of Field and Vegetable Crops, Novi Sad, Serbia and Ingenio CCB
Syngenta).
Experimental fields were divided into 16×10 grid, where the first mentioned
variety was planted in the first 5 columns, while the second variety was in the
remaining 5. That resulted in 80 plots per variety on each field/location. Each
plot was the size of 4 m2 , with 0.2 m space between each column and row. The
experiments were conducted in the morning, during cloudless days from 9 AM
to noon, to avoid unwanted noise in measurements resulting from illumination
differences.
3.2

Experiment setup

The camera used on the field is manual FLIR SC620 camera, with thermal image
resolution of 640x480 pixels and RGB image resolution of 2048x1536 pixels. This
camera has reading accuracy +-2% of in the temperature range of -40o C to
+500o C with the field of view of 24o x18o /0.3m, the focal length of 40mm and
with the spatial resolution of 0.65mrad [26]. This type of camera detects very
small temperature differences and collects infrared radiation, that is useful to
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distinguish and to highlight ears from background. The tripod was set up on
maximum height (1.25m) resulting in camera sensor positioned at 0.55m above
the wheat canopy (with height ≈ 0.7-0.8m at the time of imaging). The images
captured approximately under viewing angle of 30o in relation to the horizontal.
During the image acquisition we used automatic setup for illumination, which
allowed us to observe the relative temperature difference between ears and the
stem. Considering the fact that the process of image acquisition was manual the
problem of motion blur appeared during process due to a shaking hand or an
unintentional movement of the camera. After discarding the images that had
problems with blur or illumination and shadows, 138 images with good quality
in both modalities were selected for our experimental evaluation. Examples of
thermal and visible images are given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Examples of RGB (a) and thermal image (b)

4

Proposed method

In this paper we develop system for wheat-ears detection from thermal and
RGB images captured on the field in outdoor conditions. The system consists
of two main parts: module for segmentation of image regions belonging to the
wheat ears, and module for their counting. Besides these main modules, overall
workflow requires image preprocessing, cross-validation and postprocessing steps
(see Fig. 2). In the following we give a short description of each of these steps.
4.1

Image Preprocessing

In the image preprocessing step all images were normalised into 0-1 interval.
Thermal images were acquired as pseudo coloured images where red and yellow
colours represented warmer parts (usually ears), while blue represented background (usually leaves and the stem). This allows better distinction and interpretation of objects in images, which paved a way for easier wheat ear detection.
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of the proposed approach step by step

We use only the red channel for the analysis, as the other ones were linearly
dependent to it. Color RGB images were originally large, 2048x1536 pixels. Labelling such large images with plenty of ears proved to be too tedious. Therefore,
since thermal images cover the central region of RGB images, RGB images were
cropped to the same size as thermal images (640x480 pixels) in such way to
represent the same field of view as thermal images.

4.2

Segmentation

The image segmentation is one of the most important step in the plethora of pattern recognition algorithms, considering the fact that results of the segmentation
affect on the further image analysis and the possible propagation of error [27]. In
this paper we did the pixel-based segmentation using the convolutional neural
network (CNN). We restrict our segmentation problem only on two labels, one
which will denote that observed pixel belongs to the wheat ear and other which
indicates that pixel is the part of the background.
In order to test segmentation accuracy a ground truth labels were made
manually. The output of the labelling are binary images, where the pixel value
of 1 indicates that it belongs to the region of wheat ear, while value 0 denotes the
background. Both kinds of images were divided into training and test datasets,
80 % for training and 20 % for test. The average number of ears in thermal
images was 80, obtained from total number of 11040 manually counted ears in
all selected thermal images (8832 for training and 2208 for testing). The average
number of ears in RGB images is 36, obtained from total number of 4968 ears
in all selected RGB images (3975 for training and 993 for testing). Difference
in resolution of thermal and RGB sensors resulted in lower number of ears in
RGB images compared to the thermal images. In the following we give a detail
explanation of CNN architecture that we propose.
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4.3

CNN architecture

For the problem of ear detection, i.e. segmentation of image region that belong
to the ear, we developed our own CNN architecture without using any previous
pretrained model from literature. The advantage of used convolutional layers
in proposed architecture is that they have far less parameters for learning due
to rare connections and shared weights which reduces the computational complexity, saves usage memory and allows faster network learning. Convolutional
layer depends on the size of convolutional filter, the number of channels of input
image and the number of feature maps [12]. The proposed network consists of
blocks of convolutional layers, after each is inserted the activation function. The
commonly used activation function for deep neural networks is Rectified Linear
Units (ReLU) [15] defined as:
ReLU (x) = max(0, x).

(1)

Besides that ReLU outperforms other activation functions in computational
efficiency and in solving problem of the vanishing gradient, it causes production
of ‘dead’ neurons. These kind of neurons give the return value equal to 0 for an
each sample in database for training. This is happening when we have the negative argument as the input of ReLU activation function, which results in output
always equal to 0. The advantage of this ReLU behaviour is that those zeros can
be eliminated from the network and in that way a better computational efficiency
can be achieved. Then the computations are significantly simplified and reduced
to operations such as the comparison, the addition and the multiplication. The
disadvantage of this ReLU characteristics is that ‘dead’ neuron can affect the
total accuracy of network [18].
A various improvements of ReLU function have been proposed in order to
solve the negative aspects of ‘dead’ neurons. Here we will mention the Leaky
ReLU (lReLU) and Parametrized ReLU (PReLU). The lReLU, defined as:
(
αx, x < 0
lReLU (x) =
(2)
x,
otherwise
return the constant value α for a input values bellow zero providing that gradient
doesn’t vanish. The hyperparameter α can take the value in the range [0,1] while
according to the presented work in [14], the value of α should be set on 0.01.
In [28] however is proved that using some other types of data, the bigger values
of this parameter works better. The PReLU is another modification of ReLU
function which learns the hyperparameter α from the data instead of setting it
on the constant value like LReLU did [18].
In this work we opt for a Exponential Linear Units (ELU) activation function
[15]. The ELU belong to the group of non-linear functions and represent elementwise function [29]:
ELU (x) = max(0, x) + min(0, α ∗ (exp(x) − 1)).

(3)
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This activation function speeds up learning in deep neural networks and allows to
achieve higher classification accuracy. Usage of ELU has shown to be more robust
on noise in the data and achieves better generalization of CNN with more than 5
layers compared to other activation functions [28]. Among blocks of convolutional
layers followed by ELU function, a batch normalisation as regularization method
is inserted. That provides speed-up in training time and prevent overfitting. In
the first convolutional layer a kernel of size 7x7 is used while in others we use
kernel size 3x3. The architecture is depicted in Fig 3.

Fig. 3. The proposed CNN architecture.

For a loss function a Binary Cross Entropy is used (see (4)). The losses are
averaged and summed over observations for each batch and the function returns
a loss per input/target element [30]. This loss function is used because the main
problem considered here is to segment or to classify which pixels belong to the
ears and which to the background, which is indeed the problem of the binary
classification.
H p (q) = −

N

1 X
y i · log(p(y i )) + (1 − y i ) · log(1 − p(y i ))
N i=1

(4)

In equation (4) a y i represent label (1 for pixels that belong to ears and 0
for background) and p(yi ) is the predicted probability that pixel belongs to the
class of ears. For each white pixel (ear region) (yi = 1), the function adds log
probability of it being part of ear, log(p(yi )), to the loss, or log(1-p(yi )), that is
the probability that the pixel belongs to the background (yi =0) [31].
4.4

Measures

Similar as in [5], [7] and [21], usual measures for the evaluation of results are
used in this paper. True positive (TP) represents correctly classified a pixel as
an ear. False positive (FP) represents incorrectly classified a background pixel
as an ear, but multiple detection of the same pixel, as well. False negative (FN)
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represents incorrectly classified an ear pixel as a background pixel.
P recision =

TP
TP + FP

(5)

Recall is a measure of detected pixels that belong to ears in the image.
Recall =

TP
TP + FN

(6)

Accuracy measures model performance.
Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(7)

F1 score (The Srensen-Dice index, Dice similarity coefficient) is a measure
that is used for comparing similarities of two samples, in range [0,1]. Considering the fact, that the main problem of this paper is binary classification and
segmentation ears of wheat, this measure represents a good estimation of model
performance and robustness.
F 1score = 2 ·

P recision · Recall
P recision + Recall

(8)

For showing the relation between counting and a target it is usually used
Mean Square Error, but for this problem has not shown as enough representative.
So, it is used a relative counting error, as in [20]. For image i, the relative error
is defined as [20]:
|y p (i) − y t (i)|
Err(i) =
(9)
y t (i)
In the above equation, yp represents the automatic counted number of ears
per image i, yt is the manual counted number of ears on the observed image i,
the true value of wheat ear number.
The accuracy is calculated by [20]:
( yp (i)
, if y p (i) ≤ y t (i)
(10)
Acc(i) = yt (i)yp (i)
2 − y (i) , otherwise
t

This definition covers both cases and insures that the value of accuracy stays
between 0 and 100 %. In the case that the relative error has the value bigger
than 1, that means that the predicted value is too far from the target one [20].
Also, for the evaluation of linear relation between the true and predicted
value it is usual to apply Pearson correlation coefficient and the coefficient of
determination, which is equal to the squared value of Pearson coefficient. Those
measures are used in [7]. Pearson coefficient gives information about of regularity
of the relation between data values. The squared value of the Pearson coefficient
is the coefficient of determination. The minimum value of this coefficient is 0.25,
for the result to be acceptable in practice [32].
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5
5.1

Results, discussion and future work
Activation Functions

In this paper we evaluated performance of activation functions from the aspects
of memory usage of single GPU and the required time for 10 epoch of training
on thermal images. The GPU that is used is one from the set of four NVIDIA
TITAN X GPUs.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. a) GPU memory usage performance, b) performances of the model dependent
on usage different activation functions. The results are obtained after 10 epochs.

Based on the comparisons on obtained results, we selected ELU activation
function, due to better performances than other two activation functions. ELU
requires much less memory of single GPU, only 61.17 % of total memory during
training process (7457/12189 MiB), which allows usage of deeper network if it
is necessary and much faster training while ReLU and PReLU requires 98.70 %
of GPUs memory (12031/12189 MiB).

Fig. 5. Measured required time for training process dependent on different activation
functions. The results are obtained after 10 epochs.
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ReLU requires as similar time on 10 epochs as ELU, but on 1000 epoch,
training becomes slower. PReLU requires the longer time for training, considering the fact that the hyperparameter α is also learned during training. ELU
activation function is chosen not just because of faster training and less memory
usage, but also the fact that these improvements does not affect on performances
of model accuracy.
5.2

Segmentation

The deep convolutional network for thermal images achieved results of 75.63 %
F1 Score. This measure is the most significant for the first part of the system, for
segmentation. Also, the accuracy of the model is 92.59 %, the precision is 85.36%,
and recall reached 94.73 %. In the following table these results are shown.
Table 1. Results of segmentation - thermal images
F1score Accuracy Recall Precision
0.75
0.92
0.94
0.85

Fig. 6. a) the original thermal image b) the manual made binary mask c) the output
from the model d) the applied threshold of 0.8 on the output

In order to achieve the most precisely segmentation as possible, the threshold
is chosen based on the highest reached value of F1 score. The chosen threshold
has the value of 0.8 and it is applied on the model output, that is used in the
next step, for the automatic counting ears.
For RGB images, the results are slightly different. The model achieved F1
Score 68.46 %, the accuracy 67.74 %, the precision of 70.83%, and recall reached
84.23%. On the output from RGB model the same threshold of 0.8 is applied.
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Table 2. Results of segmentation - RGB images
F1score Accuracy Recall Precision
0.68
0.67
0.84
0.70

Fig. 7. a) the original RGB image b) the manual made binary mask c) the output from
the model d) the applied threshold of 0.8 on the output

5.3

Counting ears

For ground truth, ears are counted on the original masks, by two people. The
mean value is taken as the true value of the number of ears on images. Ears
are also counted manually by the same two people, on masks obtained from the
model for both types of images. The propagation of error of non-detected ears
from the segmentation caused the relative error of 9.5 % for thermal images
and 14.33 % for RGB images. The automatic method of counting is done on
the output from the model, after the applied threshold of 0.8 and the basic
morphological operation - erosion in one iteration with the kernel size of 5x5
for thermal images and 7x7 for RGB images. For thermal images, the automatic
method of counting ears has the error of 11.74 % in regard to manual counted
ears on masks obtained from the model. Also the automatic counted number of
ears reached accuracy of 89.22 % compared to the manually counted ears, The
result is summary on all 27 test images. For RGB images, the error is 18.46 %
in regard to manual counted ears on masks obtained from the model. Also the
automatic counted number of ears accuracy is 82.27 % compare to the manually
counted ears on all test images. The results are given in the following table.
5.4

Understanding the algorithms errors

For future improvements of the results it is important to understand reasons
for non-detected ears. There are a few challenges in the step of detection of
ears. The occlusion and the overlap are the crucial problems that causes errors
in segmentation. Different sizes of ears within image due to the perspective of
the imaging and different resolutions of thermal and RGB images are additional
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Table 3. Results of counting ears - thermal images
Images
Thermal RGB
True number
80.26
36.58
Image counted number
75.96
36.63
Automatic counted number 72.66
33.95
Accuracy
89.22
82.27
Error
11.74
18.46
Pearson coefficient
0.73
0.64
Coefficient of determination
0.53
0.40

challenges. The angle of image acquisition, the illumination on the filed, the time
of imaging and others fields conditions also have impact on final results.

6

Conclusion

This research showed that it is possible to use different types of images, thermal and RGB for detection of wheat ears. Proposed approach does not require
mounted cameras on vehicles or expensive and complicated set ups. The system
for the image acquisition required a hand-held camera and a tripod. It is easy
moveable through the plots on the field. The whole approach is significant for
plant phenotyping, considering the fact that the number of ears is meaningful for
estimating the wheat yield. Our goal is to allow farmers to obtain the number of
ears in fast and simple manner that would be an input for as much as possible
accurate estimation of wheat yield. This is important not just to plan future
harvest, but also to monitor plants for particular stage of growth and prevent
lower yields or a disease spreading.
Our future work will be directed towards expanding database with the higher
quality images, not just thermal and RGB from FLIR camera, but also those
captured by mobile phone. Additional work on the alignment of these images
is necessary. That would allow us to make connection with yield related data
from the field, such as the amount of grains or their weight. Finally, there is
certainly space for the improvement of the segmentation model and the method
for automatic counting ears.
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Abstract. A soybean crop health is proportional to the vigor of the
original seeds. Traditionally, the health classification of seeds is made
manually by a specialized human. This is an important step to ensure
the consistency and yield of each crop. This method is highly subjective
and adds time and cost to production. To improve the efficacy and the
efficiency of this process, we propose a methodology to automatically define the soybean seed vigor based on its damages. To do so, we compared
five state-of-the-art pre-trained models (VGG-16, VGG-19, InceptionV3, Xception-V1, and Inception-ResNet-V2) fine-tuned to classify soybean seeds according to their type of damage and severity degree. Our
methodology also took into account the effect of the learning rate optimizer for each model and is capable to answer the well-suited combination. According to our experiments, the best combination of model and
optimizer yielded a classification accuracy of 92%. This level of accuracy
obtained through our automated classification improves the entire planting and harvesting process by making it more cost effective and faster.
Furthermore, the method proposed here has the potential to be used
with other types of seeds.
Keywords: Deep learning · Transfer learning · Convolutional neural
networks · Soybean seeds · Vigor · Classification.

1

Introduction

Soybean is one of the most economically important beans in the world. It is a
rich source of vegetable protein, oil and provides ingredients to multiple packaged meals [10]. Therefore, its availability is globally essential, especially for
developing countries where food supply is limited. As far as data goes, the crop
size of soybeans is increasing each year globally. In 2016 just three countries
?
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represented 82% of the global production. Those being the United States (35%),
Brazil (29%) and Argentina (18%) [1].
To support this steady growth, new production techniques that improve the
overall efficiency and reduce crop preparation time are required. An important
quality check performed to ensure crop consistency is the seed vigor test. This
analysis estimates the health of each seed based on visual aspects.
Nowadays, the seed vigor test is performed manually by a highly specialized
human. Each technician needs to classify thousands of seeds daily, making it a
laborious and subjective process. Hence, this whole testing method is prone to
human error and adds cost and time to the crop.
In this study, we investigate the potential of automating the manual vigor
classification of soybean seeds using a convolutional neural network in conjunction with the transfer learning technique. Here, five different models pre-trained
with the same dataset are assessed to determine the most accurate and consistent for this task. We also compare the effects of four distinct learning rate
optimizers in the classification accuracy.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the related concepts necessary to understand our methodology. In Section 3 we detail our proposed methodology. Section 4 presents the description of the dataset and the
scenarios considered in our experiments. The results obtained from the experimental evaluation are discussed in Section 5. Finally, our research conclusions
are presented in Section 6.

2

Background

In this work, we employ different types of Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs). This type of network is one of the most popular classes of deep neural
networks. It is most often used to learn visual features from an image. In summary, an input image is fed into the network composed of multiple convolutional
layers. The image is abstracted using a kernel whenever it moves from layer to
layer. At the end of the process, each layer has its own coefficients that represent
the most common features among all images processed. This visual perception
method needs less processing than other types of approaches. In practice, after training the neural network with image samples containing recurring visual
aspects, it can indicate if the visual marker is present in a brand new image.
In the present day, various papers proposing image classification methods use
convolutional neural networks in its core. For example, the AlexNet [9] that won
the ImageNet competition in 2012, and more recently the Inception-ResNet-V2
published in [13].
Training a CNN from scratch, in some cases, may require a high computational cost. To overcome this issue transfer learning techniques can be used. In
computer science, transfer learning is a technique employed to use the knowledge gathered by processing a dataset to another related task. This is useful to
decrease the computation needed during training. This method helps to offload
the training of basic shapes and curves from the whole network and focus on
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key features. Thus, reducing the computation needed to reach the same level of
accuracy.
Pre-trained models are an integral part of the transfer learning technique.
For this experiment, the following five modules were used in combination with
four different optimizers.
VGG-16: This model was developed by researches from the Oxford Visual
Geometry Group [12] for the ILSVRC 2014 challenge. Its structure is composed
of thirteen convolutional layers, each one with a three by three convolutional
kernel, followed by a max pooling downsampling layer. These layers are divided
into five blocks.
VGG-19: It is the deeper version of the VGG-16 and was presented in the same
paper by the Oxford Visual Geometry Group [12]. The structure is comprised of
the same number of blocks with different arrangements of convolutional layers.
Inception-V3: This model is a refined version of the GoogLeNet introduced
in [14]. Its structure is formed by segments of Inception modules. This kind of
module computes the input with multiple sizes of convolutional kernels. This
multilevel feature extraction extracts both coarse and fine features at the same
time.
Inception-ResNet-V2: This is a variant of the Inception-V3 model published
by Google researchers in [13]. It uses the Residual Neural Network feature from
the ResNet-50 model published by Microsoft [7].
Xception-V1: This model was proposed in [4]. It outperforms the InceptionV3 model in the ImageNet dataset, even though it has almost the same number
of parameters. This behavior indicates that this model uses its resources more
efficiently. The Inception modules were replaced by the depthwise separable convolutions.

3

Proposed Methodology

In this paper, we proposed a methodology capable to find the best combination
of pre-trained CNN models and learning rate optimization methods to better
predict not only the type of damage in a given soybean seed but also its severity
level. To accomplish this, our proposed methodology was separated in two steps
represented by Figures 1 and 2. Initially, in the first step, we perform a preprocessing step to compose an input dataset. The final composition of a given
input dataset is illustrated in Figure 1. The raw soybean images are classified
by a technician into the required classes to validate the methodology, as usual
in supervised classification problems. Then, data augmentation is applied if the
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dataset has a limited number of samples. Generally, the soybean seed vigor classification until now does not present a large dataset due to the lack of works
that tries to automatically classify the seed damages trough computer vision
approaches. Hence, there is not a formal policy to digitalize such seeds in the
daily laboratory routine. It is worth to mention that to obtain a good classification it is important to have a large dataset, especially when working with
CNNs. Finally, the dataset is randomly distributed into three parts for training,
validation and testing.

Fig. 1. Pipeline of the preprocessing step to compose an input dataset from the raw
soybean images.

After the preprocessing, the second step consists of the training process (Figure
2). First, the training data is fed into the convolutional neural network. Our
methodology uses pre-trained models and standard dense layers. The coefficients
of the pre-trained models are enabled for training just in the second half of the
process. This task called fine-tuning further increases the classification accuracy
by refining the pre-trained values with the given dataset.
The top dense layers of all pre-trained models are trained originally from
the ImageNet Database [5] which has 1, 000 classes. Thus, these dense layers are
incompatible with a soybean dataset. To address this problem, these layers are
removed and replaced by the standard dense layer (Figure 2) to better address
the problem of seed vigor definition. This proposed structure includes three fullyconnected layers with the first one containing 256 neurons, the second with 128
neurons, and the final with the number of neurons (e.g. 9) corresponding to the
number of classes. This final layer can be modified according to the number of
classes required by the soybean dataset. A dropout layer is placed in-between the
first and the second dense layer with a keep-rate of 50% to prevent the model
from overfitting. Both the input and hidden layers are trained using the relu
activation and considering the final layer we used the softmax function.
Our methodology also provides the use of different optimizers to perform the
training step, and as a final result, it answers which is the best combination
between a given pre-trained model and optimizer, according to our soybean seed
vigor definition problem.
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of the training step capable to find the best combination of pre-trained
models and learning rate optimizers.

4
4.1

Experiments
Dataset

The dataset considered in our experiments is comprised of soybean seed images
not only classified by their type of damage but also according to its severity level.
The dataset is composed of 524 images of soybean seeds classified in 9 classes.
The dataset classification was performed by a professional technician. Each image is formed by a single well-illuminated soybean seed with a longitudinal slice
with black background (Figure 3). Each class is composed with either the inner or outer slice side. This dataset was randomly divided into three subsets.
The first 70% of the samples were used for training, the next 20% for training
validation, and the remaining 10% for accuracy tests.
Table 1 details the distribution of samples in each class. To ease the reading of
this paper, we defined a naming scheme formed by three characters, the leading
digit indicates if the current seed is perfect (P ) or the damage degree from lower
(A) to higher (C ). The second indicates the type of damage caused by an insect
(b) or moisture (h) factors. If the seed is perfect, the second digit will be filled
with x. Finally, the last letter indicates if the current class have images from the
inner (i ) or outer (o) slice side.
The total number of samples of this dataset is limited. Besides that, some
classes have a below optimal number of samples. To compensate for this imbalance and prevent overfitting, we applied five types of data augmentation methods
to this dataset. This process was handled by our methodology using the Keras
library [3], which generated batches of images with random transformations each
time it was requested. This process ensured that the model would not process
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Table 1. Distribution of samples in each class of the soybean seed dataset.
Class Name
Class Samples
Dataset Samples

Ahi
68

Aho
51

Bbi
54

Bbo
50

Bhi
38
524

Bho
50

Cbi
74

Pxi
69

Pxo
70

the same image twice in the same epoch. Those transformation methods were
horizontal flip, up to 20% of random zoom, up to 60 degrees of random rotation,
up to 20% of random width and height shift and 20% of sheer intensity.

Fig. 3. Examples of images from the soybean seed dataset. Both images present bug
damage, the outer slice is presented in the left (Bbo) and the inner slice is shown in
the right (Bbi).

4.2

Scenarios

In order to start the training step, pre-trained model layers are frozen and only
the standard dense layer is trained. This task initializes the fully-connected values with the specific features taken from the soybean dataset. It prepares the
structure for the fine-tuning process. Initially, RMSProp [11] was the unique
learning rate optimizer used for all combinations of models and a more aggressive learning rate (lr=0.001 ) was considered. It was defined because it presented
the best efficacy for our problem.
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Afterward, the standard dense layers were attached to each one of the five pretrained models that we used in the experiments (VGG-16, VGG-19, InceptionV3, Xception-V1, and Inception-ResNet-V2) and performed the fine-tuning process. It allows improving the accuracy by tuning the values inside each pretrained model layer to better represent the soybean dataset. The learning rate
(lr=0.0001 ) used in this part was ten times slower than that previously used since
these models already had values from other datasets loaded (through transfer
learning).
The fine-tuning process was achieved by activating the top convolutional
blocks from each pre-trained model for learning. This allowed them to tune
their values with the current dataset. The exact number of layers activated
varied according to the model architecture. Considering this task, four different
learning rate optimizers were evaluated with every possible combination of pretrained models. The optimizers were Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), Root
Mean Square Propagation (RMSProp), Adam [8] and Adagrad [6]. The influence
of the optimizer was observed in the final accuracy.
For the experiments, the last dense layer was replaced by the standard dense
layer, with 9 neurons, specifically for the current dataset. And the layers activated for fine-tuning of each model were the last two layer blocks. Regarding
the combinations of models and optimizers for the experiments, all of them were
implemented and trained with the Keras library [3] using Tensorflow [2] as backend.
To train the models we defined a training batch size of 32 samples. The finetuning process had an upper limit of 512 epochs with an auto-abort mechanism
which stops the training process when the validation loss does not improve after
100 consecutive epochs. To eliminate any classification accuracy deviation, each
model combination were trained three independent times and averaged out. The
hardware used to accomplish such experiments was an NVidia GTX 1070Ti
graphic processing unit. Then, the training process took, approximately, 28 hours
to complete.
Once the training is finished, our methodology saved each model checkpoint
on disk for the classification accuracy test. This process was made by classifying the test dataset composed of seed images never processed by the current
model. The classification result was later compared with the ground truth (i.e.
the respective images labeled by the laboratory technician) to determine the
final accuracy. This process was repeated with every combination of model and
optimizer and the results are presented in Section 5.

5

Results and Discussion

The model that presented higher accuracy with the test dataset was the VGG16, achieving an accuracy of up to 92% (see Table 2). This result was obtained by
both the SGD and the RMSProp optimizers. The second highest accuracy model
was the VGG-19, reaching an accuracy of 60% with the RMSProp optimizer. All
the remaining models scored below 39% of accuracy.
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Table 2. Accuracies obtained by each combination of model and optimizer. For each
model is indicated the best optimizer, as highlighted in bold.

Models
VGG-16
VGG-19
Inception-V3
Xception-V1
Inception-ResNet-V2

SGD
0.92
0.48
0.11
0.35
0.24

Optimizers
RMSProp
Adam
0.92
0.91
0.60
0.47
0.38
0.39
0.40
0.43
0.31
0.33

Adagrad
0.91
0.42
0.10
0.28
0.27

Based on the accuracies of each combination of models and optimizers, shown in
Table 2, we can notice that the best-performing ones were with the smaller models. All the combinations considering the three models (Inception-V3, InceptionResNet-V2, Xception-V1) that had precision below 39% were dramatically bigger
than the others (VGG-16 and VGG-19). This trend is even more notable when
comparing the accuracy of both VGG models. As previously stated in Section
2, these models have a similar structure, with VGG-19 having a slightly larger
number of layers. As results suggest, the lower the number of layers the higher
the accuracy results. For instance, VGG-16 with RMSProp achieved a gain of
up to 32% of accuracy when compared with VGG-19 and the same optimizer.
We can also observe (Table 2), that the optimizers that yielded the highest
accuracies for each type of model were varied. This suggests that each model
architecture has its own preferred algorithm. Although the Adam optimizer presented better results than the others for three of the models (Inception-V3,
Inception-ResNet-V2 and Xception-V1), the highest accuracies were obtained
by the RMSProp and the SGD optimizers.
Moreover, in Figure 4, we show four confusion matrices that were generated from the experiments, each one for each best combination model/optimizer.
These confusion matrices represent the classification accuracy of each combination regarding the individual classes instead of the mean accuracy shown in Table
2.
The top confusion matrices of Figure 4 represents the best two combinations models/optimizers (i.e. VGG-16 and VGG-19, both with RMSProp) for
our problem. The matrices’ diagonal lines indicate the successful correlation of
the predicted and ground truth classifications. This suggests that the accuracy of
both combinations are homogeneous among all classes. The bottom two matrices represent the third (Inception-V3 and Adam) and fourth (Xception-V1 and
Adam) best combinations. In this case, no diagonal line is easily distinguishable
because these combinations present considerably lower accuracies. It is also possible to note that both combinations are misclassifying the majority of samples
from all classes as Bbi and Bbo.
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Fig. 4. Confusion matrices of the best four combinations model/optimizer to seed damage classification. The Y-axis represents the ground truth and X-axis the classification
prediction. The top-left matrix is from the combination with the highest accuracy.
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6

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a methodology capable to explore the application of
the transfer learning technique for the automatic classification of soybean seed
damages, aiming to define its vigor. To do so, we fine-tuned a wide variety of
pre-trained model architectures with our soybean dataset classified by different
types of damages and their respective severity degree. We also compared the
effect of different types of optimization methods in combination with several
state-of-the-art pre-trained CNN models.
The experiments revealed that the most successful combination of model and
optimizer scored a classification accuracy of 92%. It was also possible to observe
that smaller models tend to furnish better accuracy for this specific dataset.
As future works, we intend to train the CNNs architectures used in our
methodology with a larger soybean dataset. This would increase the number
of samples for test and validation, thus, leading to a better classification accuracy than presented here. We also intend to apply this classification to other
types of seeds (e.g. corn, among others), extending the reach of the methodology
presented here.
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Abstract. Multimodal lifelog data offers potential new insights and understanding about our personal lives. One of the key challenges in the
lifelogging area is how to segment continual lifelog data streams into indexable and retrievable units. In this paper, we introduce a new dynamic
approach to multimodal lifelog data segmentation and compare it against
a baseline static event segmentation approach using the publicly available Lifelog Search Challenge test collection. We show that the dynamic
approach proposed outperforms the existing static approaches and we
highlight a number of potential topics of interest for the community.
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1

Introduction

Lifelogging refers to the process of passively acquiring large volumes of multimodal personal data (including images/videos) using one or more sensing devices, typically involving biometric devices, wearable cameras and smartphones
[24]. Lifelogging is becoming an increasingly active topic for the multimedia
analytics and information retrieval communities [10]. Now, supporting effective
retrieval from lifelog archives has been the focus of dedicated workshops and collaborative bench-marking efforts (i.e. NTCIR 13) [1]. However, there are many
challenges need to be considered, such as document segmentation, multimodal
content enhancement, retrieval and user interaction. One key challenge that has
not yet received attention is the segmentation of continuous stream of multisensor lifelog data into discrete documents [8] for either indexing or presentation
to the user at retrieval time. In typical information retrieval, there is a fundamental concept of what represents a document as an indexable unit. However
in lifelogging, the fundamental concept of what constitutes a document is not
clearly understood, because data is continuous, not episodic and because retrieval
has not been the focus of research attention until recently.
The idea of what is a document is so fundamental to a retrieval system that it
needs to be understood and this motivates the idea of multimodal lifelog segmentation, as presented in this paper. Prior approaches to segmentation have taken
an indexing time approach which generates static (fixed) inflexible indexable
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units, which are referred to as events. These events can range from a few minutes to a few hours long. It is our belief that a dynamic (query-focused) approach
of segmentation would better support a user in searching for required content,
since there are many retrieval scenarios where a pre-defined event boundary is
not going to be optimal for the user, where such events are either too long or
too short to adequately address an information need.
We evaluate our proposal using the Lifelog Search Challenge (LSC) test collection which is multi-sensor in nature [?]. Our proposed approach is a dynamic,
query-time segmentation aimed at optimizing the result-set to only include relevant segments of life experience as a ranked list of query-focused documents
of sequential lifelog data. We compare our new proposed approach of segmentation to a baseline approach [9] that incorporates existing state of the art techniques [21, 22, 25], with a view to highlighting the potential of dynamic segmentation over static segmentation.
Consequently, this paper introduces a new approach to the document segmentation problem, aimed at better satisfying a user’s information need, by creating
more query-focused segmentation of multimodal lifelog data. In this paper, we
can identify our contributions thus: (i) a new dynamic approach to activity segmentation of multi-sensor lifelog data; (ii) a new evaluation methodology for
evaluating dynamic segmentation of lifelog data.

2

Background

Event segmentation is a process of segmenting a continuous stream of sensor
data to generate single indexable units. Zacks and Tversky, define the event
as a segment of time at a given location that is conceived by an observer to
have a beginning and an end [7]. Textual data was the initial source of data for
dynamic based event segmentation in information retrieval. Topic Detection and
Tracking (TDT) [19] utilizes the event-based structure of broadcast news to find
related news stories. The main motivation is to segment the text into specific
news stories, monitor these stories for known events and gather these related
stories (i.e events) into groups that associate with single news topic.
Multimedia event detection began in applications such as video retrieval [3]
where colour, motion and low-level visual features were used to segment video
data into constituent scenes or shots. Also, other new approaches were introduced to summarize egocentric videos based on predicting important people and
objects [12] and wide range of useful applications for personal memory retrieval
from lifelogs has already been explored [13]. Other media sources such as personal photos, the bursty photo stream provides a clear cue as to when an event
of interest is taking place in a users environment as an indicator of life event
changes. Applying similar concepts to lifelogging and wearable cameras, Bolanos
et al. [21] proposed an idea to segment the consecutive key frames of wearable
video into three basic event classes such as human movement: static (person or
camera is remain static), in transit (person or camera is moving) and moving
camera (person is remain still but camera moves). Recently in 2018, Furnari et
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al. [17] introduced the temporal segmentation of egocentric videos for lifelogging
applications based on 10 different personal locations (i.e. locations visited by
users) and various negative ones (i.e. locations not specified by users).
Doherty et al. [25] in 2008, introduced an event segmentation algorithm for
wearable camera data using visual MPEG-7 features from images representing
each individual activity as a document, an indexable unit. In addition, Byrne et
al. [22], presented a multimodal event segmentation technique by creating indexable units based on content (using five low-level MPEG-7 feature descriptors)
and contextual information (with light sensor i.e changes in light and human motion sensor i.e change of location/motion) of the lifelog image set using bluetooth
and GPS metadata. Yamamoto et al. [15] in 2017, participated in Lifelog Event
Segmentation (LEST) subtask of the NTCIR-13 lifelog-2 workshop [1] and proposed new segmentation approaches based on visual concepts and location data.
Molino et al. [16] in 2018, proposed a new static event segmentation approach to
predict upcoming next temporal segments based on post segments and trained
over the large archive of lifelog datasets (i.e. CLEF, NTCIR and EDUB-seg) and
R3. Recently in 2018, Gupta et al. [9], proposed two new approaches for static
event segmentation based on visual concepts from Caffe framework [2] and image
categorization of the image using the concept detectors in the Microsoft Cognitive Services API and found image categories from Microsoft Cognitive Services
API as best performing approach for event segmentation. This approach is based
on pre-existing static approach [25] and is reported to outperform the existing
state of the art approaches discussed earlier in this section [15–17, 21, 22].
In this preliminary study, we extend prior work on static approaches described above by introducing a new dynamic approach to the document segmentation problem, motivated by our understanding of the needs of lifeloggers to
retrieve answers to their queries and inspired by the work in the TDT field. We
compare static and dynamic approaches, using visual concepts and other sensor
data through an experiment with one of the few lifelog datasets available to the
community.

3

Rethinking Event Segmentation

Before we present our approach, we take a step back and explore the concept of
lifelog indexable documents; and both static and dynamic approaches to document segmentation. This is a challenging task since the subjective human judgment of where one in-vivo activity ends, and another one begins, is unlikely to
be clearly represented in the sensor data streams. The problem with static segmentation approaches is that once the segmentation is done, we can not change
it at retrieval time (as shown in Fig. 1 as Static Approach). However, we propose an alternative segmentation approach called dynamic segmentation, which
is performed at retrieval time and attempts to dynamically define a document
that best matches the exact user information need (rather than the full event) at
retrieval time (shown in Fig. 1 as Dynamic Approach). This dynamic approach
is based on analyzing real-world user activities to define activity boundaries that
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reflect the user query and provide a ranked list of highly scored query-focused
documents, as opposed to a ranked list of predefined events. A user activity is
defined as an uninterrupted sequential state of the individual in terms of their
person or environment or stimuli. It is our belief that the activity is the most appropriate unit for lifelog search and retrieval at both indexing and retrieval time
segmentation that represents a combination of sequential moments whose size is
dependent on the activities of the individual, as proposed by Gupta et al. in [18].
It is our conjecture that the dynamic activity (i.e. retrieval time) segmentation
proves to be preferable than static (i.e. indexing time) activity segmentation
because user can change the topic of lifelog segmentation as per his/her requirement through interactive access. The main motivation of proposing dynamic
activity segmentation approach over static activity segmentation approach is to
build more-flexible information retrievable system for multimodal lifelog data
that satisfies the user’s topic specific query requirements in detail rather segmenting lifelog data into conventional all activities/day once at indexing-time.
Both static and dynamic segmentation approaches are shown in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1. Overview of two different segmentation approaches of multimodal lifelog data.
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3.1

Baseline (Static) Event Segmentation approach

We re-implement a high-performing approach for static segmentation [9], which
is based on annotating the life activities using concepts from the image categorization engine provided by the Microsoft Cognitive Services API, which is an
high-level concept detector for visual images. This acts as our baseline and is
based on the work in [25].
The API returns a hierarchical taxonomy-based categorization for each image, from 86 semantic super categories, which are further divided into detailed
sub categories. For example, food category (includes food grilled, food pizza
or food bread, etc.); animal categories (includes animal bird, animal cat, animal horse or animal panda, etc.) and transport category (includes trans bicycle,
trans bus, trans car or trans trainstation, etc.) with associated confidence values. Euclidean distance measure for every image was calculated and manual
threshold determination was performed to identify most effective start and end
point of each activity boundary per day. The fundamental example of identified
various categories in lifelog content and segmented images of one day based on
these category taxonomy is shown in Fig. 2. This approach produces an indexing time segmentation of continual lifelog data into a sequence of fixed events,
each of which consists of a sequence of images, with associated metadata that
represents the event. This sequence of data becomes the document for indexing
by the lifelog retrieval system, which produces a ranked-list of such documents
in response to an information need.
The segmentation approach in [9] was shown to improve 36% and 17% of system performance when compared to [25] and [15]. Also, [16] used three different
multimodal lifelog test collections as discussed in previous section in which the
R3 dataset is not publicly available for the research community. Thus, extraction
of new high level visual concepts and other sensors data [9] and/or unavailability of big test collections [16] motivated us to choose [9] approach as baseline
approach for the comparative study in this paper.

Fig. 2. Static Segmentation approach to segment lifelog dataset based on image categorization [9].
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3.2

Dynamic Event Segmentation approach

In this section, we propose a dynamic segmentation approach to segment lifelog
data at retrieval time, which is the main contribution of this paper. As discussed
earlier, it is essential to provide fast and reliable ad-hoc retrieval from lifelog
archives, which facilitates users to efficiently address their information needs.
For this approach, we index the lifelog content as a sequence of short segments
(called moments) which are a minute long and contain all the lifelog data such
as one (or more) wearable camera images, concept metadata, physical activity
metadata, location metadata, and other forms of data that exists within that
minute of time. There are 1,440 such moments in any given day, so theoretically,
there could be up to 1,440 different documents generated from a lifelog on any
given day (See Fig. 1). Our approach is to index these moments as unique documents by a conventional search engine, and then at retrieval time to segment the
lifelog into query-relevant documents by merging sequential ranked moments in
order to optimize the document boundaries and to then rank the documents in
order of expected relevance to the information need.
In information retrieval, TF-IDF and Okapi BM25 are two standard ranking
algorithms to rank best matching documents according to their relevance to a
given search query. We implemented both ranking algorithms and found little
difference between the two, which is most likely due to the relatively small size
of the collection (38,880 moments), so we chose BM25 due to the greater potential for parameter optimization in future work. In addition, we include ranking
factors such as date, time and faceting; and facilitated operations such as logical
operators, boolean operators, Ngrams and stemming to facilitate user queries.
The example of retrieved top-ranked query-focused activities for searching
the moments where the user is using digital screens are shown in Fig. 3:

Fig. 3. Example of top ranked query-focused retrieved activities i.e. four different visual
shots detection and segmentation typically belong to one specific activity but four
different day environments (e.g. Query: find where the user is using digital screens).

A topic specific score vector was generated for all moments in the index (both
ranked i.e. typically associated with normalized score values in between 0 to 1;
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and non-ranked documents i.e. usually empty score values) in time sorted manner
(i.e. vector of rank scores for all 38,880 moments/27 days in test collection), as
illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Process of identifying effective top-ranked activity boundaries in test collection.

Applying the Euclidean distance measure on this score vector (see formula
1), generated document boundaries where boundaries were identified by a high
distance as opposed to related activities within a document (low distance). This
facilitated the ranking of the top documents (via a length-normalized overall
score for the documents being generated).
v
u38880
uX
Euclidean Distance(V ) = t
(v2 − v1)2

(1)

n=1

A document cut-off threshold was implemented based on an automatic mean
thresholding technique (see formula 2 and referring Fig. 1 and 4), which takes
mean, standard deviation and user parameter values (k=0.4, 0.5 or 0.6 where K
was defined initially in the training phase that is not detailed here) to highlight
the top ranked event boundaries that reflect user information need. The example
of highlighted top ranked activity boundaries are (shown in Fig. 4 i.e. circled
blobs) and visually represented (in Fig. 5).
M ean T hreshold = mean + K ∗ Standard deviation

4

(2)

Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the evaluation method to compare static and dynamic activity segmentation approaches and observe which works best for the
information retrieval and search task.
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Fig. 5. Visual representation of the interactive information retrieval system by highlighting the ranked ad-hoc text query based activity detection and segmentation of
lifelog data.

4.1

Dataset

In parallel to this work, the first collaborative bench-marking exercises were
being prepared and have been released in recent years under the umbrella of
NTCIR [1] and LSC [20]. Test collections associated with these activities give
us an indication of the types of queries that a lifelogger will make against their
collection. In this experiment, we used LSC test collection [23] which acquires
27 days of multi-sensor lifelog data from one active lifelogger which is a subset
of the larger NTCIR-13 lifelog dataset [1].
The wearable camera that is used to build LSC test collection generated
about two images per minute. Thus, we selected only first image of every minute
to organize it into fused, temporally aligned, indexed and synchronized minutelong document (then moment) and the visual concepts are extracted using the
Microsoft Cognitive Service API for each image along with various forms of
metadata to improve the effectiveness of information retrieval such as light status (i.e. sunrise, sunset), day status, weather conditions, geographical semantic
locations and it includes:
– Date and Time: Date and Time data is used to index LSC test collection
in which each day has 1,440 moments associated with unique minute id.
– Multimedia: The images in test collection are accompanied by the output of
microsoft cognitive services API concept detector which provides the highlevel visual features for each image. In addition, we used music listening
history that includes song name, artist name and album name.
– Biometrics: Biometric data includes heart rate, galvanic skin response,
calorie burn, steps count, sleep duration stored almost every minute of the
day.
– Human Activity: Represents the information about the semantic locations
visited, the physical activity performed and the manual log of food and drinks
made from lifelog images on the daily basis.
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– Environmental Context: To provide detailed information about the particular day, we appended light status [11] (i.e. sunset, sunrise, dawn and dusk
time) along with day status (i.e. early morning, morning, afternoon, evening,
night and late night etc.). In addition, we fetched weather information from
weather underground commercial web service that provide real time as well
as historical weather information such as temperature, humidity level, dew
point level, or weather status (i.e. sunny, rainy, cloudy, partial cloudy, fog,
rain showers etc.). This was motivated by prior work on photo retrieval [5,6]
that illustrated the value of including additional meta-data in the retrieval
process.

4.2

Topics

The dynamic segmentation proposed assumes that there are user information
needs to seed the segmentation process. In order to generate such information
needs, we utilized the existing lifelog test collection from NTCIR13-Lifelog [1],
which included fifteen broad topics for an event segmentation task (i.e user’s
daily life activities) such as praying, playing games on laptop, using computer,
travelling, face to face interaction, physical activity, home environment, creative
endeavours, shopping in any shopping mall or supermarket, socializing outside
home/workplace, playing with children, eating meals, cooking, relaxing, reading
or writing on paper in physical medium, etc. These topics, which provided full
coverage of the expected life activities of an individual, then formed the basis of
the information needs, but since the LSC dataset we employ is a subset of the
NTCIR13-lifelog test collection, they also provided a ground truth to evaluate
the two approaches to segmentation.

4.3

Evaluation Methodology

When evaluating any segmentation algorithm, one of the key challenges is to
find an evaluation mechanism that is flexible to minor variations in the exact
boundary definitions (e.g. a few minutes either side), as discussed in our baseline approach [9]. To resolve this problem we use the sliding window approach
around the ground-truth labeled event boundaries and found that a frame acquiring five images (about 2.5 minutes) is a reasonable size of the sliding window for
evaluating both static and dynamic activity segmentation approaches. Through
experimentation, we consider every nearest boundary to be true in the associated window and hence, we fix that boundary as a segmentation point by the
algorithm (shown in Fig. 6). For example, the fifth image in initial window is
considered to be accurate as event boundary (see Fig. 6); in next window slide,
the boundary will remain unchanged; and in last window slide, two systemdefined event boundaries were detected in which the algorithm ignores the first
event boundary and consider the exactly matching second event boundary with
user-defined ground truth event boundary.
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In terms of evaluation measurements, we implemented the conventional measurements of precision, recall and f1 score for static and dynamic activity segmentation approach. Precision and recall are the standard evaluation approaches
in information retrieval system whereas f1 score represents the harmonic mean
of precision and recall which gives the measure of accuracy of the system.

Fig. 6. Similarity between System-defined Event Boundary (ES) and User-defined
Ground Truth Event Boundary (GT) via Sliding Window Approach [9].

4.4

Results

We compare both static and dynamic activity segmentation approaches for all
fifteen topics, where we present a new approach that performs as well as the
traditional static approach, but has the advantage of producing a ranked list of
optimized results rather than a ranked list of events.
– Baseline Static Segmentation Approach: Detecting activity boundaries
from lifelog search challenge (LSC2018) test collection using image categories
from Microsoft cognitive service API provides the best scores. We implemented manual thresholding technique (where threshold value is 0.4, 0.5,
0.6 and 0.7) to identify the optimal threshold value for the segmentation
algorithm. We get the highest score of precision (0.91), recall (0.63) and f1measure (0.74) with the manual threshold value 0.7 as described in (section
3.1) [9]. Here, the precision score provides the measurement of the total number of relevant activity boundaries detected by the proposed segmentation
algorithm. The results for all threshold values are shown in Table 1.
– Dynamic Segmentation Approach: Detecting topic specific activity boundaries at retrieval time provides the user a flexible mechanism for the information access. By implementing this approach, we get overall scores of precision
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Table 1. Static event segmentation based on Image categorization and activity as base
unit of retrieval (Static Approach in fig. 1).

Threshold Value Precision Recall F1- Score
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

0.91
0.90
0.92
0.89

0.63
0.61
0.59
0.56

0.74
0.73
0.72
0.69

(0.86), recall (0.70) and f1-measure (0.77). Observing each specific topic explained in Table 2, we got the highest score of precision (0.92), recall (0.99)
and F1 score (0.95) for the praying activity with search criteria Concepts
= Church, indoor. More than half of the activities perform better in the
dynamic segmentation. Some activities performed poorly (mostly driven by
low recall values), which we believe be a function of the thresholding values that we employed when selecting the cutoff for highly-ranked documents
in the ranked list. For these lowly-performing topics (eating, shopping and
socializing activities), we also note that there is significant potential for activity crossover, in which an activity is not highly ranked due to the absence
of expected visual concepts, or where the activity is easily confused with
an alternative activity (e.g. eating vs socializing). For example, consider a
scenario in which the user is eating food as well as engaged in conversation
with family members or friends in restaurant or outside home environment.
The search criteria for eating activity which is open to any location including
home, work place or restaurant such as Concepts = table, plate, food, pasta,
pizza, sandwich, home, restaurant, workplace whereas socializing activity
includes face to face conversation with other people in a non-work and nonhome environment such as Concepts = restaurant, people, group, outdoor.
Hence, the retrieved results may overlap the eating activity while having
conversation with people in restaurant which make the system difficult to
uniquely identify the activity.
Although, static and dynamic approaches are not directly comparable, the
accuracy for precision value of the dynamic approach is 0.86 whereas for the
static approach, the accuracy of the segmentation is 0.91. The dynamic approach actually addresses both the segmentation techniques and the retrieval
in one holistic algorithm, whereas the static approach is only concerned with
the generation of indexable documents. It remains for future work to explore the impact on retrieval accuracy of dynamic verses static segmentation
approach. We feel that the dynamic segmentation is very promising as an
user-centric approach to lifelog retrieval.
Notwithstanding the difficulty of comparison, we felt it is valuable to examine which approach produces consistent system performance. Here, we
use the term consistent for precision and recall values in both segmentation
approaches. In static segmentation approach, we can observe that the average trade-off between precision and recall values (0.28, see Table 1) is high
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Table 2. Dynamic event segmentation based on activity or group of activities as basic
unit of retrieval (Dynamic Approach in fig. 1).
LEST Topics Query
Pray
Gaming
Computer
Paper
Face to face interaction
Travelling
Cooking
Relax
Creative endeavours
Socializing
Physical activity
Home
Children
Eating
Shopping
Overall System Performance

Precision Recall F1 score
0.92
0.98
0.72
0.99
0.99
0.71
0.74
0.99
0.96
0.71
0.75
0.80
0.79
0.96
0.95
0.86

0.99
0.70
0.90
0.66
0.64
0.82
0.78
0.60
0.61
0.77
0.72
0.66
0.66
0.54
0.51
0.70

0.95
0.82
0.80
0.79
0.78
0.76
0.76
0.75
0.74
0.74
0.73
0.72
0.72
0.69
0.66
0.77

whereas in dynamic segmentation approach, the average trade-off between
precision and recall values (0.16, see Table 2) is almost half of the static
approach which in result, can be comparatively considered as more stable
performance of the segmentation algorithms, which will ultimately provide
for a better user service.

We found that the dynamic activity based segmentation outperforms the
static event segmentation approach, although the average system performance
is similar (i.e. 0.03 improvement in f1 score, discussed earlier). We can identify
a number of reasons for this, such as the threshold selection process for dynamic
segmentation and the fact that without a ranked list for static segmentation,
that all potential segments are evaluated, which is not the case for the dynamic
segmentation, which only evaluates the top N segments where it match all relevant documents in ground truth. Another reason for the closeness of performance
is that we selected very broad topics from the NTCIR13-Lifelog LEST (event
segmentation) task [1]. A typical ad-hoc user query will have much more narrow
focus (e.g. the time I was taking a photo of my family by the sea after a picnic
and/or the time I was talking with a person who has ponytail), which will be
much more suitable for a dynamic segmentation approach, rather than the broad
topics that we have used in this study. We intend to explore better optimized
dynamic segmentation systems and new segmentation approaches to segment
multimodal lifelog data, which can provide fair comparison and further useful
insights to research community.
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5

Conclusion

In this experimental work, we re-implemented pre-existing static approach to
segment lifelog test collection into retrievable activities as a baseline approach
and compared this approach with proposed new dynamic approach in our experimental setting with the multi-sensor Lifelog Search Challenge test collection with
one active lifelogger. We showed that dynamic activity segmentation approach
performs better than static activity approach. We suggest that, their is significant scope for building better and enhanced version of interactive search engine
by introducing new ranking algorithms with various new automatic thresholding methods; distance methods; evaluation methods; and/or adding new ranking
factors. In future, we plan to extend this work by implementing the previously
outlined ideas and intend to provide more insights in segmentation approaches
of multimodal lifelog data to the research community.
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Abstract. Time series forecasting has always been a challenging issue in various
domains especially in economics and finance. It becomes even more complicated
with multi-step ahead prediction because prediction accuracy decreases with time
steps and capturing data trend over long horizon is also difficult. Most of the
prediction problems target one-step ahead forecasting, where traditional models
like auto regressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) as well as recently developed neural network models are used. This paper focus on multi-step ahead
forecasting and compares the performance of ARIMA Vs LSTM models individually with their different variations as well as with hybrid model. For current
study, Indian stock market data NIFTY50, a well diversified 50 stock market
index is used. The study revealed that LSTM mod-el with tuned hyper-parameters is robust enough to make significant improvements in areas where ARIMA
underperformed. However, hybrid model shows huge potential for multi-step
forecasting as they capture the non- linear trend of data from LSTM model as
well as inherent seasonality in the dataset learnt through ARIMA model. The
proposed hybrid model outperforms the others in terms of both prediction accuracy and preserving data trend.
Keywords: Multi-step forecasting; Stock market data; Deep Learning; Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM); Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA); Hybrid Models

1

Introduction

Time series forecasting is concerned with predicting the future behavior of a random
variable based on its past behavior as well as external factors where available. It assumes that there are patterns like trends, seasonality, and noise in a given random variable that emerge over time and can be modeled. Once a model's parameters are fitted
to historical data, it can be used for predicting future values.
The search for efficient time series forecasting techniques is profound in literature.
Traditionally, there are several techniques like Simple Moving Average (SMA), Exponential Moving Average (EMA), and most popular Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA) with its variants. With the recent advancements in computational
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power and machine learning algorithms, new algorithms like Gated Recurrent Units
(GRU) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) have evolved drastically, which excels
in capturing both long and short-term dependencies between time steps [1]. The work
reported by K Lee et al. [2] compared the performance of SARIMA and ANN models
in forecasting Korean Stock Price Index and its return. The SARIMA model provided
more accurate forecasts than the back-propagation neural network (BPNN) model
whereas BPNN model outperformed for return data. Ayo et al. [3] compared the stock
forecasting performance of ANN and ARIMA models and showed that the ANN model
obtained better returns than the conventional ARIMA models. Sima et al. [4] did similar
comparison for commodity price index and got better accuracy with LSTM than the
ARIMA model. Whereas Sterba and Hilovska [5] revealed that ARIMA model generally performs better in the prediction of linear time series, while ANNs perform better
in the prediction of nonlinear time series. J. H. Han [6] also concluded that for data with
strong seasonality, ARIMA model perform slightly better that LSTM model. He further
mentioned that LSTMs are not developed for the purpose of analyzing simple time series data. However, literature has shown different views on the relative performance
and superiority of ARIMA and ANN models to time series prediction, especially for
different type of data used; hence, the need for further study to explore hybrid models
where benefits from both the models can be fused to improve the prediction accuracy.
This paper therefore investigates various time series forecasting approach by discussing limitations of each models and explore the best hybrid approach of LSTM and
ARIMA models for better predictions. Indian stock market NIFTY50 index data is used
for this research. Since stock data is more volatile in nature, accurate forecasting becomes more difficult task. Although there are several prediction models as discussed
above, still there is a scope for further improvement in both prediction accuracy and
preserving data trend for multi-step prediction which is the prime motive to carry out
this study on financial data.

2

Methodology:

The research methodology used in this study is summarized below in Figure 1. Both
ARIMA and LSTM models along with their different versions are explored for forecasting and tuned to get the best models. The performance of SARIMA models with
different seasonality periods are compared with Decomposed ARIMA model. Then,
best ARIMA model is chosen out of these models for further study based on evaluation
metric.
In case of LSTM models, impact of previous time step numbers on next prediction
is analyzed along with other tuning parameters like hidden layers, number of neurons,
and number of epoche. Results are investigated from both the optimized models and a
hybrid model is formed after combining non-linear behavior of LSTM and seasonal
pattern from Decomposed ARIMA model which is compared against the best ARIMA
and LSTM model.
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Fig. 1. Process flow of proposed approach for Multi-step ahead forecasting

2.1

Input Data and Modeling

The data used in this research is historical daily stock market index of Nifty50. The
stock data consists of open price, low price, high price, close price, and volume traded.
The open price is the opening price of the index (PoI) at the start of the trading day, the
low price represents the minimum PoI during the trading day, the high price represents
the maximum PoI during the trading day, and the closing price indicates the PoI when
the market closes. In this research the closing price is chosen to represent the PoI to be
modeled and predicted as it reflects all the activities of the index throughout the entire
day.
Historical Nifty50 index data from January 2014 to December 2018 has been extracted from the National Stock Exchange (NSE) India Website. Entire study is performed on two different time intervals to check for consistency in the results across the
financial years. As shown in the table 1 below:
• First dataset, three years of data starting from January 2014 to December 2016 (739
data points) is used for training the model and prediction is made for entire 2017
(248 data points).
• Now second dataset, starting from January 2015 to December 2017 (743 data points)
is used for training and forecasting is made for 2018 year (246 data points).
Table 1. Different datasets used to check consistency in predictions across financial years
Dataset
First Dataset
Second Dataset

Training Data (75%)
Jan 2014 – Dec 2016 (739 data point)
Jan 2015 – Dec 2017 (743 data point)

Test Data (25%)
Jan 2017 – Dec 2017 (248 data points)
Jan 2018 – Dec 2018 (246 data points)

Therefore, splitting the financial time series data into two subsets: training and test
datasets where 3 years of data was used for training and the remaining one year data
was used for testing the accuracy of models making it as 75-25% split. Multi-step
forecasting needs a rolling forecast as there is a dependency in prior time steps.
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Therefore, the predicted value is fed into the model to estimate the next time step as
explained in next section.
2.2

Algorithms and its Implementation

In this paper, we will focus on various versions of Seasonal and Decomposed
ARIMA model along with Deep learning method: Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
Networks. Here is the brief understanding of each model:
2.2.1. ARIMA and Seasonal ARIMA models.
ARIMA is a generalized model of Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) that combines Autoregressive (AR) process and Moving Average (MA) processes and builds a
composite model of the time series. As acronym indicates, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑝𝑝, 𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞 captures the
key elements of the model:
AR: Autoregression. A regression model that uses the dependencies between an observation and a number of lagged observations (𝑝𝑝).
I: Integrated. To make the time series stationary by measuring the differences of
observations at different time (𝑑𝑑). Dickey-Fuller Test provides a means to measure stationarity in a given time series [7].
MA: Moving Average. An approach that takes into accounts the dependency between observations and the residual error terms when a moving average model is used
to the lagged observations (𝑞𝑞).
A simple form of an ARIMA model with order 𝑝𝑝 and q can be written as a linear
process given by equation 1:
𝑝𝑝
𝑞𝑞
… (1)
𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 = 𝑐𝑐 + ∑𝑖𝑖=1 ∅𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡−𝑖𝑖 + ∑𝑗𝑗=1 𝛩𝛩𝑗𝑗 𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡−𝑗𝑗 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡
Where 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 is the stationary variable, 𝑐𝑐 is constant, the terms ∅𝑖𝑖 , 𝛩𝛩𝑗𝑗 are autocorrelation coefficients and 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 , the residuals, are the Gaussian white noise series with mean
zero and variance 𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀2 .
With seasonal time series data, it is likely that non-seasonal components are not able
to capture the series. Therefore, we need to estimate S𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 model, which incorporates both non-seasonal and seasonal factors in a multiplicative model. The general
form of a SARIMA model is denoted as 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑝𝑝, 𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞) X (𝑃𝑃,𝐷𝐷, 𝑄𝑄)𝑆𝑆, where 𝑝𝑝 is the
non-seasonal AR order, d is the non-seasonal differencing, q is the non-seasonal MA
order, P is the seasonal AR order, D is the seasonal differencing, Q is the seasonal MA
order, and S is the time span of repeating seasonal pattern, respectively. The most important step in estimating SARIMA model is to identify the values of 𝑝𝑝, 𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞 and 𝑃𝑃, D,
𝑄𝑄 for S. This often requires a strong grasp of the underlying statistics along with exhaustive random search to find optimal parameters using autocorrelation plots. This
process is illustrated in Section 3.1.1. The algorithm, listed in Box 1, shows the implementation of basic ARIMA model for current dataset. Nifty 50 series which has closing
price along with date, is taken as data input which is split into train and test sets, 75%
and 25%, respectively (Lines 1-3). Then model is fitted using train data which predicts
the closing price for next step. This predicted value is added to training data set at each
iteration, “history” to predict the next time step and process goes on till length of test
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series i.e. one year (Lines 4-12). Prediction error is calculated using the predicted series
and actual data i.e. test (Lines 13-14).

Box 1. The developed rolling ARIMA Algorithm for Multi-step forecasting

2.2.2. Decomposed ARIMA model
Any time series can be decomposed and written as:
…(2)
𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 = 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 + 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 + 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡
Where 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 is seasonal, 𝑇𝑇𝑡𝑡 is Trend and 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 is Residual component of time series. To
forecast a decomposed time series, all the three components are forecasted separately
using normal ARIMA/SARIMA models as specified in Section 2.2.1.
2.2.3. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
LSTM is a special kind of RNNs with additional features to memorize the sequence of
data. The memorization of the earlier trend of the data is possible through some gates
along with a memory line incorporated in a typical LSTM [8]. The internal structure of
an LSTM cell is demonstrated in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. The internal structure of an LSTM [9]

LSTM model treats time series forecasting as supervised regression problem, where the
model trains on sliding windows of the series of interest and applies the parameters that
it learns to unseen windows to make forecasts [10]. To simplify this approach take an
example of a series [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] where the goal is to predict next value.
The sliding-window approach with length = 5 would split the series into fixed-length,
as follows:

The X is used as input to train the model and forecast Y. During testing, the window
[7, 8, 9, 10] is fed into the model and it predicts next value and now this predicted value
is used to predict the next step and so on. In this paper, a function is defined to control
the length of sliding window which requires an input parameter named look_back. Box
2 shows the code structure used for LSTM model. To be consistent with the ARIMA
algorithm and in order to have a fair comparison, the algorithm starts with splitting the
dataset into 75% training and 25% testing, respectively (Lines 1-3). Dataset is created
using Look_back variable and function defined in lines 5-12 which formulates the time
series into a supervised problem. The algorithm trains and builds the LSTM model
(Lines 13-17), where the number of epochs, i.e., the number of time a given dataset is
fitted to the model, the number of neurons, i.e., the number of memory units or blocks
and hidden layers are defined. As soon as the network is built, it is compiled with loss
function as “mean squared error” and optimizer “ADAM”. After compilation, it is time
to fit the model to the training dataset. A small function is created in Line 18-25 for
rolling prediction for multi-step forecasting. Lines 26- 27 report the obtained RMSE
values between test and prediction. It is important to note that, for reducing the complexity of the algorithm, some parts of the algorithms and iterations for parameter tuning are not shown in Box 2. However, these parts are integral parts of the developed
algorithm.
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Box 2. The developed rolling LSTM Algorithm for Multi-step forecasting with look_back

2.3

Evaluation Metric.

Root Mean-Squared Error (RMSE) is a measure frequently used for assessing the accuracy of prediction obtained by a model [11-12]. It measures the differences or residuals between actual and predicated values. The metric compares prediction errors of
different models for a particular data and not between datasets. The formula for computing RMSE is as follows in Eq. 3:
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1

𝑝𝑝 2
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = � ∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 )
𝑁𝑁

…Eq. 3
𝑝𝑝

Where N is the total number of observations. 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is the actual value; whereas, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 is
the predicated value.
Whereas within dataset, ARIMA minimizes the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
through maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to choose best model parameters, while
LSTM minimizes Mean Squared Error (MSE) with gradient-based optimization.

3

Results and Discussion:

3.1

ARIMA Models

These models are built in R with the help of standard libraries like tseries, forecast etc.
A glimpse of time series decomposition into Trend, Seasonality and Residual factors to
analyze for seasonality period is shown in Figure 3. Seasonal component of series
shows sign of multiple seasonality’s. Therefore, multiple models with different seasonality’s have been fitted to get the best ARIMA model.

Fig. 3. Decomposition of time series for 2014 – 2016 Index data

It is clearly observed that there is a non-linear trend along with Annual and Monthly
seasonality patterns. However, annual seasonality seems to be prominent with higher
variations along with a monthly pattern of smaller range.

3.1.1. ARIMA model with Monthly seasonality [ARModel 1]
Index data has 5 data points each week and hence, approximately 20 data points in each
month.
Therefore, stationarity is checked at twenty-point differencing to find the optimal parameters of p, d, q and P, D, Q. A quick method to determine these parameters is by
looking at time series' autocorrelation plots, as shown in Figure 4. These plots illustrate
how much a time series correlates with its own lags and error at each lag. P corresponds
to the lag prior to a steep drop-off in PACF plot which is at lag 1 and repeats it’s pattern
after every 20 lags– where confidence is quite high (greater than blue lie). Similarly,
value of p seems to be 5, indicating a point in given time series can be roughly approximated as a function of its values from the previous 5 days.
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Fig. 4. Autocorrelation plots of time series [2014 - 2016] with double differencing at 1 and
20 lags

Similarly, from ACF plot, it is evident that MA component with lag (q) =1 and seasonal
MA with lag (Q) =1 @20 period should be modelled as high correlation pattern is repetitive after 20 lags. Differencing is needed at lag (d) =1 along with seasonal differencing (D) =1 to make the series stationary. With this established, parameters (5, 1, 1)
and (1, 1, 1) 20 are used as the starting point for ARIMA. These parameters are iterated
further within the range of [-2, 2] to get the best model based on minimum AIC.
3.1.2. ARIMA model with Annual Seasonality [ARModel 2]
Since, there are around 248 data points in a year, therefore, annual frequency is set as
248 for given time series. Similar exercise as described in Section 3.1.1 is performed
to evaluate the parameters (p, d, q) and (P, D, Q) S for annual seasonal period and
forecasting is done.
3.1.3. Time Series Decomposition [ARModel 3]
As name suggests, time series is decomposed into all the three components trend, seasonality and residuals, which are forecasted separately after converting them into stationary series similar to approach mentioned in Section 3.1.1. Final forecast is calculated after summing up all these components.
Results from all the three models have been shown in Table 2 and plotted in Figure
5 and 6 for 2017 and 2018 respectively.
Table 2. RMSE comparison among different ARIMA models for 2017 and 2018 forecasting

Forecasting Year
2017
2018

ARModel 1
1182

ARModel 2
1264

427

1340

ARModel 3
704
813
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Fig. 5. Closing price index forecasting for 2017 from different ARIMA models

Fig. 6. Closing price index forecasting for 2018 from different ARIMA models

There are some observations drawn from the results of these ARIMA models as follows:
a. ARModel 3 performs better for 2017 whereas ARModel 1 outperform the other
models in 2018 forecasting. This is due to the fact that Year-On – Year [YOY] trend
changes drastically for 2017 as compared to its previous years as shown in Figure 7.
Therefore, starting point of 2018 prediction from ARModel 3 differed drastically from
actual value. Otherwise, ARModel 3 would have performed better in 2018 as well.
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Fig. 7. YOY trend of closing price of Nifty50 index

b. Though ARModel 2 has higher RMSE but still it is able to capture the ups and
downs from previous years quite precisely with more weightage of recent year. For e.g.
predicted 2017 pattern is quite similar to the data of year 2016 and similarly, forecasted
2018 pattern is almost similar to 2017 year data. Therefore, it can be concluded that
SARIMA model with annual seasonality is quite good at capturing the seasonal pattern
throughout the year.
3.2

LSTM Model

For LSTM model, time sequence problem is converted into a supervised problem
through a parameter called look_back as discussed in Section 2.2.3. Python is used for
implementing the multi- step univariate forecast algorithm along with Keras, an open
source neural network library. The LSTM model require following input parameters,
the number of epochs (e), i.e., the number of time a given dataset is fitted to the model,
and the number of neurons (n), i.e., the number of memory units or blocks along with
number of hidden layer (l). As soon as the network is built, it must be compiled and
parsed to comply with the mathematical notations. For current study, Relu activation
function is used along with Adam optimizer and Mean squared error as the loss function.
Initially, a simple model with l =1, n =2, look_back =75 (i.e. next step depends on
approx. last 3 months data) and e = 100, is used to train the model for January 2014 to
December 2016 data. Whole dataset is split into the training and validation data as 7030% respectively. The sensitivity analysis of training and validation loss against epoch
is depicted in Figure 8. As demonstrated, there is minimal variation in loss after 20
epochs. Therefore, 20 epochs are considered for further analysis.
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Fig. 8. Variation in training and validation loss with epoch during model training

Neurons (n): Training RMSE is calculated through forecasting the entire training
period using trained LSTM model whereas Test RMSE is calculated from the year 2017
prediction. Now, number of neurons (n) are iterated to choose the optimum number as
shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Variation in Training and Test RMSE for 2017 with neurons
Neurons

Training RMSE

Test RMSE

2

800

2198

4

859

2405

10

1901

158

15

1842

3485

It is observed that with 2 and 4 neurons, model seems to be under fitted as Test
RMSE is quite high as compared to training RMSE. However, with 15 neurons, model
is over fitting as training RMSE starts reducing but Test RMSE shoot up. Therefore, 10
neurons seem to be optimal number and considered for further study.
Look_back: The influence of the look_back parameter on the model is analyzed in
this section. From previous analysis, optimum LSTM model with 10 neurons, 1 hidden
layer and 20 epochs was trained with look_back parameter varying from 1 to 75. It is
observed from Table 4 that with 1 look_back parameter, model is under fitted as Test
RMSE is quite high as compared to training RMSE. However, it seems to be decreasing
with increasing look_back which is intuitive as each sample has more independent variables to identify underlying pattern and predict the next value. Increase in look_back
value results into more computation time. Therefore, 75 seems to be optimal value for
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further analysis. Variation in forecasting for 2017 with look_back is illustrated in Figure 9.
Table 4. Variation in Training and Test RMSE for 2017 with look_back

Look_Back

Training RMSE

Test RMSE

1

2063

3597

10

832

791

50

1814

283

75

1901

158

Fig. 9. Closing price index forecasting for 2017 with different look_back values

Similar exercise is performed for 2018 forecasting, where data from January 2015
to December 2017 is used to train the model. In Table 5, Training RMSE [2015-2017]
and Test RMSE [2018] is shown along with variations in forecasting pattern with different look_back values in Figure 10.
Table 5. Variation in Training and Test RMSE for 2018 with look_back

Look_Back

Training RMSE

Test RMSE

1

1286

2673

10

912

471

50

1528

496

75

1147

2690
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Fig. 10. Closing price index forecasting for 2018 with different look_back values
It is observed that, model with look_back set as 75 data points captures the nonlinear trend of actual closing price quite well for 2017 prediction. Whereas for 2018
year prediction, model with 10 look_back value performs better which is intuitive as
optimal look_back value will defer with the input dataset as their trend and patterns
also varies.
3.3

ARIMA and LSTM Model Comparison

From the empirical results presented above, it is observed that, for 2017, performance
of LSTM model [look_back =75] is reasonably better than ARIMA model [ARModel
3] in terms of test RMSE, whereas for 2018, ARIMA model [ARModel 1] performs
equally good as LSTM model [look_back =10]. Therefore, it can be concluded that by
choosing optimum parameters, LSTM model can perform better than SARIMA model.
It is clearly visible from both the cases that LSTM models are able to capture the
nonlinear trend of series. However, they are unable to capture the seasonal variations.
Whereas ARIMA models are quite good at capturing those patterns. Therefore, these
two components from both the models are combined to check for further improvement
in forecasting.
3.4

Hybrid Model

In this paper, monthly and annual seasonality components from ARIMA models are
superimposed on LSTM model results named as Model 3 and Model 4 respectively.
Table 6 shows the comparison of Test RMSE for the year 2017 and 2018 forecasting
among different models. Figure 11 and 12 shows the forecasting variation with different
models relative to actual data for 2017 and 2018 forecasting respectively.
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Table 6. RMSE comparison of Hybrid model with basic LSTM and ARIMA models for
2017 and 2018

Forecasting
Year

Model 1:
Best LSTM

Model 2:
Best
ARIMA

Model 3: Best
LSTM
+ Seas Month

Model 4: Best
LSTM
+ Seas Annual

2017

158

704

136

192

2018

471

427

432

528

Fig.11. Closing price index forecasting from hybrid model with other models for 2017

Fig.12. Closing price index forecasting from hybrid model with other models for 2018
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It is clear from Table 6 that for 2017, hybrid model with monthly seasonality [Model
3] gives slightly better result. However, Test RMSE from hybrid model with Monthly
and Annual seasonality i.e. Model 3 and Model 4 respectively, are quite close. Monthly
seasonality captures variations with smaller amplitude whereas annual seasonality tried
to capture variations with large range based on the historical data. For 2018, all the four
models are giving comparable results.
It is quite evident from Figure 11 and 12 that Model 4 did an excellent job to capture
the patterns from the recent years for both 2017 and 2018. Though, RMSE is not minimum for the same. This inconsistency can be understand from the fact that there is no
clear consistent trend across years and same is explained here with the help of Figure
13:
a. In 2017, around 75th day (April end), closing price index increased for almost
one month shown in black solid box whereas same pattern was not observed in recent
years as shown between black dotted lines. This explains why Model 4 differs from
actual data around that time as shown in Figure 11 and contributes to higher RMSE due
to local region around May 2017.
b. Similarly, In 2018 around 177th day (September beginning), closing price index
decreased drastically as shown in grey solid box whereas historical pattern is almost
constant in that duration shown between grey dotted lines and falls slightly around 210th
day (Mid November). This explains why Model 4 differs from actual data from September to mid-November 2018 as shown in Figure 12 and contributes to higher RMSE
due to this local region.

Fig. 13. Closing price index pattern of Nifty50 across different years

4

Conclusion:

Primary performance measure of this paper is how well each model forecasts on outof-sample data. Data is forecasted for entire 2017 year (248 days into the future) using
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model trained on 2014 – 2016 data (739 days). This forecasting is repeated for 2018
year having 2015-2017 data as model input to check consistency in the results.
Our findings revealed that performance of LSTM model is highly sensitive to the
look_back parameter which is intuitive as next forecast will depend on its previous time
steps and their pattern. Similarly in ARIMA models, the seasonality period has significant role in its performance. Decomposed ARIMA method was also explored and compared with the other models. It is established that decomposed ARIMA model can outperform other models if there is no drastic change in trend across years. After aggressive search of optimal parameters for both the models, it is found that the LSTM models
are robust enough to make significant improvements in areas where ARIMA models
underperformed, like in the year 2017 prediction.
Hybrid model fused the non- linear component of data derived from LSTM model
with seasonality from Decomposed ARIMA model. However, seasonal patterns and
trends are not consistent across years, still hybrid model performed quite well as proposed model preserved the data trend over the prediction horizon better than the other
models.
To further improve the performance of proposed models, important features like
GDP which affect the Nifty50 index can be modeled, which forms the future scope of
this paper.
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